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PREFACE
This is an universal truth that whenever devilish tendencies
start dominating the mind of the people, divine tendencies start
sinking and seek shelter. At such a critical time great saints and
sages appear with the glorious messages of renaissance. His
holiness most revered Sri Paramhans Ji Maharaj emerged as the
true spiritual guide to put on rails the derailed sense of religion
and removed the religiosity prevailing in the society. Sri
Paramhans Ji appeared as the beacon light to clean the dirt and
dross underlying the inner minds of people of the world.
A Guru (spiritual teacher) can not be a Guru if he can not
protect from the impending disaster and a disciple is not a
disciple, if he fails to convert himself into an instrument in the
hand of his Guru, faithfully obeying the directions of the Guru.
I was feeling restless since long, to put in black and white the
philosophy of life of such a great Mahapurush Sri Paramhans Ji
Maharaj but since I was not getting directions from the inner
world, I could not give tongue to my feelings and ideas.
Fortunately, this summer I got a good apportunity to stay in
Dharkundi. Sri Swami Ji of Dharkundi, who himself is an
accomplished saint and who is renowned as a spiritual force
leadig a number of persons to made on spiritual path, gave me
the inner support and immense inspiration for the completion of
this work. I do not have words to express my gratitude for his
matchless co-operation and great blessings. Still I am expressing
my hearty thanks and most humbly submit my sincere
indebtedness to him. I dare to pick up my pen, only with the
hope and confidence that the Swamiji would continue to extend
his blessings and inspirations to me. I am debted to Sri
Bhagwananand Ji, the present Swami of the Anusuiya Ashram
also, for his grace and kindness. It has become customary for
the disciples to applaud in some way or other their Gurus, but it
is a fact that merely by singing the praise, a disciple connot be
free from the debts of his Gurus. He has actually to attain the
( xi )

essence of his Guru and his stature by practically observing the
Yogic processes. Real praise lies in attaining the same
culmination of self-realisation, which the Sadguru attained. It is
a fact that the traits of the Guru get manifestation through the
devotee. As a result of his attainments, the name of the Guru
becomes meaningful. It is beyond the capacity of anyone
generally to compile and write the unparalleled biography of
evolved self accomplished Sadguru. Whatever is being put on
record here is simply the outcome of the blessings of that very
Mahapurush.
Sri Paramhans Ji Maharaj relinquishing his corporeal body
left us in the same way Ram, Krishna, Buddha and others and
whatever special characteristics were possessed by the above
Mahapurushas, were in full bloom in the life-history of Sri
Paramhans Ji. The common people felt drawn to them on seeing
supernatural happenings in the lives of the aforesaid
Mahapurushas. People found similar happenings and
supernatural solutions of their problems while living close to
him. Such events and happenings became the everlasting source
of their inspiration.
Naturally, the general public of Chitrakoot has great
reverence for Lord Ram and for this very reason, it can be called
typically well off. Day in and day out people have to confront
the instances of the cruelties of the cruel Dacoites. The advent
of Sri Paramhans Ji in the midst of such a social cruelities proved
to be great help to the common people who felt inspired to move
on the religious path and new directions. A number of lunatics
and diseased persons were found to be instantly cured by his
mere Darshan. As a proof they are still alive expressing their
gratitude. There were some such strange happenings, which
boggled the mind. Some persons who were rejected by their
doctors, came to the Maharaj Ji praying for blessings, they are
still leading a happy and healthy life.
A number of persons came to Maharaj Ji for becoming his
renuncient disciple. But very few of them could get his shelter
( xii )

and refuge. He used to examine persons from his heart and after
thoroughly testing him used to refuse him his shelter. There
were some persons who on hearing his unpleasant words
undertook fast but despite all such things only the genuine person
were included into the fold. Out of his most brilliant disciples,
the most saintly Sri Swami Sacchidanand Ji of Paramhans
Ashram, Dharkundi is available and accessible to the persons
of the region today for spiritual guidance.
In the first chapter of this work, some surprising events
have been refferred for throwing light on the ‘Ideals of his life’.
They are very important and useful for the travellers of the
spiritual path. The second chapter contains Barahmasi and its
interpretations along with his gospels. They can enable anyone
to attain the culmination of self-realization. In the last chapter
the folk sayings, supernatural powers and knowledge of revered
Maharaj Ji have been compiled. Through them, he used to lead
the path of the devotees. It was the special quality of the Maharaj
Ji to explain the metaphysical principles in simple interesting
words. All the dryness of the Brahmvidya used to thin in the air.
His style was unique and moving and it used to touch the core
of the heart.
I clothe my inner inspirations inwords for rendering my
service to the Gurudev. Special care has been taken to put in
order, the thoughts and ideas in this work, still if there is any
clumsiness anywhere, the dear readers and the devotees would
not mind it and would be gracious enough to imbibe its
quintessence.
- Swami Adgadanand
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IDEALS OF LIFE
The Life-history
(1911 AD to 1969 AD)
Change is the eternal order of the world. In the annals of the
invincible time, the stories of rise and fall of even great empires are
recorded. Even the unconquerable powers meet their doom within
moments. Nobody knows where the skyscrapers standing as the
monuments of material grandeur, vanish in the space, but the liberated
souls and their deeds transcending the barriers of time, go on keeping
the orchards of this world fragrant for ages with the aroma of their
blossomed life and works. In the order of such harmonious
personages the most revered Sri Paramhans Ji Maharaj incarnated.
He was born in the region of Gorakhpur, in village Ramkola of
Deoria District (now bifurcated in two parts) in the year 1911. His
mother was Phoolmani Devi and father Sri Jagroop Sharma, who
brought him up with great love and affection. Often the supernaturalness of great souls are exhibited since birth. The astrologers
on seeing the child gave hints about his future divine life and
amazingly asked his mother how could she get this child, as he was
not fit for her. First her motherly mind was shaken apprehending
some future mishappenings but was later on relieved when they
predicted that he was destined to become a king or a Yogi. The
mother took the child inside, waved salt and chilli around him to
ward off the evil effect of sinister eyes.
Queer incidents of childhood days
When he was about six months old, a heart-rending incident
took place. Suddenly a dreadful snake climbed upon the cot of the
child and within twinkling of an eye sat coiled upon his body. People
made the best of their efforts to remove the snake but all in vain. At
last a frog was tied with a rope and dangled before it to attract its
attention. No sooner the snake saw the frog than it moved and leapt
towards it to gobble it; the heart of the mother surging with the love
of the child prompted her to pick it up fast and fondle it kissing
again and again affectionately.
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School-education
His formal education started at the age of five but he evinced
no interest in it. Only three days had passed when he had joined the
school, the teacher on account of some mischief committed by him
thrashed him with a scale (cane) on his palm. Three bruised lines as
a result of this thrashing emerged on his palm. The child was so
deeply shocked that his sobbings and wailings did not stop. The
heart of the mother filled with compassion, did not allow the child
to go to the school any more. Afterwards his school-education
stopped forever. One interesting incident of Chitrakoot is worth
quoting. Once his signature was needed for some work. For this he
had to make practice for four days regularly to learn to write his
name. This was the state of the worldly education of the great spiritual
teacher.
His interest in physical exercise
The place where he was born was the place of wrestlers and
the demonstration of their acrobatics. On seeing them and their
wrestling tricks he was drawn towards the physical exercises and
the wrestlers. Watching his interest in wrestling his elder brother
always made special provision of milk for him. Thus his wrestling
feats started flourishing. He took special care to build up his body
and make it stout. As a result of this he earned reputation in the rural
areas as a renowned wrestler.
Nuptial knots
The mother who keenly longed for a daughter-in-law pressed
him for marriage and got it solemnised. He was no doubt a married
man now but like all devoted wrestlers his first love was wrestling
and bodybuilding. He loved his physique above all things. He did
not feel any concern for his wife. Thus days and nights passed that
way. But afterwards as a result of the initiatives of his mother he
was blessed with four sons who are enjoying long life. All of them
are still alive.
Celestial voice and the meeting with the saint
Once when he was going to the market absorbed in the fancies
of his wrestling exploits, he happened to see a saint going with a
flag, uttering ‘Sita Ram, Sita Ram’. After the saint went away he
heard a voice commanding him to offer food to that saint. He was
non-plussed to hear the powerful mysterious voice. Standing near a
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culvert and regathering himself he enquired from people around him
whether they also heard the voice, but all of them replied in the
negative. Maharaj Ji used to say that the unknown voice was so
loud and powerful that it could be heard from miles away. He further
said that he was surprised to hear intermeddling voice in his mind.
He conjectured that it was definitely some mystical incident. He
decided that he must feed the saint. So he started searching him out,
but he failed to locate him even after daylong search. Disappointed
he decided to return home. But suddenly at this very moment he
happened to have the Darshan of this great saint. Promptly with
great respect he saluted him and impatiently asked, ‘‘O Maharaj Ji!
Would you go on uttering ‘Sita Ram- Sita Ram’ only or would you
like to take some food also?”
The Mahatma in reply enquired, “What would you offer as
food?” Bychance he had only three ‘Paise’ with himself. That amount
was then sufficient for the arrangement of edibles. Out of his childish
innocent mind he had decided to buy provisions for domestic purposes
and offer food also within this limited amount of money. So he most
humbly offered him ‘Sattu’ (flour of parched grain) and requested
him to take it. The Mahatma got annoyed and said, ‘‘Is Sattu a worthtaking meal?” He again started going to one direction speedily. The
Master ran and again bowing down at his feet said, ‘‘On account of
my childish nature I uttered such words. Please! Take what ever
you like.” After repeated requests the said saint took the meal. On
finishing his meal he asked him why he had offered food to him and
what was his desire. Since he had no desire he said after thinking
for a while, “I wish I may never be defeated in wrestling bouts.”
Hearing this the Mahatma jokingly abused him, but blessed him
that it would be so. There after he went away.
Victory in the eyes of realised souls is a thing, which is nonexistent and is meaningless. Actually on account of ego an imprint
is left on the mind of men after they make efforts to conquer the
obstacles of nature. For this very reason the saint went away after
blessing him to be victorious even against all powerful time. Now
he started feeling that the said blessing was covering him all the
time, although his approach was still mundane.
After the said Mahatma left he came to know that he had not
taken any food for the last seven days and had taken a vow that he
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would take food only when God Himself presented it. Generally
people think that it is they who provide food to others but it is not
true, they are in delusion. On the inspiration of God alone some
holy persons come forward to feed His devotees. Those who offer
food are also saintly souls.
Blessing of the saint
On account of the blessing of the saint our master was now
confident that he would never be defeated by anyone in wrestling
contests. He started nursing dreams that after defeating some wrestlers
here and there he would challenge direct Gama (the then wrestling
champion of world fame). Once the name was established in this
field, he would throw the gauntlet before him when he comes in the
area. He had come to know that his visit in near future was expected.
He was now fully sure that he would never meet any defeat. Soon
after three days a wrestling contest was arranged. Although his rival
was well within his grip yet surprisingly he was defeated in the
contest. He bowed out of the area humbled and humiliated and did
not appear before people out of shame for three days. He was deeply
shocked and went on pondering continuously for days on the
effectiveness of the blessing and words of the Mahatma. Where were
they now? Later on when he was in the Anusuiya Ashram and when
he realised that the bondage of the cycles of birth and death were
finally broken as a result of the Mahatma’s blessing, he was overjoyed
with spiritual bliss. Then he realised that the words of God or great
souls were never untrue. He thought had he been victorious in the
wrestling contest at that time, the ultimate result would have been
only defeat. Even the stout body was destined to decay someday. In
fact the real victory lies in victory over time and death. The truth of
the saint’s words and blessings lay in the ultimate invincibility of
our Master against time.
The message of the young woman delivered by the old lady
A very thrilling incident happened which paved way for his
future spiritual life. The incident happened as follows:
In the family of a nearby village a young boy was married.
Attracted by the beauty of the newly-married young dame, some
young boys with lustful desires started visiting her house. But the
young lady was inclined towards none. Actually she liked Maharaj
Ji so she sent a letter of invitation to him through an old lady. As he
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was a wrestler his life was disciplined, in spite of that owing to the
youthful exuberance and past Sanskars, it appeared to him that he
got a golden opportunity. ^eugq jad ftfe ikjl ikokA* (As if a poor
man got an alchemy.) After passing any how three or four hours, he
dressed himself up and moved slowly in the dark night towards her
house. But his conscience intermittently pricked him and he thought
that he was doing something wrong. Lost in such calculations he
was moving forward but suddenly he heard a loud voice, “You will
go to hell.” Out of fear his body shuddered. After half an hour when
he was returning remorsefully he heard a low-pitched voice, “In the
temple ahead your Gurudev is present.”
Darshan of the Sadguru*
On the basis of the instructions of the voice he slowly moved
forward in search of the temple. He found a temple but nobody was
seen inside it. He thought that it was really a very strange thingwho spoke in the loud voice and who in low one. He failed to know
the why and how of it. Right at that time he heard the sound of
coughing of someone coming out from the temple. On entering into
it he found a Mahatma sitting in a corner of the temple. He prostrated
before him, thereafter he arranged for light and food for him. After
the meal Satsang continued for the whole night and he went on
massaging the feet of his Gurudev. He put again and again a number
of quaeres before the Sadgurudev Maharaj who aptly removed his
doubts. Within a short period of three days the Guru Maharaj left
after teaching the technique of Sadhan and Bhajan. Now he got
absorbed in Sadhana after detaching himself from his domestic duties.
Soon the breathing became modulated and meditation deepened.
The revered Maharaj Ji used say that he never thought even in
dream of becoming a renuncient saint. He had wife, children and a
happy family and was also attached with it, but God forcefully
alerting him again and again made him a saint.
Renunciation of the household without God’s injunction is a
sin but continuance in the house any more after the permission from
God to quit is also a sin. As the Prime Minister can summon anyone
despite his various engagements and the person has to go similarly
God can call at will any person to Himself how so ever deeply stuck
*Sadguru (Guru) : Supreme spiritual teacher.
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he is in the worldliness. ^yhyk dju pgr izHkq tcghaA dkju [kM+k djr
gS rcghaAA*- Whenever God wants to do performed at pleasure, he
creates favourable climate for it. He generates situations in such a
way that the person is bound to toe His line.
I put a question, “Maharaj Ji! Why divine voice for you only?
It does not happen for common people?” He replied, “Ho! I also
had this querry. But one day God told me in meditation that I had
been continuously Sadhu for the last seven births. Since last four
births I have been moving from place to place sometimes with Tilak
(a pious mark of sandal paste on the forehead) and sometimes with
the bowl of mendicants and was serious in the pursuit of truth and
saintliness but the real Yogic process by then was not awakened.
Since the last three births I had been a good saint, established in
Yog as enlightened souls are generally found. The Yogic process
was fully operative. In the last birth I had nearly crossed the bar but
two kinds of desires in me remained unfulfilled- the desire for
marriage and for smoking Ganja*. Within few days God after
fulfilling my desires took me under his shelter.
The beginning of Bhajan
There was an orchard about two or three furlongs away from
the house of Maharaj Ji. Finding solitude there he sat down under
the cover of bushes and started contemplation. In the beginning people
could not know about his whereabouts. But gradually when they
knew, they started guessing, what happened to him? Was he afflicted
with any disease? Someone remarked that he had fallen in such a
condition only after his meeting with the Langaru Baba**. It seemed
to them that the said saint had bewitched him by the spell his black
magic or had over powered him with his Mantras.
Langaru Baba
The great saint who had initiated him and had explained the
method of devotion in the temple was known in the whole area as
Langaru Baba or Satsangi Maharaj. The Maharaj Ji had himself
seen him several times earlier also, Since he was lame-footed so
some people used to call him ‘Langaru’ also. He was taken as lunatic
by people and the Maharaj Ji like others also knew him to be a
*Ganja : The leaves and young buds of which are bruised when they are
ripe and are smoked for intoxication.
**Baba : Word used for an ascetic person.
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deranged man but when the divine voice pointed out that he was his
Guru Maharaj he could know the truth. Actually he was a great
self-realized saint. He possessed occult knowledge of Brahmvidya.
He had all the qualities of a Sadguru (supreme spiritual teacher) but
people could not recognize him and took him to be an ordinary mad
man.
People of his house and village were in hot search of the Satsangi
Maharaj and had decided to thrash him down if he met because he
had misguided the boy. Despite the intensive hunt the Satsangi
Maharaj could not be traced out. After four months when he
happened to be seen, the whole village surged forward with
numberless enquiries. The mother of the boy was hotly after him. In
a chastising tone she asked, “What spell have you cast, you have
ruined my son.” At this the Satsangi Maharaj strongly rebuked; “Yes,
I have ruined him. You should examine your Karmas. If someone
goes mad or dies or lives how am I concerned with it? Why don’t
you take your son to your house?” The charm of the Baba’s Mantra
was very powerful. Once the faith in him was fixed who could take
the boy away?
The suspension of mind as a result of the transmigration of
the Sadguru in the consciousness of the devotee
When the Sadguru Maharaj returned after four months from
his tour, that day the Maharaj Ji had deep meditation. He humbly
asked his Guru Maharaj, why his mind was never so stable as it was
that day? The Gurudev in a very natural and convincing way
answered that it was so because he after arresting the movement of
his mind had himself gone in meditation. Now Paramhans Maharaj
Ji analysed and concluded that the development of the six disciples
was perhaps checked only on this account who felt restlessness
afterwards as a result of the fickleness of mind. After understanding
this he imploringly asked the Guru Maharaj not to kindly arrest his
mind, instead of this he be kind enough to provide that capability to
his meditation which might enable him to block the vacillation of
the mind. If he releases the arrested mind, naturally it would again
be volatile. So he requested him to grant inner support only. The
Guru Maharaj blessed him and said hence forth it would happen so.
It was very easy for the Guru Maharaj to elevate and establish
the mind of anyone in meditation by transmigrating himself into the
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devotee. Through this unique process the path of supreme good of
the devotees and their salvation could be ultimately paved. But on
account of his keen devotion, he wanted to practice meditation
himself without any support.
From that day with his own effort he started his meditation and
within four months he began to catch the glimpse of the self and
meditation became smooth.
The schedule of devotional practices
He used to remain absorbed in the contemplation of the self
from 2 a.m. to 6 a.m. After finishing the routine work of morning he
again used to go in contemplation. He used to meet and talk such
persons also who liked Satsang, though he always aspired for a
tranquil, secluded surroundings for his meditation. By 9 O’clock in
the night he used to be free from his occupations and again very
early before dawn, he used to get up and start the worship of his
Isht*. As a result of continuous devotional practices Paramhans
Maharaj started losing his physical health and became lean and thin,
his digestion was also disturbed; his desire for food was almost lost.
His sleep was now getting ordained. If someone happened to sit
near him, he used to wish that he should go and leave him alone. He
did not like the presence of and conversation with others. Gradually,
the visits of people became scarce. On seeing the condition of his
son, the heart of his mother was filled with compassion. She used to
visit the place of his worship and compelled him to take some food.
Words of Paramhans Ji (Rules for sleep)
It is very harmful for a Yogi to sleep for more than four
hours. Strong renuncients never feel sleepy and drowsy. They
pass their days like centuries. Devoid of this quality the worldly
people vanquished by the force of slumber, sleep and sleep for
ever. The nap of a dog is prescribed for a Yogi. Just as a dog at
the slight movement of leaves at night starts barking, in the same
way a Yogi sleeps and remains alert against the onslaught of
opposite atoms. Sleep never comes to a bereaved soul. So
chastising the mind one should always go on struggling against
its vagaries.
*Isht : The adored God.

Rev. Sri Paramhans Ji Maharaj and Rev. Sri Satsangi Maharaj Ji
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Gradually on seeing the deteriorating health people got the
impression that he was not a ‘Yogi’ but a patient of Jaundice. On
hearing such talks going on around him, the waves of gloominess at
times over powered his mind. Under such adverse situations he
always got assurances from his inner-self to go on unmoved because
the future was very auspicious.
When the Maharaj Ji renounced his house and started his
devotional practices, his fellow wrestlers decided to serve him in
some way. They decided that either they would learn the techniques
of meditation from him or turn his mind again to his household.
They employed themselves in the service of the Maharaj Ji and
developed an orchard there.
Morning rites
After sometime the fellow wrestlers proposed to Saint Ji that
they should all along with him go on taking morning round. That
would spread a wave of devotion among of the village. The Maharaj
Ji liked this proposal and used to awaken them at 4 O’clock in the
morning. All of them with a drum and cymbals used to take a round
of the whole village reciting ‘Sita Ram, Sita Ram’ along with the
Maharaj Ji and come back with him in the cottage before the break
of the dawn. Thereafter, they used to move to their respective houses.
This group recitation continued for four months. In the beginning
only fifteen to twenty persons alone took part in it. But gradually a
wave of devotion surged. People in great numbers started joining
the mobile concert. The numbers went on swelling up. People now
themselves rose early and used to get ready for the morning round.
One day the Maharaj Ji was in meditation since 2 O’clock at
night as usual. But right about four in the morning an involuntary
nap over took him. When he opened his eyes, he found that the
sunlight had already spread. He was now repenting for violating the
rule of daily routine of taking morning round. Everyone with heavy
heart said, “O Saint Ji! Why did you not awaken us today?” He did
not say a word.
With the rise of the sun, people started pouring in from the
village. They asked, “Saint Ji! Which way did you choose today for
taking the morning round? We heard very melodious sound, but we
had been waiting for joining the band when it reaches us. But which
way did you select today and pass away?”
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The Maharaj Ji thought that he did not go at all that day. It
seemed that these people were mocking at him. By then persons
from other localities also came and informed that the morning round
was accompanied with very melodious recitations that day and that
they clearly heard them. They also asked after all which was the
way he chose.
The Maharaj Ji became very sad to think that God Himself had
to take trouble for him. He took the morning round on his behalf.
Now he decided to stop the morning recitations. The recitations were
no doubt stopped but on account of this miraculous event his
conviction and faith in God became so strong that he wholly devoted
himself to meditation.
Faith in the immanence of the Isht
There was someone’s garden near the meditation cottage.
Everyday mango was stolen from his garden. The owner of the
garden doubted him to be the thief and called bad names to him.
One day he humbly submitted to his Master through his innerself,
Why was he being accused and abused for the theft, when he neither
plucked the fruits nor had any desire for them. Then why this false
accusation against him?
Those who regularly visited did not like the behaviour of the
owner of the garden. With the motive of taking revenge once they
stayed in the night. They said that they would pluck the fruits and
would like to see how the owner of the garden protects them. Inspired
by this idea they retired for sleep. The tranquil night was gradually
advancing. The Maharaj Ji was absorbed with the thought whether
it was proper to awaken and encourage those people for plucking
the fruits. While Paramhans Ji was entangled with such thoughts he
again had same mystic experience and saw that someone was moving
towards the cottage and singing the precept^tuuh le tkufga ij ukjhA /ku ijko fo"k rs fo"k HkkjhAA*
(Take other woman as your mother, take other man’s wealth as
the strongest poison.)
When he started thinking over it, he received ill omens. A clear
decisive directive he got from his Master that what he was going to
undertake was a great sin. When the people who had planned for
plucking the fruits at night, questioned after getting up in the morning.
Why he did not wake them up? The Maharaj Ji in a very natural
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way replied that he was injuncted by his Isht. Such is the immanence
of the all-pervading God.
^gfj C;kid lcZ= lekukA*
(God permeates here there and everywhere alike.)
The Supreme Lord constantly gives us the hints of caution
through various ways. The said person used to come and go
through that way for the last four years at night but he never
recited the above noted maxim. Thus in the very beginning of his
devotional life the Paramhans Ji Maharaj got inkling of the
omnipresence of God.
The test of his devotion
A rich noble man once conspired maliciously to test his spiritual
achievements. He through administrative interferences tried deviate
him from his path. For the execution of his plan the noble man floated
detestfully rumours that he was a hypocrit and a sham. He said that
he would see how he got acquitted from the court case filed against
him merely by repeating the name of ‘Ram’. The Maharaj Ji replied
in a simple way that when all his ties with his family-life and intimate
persons were broken, what concern he could have with any legal
case. The villagers sarcastically remarked if the name of ‘Ram’ were
true he would win the case.
A day before the Day of Judgement suddenly the Gurudev
reached and firmly assuring him directed to go and catch the image
of the judge in his heart during his meditation and turn his sentiments
and thoughts in favour, he would surely win. The victory was certain
because the noble man had challenged the name of Ram. Though
the judgement was expected to go in favour of his opponent but
ultimately it was declared in his favour. He afterwards affectionately
spoke to the landlord, “See, the name of ‘Ram’ is true or not. I am
the least concerned with the fields and its furrows.” Now the tables
turned. Boundless veneration and faith in the Gurudev surged. While
narrating this event the Maharaj Ji used to say, “Ho! If God wills,
grass can grow even on rocks.”
Preaching to his wife
Before his life of asceticism he had a big prosperous family,
which consisted of his wife, children and other persons. Observing
his developing devotion to spiritualism, his wife one day approached
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him at night in the cottage after fully adorning herself. The Maharaj
Ji smelling her intention spontaneously remarked that why her desire
for beautifying herself still continued. She replied, “Am I a widow?”
The Maharaj Ji remarked, “Yes, a widow indeed! Becoming a saint
and dying both are very much akin.” Now the barriers were brokenthe pathetic wailings shook the whole atmosphere. All the ornaments
denoting the marital state of a woman were thrown aside. Hearing
the pathetic lamentations, the villagers came to see what had
happened. At last they came to know the whole mystery. His wife
disappointed and dejected came back to her house. After this event
he used to quote this example as an illustration of Sanskrit saying^f=;k pfj=a iq#"kL; HkkX;e~] nSoks u tkukfr dqrks euq";%A
(What to say of human beings, even God fails to understand
the nature of women and fate of men.)
The allurements of women often misguide the persons moving
on the path of divinity. So by escaping from the amorous expressions
alone we can move on way to spirituality. He used to say. “When
Maya (the power of illusion) puts a person on test even the impotent
becomes potent and the old turn young.” It means that only the
blessing of Isht can protect us from grips of Maya (illusion).
Gurudev’s bathing at a public-tap and warning
Often, after the interval of ten to fifteen days Satsangi Maharaj
used to visit him. On his arrival, the Maharaj Ji used to engage himself
in his service. Service is the foundation stone of spiritual practice.
The Maharaj Ji whole-heartedly used to serve him and the Satsangi
Maharaj used to explain and introduce the subtle ups and downs of
the spiritual practices.
The Satsangi Maharaj kept a close watch on the conduct of the
Maharaj Ji. Saints are by heart very simple but they become very
harsh and relentless against the probable faults and the mistakes of
the devotees.
Once the Maharaj Ji was helping Satsangi Maharaj in taking
bath at a hand-pump, meanwhile a beautiful damsel happened to be
there along with a pitcher for taking water. She remained there for
sometime. The Maharaj Ji observed that she was getting bored and
impatient. He would glance at her to indicate to keep patient and let
his Guru finish his bath. Although the Gurudev did not see him
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looking at that girl yet sensed it. He irritatingly directed him to stop
and get aside. He asked the girl to fill the pitcher, which she did and
went away.
The Satsangi Maharaj resumed his bath and said, “Do you know
how a fish is hooked? A small piece of bait is first stuck on a hook
and thrown in the water. In the beginning fish looks at it from a
distance, then licks it a bit and quickly swims away, again it comes
near the hooked forage and fails to check itself. No sooner it pounces
upon it than the hook gets tangled in the throat. The moment the
string moves, the fish hunter drawing it out of the water, throws
with a bump on the ground. Now, I think you understand how a
fish is caught.” The Maharaj Ji replied, “Yes, Sir! I have seen it.”
Satsangi Maharaj again thundered, “What? You dare say you have
only seen it.” Inserting his finger into the mouth of the Maharaj Ji,
“This way the fish is thumped on the ground.”
Now the Maharaj Ji thought it better to keep quiet because the
moment he attempted to give some explanation Satsangi Maharaj
with four times greater force hurled abuses. It was not understandable
after all why was he calling him names?
In the evening the visitors started pouring into listen to the
spiritual discourse. After saluting Satsangi Maharaj they advanced
towards the place where the Maharaj Ji was sitting. The Satsangi
Maharaj interrupting them said, “Gentlemen, come here and sit
down.” They said, “Swami Ji, we are going to Saintji to pay our
homage.” On hearing this Satsangi Maharaj said, “Which Santji? Is
it this one? Do you know he was glancing at a girl?” On hearing
this the people there asked the Maharaj Ji, “Santji! What does Guru
Maharaj mean to say?” The Maharaj Ji replied, “Brothers! I do not
know anything.” The Satsangi Maharaj got again irritated, he started
scolding him, “Again you says that you do not know anything. Did
you not cast glances at the girl who had come there for filling water?”
The Maharaj Ji humbly submitted, “Swami Ji! I had no evil designs
for her.” Satsangi Maharaj retorted ironically, “Yes, my son! Do
not try to befool one who knows all the ins and outs. You are trying
to misguide me again. A fish eyes in the same way as you were
eyeing. The illusion entraps the Jiva (self) like a fish gradually
developing closeness and then throws it to numberless cycles of
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birth and death.” The chastisement of Maharaj Ji by Satsangi Maharaj
continued before so many people for half an hour. This public baiting
gave the Maharaj Ji a lot of peace. He strictly obeyed the instructions,
which proved to be helpful during his nomadic period when he had
no support from any quarter.
Turmoil at home
When Paramhans Ji got deeply involved in spiritual practices,
difficult times loomed large over his household. Disturbing ominous
events started happening in the house. What ever might have been
the reasons the beam of the roof of the house without any plausible
reason created often crackling sound. Consequently the whole family
was gripped with apprehension and fear. Not only this, the members
of the family started dying one after the other. Even before the
completion of the funeral ceremony of one, another member
collapsed. The household persons placing the corpse before him
wept and accused him for the mishaps. They charged that it was all
on account of his spiritual practices. The chain of deaths continued
in such a way that one after another eleven members of the family
died. Giving the hint of such future horrible mishappenings the Guru
Maharaj often sometimes directly and sometimes through mystic
experiences, used to warn beforehand that the time of test was ahead
and the disciple had to be alert. He cautioned the disciple to remain
vigilant against the usual lamentations on such occasions and to go
on undeterred in his pursuit of the self. It was nothing but the
beneficience of the Guru Maharaj.
Once when he was in meditation he received a mystic instruction
to scatter in the house, the ashes of the Dhuni (holy fire). He was
assured also that no more the beams would make crackling sound
and no more deaths would occur in the family, rather the remaining
members of the family would enjoy long life. He was further directed
not to stay in the house for long and return sharp after finishing the
job. Since it was the instruction of God, the Maharaj Ji instantly got
up and took the ashes to scatter them on the ground and the first
floor of the house promptly. He assured his mother while departing,
“Henceforth the beams would not crackle nor anybody would die.
Now your house is free from ill-omens.” After saying so, he moved
towards his cottage. His mother chased him and went on calling
him but he came to his hut non-challantly and took his seat.
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The direction of the Isht against momentary attachment
Now it was running the fifth year of the renunciation of home
by the Maharaj Ji. The trees of the orchard had now laden with
fruits and by his mind was also growing stable and his interest in
Bhajan was developing. Once an idea flashed in his mind that if the
spiritual practices were to be done why they should not be done
here. No sooner had the feeling of attachment with the orchard and
its surroundings surfaced than an inner instruction of the Isht to move
to Prayag* immediately was given to him. It was enough. As per
direction he proceeded to Prayag. On reaching Prayag he humbly
sought from the Isht further instructions. He was directed to drop
off the clothes there and move by the bank of the river Ganga**. As
a result of entertaining a little feeling of attachment he had to lead
the life of a nude. Every sprirtual devotee should follow fully the
principle laid down in the following maxim, ^vuis{k% 'kqfpnZ{k mnklhuks
xrO;Fk%A* (Geeta, 12/16) (The devotee who is emancipated from desire,
pure, dexterous at his task, impartial, free from sorrow and who has
achieved the state of actionlessness, is dear to me.) during his period
of devotional practices. Now completey depending on the will of
the Isht he started wandering on the coastal areas of the river Ganga.
There was no one of his acquaintance there. But every moment the
all-pervading Supreme Being who had drawn him to the spiritual
path was constantly providing strength to him. That is why the
Maharaj Ji often repeated a statement while delivering his discourses
that no one could become a saint of his own will, only God alone
can make him so.
An event at Prayag
Prayag, the most sacred among all the pilgrimages is the holy
confluence of two rivers, the Ganga and the Yamuna. Before the
occurrence of this incident he was enjoying boating in the confluence
(Sangam). There were some devotees of the village with him. A
polemical argumentation took place among persons sitting in the
boat. During the spiritual discussion there was a lot of tension on
account of the heated argumentations. Suddenly the Maharaj Ji
picked up a broken leaking small metal pot of a saint who was taking
of the Ganga. Seeing and filled it with water. The water did not leak
*Prayag : A place of pilgrimage.
**Ganga : The sacred river of India.
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out of it. Seeing this miraculous feat the so-called saints on the boat
were wonder-struck. They started talking among themselves how
this leaking pot could hold water. At last they surrendered and said,
if water could stay in the leaking pot by his mere touch, definitely
his words were true in all times and at all places and were imitatable
for all of them. On hearing such professions he was very much
amazed. Praying his Isht for indulgence, he said that how and why
he exhibited his miraculous deeds.
After this occurrence he visited Prayag on special festivals. Once
on the occassion of the ‘Magh* Mela’ (fair), the tents were pitched
and Dhuni (holy fire) was burning on the bank of the Ganga
everywhere. But he had nothing with himself. Under such situation
while wandering, he arrived at a place where a group of renunciants
was sitting. On seeing him all of them detestfully remarked, “Get
away, you Khadia (fake saint)! Neither do you have any mark of
your sect at your forehead nor you have the counting beads in your
hand, you, pretender! How dare you become a saint? Go away, get
a side.” Simply smiling he left the place and sat down at a distance
for meditation on the sand. Soon he was absorbed in meditation.
After sometime a rich respected devotee of saints invited groups
of hermits and along with them this wandering Avadhoot (ascetic)
who remained lost in the mystic world, was also invited. Spurred by
their narrow sectarian feelings other hermits ignoring him
disdainfully addressed to the rich man, “Do you want to feed saints
or pretenders like this ‘Khadia’ (fake saint)?” The rich man humbly
replied, “Whosoever he might be. He has been invited by me here
as a saint I would not allow anybody to humiliate him.”
No sooner were the leaf-plates were placed before the saints
than the other saints started saying that the pretender had not taken
bath for so many days. Brushing aside the faithful rich devotee made
very good arrangement for the meal of the Maharaj Ji, who was
hungry for the last so many days. As soon as he took one or two
morsels, big drops of water started raining from the cruel sky. Indian
agitated to net he, Maharaj Ji uttered words against Indra (god of
rain), “Why do you send rain at such a wrong time?” The rain instanlty
stopped and the clouded sky became clear. Everybody there was
wonderstruck to see this supernatural phenomenon.
*Magh : The eleventh month of the Hindu year.
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After the feast was over while he was washing his hands, all
the saints and householders surrounded him but he left the place,
saying that he would wash his hand in the water of the Ganga. Every
body followed him. But quickly he entered the river and crossing
it reached the other side. There he sat down in the grove of
bamboos with a stable and calm mind. The crowd running after
him tried to search him here and there. Some persons took boats
and reached the other side of the river but they could not trace him
out. Now they started damning one another that they were really
unfortunate because a really great saint came and so disappeared
before them even before they could have his Darshan, see in a proper
way. Now they were left rubbing their lands enveloped with a great
sense of loss.
During his discourses, the Maharaj Ji used to refer this incident
and say, “Listen, only God fulfils the words, miracles are
meaningless. What is needed is unwavering faith.”
In the ‘Kumbh* Mela’ (Fair) of Prayag
After wandering at different places he again visited Prayag
during the Kumbh Mela. Like an insane person he moved here and
there. Nobody offered him even a seat. In the meantime a devout
queen invited saints. He too moved with the crowd of saints. Seeing
him, a policeman pushed him a side. He reprimanded him with
contempt, “Go away, you lunatic! This feast is meant for noble saints,
not for mad men like you.” For no reasons he twisted his hands and
pushed him back.
He started wondering over the incident and thought, when God
speaks through the words of every on, then why this scornful derision
and assault! It means he had not been able as yet to even touch the
fringes of saintliness. Caught in such a whirlpool of thoughts he
resolutely sat down at some distance with a pledge, not to go to
anybody for the fulfilment of his hunger. He took a vow that he
would take food only when his Isht who had brought him on that
path, offered it Himself otherwise not. After sometime a wealthy
man who was the devotee of saints reached there and requested him
to take meals. Indifferently he replied that if God made a provision
for food there only then he would take it, otherwise he would like to
*Kumbh : A sacred festival occuring every twelve years held at Prayag.
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keep fast. On hearing this, the wealthy man brought a plate full of
edibles at that very place where he was sitting. After taking his meal,
he moved out for a stroll and arrived at the same place where the
policeman had pushed him aside. He saw that the policeman was
writhing with pain. He realised his mistake and repented for insulting
a saint. He understood well that he suffered as a result of his
misconduct. A search for the saint was going on here and there.
Fortunately the saint himself reached the place. Seeing him there,
people surrounded him and implored for granting pardon, as the
policeman did not know who he was. Impelled by the saintly
generosity and compassion he touched him and instantly the stomachpain was gone. On seeing such a miracle even the queen was
overwhelmed with joy. Soon an inquisitive crowd started swelling
up. Anyhow quitting the place in the darkness of the night he left
the place for onward journey.
Reaching Jaunpur during the wandering round
Once while wandering he reached Jaunpur. Since no one met
him there he after eating guavas in a nearby peaceful guava orchard
used to get absorbed in chanting the Divine name and meditation.
Perchance the watchman of the orchard came to see him plucking
the guavas and eating them. He said, “O Master! This orchard of
mine is at your disposal you can freely take its fruits but now you
need not pluck the fruits with your own hands. I, myself would
most humbly offer the fruits at your feet.”
After somedays residents started visiting there. The devotees
brought different kinds of edibles and offerings. He used to mix and
cook them all together. He had with him only one earthen pot which
lay suspended on the branches of the guava-tree. When the sereals
got finished the devotees again used to fill the earthen pot with it.
Thus he used to remain engrossed in Bhajan unattached with
anything.
The graveyard of Jaunpur
As he loved solitude, once while taking a stroll he reached a
place, which was a graveyard. Everywhere, in the atmosphere utter
tranquility prevailed. Taking the support of the wall of a well he sat
down there for meditation. All of a sudden he heard the voices of
many kinds of evil-spirits. After the break in meditation he looked
all around. Horrible figures of gigantic shape began to appear before
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him. Diverting his attention from them when he again started his
meditation, promptly he received indications that the evil-spirits were
reaping the fruits of the actions of their past lives. The fruits of the
deeds of their previous births were so horrible and terrific that they
were neither eligible for assuming new bodies nor for emancipation,
so they were hanging in the mid way. And, roaming aimlessly for
their salvage. After receiving indications from the inner world when
the Maharaj Ji again looked, he found the evil-spirits of different
shapes and forms imploring at his feet for lifting them up from their
miserable plight, which was the result of their involvements in
adultery, incest murders, thefts of past lives. They wanted their
liberation from their wretched state. By virtue of his saintly
compassion the Maharaj Ji became kind towards them and after
blessing them departed from there. Thus even random meetings with
the saints sins of past births are removed and mind becomes purified
and starts moving on the path of self-ennoblements.
Total dependence on God during his wandering period
After departure from Jaunpur he fixing the image of his Ishtdev
in his heart started roaming with no support from any quarter. He
never begged alms from anybody while roaming at places like Kashi,
Agra, Mathura, Ujjain, Mumbai, Gonda etc. He used to remain
engrossed in meditation after taking whatever food he got. He never
visited anyone for allaying his hunger because from the very
beginning, he had strong faith in the statement of saint poet Tulsidas,
“Those who are in my service need not expect from others.” ^eksj nkl
dgkb uj vklkA* It means that it was futile to expect any assistance
from worldly people. Once self-dependence was resolved it was
usual for him to starve for 8 to 10 days continuously during his
period of wandering. People took him to be insane when they saw
his outward abnormal looks but when they talked to him for a while
the brilliant rays of the spiritual knowledge of the saint entered their
hearts covered with the darkness of ignorance. They used to start
following him. Even on being coldly handled, they didn’t leave
his company. He did not like to stay at night in any hermitage or
village because he felt that could break his continual spiritual flow
in his heart.
He used to remain absorbed in meditation and contemplation
in bamboo-groves even in the biting chill- winter. Rising early in
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the morning he used to take rest in the sunlight. Inquisitive people
often used to enquire, “Maharaj Ji! How do you manage to hide
yourself in places inhabited by serpents and scorpions?” Smilingly
he used to reply, “You see! The serpents and scorpions appear to be
so when they are looked from mundane eyes. The eyes of devotees
are always spiritual. Where ever his Isht places him or directs him to
live, he obeys him like an automation.”
This routine of wandering on the banks of the Ganga continued.
Two or three starvations were the order of the day. One day when
the Maharaj Ji was sitting on the shore of the Ganga, a farmer passed
through the way. He said, “Why are you sitting here? Go to the
locality and beg alms.” The Maharaj Ji replied that he did not like to
beg alms. Then he said, how he would pull on that way? The Maharaj
Ji smilingly spoke, “Who ever is knocked with a baton by God, he
will bring food, you need not worry.” The farmer said OK and
departed. After an hour the same farmer came back with food and
humbly requested Maharaj Ji to take it. On being enquired by
Maharaj Ji, “Why had he come back?” He replied, “You take it as
thus that God has knocked me with his baton. So I have come back.”
In the temple of goddess on the bank of the river Karmnasa
Wandering on the right side of the Ganga, the Maharaj Ji arrived
at the border of Bihar. The river Karmnasa was ahead. A fair was
going on the bank of the river. A Vaishnav saint was living there in
his cottage. When he saw the Maharaj Ji he offered him a seat, there
after food and said, “Could I make arrangement for your bed
somewhere here?” The Maharaj Ji replied, “No, I do not like crowded
places, show me a peaceful corner.” He pointed out to a direction
and asked the Maharaj Ji to go there. The Maharaj Ji moved towards
that direction by the side of Karmnasa. After a kilometre he saw
something which looked like a temple.
Darkness had already spread. There were two or three thick
trees near the temple, the place was some what darker. As it was
very cold so Maharaj Ji decided to pass the night under those very
trees. He saw the inside of the temple also and found that it was the
temple of some Goddess and something was shining on the floor.
When he touched it with his feet, he felt that the floor was sticky.
When he looked at the roof of the temple, he found a serpent hanging
from one side of the bell. There was foul smell also. In the meantime
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two dogs rushed up barking from the backside. When the Maharaj
Ji scolded them, they withdrew. The Maharaj Ji thought that the
temple was dirty from inside, so he again went under the shadow of
the trees and sat there. The dogs at a distance took their seats.
He remained in meditation for the whole night. The priest of
the temple came along with some persons before the sunrise. He
asked, “Oh Saint Ji! When did you come here?” The Maharaj Ji
replied that after taking his meal at the cottage of that saint, he came
down to this place at night. On knowing about his presence there,
the saint of the cottage and the people of the village came and
assembled there. The Maharaj Ji was surprised and enquired, “What
is the matter?” The head priest said, “O Maharaj Ji! You are definitely
an accomplished soul. Nobody was ever found alive who dared to
stay here at night. A number of accidents took place here earlier.
How are you alive after sitting here for whole night? This is very
surprising.” They were not at all willing to leave the Maharaj Ji
now. They extended welcome most willingly and detained him there
for three days. One day the Maharaj Ji got up at night and slipped
away silently.
The Maharaj Ji told us, “Ho! When I got up in the morning, I
saw blood spilt in the temple and so many legs of goats were dangling
from the trees. So the dogs were there. Where the food is available
naturally dogs, snakes and frogs haunt there. People, under false
fear and hallucinations, mistook them to be goblins and often died.
The Maharaj Ji quoted a line, ^;g Hkze Hkwr ldy tx [kk;kA ftu&ftu
iwtk fru&fru xk;kA* (The ghost of illusion devours the whole world,
who ever worshipped it, accepted it they all sang its praise.) In other
words they fell to its grip. There was nothing there.
The Maharaj Ji again turned back towards the shores of the
Ganga. His nomadic tour continued. Wherever evening fell, he used
to stop and sit at some peaceful corner away from the village. He
never entered into the huts of even hermits. The Maharaj Ji thought
that he would only waste his time for meditation in fruitless
discussions with persons present in the hut so he preferred to pass
his night outside in solitude. When the sunlight in the morning
approached and broke his meditation, he used to come out of the
shadow of the bamboo trees and lie down in the sun. At one stretch
he used to sleep till 10 or 11 a.m. except this he never slept at all.
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Living unclothed in winter
During this very chain of nomadic wanderings he reached
Kashi*. He used to remain engrossed there in contemplation for
hours, surmounting the stinging cold at night in a peaceful
atmosphere. When the breathing got modulated and became
motionless or steady and linked with the inner-self, the impact of
the cold outside became nil. After staying in Kashi for sometime he
again moved onwards. When he covered some distance, two girls
from the nearby village came running to the Maharaj Ji. As he was
totally nude they started laughing and remarking to each other
jokingly, “Oh, he likes you.” The other one retorted, “No, No, Not
I but you.” There was no effect of their talks on him. Instead he
remained immursed in his blessed state.
Meanwhile a villager was seen passing through the way. On
seeing him the girls on account of shyness started running away.
The villager asked the girls, why they were running that way? The
girls replied that they got feared on seeing him in a naked state. On
hearing this he approached the Maharaj Ji and rightly taking him to
be a realised saint respectfully saluted him and insisted for taking
him to the village. But the Maharaj Ji did not enter the village. On
his insistence he stayed for ten days on the outer side of the village.
Afterwards leaving the place he moved onwards. Caught in such
intricate situations and provocative loneliness only God saved the
spirit of renunciation, otherwise even great ascetics are misled and
deluded under the impact of lust.
Those days his naked body braved the onslaught of relentless
winter, summer and rainy seasons. He very much preferred bamboo
grooves. Since such bushes were relatively warmer than the open
places. By evening he would enter the bamboo grove for meditation.
He felt cold only at the initial period of meditation but as soon as he
entered into deeper contemplation he felt inner heat. Although the
outer form of his body remained cold with hairs raised, but the deep
meditation enabled him to bear the cold. Sometimes he used to change
the postures of legs while his breath remained stable. Thus the days,
nights, months and years went by.
*Kashi : A famous religious city of North India, Varanasi.
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At times he wouldn’t be able to concentrate at night in meditation
and would feel such a severe cold that his body used to shiver. The
chilling winds blew like arrows and the cold pierced into his bones.
For fighting against it he used to start racing for warming up his
body then again used to sit for meditation. During meditation the
inner heat was generated and thus he passed the nights with his
mind’s-eye fixed. Those days despite his efforts sometimes he missed
the concentration and the stability of mind. He used to say that his
ankles had cracked on account of his wanderings by the side of the
Ganga. Whenever cold sand entered the cracks, the whole body
used to writhe with pain. ^QwVs dje tks QVs fcokbZA* (When fortune
fails the cracks occur in the feet.) After all what he could do? It was
the will of God that he should lead such a life, and the will of God
could not be changed.
Amidst the devotees of Ramnagar
Walking through the streets of Varanasi, the Maharaj Ji reached
behind the Ramnagar Fort, located on the bank of the Ganga. The
members of Nonia Community (a caste among Hindus) lived there.
People were financially sound. Initially they asked him to stay in a
temple. Since he declined their suggestion, they built a cottage
adjacent to the wall of the fort. The Maharaj Ji settled down there.
All the members of the community used to come devotedly for his
service. Their children also used to frequent his cottage. A teenaged
girl used to sneak in at 2 a.m. and stand and stare at him till 5 a.m.
and then run away. After two days he realised that someone was
standing in front of him. She belonged to a family of the community.
He called for her parents and advised them to organise her marriage
and sent them back showering a lot of blessings.
Later on he used to say, “Ho! There are great hurdles before
the seekers of God in seclusion. Those who keep their asceticism
intact even in seclusion are truly great. A saint must be steadfast in
his resolution and remain avowed. You see! The inquisitiveness
caused by the nude form had drawn her there.”
Feast with a Faquir*
The Maharaj Ji used to wander without any support from any
quarter. He never planned his wanderings. He used to just move to
*Faquir : A Mohammedan mendicant.
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any direction and did not care for his destinations, conveniences or
inconveniences. Even during his normal movements his mind
remained fixed on the inhalation and exhalation of his breathes and
was always conscious of the chanting of the holy name and the
mind’s-eye. Fasting was the routine of the day. If someone offered
food, only then he used to take it.
Once while walking he reached the cottage of a Muslim Faquir
who humbly submitted, “Maharaj Ji! I am a Muslim Faquir. Would
you accept the bread cooked by me?” The Maharaj Ji replied,
“Brother! Caste, creed, sects, tribes, family, blood relations none
has any meaning for a saint. Only one goal remains supreme before
him that is the constant contemplation of the Supreme Being. I do
not find any difference between a Muslim and a Hindu. You are a
Faquir. Do you feel any such distinction?” He replied, “No Maharaj
Ji! I too do not have any such discrimination.” The Maharaj Ji said,
“Just as you say ‘Allah, Allah’ in the same way if you say ‘Ram,
Ram’, I would then take your food.” He was not able to pronounce
the name of ‘Ram’. Then the Maharaj Ji said, “If you harbour so
much discrimination, how can I eat your food?” When he saw that
the Maharaj Ji would not accept his food without his uttering the
name of ‘Ram’ he repeatedly pronounced it. Then the Maharaj Ji
accepted his food and took it.
After the meals, during the spiritual talks, the Faquir admitted,
“Actually all the distinctions and discriminations are false but the
wrong notions are so firmly grafted that I felt hesitations in uttering
the name of ‘Ram’.” The Maharaj Ji advised him to meditate on
God and to keep the mind’s-eye fixed on the Guru Maharaj. God
would remove the ignorance and misunderstantings. After instructing
him the process of Yoga and meditation, the Maharaj Ji moved on
his onward journey.
Devotional songs of women on the bank of the Yamuna
One day he was meditating on the bank of the Yamuna river.
In the small hours of morning ladies were passing through the way
singing a devotional song:
rSaus ghjk lksa tue x¡ok;ks] Hktu fcuq ckojsAA
dns u vk;ks lk/kq lju esa] dns u gfjxqu xk;ksA
ifp&ifp ej~;ks cSy dh ukb±] lksb jáks mfB [kk;ksAA
-------------Hktu fcuq ckojsAA
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(O Crazy Creature! you wasted diamond like precious birth.
Never did you take the shelter of a saint nor did you sing the glory
of God. Like on ox kill yourself with loads of work, eating, sleeping
and westing the birth.)
It was a pleasant morning. Hearing such a melodious and
meaningful song at such a time, one naturally loves to store it in the
memory. The remaining part of the song could not be understood
because they with unfamiliar intonation and with such ascending
and descending notes that it was difficult together the sense sang the
following lines. Only the above quoted lines could be grasped. The
Maharaj Ji often used to hum and mutter them.
It was the saying of the Maharaj Ji that in spite of countless
vices a man, possesses virtues also. A devotee sees the brighter
aspects and picks up only the virtues. He quoted Saint TulsidaslfefV lfefV ty Hkjfga rykokA ftfe ln~xuq lTtu ifga vkokAA
(Manas, 4/13/7)
(Drop after drop is filled a pond, so the virtues come to good
man and belong.)
Saint Dattatrey found even in dogs virtue of great saints. Despite
several vices dogs, have one specific quality- if someone picked up
a stick it runs away, but when one fondles it comes back. An ascetic
in the similar way must be bereft of the feelings of self-respect or
sense of humiliation, they must be self contained and contented.
The Paramhans Ji always had a watchful eye on the virtues conducive
to spiritual practices. So all the spiritual devotees must remain
watchful and alert. The aforesaid devotional song containing a
warning, a call for renunciation and detachment was preserved by
the Maharaj Ji in his memory.
On way to Agra City
He reached Agra and spent the whole day roaming on the bank
of the Yamuna river. At the time of evening he reached the grain
market. The shopkeepers were closing down their shops. Wherever
he found the grains of corn scattered, he picked them up and chewed
them. On seeing this the rich businessmen there became anxious to
know about him. They talked among themselves but could not gather
courage to speak to him. On the second day also when he again
started picking up the grains, the businessmen began to throw
handfuls of gram towards him. But he did not collect them. He simply
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got up and went towards the Yamuna river indifferently. On seeing
his detachment gradually everybody felt attracted towards him. They
detained him there and humbly served him regularly for two years.
During his stay the chain of faithful visitors continued unbroken.
Some one offered clothes while others waited to please him by their
service but he satisfying everybody, used to distribute all the clothes
and ornaments among the devotees. With utter detachment he used
to remain absorbed in meditation with the least concern for the
presents.
Disenthralled from the attraction of the woman and gold
A widow used to visit the temple where he lived, with various
kinds of offerings. The widow was addressed by the people of the
neighbourhood as ‘Bua’ (Auntie). Gradually as a result of regular
visits vile and loathsome ideas germinated in her mind. One day she
came well adorned with amorous looks and with a lot of wealth.
She began to say, “We will practice devotion together enjoying this
wealth.” But the life of ascetic is not so pliable and yielding as to be
turned to any side aimlessly. At night he saw a dream in which he
found that his master reached there along with two Brahmins, dressed
in yellow and said, “This man was eloping with a woman, catch
him and purge him.” During this dream-experience he was bathed
and purged and strictly ordained to quit the place quickly because
only that way lay his well-being. When the Maharaj Ji woke up he
immediately left the place and moved further. His revered Guru saved
him from the invasions of Maya (illusion) at various places.
Often he used to say in his discourse. “The devotees can not
understand when Maya was favourable and when it was adverse.
Only God or the Guru can protect him. Like God, Maya is also
omnipresent but through constant practice the Sadguru becomes
visible everywhere. Sadguru is omnipresent only after he is installed
in the heart practically. Wherever he might be he protects the devotee
everywhere the moment evil thoughts raise their heads.
Donation to an undeserving man
Once he was wandering on the bank of the Yamuna. He found
a five-rupees note on his way. No sooner did he see it than he was
ordained to pick it up. He thought, what was the use of it for him?
But as the instruction was regularly being given, he picked up the
note and went to a temple. There he was further ordained by his Isht

(Under the protection of one God)
Freedom from the attraction of wealth and woman
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to deliver the money to Radhey Lal, who had served him sincerely.
But was now in penury.
Sri Radhey Lal worked as a trade broker and had earned a lot
of money. He enjoyed a strong good will in the market. He was
very simple by nature but was addicted to gambling. In speculations
he used to bet ‘Gubba’ and what not. He owned a debt of Rs. eighty
thousands outstanding against him those days. The Maharaj Ji said
to Radhey Lal to take the five-rupees note from the shelf of the wall.
On hearing this, Radhey Lal became sad. He told, “O Guru Maharaj!
Your blessings alone are enough for me. Why did you take the trouble
of touching money for me?” In spite of repeated persuasions he did
not take the money. Since he had enjoyed riches in the past, the
financial disaster could not debase his mind so low as to take the
money of a saint.
The Maharaj Ji began to think, God has instructed me to give
the money to him and he is not ready to take it. Now what to do?
When Radhey Lal departed, his young child came. The Maharaj Ji
told him to take out flowers from shelf and throw them out. When
the child picked up the flowers, he found a five-rupees note there
and intimated the Maharaj Ji there of. The Maharaj Ji replied, “Ok,
You have got the five-rupees note. It’s good, take it and purchase
some edibles for yourself.” After all he was a child, he took the
rupee and went away.
While leaving Agra the Maharaj Ji told Radhey Lal, “You
always make hue and cry for your loans. I am now leaving this
place but afterwards if you happen to get money, you donate some
of it for holy purposes and remember me also.” Later on when the
Maharaj Ji had permanently settled in Anusuiya (a place in
Chitrakoot), Radhey Lal after making a lot of efforts to locate him
reached there. He said to him, “Maharaj Ji! After your departure, I
earned Rs. 3 lacs within two days. Now my debts are cleared off. I
spent it for charitable purposes also. I fed almost all the poor sweepers
at Agra and offered them wine in a good quantity. Besides this I
distributed money also among them.”
Rebuking him the Maharaj Ji said, “Don’t you know donations
are given only to deserving ones. Does anybody donate money to
anyone for taking wine? Would the donated money stay with them?”
He replied, “No, Maharaj Ji. They enjoyed the money in eating and
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drinking and wasted it. But I am again beset with troubles and since
then I have been seeking you?” The Maharaj Ji said, “Yes my son!
The doner meets his doom if he donates to the undeserving ones
now stop gambling and concentrate on God. Only then you could
ward off your troubles.” Thus after giving him directions, the Maharaj
Ji saw him off.
The revered Maharaj Ji afterwards used to say, “Since the day
you start giving even small donations, you start renouncing the world
proportionally. Donations and charities pave the way for ultimate
emancipation. There are many kinds examples- donations of health,
knowledge and grains etc. Grain is the source of life but it fails in
the last moment of life. All the grains stored fail to protect a man
from death. Even knowledge is of no use. The best kind of donation
is the granting of salvation and freedom from fear and that only God
can do. The Sadgurus provide entry into this blissful stage and hence
this is the greatest donation or charity. Ho! Everyone in this world
poses to be charitable and a doner. ^gkFkh 'oku ysok nbZA* They offer
ten rupees and expect an elephant in return. Actually I myself am
the real doner because I grant salvation and do not anything in return.
On the one hand the saint is the donor, on the other God is a still
greater doner.
ek¡xgq cj tksb Hkko eu egknkfu vuqekfuAA (Manas, 1/148)
(Ask whatever you like, ask from the Supreme Charitable Being.)
gsrq jfgr tx tqx midkjhA rqEg rqEgkj lsod vlqjkjhAA
(Manas, 7/46/5)
(Either God bestows his benedictions in this world without any
selfish motive or true devotee of God.)
He alone is the ultimate and original bestower. For obtaining
this best gift, the devotee too has to submit one thing in return and
that is his mind, submission of his thoughts. He has to surrender
himself completely with all his mind, words and deeds before God.
'kh'k dkfV pjuu /kjs] rc iSBs ?kj ek¡fgA
(After beheading your head and placing it at the feet you can
enter the manson.)
In the Kumbh Fair of Ujjain
Once millions of saints assembled at Ujjain on the occasion of
the Kumbh Fair. He also reached there unscheduled. Many abbots
had invited there thousands of saints for feasts. He too happend to
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go along with a Naga* saint to take part in such a mass-feast. In the
beginning he declined to go there but on account of the company he
had, he went there. Seeing a big crowd of invitees there in the massfeast he started thinking who that saint was who had orgainsed sucha-grand feast and had invited thousands of saints and Mahatmas for
meal, on the other hand it was he who had gone there with a selfish
desire for food. Lost in such thoughts he decided to leave the place
ignoring the feast. Walking slowly he reached the bank of Kshipra
river a mile away. He took his seat under a tree and resolved that he
would take his food only if God, Himself offered it, otherwise not.
Three days passed by and he took nothing. On the fourth day a
Mahatma passing through that way spoke to him to remain seated
there and wait for sometime, as he was about to meet their Lakshmi
(the Goddess of wealth). Just after sometime a lady with a Lota
(metal pot) in her hand inspired by some mysterious power came
there. She cleaned the place around the Maharaj Ji and made a good
arrangement for his meal.
She remained in attendance continuously there for four hours.
Seeing her spirit of service the Maharaj Ji enquired, “O Mother!
Why are you standing now? What do you want? Where were you
going and why did you return?” Most humbly she replied that she
was on way to take her bath but suddenly she heard a mysterious
voice commanding her to serve the man who was a saint. She further
said that she was in a fix. What kind of service she should offer.
Since then she had been thinking how to serve him. She further said
that she was pleased to have the Darshan of his lotus-like feet and
wanted only his benediction. Thereafter she managed for the meals
of everyone who visited the place and arranged for the distribution
of Prasad (offerings) also regularly. This arrangement was on behalf
of the Maharaj Ji through that lady.
The aforesaid lady was the wife of a renowned lawyer. She
had some personal money, which she wanted to offer to him. Even
on her repeated requests the Maharaj Ji did not budge instead he
quit the place and moved to some other area.
On the holy occasion of the Kumbh in Ujjain the four
Shankaracharyas issued a call to all those dressed as saints for being
*Naga : A sect of Hindu menditants who always remain naked.
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initiated into the regular order of Sanyas. On hearing this the Maharaj
Ji also started thinking why he should also not get initiated in Sanyas
and be free from roaming hither and thither aimlessly. A great turmoil
took place in his heart the moment this idea occurred to his mind.
Instantly he received an indication from his Isht that neither there
was a disciple nor a Guru like him anywhere, so why he should go
to join any order. Thus he was prohibited. On hearing the voice of
his Isht, he jumped with joy and offered his apologies.
During his preachings he used to say that a devotee should go
on in his pursuits undeterred totally depending on his Isht. From
time to time the Ishtdev Himself saved him from straying away from
the path through his directions from the inner world.
In the valley of the Himalayas
The Maharaj Ji had made a lot of wanderings in the areas of the
Gangotri, Kedarnath and Badrinath. He used to say that those areas
were generally covered with fog but when the fog disappeared, the
snow-capped mountains gleaned like silver. Before the sunrise the
cliffs of the mountains got dyed in crimson light everywhere. Within
a short time yellow colour looking like melted gold spreads
everywhere. The natural view changes every moment. Making steps
on the mountains does farming. Farms of just one metre size! Right
from the top to the foot hill! They are irrigated from springs and
they present a very pleasant view. Even during the biting cold the
Maharaj Ji remained there in his nude form, totally unclothed.
Sometimes he found hearths in the way for warming up the body
but many a time he moved with out meeting such fire places with no
clothes on his body at all.
While wandering such places he reached Devprayag. At one
place four saints were sitting and preparing the dry leaves of hemp
plant (Ganja) for smoking and intoxication. He too walked in there.
One of the saints addressed to him, “Come on, Santji! Take your
seat. Would you like to smoke?” The Maharaj Ji thought that it was
very cold and if he took a puff or two, his body might receive some
warmth, so he too took his seat close to them. They mixed other
intoxicants also in the Ganja. When it was prepared inviting the
Maharaj Ji, they said, “Come on, Saint Ji! Chetao (share a puff).”
One of the saints there was very impatient to take the puff. He
abruptly got up, took the Chillum (pipe) and started taking puffs.
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The blow kindled it a bit but at the very first puff a flame glowed in
the pipe and he staggered and fell on the ground. His breathing
stopped instantaneously.
All the saints took to their heels; he too without stopping to
ponder started running away. But soon after ten or fifteen steps he
thought, why he was after all running away and why the other saints
were fleeing? He concluded that it was so because the Baba (saint)
who smoked Ganja, perhaps died. When he understood the cause
of their fear, he scolded them, “Stop fleeing, why do you run away
this way? Do not fear. You have not committed any crime, all of
you were companions. Only on account of over intoxication the
fellow collapsed. This could happen to any of us had we smoked
the strong intoxicating herb in this way. Nobody has intentionally
caused his death. You are innocent saints and you should not fear at
all.” Hearing this all of them returned, thought over the matter and
informed the police. The police completed the usual legal formalities
and the funeral took place. The Maharaj Ji too paid homage by
offering five times palm-full of water of the river in his memory. He
spoke to them in a heartening tone that even lions before them could
not devour them if the span of their life did not end but if the time
was over even the shoes they wore could become the cause of their
death. Delicious food, comfortable lodgings and even the best
security system could not save them from death. He suggested them
to pray God, only then the departed soul of the saint would get
peace. After this he moved towards Dehradoon.
mek ts jke pju jr] fcxr dke en Øks/kA
fut izHkqe; ns[kfga txr] dsfg lu djfga fcjks/kAA
(Manas, 7/112, Kh)
(Uma! Those who are free from desires, wrath and pride remain
engaged in the devotion of Ram, they find the world God-permeated
and none for clash and confrontation.)
Importance of the instructions of the Isht
After leaving the company of those saints, the Maharaj Ji was
now passing through intractable valleys. He saw there a lonely path
and thought that if there was a way, there must be some habitable
place also ahead, but it turned to be only a forlorn path of the forest
department. It was a dark dense forest of sky-kissing trees, where
the dung of elephants was lying scattered here and there. The evening
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had descended. The sun had already retired behind the hills. There
came to be seen an even place and he finding a towering tree there
took his seat under it. At night when he was absorbed in meditation,
he was ordained by his Isht, “Be seated here. You will achieve
spiritual fulfilment here and you would pave the way for the human
welfare of the world.” During the same spiritual experience he found
the whole atmosphere brightly illumined.
After receiving such an instruction from the Isht, he was over
joyed. Taking it to be the will of God he took his seat there. For
three days he remained seated and the nights and days passed by.
Continuously he went on receiving the signals of good omens and
spiritual assurances that everything would happen provided he
remained there seated. Neither, there was any provision for food
nor habitation. On the fourth day he received a direction from the
Isht. “Today a guard will bring milk for you but don’t drink it.” He
thought that if such was the direction of Isht, he would not even
touch it.
It was about 8 O’clock in the morning when a man was seen
coming towards him. After sometime he came near him and said,
“Maharaj Ji! Kindly take this milk.” The Maharaj Ji was astonished
to see that a guard was really there with milk. The bowl contained
more than half a litre of milk. The Maharaj Ji said, “I would not take
milk today, in future I may take it.” He implored, “Maharaj Ji! Are
we so unfortunate that you refuse to accept it? I saw that you are
hungry for the last four days and finding you so starving, I decided
to bring milk for you with utter devotion. I am a forest guard.”
Whatever occurred to his mind, he went on submitting.
The more the Maharaj Ji tried to dismiss him off, the more
strongly he placed his submissions. Ill omens were regularly pouring
in. Despite his explanation that God did not will it, he failed to follow
the hints. Just to get rid of him Maharaj Ji irritatingly took up the
bowl and drank the milk.
The guard no doubt left but instantaneously he was ordained
by his Isht, “Get up and leave the place, now nothing would happen
here. You would not be able to live here because you don’t have
self-control.” He tendered his apologies, wept at the feet of the Isht,
begging and imploring earnestly but he had to suffer the
consequences of flouting the directions of the Isht. The Maharaj Ji
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was hungry for four days and fully exhausted still he moved towards
uncertain destinations.
He used to refer to this incident afterwards in his discourses,
“A devotee must follow the dictates of the Isht verbatim which he
receives from the inner world during his period of spiritual penance.
If it is ignored, the attainment of the goal is impeded. Like Jayant
such flouters of the dictates of the Isht get no shelter anywhere.
Only with the blessings of the Isht the devotee becomes capable to
achieve fulfillment.”
For four months stay in rainy season (Chaturmasya)
in the rural area of Madhwapur
During his days of wanderings the Maharaj Ji covered a number
of places like Kashi, Ayodhya, Mumbai, Nasik, Ujjain, Haridwar,
Gaya and Calcutta. Areas of the Ganga, the Yamuna, the Narmada,
and the Karmnasa had been the areas of his wanderings. Once when
he was in Ayodhya, at one night while he was taking rest, it occurred
to his mind to observe Chaturmasya at some place because during
rainy season wanderings become difficult. After this thought when
he sat for meditation he had a mystical experience, wherein he saw
a solitary, wild grove of trees with a road in the middle of it. He
heard a voice from his inner-self, “The house of the mother hither,
that of the father thither, there is a tree of wood apple. you live
under it.”
When the meditation was over, he thought how humorous God
was. His mother and father were already forsaken long back but
God spoke, “Hither lies mother’s house thither lies father’s house.
How amusing it is!” He moved towards the direction where he was
suggested to go. The sun had already set. The nocturnal darkness
was growing thicker and thicker. He stopped at one place where he
found that on one side of the road was situated a temple of the
Goddess and on the other the temple of Lord Shiva. Soon it struck
to his mind that they might be the mother and father, fore-told by the
voice, The tree of wood apple too must be some where near. The
place and soon he saw a tree which he found to be a wood apple
tree. No sooner did he decide to occupy the place under the tree
than the good omens confirmed that was the place for Chaturmasya.
A rumour had spread in the areas nearby that a lunatic was
living in the temple of the Goddess, so young men used to come
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armed with their clubs while accompanying the ladies who came to
the temple for offering Puris* & Halva** to the Goddess and went
back. The Maharaj Ji had nothing to do with anyone. Thus days
went by. The school-going boys used to pass through that way in
morning. When they learnt that a lunatic was sitting in the temple,
they innocently used to pelt stones and slip away. They used to talk
among themselves, “Oh! See! The mad man is there.”
On the sixth day a lady who had come for the worship of the
Goddess, asked, “Would you like to take Sattu (a meal of parched
grains)? I fear coming closer to you, I fail to understand who you
are. If you are a saint, please take the Sattu.” He took the Sattu with
his hands. Thus after six days he took a little of Sattu and water and
again got absorbed in contemplation.
The school-going boys had grown now bolder. They started
enjoying in pelting stones. Since there was no apprehension of any
harm from the Maharaj Ji, so they started throwing stones now from
closer range. On the seventh day a child threw a stone from an
adjoining place. It hit on the back of the Maharaj Ji.
The Maharaj Ji realised that they had now grown more and
more fearless and the nature and habits of children and monkeys are
mostly similar. So he stood up, challenged and rebuked, “Hold!
Hold! Catch hold of them and see that they do not run away.”
Suddenly seeing this unexpected turn the group of children while
running away fell on one another in haste. Crying and fleeing they
reached their houses and reported that the mad man had devoured
one of them. About fifteen to twenty young men armed with clubs,
spears and lances rushed up and started ascertaining which boy had
not returned from the school. Cautioning everybody to surround
him from all the sides vigilantly they started advancing towards him.
They said to one another to remain watchful so that he might not
escape.
The villagers had imagined that he was perhaps an insane man,
and would run away on hearing the noise, but he remained seated at
his place absorbed in meditation, unconcerned and detached. While
some of the villagers were waving their clubs, others were abusing
*Puris : Unleavended cakes fried in clarified butter (ghee).
**Halva : A kind of sweetmeat.
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him. One of them remarked that he was very calm which was to be
found only in good saints, not in mad men. They should first enquire
about it. They thought over it and decided to call Uncle Padarath for
consultation.
Thakur Ram Padarath Singh was a respectable man of
Madhwapur. He liked the company of saints and was by nature a
man of devotion. He was specially impressed by the couplets of
Saint Kabir, but he served all the saintly persons. As soon as he
reached there, he recited one couplet:
,d ckj gfj ?kksM+k Hk;s] czãk Hk;s yxkeAA
pk¡n lwjt jfcdk Hk;s] pf<+ x;s prqj lqtkuAA
(Once God became horse and Brahma the reins, moon and
sun became the stirrups, intelligent persons mounted it.)
After reciting the couplet he reverentially saluted him. The
Maharaj Ji raised his hands in blessing gesture. He expressed his
desire to know the meaning of the couplet. The Maharaj Ji smilingly
addressed him and said that- It is God alone who plunders all our
belongings. When He permeats the mind, only then the mind is
enlivened. The mind, which suffers the pangs of separation from
God and is intimately associated with Him is the symbol of horse,
used in the couplet. It has been called a horse because it races wildly
in the animate and the inanimate world, through innumerable Yonis*
(bodies). But when it gets linked with God it becomes fit for riding.
^czãk Hk;s yxke*- Intellect is symbolized here as Brahma (god) and
this intellect works as reins, the controlling force. ^vgadkj flo cqf¼
vt] eu lfl fpÙk egkuA*- It is not ordinary intellect, It is the divine
intellect which functions as reins. Only with such an intellect the
mind (Horse) is arrested and controlled.^pk¡n lwjt jfcdk Hk;sA*- Moon
has been compared with Ingla or Eda (nerves), sun is symbolised as
Pingla (Nerve). In other words they are the inhaling and exhaling
breath, these very left and right notes are symbolised as the two
stirups hanging on both the sides of the horse. By managing
inhalations and exhalations of breaths or to say in other words by
placing feet on the stirups intelligent persons sublimate the mind.
Thus he gets saddled on the metaphorical horse.
*Yoni : The class into which animate beings are divided (which are
considered by the Hindu to be eighty four lacs.).
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On hearing the interpretation the closed doors of his mind were
opened. He prostrated at his feet and explained to all the villagers
that he was a great saint. He burst angrily at the villagers, “How
shameful it is for all of us! This most enlightened noble soul has
been starving here for the last seven days, the whole village would
be reduced to ashes. You all serve him. At least you ought have
informed me earlier.” Hearing this all of them rushed up to their
houses. Some brought milk, some curd and some brought other
edibles. In this way arrangements for his food were made. Within
twinkling of an eye a wave of devotion enveloped the whole village.
All the villagers got involved in serving him and cleaning the place.
It started drizzling but he remained seated under the wood apple
tree. When people requested him to sit in the temple he declined,
then all of them decided to build a cottage for him the next morning,
No other work was to be undertaken. Next morning Maharaj Ji saw
that all of them were going away with their ploughs while they had
taken a decision last evening to build a cottage.
Suddenly the sky became clouded and heavy rain started. All
of them returned to their houses; putting their ploughs there they
came to him. The Maharaj Ji said, “Why don’t you plough your
fields now? Why did you return? Now don’t do anything for me
and go away from here.” He went on scolding them but they remained
engaged in making the cottage. Continuously for three days the chain
of rains did not break. In spite this they continued their work.
Drenching themselves in the rain water, they went on building up
Only he is intelligent who has engaged himself in the
exploration of one God.
prqjkbZ pwYgs iM+h] ?kwjs iM+k vpkjAA
rqylh jke Hktu fcuq] pkjksa cju pekjAA
It means that intelligence in worth to be thrown to the fire of
hearth, fit to be burnt, that conduct, behaviour and thought are fit
to be thrown to dustbins if there is no worship of Ram, the
Supreme Lord. Without Bhajan, all the four Varns (Tribes) are
mere skeletons or lifeless skins. Inother words they nurse only
the physical body, only the sense of myness and thyness. The
real intelligence lies in the devotion of one God.
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the cottage Thus it was raised up, his Dhuna (resin) was pitched in
it and his Chaturmasya started.
Rebirth
Finding Madhwapur to be a peaceful place he used to go out
for walk. Linking his breath to his mind‘s-eye, he used to move out,
whenever he passed by a house he felt an attachment with it. It
repeatedly happened for somedays. He realised that he had seen
that house earlier also, if not then why he had so much attraction for
it. The Isht promply resolved by hinting him that he was born in his
previous birth in that very house, although he remained alive there
only for two and half months. For this reason he was being haunted
by that impression (Sanskar). When the Maharaj Ji enquired about
it from the members of the house, all of them gathered and said,
“Maharaj Ji! The child was very promising, after it the parents bore
no child.” A lady, who was eighty-five years old and known as
Thakurani Sahiba (wife of the Thakur) came there and started
shedding tears. The Maharaj Ji used to say, “Oh! Only God knows
how many mothers have suffered bereavement on account of him?
He got this human body after passing through so many bodies. One
should make his birth meaningful and purposive.
foew<+k% ukuq i';fUr i';fUr Kkup{kq"kk%A (Geeta, 15/10)
(Only those possessing the eye of knowledge understand this
soul, ignorant block headed people do not know it.)
Ho! God has told me about my several births but who would
believe it? Faith dawns only after self experience.” The Maharaj Ji
after consoling the members of the house sent them off. He did not
disclose his identity.
Protection of the fruits of wood apple
There is a wood apple tree near his cottage in Madhwapur. The
fruits of the tree are so sweet that worms are formed inside it. The
tree still stands there. On the request of the villagers a regular perusal
of ‘Srimadbhagwat Puran’ was arranged. A big congregration of
men and women assembled there to draw maximum benefit from
this religious ceremony. When the Maharaj Ji was watching the
ceremony sitting in a happy mood, a big fruit of wood apple weighing
about two or three kilos suddenly dropped down on his head. He
held his head for sometime. But soon he recovered and announced
in sweet words, “Hence forth the fruits of wood apple of this tree
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would never drop down on account of rottenness.” Now a long
period of more than 30 to 35 years has passed and not even a single
fruit ever got rotten nor ever fell down from the tree. Even today the
fruits of the said tree are distributed in Madhwapur as Prasad (offering
of God).
Grant of life to a dying man
As the atmosphere was congenial and the villagers also prayed
to stay Maharaj Ji stayed in Madhwapur for some more days. There
lived a simple hearted forest guard. As he had a great regard for
saints, he had deep faith in the Maharaj Ji. He had arranged sufficient
wood for his Chaturmasya. Besides this from time to time he used
to visit and serve him. Once this Brahmin fell victim to Cholera,
which was so deadly that it seemed that he had reached the gates of
death. The news of his deadly illness reached him also. People
informed, “Maharaj Ji! Mishra, the forest guard who has been in
your regular attendance is counting his last breath on the death-bed.
Even the gift of a cow to a Brahmin for crossing the Vaitarani (river
of hell, Hades) has been arranged. God knows when he breathes
his last.” The Maharaj Ji kept mum for sometime, then he spoke, “If
Everybody is meant for death then what is the use of serving a saint?
If he was to die this way, why did God send him to serve me? Well!
Has he really died?” He instructed people there to take the Vibhuti
(holy ashes) and administer it to him.
In the beginning people did not believe in his super natural
prowess but when Mishra Ji came next morning riding a bullockcart, they were all wonder-struck. Mishra Ji reported to the Maharaj
Ji that the moment the ashes were applied to him he started feeling
better, he got up from the ground on which he was laid and rested
on the cot. He further said that he found that the Maharaj Ji was
sitting by his side and rubbing gently his forehead assuring him not
to lose heart, he had reached there he would not die now.” He said
that he continuously saw him for the whole night and had a nap in
the morning. He asked the Maharaj Ji, “When did you leave me?”
Seeing the unexpected recovery of Mishra Ji, the faith of the
devotees in the Maharaj Ji got further affirmed. Mishra Ji resumed
the service of the Maharaj Ji as usual. Such was the excellent form
of God’s benevolence! Even today, those who had witnessed this
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incident are alive and are the admirers of the most adorable
Paramhans Ji Maharaj.
Maharaj Ji the visionary
Many incidents involving death and birth took place during the
stay of the Maharaj Ji in Madhwapur. Once the devotional songs
were going on around 10 O’clock in the night. Maharaj Ji said,
“Stop singing”. People asked what was the reason of it. The Maharaj
Ji said, “It seems some restless being is coming but his problem is
not going to be resolved.”
People submitted that nobody could be expected to be there so
late at night. At the very time the light of a lantern became visible in
the jungle. Some four to six persons of Mankapur State had come.
One of them said that his son was studying in Lucknow and at present
was admitted in the hospital. A telegram of this intent had been
received last evening. So they decided to seek his blessings.
The Maharaj Ji said, “Brother! I was just telling these people
that the case is hopeless and only disappointment will be awaiting.
If you promptly go, you may expect some help.”
They went there and found that the boy had already expired.
Only they were successful in getting his dead body. Often the
Maharaj Ji had premonitions but expressed only the relevant portion
and such has been the nature of all great saints. ^tkur gw¡ iwfNv dl
LokehA* (Though Lord Ram was omniscient, he feigned ignorance.)
His philantropic way
On account of the convenience for his contemplation and the
affectionate response of the people of Madhwapur, he stayed there
twice. The devotees used to be with him till late night and offer
Ganja. A poor man (Pasi, a low caste among Hindus) also regularly
attended him, but on account of the fear of Thakurs (Persons of
warrior class), he used to sit at a distance. After the departure of all
the devotees, once he came close to the Maharaj Ji and requested
him, “Sir, I have prepared good wine, kindly take it. Snubbing
severely the Maharaj Ji said, “This is the thing meant for only persons
like you. Offering it to saints is tantamount to impertinence and hence
it is not good.” But he went on insisting tenaciously. Then just to
satisfy him the Maharaj Ji took up the pot and touched it with his
lips warning him that he would be liable for the sin. The very next
morning, he got the news that the said Pasi was dying of stomach
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pain. When people referred to it several times, the Maharaj Ji said
that he was forcing him to take wine. It might be that he was suffering
on that very account. At last he was brought before the Maharaj Ji
in a critical condition. Touching him, he instructed people there to
administer a pinch of Vibhuti* to him. Just after taking the Vibhuti,
he was instantly cured. Thereafter, he left wine forever and became
a saint. Finding this sudden unexpected change in his life, the villagers
were dumb-founded. They now believed the observation of Mahatma
Tulsidas, ^lB lq/kjfg lRlaxfr ikbZA ikjl ijfl dq/kkrq lqgkbZAA* (Manas,
1/219) The wicked are reformed in the company of good men as the
baser metal changes into gold when it put near alchemy. The kind
hearted saints do only good even to those who behave obstinately.
^ftfe dqBkj pUnu vkpjuhA* (Manas, 7/36/7) (Like the reaction of the
sandal tree towards the axe). The path of persons is thus paved.
Miraculous change happened in the life of the Pasi who instedly
offered wine.
Scrofula
When the Maharaj Ji departed from Madhwapur, he became a
patient of scrofula. Small glands with pus around his neck surfaced
like the garland of flowers. Bad smell oozed out of them. He asked
God the cause of such a hateful disease despite his pious life. During
his spiritual experience he got the reply, “Would you again touch
wine?” The Maharaj Ji got the answer. He used to say, “Ho! The
devotee as well as I suffered the punishment. No spiritual devotee
should ever touch wine because it benumbs consciousness and
contemplation is broken.” After his permanent stay in Anusuiya, he
was exalted above the taboos because after the accomplishment the
enlightened souls become free from the results of sins and virtues.
In the ‘Geeta’ Lord Krishna while narrating the characteristics of
equanimity of enlightened souls says, “O Arjun! For the man who
has achieved self-realization and enjoys constantly equipoise, the
Karmas lose their utility. By doing or not doing any action, he neither
gets nor loses anything.”
Often the Maharaj Ji used to say that he was above the taboos
but taboos were must for spiritual practioners; they should arduously
follow the prescribed discipline. He advised householders to practice
*Vibhuti : The holy ashes.
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meditation simultaneously performing their household duties. God
would forgive them, if there were lapses but he never forgives the
mistakes of a renunciant saint. If the fails, he has to pay like Narad
for his faults.
Meditation amidst human clamour
Once while living in Madhwapur, he thought of going to his
native place. But soon after it he started having horrible ill omens.
He got subtle indication that any visit to the native place at that time
would prove to be harmful. So dropping this idea, he moved towards
the western direction and reached Mumbai. Maharaj Ji’s condition
was then like that of a madman in a busy and tumultuous city like
Mumbai. He had not taken any food for the last three-four days.
While roaming in the city, he arrived at a confectionary shop. Seeing
Jalebi (a kind of sweetmeat), he felt strong desire to eat them. But he
had no money because he had taken a pledge not to touch it or to
beg under any condition. The desire for the Jalebis was so strong
that he felt like picking up the whole tray. He checked himself and
thought that such an act did not become a saint. So he persuaded his
mind that he had gone there for Bhajan, then how the allurements
for Jalebis cropped up? He coaxed it why it felt so much allurement
for Jalebis, what speciality there was in the dish that it so stubbornly
aspired for it. Persuading his mind, again he cajoled it that it should
not feel restless if it had not taken anything that day. Arrangements
for food were always made by God. Whenever He found it necessary
He would make provisions for food. There was no need for any
anxiety.
Thus advising his mind, he sat for meditation by a roadside in
the midst of the noise and hubbub of the city. His meditation here
too became firm and deep as it used to be in solitary places. When a
devotee, with-drawing the modifications of his mind fixes it at will,
he can meditate anywhere. He was so deeply absorbed in his
meditation that he became oblivious of the whole world. The
meditation gradually turned into Samadhi*.
*Samadhi : The exercise of austerity in a yogi, whereby he acquires the
power of suspending the connection between the body and
soul as long as he likes.
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Out of the crowd, which had assembled there, a man of religious
faith came forward. He loudly addressed, “O Saint Ji!” But the
Maharaj Ji heard only a sound like ‘Gunn’. The Maharaj Ji felt as if
God was addressing him as saint. When the said man called him
again loudly, his Samadhi was broken. He saw that a devoted man
was standing there with a tray, requesting him to take food. He fed
him respectfully and gave water for drinking and washing hands
also. After this he saluted him and departed. The Maharaj Ji found
himself surrounded by the crowd but any how he escaped and left
for some lonely place.
Desire To Eat Coconut
On the sea-coast a hawker had arranged pieces of cocount
placing one upon another. Which looked very attractive. It occurred
to the mind of the Maharaj Ji that if he could get a piece, he might
eat it. But immediately coaxing and cajoling his mind, he said to it,
“Would you run after everything you see leaving Bhajan?” He
moved forward and sat down under a tree. Suddenly a piece of
coconut fell down just before him. When he looked up, he found a
crow there. It had picked up the piece from somewhere, which it
had fallen down from its grip while attempting to eat it. When he
picked it up, he received good omens. The Maharaj looked at it and
expressed lot of thanks to God for providing it. At the highest stage
of Yogic exaltation the desires are fulfilled, the moment they
germinate in the mind.
tks bPNk dfjggq eu ekghaA gfj izlkn dNq nqyZHk ukghaAA
(Manas, 7/113/4)
(Whatever desires are entertained in the mind, all of them are
fulfilled by God.)
Fish in the random-dole
One day early in the morning the Maharaj Ji was passing through
the lanes of Mumbai. People were still asleep. The city was not
agog with its hustle-bustle. A lady was about to throw some Parathas
(roasted bread with edible oil) from the second storey of her building.
On seeing him, she changed her mind. Calling him she said, “O
Babaji! Would you like to take Parathas?” He thought it to be a dole
unbegged, so he stopped there. The said lady came down quickly
and placed the Parathe on his palms. The Parathe were three or four
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in number and were very soft. Cooked vegetable like Ghuniya was
on them.
The Maharaj Ji took a morsel while moving. The taste was
similar to that of a cooked fish. He started thinking that it was not
proper for a saint to take flesh, fish or wine but she had given it
unasked and those things, which were given unasked, should not
be refused. He had not asked for it so why God caused it to be
given. Should he take it or not? Sometimes the idea of throwing it
away came to his mind but soon it occurred to him not to throw it as
it was a dole unasked for. God seemed to be unhappy. No indication
was being given by Him to eat or not to eat. Neither he was receiving
good omens nor ill omens. Be set with such a dilemma, he passed
away miles after miles. The morsel was still in his mouth. Ultimately
he threw the whole of it. He began to clean his mouth on public tap.
There was a betel-shop by its side. The shopkeeper on seeing him
rushed up and said, “O Saint Ji! take the betel and purify your mouth.”
He took the betel and blessing him, moved forward.
The Maharaj Ji recalled that when he was coming to Mumbai
on train, he had seen a man eating fish on the adjoining seat. Then it
had occurred to his mind that the fellow was taking fish in a strange
way. He ought have held the fish in this or that way and then he
should have taken it. God found that he was contemplating on fish
forgetting the Bhajan. Hence, he caused it to be given to him so that
he developed repulsion for it. He made provision also for the
purification of his mouth and that confirmed his stand. Again God
started speaking, directing and instructing him.
Assistance in the jungle
The Maharaj Ji came out of Mumbai on foot. He was moving
by the side of the rail. Darkness was spreading. No man nor any
village could be seen anywhere. He, absorbed in his thoughts, was
moving forward with his mind’s-eye linked with Yogic-discipline.
Soon he heard the sound of a coming train. So he stopped. It was a
goods train. As soon as the bogie of the guard reached before him,
the train stopped. The guard of the train called him and he boarded
bogie. He waved the flag off and the train again started. The guard
took out his tiffin from the tiffin carrier and requested him most
respectfully to take it. He stopped the train near Katni railway station
in jungle where he wanted to get down. Thus we see that none but
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God Himself by inspiring others, povides convenience to his
devotees; otherwise why a train should have stopped in jungle where
there was always risk of loot and plunder.
Towards the native place
While wandering, he again felt a strong desire to move towards
his native place. Despite the ill omens, he reached the platform of
his destination. Instantly, he was warned from the Isht not to get
down there because such a desire was nothing but a curse for a
Sadhak (devotee). But ignoring it, he alighted. As soon as he got
down, he realised as if his Isht was reprimanding him and saying
that he was not a true Saint, so he should rather go back to his home.
Dumb-founded he began to ponder over the matter, Meanwhile he
saw that a mass of resplendent light shot up from his heart and
disappeared in the void. On account of this supernatural incident he
felt so deeply shocked that for one and a half years he confined
himself in his cottage, weeping all the time. He went on offering
apologies after apologies. He resolved not to entertain any desire
ever for visiting his native place. The kind hearted Ishtdev granting
him pardon, gave a direction, “Now you can move out.” When he
was going out of the village in the peaceful, noiseless night, perchance
he happened to meet an acquaintance. Explaining him he said that
he would never come back to his native place.
In his discourses he used to say, “See! Becoming a saint is
equivalent to dying. For him all his family relations, family ties cease
to exist. God is very kind. He talks to us as I talk to you. ^tkuh xjy
ts laxgz djghaA dggq mek rs dkgs u ejghaAA* When God protects, He never
allows his devotees to take poison. Afterwards with a strong faithful
mind he again moved on the path of Sadhana renouncing forever
his attachments with his place of birth. He used to explain that no
one should ever entertain the least fondness for his birth-place because
there was risk of deviation from the path of devotion. The path of a
saint, he used to say, was very arduous and quote a line from saint
Kabir- ^tks ?kj Qwd
¡ s vkiuk] pyS gekjs lkFkA* (Those who were ready
to burn their homes, only they were eligible to accompany him.)
Departing from Kashmir to Chitrakoot
After the above incident he moved towards Kashmir. During
his trip he reached Jammu. No sooner did he get down there and
was standing at the station than a Sardar (a Sikh) came and saluting
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him asked, “Well Maharaj Ji! Do you want to go to Kashmir?” He
replied simply in an affirmative way and added that he wanted to go
to Kashmir and pass his whole life there. The said religious minded
Sardar, seeing his appearance felt that he was short of clothes, so he
gently said, “It is very cold there. How could you save yourself
without clothes from the chilly cold? If you wait for sometime, I
may arrange some clothes for you.” He first brought grapes within a
short time and offered them to him. There after he left with an idea
to get his clothes ready for him. After he departed he started thinking
how he could live there for his whole life. When he was on the
thorns of dilemma he heard an oracular voice commanding him to
start for Chitrakoot. Since he was a spiritual saint, a doubt occurred
to his mind about the import of the word ‘Chitrakoot’. He thought
that real Chitrakoot exists in the region of heart should he set out for
that Chitrakoot or the Chitrakoot which exits outside geographically.
For which Chitrakoot was he ordained to go? He knew very well
that spiritual Chitrakoot was the central point between two eyebrows
where the Yogis fix their mind’s-eye (the point is known in Yogic
terminology as Koot). Soon the Isht clearified that he should move
to external Chitrakoot for his physical habitation. The same night he
departed from there. How shocked the gentleman would have been,
who had gone for arranging his clothes can not be imagined.
Blessing an Astrologer
From Jammu he reached Jaunpur while moving towards
Chitrakoot. From there he had an idea to go to Varanasi. He saw a
house in the way. A Thakur Sahib who was the owner of the house
happened to see the Maharaj Ji, he came running and respectfully
saluting him offered a seat on a wooden plank and fed him heartily.
There was a Pandit Ji (a Brahmin) who was already seated there.
After the meal he started narrating the tale of his grief, “Maharaj Ji!
I have studied grammar and astrology still I fail to feed my children.
What is the use of having such an education?” Deeply touched the
Maharaj Ji spoke, “Now you go tomorrow you will get five rupees.”
Those days five rupees had real value and provided good purchasing
power. Ghee was being sold those days at the rate of one rupees for
one ser. Pandit Ji asked, “Is it possible that I would get really rupees
five?” Smiling he said, “Since it slipped out of the mouth so believe
when you get it. Let us see what happens.” Thereafter discussion
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started about devotional activities. Greater part of night had passed,
so he retired there.
The next morning a washerman was passing through that way
speedily. The Thakur asked him where he was going so early. He
replied that he was going to call Pandit Ji as they wanted to listen his
religious discourse in a village nearby. Thakur Sahib pointing out
said that there he was. Pandit Ji went there and delivered religious
talks. The washerman presented a shirt, a loincloth, twenty kilo of
grain and rupees five. Pandit Ji had got more than enough.
The Maharaj Ji after taking his meal had already left the place.
Hardly he had taken few steps, he saw that Pandit Ji keeping a bundle
on his head was rushing towards him. From a distance he spoke, “O
Maharaj Ji! Please wait for a while.” He put down the bundle and
prostrated at his feet. In Sanskrit he started praising, ‘Paramhansaya
Namah, Mahapurushaya Namah, Divyavibhutaya Namah.’ (I bow
to you O Paramhanas, I bow to you O Noble man, I bow to you O
Divine being.) He went on showering praises after praises in words,
which were not understandable. He started saying, “Maharaj Ji! As
you have foretold I got rupees five and with it many more things
too. Maharaj Ji, you are really a self-realised soul.”
The Maharaj Ji thought that the whole world suffered from want
and pain. If the whole village turned up lots of problems would crop
up. So he said, “Oh! No! No! It was just a slip of tongue I never
foretold about other things you got.” Pandit Ji replied, “No Maharaj
Ji! Greatmen always conceal their identity; we are really very
fortunate that your feet touched our land. He loudly started
eulogicing him and people started assembling there.
Yes, for changing the topic, he said, “Pandit Ji! You are a
stronger and palmist, please read my palm.” Pandit Ji began to say,
“Maharaj Ji! You are above the Karmic-Sanskars, you are free from
the bondage of Karmas. What is the use of reading your palm?”
The Maharaj Ji insisted, “Still what is the harm in seeing it?” Pandit
Ji said, “Do you really mean to show your palm?” When he replied
in the affirmative, Pandit Ji for a long time closely saw the lines on
his right palm. He cast his glances also at times on the face of the
Maharaj Ji while examining the lines on the palm. At last he spoke,
“Maharaj Ji! It does not appear from seeing your palm but if the
science of astrology is correct, you are afflicted with evil stars.”
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Immediately after hearing the words of Pandit Ji, the left hand
of the Maharaj Ji started throbbing which continued without pause.
He started pondering over it and felt that when it was he who spoke
so then why his arms were throbbing. Was he speaking the truth?
He immediately got confirmation from his Isht that Pandit Ji was
correct. He grew sad but soon was happy too that God had given
him a prior caution. After getting rid of them, he moved forward on
his way.
On way to Kashi and Prayag (Hathyoga*)
As per the direction of the Isht, while coming from Kashmir
via Varanasi he reached Prayag. He stayed in the way for a day two
to take rest. In Kashi he through a spiritual revelation came to know
that Sri Harihar Baba was none, but Lord Shiva Himself. He used
to live in a boat in the river Ganga. After meeting him he reached
Prayag.
There lived some Hathyogis on the dam the Ganga. Seeing
him there in contemplation, a young Yogi asked, “I see that you are
in meditation since 2 O’clock in the night. When so much filth is
filled inside the stomach, how can you meditate? I understand that
meditation is quite impossible in this condition. Neti-Dhauti (internal
cleaning) is necessary for meditation but you are absorbed in
meditation without doing it.”
The Maharaj Ji smilingly replied, “Filth actually lasts in ones
mind. What is the use of cleaning the intestine of the gross body?
The polluted Sanskars carried down from various births are the real
filth, which veils the mind and wavers it when it goes for meditation
so it is a great obstruction. The process which cleans the dirt of
mind and helps stablising it is the real Yogic process, which is initiated
only by self-realised Mahapurushas who establish the mind in the
domain of the Isht. This is purely a spiritual phenomenon and is not
at all connected with the physical body. The ‘Geeta’ is the authentic
scripture of Yoga, but not even a single sentence refers to the role of
Neti-Dhauti. The Ramcharit Manas helps the communion with the
Isht, but there too we find no reference of Neti-Dhauti. Even
Maharshi Patanjali and Kabir, who are the authorities on Yoga, have
*Hathyoga : A kind of austerity in which the body is subjected to severe
hardships.
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not given any place to it. There is nowhere any description of it.
Neti-Dhauti-Vasti are helpful for curing the stomach problems.
Shirshasan (a Yogic posture) removes the defects of the mind. We
can control even the most obstinate physical problems with Yogic
practices. But we can not achieve the highest degree of Yoga, which
is the state of Godhood.” The Maharaj Ji quoted from the Geeta:
O;olk;kfRedk cqf¼jsdsg dq#uUnuA
cgq'kk[kk áuUrk'p cq¼;ks·O;olkf;uke~AA (Geeta, 2/41)
(Intellect is the only determing force in this auspicious way, the
intellect of those who do not have the power of disermination remains
divided in endless directions. Hence they expand freely their countless
activities.)
The Maharaj Ji explained further that saints used to live in
jungles for Bhajan and were exposed to diseases of different kinds.
In the absence of easy availability of medicines they practised
Hathyoga for curing their ailments. Medical facilities were not
accessible as they are today. People fell victim to Malarial fever
which continued for months. Their routine of contamplation used to
get disturbed on account of long illness. So the Yogis spared some
of their times from their Bhajan for Yogic exercises. Thus after
guiding and showing right direction to the Hathyogis he left for
Chitrakoot.
Physical illusion
Once he reached Ayodhya at 4 O’clock in the morning. He
was going on a lonely road absorbed in deep contemplation. Winds
started blowing and sky became clouded. On account of drizzling
rain the atmosphere became colder. The Maharaj Ji happened to see
a big hall, which appeared to be a hermitage of some saint. He
entered the hall and sat down in a corner. He thought that he would
move forward after the rain stopped. He heard the voices of some
ladies and children who were on the upper storey. At the very moment
a saint holding a big Lota (a metal pot) of 5 kg. weight entwining
the sacred thread round his ear appeared climbing down from stairs
like a wrestler.
On seeing the Maharaj Ji, he uttered, “Who are you? How are
you here? Don’t you know whose residence is this place?” The
Maharaj Ji replied, “I have not to stay here. After the rain stops, I
shall move out. I do not want anything, so I did not like to trouble
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you.” That very saint thundered and spoke sarcastically, “O! You
talk like saint.” Muttering some nonsensical syllables, he caught hold
of the neck of the Maharaj Ji. The Maharaj Ji thought it proper to
leave the place and started moving out but that gentleman was so
angry that he did not release his neck from his grip. Only few steps
of the stairs remained to get down. The Maharaj Ji felt the increasing
pressure on his neck. The Maharaj Ji calculated that the said
gentleman wanted to push him down. So the moment he applied the
force the Maharaj Ji who himself was a renowned wrestler, took a
turn and placing his hand under his buttock knocked him down and
buffetted him with fists and said, “Now you say why did you push
me down? Had I fallen on the road who would have bandaged?
You have with you your family to look after. Now you foment your
wounds and apply ointments and eat Halwa (sweet-dish)!” The
above saint cried out, “Save me! Save me! This mad has beaten
me.” Leaving him there, the Maharaj Ji moved a head and reached
the railway station.
Two saints with Tilak* on their forehead were seen coming
there, talking with each other. “O Sitaramji! The man who happens
to be the head of the monastery there and who never offered even
bread to any Sadhu, perchance by the will of God met a madman
today who gave a good thrashing. We all have seen it.” They were
talking with each other standing by the side of the Maharaj Ji. The
Maharaj Ji thought to leave the place apprehending that his identity
might not leak out. They were not be relied on. They were no doubt
condemning him but the moment they recognised him they would
surround him and start crowing. The train reached in the meantime
and the Maharaj Ji immediately got in. The train started moving.
Only after it his mind could concentrate in Bhajan, otherwise it tended
to waver again and again. Till this incident the Maharaj Ji had retained
an arrogance and pride for his stout body and physical prowess but
gradually he got over his body consciousness. His unrestricted
wanderings continued. During this period he sometimes remained
half-fed, sometimes well fall and many times unfed.
Once while he was passing through the rural regions, he sat
down in the middle of a farm. The Phalgun month (last month of the
*Tilak : A mark made on the forehead either as an enblem of sect or for
ornament.
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Hindu year) was on its last legs. The cold wind of the morning was
quivering animate as well as inanimate world. The Maharaj Ji looked
around in reach of some objects to get rid of cold and found fire
burning at a distance. He took it to be a fire burnt by some farmer
for guarding his farm, so he moved towards it. When he reached
there he found the cottage of a saint. Five saints who had renounced
clothes and had worn only the rind of banana tree were busy in
rubbing holy ashes on their body, doing Yogasans and counting
beads with their fingers miside Gomukhi¹. The Maharaj Ji bowing
his head in gesture of salutation, sat down near the Holy-fire.
Suddenly the saints thundered, “Why did you touch the Holyfire (Dhuna)? Do you know the mantra² of the Holy-fire? Do you
know the Mantra which ignites the fire?” The Maharaj Ji in a natural
way replied, “I was feeling cold. Let me warm up my body with the
heat, I will there after tell you the Mantra of the fire also.” One of
the saints held his hand and put him aside speaking, “You importer!
How do you dare talk like saint?” The Maharaj Ji not reach at all.
Only one thought came to his mind that he was not allowed to warm
himself up in that biting cold by their people. Very coolly he moved
forward again and resumed his contemplation. The sameday God
conveyed to him that his body’s arrogance was more gone forever.
The Maharaj Ji was overjoyed.
Later on when the Maharaj Ji started living permanently in
Anusuiya, three saints out of them reached there on their pilgrimage
tour. He immediately recognised them. Respectfully he offered them
a seat, gave them sweet, churned curd and food and arranged for
the Holy-fire for warmth. The next morning he saw them off very
hospitably and said, “O Great Renuncients! Do visit in future also.”
They replied, “Maharaj Ji! How are we the renucient? We live in a
village and collect grains from fixed villages for our livehood. It is
actually you who is the real renuncient because you are here in this
dense forest sitting like the legendary saint Atri³. We are very
fortunate to have your Darshan.” Assuring them, the Maharaj Ji
said, Tyagi Ji you gave your Darshan as well as you had it too.
1. Gomukhi : An angular bag in which the right palm is inserted for counting
mantras or a rosary.
2. Mantra : Vedic text or hymn.
3. Atri : One of the seven Rishis (Sages).
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Both at once, hardly they had gone few hundred steps away,
the Maharaj Ji said, “Ho! The persons I referred to in my talks are
these very people who did not allow me to get some warmth from
the holy fire, who twisted and push.” After hearing this one of the
devotee taking a big lathi (stick) up said, “How did they dare twist
the hands of our Guru Maharaj. Down with them.” The Maharaj Ji
promptly checked him and of molli flying his feelings said, “No,
No, the Tyagis were not at fault. Actually it was God who tasked
me to see whether my arrogance and body consciousness was gone
or not. Had I felt the least grudge and grievance that day, I would
not have been placed here, God know where I would have been.”
Lord Krishna says, O Arjun! Those who retains body
consciousness does not get salvation. Pride of physical beauty,
knowledge, high family and wealth gets up rooted only through
unpropped or unsupported wandering. ^lc ekfu fujknj vknjgh] lc
lUr lq[kh fopjfUr eghA* (Manas, 7/13/8) Total surrender be the Isht
is essential for freedom from body consciousness.
A strange dream at Karbi station
During this very Chitrakoot journey, the Maharaj Ji reached
Karbi. There he received direction from the inner-self, “Now this is
Ok. You have become the devotee of God. He was very glad to
receive this intimation. He decided that he would meditate for the
whole night sitting at the station.
It was 9 O’clock at night. Just when he got seated, a divine
apparition appeared before him in meditation. A woman dressed in
white clothes came, her face was of fair complexion and it was
glowing. Looking affectionately she said, “Open your palm.” He
opened them. The lady placed a gem on his palm, on account of
which glimmering light spread all around. Again addressing she
said, “Now close your palm. You have got the gem, but do not
sleep today” There after a voice came reciting-^jke Hkxfr efu mj cl
tkdsA* (Manas 7/119/9) (The gem of devotion of Ram fixed in whose
heart).
The Maharaj Ji thought it is not difficult to remain awake. He
sat down firmly. But soon gusts of sleep started overtaking him.
The Maharaj Ji washed his eyes but the gusts of sleep went on
recurring. He had never felt so much sleepy in his life. He had the
practice of long meditation for hours at night, but strangely enough,
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that day the gusts were overtaking him again and again as if he had
not slept for two or three days.
Fighting against the dozes the time passed and it became 4
O’clock in the morning. He thought that the dawn was very close
and it is a matter of two or there hours, so why not to straighten the
waist. So resting his back on the iron bars of the barricade of the
station he sat down. The back had just rested on the wall that the
sleep overtook him instantly. During his sleep he saw a scene in
which he saw the figure of an ugly woman dressed in black clothes.
She said, “Open your fist.” He opened his fist. The woman took
back the gem from his palm and placing in its place a lik Madar and
said, “Close your fist! Why did you sleep?” He immediately got up
and read the watch. It was ten past four. Even the sleep was not
proper. He started cursing himself, “Now you sleep. The gem has
gone away. Sleep and sleep for your whole life.” After this he
attempted to go for sleep but failed.
The Maharaj Ji used to say, “Ho! Bhajan is nothing else but
obedience. God never gives impossible directions. One should not
amend them out of one’s own will nor the injunction of God should
be flouted. Sita Ji flouting the instruction for not crossing the line
acted according to her own will so she had to suffer.
gfj dh vkKk mYyaf?k ds] djS tks LosPNkpkjAA
tgk¡ tk; rgk¡ dky gS] dgSa dchj fopkjAA
Had he not slept that day every leaf of this very Anusuiya would
have started glowing like electric bulbs and I would have been
surrouned by guards from all the sides, you would not have got my
Darshan and what not would have occurred. The hallow of the
grandeur of saintliness would have covered the whole area. Now
my Darbar is open court.”
The Maharaj Ji at Chitrakoot
The Maharaj Ji reached Chitrakoot from Karbi and sought
guidance from the Isht, “Chitrakoot is a big place. The area spread
in 84 miles is known as Chitrakoot. The Panchkrosi Parikrama itself
covers 60 to 70 kilometres. Now tell me where should I settle down?”
He got instruction in the mystic experience to move to Anusuiya.
The Maharaj Ji had stayed at Ramghat in Chitrakoot. A Mahatma
had organised Bhandara (Open feast) in a temple named ‘Yagya
Vedi’. He too went there. It was enquired from the Maharaj Ji to
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which sect he belonged to. The Maharaj Ji was not of any sect, so
he said, “You would not get food according to your appetite. Take
one Malpua and two Puris and sit away from the que. God knows
to which caste you belong to?” The Maharaj Ji said, “If I eat, I
would eat to my utter satisfaction otherwise what type of Bhandara
is this?” and he came back from there.
When he went to some distance, a saint from another temple
came, saluted him and respectfully gave him a seat. He catered bread,
vegetables, curry etc. and fed him duely and then humbly sent him
off. He used to say, “Ho! Only God makes provision of food for his
devotees.”
On way to Anusuiya
After the Isphatic Shila there was dense forest. The track leading
to Anusuiya as so narrow that the clothes used to get torn. The body
used to get pierced with thorny shrubs. The Maharaj Ji was moving
ahead by the bank of the Mandakini river, he had sometimes to pass
through valleys and the zig-jag way. While moving towards
Anusuiya he was trying to protect his naked body from the dense
bushes bowing here and there. Then it was beyond imagination of
anyone to foresee that roads could be constructed there. After passing
through intractable valleys from Babupur the Maharaj Ji was pleased
to think that he was going to such a jungle which was uninhabited
by human beings or even aborigines. He would now get rid of the
evil stars, as women are the real evil stars for a renuncient. The
women would not be able to reach in such a forest, which was so
deadly that even the most courageous person would fear to go there.
Lost in such thoughts the Maharaj Ji reached up to the Jhuri
river. He met a shepherd there from whom he enquired how far the
Anusuiya was. The shepherd replied that it was very near, down
the hill, not more than two miles. Although the Maharaj Ji had
imagined that the place would be desolate still he enquired, “Does
anyone live there?” He replied, “Yes, A woman lives there. Her
name is Draupadi Bai.”
The Maharaj Ji felt that the evil star was already present there
embodied. At such a place he had been ordained to live. As he
would be there alone he might face a lot of risk. The risk was greater
as he was nude.
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He was lying on the thorns of dilemma and under such a state
he reached Anusuiya. He decided to meet there Draupadi Bai first
and would salute and greet her by addressing her as mother or sister.
Her thoughts would better if they were dirty. He apprehended that
certainly there was something wrong as ill omens started the moment
her name was referred. Lost in such meandering thoughts, he reached
straight the place, where she used to live in a closet by the Anusuiya
temple.
Draupadi Bai
The Maharaj Ji called, “O Mother! Open the door and grant
your Darshan I am a saint.” Some knocking sound came from inside.
It indicated that somebody was in the room but the door was not
opened. The Maharaj Ji remained there standing for five minutes.
Then he felt what had happened to him? How he reached there to
have the Darshan of that lady? God alone protects his devotees in
all situations from even the worst kind of evil stars. It occurred to
him why he had started protecting himself. So he moved away from
there. He saw the relics of the Ashram (hermitage) of Siddha Baba,
which was not far from there. He climbed up from the stairs. A
wooden plank was lying there in a broken condition. The Maharaj
Ji took his seat over it.
When the jungle used to be lonely and nobody was to be found
there, Draupadi Bai used to come out of her room and moved forward
sprinkling water on all the idols installed at that place of pilgrimage,
waving incense-sticks. Such was the sort of her worship. There was
a small idol of Hanuman* Ji in the Ashram of Siddha Baba too. As
usual Draupadi Bai climbed up the stairs for worship there also.
The Maharaj Ji lying on the plank, was absorbed in meditation.
Draupadi Bai saw him from a distance. She was stunned. She was
so much nervous that she was unable to neither precede nor recede.
The idol of Hanuman Ji, which she worshipped was placed near the
plank. The Maharaj Ji started feeling nervousness. He started
introspecting why he was feeling so nervous. Was there any danger?
As it was a jungle, he apprehended the presence of a lion or bear.
He turned back and was surprised to see Bai Ji. He said, “Well, Bai
Ji, come here and do your worship. I am a saint. It was actually I
*Hanuman: The monkey god who acted as a spy in Ram's march against Ravan.
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who had gone there for Darshan.” Finding that she was not moving
forward, he thought that she was perhaps afraid of him, so he turned
aside and stood at some distance. Draupadi Bai ran up and virtually
threw the incense-sticks, holy water and slipped away. The Maharaj
Ji remained there for three days but she was never seen again.
Miraculous plank of Siddha Baba
The Maharaj Ji was seated on the same plank. When total
darkness spread at night a voice was heard emanating from the plank,
“This is my place” The Maharaj Ji looked around and was very
much surprised to find the plank speaking. On the second day again
the voice was heard directing him to go down. On the third day
again the voice was heard, “I am a fallen spirit. This is my place.
Your place is down the hill.” He pondered over it and concluded
that it was perhaps some great soul who had become degraded one.
If it was his place and he was a degraded soul, he should not have
any concern with the place. The spirit knew very well that his place
was down the hill, so why not to sit on the place fixed for him. After
thinking so he got up to locate his place.
Down the stairs of Siddha Baba there was a big rock on the
north side of the river Mandakini which people called ‘Brahmshila’.
He went there and sat on it. But the Isht directed him to move a bit
towards the right side. So he went towards the south and sat near
the stairs. Again he was directed to move a bit to the north of the
place. Slowly placing his steps he reached the place where the present
seat lies. On reaching there he was instructed, “Sit down, Now you
have to live here for your whole. This is the place, only you remain
seated.” As per direction of the Isht, he got seated there and remained
at the place till the last day of his liberation.
Direction for food
By and by fourteen days passed since the Maharaj Ji occupied
seat. There was no provision for his food. His body grew lean and
thin on account of hunger. All his senses one by one started giving
in. On the fourteenth day he urinated blood so he felt pain and out
of deep anguish he uttered some words for his Isht, “What type of
Isht you are! Why have you thrown me down in this dense forest
without caring for my food and drink? If the body falls who will do
Bhajan?” The same day he got in response a rough reply from the
Isht, “If you are so keen to take food, start taking it from tomorrow.”
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The next day it appeared to him that somebody had gone upstairs
but after sometime hurriedly came back also. Though his seat was
very close yet it was not possible to see even up to the ten steps
under the cover of the thick forest. About 4 p.m. while walking
down he moved towards the stairs, he saw that a bag-containing
gram weighing about 20 kg. was kept on the steps of the stairs. As
soon as he saw it he received direction that only that was to be taken
as food that day. He took handful of gram, ate it and took water.
There after he kept a small quantity of gram in his bowl also which
was the only utensil with him at that time. Meanwhile the monkeys
came and finished up the entire gram muttering and chattering.
Afterwards someone or the other under the divine inspiration
made unasked provisions for his food even in that desolate forest.
This is called in the language of saints ‘windfall’ or unexpected
provisions. The Maharaj Ji neither asked for anything from anybody
nor ever begged. Although, arrangements were thus made and the
problems were solved. One question was agitating his mind- why
God instructed him so roughly to take food if he was so keen, after
all what He wanted, what He meant to convey. The same day it was
explained to him by God through divine experience that if he had
not taken food for twenty one days he would have been freed from
the want of food for ever and would have been blessed with a shining
face sitting at this very place.
The Maharaj Ji irritatingly uttered, “Ho! My mind got blunted
that day on seeing the blood in urine. Forteen days had already passed,
only seven days more were to be suffered anyhow, they would also
have been passed. God tests a man in such a way that the mind fails
to work. How God instructed him to wait with patience for seven
days more what would have He lost. I would have been freed from
the powers of appetite. I would have remained seated with out losing
the sheen and glaze of the face.” He used to say, “Every spiritual
devotee should never interpolate his mind in the direction of God
otherwise his own life becomes cumbersome.”
Some Early Days In Anusuiya
There were some rooms in dilapidated condition on the back
side of the place where the Maharaj Ji used to sit. There were no
doors in them. Many thick trees of ‘Sehud’ and small thickets had
grown up there. There was a well also in front of them which lay
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covered with the bushes, he could know of it after six months. The
bushes were removed and the well was cleaned, a human skeleton
was found in it. Big mosquitoes also were there. While moving near
the bushes big serpents reeled down the legs, the accidents were
hair-raising. When the legs got tossed with jerk, they were thrown
away and then they simply crept a side. There was no violent change
in their behaviour.
Whenever a lion entered after the descent of evening, a
commotion used to shake the whole jungle. The chattering of
monkeys, growlings and snarlings of tigers and bears used to start.
The whole forest used to get disturbed with turmoil. Under such
adverse conditions he started his habitation there.
One day he took a bird’s eye-view of an old room while strolling
around his seat. He saw several blood stained skeletons lying therein.
It appeared as if very lately someone had been killed there. He
thought who could come here. While he was lost in such thoughts,
he saw a tiger moving towards the room in the darkness of the night.
The furious violent animal was looking again and again towards
him and he smilingly only abused from his seat. When the tiger left,
it was now clear to him that the bones and skeletons were collected
by it. He now understood that the wild animals had made these
ruins their dwelling places that were actually their private lodging.
Next day, a tribal man came to him. He enquired from him
whether he could clean the room. He agreed and prepared a
broomstick with the branches of the trees, brought water and cleaned
the room. Thereafter, the lion stopped visiting it but lived around
the place.
In the midst of wild animals and barbarous dacoits
It is a well known fact that the forest areas of Anusuiya near
Chitrakoot were the nucleus of violent animals and barbarous dacoits.
Under such difficult and adverse conditions the Maharaj Ji remained
there, engaged in devout contemplations with unwavering mind,
turning the unfavourable situations in favourable ones according to
the directions of the Isht.
On the fourteenth day some dacoits while roaming in the forest
reached there. They happened to see the Maharaj Ji. One of them
pointing out towards him said that a Baba (saint) was sitting there.
The gang leader ordered for driving him away but the junior leader
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of the gang seemed to be devout, he disagreed and remarked that
Baba appeared to be a nice fellow, if he created any disturbance
they would turn him out. Thus discussing this point they went away,
assured of their safety. The Maharaj Ji peacefully remained seated
and continued his Bhajan.
Day and night his Bhajan continued. But the fear of ferocious
animals and brutal dacoits was hanging like a sword in the desolate
forest. For this very reason, no saint could muster courage to live in
Anusuiya on permanent basis. Persons of neighbouring areas also
feared to pass through the place. If ever a Sadhu or a pilgrim dared
to stay there, he definitely had to lose his life. Such incidents occurred
there often. One of such important incidents is being referred below:
Those who looted and robbed people used to divide their booty
on the bank of the river Mandakini. There was no proper arrangement
for security by the state officials because the states were small and
had limited means. Almost everyday murder and dacoity used to
take place in the neighbouring villages. Once some docoits assembled
near the seat of the Maharaj Ji and started dividing their booty and
preparing sweet drinks, cutting jokes among themselves. Meanwhile,
one of them happened to see the Maharaj Ji there. Addressing his
fellow-robbers he said that a saint was sitting there. One of them
replied that if he was there what concern they could have with him.
The first one was a bit liberal; he said that they should offer the
drink to the Baba also. On their repeated requests to accept the drink
the Maharaj Ji replied that he did not take anything, which was
procured by theft and refused to accept the offer of the drink. On
hearing this one of them who was of very cruel nature, became red
hot with anger and leapt up the stairs with a stick to beat him. Promptly
his other companions throwing the drink a side held him back,
pacified him and all of them retreated down the hill where they were
sharing the booty. After sometime they departed.
About two miles away from the Ashram, they fell victim to a
terrible accident near the river Jhuri. The next day, when they left
their homes for taking revenge, suddenly they heard terrible roarings
of a lion. Such an incident never occurred earlier when they used to
pass through the way. Deliberations started among them and they
reached the conclusion that it was so on account of the manoeuvring
of the Baba who definitely commanded magical powers. Any how
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they managed to reach their homes. But the fellow who had rushed
up to beat the Maharaj Ji with stick fell sick of acute delirium. On
account of regular fasts for several days he looked famished, lying
on the death-bed. His companion who had proposed to offer the
drink to the Maharaj Ji, inspired by some occult force, approached
the Maharaj Ji for tendering apologies and seeking his blessings.
Seeing him the Maharaj Ji smilingly asked, “How are you?” He
reported from A to Z about all the incidents and started apologizing
and saying, “Maharaj Ji! My companion is on death-bed.” On
account of his kind nature, he asked him to take the Vibhuti (the
holy ash) and give it to him to eat. He was perfectly cured after
taking the Vibhuti. After his recovery he came to him, repented for
his mischief and lying at his feet started apologising. Thereafter he
left forever robbery and theft. After this transformation, boundless
reverence for Maharaj Ji surged in the hearts of the common people.
The whole area became free from the terror of thieves and robbers.
The change of heart of the Kols and Bhils*
Since the times of Lord Ram Chitrakoot has been the habitation
of Kols and Bhils tribes. They never knew anything about saints
and sages. As a result of illiteracy, rough terrain and its atmosphere
they remained uncivilised and block-headed.
Once some of the Kols and Bhils came near Anusuiya Ashram
for extracting honey. Disallowing them, the Maharaj Ji said to them
that it was not proper to do so near the Ashram. In the beginning
their response seemed to be positive but after sometime ignoring his
directions they climbed up the hill and again started extracting honey.
At this he again objected and started scolding them, then one of
them came to him and said that he could not occupy the whole forest.
What they were doing was actually their hereditary job. A devotee
of some advanced state advised humbly, “Maharaj Ji! They are Kols
and Bhils (uncivilised), they do not know what a saint is. I apprehend
they might throw stones at you.” The Maharaj Ji laughed and said.
“O.K. My Son! I would see how they extract honey. I would now
reverse the whole thing.” Saying so he sat on his seat. Quickly
thereafter, the bamboo on which he was mounted caught fire. He
cried, “Help! Help!” No sooner the persons standing there moved
*Kol and Bhil : A wild mountainous tribe of India.
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forward for helping him than a dreadful python hissing fearfully
stood up on the way. Everybody there was non-plussed and the
man on the bamboo dropped down before them with the sound of
thud and got seriously wounded. After this people there started
talking among themselves that perhaps Baba Ji had done something.
After moving from there at some distance again a Kol (tribal) climbed
up a banyan tree and started extracting honey. God knows how he
got disbalanced and fell down, instantly he breathed his last. His
companions took him to the village. Accidentally after two or three
days the whole village was burnt to ashes on account of a terrible
fire. The situation was such that some people left the village and
moved to some other places.
After a month all the villagers approached Pt. Ganesh, the
Numberdar* and said that they did not know how to place their
points before the Maharaj Ji and seek pardon, so he should on their
behalf forward their apologies and persuade him to accept them.
All the Kols and Bheels came with materials for worship like
the incensed-sticks, coconuts and Batasa (Bubbles made of sugar)
under the leadership of the said Pandit Ji. Pandit Ji came and
submitted, “Maharaj Ji! they are innocent, simple persons. They do
not know how to behave with saints. They had once addressed to
Lord Ram also thatiki djr fufl cklj tkghaA ufg iV dfV ufg isV v?kkghaAA
(Manas, 2/250/5)
;g gekfj vfr cfM+ lsodkbZA ysfga u cklu clu pksjkbZAA
(Manas, 2/250/3)
(We pass our days and nights in committing sins. We do not
have even clothes to cover our waist nor we are well fed. We steal
the utensils and clothes of others. This is our profession.)
During those days also there was a Bhil named Khatkhata who
stole clothes and ornaments of Sita Ji and ran away. He was caught
by Lakshman Ji near Gupt Godawari. On account of the misdeeds
of these Kols and Bhils, the village had been burnt to ashes. Maharaj
Ji! Kindly pardon them.” Maharaj Ji smilingly assured him that
henceforth they would not face any trouble. He directed them to go
and lead a fruitful life. Saluting him all of them departed from there.
*Numberdar : Zamindar of a village who help the co-shares in realising rent.
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After this incident the hearts of even the Kols and Bhils who were
block-headed got totally changed. They started serving the Ashram
by bringing wood etc. whole-heartedly.
Epidemic of malaria
The dense forest of Anusuiya was infested with mosquitoes
because it happened to be the origin of the river Mandakini and had
a tropical climate. After the Maharaj Ji began to live here many
devotees of the region started pouring in for his Darshan. Most of
them were afflicted with Malaria and carried with them the germs of
it. Every alternate day or the day thereafter they fell sick of the malarial
fever. There was dearth of doctors and Vaidyas in those rough and
rugged areas. Many of them used to approach the Maharaj Ji and
say that they had been suffering from fever for several months and
were on the verge of dying. Affectionately the Maharaj Ji used to
cast his glance and say, “You sinners! You say that you are dying!
O.K. now take the Vibhuti and lie prostrate.” The moment they
bowed before him, he used to strike their backs with his stick and
affectionately ask, “Now when is the turn of the fever?” Some used
to report that it came every alternate day, some said that they suffered
on every third day, while some said that they fell prey to it on every
fourth day. The Maharaj Ji used to give solace to them and advise to
come back after the turn of the fever was over and say what
happened. When the turn passed and the fever did not relapse they
used to come to the Maharaj Ji with utter joy and offer milk etc. and
say that the fever did not recur. The Maharaj Ji used to say, “Yes,
yes go on committing sins and Baba Ji should go on paying the
price of it. Now the fever has gone forever.”
The Mahapurushas vicariously atone for the deeds of others.
rqjr fcHkh"ku ikNs esykA lUeq[k jke lgsm lksb lsykAA
(Manas, 06/93/02)
(Instantly Ram pushed Vibhishan to the backside and braved
the onslaught on his breast.)
Thus everyday someone or the other reached the Ashram. As a
result of infection the Maharaj Ji himself fell victim to Maleria. The
fever started attacking daily.
Prescription of milk
Ram Narayan Shastri, the Director of Baidyanath Ayurved
Bhawan, on hearing the reputation and fame of the Maharaj Ji had
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started visiting the Ashram along with his friends. He used to leave
medicines for the guaranteed cure of Malaria explaining the mode
of its administering. The Maharaj Ji used to assure them that he
would take the medicine but on their return they always found that
the medicine was lying unused. Disappointed, they used to complain,
“Why did you not take the medicine as yet? See! Your body has
turned black and the fever continues as usual.” In this way they
insisted again and again to take the medicine but the Maharaj Ji
used to reply,“Ho! God does not permit.” Despite this they used to
leave medicine with the request to take it. But the Maharaj Ji never
took them. During his discourses, he used to say, “Ho! Whenever I
looked at the medicine, God prohibited me not to take it because it
was atonement and the result of his acts.”
The fury of the fever did not lessen. The medicine given by the
Vaidya Ji had been lying unused. Milk was prescribed along with
the medicines. Perchace a milkman those days had started living
with his cows in Anusuiya. When the Maharaj Ji came to know of
it, he thought of taking medicines for a day or two, that way he
would be able to honour the wishes of the Vaidya Ji. So he
approached the milkman and enquired, “Do you have milk?” He
respectfully saluted and said, “Yes, Why not! My cows do give
milk and every drop is yours, but it would be better if you speak to
Draupadi Bai and get her permission because I supply all the milk
to her and she in return gives me cooked food.” Considering it to be
improper to talk to a woman, the Maharaj Ji came back with out
saying anything.
Draupadi Bai had already learnt that the Maharaj Ji had come.
She went to the milkman, gathered information and taking the shorter
route of the upper hill reached the Anusuiya temple. The Maharaj Ji
was returning to the Ashram through the banks of the river Mandakini
slowly. Draupadi Bai saluting him from the temple, said, “I prostrate
before you, O Paramhans Ji where had you gone that way? Did you
go for any work?” He replied, “No, not any special work. I had
gone just for a stroll.” She further enquired, “No, there must have
been some purpose.” The Maharaj Ji again replied in the negative.
The Maharaj Ji while returning by the side of the Mandakini,
had seen Draupadi Bai making enquiries from the milkman. Knowing
well everything, she posed to be ignorant. So the displeasure of the
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Maharaj Ji, who was down with high fever, was increasing gradually
on her every word. She again said, “At least you come and have the
Darshan of mother Anusuiya.” He said, “No, I don’t want to have
it.” She said, “If you do not go for the Darshan of Gods and
Goddesses then whose worship do you do?”
The Maharaj Ji had those days a long shirt hanging down his
knees. He had worn only that dress otherwise completely naked
from the lower portion of his body. Out of irritation, he lifted his
shirt and said, “I worship this! You do nothing, neither Bhajan nor
meditation, you are a witch! Why are you after me?”
Laughing Draupadi Bai ran away and kept on laughing for a
long time. A short statured Hindu priest of the nearby village used
to go there. When he asked Draupadi Bai the cause of her laughter,
she said, “Paramhans Ji is a queer saint.” and again started laughing.
The priest rushed up to the Maharaj Ji and asked, “What have you
told her today she is so happy that she goes on laughing and
laughing.” The Maharaj Ji said, “She enquired from me whom I
worship. Showing my genitals I told her that I do worship it by
restraining the sex power because only he is a saint who has complete
command over his tongue and sex organs. All your worship goes
waste if there is no restraint of the senses, control of the senses along
with mind is the primary worship.”
It is true that if there is no control over the senses what is the
use of Bhajan? Lord Ram, during the period of exile had given the
same preaching to Lakshman. Lord Shiv, the presiding deity of
Chitrakoot, holding his tongue and procreative organ, in the guise
of a monkey reiterated it. Lord Ram had further explained it that a
devotee who has control over his taste and sex organ can live
anywhere safely.
Thus the Maharaj Ji even in day today behaviour often unfolded
the occult mysteries of the Science of Yoga. After this incident
whenever Draupadi Bai saw him, she most reverentially saluted him.
The immanance of Maharshi Atri
The body of the Maharaj Ji had grown very weak on account
of continuous fever. It came to his mind that he should leave for
Agra as his faithful devotees were there. After living there for 10
days he would get recovered and then come back. So he reached
Agra where people greeted him with great devotion.
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The same night at about 2 O’clock he saw in meditation the
figure of Maharshi Atri who said, “If you care so much for your
body, how would you perform Bhajan? Leave for the Ashram.”
The Maharaj Ji felt ashamed and replied, “Why have you taken the
trouble! You could have given me the hint from your place, I would
have reached there.” Maharshi Atri said, “When you left the place,
I had to come down.” The Maharaj Ji got up and instantly left for
the Ashram without caring a fig for his treatment and health because
God did not allow it.
Long after this incident Maharshi Atri once again gave his
Darshan to Maharaj Ji. Once a Pandit Ji had come from Mumbai to
Anusuiya and was staying there before the temple of Anusuiya for
the fulfillment of some desire. The Maharaj Ji knew it. One night
the form of Maharshi Atri materialised before him. He said, “This
Pandit is sitting here on Dharna (picketing) for the last seven days
and is bent upon ending his life. If you like, he may be granted
something.” The Maharaj Ji humbly replied, “Why do you seek my
advice? Kindly grant him whatever you like.” The Maharshi Atri
said, “Since you alone happen to be here. Whom should I consult?”
The Maharaj Ji used to tell that Atri, Anusuiya and others were
all present in their subtle body exactly as they were in their physical
form. He said that the physical body of Ram and Krishna too are
not present. My body too would perish on some pretext but he would
be present always with his subtle body. No Rishi or Maharshi ever
sustained his physical body. Whoever would remember him
faithfully, he would definitely reach him. This is a truth that the
Maharaj Ji even today gives his Darshan. Whoever remembers him
with all his mind, words and deeds he sees him around himself.
The advent of Ramlakhan Das Ji
The fever of Maharaj Ji had turned terrible and he was growing
weaker and weaker. His body had become so frail that he could not
move even for taking water. Though the river Mandakini was flowing
only at hundred yards away but it was difficult to go there for taking
water and coming back to his seat, any how he could drag himself
to drink water and return after filling his bowl. He used to finish the
water soon after coming back and again the same cycle of coming
and going to the river started. What a thirst for drops of water! It
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appeared as if the thirst of the whole world contracted itself and
overtook Maharaj Ji.
One day under the heat of the fever he uttered a lot against the
Isht, “What kind of Isht are you? You have thrown me in this dense
forest; there is none to look after me here. Am I so unfortunate?
Can’t I have even a single attendant who could give me at least two
sips of water?” Angry words burst out in excitement under the heat
of the fever.
After three days a saint came and started attending him. He
used to rush up to give water to him. Besides this he ignited the fire
of the Dhuni and cleaned the place also. Always he was busy in
doing something or other. After three days Maharaj Ji asked him,
“Who are you? Why are you after me?” He replied, “Maharaj Ji! I
am a saint and my name is Ramlakhan Das. Since my childhood
days I have been a Sadhu. At present I am sixty years old, I have
followed the saintly discipline as far as possible. I have always been
interested in visiting pilgrimages. Three days back I was in the Prayag
fair, there I saw a dream in which I was directed to serve Paramhans
Ji of Ansuiya which would be as fruitful as taking bath in the holy
rivers like the Ganga, the Yamuna and the Saraswati. The next day
also the same dream repeated. On the third day also I was again
directed in dream to serve the Paramhans Ji because therein lies my
welfare. Through this service I would attain the results of the holy
baths in holy rivers. When I saw repeatedly the same dream. I saluted
Ganga-Yamuna and rushed up to this place and got you.” Maharaj
Ji asked, “Am I the same saint whom you have been directed to
serve? You should carefully locate him, he might be some other
one?” He replied, “Maharaj Ji! This very figure I saw continuously
for three days. Now please do not remove me from your service.”
Thus the first fortunate one to serve Maharaj Ji was Sri Ramlakhan
Das Ji who had received divine inspiration for it.
The conspiracy of Draupadi Bai
You already know that the place was desolate and full of hurdles,
but it became free from all the problems since Maharaj Ji selected
the Anusuiya Ashram for his abode. Passengers and detached saintly
persons started freely visiting it. Some saints taking it to be a suitable
place for Bhajan started living here. Within few days their numbers
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rose up to nine. They lived in cottages made of weed and straw in
the jungle.
One day Maharaj Ji was absorbed in Bhajan, it was about four
O’clock in the morning. He heard the voice of a woman. He said to
Ram Lakhan Das Ji, “Who is speaking so early in the morning?
Look and find out.” He saw outside and reported that Draupadi Bai
had come. Maharaj Ji said, “Well! Maharani! I had instructed you a
number of times not to come to this side at night, why have you
come?”
Draupadi Bai replied, “Some rascal trespassed into my cottage;
he attempted to outrage my modesty and molest me. O Maharaj Ji!
He is kindly hunted.” Then Maharaj Ji said, “O Lady! I had warned
you again and again that you would never succeed here as this is a
forest and ^fofiu fcifr ufga tkbZ c[kkuhA* (Manas, 2/62/2) (The troubles
of forest are so great that they can not be narrated.) Go! And live in
Chitrakoot- But you did not pay heed to my suggestion. The
inscrutable ways of Nature, work everywhere, one should always
remain alert. Further, women have not been ordained to leave their
homes and do Bhajan outside. They should do it under the protection
of their husbands or brothers or sons. After they attain the elevated
state, only then like Meera they could move out and leave their
homes. If perchance they happen to leave their home, they should
live only at a place where groups of women devotees live. Now
you have seen how the hurdles have overtaken you. You may now
go and if you like you may come here only when the sun breaks.”
Anguished Draupadi Bai reached the place where other
Mahatmas lived. On their instigation she despite her reverence for
Maharaj Ji, lodged a report with the Police that Paramhans Ji had
trespassed into her cottage. Those days India was divided into small
states, ruled by several kings. There were seven states in the area of
Chitrakoot itself. Only one Kotwal (Inspector) and five to seven
constables police a state. Such was the strength of the Police Force.
The Daroga (Station Officer) came with his force and said to Maharaj
Ji, “A case has been lodged against you, you have to come with me
to the Police Station.” Maharaj Ji said, “You see! I am a real saint,
God has made me a Sadhu, do not disturb me. Do I look like a
criminal? Others also live here; you may enquire from them in your
own way and arrest the real culprit. First make investigation.”
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The Police Officer brought the nine Mahatmas and Draupadi
Bai and said, “I have brought them all, now you also come to the
Police Station.” Maharaj Ji said, “First you enquire from them
separately and try to find out the truth. Do not force me to leave the
Aasan (seat) otherwise great misfortune would befall you.”
Daroga (S.O.) was adamant and countered, “Maharaj Ji, we
are bound by law.” At this he prayed the Isht, “O God! What a
nasty conspiracy against me?” God that it was all on account of the
evil stars informed him; he was further ordained to continue the
Bhajan fearlessly. When he received the auspicious message, he
got up from his Aasan and became ready to go, thinking, “Let us
see, how God wards off the evil effects of the evil stars.” Others
were going under the custody of the Policeman, but he keeping a
distance from them was moving ahead peacefully in contemplation.
Draupadi Bai turned mad when she was about to reach the
Thana (Police Station). She tore away her Sari (clothes) and threw
it away. Some ladies belonging to the village named Kamtanath
rushed forward and redressed her, but she again and again threw
her clothes and became naked. She started saying, “Paramhans Ji
has done something, and he has bewitched me. What has happened
to me? Paramhans Ji is innocent. The culprit was perhaps someone
from amongst these very Sadhus.” The crowd was stunned to hear
it. People gathered that it was Paramhans Ji who had cursed her.
Draupadi Bai cried out, “On the inducement of these very Sadhus,
I named Paramhans Ji in the report, the noble soul is perfectly
innocent.” She fell at his feet and implored to be forgiven.” Maharaj
Ji at this blissfully said:
fcuk fopkjs tks djs] lks ikNs iNrk;A
dke fcxkjs vkiuks] tx esa gksr g¡lk;AA
(Whoever does anything without proper thinking, is bound to
repent. He damages his own work and becomes a butt of mockery
in the world.)
The Police Officer now understood the whole thing. He said,
“Now you may go Maharaj Ji! It is all Ok. There is nothing against
you.”
Maharaj Ji replied, “No, No, you forced me to leave my Aasan,
this grave wrong you have done.”
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After sometime Draupdi Bai came back with a desire to live in
Anusuiya but again she faced hurdles. She then concluded that the
advice of Maharaj Ji was correct because he was a noble soul. So
she left Anusuiya forever.
Maharaj Ji used to say, “Ho! It is God who protects his devotees
and saves them ultimately. Those who depend on themselves get
misguided:
/kjh u dkgw /khj] lcds eu euflt gjsA
ts jk[ks j?kqchj] rs mcjs rsfg dky egqA¡ A (Manas, 1/85)
After somtime when the states were abolished, the service of
the Daroga Ji was terminated. After the termination he purchased a
truck with the money he had earned. The truck in a serious accident
got badly damaged and he lost everything. After sometime Daroga
Ji came to Anusuiya dressed in half shirt and half pant. He
respectfully saluted Maharaj Ji. The Maharaj Ji saw him and said,
“O Daroga Ji! Come on and sit down.” At this he submitted, “No
more I am a Daroga, I have lost everything I had. I have got small
children in my family and the whole faimly is on the verge of
starvation. Maharaj Ji! Be kind to me and bless me. I am Kayasth by
caste and do not have any support from any quarter. Kindly pardon
me and bless me.” Maharaj Ji said, “Ok. You take the Vibhuti and
look after your family.” After so blessed he happilly departed and
started leading a happy life serving saints and noblemen.
Victory in the Shastrarth (Religious Debate)
After rendering guidance and consolation to the devotees and
Draupadi Bai he moved towards Rajapur. Rajapur is famous for
being the birth place of Goswami Tulsidas, the renowned saint-poet.
At night he had perceived in his Yogic experience that a debatingcontest (Shastrarth) was going on and he had won it. It is already
mentioned that the worldly education of Maharaj Ji was zero. Besides
this it was also against his nature to get entangled in debates or wordyduels. So Maharaj Ji was astonished to receive such a mysticpremonition.
Wandering around he reached Rajapur the next day. A debatingcontest was going on there at that time. People there informed that a
discussion was going on one line written by Tulsidas with reference
to ‘Ram Van-Gaman’ in Ayodhya Kand (canto) of the Ramcharit
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Manas. They were trying to find out the real purport of the following
line:
rsfg volj ,d rkilq vkokA rstiqat y?kq c;l lqgkokAA
(Manas, 2/109/7)
(An ascetic came on that occasion who was young, charming,
glowing with resplendent light.)
They were discussing in whose reference the description of the
Tapaswi was given, who was that Tapaswi (Ascetic)?” This was
the question. The people assembled there requested Maharaj Ji to
throw light on the subject. Maharaj Ji said, “Brothers! Suppose you
arrive at the door of someone, the house holder if he were a cultured
man, would move ten steps forward to warmly receive you. Similarly
when Ram arrived at Chitrakoot, Kamta Nath Ji in the guise of a
Brahmin (Vipra) came forward to receive him and then returned.”
Though the explanation given by Maharaj Ji was casual and
frolicsome, but it evoked applause from everyone. They declared
Maharaj Ji victorious and in appreciation garlanded him. Maharaj Ji
said to them, “You know! Manas means conscience. The Ramcharit
Manas is the account of your conscience. I would further explain it
when you are more advanced in spirituality, so go on chanting the
name as much as you can.” After thus gratifying them he came back
to the Ashram.
Boil in the hand
There was one Pandey Ji of village Navasta, near Anusuiya.
His name was Baldev Pandey. He was suffering of a boil on his
hand. He could not sleep for three days and three nights. When the
pain became unbearable, he came to Maharaj Ji. Maharaj Ji said,
“Pandey, would you not cook Puris?” He replied, “Maharaj Ji! I am
dying with the pain.” Maharaj Ji said, “Don’t tell me that you are
dying, you have now to cook Puris.” He submitted, “Maharaj Ji! I
can’t even lift my hand.” Maharaj Ji said, “Show me.” He lightly
pressed it and rubbed it. Now Pandey was cured and he started
frying the Puris. The visitors ate and left. Now pain started in the
hand of Maharaj Ji.
On the ninth day pain started in the hand of Maharaj Ji so acutely
that it became unbearable. He started sprinkling water on the boil
while he was sitting. The pain was so severe that tears filled his
eyes. He asked God why he was so suffering even after his liberation
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(Nivritti). In his mystic experience it was communicated to him that
he had accepted the boil of Pandey by touching it. Pandey was
destined to suffer the pain of the boil for twelve months, would he
not like to suffer it even for twelve days? Now Maharaj Ji had no
way out but to wipe his tears and count the days. In this way days
went by, after the tenth day Maharaj Ji most anxiously waited for
the twelfth day when the boil would burst and he would be cured.
He used to talk to himself, “Now suffer Paramhans. ^n;k fcu lar
dlkbZA n;k djh rks vkQr vkbZAA* (A saint is a butcher if he has no
kindness, but if he showed it, he would invite disaster.).” Exactly on
the twelfth day the boil started running and it was cured.
After this incident Maharaj Ji became cautious in touching
anybody or allowing anyone to touch his feet; he caused good to
others but avoided touching anyone. Just by his kind glances he
used to cure people if they prayed for it. Only in exceptional cases
he used to touch persons. Maharaj Ji used to tell that if a Mahapurush
who had attained ultimate freedom (Nivritti) touches anyone of his
own will, even death gets postponed. But that Mahapurush would
have to pay for it. A single pebble is enough to kill a bird, but
thousands of pebbles have no meaning for a tuskar. The
Mahapurushas blunt the edges of the sins, which can kill a man by
suffering themselves their onslaught.
Siddha Baba of Anusuiya
Followers of the region had started regularly visiting Maharaj
Ji. Once he asked them, “Whose are these ruins?” They said, “These
are the ruins of the Ashram of Siddha Baba who lived here about
hundred or hundred fifty years back. He was a great saint. His very
name was Siddha Baba and really he was Siddha (accomplished).
He had more than a million followers and had about four hundred
cows. Malpua (a sweet cake) of the diameter of 10 to 15 ft. were
then cooked in a big frying pan. His devotees had donated earnings
of four villages to him.
Maharaj Ji asked, “Is any heir of Siddha Baba still alive?” They
said, “Yes! There is a boy whose name is Guruprasad, he lives with
Thakurs.” He thought that after all he is the part of a saint. If he
were to live with me, he would have been in fruitful service here.
So he called him. A lean and thin boy of sixteen years came to him
and happily engaged himself in the service of Maharaj Ji.
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After three days he said to Maharaj Ji, “Let me go and inform
the Thakurs that I am in the service of Maharaj Ji.” Thus taking
leave he left and when he returned a girl accompanied him. Maharaj
Ji asked, “Hey! Who is this woman with you?” He replied, “She is
my wife.” Maharaj Ji now got annoyed, “Why did you not tell me
that you were married. Now you get lost. I can’t keep you. Now go
back from where you had come.” Both of them began to weep.
Maharaj Ji was confused what to do. Gradually days passed on but
news spread up to Chitrakoot that a son and daughter of Maharaj Ji
had come and were living in the Ashram.
End of the evil stars
Once Maharaj Ji sitting near the sacred fire (Dhuna) was talking
to his devotees. The sun had moved behind the hills since long.
Four or five devotees and some devout disciples were present there.
Guru Prasad and his wife were at some distance and were quarrelling
at some issue. Suddenly Guru Prasad slapped his wife who hurt
with this assault quickly stood up and moved away into the jungle
and disappeared. Guru Prasad waited for sometime but when an
hour passed and she did not turn up, he lost his patience. After
searching her here and there in the jungle he could not trace her out.
So he came to Maharaj Ji and started weeping. He informed him
that his wife had disappeared in the jungle and if prompt steps to
locate her, was not taken; she could fall prey to some lion or bear.
Scolding him Maharaj Ji remarked, “If you loved your wife so much,
why did you then slap her? Go and search her out. I am afraid, some
lion might not have eaten her.” Guru Prasad and other devotees
started searching her out.
They loudly started calling her in the lonely forest. It was late
night. Now Maharaj Ji took pity. He himself stood up, got good
omens and moved where he was ordained by the Isht. He climbed
up on the roof of the second storey and saw near the boundary wall
something black lying there. It seemed to him as if someone was
there. When he went closer he found the place quite clean, there
was nothing, only a log appeared to be lying there. But no! Suddenly
the log like figure got up and ran towards Maharaj Ji with extended
*Surpnakha : Ravan’s sister whose nose and ears were chopped off by
Lakshman.
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hands. His left arm started throbbing fast. Now Maharaj Ji become
alert. He recognssised his stick loudly scolded, “You hag! Just see
how is she coming up?” He then called Guru Prasad and said that
his wife was on the roof. On account of his scolding, she stopped
but was frightened by that time Guru Prasad reached there and took
away his wife.
The same night the Maharaj Ji had the mystic realization that
his evil stars ended. The ears and nose of Surpnakha* have been
chopped off and she would not face any hurdle in future life. The
Maharaj Ji was astonished to see that his evil stars were chasing him
in the guise of simple innocent children. He called the same by a
devotee named Pt. Ganesh, the Numberdar and instructed him to
arrange any how for them any residence in the village and take them
away the sameday immediately. He further directed that they should
not face any trouble.
The Numberdar purchased a house for three hundred rupees
and packed them off the someday. The Maharaj Ji was now very
happy that evil stars were finally over and there was no danger in
future too. ^rqYklhnkl ,fg tho eksg jtq] tksbZ ck¡/ks lksbZ NksjsA* Tulsidas
says that he alone is releasing and binding the rope of infatuation.
A devotee should always depend on God.
The plank of Siddha Baba and the saint
There was no plank in the Ashram for sitting. The seat was on
the ground. So he asked to bring the plank of the Siddha Baba and
he started using it as his seat. Visits of the devotees and saint was
now regularly go on. A saint once asked the Maharaj Ji, “Why do
you sit on the plank of the Siddha Baba?” The Maharaj Ji smiled
and replied, “Brother! Only an accomplished one can sit on the plank
of the Siddha Baba, for this very reason I sit on this plank.” The
saint enquired, “Can’t I sit on it?” The Maharaj Ji replied, “No, only
the deserving on can sit on it.” He obstinately claimed that since the
Siddha Baba belonged to his sect, he was entitled to sit on it. The
Maharaj Ji did not like to get entangled in fruitless discussion, and
ordered the plank to be placed at some distance. He occupied his
seat on the ground. The said saint put his hands in his Gomukhi and
took his seat on the plank.
The other day the Maharaj Ji thought of the saint. He looked
around but the said saint was no where to be seen. He asked people
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there to search him out, after all where he could go. While searching
him at different places people found him lying in a cave. A smell of
fever was emanating from the cave. Staring with red hot eyes like
those of a buffalo, the said saint was trembling with fever. A saint
advising him remarked, “You should promptly go to the Maharaj Ji
and fall at his feet to offer your apologies otherwise you would die
of rambling with fever. Just for no reason you mischievously be
have with the Maharaj Ji.” He realised his mistakes and immediatly
went to the Maharaj Ji and prostrated at his feet. The Maharaj Ji
blessed him and said, “Go and bow down before the Holy fire
(Dhuni) take a pinch of the Vibhuti and take it.” After eating the ash
he sat down there. After sometime when his fever subsided, he said,
“Maharaj Ji! This is a strange plank. It over threw me down last
night and sat tight over my body. Anyhow I could come out of his
hold next morning and take shelter in the cave with great difficulty
my life could be saved. Now bless me so that no untoward and
unpleasant incident happens in future and I might move on the right
track of devotion. Maharaj Ji! You are an accomp-lished saint, you
alone are entitled to sit on it. I would never dare occupy it.” Submitting
thus he departed from there.
Redressal of sectarianism
Soon the name and fame of the Maharaj Ji spread far and wide.
While he was living in the Anusuiya Ashram. This caused feeling
of rivalry in the mind of narrow minded sectarian saints. Consequents
these conservative persons tried to unsuccessfully humiliate and
defame him as hoax and Aghori. The Maharaj Ji was not the least
moved by their misdeeds. He used to explain to them in a modest
way that no sect was higher or lower in the pursuit of God. Such
discriminations were nothing but sheer conventionalism. He said
that he himself had thoroughly examined the truth of various
differing views and thoughts but never could find any substance in
them and hence he had no sect of his own. By and by the confusion
and wrong notions prevailing among the conservative and sectarian
saints were removed. They developed firm faith in the saintliness of
the Maharaj Ji.
Still there was a group of Mahatmas, which was active in
hatching conspiracies against the Maharaj Ji. A saint belonging to
the Naga Sect was induced to plan the murder of the Maharaj Ji.
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The so called saint dropped with a dagger into the Anusuiya Ashram
with an intention dagger from a distance he said to the Maharaj Ji,
“Paramhans Ji! See this sharp-edged dagger is meant for you, you
create a lot nuisance to other saints! This place is gong to us.”
The Maharaj Ji asked God, “Why have you placed me here at
such a place for meditation, where there is so much malice, illwill
and jealousy? Some ones comes and says it is his place, the other
threatens to cut me into pieces because I do not belong to their sect.”
At this God replied, “When I ordained you to remain here, you
need not leave this place and should not have any concern.” On
hearing this assurance, he became for from excites and resumed his
contemplations.
The moment the wicked man moved forward for accomplishing
his place in the dark night, he was struck with paralysis. All the
parts of his body became contorted. Now the Maharaj Ji started
receiving good omens. Early morning two Mahatmas putting him
in a palanquin made of a bed speed and bamboo staff were stepping
forward, the third one was following it with his tongs and clothes.
The Maharaj Ji was on his seat. They were passing through the
path, which runs by bank of Mandakini. The man who had conspired
to kill the Maharaj Ji put out his hand and addressed in a faltering
voice, “O Paramhans Ji! My prostrations to you.” The Maharaj Ji
was startled, “Who are you Brother?” The man said, “Maharaj Ji! I
am the same Naga, who was flaunting dagger to you.” The Maharaj
Ji enquired, “What has happened to you?” He replied, “Maharaj Ji!
I have fallen victim to a catalytic attack; the right part of my body
has become immobile and useless.” Maharaj Ji out of compassion
promptly free him from expiation. Later on he developed a great
devotion for the Maharaj Ji.
Thus all the troubles and vexation befalling the path of the
Maharaj Ji automatically subsided. He engaged himself again in the
welfare of the common people while contemning his Yogic practices
with out obstacles. Often the Maharaj Ji used to preach that adverse
situations turn favourable and become boon when God is kind.
Disasters had turned into prosperities in the lives of Dhruv and
Prahlad by the grace of God. So one should welcome the misfortunes
and calamities fearlessly.
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Despite varying uniforms of different academics, every student
gets the same education and is awarded with the same academic
degrees, similarly the apparent variance in the living-mode of the
pursuers of Truth is on account of their different classes and staged.
If a pursuer is in the primary stage or in the middle one, his mode of
living would be different from those of a Yogi, who is at the top.
But the Yogkriya, which leads to the fulfilment and the ultimate
realization, is one and the same. If the result is the same, the mystical
experiences are identical then why the different sects? The mark on
the forehead, the outer appearance and the form are nothing but
different identical of the houses of the Gurus. Actually all are moving
on the same path.
Supervision of the Ashram by divine mercy
Mahatma Ramlakhan Ji, who had come from Prayag, after
finishing his morning service of the Maharaj Ji by 9 O’clock, used
to reappear only in the evening. One day the Maharaj Ji enquired,
“Where do you disappear in the day?” He replied, “I move out for
begging alms.” The Maharaj Ji said that he lived only on the
provisions of God and forbade him to beg. At this he said, “Guru
Maharaj Ji! Often saints and Mahatmas drop in here. The alms thus
collected are used for serving them.” The Maharaj Ji now followed
that he was habituated to for begging and he would easily be freed
from his habit so he instructed him only this, “See! Do not give me
for eating even a single grain thus collected. If you, only that be
cooked and coated to me otherwise don’t bother for me despite this.”
He did not stop his begging tours.
Although, Ramlakhan Das Ji was aged, he was very smart and
virtually a storehouse of energy. From morning till evening he used
to take a round of 20 to 25 kilometres. He was very renowned among
the Vashnava Mahatmas. A number of Mahatmas used to be his
guests.
The seat of the Maharaj Ji lay in the foothill, a bit above the
river. Ramlakhan Das Ji lived was no disturbance to they Maharaj
Ji. The Vaishnava Mahatmas used to salute the Maharaj Ji from a
distance and her toward Ramlakhan Das Ji. There they first used to
*Kirtan : Singing in loud tone in praise of God.
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take their meals and there after devotedly sing Kirtan* (Psalms) by
playing their tongs- “Sita Ram, Sita Ram, Sita Ram, Jai Sita Ram.”
This is what he sang repturously.
The Maharaj Ji used to say that the Kirtan sung by those
Mahatmas was very melodious. They chanted the sweet name of
the Lord. From time to time I also enjoyed it but soon it struck me
that how long such nuisance would continue. It now created hurdles
in my calm, tranquil contemplations. He chastised them often,
“What’s this nonsense? Even in jungle there are such disturbances!
You chant Sita Ram, Sita Ram, Is Sita Ram deaf and you cry to
make him listen? Is he running away somewhere that you call him
so loudly? Do you know that the ladies do not utter the names of
their husbands loudly? The name of the Isht is taken quietly within
the heart. Bhajan is nothing but logging our mind to the Surati, divine
consciousness.”
Some of the Mahatmas on hearing such explanations used to
lose their temper and burst out remarking, “What a strange Mahatma
he is! Neither he chants the name of Ram nor does he permit us to
chant it.” Ramlakhan Das Ji used to mollify their feelings and advise
them not to talk to the Maharaj Ji. Since he was a true saint, well
grounded in the process of Bhajan. They hesitated in countering it
but the grudge lingered on in their hearts.
Some of these Mahatmas after sometime went to Vedanti Ji in
Ayodhya. Vedanti Ji was a renowned scholar of Shastras and saint,
well grounded in pratical Yoga. The Mahatmas informed him, “O
Vedanti Ji Maharaj! You are such a great saint of Ayodhya, the
noblest of all, still one of your disciple is serving saint Paramhans!
Nobody knows which sect he belongs to. He neither takes bath nor
cleans his body. Please come forward and save your disciple. Such
an absurd wrong is going on.”
Vedanti Ji said that it did not appear to be so, still if they all
insisted he was willing to go and verify. He departed from Ayodhya
along with his ten disciples. The Mahatma, who had instigated, was
also accompanying and showing the path. In the evening the eleventh
Mahatmas and the twelfth one also, crossing the footpath which ran
before the Maharaj Ji, reached the cottage of Ramlakhan Das directly.
Ramlakhan Das Ji prostrated before his Guru Maharaj. He had some
jute sacks on which he requested them to sit and made arrangements
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for their food. Whatever was available at that time to him - the bread
made of gram and the sauce of Kaitha (wood-apple) was offered
reverentially.
When he became free after serving them, he came at 12 O’clock
in the night to the Maharaj Ji and started massaging his feet. The
Maharaj Ji asked, “Who are they who came to you today? Although
they are 11 or 12 in number but there is no sound indicating the
presence of anyone. There is undisturbed hush hanging in the air
since the very evening.” Ramlakhan Ji informed that his Guru
Maharaj had come. The Maharaj Ji further questioned, “Ok. Did
you attend to him properly?” He sadly replied that he could any
how serve them because they all reached suddenly. Only be offered
as food. The Maharaj Ji said, “If he is your Guru Maharaj, serve
him decently. Whatever provisions are available in my store, take
all of them and reverentially offer them as food.”
The next day when the food was prepared, buttered bread of
wheat, two kinds of vegetables, lentil, rice, sauce etc. were decently
catered before the Mahatmas. After taking one or two morsels,
Vedanti Ji turned to Ramlakhan Ji and said.” Ramlakhan! I am your
Guru and you are my disciple; is it true?” He replied, “Yes, Guru
Maharaj, undoubtedly it is so. This is very true.” Vedanti Ji further
enquired, “If I ask anything would you not play chicanery with me?”
He replied, “Never.” Vedanti Ji further said, “Last night when we
came you welcomed are all of us with coarse gram bread, how this
very morning such a sumptuous arrangement! Why it is so? Where
had you hidden all these materials?” Ramlakhan Das Ji replied,
“Gurudev! Yesterday I had only those things.” Informing him further
about his talk with the Maharaj Ji he said, “This is all on account of
the grace of Paramhans Ji.”
Vedanti Ji then further enquired, “From where does he get his
provisons and where from you get yours?” Ramlakhan Ji said,
“Gurudev! Whole day I beg alms and what ever I get I bring here.
Paramhans Ji neither ever goes for begging, not does he allow anyone
to do it. He does not take even a single grain brought by me. He
wants that his food should be cooked from whatever is available in
his store and if there was nothing he instructed me not to bother
despite this, there has never been shortage of anything here. If
anybody offers him anything he hurls abuses in return.”
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Vedanti Ji remarked, “You beg day and night still you get bread
of gram and he who never begs or wants anything has plentiful of
provisions. Definitely he is a highly-realised soul.” He stopped eating,
got up, cleaned his hands and went to the Maharaj Ji and prostrated
before him. He started saying, “Maharaj Ji! Some mischief-mongers
came to me at Ayodhya and contrived to bring me here. But I am
lucky to have your Darshan. I am overjoyed to see you here in such
a well managed habitation in this dense forest.”
Turning to Ramlakhan Das he said, “Ramlakhan! See! I am
your Guru so I order you to serve this great noble saint for your
whole life. His service is my service.” Vedanti Ji greeted him with
great respect and thereafter left for Ayodhya. Ramlakhan Das
continued his regular service of the Maharaj Ji.
The Maharaj Ji used to explain, “Oh! There are recognised
Vrittis like Sheelokoha Vritti, Bhiksha Vritti (Livlihood by begging)
and Akash Vritti (Livlihood by random provisons) all are approved.
But the Akash Vritti is the best of all. When Bhajan starts under
direct supervision of God none of these vrittis become helpful, then
only one vritti remains and that is what the Lord wills. His wills
become supreme. I got milk unasked at Dehradoon. It was Akash
Vritti, in Ujjain lot of things were available undemanded but God
did not permit even to touch them. When God adopts a devotee,
there remains nothing worth eating in the creation, nothing worth
accepting and no place worth living. Only that much is allowed for
him, which is approved by God. God provides only those things,
which are helpful in promoting his eternal wellbeing. So you all
chant the name of the Lord with full faith and devotion and see the
Swaroop (devine form) of the Sadguru in your heart, you will also
be blessed with ultimate realization. This can not be narrated, it can
only be perceived.”
Strong attachment with caste superiority
Ramlakhan Das Ji was pungent by nature and very selfrespecting man. He was a man of mercurial nature, very quick
tempered. He had inherited the distinction of being born in a
Brahmin* family and was a strong supporter of Varna-vyavastha
(caste-system).
*Brahmin : A Hindu of the first of the four castes.
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Once when the Maharaj Ji was on his seat five Mahatmas were
seen coming towards him. The Maharaj Ji gathered through his mystic
experience that one of them was an exalted saint as he had achieved
spiritual and yogic excellence. The moment the Maharaj Ji used to
learn about the spiritual excellence of anyone, he used to accost him
very fondly and offer a seat without any consideration of his outer
appearances. So the moment he got a spiritual hint welcoming them
and addressing them said, “O Saint Ji! O Tyagi Ji! Come here and
take your seat.” They were offered sweets and water. Thereafter
Ganja was prepared.
Suddenly Ramlakhan Das Ji came down. On seeing the faces
of the saints, he enquired, “Which caste do you belong to?” The
Mahatmas did not reply. Ramlakhan Das Ji could not tolerate their
indifference to himself. Irritatingly he said, “Why don’t you reply?
Don’t you hear?” The Maharaj Ji forbade him and said, “Have you
gone crazy?”
Out of them one was a better-evolved saint. He said, “You see
by birth our corporeal body happens to belong to the caste of
Chamars (untouchables) but we all the five have been practising
Bhajan.” On hearing this Ramlakhan Das Ji got again enraged and
uttered, “When people like you would start practicing Bhajan, who
would plough the fields of persons of higher castes? How would
they get their work done?”
The Maharaj Ji pacified him and said, “Why do you talk like
fools? Do saints have any castes? Those, who are still entangled
with cast system can not be a saint?” Ramlakhan Das Ji paid his
regards to the Maharaj Ji and left. After sometime he again came
back, muttering, grumbling and saying, “Where has the Shastras
enjoined for the Bhajan, of persons like you- ^lc tkfr dqtkfr Hk,
exrkA* (All the low caste men become beggars).” At this Maharaj Ji
again admonished him, “Get away from here.” He said, “O.K.
Maharaj Ji!” and after saluting him went out.
Soon after sometime he reappeared and started saying,
“Kaliyuga in its worst form has really started- ^rs fcizUg lu vkiq
iqtkofgaA mHk; yksd fut gkFk ulkofgaAA* (Manas, 7/99/07) (Those who
allow themselves to be worshipped like Brahmins, they burn their
both the worlds with their own hands). Why have you become saints?
Is your head gone off?” One of the saints who was spiritually
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advanced said, “Ok. Baba Ji! Thrice you abused us a lot but soon
within three months you shall die.” Ramlakhan Das Ji retorted, “I
damn care, even animals do not die on account of the curses of
Chamars.” After this they all saluted the Maharaj Ji and left the place.
The Maharaj Ji tried to make Ramlakhan Das under stand that saints
should never be insulted.
By and by everyone forgot this incident. The third month was
on its last legs. One day Ramlakhan Das Ji said, “Some provisions
are lying in the village, if you permit I may bring it here.” The Maharaj
Ji said, “Leave it. What is the use of it?”
He replied that there was nothing left in the store for offering to
visitors and saints. It would be better if they were brought here. He
had collected them by begging and had kept in the village Semaria.
He would bring them if permitted. The Maharaj Ji again forbade
him, when he again insisted he did not speak.
^ekSua Lohd`fr y{k.ke~* (Silence proclaims acceptance)Taking his
silence to be his permission, Ramlakhan Das Ji saluted the Maharaj
Ji and moved out. As soon as he reached there, he was down with
fever. Someone of the village informed the Maharaj Ji of it. The
next day he was again informed that the fever was very high. The
Maharaj Ji asked him to bring Ramlakhan Das Ji to his place if the
fever was not subsiding. On the third day when the villagers were
making arrangements to take him to the Ashram, suddenly his
condition worsened and he died.
The Maharaj Ji was reminded of the curses of those saints and
counting the days, he found that it was the last day of the third month.
The Maharaj Ji said, “Oh! When the time of his death came, his
head went off. God actually inspired him to go to the village just to
prove the power of the words of the saints. His sin impelled him to
go there. Had he been with me, he would not have died. If a saint
can curse, another saint can mitigate it.”
Ramlakhan Das Ji had no ailments earlier. Suddenly the tables
turned and fever of only three days took him away. ^dksbZ dgk lUr
ge phUgkA rqylh dkuksa ij gkFk /kfj yhUgkAA* (When someone claims that
he has identified the real state of a saint, Tulsi closes his ears with
his hands in astonishment). The Maharaj Ji explained, “God is in
comprehensible by mind or intellect and the saints too achieve
Godliness by negating their mind and intellect. So the saints are also
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beyond the grasp of mind and intellect. They could be identified
only if God helped. ^lksb tkub tsfg nsgq tukbZA*- Otherwise no one can
know him. The saints are above sects, religions, countries, castes,
colour or racial discrimination.”
Ramlakhan Das Ji was cremated. Thus the first attendant of the
Maharaj Ji breathed his last in his own time.
The former Brahmchari Ji of Anusuiya Ashram
Since ancient days Anusuiya has been the centre of yogic
pursuits. It has been the place of penance of great Maharshis like
Atri, Dattatreya, Chandrama, Durvasa, Sati Narmada, Siddha Baba
and others. Living in the midst of natural beauty a number of sages
achieved self-realization in solitary caves. The saint of such a stature
while wandering came to the forests of Anusuiya in his primary
stage of spiritual pursuits as Bal-Brahmchari* and settled down here
in the peaceful atmosphere for further pursuance of his penance.
Continuously living only on fruits and roots for two months
Brahmchari Ji remained absorbed in Bhajan. Earlier he used to have
the Darshan of Paramhans Maharaj Ji from a distance because a
rumour had spread there that he commanded black magic. After
sometime, he changed his place of residence and started living near
Janki Kund. The famous saint, Sri Ranchhor Das Ji keeping in view
his pious living, appointed him after sometime as the owner and
care-taker of it. He said to him, “Since I have to go out often so you
should take the charge of this place.” Soon he got acquainted with
all the routine activities associated with the place but his mind
remained unpeaceful. It was so because his soul was craving for
eternal peace. Consequently after quitting Janki Kund he went to
Ayodhya and organised there a grand Bhandara (grand open feast).
Even then an internal tussle was still going on in his soul. Again and
again the calm tranquil image of Paramhans Ji Maharaj came to his
mind and got fixed in it.
The Brahmchari Ji as a disciple
During such internal conflicts a dream directing him to go to
Anusuiya for supreme peace often came in his sleep. Simultaneously
on the other hand the Paramhans Maharaj Ji also used to get a clearcut hint that a young devotee was coming to his shelter for
*Brahmachari : A religious student who calibacy.
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Brahmvidya. He was directed to impart it to him. As per direction
of the dream, the Brahmchari Ji left for the Paramhans Ashram,
Anusuiya. The Maharaj Ji who had already got the spiritual hint too
was waiting for him. The Brahmchari Ji thus roaming and wandering
ultimately reached Anusuiya Ashram. The very first meeting and
the very first Darshan of the feet of the Maharaj Ji completely
subsided the inner turmoil going on in the heart of the Brahmchari
Ji. He was filled with joy and became speechless. The Brahmchari
Ji was deeply delighted after surrendering at the lotus feet of the
Maharaj Ji forever. Soon after some years the Brahmchari Ji achieved
his real self (Swaroop) under the patronage of the Maharaj Ji and
became liberated from worldly bonds in life (Jeevan Mukta).
Prophetic saint
Once the Brahmchari Ji had a spiritual vision that a dog was
reciting the Vedas*. The recital was very enchanting and melodious
with full rhythm and perfect ascending and descending notes. The
Brahmchari Ji narrated about his spiritual vision to the Maharaj Ji,
who replied, “See! A great saint, wearing a shabby, look like dogs
may be coming here. Be careful! He may not slip away.” People
there started watching carefully the way near the river Mandakini.
About 10 O’clock a man dressed like lunatics appeared passing
through the way, whistling like dogs and creating sound of ‘Oham,
Oham’. The moment the Maharaj Ji saw him he got a hint that the
dog, which was reciting in the dream the Vedas was none but he.
The Maharaj Ji asked to receive and escort him respectfully.
Nobody could think of saints in such a garb. Nevertheless the
Brahmchari Ji came closer to him and respectfully saluted and led
him to the Ashram. In the Ashram too his chanting of the name
through inhalation and exhalation of the breath continued in indistinct
voice. The Maharaj Ji remarked, “Now please, stop chanting the
name for sometime and think first where you have come.” Smilingly
he took his seat calmly.
The Brahmchari Ji himself cooked food and reverentially
offered it to him. After taking Prasad (offering) he was fully gratified.
*Vedas : Preserved by tradition and arranged in the present form by Vyas.
They were originally three in numbers viz. Rig, Yajus and Sama,
the Atharva Veda was afterwards added as a fourth Veda.

Revered Sri Swami Sachidanand Ji Maharaj, Sri Paramhans Ashram, Dharakundi, Distt. Satna, M.P.

This Ashram situated 55 Kilometers away from Chitrakoot which is famous as the place of penance of Lord Ram. It is situated in dense
forest and has natural springs and fountain. In the begining Swami Ji use to reside in a cave which has grown into a grand Ashram.
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Appreciating it he said, “Good, very good! Three years, No six
years you will surely cross the bar and become accomplished, go on
serving the Guru Maharaj.” Looking at the hill, he foretold, “The
jungle will soon be deforested.” After sometime he again said, “Cows
will graze here.” The next day he left. The Brahmchari Ji escorted
him up to some distance and most respectfully gave him a send off.
Nobody could imagine in those days that the forest could be
removed. After independence contracts for sundering the forests were
given. Bhagwat Prasad Ji of Tekaria got the contract for hewing the
trees on the hills across the river in front of the Ashram. Gradually
the turn of the trees facing the Ashram came. Now the Maharaj Ji
noted it. He said, “From where have these butchers come? You all!
Run away from here. Don’t you see that thousands of birds and
deer come and sit under the shadows of these trees? At least spare
them here.”
The labourers conveyed the desire of the Maharaj Ji to Bhagwat
Prasad Ji. At first his tempers were frayed but he recollected himself
and said, “Ok. Obey what the Maharaj Ji ordains.” Those trees are
still present and wild animals in groups can be seen sitting under
their shadows.
After sometime a renuncient saint happened to be there. He
had forty cows. Finding a deforested place, he brought his cows for
grazing there. Once the Maharaj Ji happened to see some white
spots on the hills. When he made a quarry about them, he was
informed that they were not white spots but cows grazing there. At
this the Maharaj Ji was reminded of the prediction of the saint that
the jungle would be cut, now the jungle had been removed. He had
also predicted that cows would graze and they were grazing. The
Maharaj Ji further asked, “What else did he predict?” People there
informed that he had instructed Brahmchari Ji to remain engaged in
his spiritual pursuits and he would attain his goal within six years.
The Brahmchari Ji was very glad; with renewed vigour and
enthusiasm he rededicated himself to contemplation and meditation.
When the sixth year came he was directed by the grace of the Maharaj
Ji to go to Dharkundi, where he attained spiritual enlightenment.
Really nobody knows in which garb God may turn up- ^uk tkus
fdl os'k esa ukjk;.k fey tk;A* The external out-fit of a Mahatma
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does not reveal his real identity. A Mahatma is recognised only by
him who is granted a kind hint by God regarding his real identity.
Our great Grand Guru the Satsangi Maharaj Ji also had worn a similar
look. The Maharaj Ji had a celestial information that his Guru Maharj
was present in that temple. Nobody could imagine that a man like
him could be a Guru. But he turned to be the Master of the great
mystical spiritual knowledge (Brahmvidya).
Sence of equity for birds and animals
As per tradition of Rishis a parrot was being reared up in the
Ashram. He had heard that parrots tended by Mahatmas uttered
‘Ram, Ram’ but the parrots fostered by wicked men learn very soon
speaking filthy language used by them. On account of the close
association with the Maharaj Ji that fostered parrot also learnt
pronouncing ‘Ram, Ram’.
All the creatures are born mortals and hence suffer diseases
and death. Once the parrot fell sick. The Maharaj Ji took pity and
started fondling it on his lap. He thought that sages and saints had
done in the past great miracles. Sati Savitri had saved the life of her
husband only on the strength of her chastity. So he also decided to
protect the life of the parrot from the clutches of death. After this he
started affectionately caressing it again and again while he was sitting
on his seat. At that time a Brahmin, a barber and Brahmchari Ji
were present there. As soon as the sunset, the sound of coughing of
some unknown entity was heard in front of the Ashram near the
trees. Everybody was seized of apprehension. After sometime the
same sound was heard coming from across the river. Not only this
the sound of strange coughing poured in from all the directions. All
the persons present there were gripped with fear, then the Maharaj
Ji said, “Don’t worry! Nothing to be afraid of, he is Yamaraj (Lord
of death).” Saying so he directed everybody to retire to their bed
and he also took his seat. Nobody could sleep on account of the fear
and inquisitiveness. The mysterious sound of coughing piercing the
tranquil atmosphere of the place lasted for an hour. When such
disturbances continued Maharaj Ji took the parrot and got seated in
his inner chamber and started his Bhajan.
After sometime in the night the sound of opening the gate was
heard. At this the Maharaj Ji with the help of a torch started locating
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what it was. Scolding some mysterious entity, he said, “Damn you!
How have you dared enter here?” Meanwhile a mongoose hidden
behind the well was sighted. On seeing it, it occurred to his mind
death might creep in other forms also and devour the parrot in his
absence. He rushed to the place where the innocent bird was lying
and found it to be alive. When he sat down, he received good omens
indicating that the bird would be saved.
Next morning awakening everybody he said, “Get up! Are you
still sleeping? Death came last night and witthdrew.” Now the parrot
was hale and hearty and it started repeating, “Padho Parvate Sita
Ram.” The Maharaj Ji affectionately chastising it said, “Oh! Now
you are reminded of the name of Sita Ram. Had you been doing
Bhajan, death would not have dared approach you.
He used to offer gram to the monkeys roaming around the
Ashram. Just on his one call the jubilant monkeys used to assemble.
Throwing gram before them he used to laugh. He had prohibited
the hunting of even violent animals there. Under the love and care
of the Maharaj Ji they freely moved in the forest.
The recruitment of disciples
After the arrival of the Brahmchari Ji, a number of devotees
started assembling for the grant of discipleship. Only seven or eight
devotees who were extremely keen for salvation were accepted as
disciples. After thoroughly testing and examining them the Maharaj
Ji used to say that had he been willing to make followers and
disciples thousands of persons would have become renuncient
votaries. He used to avoid them by saying that the world was very
big, There were many Mahatmas in places like Chitrakoot, Ayodhya,
Rishikesh etc., they could go there and become disciples.
The Maharaj Ji could instantly sense whether the person who
had come for discipleship did possess the potentiality to become a
saint or not. So he used to turn out the undeserving ones. If even
then they insisted to stay, he used to scold them harshly. Despite
this if they remained adamant he used to permit them to stay for a
day or two gently persuading them to go back. If even after this they
did not leave, he secretly used to telegraphically inform the members
of their family. Adopting this device he packed several persons back
to their homes. This was against his nature to convert all the young
boys to the order of saints. It was not open for all and sundry.
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The forest of Anusuiya
Anusuiya Ashram is situated in dense forest. Besides elephants
and rhinoceros every kind of wild animals big and small were found
there. The jungle was full of such animals during the early days of
the settlement of the Maharaj Ji. There were five kinds of lions
available. The smallest among them is known as panther. It hunts
smaller animals like calves because the bigger ones do not fall prey
to it. Leopards are bigger than panthers, their movement is very fast,
with the speed of 90 km. per hour they can move. It is extremely
volatile and attacks human beings also. But by nature it does not do
so. Only when it is trammeled in tricky situations it attacks men.
The third kind of lion is known as tiger (Gulbagh). It is the cross of
leopard and tiger. It succeeds in hunting bigger animals. The fourth
kind of lion is the lion with stripes. They are found in good numbers
in the forest there. The fifth one is known as Babbar Lion. There
was a pair of this specie also in the forest. The English Officer
(D.F.O.) killed the male one and took it away but the female still
remained there wandering in the forest.
Once the Maharaj was seated on a rock by the side of Mandakini
river. It was the month of summer and the morning time of about 7
O’clock. The span of the river had become narrower. The lioness
was coming slowly from the other side of the river with her tongue
dangling out. Only the Brahmchari Ji was there standing behind the
Maharaj Ji. Cautioning him he whispered, “Maharaj Ji the lioness is
there.” But the sound leaked out. The Maharaj Ji said, “Have you
gone mad? The wild animals are moving they are not at all reliable.”
The lioness moved unaffected. It did not even turn its face to take
notice of anything around and slowly stepped away in the forest. It
passed through the way before the Maharaj Ji and slowly disappeared
in the forest.
One day a lion entered into the Ashram. The Maharaj Ji was
reclining on his seat. It was about 10 or 11 O’clock at night. Sri
Brahmchari Ji was also lying on the platform of the well in
contemplation and there was none else in the Ashram. As usual a
lot of noise was coming from the jungle. There were a row of rooms
behind the place where the Maharaj Ji was seated but they were all
without doors.
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Suddenly an animal jumped down from the roof. Another stills
a bigger one also leapt after it. Both the animals swiftly passed away
through the space lying between the Maharaj Ji and the Brahmchari
Ji. The Maraharj Ji got up and enquired which one jumped first and
which one followed it. The Brahmachari Ji stood up. It was a moonlit-night. He saw and replied, “Maharaj Ji! A lion is chasing a monkey
and see! See! It has caught hold of it.”
The Maharaj Ji said, “Don’t wait! Go and get it released,
violence never happens in the Ashram of saints. If it had to hunt it,
it could do so anywhere else in the large expanse of the forest. It
ought not have caught it here.” Sri Brahmchari Ji remained standing
before the Maharaj Ji, but the Maharaj Ji himself picked up a piece
of stone and threw it at the lion. The stone hit it as the sound of
‘Ludd’ echoed. The stone had struck the belly of the lion and as a
result of it its clutch was a bit loosened. Immediately the monkey
after getting released climbed upon a tree. The lion stood there and
went on staring at the Maharaj Ji. Thereafter twisting its tail it
disappeared into the forest. Actually the lion lived in the caves and
bushes around the Ashram, but it never hunted any animal near the
Ashram. The features of ‘Balamiki Ashram’ could easily be seen
here also.
dfj dsgfj dfi dksy dqjaxkA fcxr cSj fopjfga lc laxkAA
(Manas, 2/137/1)
(All the animals like monkeys, lions and others forgetting their
innate enemities moved together.)
The visit of the Superintendent of Police in the Ashram
The Superintendent of Police of District Banda had already
heard about the strange peculiarities of the Paramhans Ashram
Anusuiya. Out of sheer curiosity, he along with his family members
and the armed guards arrived at the Ashram and after paying due
respect sat down. During the conversation he humbly expressed his
desire to hunt the lions and tigers who often came there. The Maharaj
Ji replied that it was against the nature of the saints, and advised him
that he should himself think that violence was not at all proper. The
Police Officer along with his family stayed at night in the upper
storey and the armed guards started relaxing on the platform of the
well. When everybody retired for sleep suddenly in the second part
of the night terrible roaring of the lion was heard. the whole
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atmosphere was gripped with fear. The policemen took to their heels
and sought shelter in the upper rooms crying, “Save us! Save us!”
Then the Maharaj Ji came out and started laughing. He addressed to
them, “O Hunters! Where are you hidden now? Come out. The
prey is here.” The Police Officer submitted very humbly, “Maharaj
Ji! We are very much frightened. We have no guts to hunt before
your goodself.” The next morning he apologised while narrating
the incident of the night. He paid his tributes and returned. After this
occurrence he used to serve the Ashram from time to time.
The Asamese Pandit and his pilgrimage
Once a Pandit from Asam came on pilgrimage to Anusuiya.
The Ashram was as usual crowded. Taking the Ashram to be a
temple or hermitage of modern style he sent a message to the Maharaj
Ji to allot a room for his stay. He was ready to pay even rupees two
hundred as rent. The Maharaj Ji understanding the intent of his request
scoldingly said to him that the place was not a commercial one, no
business was transacted there. After sometime he called a disciple
and asked him to provide a room to him. After staying there for a
day the said Pandit very humbly said, “Swami Ji! My wife suffers
from chronic headache; it could not be cured despite the treatment
of expert medicos. After reaching here, I came to know that even
incurable patients are fully cured by your grace. So I dare seek your
help. Kindly forgive me.” Maharaj Ji touched with his stick the head
of his wife and she instantly got relief.
Observing the system of the Ashram there, the Pandit was taken
a back to find that those who offered money were discarded and
abused whereas in other temples and hermitages doners of money
and wealth were very cordially welcomed. Now he was convinced
how great saints knowingly or unknowingly by their jumble of words
do good to their devotees. Deeply touched and obliged he left the
Ashram second day.
Liberation of the fever
Just with his touch, he used to cure the diseases of the persons
who suffered on account of their misdeeds. As a result of this he
had to atone for it. On account of such manner he suffered from
fever for a long time.
His malarial fever lasted for one and half year. One day he
thought why he suffered from such a dreadful disease like malaria,
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when he had been freed from the cycle of birth and death. The same
day God informed him that he suffered because he had cured the
fever of others with his divine touch, who else would suffer? The
Maharaj Ji enquired, “Would I have to suffer all such ailments?” He
got the reply in the affirmative. He thought that he had cured a number
of persons so how long he would go on suffering in such a way. At
his he saw in his mystic experience the figure of a black Dome
(sweeper or scavenger class among the Hindus) in tattered clothes.
He said, “Swami Ji! Only a quarter of your suffering now remains
to be endured.” The Maharaj Ji asked, “What is this quarter?” He
replied that it meant that he had to suffer the fever for three months
more. The Maharaj Ji got irritated and said, “What a horrible sin! A
sin worth one Aana a month. (Anna was the sixteenth part of the
currency of those days and is equal to six paise today.)
The Maharaj Ji was now happy that the period of suffering was
now fixed. He enquired, “Count, which month was running? Sawan,
Bhado, Kwar (Months of the Hindu year), after these three months
the fever would go.” Without any treatment the fever subsided and
he enjoyed perfect health. In the month of Kwar generally seasonal
fever attacks men but in his case it dropped. Finding him suffering
from fever, someone asked, “Well Maharaj Ji! Do the diseases attack
even after spiritual accomplishment?” He explained to him, “No, it
is not so, but one has to atone for the sins of others, otherwise death
can not take away, diseases can not attack, old age can not cause
decay of the body. ^dky u [kk; dyi ufga O;kiS] nsg tjk ugha NhtSA*
I am sick because I cured your sufferings.”
A girl-student of Philosophy in the pursuit of Truth
Once a girl of intellectual bent of mind, disgusted with her family
quarrels reached Chitrakoot. She was a brilliant student. Rumour
spread around Chitrakoot that the girl was either some spy of the
government or an enigmatic personality. So the girl was screened
by people, various conjectures floated around the area. Since she
was a student of philosophy, she preferred to do Bhajan to leading
an ordinary mundane life. She possessed all the good qualities but
God had given her black complexion. Someone had rejected her on
this very ground for marriage otherwise she had many good qualities
excelling others. She was deeply anguished on account of the
condemnation of her bearing. Her womanly instinct got inflamed.
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She quit her family declaring that she would now marry herself with
such a man who was handsome and possessed not only all the good
qualities but was scholarly also.
Spurred by the above motive she set out in the quest of a
Sadguru for initiating her Bhajan. As she was a student of
philosophy, she was naturally inspired by spiritual inquisitivenes.
Hence visiting a number of pilgrimages, she ultimately arrived at
Chitrakoot in quest of a Sadguru. Wherever she went, she used to
enter into intellectual polemics. No Mahatma could stand against
her in the Shastrarth (intellectual discussion). The Maharaj Ji also
had heard about such discussions. He used to comment, “Ho! A
lady has created havoc.”
Roaming here and there she reached Seersawan situated in
Chitrakoot. A famous saint belonging to the area of Banda, Sri
Parasuram Ji was staying there along with his followers. To quench
her spiritual thirst the young lady put certain complicated
metaphysical questions to him. A lot of questions and answers were
placed prolonging the discussion, but the girl was not satisfied. When
the controversial topic was still going on, the Brahmchari Ji of
Anusuiya Ashram while returning from Chitrakoot reached there.
Introducing the Brahmchari Ji, Parasuram Ji said, “Here is a
holy spiritual devotee.” Thereafter he welcomed him and offering a
seat said, “Come on Swami Sachidanand Ji! Take your seat.” On
seeing him, the girl very humbly remarked, “For me everybody is
respectable. I welcome you. Kindly answer my questions and resolve
my doubts. My question is- ‘Why do people quit their homes for
attaining salvation? What is the way to attain God?’ I am not at all
satisfied with whatever I learnt during my spiritual quest. According
to the Vedantic explanations God is nothing but our own self yet
we fail to perceive the Supreme Reality on account of six perversions
like desires, wrath etc. When one scrutinises what is mortal and
what is immortal one achieves Brahm and realises - I am as pure
and enlightened as God Himself. After such practical musings by
and by one attains ultimate knowledge. As soon as the unity of Jiva
(self) and Brahm (Supreme Reality) is realised the ignorance drops
down and salvation is achieved. Then the Jiva declares, ^vga czãkfLe*
(I myself am Brahm), ^rÙoefl* (essentailly the same). So I have doubts
in this regard. How mere mental contemplations, calculations and
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their reproduction in words can enable one to attain Moksha
(emancipation) because ^rL; izKk izfrf"Brk%* (Geeta) when the intellect
stands stable and steady, the Yogi is established in hisself.”
Swami Ji replied, “Devi Ji! Try to see that nobody renounces
his family willingly just as nobody wants to be mad still he becomes
so, similarly nobody likes to die knowingly yet he has to die. In the
same way nobody renounces his family and wants to become a saint
still he has to become so. This is a kind of Sanskar (Sacrament). The
accumulated effect of the pious deeds of many bye-gone births and
lives endow a man with the Sanskar to quit the home. On account
of such Sanskars the person kicks off his home and this renunciation
leads him to the goal of permanent peace. After the goal was
achieved, the Mahapurushas (elevated sages) throwing light on their
status and stature said that I am the purest one, the awakened one. In
such a state there is neither pain nor pleasure, neither sin nor virtue.
This is nothing but the delineation of the stature, which the realised
souls achieved. In no way this can be called Sadhana (meditation)
nor it is the method of contemplation. For the attainment of such a
state, the refuge and the guidance of some enlightened soul and the
system of practice of the method of devotion prescribed by him is
needed. It leads one to real Bhajan, which is kindled in the heart.
Only a Sadguru can bless a man with such an awakening. When the
Bhajan starts the Sadguru takes charge of the devotee. He reveals
himself to him and unfolds the technique of devotion. Bhajan, which
is conducted under his patronage, is the real Bhajan. Gradually the
instincts of carnal desires, lust and wrath etc. are sublimated and the
impact of disorders is thinned, the devotee starts grasping the clues
of Dhyan and Samadhi, the subsistence of Maya ends and the
devotee starts perceiving the divine life. The moment the Sanskars
(Imprints) of the sublimated mind are quietened, the divinity starts
flowing in the devotee. After knowing Him, the existence of the
devotee merges with Him. This is the description of the life and
ways of great saints. By mere words and descriptions such a spiritual
state can not be attained.
She abruptly intervened, “Oh! This is the right answer! How
simply and clearly the answer has been given in so few words by
you. Sir! one more quarry Almost all the great saints have candemned
women, no doubt some references are given regarding the right of
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women to pursue Bhajan but the condemnation is more vocal. So I
get confused. Do women also have right to do Bhajan? If they have
it then why is there so much clamouring?”
The Brahamchari Ji replied, “The eyes of persons like you
always hunts only the meaning of gross and material things. This is
an external approach. So it is difficult to catch the real import. So
long as our approach and understanding is not inward and subtle, it
is very difficult to follow the essentials of spiritual experiences and
their stages. The great saints, who were or are linked with the supreme
reality, possess knowledge, which is based on the perceptions of
the subtle body or Manas (conscience). Good or bad qualities are
found alike in males and females. Maya (Illusion) is nothing but the
expansion of such perversions- ^frUg eg¡ vfr nk#u nq[kn] ek;k:ih
ukjhA* (Maya in the form of women causes immense sufferings). A
woman is the embodiment of the Maya or illusion. It is of two kinds.
The other aspect of it is known as Avidya or ignorance. These
perversions first grip the mind then they affect the body. Thus it is
proved that avarice, attachment, desires, lust and ignorance are
transmitted by the mind. So the modifications of the mind (Chittvritti)
themselves are Maya (Illusion) which is feminine by nature. It is in
no way referred to you (women). This alone is a hurdle in the path
of the supreme achievement of a man, after crossing these obstacles
the exalted position awaits. Practice of Dhyan (meditation) and
systems allied with it are the ways to get liberated from them. When
out of our own venture we sit closing our eyes at some lonely place
for meditation, we find all the adverse forces standing in a line against
us. All the perverse ideas elbowing one another try to rush up
forward, in other words only desires lust and wrath seize the mind.
Sometimes fanciful freaks of women and sometimes those of men
are visualised by the mind. Sometimes the passionate waves of love
and affection for persons overtake. Now you may analysis the views
of great saints that even the best mind is jumbled by the powerful
impact of carnality like lust and wrath. The more frequently the
transaction of these perversions happens in mind, the more deeply
polluted our intellect becomes. If mind is steeped in perversions, we
cannot be saved by mere thoughts or by mere mental thinking.
Yogeshwar Sri Krishna says, “O Arjun! This lust or carnality can
never be satiated by enjoyments. It is an unconquerable enemy. It is
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a deadly enemy of enlightened souls because it destroys the
knowledge of the self. Cutting asunder the doubts and vacillations
of the mind by the weapon of Vairagya (renunciation) and rejecting
the company of evil persons one should purify the heart and defeat
the enemy which stands in the form of Kama (cupid).
Suppose, a man has started practicing Bhajan and meditation
and does it regularly and punctually, despite this if he finds that the
flow of thoughts does not stop then take it for granted that it is so
because there is something basically wrong, the fellow suffers from
the ill effects of inconducive company and the atmosphere. The
company inducing the perverted desires corrupts the devotee and
he no more remains a devotee. He falls debased. It is so in the case
of female devotees also because it makes the carnal-mind unholy,
uneven, the equipoise is disturbed. Thus the company of males for
females and that of females for males take the form of Maya
(Illusion).
Women have seldom succeeded in their venture of achieving
spiritual attainments by living in far, lonely places. On account of
the possibility of mishappenings, directions have been given to
women to prosecute their spiritual practices only at their homes. For
this very reason the devotees have been cautioned by remarks like^fda }kjesda ujdL; ukjhA* (Women are the gates of hell). Only men
have been allowed to leave their homes for practicing Bhajan, The
source of the evils of bad company has been found to be ladies
alone. So such company has been prohibited for one who desires to
move on the path of spiritual ennoblement. It is impossible to attain
the Isht (adored God) in the presence of perversions. What can be
greater perversion than the inward musings of them, and their
hypocritical rejection? First of all one should stop physical carnality
then the turn of mental one comes. When the perversions of mind
and body are quietend (then) the condition would be suitable for
snapping the bondage of causal body. After this stage the
superconscious powers lead and unravel everything.
The Mahapurushas, the sages have not condemned any faction
outright. The meanderings of the mind have been personified as
women. Special emphasis has been laid on safety from profane
associations. Just as the associations of a male person is a hurdle in
divine path of a woman devotee; similarly the company of a woman
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is a great obstacle for male devotee because it creates ripples in the
mind, making it unstable and leading ultimately to his utter downfall.
So with utmost caution remaing aloof from wrong associations, the
followers of the path of divinity should move towards their goal.”
The girl student completely grasped what the Brahmchari Ji had
explained and became fully satisfied. She said, “O! Swami Ji! You
are really great.”
The Brahmchari Ji was getting late. He was a disciplined devotee
and so he apprehending the displeasure of the Guru Maharaj started
immediately for the Ashram. On reaching there he reported in detail
the whole incident. Soon after two hours the young lady who was
very keen to move on the path of Bhajan also reached Sri Paramhans
Ashram Anusuiya. She after paying her tributes took her seat calmly.
Referring to her discussion with the Brahmchari Ji, she started
praying and seeking the permission to live there and perform Bhajan
under the guidance and patronage of the Maharaj Ji. Sri Paramhans
Ji appreciating her feelings said, “O my daughter! It is a very good
idea. All the creatures have a right to do Bhajan. You go and perform
your Bhajan at your home.”
The student of philosophy went on repeating her request and
seeking permission to stay there. At this the Maharaj Ji taking a clue
from his inner self said, “At present you have been ordained to
perform your Bhajan at your own house because these days a lot of
shortcomings have crept into the community of Sadhus also, you
are passing through such an age of your life which needs extreme
precaution from the evils of wrong associations.” After saying so he
instructed her some ways and methods of Bhajan, Dhyan and Japkriya and directed her to go back to her home. But on account of her
strong devotion she still stayed there.
By and by she passed eight days in Anusuiya. Gappa Pandey
of the village Semaria came along with some devoted companions
to the Ashram, Maharaj Ji directed him to respectfully take her to
the village.
The women of the village were attracted towards this smart
student of the city. She addressed to all the ladies that they were
fortunate to be born there. They should all serve the Maharaj Ji. If
they cannot do anything, they should at least have his Darshan with
their eyes. She further said that she had been directed by the Maharaj
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Ji to go and perform Bhajan at her own place. He had assured that
she would have the same result, which she would have got by her
performance at the Ashram.
The obduracy of Nirmal Das Ji
A Brahmin (Pandit) of Karbi was a great devotee of the Maharaj
Ji. He requested him again and again to visit Karbi someday. By
that time only one or two devotees had been living with him. The
abuses and the stick of Maharaj Ji had already become famous all
around the area. It was the talk of the locality that Maharaj Ji was an
accomplished saint. But some persons propagated that he had
mastered Yogini (the principal goddesses), others viewed him to be
the controller of Yakshini (fairy). People used to utter whatever
occurred to their mind. After the repeated requests of that Brahmin
the Maharaj Ji said, “Generally I do not leave the Ashram but on
account of your strong devotion and the will of God I will go.”
Pandit Ji took up a sheet of cloth, a blanket and the Kamandal (an
wooden pot used by meditants) and started following Maharaj Ji.
The path was a footpath. Gradually Maharaj Ji reached near the
Isphatic Shila.
Isphatic Shila is the place where Lord Ram had beatified Janki
Ji and Jayant was humbled. A saint named Nirmal Das used to live
there. His matted long hair used to get dragged on the ground when
he walked. Daily getting up at 3 O' clock in the morning, he used to
take a round of Kamad Giri onfoot, repeating loudly- ^jke jV] jke
jV* (Repeat silently the name of ‘Ram’). Hearing the sound, people
used to easily infer that it was Nirmal Das Ji, who was taking round.
In some sects taking round (Parikrama), bathing, cleaning and
asuming forms and appearances are regarded as parts of Bhajan. So
Nirmal Das Ji was held in high esteem among the saints.
That day Nirmal Das Ji was seated and writing something.
Pandit Ji spread his blanket and the Maharaj Ji sat on it. Raising his
hands he saluted- “Namo Narayan.” Pandit Ji after prestrating before
him introduced that he was the Paramhans Ji of Anusuiya. Nirmal
Das Ji looking up and putting down his spectacles said, “Oh!
Paramhans Ji of Anusuiya, Why do you hurl abuses? Where has the
scriptures ordained for abuses? What kind of a Siddha (accomplished
saint) you are? The traits of an accomplished saint have been
described as follows- ^eu dks ekfj xxu pf<+ tkos] ve`r ?kj dh fHk{kk
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ikos] mtM+k 'kgj clkosA* (after subjugating the mind, rising up in the
sky, receiving the alms from the house of nectar, the accomplished
saint rehabilitates the deserted city.) Only such a saint is the real
saint, a Siddha one.”
When Nirmal Das repeatedly went on accusing the Maharaj Ji,
“How dare you call yourself a Siddha?” The Maharaj Ji replied,
“You see! I am a genuine Siddha. I may not be so for others but for
you I am hundred percent Siddha. What kind of (miracle) Siddhi do
you want to see? If within a month you are not in miserable plight,
I would stop claiming myself to be a saint and the knowledge
contained in the statement, ^eu dks ekfj xuu pf<+ tkosA* is not your
knowledge it is ours. You can not understand it, you can only sprinkle
water and take rounds.”
If the Maharaj Ji ever got annoyed, he never spared anyone.
Pandit Ji requested him to cool down. Then the Maharaj Ji got
pacified and moved forward.
There were two brothers named Ram and Lakshman living those
days in a cottage in Mohkam Garh near Isphatic Shila. They were
Kshtriyas by caste and belonged to Ghazipur and were employed in
Navy. They wrote a letter to the Viceroy that he should immediately
hand over the charge of administration of the country to Mahatma
Gandhi as he and all his clan would have to quit India. The letter
was treated to be an affront to the British Rule and hence they were
put on trial and dismissed.
Ram was leading his life in consonance with the ideals of Lord
Ram. He used to call himself Ram. Lakshman, the brother of Ram,
was also very obedient. Ram had his wife also with him and
coincidently her name too was Sita. They had two sons also.
Once Sita expressed her desire to hear the tales of Bhagwat.
Lakshman arranged for a priest. After the Bhagwat was over, Ram
instead of paying rupees one hundred and twenty five paid Rs. 700/
- and saw him off after giving a lot of clothes, utensils and other
things. After this Ram and Lakshman went out for a stroll in the
jungle.
When they returned from the jungle, they found that the Pandit
Ji was still sitting there. They enquired why he was still there. Pandit
Ji replied that he wished that Sita Ji also should offer something to
him. At this Ram said, “Lakshman, ^vlUrq"Vk f}tk u"Vk*& (An
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unsatisfied Brahmin is a fallen Brahmin). This Pandit is a blot on
the name of his family. Actually he deserved only Rs. 125/- as his
remuneration but we gave him Rs. 700/- and a lot of other things
also still he expects something from Sita.. It is the duty of Ram to
redress the wrong wherever it exists. So, O Lakshman! Give him a
good thrashing.” Lakshman instantly executed the order.
Pandit Ji, weeping and crying aproached Nirmal Das Ji, narrated
what happened to him. Nirmal Das Ji got red with anger. Putting on
his wooden sandle he reached the place where Ram and Lakshman
were sitting. On seeing him Ram stood up and asked Lakshman to
bring a chair for him. Lakshman brought a chair and respectfully
requested him to sit on it. He placed Bal-Bhog (refreshment) also
before him but Nirmal Das Ji was very hot, there was no question of
eating anything. He burst out, “You are wicked persons. You can
never be Ram and Lakshman, you are pretenders and hypocrits!
Why did you beat Pandit Ji and why did you wrest his belongings?”
Ram tried to explain the whole matter but Nirmal Das was not
ready to hear anything. At last Ram said, “O Lakshman! It seems
Jayant has dropped in here from Isphatic Shila, cut down his hair.”
Lakshman rushed out with a sickle and sheared his long matted hair
and threw it away. The news spread like wild fire that the matted
hair of Nirmal Das had been cut. The matter was reported to the
police also.
On hearing this a desciple of Nirmal Das Ji came to meet him.
Nirmal Das Ji took him to the jungle to show him the place of his
rigorous penance. There was a cave below Hanuman Dhara in the
forest. Just to point out, he put his hand in the cave and said, “I used
to perform Bhajan in this very cave.” By chance a wild bear was
present in it, which caught hold of his hand. Nirmal Das Ji cried for
help. The disciple had an instrument like Khurpi in his hand. He
attacked at the face of the bear with it. It struck the eye of the bear.
No doubt the hand of Nirmal Das Ji got released but he got
disbalanced and his legs intruded into the cave. The bear now caught
hold of his foot. The disciple in the beginning tried to save him but
when he found it to be difficult, he ran away to save his own life.
Nirmal Das Ji was devoured by the bear. When Ram and Lakshman
knew about it, they came for the Darshan of the Maharaj Ji. After
paying due regards they narrated the whole incident and said that
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^gks; u e`"kk nsofjf"k Hkk"kk*& (The words of the gods and rishis never go
unfulfilled) and further said how can we give troubles to any saint. It
was all the effect of your prophetic words. At this the Maharaj Ji
said, “Ho, No, No, after all the words are words, they slipped out. It
is up to God to see whether they fructify or not.”
The priest of Charkhari
The priest of Charkhari State developed a feeling of Vairagaya
(renunciation) in his mind. So without informing anybody, he
disappeared from the State and came to Chitrakoot. He used to sit
by the roadside and beg for the whole day saying, “Brothers! Give
me something. The feeling of hunger is a great sin.” etc. As soon as
the money which he got by begging, he used it in gambling with
children. The boys also used to wait for him because he always
used to lose in the gamble. This was his well-considered pastime.
After this he performed peacefully his Bhajan.
The King of Charkhari came to Chitrakoot in search of him
and found him there. In the beginning he requested him to return to
the State. When he found him to be unwilling, he instructed the
shopkeepers there to serve this saint in every way and supply
whatever he needed. He further told them that the expenses would
be reimbursed by the State Treasury but there should not be any
lapse in serving him.
One day, when he king was seated on a wooden plank he
requested him, “Purohit Ji! Please preach something today.” As the
priest was a great scholar he systematically delivered the spiritual
discourse in fluent Sanskrit*.
So long as the king stayed in Chitrakoot, he provided the royal
honour and amenities to the priest. But the day he returned the priest
distributed all his belongings among the have-nots and restarted his
beggings.
When the Maharaj Ji reached Ramghat he started getting good
omens. He thought what was the reason of it and soon felt that there
was some good saint around the place. He saw a saint sitting on the
sands. The Maharaj Ji moved towards him. Seeing the Maharaj Ji
from a distance, the priest got up and stood with folded hands, tears
*Sanskrit : The sacred and classical language of the Hindu, the
celestial language.
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of joy were rolling down from his eyes. He spoke after a while in a
loving tone, “What an opportune time you selected to come here!”
His body was hot with fever. The Maharaj Ji wrapped him with his
own sheet of cloth and affectionately said, “Why do you weep?
The body is mortal; you are established in Sahaj-Swaroop (exalted
state). Now witness only your breathing.” He replied, “These are
the tears of joy. You have reached here at the right time. I am really
very lucky in getting your blessings.” The Maharaj Ji after consoling
him walked ahead. The same day the priest-saint breathed his last.
When the Maharaj Ji was returning from Karbi, he saw that the
funeral procession of the priest was going on with great fan-fare.
Only a true saint identifies another true saint.
Doctor Ramkumar Verma arrival of the Ashram
Once Dr. Ramkumar Verma, the then Head of the Hindi
Department of Allahabad University came for sight-seeing to
Chitrakoot. Some students from the adjoining villages of Anusuiya
Ashram were studying in the Allahabad University. One of the
students who belonged to Karbi, arranged for an elephant to welcome
Dr. Verma. When Dr. Verma heard about Paramhans Ashram
Anusuiya from his students, he rode on the elephant and started for
the Ashram. The accompanying student expressed to him his desire
to know the real meaning of a quadruplet of Tulsidas- ^mYVk ukeq
tirq txq tkukA ckyehfd Hk;s czã lekukAA* (Valmiki became equal to
Brahm by counting the name of God in reverse order.) (Manas, 2/
193/08) Dr. Verma tried to explain at large the import of the above
line for an hour giving a number of illustrations, but the student was
not satisfied. He told him that he was no doubt obliged by his
interpretations, arguments and illustrations but they could not
convince him. Dr. Verma thus entangled in arguments and counter
arguments reached along with his family, students and poets the
Paramhans Ashram. Some of the accompanying men were already
acquainted with the Ashram; they very politely introduced him to
the Maharaj Ji. All of them after paying tributes took their seats. The
above quarry was still haunting the mind of Dr. Verma and his
students. So the same was put before him for clarifications. After
listening it, the Maharaj Ji addressing all in a simple way said, “The
quadruplet occurs in the Ramcharit Manas. The counting of the name
R-A-M-A in the reverse order never means ‘Mara, Mara’ (Dead,
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Dead). Before the advent of Ram people attained the same goal by
counting names like Om, Shiva etc. Later on the exalted spiritual
position used to be attained by counting the name of Ram, Krishna,
Hari. Try to think, what is the obverse of the word Bahar (out)?
Natrually it is Bhitar (In). Similary the opposite of the word ‘Jap’
(utterable) is ‘Ajap’ (unutterable). Goswami ji concealing mystical
meaning used the word ‘Ulta’ (reverse) which connotss- ^^vtik* ukeq
tirq txq tkukA ckyehfd Hk;s czã lekukAA* (By counting the name
effortlessly Valmiki became equal to Brahm ). At this stage the name
does not need repetition by regular chanting, it automatically runs
on the flow of the breath. When the practice of such a Jap matures
the oneness with God becomes possible. Maharshi Valmiki used to
practice Jap by adopting this special mode and ultimately became
equal to Brahm.” Dr. Verma was deeply impressed by this
interpretation of the Paramhans Maharaj Ji. But a doubt cropped up
in his mind- How a dacoit like Balmiki who had been committing
murders could achieve the higher stage of the practice of Ajapa
process? Removing his doubts the Maharaj Ji explained furtherWhen Valmiki on account of past births got the Darshan of the
illustrious Maharshi, he received from him instantaneously the
eligibility for Ajapa. It was granted by that Maharshi who
commanded spiritual privileges. There is no room for doubt in it
because since times immemorial such a transmission of spiritual
power has been in practice. A great saint can by his grace endow
anyone with higher spiritual experiences.” On hearing the
enlightening the interpretations, all the doubts of Dr. Verma and his
students were removed.
The problem of Dr. Sahib was thus resolved. His students after
a while informed that Dr. Sahib had done his research on ‘Kabir’.
The Maharaj Ji was happy to hear it and he expressed his desire to
know the details because fresh informations were rare in distant
forests. Then he asked him to recite any poem of Kabir. Dr. Sahib
recited the poem which starts with the line- ^dkgs jh ufyuh rw dqEgykuh]
rsjs gh uky ljksoj ikuhA* Kahey Re Nalini Tu Kumhlani, Tere Hi Nal
Sarover Pani. After reciting few lines, he suddenly said, “Maharaj
Ji! We are here to listen to you. Whatever literary investigations we
have made regarding Kabir are mere intellectual luxuries. I am not
at all satisfied with the research work. The mind too has not become
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calm. So I came to Chitrakoot for the Darshan of saints like you.
Kindly oblige us with your benign words.” On his request the Maharaj
Ji recited one psalm of Saint Kabir corresponding to his taste :
dk dgha dsls dgha dks ifrvkbZ] Qqyok ds Nqvr Hk¡oj efj tkbZA
xxu e.My eg¡ Qwy ,d Qwyk] rj HkkS Mkj Åij HkkS ewykAA
tksfr;s u cksb;s lhafp;s u lksbZ] fcuq Mkj fcuq ikr Qwy ,d gksbZA
Qwy Hky Qwyy ekfyuh Hky xk¡Fky] Qqyok fcufl x;ks Hk¡oj fujklyA
dgr ^dchj* lquks lUrksa yksbZ] if.Mrtu Qwy jgr yqHkkbZAA
Explaining the poem the Maharaj Ji said, “Ho! ^dk dgha*- means
He is undescribable, beyond description, He is only perceived by
self knowledge. ^dsls dgha*& Signifies whom to narrate? He is to be
narrated only to those who really deserve, not to everybody- ^xw<+m
rRo u lk/kq nqjkofgaA vkjr vf/kdkjh tg¡ ikofgaAA* (Manas, 1/109/02) ^dks
ifrvkbZ*& Who would believe? Mere verbal narrations can never be
convincing, faith is born only when the truth becomes empirical or
directly perceived. What does it mean? ^Qwyok ds Nqvr Hk¡oj efj
tkbZA* Saint Kabir calls here the supreme, impersonal, unmanifested
reality a flower. He is like an odour which keeps one always
intoxicated. When the black bee gets it, it is wrapped up with it,
becomes ecstatic. Kabir metaphorically calls the Supreme Reality a
flower because it is formless. ^fcuq ix pyb lqub fcuq dkukA dj fcuq
dje djb fof/k ukukAA* (Manas, 1/117/5)- It walks without feet, It
hears without ears, It works without any hands. Kabir has given the
nomenclature of flower to such an Entity. The moment the blackbee touches the flower, it dies- ^Hk¡oj efj tkbZ*. The bereaved, separated
mind has been symbolised as the black-bee which constantly remains
in search of the flower, it haunts only for it. There may be lots of
other things and plants around but the black-bee is gratified only
when it reaches the flower. Stung by the pangs of separation the
moment the bereaved mind touches it, it loses its existence- ^tkur
rqEgfg rqEgb gksb tkbZA*- The bee dies. The servant is lost for ever only
the Master remains, ^ns[krs&ns[krs D;k ls D;k gks x;k] drjk nfj;k esa fxjk
rks Quk gks x;kA* (With in twinkling of an eye a drop of water falls in
the river and is finished once for all.) No more remains the identity
of the drop after it drips down into the river, only the river remains.
^bZLoj val tho vfcuklhA*- As God so is His part. The moment the
root is touched, the part, which is finite, becomes infinite, it merges
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within and attains supreme consciousnes which starts flowing into
it. The bee of mind disappears after the touch of divinity.
Where such a flower is found? ^xxu e.My eg¡ Qwy ,d Qwyk] rj
HkkS Mkj Åij HkkS ewykA* (The flower blooms in the middle of the sky. Its
branches droop downwards but the root hangs up.)
Sky is known as void. It is hollow. When the mind is free from
modifications, flowss of thoughts and counter thoughts and attains
capability to stay in the void, it is then called ‘Chidakash’In such a
condition neither thoughts rise from inside nor do they come from
outside. This state of sublimation is called the grip of the sky. When
a devotee gets entry into the void, he secures a glimpse of the flowerthe Supreme-Being, not before this. Upto this point Sadhan is to be
done. (Spritual practices are to be performed.) ^dksm vodkl fd uHk
fcuq ikobA* (Manas, 7/89/3) Nobody can achieve poise until he develops
capability to stay in the state of void. In this state of negation or
complete absence of flow of thoughts and counter thoughts, ^Qwy
,d Qwyk*- a flower blooms. The glory of the Lord who is omnipresent
monistic, falsifying manyness, then He is realised. This is the meaning
of the blooming of the flower. ^rj HkkS Mkj Åij HkkS ewyk*& The
branches spreading downwards = Bhav, means the worldliness of
the creatures and the root (Moola) which hangs upon the branches
symbolises God, who is the prime cause of the creation and whose
divine contact the devotee now enjoys. Lord Krishna says in the
Geeta that the world is like a tree- ^Å/oZey
w e/k% 'kk[ke'oRFka izkgqjO;;e~A
NUnkafl ;L; i.kkZfu ;Lra osn l osnfor~AA* (Geeta, 15/01) The world is
like a tree of Peepal whose upperlying root represents God or
Supreme Spirit and the down-ward running branches symbolise
Prakriti, the matter. The Vedas have been called the leaves of this
metaphorical tree. Those who have grasped the underlying
symbolical import of this tree of the world along with its root and
the top alone know the quintessence of the Vedas, they may be called
Vedvit. Whosoever establishes his contact with this root he
comprehends the spirit of the Vedas. In other words the ‘Veda’ is
not the name of any book available in the market. Had it been a
book, it must have been written by some human being, must have
been printed in some printing press, then how is it Apaurusheya
(Divine or super human)? When a devotee moves in the right
direction of spiritual practices God transmits directly knowledge
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regarding Himself and that knowledge is called the Veda. When
God Himself teaches it, then and then alone the study of the Veda is
possible. This is the reason that you find in the life-history of
accomplished saints references like- “God has said so.”; “God did
not like this.”; “God spoke through His divine voice (Akashvani).”,
“God warned or alerted or directed to sit or stand or forbade.”
Whatever falls from the auspicious lips of the Supreme Being is
called the Veda. If you find today any Vedic savant somewhere,
take if for granted that the had been taught by God Himself.
In the material world tilling and ploughing it for sowing the
seeds of flowers prepare the field. But it is not so in the spiritual
world. Here you do not find rows of flowers, ^tksfr;s u cksb;s lhafp;s
u lksbZ] fcuq Mkj fcuq ikr Qwy ,d gksbZA*- The lone flower blossoms and
this is possible only when all the worldly relations based on MohMaya (attachments) are snapped, not even a single worldly tie
symbolised by the branches and leaves is left behind.
^Qwy Hky Qqyy ekfyu Hky xk¡Fky] Qqyok fcufl x;ks Hk¡oj fujklyA*A unique flower blooms, the mental leaning towards God has been
represented as Malin, lady gardener who threads in a string the
flowers, in other words the devotees imbibe the spirit of God in
himself completely and the moment it is done, the separate identify
is lost- ^Qwyok fcufl x;ks Hk¡oj fujklyA* God for whom there was great
longing, no more remains distant. He is submerged with His existence.
If still God appears to be separate, it means the quest has not yet
ended. After accomplishment the state of non-duality is attained.
^Hk¡oj fujkly*& mind which is compared here with the black bee drops
disappointed. On the one hand its meanderings ended, on the other
nothing is left to be done. It is emancipated forever from the cycles
of hopes and fears.
Who is the buyer of this flower? Kabir answers, ^lquks lUrksa yksbZ*&
Not ordinary saints but ^yksbZ*& those who are dedicated. Kabir says,
“Oh! Dedicated saints! O bereaved saints! Listen, O Saints! Who
feel ever the pangs of separation, remain detached and restlessly
writhe! Listen, ^if.Mr tu Qwy jgr yqHkkbZA*& Who is Pandit? Pandit
is he who has the knowledge of the path of self-realization. There
are four steps of the path of devotion; those who are on the last step
are all the real Pandits. Such Pandits long for this flower of God.”
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The moment the interpretation of the psalm of Kabir ended.
Dr. Verma said, “Maharaj Ji! There is a lot of difference between
preaching and practicing. We had thought that only we know the
essence of knowledge but now it is clear that essence of knowledge
is something else. We take only intellectual flights- ^ftfe fut cy
vuq:i rs] ekNh mM+b vdklA*& (The birds fly in the sky according to
their own might.) Today I realized that this knowledge can be
achieved only through practical persuit of Sadhan (penance) and
the path of Kriya (Prescribed action). Please, be kind enough to
preach me the system of Sadhana, the practical approach so that we
may also achieve our wellbeing.”
The Maharaj Ji said, “Ho! Sadhan (methods) are discussed at
solitary places. If you are genuinely interested to practically do
something, spare time for it.” After this Dr. Verma as per his schedule
visited beautiful places of Anusuiya and returned along with his
companions.
Entrance of a disciple - Akhandanand Ji
Once a Brahmin reached Anusuiya to achieve the spiritual goal
while wandering hither and thither in the garb of a saint. He had
already heard about the revered Maharaj Ji at Chitrakoot so he came
for his Darshan but had in his mind apprehensions also. After the
Darshan, he developed faith in the Maharaj Ji. Since he was a
Brahmin and believed in various rites and rituals, he prefered to live
separate in a temple for twenty days. Meanwhile his mind remained
perplexed for knowing about the caste of the Maharaj Ji. He used to
think that if he had been a Brahmin or belonged to any higher caste,
he would have surrendered at his feet. He was sad that he could not
achieve anything regarding his goal despite his wanderings for such
a long time.
Though he had learnt that the Paramhans Ji was an elevated
soul, still his mind remained obsessed with common conservative
narrow feelings because he happened to be a Brahmin. On account
of the tight and strong mental moorings and inhibitions, he had to
live away from the Maharaj Ji for twenty days. On the twentieth
day, he saw a dream that the Paramhans Ji was in the pure and
Godlike state of Sanyas (renunciation) and asceticism. In the dream
he further saw that he rushed forward and paid his tributes to him by
submitting his salutations. The Maharaj Ji then assured him in that
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very dream state that he would accept him. Thereafter he removed
all his confusions by his benign words and gave indications of his
future courses. When he woke up, he instantly came to the Maharaj
Ji for surrendering himself. The all-pervading sage, smelling his
underlying thoughts spoke, “Brother! My caste is very low: ^ekbZ
/kksfcu cki pekjA rkdj tuey ge cuokjAA** (My mother was a washer
woman and father a shoemaker. I am born of them.)
At this he replied innocently, “Maharaj Ji! I had been
continuously thinking about your caste for the last twenty days, now
ultimately I have received your benevolent grace. I have had the
vision of your pure spiritual and altruistic form. Now I don’t care
for anything for me you are a great soul. My Lord! kindly show me
the right path. Kindly explain at first the meaning of the line of the
poem which you just quoted so that my confusion is uprooted.”
When the Maharaj Ji was fully convinced that he is a guy who
would devote himself whole heartedly, he got a divine hint
confirming that he was deserving one. After this he addressed to
him, “Brother! You know that a man is born of a father and a mother
but it should be noted that they give birth only to the corporeal body
not the subtle one, which is the real self. For the birth of the subtle
body meditation is the washer-woman (Dhobin), which cleans the
dirt accumulated from past births, then one gathers the speed. Our
consciousness is symbolised as Chamar (cobbler or shoe-maker)
whose eye is always on the skin. A man gets a skin in his future life
according to the intensity of his attachment with it. This very grossconsciousness goes on allotting gross figures and this process goes
on. But when this consciousness withdrawing itself from everywhere
is stabilised in mediation, a third element which is known as Brahm
appears and that is our own real self. Nothing is true except this
authentic form. This is the supreme state of self-realization- ^rkdj
tuey ge cuokj*& The world has innumerable creatures like a jungle
where the conflicts of duality ever go on. The truth is that Jiva (self)
is not entrapped in this jungle; it is the real controller and regulator
of it. In other words it is the eternal Sadguru, it is not the least different
from Brahm. For this very reason the pursuer of liberation renounces
everything and undertakes hard labour. Such a power is present in
everybody but one becomes aware of it only through Dhyan
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(meditation). When the consciousness is completely annihilated by
meditation the same reality is perceived as awakened Brahm.”
Thus after following and practicing the method and the process
of Sadhana (penance) he becomes a great saint in due course of
time. Thereafter, he started living in the rural reason of Madhwapur
where our reverent Gurudev had performed the Chaturmasya (Four
months of rainy season). It was then a dense forest but now an
Ashram known as Paramhans Ashram is situated in the district of
Gonda (U.P.).
Entrance of Bhagwananand Ji
After sometime a lean and thin young man came to the Maharaj
Ji. Maharaj Ji asked, “Where do you live?” He replied that he was
from Kanpur. The Maharaj Ji jokingly said, “Yes, The people of
Kanpur are great cheats. Have you taken your food?” He replied in
the negative. The Maharaj Ji asked someone give him two pieces of
bread, made of coarse grain like gram-flour along with salt and chilly
and directed him to go to the bank of the river and take it there. The
young man took the bread and went to the riverside. This young
man was Bhagwananand Ji.
Since he had not taken anything for the whole day and was
hungry, the breads tasted very delicious. He was so much impressed
by the tranquil surroundings of the place that he started thinking to
stay there for his whole life and serve the Maharaj Ji, if he gave two
pieces of bread regularly. He thought, “Could he be able to get the
closeness of the Maharaj Ji at such a pious place of penance far
from the hustle and bustle of the crooked world?”
The Maharaj Ji was telling at the same time his disciples there
that Kanpuria fellow was thinking to live there and serve him if he
was sure of getting two pieces of bread. No doubt he was a rogue
but his head was unique, he was fit for the service. At this
Akhandanand Ji remarked, “Maharaj Ji! He is a young and tender
chap of Baniya caste (business community), he would not be able
to live in the forest.” The Maharaj Ji quipped, “O! No, He is extra
ordinary.” Thus Swami Ji was admitted.
About sixty to seventy persons came to the Ashram from Sikatia
Purwa, Kanpur in search of the Swami Ji. The wife and the mother
of the Swami Ji sat before the Maharaj Ji with folded hands.
Everybody was praying the Maharaj Ji to let Swami Ji return home.

Revered Sri Bhagwananand Ji Maharaj sitting in Sri Paramhans Ashram, Anusuiya.
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The Maharaj Ji tried to make Swami Ji understand that an unborn
soul was lurking between him and his wife. He advised him further
that he should become the medium of enabling the child to see the
light; otherwise for this very purpose he would have to take another
birth. The child would be of great help to his wife. After making
arrangements for their livelihood through farming, he could come
back. Then the members of his household would also feel a lot of
relief. Swami Ji obeying the direction of the Gurudev wanted to go
back but continuously he received ill-omens. He met in Karbi,
Kulanand Ji (Sachcha Baba) who also used to visit Anusuiya off
and on. Kulanand Ji also advised him to go back to his home and
return after the birth of the child. Since Swami Ji was just a novice,
he got swept away by his words and returned to his home.
Swami Ji was blessed with a son within an year. The provision
for farming etc. was also easily made. Swami Ji even at his home
did not break his practice of meditation and contemplation. He did it
regularly.
After getting the son, his wife too had become insolent and
outspoken. She was confident that he would go no more anywhere
because the son was as dear to him as to her. She started addressing
him mockingly as “Swami Ji, Swami Ji.”. She used to sarcastically
say, “Swami Ji, wash your hands, Swami Ji, take your food, Swami
Ji, take your refreshment”. Her sarcasm was piercing. He now waited
for the instruction of the Maharaj Ji. The same night he saw a vision
in his spiritual experience that the Maharaj Ji had sent a Viman (air
craft) boarding on which he reached Anusuiya. When he regathered
himself, he instantly took a decision to quit his home at once. His
other companions were sleeping in the room of the second floor of
the house. Swami Ji bolted the door from the outside so that they
might not create any obstruction by chasing him. After passing
through the rough, uneven ways and crossing the Pandava river,
Swami Ji covered twenty miles with in the night and reached
Anusuiya on the third day.
As soon as Swami Ji left his house the Maharaj Ji started
receiving subtle signals. On the third day he said to Akhandanand
Ji, “Ho! The Kanpuria is coming. Akhandanand Ji said, “Maharaj
Ji! An year has passed and he has not yet turned up, now no more
hope of his coming back. Maharaj Ji remarked, “O No, no! He has
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reached very near.” People present there thought how anyone could
reach there at 9 O’clock in the night in such a dense and desolate
forest, may be Maharaj Ji made a passing reference. Right at that
very moment, they heard the sound of water created by washing the
hands and feet, coming from the direction of the bank of the river.
The Maharaj Ji spoke from the place which was dark, “O See! The
Kanpuria has arrived and he is there on the bank of the river side.”
When he came closer all of them there were astonished to find that
he was the same gentle man. He most reverentially prostrated before
the Guru Maharaj Ji.
The Maharaj Ji enquired, “Have you come here after seeking
permission from everybody?” Swami Ji told, “Yes, Maharaj Ji! When
everybody started addressing me as Swami Ji, I concluded that they
now were willing to see me in the garb of a Swami. I got your
direction and instantly moved out.”
The service rendered by Bhagwananand Ji was really
praiseworthy. He regarded it to be his duty and responsibility to
provide and maintain the suitable facilities to the Maharaj Ji and to
all the devotees who had joined the Ashram earlier to him. This
became his mode of worship.
There was no facility then to visit Anusuiya on account of
untractable path. Only those who were really devoted went there on
foot. But after sometime a road was constructed for the convenience
of the visitors. Now it remained always crowded on account of the
availabity of passenger-vehicles. One day, the Maharaj Ji remarked
that he had selected this spot for his Bhajan on account of its peaceful
and secluded surroundings but the hubbub and the hurdles have
made it disturbing. On hearing this Sri Bhagwananand Ji who was
sitting there, told, “Maharaj Ji! You perform your Bhajan at some
solitary place, we would manage the Ashram.” On hearing this
Maharaj Ji smiled and said, “Ho! Just see! He wants to grab my
Gaddi (Seat).” Sri Bhagwananand Ji bowed his head and started
seeking apologies. But the words had fallen from the lips of great
saints never go waste. In due course of time the words proved true.
At present he is the in- charge of the Gaddi (seat of the Ashram).
Before coming to the Anusuiya Ashram he was residing at the
Paramhans Ashram, Jagatanand which is situated near Varanasi on
the holy bank of the river Ganga. Impressed by his erudition and
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saintliness, people around the place found a lot of peace and
contentment but on account of the inspiration of Sadgurudev and
the direction of Swami Dharkundi Maharaj Ji he had to take the
charge of the Paramhans Ashram Anusuiya, though he was not very
desirous for it. Sri Paramhans Maharaj Ji used to say that the Ashrams
have no importance, when the inner saintliness is accomplished any
place is good for a devotee’s stay. It becomes immaterial. The
Anusuiya Ashram under the patronage of Sri Bhagwananand Ji
Maharaj is functioning very well, he commands great reverance
among the people of the locality.
The arrival of Swayamanand Ji
After few months a saint named Swayamanand arrived and
joined the service of the Maharaj Ji. He was Brahmin of Orisa, who
was brought up in the priestly atmosphere of his family. He had full
command over a number of languages like Sanskrit, Hindi, English,
Oriya, Bangla and others. He could very fluently speak in Sanskrit
and was a graduate. He had deep faith in religion and scriptures like
the Vedas, the Upanishads and other religious books. He regarded
that the attainment of salvation was birthright of Brahmins because
according to the Varn (caste) system, they occupy the top position.
The Maharaj Ji was an exalted saint. He had immense
compassion for this highly educated man. He helped him in attaining
the higher stages of spirituality. But even after this his arrogance of
his knowledge of scriptures did not allow him to appreciate even his
own elevation to the higher steps of spiritual experiences. The
Maharaj Ji used to comment generously, “Ho! One or two such
persons should also be permitted to live here.” Although
Swayamanand Ji was under the grip of a number of prejudices, he
had deep reverence for the Maharaj Ji. Most of his time passed in
Anusuiya. In the early months of the year 1997 he breathed his last
at Anusuiya. He had written a booklet entitled ‘Awadhootollas.’
Swami Shivanand Ji
After Swayamanand Ji, Shivanand Ji became very close to the
Maharaj Ji. He came in the Ashram as a saint with matted and braided
hair on his head. His long hair running up to his waist appeared
very fascinating. When this short- statured Mahatma with a pair of
wooden sandals in his feet moved with a Trishul (Trident), he wore
an imposing look. He came before the Maharaj Ji and after paying
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his tributes sat down there. The Maharaj Ji asked. “Well! Which
place you belong to.?” He replied that he was coming from Badri
Narayan. The Maharaj Ji scoldingly asked, “Don’t brag in the face
of a man who know all, tell me where were you born?” He replied,
“Sir, here in Hamirpur.” The Maharaj Ji further quarried, “Why do
you roam with such a long trident? Do you know the meaning of
Tri-Shul (Trident)? Sat, Raj, Tama are the three (tri) Gunas (attributes)
and all of them symbolised the three kinds of agonies (Shul). Those,
who are above these agonies (Shools) alone, have the right to move
with a trident. A trident is the representation of the symbolical
elevction of the inner world. You wear the form of an ascetic with
such long hair but in reality you are a householder. From where did
you get trident?” He was now exposed, so he admitted, “My family
was skilled in smithing iron tools and implements, so I made a trident.
So far as the transcending the Gunas is concerned I have to submit
that I have been wandering from place to place for this very purpose.”
When the Maharaj Ji received good omens he said, “Hoon! Give
me your trident.” He took it and implanted it in the Dhuni (Fire lit
for penance). In the beginning he did it as a fun but later on the
Pandits ceremoniously performed ‘Trisul Sthapana (fixing) funciton’
with great fanfare. This trident reminds even to day of the aims and
ideals of Paramhans Ashram.
The Maharaj Ji received a spiritual vision at night relating to
him. He spoke in the morning to this saint, “See! You have been
one of my companions in my earlier births, you serve me because in
service alone lies your well being. Now you have got the fruits of
your wanderings:
rhjFk x;s ,d Qy] lUr feys Qy pkfjAA
ln~x#q feys vuUr Qy] dgSa dchj fopkfjAA
(When a man goes on a pilgrimage, he is benefitted with single
benediction, when he gets saint the blessings are four fold but when
he gets a Sadguru he is fortunate to have innumerable blessings.
Kabir says that he pronounces this after a lot of deliberations.) Now
do not waste your time in mindless wanderings.”
The Mahatma (saint) smiled and engaged himself in the service
of the Maharaj Ji. At present he is settled in Bharua - Sumerpur. He
is a calm and quiet saint. The Maharaj Ji used to remark in joke,
“See! This man, he was dawdling like a vagabond in the feigned
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form of a Yogi with hair hanging up to the knees in the yester years.
Now he is all right.” Directing him further he said, “Go on doing
Bhajan day and night. You will achieve everything.”
Baggar Baba
Baggar Baba was born in Bihar. He hailed from the family of
Kahar (a lower caste) and worked as labour carrying sacks of corn
from one place to another. He was twenty or twenty two years old.
Once he saw there a movie which picturised the character of Bhakta
Prahlad. Prahlad was tortured in various ways. He was thrown into
fire, he was thrown down from the hills, he was put under the feet
of elephant, but every time he remained unscathed from the ordeal
on account of his strong devotion to God. His devotion under no
circumstances ever abated. He was so much impressed by viewing
the scenes of the movie that he left his job and reached Anusuiya
with strong desire for self-realisation (Hari-Darshan).
Baggar was very fearless. Nobody knows how and when
passing through which way he reached the place of Siddhbaba and
sat on the same plank of Siddha Baba, which was once occupied by
the Maharaj Ji. At 9 O’clock in night a voice emanated from the
plank- “You are not fit to sit here, you go down the hill and serve
Lord Shiva.” The voice repeated the same direction on the second
day also. On the third day an apparition materialised and pushed
him on the steps saying, “You run away from here! I repeatedly told
you to go down the hill and worship Lord Shiva because your wellbeing lies in it but you did not pay any heed. Quit this place and run
away, you will find nothing here.” Climbing down the stairs, faltering
any how he came down.
It was about 10 O’clock in the night. The Maharaj Ji told
devotees there, “It seems some body is coming here and he appears
to be very much nervous.” During those days it was really very
miraculous to reach Anusuiya. Nobody dared enter the dense forest
after 3 p.m. At that time it was going to be 9 O'clock. People there
thought that Maharaj Ji was passing a stray comment, why would
anyone come there? Maharaj Ji was continuously getting the signal
that someone was coming to him and he was very much frightened.
By this time a sound came indicating that someone had fallen on the
platform of Shanker Ji. The fellow was crying continously- ‘Demon!
Demon!’
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The platform of Shankar Ji was adjacent to the Ashram. The
Maharaj Ji uttered, “Oh See! He has reached here, take care of him,
from where this devil came?” But he was hysterically yelling
‘Demon, demon.’ On getting his direction a saint rushed immediately
to the place. He shook him with jerk and said, “This is Ashram,
here there can be no demons.” But still the fellow was muttering
‘Demon, demon.’ At this Swami Ji said to the Maharaj Ji, “The
fellow does not listen anything, only he goes on crying ‘demon,
demon’.” The Maharaj Ji scoldingly said, “Give this devil a good
thrashing.” The moment he heard of being thrashed, he regathered
himself and became normal. He said, “Maharaj Ji! Siddha Baba has
hit me. He was just standing here but now disappeared.” The Maharaj
Ji enquired, “Why Siddha Baba had beaten you? Did he say
anything?” He replied, “Yes, Maharaj Ji! Siddha Baba directed me
to go down the hill and serve Shanker Ji as my well-being lies in it.”
The Maharaj Ji replied, “Listen, I myself am Shanker Ji. Take this
frying pan, clean it and bring it and in this way start your service.”
Baggar Baba proved to be a good attendant. Cleanliness and
orderliness were the parts of his nature. He went on practicing Bhajan
(worship) and with in a short period he was blessed with spiritual
experiences. For two or three years he served the Ashram in an
efficient manner and then set out for wanderings. When his roamings
ended he made his last resort in the dark, deep forest of Bedhak near
the caves of lions.
The devotees of Sikatiapurwa
During his yearlong stay at home Bhagwananand Ji had sowed
the seeds of Bhajan in the hearts of many of his friends. He was
very popular among the persons of his age. Old men were very
fond of his anecdotes. He was such a story teller that people ignoring
important engagements preferred to listen to his tales. The whole
village used to reel and rock at his conversational (dialogue) style.
When he again came to Anusuiya, his past companions of Bhajan
also reached locating him there and requested the Maharaj Ji not to
ask them to go back. They too expressed their resolve to practice
Bhajan. Sri Sharanarthi Swami, Mahadevanand, Banshi Swami and
others were from this very group of devotees. They came under the
shelter of the Maharaj Ji and dedicated themselves with great
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devotion to Sadhana and became the fellow travellers on the path of
spirituality. Thereafter some more persons also joined.
The Maharaj Ji went on driving them away again and again but
they were not ready go back. They used to bring woods from the
jungle and sit for meditation also. But the Maharaj said none among
them was equipped with the Sanskars (mental refinements), which
qualify a man to be a saint. He pointed to one man among them and
said that he certainly possesses it but still he is not fit for being a
saint. He ordained him also to practice Bhajan at home and further
said that he might live anywhere physically but spiritually he should
visit him off and on. He was also dispatched back to his home.
My entry
The Maharaj Ji was already awaiting a man of the aforesaid
name. After about two years of my arrival, the Maharaj Ji perceived
in his mystical experience that a dark-skinned boy was weeping
bitterly on the bank of the river. He wanted to cross the river but he
didn’t know swimming. There was terrible current in the river. The
Maharaj Ji went near him and consoling him said, “Why do you
weep? Do you want to go across the river? You swim in this way, I
am watching you.” The boy started swimming. When he covered
some distance, the Maharaj Ji boosting up his morale said, “Yes, go
on swimming in this way. Don’t get nervous. I keep a watch. Swim
and go across the river.”
When the Maharaj Ji thought over this mystic experience, he
noted that there was some deserving fellow who wanted to cross
the ocean of the world but he did not know any technique or means
for it. How promptly he learnt the way of swimming when he was
instructed. So the Maharaj Ji was waiting for a devotee, whom he
was to deliver the technique.
The same day I came to Anusuiya along with a servant of a
Panda (Professional priest). He took me first to the Anusuiya temple.
He informed that it was the temple of Mahasati Anusuiya. I had the
Darshan (view) of a black idol, which was undressed. The doors of
the temple were in a broken condition and there was no priest. I
paid my tributes to the idol and returned. The servant informed me
that a saint known as Paramhans Baba lived there. If I liked they
might go there and have his Darshan.
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Since childhood I have had great reverence for saintsx so I
myself went there and had the Darshan of the great stoic saint. The
Maharaj Ji appeared to me the best of all the saints with whom I had
come in contact at Rishikesh, Haridwar, Punjab and Chitrakoot.
His abode in the terribly dense forest, his mode of conversation, his
language, his blissful posture everything I liked very much. I felt
almost drawn to him and thought that I could make progress by
learning from him the technique of Bhajan, which is to be performed
personally by me. I had the least knowledge that during the practice
of Bhajan, one has to live as an instrument in the hands of the Guru.
I said to him, “Maharaj Ji! Tomorrow I shall come again. Today
the servant is accompanying me, next day I will come alone.” The
next day, I reached Anusuiya alone. Just after paying the tributes
when I was to take my seat the Maharaj Ji asked, “Would you like
to be a Sadhu (saint)?” I became cautious and started thinking that if
I say yes, he might get me entangled in some customary orthodoxism.
Although I wished to be a Sadhu but my mind was vacillating with
illogical reasonings regarding genuineness of the Guru Maharaj Ji.
If I told lie, it was sinful but if I told the truth, I run the risk of being
entrapped. So I gave a vague and ambiguous reply, “Maharaj Ji!
No one can say that he would become a Sadhu.” After saying so I
kept mum and silently slipped away to avoid any further quarry or
directions.
The Maharaj Ji said to other devotees, “Do you see how he is
still taking ‘Kavai’ (position). I foresee that he has to stay here. Ho!
God has given me this hint.” Then I was not aware of the meaning
of the word ‘Kavai’ (positon). Actually, I came to know later on
that the Maharaj Ji had used those words and remarks aimed at me.
In the beginning the language of the Maharaj Ji was beyond my
comprehension because it was mixed with the words of local
language still I could grasp the sense of what he said. But he could
not follow my language. So he sent someone to call Brahmchari Ji
whom the villagers had invited to take Kheer (Sweet dish made of
rice, milk and sugar boiled together). When he came, the Maharaj Ji
directed him to explain to me whatever he said, as I did not follow
his language.
The Maharaj Ji had told me that the Brahmchari Ji was a very
good devotee that is why he was called. On hearing his praise I
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formed an idea that he must be a good saint. But when he came with
a towel of furs on his shoulders, the image which I had built about
him, was a bit knocked; nevertheless I folded my hands and saluted
him.
Under the guidance of the Maharaj Ji and in the affectionate
company of the Brahmchari Ji, I started living in Anusuiya Ashram.
Within two and half months I started experiencing vibrations in my
limbs. I thought that I had caught some disease. When I referred my
anxiety to the Maharaj Ji in connection with the vibrations of my
limbs, he started laughing. He said, “O My son! Now the battle
between the ‘field’ and the ‘knower’ of the field has started, in other
words the battle between Ram and Ravan has begun. When Ravan
would die and Ram would be crowned only then it would stop.
There is no device to stop it in the midway.” In the beginning I
could not understand the significance of such vibrations and
experiences but gradually when the Maharaj Ji explained their
meaning and significance it became step by step clear. Thereafter,
my faith in Maharaj Ji stabilised and I started understanding its
science.
The Maharaj Ji told me that it is mentioned in the scriptures that
a Brahmin is the model of self-realized souls. ^dj iqLrd nqb fciz
izchukA*& (Manas) Two sagacious Brahmins, with a book in their hand,
were seen by Parvati in her dream. They directed her to practise
Bhajan. Parvati engaged herself in penance according to the direction
of the dream and as a result of it got Shanker Ji (as her husband).
Thus preaching of the Brahmins in dream too proved true. If such a
Brahmin gives any preaching in dream, it should be taken as the
command of God.
After somedays I happened to see in dream a well-known noble
and learned Brahmin with whom I was well acquainted. He had
only one Langoti (under garment) and was wrapped in a sheet of
cloth. I was in quest of God so I approached him and asked, “Sir,
tell me about the genuineness of my Guru Maharaj Ji!” He replied,
“You see, from times immemorial whatever traits of a great saint
have been told are all present in him. Every inch he is your Guru
Maharaj.”
After receiving such a direction I was very much pleased. With
great enthusiasm I sat down for Bhajan (meditation) and remained
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locked in that position for long. When I opened my eyes I found the
sunlight entering the room. I was astonished to see that it was morn.
I got up and moved towards the Dhuni to offer my salutation to the
Maharaj Ji. The Maharaj Ji was seated near the Dhuni, which was
in full blaze, flames were rising. The Maharaj Ji was posted in a
calm and serene mood; his posture was such as if he was not aware
of anything. I silently saluted. The Maharaj Ji took a burning wood
from the Dhuni and assaulted at my back. Some embers fell on my
back. I retreated one or two steps and stood with bowed head before
the Maharaj Ji. The Maharaj Ji by that time had picked up Chimta
(tongs) from the Dhuni and again assaulted, both the points of the
tongs hit me at my chest. I most humbly asked, “Maharaj Ji! What is
my fault?.” Scolding me he said, “You got up only when the sunlight
fell on your body. Is this the way to practice Bhajan? A devotee
must get up in the early hours of morning and must meditate in full
consciousness.” I replied, “Sir, I was on my seat.” The Maharaj Ji
then remarked, “No, you lapsed in sleep while sitting.” After this he
gave many tips for meditation. After this my Bhajan moved on the
right path as per fixed schedule and my faith grew firmer in the
Maharaj Ji- mentally, physically and spiritually. Actually
compassion lies concealed in the strictness and harshness of great
personage, which become the source of the well-being of the
devotees.
Routine of the Ashram
Gradually, the dwelling place of the Maharaj Ji was growing
into Ashram (hermitage) but hoarding of things was minimum. In
the anti-room of the Ashram there was flour in an iron container,
some ghee in a pitcher and rice and pulses in the other one. The
bread which was baked there contained three fourth gram-flour and
one fourth flour of wheat, sometimes salt, chilly and asafoetida were
all mixed to prepare bread. The food was cooked after taking the
materials from the room in a round cottage. When the food was
ready, he used to set apart two pieces of bread for any chance-visitor
in the forest. The food was cooked only once a day. The Maharaj Ji
used to emphasise on taking one and half bread less than the usual
intake by the devotees. Taking food in geater quantity generates
lethargy and sleep, which were hurdles in performing Bhajan. If
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someone took food in greater quantity, he used to explain once or
twice the harm of it. But if he did not correct himself, he rebuked
him, “Well! why do you take so much? Is it your father’s earning?
This is Baba’s flour and Baba’s ghee, Why do you misuse the grains?
If they are saved, they could be served to some mendicants and
saints. This is the duty of Kutichak (those who build cottages and
live in it), they are duty bound to save some portion of their prepared
food.” The pieces of bread, which remained unconsumed, were
distributed among the devotees in the evening. Those who needed
could take them and those who did not, refused. In the evening
Satsang (Discourses) was organised for sometime. Thereafter
everybody used to sit in contemplation and meditation.
People were allowed to retire for sleep at 10 O’clock in the
night. There was rule that before finally going to bed practice of
meditation on Guru Maharaj Ji in sitting posture or Jap (counting of
the name and watching the movement of breath) was compulsory,
when the mind’s eye got logged well, they used to go to sleep in
that very condition. There was no provision to sleep again after
waking up. Under no condition devotees were allowed to make
efforts for sleep. Gradually, when the practice developed, no further
sleep was needed after the complete sleep was taken. If the devotees
failed to get up in time, the Maharaj Ji used to sing a Bhajan:
eksfj lqjr lqgkxu tkx jhA
dk lksor gS eksgfu'kk esa] mB ds Hktfu;ka esa ykx jhAA
(O My fateful Surati! Get up. Why do you lie still in slumber of
delusion? Get up and start your Bhajan.)
He used to sing such inspiring devotional songs, which were
two or three in number. The Ashram used to be cleaned before the
break of dawn. The Maharaj Ji used to engage everyone in this
work so that the lethargy is removed. Every devotee with a lantern
in one hand and the broom-stick in the other performed the sweeping
work. The work was allotted to everyone in parts. If someone wanted
to clean the allotted portion of another devotee, the Maharaj Ji forbade
him to do so. After finishing this work, everyone used to sit for
meditation. There was no permission to take bath early morning
because a lot of time was wasted in it. After finishing daily routine,
the practice of meditation continued till 9 to 10 a.m.
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Sri Swaroop Das Ji
Swaroop Das Ji, persistently opposed the Maharaj Ji for twelve
years. All the incidents, which took place earlier were prompted by
him. When he failed in his mischief, he finally surrendered to the
Maharaj Ji. Touching his feet he started praying to be pardoned and
be accepted as disciple. The Maharaj Ji said, “See! you are a
confirmed mischief monger. I may forgive you but God will not
discharge you.” He went on continuously praying.
Some other saints had also come to the Maharaj Ji to get his
Darshan. They ironically remarked, “How do you say so Swaroop
Das Ji! Paramhans Ji does belong to different sect!” Swaroop Das Ji
replied, “No! No, He is a great saint. My well-being lies only in
serving him. I ignorantly opposed him and have seen the result. He
is a true saint, Let me wash away my sins.”
Brahmchari Ji took his side and spoke, “Maharaj Ji! Everyday
he creates a lot of nuisance. If he changes his course, people will
stop joining him in creating trouble. By your grace, he could perform
Bhajan also.” The Maharaj Ji said, “My grace may be granted to
him if you recommend, I may admit him also but he can never be a
saint. If he has come to my shelter, he is sure to be benefitted but he
will never reach the destination.” After getting the positive reply,
Swaroop Das Ji got his head shaved and presented himself clad in
saffron dress before the Maharaj Ji and thus, he became a saint. He
lived in the Ashram in a disciplined manner for eight to nine months.
Thereafter, his previous Sanskars (previous mischievous instincts)
shot up. He could not continue his Bhajan, so he set out for
wanderings. The revered Maharaj Ji was really a seer, a prophet.
His words came true.
The Deliverance Of Siddha Baba
Observing a number of happenings and mishappening the
Maharaj Ji turned his mind to Siddha Baba. He said, “Siddha Baba
was a good saint. He was deprived of salvation on account of petty
mistakes. Consequently he is lying even today in a ghost-like state.
Since I am here at this place at present, it is proper to find out some
way for his emancipation.” He performed Bhajan for sometime,
specially for the redemption of the soul of Siddha Baba. One day he
called his grandson, Mahant Guru Prasad and said, “You see! You
go to Gaya for performing the prescribed rites for his deliverance.”
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He replied that he had no faith in the rites performed at Gaya. The
Maharaj Ji said, “It is immaterial whether you believe in it or not
but, this is traditional custom and decorum. Nothing would be
achieved by going there. It is just to honour my words, you only
obey my instructions. All kinds of nuissance which erupts at the
place of Siddha Baba would be over, by this way Siddha Baba
would get detiverence from the sheath of ghost (Pret Yoni).” The
Mahanth returned from Gaya and thereafter, never any nuissance
happened at the place of Siddha Baba. The plank still lies there.
Anyone can sit on it. The ghost of Siddha Baba was never seen
again. With the grace of the Maharaj Ji, he attained the state of his
real self.
The nature of salvation
Once I asked, “Maharaj Ji! Does God appear? How is He?
What is salvation?” The Maharaj Ji replied, “God is like your own
form.” I asked, “Is he dark like me, or of wheatish colour, or of fair
complexion?” He explained, “No, not at all, body is changible. If it
is of dark colour today, it might have had at sometime golden
complexion in the past. If it has hands and feet at present, it might
have been without them at sometime. This body is not your real
form. The realization of the immortal form of soul, which is present
in your heart, is the realization of God. Union with God is a fact,
which is most certain. He met me and bestowed peace on me. If a
right claimant fails to attain God he would kill himself. God is
accessable you will also see Him. First, practice Bhajan. He would
appear first, and then salvation follows. So, try to realise God first.
Salvation is just like a testimonial which is presented after the
realization:
lks lq[k tkub eu v# dkukA ufga jluk ifga tkbZ c[kkukAA
(Manas 7/87/3)
(Mind and ears experience that bliss, the tongue can not narrate it.)
Several months passed practicing Sadhana regularly in the
desolate forest of Anusuiya. An unbroken series of potential visions
were recorded day and night in the consciousness of the Maharaj Ji,
some of such experiences were narrated to me fortunately by the
revered Maharaj Ji.
The Maharaj Ji, while narrating his experiences said, “Four to
six months after my settlement at Anusuiya, several visions were
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experienced by me before the realization of the self. Once I saw a
vision, wherein, I found that a very big coverlet of nature was widely
stretched. Its expansion was unlimited. I saw further that the forms
of innumerable sheaths (Yonis) or creatures, lay within it. All of
them seemed to be entrapped in their sheaths and were mourning
and crying. All of them were drowned in bottomless agonies. I found
myself also present among them, but very conveniently I came out
of the range of the hide into the open sky. All the inmates of the
place said together, “How fortunate he was, he has achieved salvation
and is now free from the constraints of embroyo.”
In another vision, the Maharaj Ji saw that a terrible buffalo was
chasing him. In order to save himself from it he jumped into a big
pond. The buffalo also jumped into it. The Maharaj Ji came out of it
and stood a side. The buffalo disappeared after making frantic search
of him in the water of the pond. Its very existence ended. A voice
announced that henceforth, he was free form the clutches of death
and got victory over it. Instantly, the figure of that great saint,
appeared before him, who had blessed at the initial stage of his
spiritual career that he would never be defeated (in wrestling bouts).
The Maharaj Ji could understand the real import of the blessings of
the Mahatma now. The Maharaj Ji commented afterwards what was
the use of getting physical victory. The physical victory over any
corporeal frame was meaningless, the body was destined to decay.
So, it was nothing but an ultimate defeat. Real victory lies in victory
over the ‘All-Powerful Time’.
In another vision, the Maharaj Ji told, that he saw as if he was
dead. He himself was carrying his dead body on his shoulders, and
himself placed it on the pyre and ignited the fire, that he himself
burnt the body, crushed it with a bamboo, cleaned the black spot on
the earth with the water of the Ganga. He saw further, as if he was
utterly tired and sweating profusingly after performing the funeral
rites. The Maharaj Ji continued his narration, “I saw thereafter that
my own form of the body was emerging out of water of the Ganga
and it was exquisitely shining like dazzling gold. In the meantime a
voice announced ‘Salute him’. This is the real form of yourself and
you have to live now in this very form. This is the figure of God
himself (Narayan). I saluted accordingly my ownself which gradually
merged in me. After this vision the complexion of my face changed.
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My face was earlier of dark colour. It could not be described how, it
looked after attaining the placement in the subtle, celestial self. It
now started glowing.” Really the body of the Maharaj Ji was clean
and shining like mirror. Sometimes even for six months or a year he
never took bath, still never any kind of foul odour emitted from the
sweat of his body. The Maharaj Ji used to say that God has forbidden
him to perform Bhajan after this beatific-vision any more. But he
felt as if he had lost something. The fact was otherwise, the moment,
the celestial self touched him and he himself was lost. Actually
nothing, but the former same self was left behind. It was not a point
of worry. Just as a packet of salt, which tries to measure the depth
the ocean, gets dissolved in it, the same happened with me. He said
that who would return to report the experiences. In other words,
they are ineffable. For this very reason, the realised souls have called
them non-descript. The truth is known only when it is directly
perceived.
Goddess Lakshmi engrossed in service
The Maharaj Ji used to say, “Ho! Lakshmi Ji was seen serving
me.” Although, the arrangement of edibles, were set at right from
the very day God had told him, ‘If you insist on eating, you may eat
from tomorrow.’ But all the problems about the arrangement of
provisions, forever ended. Afterwords, he saw the vision of the
Lakshmi serving. People used to talk among themselves, how the
expenses of Paramhans Ji were met. Some opined that he must be
knowing the art of making gold and that was the source of his income,
some said, he minted money, there must be some machine installed
at some place on the hill which printed currency notes. Some jokingly
commented that thieves and dacoits, who are never the well-wishers
of anyone, respectfully gave way the moment, the reference of the
Maharaj Ji was given to them (Insinuating that the Maharaj Ji received
wealth from them) who knew he might also be involved in dacoities.
On hearing all such comments, he used to remark:
rou ?kj psfrgsa js HkkbZ] rksjk vkokxeu fefV tkbZAA
tgk¡ y{eh >kM+w nsr gSa] 'kEHkw djs dksrokyhAA
tgk¡ czãk Hk;s Vgyqvk] fo".kq djs j[kokyhAA
rou ?kj psfrgsa js HkkbZAA
(When you turn to that home, you shall be freed from the cycles
of birth and death. It is a place where Lakshmi (Goddess of wealth)
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works as sweeper and Shambhu (Lord Shiva) does policing, where
Brahma serves as attendant and Vishnu stands as protector. You
turn to that Home.)
Ho! God is all provident. Perform Bhajan, everyone can enjoy
such priviledges. The doors are open for everybody. Only you start
Bhajan, everything you shall get.”
Coronotion of Nehru Ji
Just when the Maharaj Ji settled down at Anusuiya, India was
about to attain independence. The devotees also were anxious about
it and curiously awaited it. They often enquired of the Maharaj Ji
who would hold the top position after independence? Then a number
of names were floating in the air. People conjectured the names of
Gandhi Ji, Nehru Ji, Patel Ji etc. The Maharaj Ji said, “There might
be thousands of candidates, but it is only Nehru alone who will get
it.” People asked, “Maharaj Ji! How do you know?” The Maharaj
Ji replied, “I have seen it. My subtle body flew to Delhi, so I have
seen there that a huge crowd had assembled and the court was in
full session. My subtle self with its own hand put a mark of vermillion
on the forehead of Nehru, which is the emblem of his royal elevation.
This is bound to happen, because it is destined. Nehru is a perverted
Yogi. The very next day a formal anouncement was made, that Nehru
had been chosen for the post of the Prime Minister of India. The
Maharaj Ji had a great love and affection for Nehru Ji.
Once, it occurred to the mind of the Maharaj Ji. What a unique
Yogi Nehru was, he was ruling India, while he was such a Yogi,
who had lived naked in the dense forest at a dilapidated place. What
an irony? It is not clear whether he was really a Yogi or not. The
same day Maharaj Ji received a mystic experience, communicating
that Nehru would have to take birth in the family of Kshatriya fellow,
and would have to move again on the path of action, while he was
above the cycles of birth and death. After knowing it the Maharaj Ji
was fully gratified. God explains the ins and outs of everything to a
great saint who desires to know it. Even when, they do not want to
know anything relevant, facts come into their pereception. This insight
is empirical.
The discourse between Karpatri Ji and Brahmchari Ji
India had attained freedom. Different political parties were busy
in propagating their policies. Out of them there was a party named
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‘Ram Rajya Parishad’, which was under the control and direction
of a scholarly saint Swami Karpatri Ji. Raising religious slogans he
reached Chitrakoot. When the Maharaj Ji heard about Karpatri Ji he
said with anguish, “He had earned a great name, how did he get
entangled in the squabbles of party politics?” After this, he analysing
the concept of Ram Rajya (Rule of Ram) said that Ram Rajya was
the name of a special spiritual state, which was to be found only in
the heart of a Yogi. No one could achieve the state of Ram Rajya,
by making efforts to search it out in different parts of the earth. The
Ram Rajya referred to, in the ‘Manas’ of Tulsidas was thus- Manas
means the mind or the conscience which is free from the duality of
love and gate, and has become calm and placid. After this
conversation with his disciples, he directed his disciple Brahmchari
Ji to go to Chitrakoot and ask Karpatri Ji, whether he had received
any spiritual permission from his inner self, to take part in politics
because it is very difficult to succeed, without the prior mandate of
the Supreme Being.
As per instruction of the Maharaj Ji, Brahmchari Ji reached
Chitrakoot to meet Karpatri Ji. He initiated the talk by putting a
question, whether he was also ordained like Jagat Guru
Shankaracharya to launch a movement for the establishment of
Sanatan Dharm and referred to Yogeshwar Sri Krishna, who told
Arjun, ^fufeÙk ek=a Hko lO;lkfpu~A*- Be an instrument O Savyasachin!
It is I who will fight, you become only the instruction, victory would
dog your foot-steps.
At this Karpatri Ji said that the society was today gradually
becoming irreligious, hence a party ‘Ram Rajya Parishad’ had been
floated to bring a fresh awareness and enlightenment to it. Cows
were being slaughtered, the time was running out and a lot of work
was to be done. How long he would wait for the inward spiritual
injunctions? At this Brahmchari Ji cautioned him and said that since
he was a traveller on the path of spirituality, he should obey the
instructions of God and move towards his goal, only then the success
could be attained. It is sheer chimerical to think of attaining success
by adopting and depending on mundane considerations. Despite
his involvements in political wranglings, his success was doubtful.
He said that the Maharaj Ji had sent him for conveying to him, his
observations of such intent. It was up to him, to move or not to
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move on his lines. Karpatri Ji was astonished to hear the name of
the Maharaj Ji and looked impressed for sometime but later on ignored
his suggestions. Words of great men never go infructuous. It is quite
evident today that ‘Ram Rajya Parishad’ has become a spentforce
as a political party.
Kindling Bhajan through service
After I came under the shelter of the Maharaj Ji and the
beginning of spiritual experiences, I was directed by him to get
engaged in service for further progress. In the beginning I had a
wrong impression that a person who wants to practice Bhajan, should
lie at one place lost in himself. In other words, if he stands he should
remain standing, if he is lying he should remain lying in that very
posture unmoved, if he happened to get some edibles from someone,
he should simply take it and drink water from flowing stream, but
he should keep ceaselessly his mind’s eye fixed on the goal. But
strangely enough, he got sheer direction from the Maharaj Ji to sweep
a place or to put plates and trays from one place to another, to bring
dry wood for Dhuna (Pious hearth) and to serve. What kind of
Bhajan was this?
After sometime, whatever, directions I got externally were
confirmed by the inner-self and I could understand that service was
necessary for the practice of Bhajan. Since then, I no doubt, got
inclined to service, but my attachment with the Bhajan was so
obstinate that despite discharging my duties, I never felt involved
with them. I never put my body and soul together in performing the
service, because I believed that the mind should not get disconnected
from the Isht (adored God), because if it diverts, we fail in the
performance the Bhajan. I thought that the physical work and services
would convert me into a coolie. So despite doing the physical
services, I kept my mind centred at the feet of the Isht and was alert,
that it should not get disengaged from the contemplation of the Isht
at all. Hence, I served half-heartedly.
The Maharaj Ji did not tolerate even the least negligance in
service. Once the boiled water made for the Maharaj Ji was kept at
a place and it was to be covered. I took up a tray and covered the
water with it and came to the well. The Maharaj Ji noticed it. He
picked up a half broken brick and hit at my legs with it. The pain of
the injury was unbearable. But I did not mind it and humbly said,
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“Maharaj Ji! What is my fault?” The Maharaj Ji thundered, “Don’t
you see that you have covered the water with an uncleaned tray?”
When I explained that the tray was not uncleand, he said, “You See
it is dotted with black spots.” I told him that nobody had taken food
in it. I was under the impression that only those plates were unclean
which were used for taking food, I never thought that the spots also
denoted defilement. The Maharaj Ji said, “You have not as yet seen
the utensils of saints, even the least black spot in them is taken as the
mark of defilement.” I had to keep my leg bandaged for the whole
month. Even today the mark of the wound is there. In my absence
he said, “I was after him for the last one month. Today I got the
chance.” On account of chastisement, I was able to perform the
Bhajan with full devotion. Castigations of the great men, are always
aimed at our well-being.
Chaturvedi Ji (Sub-Divisional Magistrate) in the Ashram
Chaturvedi Ji was the Sub-Divisional Magistrate of Karbi
Division. He had great respect for saints, on account of his deep
interest in spirituality and spiritual persons. He used to place his
spiritual curiosities and questions before the saints at Chitrakoot but
was never satisfied with their answers. As his inquisitiveness
remained unquenched, he used to comment that perhaps he himself
was a better saint than all the saints there. Once some devotees took
him to the Anusuiya Ashram. He was immensely obliged to meet
the Paramhans Ji and hear his discourses. The S.D.M. admitted most
humbly to the Maharaj Ji that he had once punished a saint, since
then he had been suffering from stomach-ache. Now he realised
that the said saint might have been wrong and bad, still he was a
saint, at least in the garb of a saint. Even Valmiki Ji, was not good in
the beginning of his life. The Maharaj Ji touched his stomach and
said, “Take a bit of Vibhuti (The holy ash) the pain will not recur.”
He was cured forever.
Those days, the Panchayat Elections for Village-Pradhans were
going on in Uttar Pradesh. Chaturvedi came along with some persons
in the Ashram and asked the Maharaj Ji, “Out of two rivals here,
who would be victorious in the election.” The Maharaj Ji smiled
and replied, “It seems a Brahmin would win.” All of them, after
this, paid their tribute to the Maharaj Ji and went back. When the
election results were announced, the person for whom the Maharaj
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Ji had predicted won. Everyone was astonished to find the prophecy
true. Thereafter Chaturvedi Ji remained through out his whole life a
devotee of the Ashram. Thus a number of persons like him were
influenced by the most revered Maharaj Ji.
The first construction of the Ashram
As you know that the Ashram then was nothing but few rooms,
which looked like ruins. There were only three iron sheets in tattered
condition over the Dhuna (holy hearth) for covering it. During the
rainy season showers fell from three sides. There was no new
construction at all. S.D.M. Chaturvedi, Seth Ochhavlal Parikh and
some other devotees drew a plan to construct a room for Dhuna and
the bricks for it started reaching.
The masons started the construction work. When people heard
that a room for Dhuna was being built in the Ashram of the Maharaj
Ji, they started pouring in from all the directions for offering their
services. Within three months the construction was complete. This
was the first construction work of the Ashram. The Maharaj Ji said,
“Ho! My three month’s time which I would have devoted to my
Bhajan has been wasted in repairing just three iron sheet covered
rooms.”
The Maharaj Ji often said, “Ho! Lions, Sadhus and snakes never
build any house; they enter already constructed ones and leave the
place after passing sometime there. But after the completion of the
Bhajan, some constructions naturally follow.” He further warned,
“A devotee should not get entangled in such things. He should
withdraw his mind from all directions and live in himself.”
My Naming Ceremony
Only four to six months had passed after my joining the Ashram,
the construction of the Dhuna room started. As there was no road,
people carried bricks on their head from across the river, sometimes
swimming, sometimes on foot. In this process some bricks often fell
in the river and used to be swept away by the current of it to places,
where the water was deep. Everybody was rendering his service
faithfully. I wanted to pick up a work, which could be done singlehanded and at a peaceful place without troubling the mind, because
if the mind was diverted to different directions, it would fail to remain
in Bhajan (meditation). In order to keep myself separate and to pickup
a suitable work, I started diving into the water and bringing out the
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fallen bricks. As I was an expert swimmer, I dived head-long and
picked up the bricks. As the river had many uneven conical rocks
under water, my head dashed against a rock. I came out with my
bleeding head, which stopped only when people bandaged it. When
the Maharaj Ji saw it, he remarked, “You are a fool! Just see his
foolish acrobatics! Others dive straight in a hilly river and he goes
headlong! He is every inch stubborn or mulish.”
Some one remarked, “Yes, Maharaj Ji! He is not much prudent.”
The Maharaj Ji replied, “Oh, No! Didn’t you see, how smartly he
dived and brought out the bricks! He is not imprudent, he is Adagad
(Stubborn).” By the time I was not acquainted with this epithet,
neither had I read this word anywhere, nor come across in any
regional language even. This word was uttered by the Maharaj Ji
spontaneously. People cut jokes and started addressing me with this
very name. I thought, it was immaterial to me, if I was being
addressed as Adgad or Baggad or with any name. This body is
made of insignificant clay, people might give any name to it. But
the Maharaj Ji remarked, “He is our good fortune.” Since the Maharaj
Ji had uttered such words, I thought this word must carry some
significant meaning.
After a month, when someone expressed his curiosity regarding
my name, the Maharaj Ji launghed and said, “Ho! ^yPNu /kke jke
fiz; ldy txr vk/kkjA xq# cfl"V rsfg jk[kk yfNeu uke mnkjAA*
(Manas, 1/197) Lakshman was named so, by Guru Vashistha
because he possessed special qualities and traits. Similarly, the word
‘Adgad’ is not unsuitable, it is very much correct. He does possess
the qualities, which the word echoes.
I thought that I might be having the qualities of ‘Adgad’ but I
should know the import of it. What characteristics does it denote? I
got an opportunity to hear a devotional song of Saint Kabir from my
Gurudev, which contains the explanation of the word ‘Adgad’. The
song is quoted here under:
vM+xM+ er gS iwjksa dk] ;gk¡ ugha dke v/kwjksa dkA
lPpk lkQ vehjh jLrk] lPps lkfgc 'kwjksa dkA
dPpk v# eVeSyk jLrk] dPps dk;j dwjksa dkAA ;gk¡ ugha--ti ri djds LoxZ dekuk] ;g rks dke etwjksa dkA
nsuk lc dqN ysuk dqN ugha] ckuk >k¡dj >wjksa dkAA ;gk¡ ugha-cM+k nSo xíh ij cSBk] rc D;k <ksuk ?kwjksa dkA
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eLr gqvk tc vugn lqudj] rc D;k lquuk rwjksa dkAA ;gk¡ ugha--eqf'dy vxe iaFk dk pyuk] /kkjk [kk¡M+s Nwjksa dkA
dgr ^dchj* lquks HkkbZ lk/kks] vxe iaFk dksbZ 'kwjksa dkAA ;gk¡ ugha--The song can be explained as follows: The path of enlightened
and accomplished saints is very rough. Adgad is a kind of special
method or process in the practice of meditation. Adgad means tough
and complicated path. No one can move on this path in a halfhearted manner. The Adgad (rough) path is meant only for brave
and heroic persons. If you perform Jap and Tap and during this
process desire for heavenly pleasures it means you work and follow
the principle of quid praquo (give and take). This is just like demanding
wages for the labour which you put in. What is needed, is the complete
surrender of everything, of even one’s own existence at the feet of
the Lord. This is the firm resolve of persons, who move on this thorny
way. One has to live at God’s will. When the Supreme Lord is
enthroned in your heart, there remains no need to hoard anything.
When the sound of Anhad rising constantly from the running breath
is grasped, when the practice becomes very subtle, how a devotee
can keep alive his interest in listening the sound of external musical
instruments? Then why would he enjoy the saucy talks of worldly
men? The divine path of God is actually inscrutable. This is as sharp
as the edge of sword or a knife. Only brave warriors can move on
it, not the cowards.
Now, I followed the intention of the Maharaj Ji in giving this
name to me. Generally, people give some name to their children
affectionately. But the significance of the name given to me by the
Maharaj Ji, became clear later on that day through the song of Saint
Kabir.
An accomplished saint in Chitrakoot
This is an incident of those days, when the Maharaj Ji had
attained total accomplishment. After his permanent settlement at
Anusuiya, he step by step realised that he was liberated from the
embryonic confinement and from the bondage of death (Yamaraj),
that he got finally merged with God, that he achieved his swaroop
(Prestine-self) and was now lodged in it forever. Such realizations
were thus going on. Meanwhile, one day it occured to his mind to
know, whether there was any other saint also among so many
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Mahatmas in Chitrakoot who had attained high spiritual stature and
total accomplishment besides him.
The day such an idea came to his mind, he saw a vision, that
the Royal Court of God was held in full grandeur. First of all, he
was called and placed on a well decorated elephant which took him
to a place where he was seated on the highest pedestal. Thereafter,
Akhandanand Ji of Pili Kothi was called, he came and took his seat
at a bit lower place. The third call was for Ranchhordas Ji of Janki
Kund, he also came and took his seat fixed for him. Then an
announcement was made that only they were the illustrious saints.
Thereafter, the Maharaj Ji was highly gratified that there were two
more saints of high stature besides him.
After sometime, when Akhandanand Ji breathed his last, the
Maharaj Ji called someone to bring any vehicle so that he also might
go and offer his tributes to his physical body by offering flower. At
this, the Dharkundi Maharaj Ji remarked, “Sir! Saints move through
their subtle body not physically.” The Maharaj Ji quipped, “Ho!
My own creature now gives me lesson, the egg calls the chick not to
cry.”
Surrender of Ramanand Ji
Ramanand Ji was a disciple of Swaroop Das Ji. When his own
Preceptor became the disciple of Paramhans Ji, his disiciple naturally
had to follow him. After two months he also came under his patronage.
The Maharaj Ji found in him traits of a potential disciple. So he
assured him, “Continue your practice.” He crossed the bar and
achieved destination. He started living at Lodhna near Rajapur, the
birth-place of Tulsidas, in the district of Allahabad. The Maharaj Ji
himself, went there to bless him. Ramanand Ji remained there
throughout his life as an ideal saint. When he grew very old, he
passed away. Even today, a large number of devotees regularly visit
his Ashram to receive his blessings.
Doodh-Bhiksha (Unasked alms)
When the Maharaj Ji finally settled at Anusuiya, the visitors
who came from Chitrakoot to Anusuiya, used to casually throw one
or two paise before him. The Maharaj Ji used to receive directions
from God to keep them. The Maharaj Ji was a bit confused, because
God used to forbid him in the past even to touch money, but now he
was being ordained to pick them up. The Maharaj Ji asked the Isht
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(adored God), why it was so? When he was being offered thousands
of rupees, he was ordained not to receive them, but strangely enough
he was being ordained now to pick up one or two paise, thus offered.
Why it was so? God clarified it, and said that it is free from the
lewdness of desires. Those who offered bigger sums like hundred
or fifty rupees, expected in return elephantine rewards. Their
donations were like ^gkFkh 'oku ysok nbZ*& demanding elephant in
exchange of dog, but one or two paise, which were thrown before
him were spontaneous offerings and were without strings. There
was no harm in accepting them. The Maharaj Ji used to say, “Ho!
Donations belong to my sphere. It is I, who is the real doner because
I grant salvation.”
Management and supervision of devotees
Maintenance and supervision of devotees were done by the
Maharaj Ji like parents, who after bringing up carefully their
daughters affectionately send them off to their bridegroom’s houses
with full honour. The Maharaj Ji used to link himself with the
Sankalp (desires and wishes) of the devotees and watched their
movements and activities, irrespective of the place where he might
be. The moment his breath faltered, the Maharaj used to manage it
from his seat. On his return, he used to promptly enquire from him,
“With whom were you talking on the way?”
Once he enquired from a very bright devotee, “Well, Did you
talk to some lady in the way?” He replied, “Yes sir! When I was in
Janki Kund a woman used to visit there. She was the person who
met me in the way. She saluted me and stopped.” The Maharaj Ji
scoldingly said, “So you were bewitched by her charm?” Besides
this chastisement, he hurled abuses also at him. The effect of even
one such censure lasted for months together and the devotee was
thus set at right. The mind of the devotee performed Bhajan, but all
the time remained alert on account of the apprehensions of the
Maharaj Ji.
Once in Anusuiya, the sound of some women singing songs in
accompaniment of bag-pipe (a musical instrument) was heard early
in the morning coming from across the river Mandakini. It was a
unique event in the lonely forest. Out of curiosity a devotee started
watching as who was singing. When he could not get the proper
view from his place on account of the shade of the some trees, he
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stood up at a big stone near the stairs and tried to look towards it.
Even then when he failed to locate, he stood on his toes and started
seeing. When he turned back, he found that the Maharaj Ji was
watching him. He peacefully took his seat and started meditation. In
the meantime, Jamuna Pandey of village Semaria came for the
Darshan of the Maharaj Ji. He was a faithful devotee of the Ashram.
He offered flowers and paid tributes to the Maharaj Ji and the Dhuni.
The Maharaj Ji asked him to take his seat. He submitted that, he was
coming back after the Darshan of Brahmchari Ji. The Maharaj Ji
sarcastically smiled, then asked, “Which Brahmchari Ji, who was
secretly looking at women.” When Pandey enquired from
Brahmchari Ji he explained, “I am not aware of any such occasion,
when I ever cast any glance at any woman.” The Maharaj Ji rebuked
him, “Now he pleads ignorance. Didn’t you try and try to watch the
women standing on your toes? When you failed to have the view
from the stairs were you not hopping to catch the glimpse? The
mind of a devotee does not notice anything except his devotion. A
true devotee should always remain engaged in contemplation.” In
this way, he chided by using some strong and harsh words.
Consequently, the devotees always remained vigilant. Not only he
who was rubbed stood corrected, but others also who happened to
hear his words were alerted and set at the right path. Their minds
also became clean.
xq# dqEgkj fl"k dqEHk gS] xf<+ xf<+ dk<+s [kksVA
vUrj gkFk lgkj ns] ckgj ekjs pksVAA (Saint Kabir)
(Guru is the potter and pupil is the pot. The potter removes all
the defects of the pot by supporting from inside and striking from
outside.) Like the potter, the harshness of the Guru Maharaj Ji was
only apparent, from inside he was very tender hearted for his disciples.
He used to extend his full support from the inner self. Like a potter,
he used to give proper spiritual shape to his disciples, sometimes
striking them, but he fondled them also. Whatever he did, he did for
the ultimate development and well being of his disciples. Thus he
made the path of Sadhana smooth for them.
The super-sensuous receptivity
Wherever his devotees might be, the Maharaj Ji used to hold
their Sankalp (thoughts). He always remained in touch spiritually
with their situations even while they moved, walked or sat at one
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place. When the Maharaj Ji settled down here, some visitors started
coming riding on horses. Often when they reached, it became
evening. Some visitors preferred to stay in the Ashram after attending
Satsang (discourse) at night. The horses were left for grazing by
their grooms. At times, the Maharaj Ji got startled and said, “Don’t
sit here, go and see, a lion is sitting in ambush behind your horse
and it is about one furlong away from the Ashram.” When they
rushed to the place where they had left the horse, they found in
reality a lion lying in ambush. Shuddering with fear anyhow, they
could manage to take the horse back to the Ashram and tied them
before the Ashram.
Once a horse was tied before the Ashram. Every body had
retired for rest. At about 12 O’clock in the night, the Maharaj Ji
started feeling nervousness. He got up and started thinking who is
in trouble. When he put on his torch, he found that the horse and a
lion were standing face to face. The Maharaj Ji awakened all
including the visitor whose horse was there. The Maharaj Ji warned,
“Don’t sleep. See, your horse is about to be taken away by the lion.”
He replied, “Maharaj Ji! What can I do?” The Maharaj Ji asked him
to create noise. On hearing the noise, the lion slipped away in the
bush. The horseman kept his visil throughout the whole night,
guarding the horse because the lion was still hidden somewhere
near the bush. Thus, the Maharaj Ji knew everything happening or
about to happen every moment anywhere and used to give directions
accordingly.
The celibate monkey
The monkeys are by nature lustful. In the ^Ramcharit Manas* it
is referred in this way- ^eSa ikej ilq dfi vfr dkehA*- I am lustful, base
and sinful like animals and monkeys. But as an exception to this
rule, there was a monkey in Anusuiya, which was celebate. In the
season of mating the pairs of monkeys and female monkeys were
found co-habiting and philandering here and there in the forest. But
here was one unique monkey, which kept itself aloof from them
and sat on a separate tree before the Ashram. Early in the morning
the said monkey used to come down the hill and sit before the Maharaj
Ji near the pillar. It was time when the Maharaj Ji used to sit in
meditation, the monkey also sat there with closed eyes and folded
hands. Although the monkeys are by nature volatile, this one was
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different. It used to sit in one posture motionless, only occasionally
opening his eyes to verify, whether the Maharaj Ji had started stoking
the fire of Dhuni with a poker. Only then, it looked around. The
Maharaj Ji used to encourage it saying, “Hail! My son! Go on and
on this very way in your Bhajan (worship).”
The Maharaj Ji was very happy to watch the performance of
Bhajan of the said monkey. He used to bake one thick bread made
of flour and chaff for it daily. When it used to get up after the Bhajan,
the bread was given to it. It used to take the bread in one hand and
climb on the hill with its three legs and eat it after sitting there. Again
the next morning, it used to be present in the service of the Maharaj
Ji.
One day, the Maharaj Ji got displeased with it and said, “Am I
your servant, why should I carry the load of flour from ten miles
and cook food for you? If you are a celibate and have chosen to be
saint, you make your own provision. Now you will not get food
from here.” The Maharaj Ji rebuked it, but it was all in joke.
On the second day, a landlord named Devi Dayal Kurmi came
with one mounds of gram to the Ashram, before the break of the
dawn. The Maharaj Ji out of curiosity asked, “Well landlord! Why
have you come so early in the morning?” He in reply enquired,
“Maharaj Ji! Does any celibate monkey live here?” The Maharaj Ji
said, “Yes, it does live here. But how do you know it?” He told,
“Maharaj Ji! I was having a sound sleep. At about 2 O’clock in the
night it appeared to me as if someone was waking me up by giving
strong jerks. I heard a voice also which said, “Why do you sleep so?
Get up, I am the celibate monkey of Anusuiya. Take some gram for
me and carry it there.” I became nervous and stood up looking around
to find out who had given jerks. I loudly called also who was there,
but received no reply. So, I again slept. Soon thereafter, I felt that
someone slapped me. Chastising me he said, “You are still sleeping.
Don’t you hear!” I woke up and thought that if again I try to go to
bed this monkey might not strangle on break my neck. Soon
thereafter, in obedience of the said command, I have come here
with gram. Where is that monkey?”
The Maharaj Ji assuring him said, “Come on, and sit down!
This is the time when he daily comes here.” Soon thereafter, it came
down the hill and sat before the Maharaj Ji who introducing it said,
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“Here is the celibate monkey! I had rebuked it yesterday, saying if it
was a saint (Sadhu) it should arrange the provision for itself. Though,
it belongs to the species of monkey, his conduct is like saints. For
this very reason you were so inspired. It is celebrate.” Addressing
the monkey, the Maharaj Ji said, “O.K. My celebrate son! Hereafter,
you have not to bother, you will not be chided in future, you go on
performing Bhajan, you will daily get your food. Truly, you are a
great saint.” Despite this, the landlord regularly used to bring gram
on every Tuesdays for monkeys.
This monkey had become very intimate to Brahmchari Ji. When
he was enjoined to live in Dharkundi, the said monkey was also
seen there, sixty kilometres away from Anusuiya. Swami Ji was
very pleased to see it and addressed to it, “O Brahmchari Ji! The
Maharaj Ji sent me here, so you also came down. O.K. you live
here with me.” For three days it stayed there but afterwards following
the path of indifferent renunciants set out on lonely wanderings.
Thus, whosoever came in contact with the Maharaj Ji or in
whomsoever the Maharaj Ji got interested, he turned into holy
evolved soul.
The presentation of the ‘Geeta’
After coming under the shelter of the Maharaj Ji, I got introduced
for the first time with the ‘Geeta’ and the ‘Ramcharit Manas’ as
religious books. The Ramcharit Manas was available in the Ashram,
but the Geeta was not there. Since, the Maharaj Ji had been laying a
lot of emphasis on living according to the principles of the Geeta, I
felt great curiosity to know about it. Those days, the Geeta with
Hindi translation, published from the Geeta Press was sold in the
market at Rs. 2.50/-per piece. I thought, if I get Rs. 3/- from
somewhere, I could purchase it. Eight annas were enough for travel
expenses. Inspite of my keen desire, I could not get Rs. 3/-. It was
against my nature to beg. I, no doubt kept the money offered by the
visitors out of reverence to the Maharaj Ji, but I could not even think
of using it for myself. My passion to procure the Geeta grew stronger
and stronger. Two and half years in this way passed by and, I could
not get Rs. 2.50/. One day, I thought why I had fallen in such a
puzzling situation, was any book necessary for Bhajan? I took a
decision that henceforth I would not need the Geeta any more. The
moment such an idea occurred to my mind, it became very peaceful
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and I felt very light, Bhajan was done by me that day with full
concentration, the meditation was also very deep, as a result of which
the mind became very cheerful. On the next day, after finishing the
daily routine when I went to the Maharaj Ji, I found a copy of the
Geeta placed at the door of the anteroom of the Maharaj Ji. The
moment I saw it, I quickly picked it up. This was the same translated
version of the Geeta, which I so keenly desired. I asked, “Maharaj
Ji! Whose is this Geeta?” He replied, “What nonsense do you talk?
This is yours, you alone study, who else would like to go through it
here? Just see, he enquired from me whose is this Geeta?” I humbly
saluted the Maharaj Ji and expressed my silent gratitude to him for
presenting it to me in this manner. No sooner, the desire for the
Geeta was abandoned than it appeared from nowhere. No body
knew, who put it there? Such was the power of the great master
who grasped the desires of the devotees fructified. Such happenings
always extend great support to the devotee in critical situation.
The renunciation of the devotees
Brahmchari Ji was a rank devotee engaged in the service of the
Maharaj Ji. He had made great advancement in Bhajan as well as
service. The Maharaj Ji used to be constantly active in the spiritual
ennoblement of devotees. Once three or four devotees were sitting
before the Maharaj Ji. A discussion on renunciation was going on.
According to the Maharaj Ji, renunciation does not mean renunciation
of attachment. After picking up the technique or method of spiritual
practice, serious and earnest devotees desire to remain ceaselessly
engrossed in Sadhana, but the social interactions and decorum stand
as hurdles. Where there is more than one utensil, the clash is but
natural. So the predilection to pass days and nights in contemplation,
while roaming carefree at peaceful lonely places could be named as
Vairagya (Renunciation). The Maharaj Ji was never happy with
those devotees, who made half-hearted efforts. He always used to
keep them alert to move on the right track of devotion.
Once at night when such a discourse was going on, a lump of
light abruptly descended from the sky and entered into the Mandakini
Ganga. Soon, in the presence of all, the same light emerged, shot up
and disappeared in the sky. Everybody was stunned to see the
phenomena. The Maharaj Ji enquired, “Did you all mark the light?”
Brahmchari Ji said, “Yes Maharaj Ji! What is this? The whole forest
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got illumined with it.” The Maharaj Ji said, “God gives auspicious
omens, it means you are sure to achieve the divine light and ultimate
salvation. For this the flame of devotion must be kept lighted for
achieving this goal. This is not possible without strong renunciation.
This is what, God has communicated through this light.”
The concourse (Satsang) was still going on suddenly the stick
of Brahmchari Ji fell down, his Kamandal (the pot used by
mendicants) placed near by started rolling and reached by the river
side. The Maharaj Ji said, “Did you mark? The Kamandal
representing Karm (Action), denotes that you lack in action and the
stick which represents the renunciation (Vairagya) denotes that your
Vairagya is not still firm, the devotion not yet submitted. There is no
steadfastness in your action. So raise it up.” Brahmchari Ji smutted,
“Maharaj Ji! How would it be done?” The Maharaj Ji suggested,
“Start wandering depending totally on God and ceaselessly, engage
yourself in contemplation.” The concourse (Satsang) ended.
Brahmchari Ji decided to set out for supportless roamings. But he
could not do so on account of his attachment with the service of the
Maharaj Ji and thus, the days passed by. He was unable to quit and
set out.
After somedays of the above chastisement of the Maharaj Ji, an
incident occurred in such a way that it became the motivating force
behind his wanderings. It was about noon and Brahmchari Ji by
that time had finished all the kitchen-work. A saint at this very time
reached for the Darshan of the Maharaj Ji, who after offering his
courtesies gave instructions for cooking food for him also.
Brahmchari Ji did not relish the untimely visit of the saint. He
submitted, “Maharaj Ji! This is a place of pilgrimage, saints do come
and go. It is a regular feature. Flour and pulses may be given to him,
he may himself cook them. If I always remain busy in cooking food,
when would I be free for Bhajan?” The Maharaj Ji said, “You do
one thing, give my share of food to him. I don’t have the appetite.
O.K. don’t cook food again.”
Now the food was to be prepared by the Swami Ji and it was
properly served to the guest saint and the Maharaj Ji. When he himself
was about to take his meal, the Maharaj Ji suddenly entered the
kitchen and snatched away the plate from his hand. Holding his
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neck he said, “Has your father earned it? Get out from here, you
dare say when you would get time to do Bhajan. Now you go away
and do your Bhajan.”
Swami Ji came down and stood on the steps of the stairs.
Whenever he attempted to move up, the Maharaj Ji would say, “If
you come up, I will break your hands and legs. You don’t know
me. You think that you attend me and I am dependant on you.”
Hours passed by but his intimidations went on uninterrupted. The
anger of the Maharaj Ji was not at all cooling down. Swami Ji thought,
what he should do in such a situation when he was not allowing
him to go up? He thought, if he had to do Bhajan it could be done
anywhere with his spiritual experiences and spiritual knowledge etc.
which he had achieved. So, he set out.
Right at the moment, Jamuna Pandey reached there. He saluted
Brahmchari Ji, but he did not respond. Pandey Ji came to the Maharaj
Ji and paying his obeissance to him said, “Today Swami Ji looked
very gloomy, what’s the matter?” The Maharaj Ji said, “He is
displeased with me and hence leaving the place.” The said devotee
at this loudly called, “O Brahmchari Ji! Come back.” As soon as
Swami Ji turned back, the thundering voice of the Maharaj Ji was
heard, “Don’t turn back, now you go and do your Bhajan.”
While Brahmchari Ji was going on in the forest, it became night.
He saw that some villagers were busy in performing the funeral
rites near a hilly stream. It was winter season. Brahamchari Ji thought
that, he would warm up himself near the fire after the villagers go
away. When they left, he stood before the burning pyre. At midnight
it came to his mind that a dead body was consumed to flames at this
very pyre. The dead one might not turn into a ghost and cause
disturbance. So he remembered the Maharaj Ji with full concentration.
Promptly, the vision of the Maharaj Ji appeared like a pageant
and said, “While I am with you, guarding you from all the sides
why do you fear from any ghost?” Brahmchari Ji got reassured and
undertook his Bhajan. His fear ended forever. The Guru is always
available to his devotees everywhere.
The Maharaj Ji continually went on receiving auspicious omens
regarding him. After a year and half a queen-Mother took him in
her motor-car to Prayag for pilgrimage. She was a devoted lady.
But the Maharaj Ji started getting ill omens. He said, “Till now his
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renunciation had been quite up right, but now it seems it would be
disturbed.”
On the other hand, Sri Brahmchari Ji started feeling auspicious
omens for going back to the Ashram. But he was adamant to return
to the Ashram only after attaining the accomplishment. He now
realised in his mystic experience, “If you think that you are on the
right track of devotion, you forget that it is going to go to the winds,
you should instantly go back to the Ashram and offer your appologies
at the feet of the Guru Maharaj Ji.” Now, without caring for the
king and the queen, the Brahamchari Ji left by train for the Ashram
same night.
The Maharaj Ji in the Ashram was telling the devotees, “Ho!
Today, I saw in the vision, that I have dragged down Sachchidanand
by putting a string in his nostril. Though, he was not willing to return,
I have forcibly dragged him to this place. He is expected here soon.”
He was being anxiously awaited, and Brahramachari Ji reached there
soon. Although the Maharaj Ji from the core of his heart was very
eager for his return, but on seeing him quipped, “Ho! See, he has
come back. He could not get arrangements for even two morsels of
bread for himself.” The Brahmchari Ji prostrated before him and sat
down at a side. He had thought that he would offer his appologies,
but the moment he prostrated before him, the Maharaj Ji became
glad. He enquired from him about the progress of his renunciation.
When a mother beats her child, the child does not feel hurt. The
Maharaj Ji was exactly of this nature. All his reprimandings were
meant for boosting up the development of the devotee.
The welfare of devotees
By the time wandering-rite was over, Brahmchari Ji had become
perfect in performing Bhajan day and night still he was not gratified,
he wanted to remain always engrossed in Bhajan all the time. Since
new entrants had joined the Ashram, he had now very little work
left to be done. For total seclusion, he built a meditation cottage at a
distance. This place was in the dense forest and fell on the way
where lions often visited. When the cottage was ready, Brahmchari
Ji submitted, “If you very kindly permit I may live in seclusion, on
being called, I would be present for service.”
The Maharaj Ji said, “I knew where you all used to go during
day-time. I was also aware of your raising the cottage, but I approve
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it now. One should devote himself to Bhajan with singular devotion
as you are doing. O.K. you may perform your Bhajan there, but do
obey the instructions which are given to you by the inner self.”
Brahmchari Ji got totally engrossed in ceaseless contemplation in
the solitude. Though, enough edibles were available in the cottage,
still he used to take only Sattu (meal of parched grain) by mixing it
with water. Thus he remained day and night engaged in
contemplation and meditation.
He had built a wooden scaffold of about eight or ten feet height
in the boorish style. It was a very suitable place for performing Bhajan
at night under open sky during summer. Following the instructions
of the Maharaj Ji, he used to go for rest regularly at 10 O’clock in
the night and get up for Bhajan at 2 O’clock in the morning.
Once at night he started getting ill-omens. He received occult
indications not to sleep at all. So he remained wakeful and thus the
midnight passed. He guessed by watching the location of stars that
it was 2 O’clock. He stuck to his resolve not to sleep, but wanted to
stretch his waist. The moment he did it he was gripped by the gust
of sleep. Suddenly, it appeared to him as if, someone had forced
him sit by holding his hands. The moment he got up, he saw under
the scaffold some black spot. When he put on his torch, he saw a
tiger maneuvering to take a leap on his platform. On being focussed
it slipped towards the bushes but went on staring at him from there.
After sometime it disappeared.
This is how Gurudev Bhagwan protects his devotees. Under
all circumstances he guards his devotees even when they are asleep
and defenceless. He directs them when directions are needed. If his
directions are ignored and dangers start looming large he promptly,
extends his assistance to such simple and foolish devotees.
Instruction for shifting to Dharkundi
Since he was by nature an investigator of truth, so Gurudev
named him Sachchidanand. The proverb- ^tFkk uke rFkk xq.k* (As
name so is the quality) proved true in his case. One day the Maharaj
Ji realized in his experience that the lemon had been divided into
two parts. He said to Brahmchari Ji, “See! The Impersonal God is
equally present at both the places. Now nothing remains to be done
by you. You are perfectly accomplished. If you are brave, bold and
capable, go and live in Dharkundi.” Brahamchari Ji humbly replied,
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“I can go to Dharkundi not on the strength of my prowess, but on
the strength of your benign blessings.” On getting permission from
the Maharaj Ji he left for Dharkundi. As soon as he reached there,
all the supernatural powers descended and became available to him
and he achieved self-realization. Thereafter, the stream of nectar for
the welfare of the common people started flowing from the holy
Ashram of Dharkundi.
The attainment of the human body by the animals and birds
When I was in Ghazipur during my days of wanderings, a hilly
bitch gave birth to a puppy. Swami Bhagwananand Ji put it in a bag
and presented it to the Maharaj Ji. Its front legs were of four or five
inches in size like black Chinese dogs and its hind legs were six or
seven inches in height. Its total height was only one feet, but it was
about two to three feet long. Its looks were very charming, but by
nature it was very tough and pugnacious. It used to grapple with
any local dog of any size. Since it had tiny legs, naturally, it got
always knocked down, but it never tasted defeat. It was a good
fighter and possessed enough intelligence. The Maharaj Ji at times
used to place it on his seat but often it sat on the ground.
It was to be coaxed and cajoled before it took milk. If it still
refused to take it and all the persuasions failed, Mangal Dada used
to take up and drink the milk saying, “Ho! Maharaj Ji! The milk
was mixed with sugar. So it refused to take it, now it is my share.”
He never cared whether it was defiled or not. The Maharaj Ji used
to comment, “Just see, he is taking the milk which has been defiled
by the dog.” At this, he used to reply, “Maharaj Ji! It is now
converted into Prasad (offering to deity).”
The Maharaj Ji had named the dog as Bhairava. Daily it used
to bring fresh bones from the cave of the lion and used to enjoy the
taste of it sitting at distance from the Ashram. The Maharaj Ji often
found Bhairava missing at midnight and nobody knew where it used
to slip away. It was soon detected that it returned at 2 O’clock in the
night with fresh bones from the cave which was not very far from
there. On knowing this, the Maharaj Ji felt concerned and said, “I
apprehend, that it would surely be devoured someday by any lion.
The devil dares enter direct into the month of the cave, how long the
lion would spare it? I am afraid, it would be killed and eaten away
by the lion.”

Divine Sri Sadgurudev Revered Sri Paramhans Ji Maharaj
(A dog, wild animal or Pundits are all equal)
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The Maharaj Ji with his stick in his hand used to admonish it,
bully it and often advise it. For two or three days it used to obey his
instructions, but again it used to revert to its old practice. Once, it
did not turn up till morning. The Maharaj Ji said, “It seems the lion
has eaten it away, but I feel it is still alive, its breathing does denote
this. Go, and make a hot search for it.” People searched it in the
forest, but it could not be traced out.
When I was going towards the garden from the Ashram, I saw
Bhairava sitting in a cottage silently. As soon as I passed from the
way, it came out barking loudly, running hither and thither indicating
that it was not lost any here, instead, it was discharging its duty by
sitting there. When the Maharaj Ji came to know about it he said,
“Certainly it has applied its mind, he would no more admonish it
today, if it even now obeys, it would be better.”
Those days Brahmchari Ji had started living at Dharkundi. That
day he had come from there for the Darshan of the Maharaj Ji. People
were talking there, how Bhairava had developed a knack for
frequently visiting the cave. I proposed that it would be better, if it
was dispatched to Dharkundi. The Maharaj Ji kept mum over this
proposal. I took his reticence to be the mark of his permission and
put the dog in the jeep of Dharkundi Maharaj Ji, when he was ready
to leave.
When the jeep passed on, the Maharaj Ji remarked, “Well! You
all do not like to appreciate my objects of recreation. The dog used
to sit on my seat. I used to give it milk with my own hands. Why
have you given it to him?” I submitted that it faced grave danger
because it was habituated to go to the cave of the lion. He said, “Do
you think, the lion would have eaten it away, despite my presence
here? Would Sachchidanand be able to save it from the lion? Go
and protect it from the mouth of the lion.” I had thought it would not
go in any cave there because it didn’t know the location of such
caves there. The matter after sometime was forgotten.
After sometime a Bhandara (general feast) was organised at
Dharkundi on the occasion of the ‘Trishul’ Asthapana (Installation
of trident) there. A number of devotees from far and wide had
assembled there. There was a great hustle and bustle. Many dogs
had also come there along with the visitors of region. On seeing
Bhairava, the village-dogs started taking to their heels from the place,
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because its form and size and complexion were all unique and
different from other dogs. When they saw it moving towards them,
they ran away. Bhairava started running swiftly hither and thither
among thousands of persons there and went far into the forest chasing
those village-dogs.
The Maharaj Ji had planned to return the same evening. At the
time of his departure, he was informed that the dog had disappeared.
He instructed, “Do search it. I see danger to his life. Make an intensive
and prompt search”. Swami Ji also started issuing instructions to
people there for the hectic search. We took our seat with the Maharaj
Ji in the jeep and proceeded towards Anusuiya.
Hardly the jeep had covered some distance from Dharkundi in
the dense forest, a lion leaped before the jeep from one side of the
road to the other. It passed hardly ten feet ahead the jeep and
disappeared in the forest. The Maharaj Ji said, “Oh! Bhairava has
been devoured by the lion.” We thought, how it was possible for
the lion to take away the Bhairava from midst of thousands of persons.
But nobody could contradict it, because it was the statement of the
Maharaj Ji. The jeep reached Anusuiya and everyone became busy
in daily routines.
On the third day message from Dharkundi came that Bhairava
was eaten away by a lion, its iron chain and its foot prints were
found in the cave of the lion. We were immediately reminded of the
warning of the Maharaj Ji, “Now save it from the lion.” Where there
was no possibility of any mishap, it did happen. When the Maharaj
Ji heard of this incident, he did not taunt us even once. Really he
was very kind hearted.
Once the Maharaj Ji started thinking about the ultimate fate of
Bhairava, which used to take milk from his own hands, sit on his
seat with him, walked and moved along with the devotees. He
became curious to know whether the company of saints, caused
any good to it or not. What kind of Yoni (Form of existence) it
would have taken? He guessed that it would not have got the animal
form again in its next birth, it must have taken its birth in the human
world. The same day, the Maharaj Ji perceived in his occult
experience some angels. One of them said to him, “Maharaj Ji! Come
along with me, I would show what form of existence your Bahirava
has attained.” The Maharaj Ji asked him to lead him to the place
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where Bhairava was placed. He took the Maharaj Ji to a place where
he saw some officers sitting in the office room. The presiding chair
was lying vacant. The angel reported, “Maharaj Ji! Your Bhairava
would now come and occupy this very chair.” At the same moment
a fleshly, black man came and sat on that chair. The angel informed
that he was his Bhairava, which had been elevated to that stage.
The Maharaj Ji was very much pleased to learn it. He had said while
narrating his perception, “Ho! Bahirava was sure to be born in the
human world, it would not be a saint but it would surely be an officer
(Sahib).”
After sometime, the Maharaj Ji fostered a female parrot. Which
was very sharp and learnt quickly to speak in human voice. It knew
the names of all the inmates of the Ashram and addressed them with
the word ‘Pranam’ but it was at logger-head with Brahmchari Ji.
One day it fell sick and died. Then the Maharaj Ji said, “Quite
strange! How can it fall sick and die so suddenly? Now my cage is
lying vacant! God knows what form of existence it would have got
now. I am sure, it would never get now the body of any animal or
bird. It was fed by me, taught by me to utter ‘Ram, Ram’ and was
fortunate to be fondled by the saints. All this must have benefitted
it.”
The same day, the Maharaj Ji learnt through his mystic
experience that it would take birth in the family of Naval Pandit,
who lived at the village named Semaria which was not far from
there. On the next day, he called the Pandit Ji and said, “You see,
my female parrot died yesterday. It is going to be re-born in your
house as your daughter. She would assume the human form directly
from its bridly one, you must bring her up properly. I want that the
baby faces never my trouble.”
Pandit Ji had been keenly longing for a female issue. He was
glad to find his wish fulfilled. A daughter was born in due course of
time. She was fair complexioned and very cute. The couple very
affectionately brought her up. At the time of her marriage, Pandit Ji
came with the invitation card and submitted, “Maharaj Ji! The
marriage of your she-parrot is being solemnised. Please do visit and
bless.” The Maharaj Ji said, “You know I felt concerned only up to
this stage. Now it is yours. You take Vibhuti (Holy ashes) and go
back to supervise the arrangements of her marriage.” Thus, it is quite
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evident that the forms of (Yonis) of even birds and animals are
changed in their next birth on account of the company of saints.
In the Ramcharit Manas, there is a reference that all the birds
and animals which happened to see Lord Ram or were seen by Him
during his wanderings in forest, became all eligible for the supreme
stage of development- ^rs lc Hk, ije in tksxAw * The Sanskars for the
highest spiritual attainments sprouted in them. Great saints are
embodiments of universal good. Even the birds and animals, who
lived in the contact of the Maharaj Ji, attained higher and superior
births.
Tahasildar Swami
Wandering monks often used to visit Anusuiya. Once such a
saint came there. His body was red like vermillion. After paying his
obeissance to the Maharaj Ji he sat a side. The Maharaj Ji asked,
“Where from do you come? Since when you are in the form of a
saint? Do you enjoy peace?” He replied, “Maharaj Ji! I was a
Tahsildar (collector of revenue). After listening the speeches and
talks of saints and monks, I came to conclusion that the essence of
life lies only in the practice of Bhajan. So I renounced all and set out
on the path of God. About two years have passed, so far as peace is
concerned, I find that everywhere the illusion (unreality) seems to
be overpowering the truth and the turth (Brahm) is yielding before
its might.”
The Maharaj Ji said, “Well! What illusion or Maya can do? If
God embraces a man, illusion can never cause any harm.” He said,
“Maharaj Ji! You live in such a dense forest like an ascetic away
from the world of reality, so you can challenge Maya conveniently.
I would certainly like to observe how long you maintain this
conviction.” The Maharaj Ji said, “OK. agreed!” Swami Ji after this
departed for his roamings.
After two years Swami Ji again visited the Anusuiya Ashram.
He found the Maharaj Ji better than before. He respectfully saluted
him and asked, “Do you recognise me Sir?” The Maharaj Ji replied,
“Are you Tahasildar Swami? Tell me who is winning Brahm (God)
or Maya (Illusion)? How are you?”
After this the Maharaj Ji took up his Kamandal and went out
for a walk. Now tears started rolling down from the eyes of Tahsildar
Swami. After sometime when the Maharaj Ji returned, the devotees
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informed him that the Tahsildar Swami was weeping.
The Maharaj Ji said, “What is the use of weeping now?:
dsjk rcgha u psfr;k] tc f<x ykxh csjAA
vc ds psrs D;k gqvk] dkVUg yhUgk ?ksjAA
(O, the plant of banana, you did not become alert, when the
thorny bushes of pulm started spreading around you. Now when
they have beseiged you from all sides, it is very late.) How it all
happened?”
The Tahasildar Swami narrated the whole incident, which
happened in a charitable inn of Uttar Kashi. Though, the people
there did not know anything about the happening but his conscience
was killing him like an enemy. The devotees no doubt, offered food
and lodging to him, but they did not pay the same respect which
they had been paying to him formerly. Actually, they wished from
the core of their heart, that he should leave the place. He further said
that he had thought that nobody was knowing about the incident,
only he and she knew it, but God reveals everything to everyone^mj izsjd j?kqcal fcHkw"kuA* He said that all his interest in Bhajan had
now fizzled out. After this confession and narration he again started
weeping.
The Maharaj Ji said, “No use of weeping now. You should
patiently restart like Vishwamitra your practice of Bhajan. Those
who turn back and go on fighting are branded as cowards. Do not
lose your heart. Everyone must be cautious of Maya (illusion),
because Maya is feminine. You left your home, became a mendicant,
started talking about spiritualism, assumed the guile of a Sadhu, but
all proved useless. Until you get the shelter of some accomplished
Guru and perform the prescribed practice of Sadhana under his
guidance, the light cannot be kindled in your heart. This is possible
only through practice, pursuit and service. You committed error by
not approaching any enlightened Guru and seeking his patronage.
It was blunder on your part. One should attend and live devotedly
in the spiritual court of the accomplished Guru, surrendering all one’s
egotistical sentiments, pride and prejudices. When the devotee picks
up the elements of Bhajan, only then the system of independent
wandering has been prescribed. After getting enlightenment, the
conduct of the devotee becomes unplanned, unpremeditated and
unshackled-
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drgq¡ fueTtu drgq¡ izukekA drgq¡ fcyksdr eu vfHkjkekAA
(Manas, 2/311/5)
(He takes his bath anywhere, worships at any place and
perceives the delightful Charm of the Lord anywhere, any time).”
The Ram Lila of Ramnagar
The People have been organising since times immemorial the
Ram Lila of Lord Ram, the Ras Lila of Lord Krishna, the stage
plays of great men like Lord Mahabir, Lord Buddha, Dhruva, Prahlad
and the like. Such Ram Lilas and Ras Lilas have always been the
open books and sources of inspiration. They may be called the
primary classes of spiritualism. They build from primary to the middle
age religious temperament and Sanskars (sacraments). Even the
illiterates get educated by the scenes of the Lilas and stage plays.
India has never been idol-worshipping nation. The idols are
given due regard only because they build up the religious sentiments
and Sanskars since childhood. When a man makes spiritual progress
and starts grasping the advance knowledge of self-realization, he
never likes again to go to idols. The idol-worshipper of the beginning
stage is found afterwards in the solitary woods, thickets or cottages,
built in ruins and forlorn forest.
Even the most erudite scholar of all the worldly lore and
education is actually an ordinary student of primary level, in the
field of spirituality. He gets only the vocational education, not the
lessons of self-realization. The self-realization dawns, only after deep
contemplation, when the heart is cleaned away, when the dirty
coverings of the soul are removed. Only then, the soul becomes the
charioteer. Though, such Lila are staged all through the year in India,
but the middle period of the rainy-season Shrawan-Ashwin (month
of the Hindu year) months is the prescribed period for their
performance. All the villages, lanes and districts are flooded with
their show. Since his childhood days, the Maharaj had been seeing
these Lilas. Out of all the Lilas staged at Kashi, was his favourite
one. When the month of Kwar (month of the Hindu year) came, the
Maharaj Ji decided to see the Ram Lila of Ram Nagar once more.
As soon as he got ready to go, God forbade him. Despite this, he
nursed a desire to go to see the Lila, provided He is pleased to permit
him.
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On account of this hidden desire whenever, the Maharaj Ji sat
for evening meditation, his physical body no doubt remained in
Anusuiya, but his subtle body flew to Ram Nagar to see the Ram
Lila. His concentrated consciousness reached Ram Nagar for seeing
the Ram Lila. After the Ram Lila was over, it used to fly back to
Anusuiya rendering Maharaj Ji again wide awake. He was able to
view every scene of the Ram Lila exactly as it was staged at Ram
Nagar. This continued for so many days.
One day, The Maharaj Ji looked very much concerned, He
said, “Ho! The Royal elephant got enraged in the Ram Lila of Ram
Nagar. People started running helter skelter throughout the whole
area of the fair, I narrowly escaped from being crushed, the priest
started running away holding the hand of Ram Ji, it was a funny
scene.”
While Maharaj Ji was narrating the incident, the head priest of
Chitrakoot along with some pilgrims of Kashi came to Anusuiya on
a motor-car for Darshan. They were very much astonished to hear
from the Maharaj Ji, the whole story. In utter bewilderment, they
asked, “Maharaj Ji, when were you back here? We were also present
there and after the incident we are coming straight from there. How
did you reach here earlier to us? How is it possible?” The Maharaj
Ji laughed and said, “I did not go anywhere. I view everything sitting
here. If God wills, he can show anything to his devotee from
anywhere, even grass can grow on stone. Every impossible thing
can become possible. Don’t you know the mill-stone of saint Nanak
started running in the prison? Things are done by God, but he gives
credit to his devotees- ^djr djkor vki gSa iyVw iyVw 'kksjA* (It in only
he who acts or inspires others, the name of Paltu as the doer is
false, a hollow and meaningless sound).”
Radio in the forest
The war between India and China was going on those days.
When the Maharaj Ji heard about it, he curiously said, “Ho! I wish
someone informs me also the news of the war.” Radio was a rare
commodity in district Banda of those days. None possessed it in the
neighbouring area of Chitrakoot and Anusuiya. Only the wealthy
businessmen of Karbi possessed it. It was popular and available in
big cities. A devotee of the rural area of Karbi named Basudev
presented a radio-set to the Maharaj Ji and said that, it would be
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broadcasting the latest news even in the distant forest. When I first
saw the radio-set, I felt concerned because it broadcasts even filthy
songs which could leave wrong impressions on the devotees. So I
requested the Maharaj Ji not to keep it in the Ashram. I said to him,
“People in cities are used to see movies and hear songs on the radiosets. When they get bored from the mechanical life and its glamour,
they come to jungle for Darshan of the saints. If here too, they find
the same din and noise where would they go?”
The Maharaj Ji replied, “You see! Now nothing is prohibited
to me. Neither did I ask to bring it nor do I have any desire for it. I
don’t know how these things are reaching here. Further I do not
find any cogent reason for not keeping it here.”
I still insisted that it was not proper from the view point of
customs and conventions. The Maharaj Ji said, “O.K. If you insist,
I remove it from here.” The Maharaj Ji returned the radio-set to the
same devotee, who had given it to him.
On the same day an Overseer of Irrigation Department came
there. He said, “Maharaj Ji! I have heard that you have got a radioset.” The Maharaj Ji replied, “I did receive the set but one of my
disciple says that it should not be kept here because it might give
wrong Sanskars to the spiritual trainees here, so I have returned it to
the person who had given it.”
The Overseer said, “Maharaj Ji! You are a Yogi. Now there
are no more taboos for you.
vo/kw lgt lekf/k HkyhA
tg¡ tg¡ tkÅ¡ lksb ifjdjek] tks dqN d:¡ lks iwtkA
Hkhrj ckgj ,d gh ns[kw]¡ Hkko feVk lc nwtkAA
(Kabir puts in thus- O saints! Natural trance is the best trance.
Wherever I move that is equal to taking rounds of the deity, whatever
I do that turns into worship. I see inside and outside only one Entity.
The realisation of duality is now over.)
Now the margins of commissions and omissions of actions no more
exist for you.”
The Maharaj Ji promptly called me in the garden and said, “Try
to follow what he says.”
When I heard him, I replied, “Maharaj Ji he is cent-percent
correct. Nothing can leave any effect on great saints like you, but
the Radio-set is harmful for us.” The Maharaj Ji- aptly retorted, “Ok
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Then you guard yourself. The sound of neither any musical band
nor any radio-set becomes audible, nor scenes of any kind are visible
to a meditator who is lost in the bliss-divine. His Surati (mind’s eye)
becomes so stable and still, that it does not flicker at all.” Radio-set
was re-brought in the Ashram. The Maharaj Ji used to listen only
the news or the folk songs, which were transmitted from Gorakhpur
Radio Station at 2 O’clock in the afternoon. The radio was kept
otherwise a side in a corner.
Donation in donation
Devotion of devotees to the Anusuiya Ashram started growing.
Mangal Yadav developed a garden near the Ashram. He arranged
three or four cows for providing milk to the Maharaj Ji. A landlord
named Thakur Nankoo Singh of village Silauta, situated on the bank
of the Yamuna, came on the last legs of his pilgrimage to Anusuiya
for Darshan. He had come in contact with several saints and
Mahatmas, but was satisfied only after hearing the gospels of the
Maharaj Ji. After becoming his disciple he presented an elephant as
on offering to the Maharaj Ji, who remarked, “Ho! What is the use
of the elephant for me? It does not become a Sadhu.” He prostrated
before him and said, “My Lord! It is now yours. The donated thing
can not be taken back.” A group of five to six hundred Mahatmas of
the Niranjani Sect was camping for Chaturmashya at Chitrakoot.
The Maharaj Ji invited all of them in a grand feast and donated the
elephant after decorating it with several auspicious things to them.
The Maharaj Ji used to say, ^nku esa ls nku ns] rhuksa yksd thr ysA* (If
you donate the donated things, you can conquer all the three worlds)
Gachhi-Bachhi-Dasi (Tree-Animal-Woman)
The cows of the neighbouring region used to come to the jungle
for grazing. Some of the devotees of the Maharaj Ji persuaded the
owners of the cows to take them to someother place in the jungle for
grazing, as a lot of grazing ground was lying ahead and not to bring
them near the foot hill because they caused damage to the garden.
They took this suggestion as unpalatable. Some of them were close
to Brahmchari Ji (Swami Sachchidanand Ji). They approached him
at Dharkundi and submitted, “After you left the Ashram, cows have
been kept there and a garden also is being developed in the Ashram.
A restriction has been imposed on grazing the animals and it seems
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that there is a planning to start cultivation of the field also. We face
a lot of inconvenience.”
Swami Ji telegraphically called Sri Bhagwananand Ji from
Jagatanand. Bhagwananand Ji arrived at Dharkundi along with some
devotees. Dharkundi Maharaj Ji took all the complainants and few
other devotees and set out for Anusuiya. Here the Maharaj Ji sitting
in the midst of devotees soliloquizingly uttered, “I fail to understand,
what is wrong?” After a pause he continued, “Yes, now I see, they
all are coming here to teach me lesson jointly. The egg calls the
chick not to cry. My own creatures are coming here to teach me a
lesson.” People present there were amazed to hear the words of the
Maharaj Ji, they failed to make head and tail of his mutterings.
The sun had set. Before it became dark, all of them reached
Anusuiya boarded on a truck. All of them paid their obeissance to
the Maharaj Ji, who looked calm and peaceful. After a while, he
enquired, “Suddenly, you all have come here together. What is the
matter?” Dharkundi Maharaj Ji picking up the thread of the topic
said, “Maharaj Ji! We have come to know that cows are being
maintained in the Ashram. Fifteen to twenty trees also have been
planted in the garden, all these things do not behove a Sadhu.
Drawing inspiration from such activities, cultivation of land would
also be started, you yourself used to say- ^xkNh ckNh nklh] rhuksa lk/kq ds
Qk¡lhA* (Trees, cows and maid servants are nothing, but the noose of
the hangman to a Sadhu.).”
The Maharaj Ji laughed and said, “I still say so, it is cent-percent
correct also. The devotees always run the risk of being hanged by
the noose, because the ills of company do affect them. But for me
there are no taboos now. The actions of a Yogi are neither good nor
bad, neither moral nor immoral; they are a moralvkiw;Zek.kepyizfr"Ba leqne
z ki% izfo'kfUr ;}r~A
r}Rdkek ;a izfo'kfUr losZ l 'kkfUrekIuksfr u dkedkehAA
(Geeta, 2/70)
(The full and changeless ocean assimilates all the rivers that
flow violently into it, without losing its repose. Similarly, the man
who is aware of the oneness of his self with the Supreme spirit absorbs
all the worldly pleasures, without straying from his chosen path.)
You all should remain alert for yourself. As for as the cows are
concerned, I haven’t brought any cow nor do I keep any. I do not
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know, where the cows are and where the garden is being reared up?
I have not even seen it. It is Mangal who has brought two or three
cows and is staying with them in the neighbouring jungle. It is he,
who is the root of the tussle. Drive him away. I do not need milk for
myself at all. But this is true, that he brings milk for preparing tea for
those urban devotees, who visit from distant places like Gorakhpur,
Kanpur and Varanasi who are addicted of tea. When they do not
get tea in this distant forest, they grow restless. It is he who supplies
milk for tea. He himself maintains the cows in his own way. Neither
I, nor anyone of the Ashram is at all connected with the management
and the liabilities of the cows.
Dharkundi Maharaj Ji said, “Maharaj Ji! Still this is not in
consonance with the stature and holiness of your Ashram.” The
Maharaj Ji got a bit annoyed and said, “Oh! You too speak so! Get
away, you would also have to pass through all such things, do you
see! Now you go away!” For normalising the tense situation,
Bhagwananand Ji said, “But Maharaj Ji, we have not as yet recieved
the offerings (Prasad).” At this he rebuked, “You will not get the
Prasad, get away and quit the place.”
When everyone became calm, the Maharaj Ji at about 11 O’clock
in the night called all of them, gave the Prasad and affectionately
enquired about their well-being in a very normal way as if nothing
had happened. It is now interesting to note that in due course of time
about 150 cows, 40 buffales, a garden covering several acres of
land and agricultural fields are being maintained by the Dharkundi
Ashram at present contrary, to this the presence of the cows was
nominal and insignificant at the place of the Maharaj Ji. The garden
also had only about 20 to 30 plants and trees, few flowers and leaves.
^gksb u e`"kk nsofjf"k ckuhA* (Manas, 1/67/4)
(The words of gods and the rishis never go waste. They are
bound to fructify.)
Once I enquired from Dharkundi Maharaj Ji about the growing
paraphernalia at his place. He replied, “This is all the outcome of
the blessings of the Maharaj Ji. The revered Maharaj Ji used to say,
“People talk about Siddhies so much, but I say that there are nothing
like Siddhies. If a great saint speaks anything from the core of his
heart, his prophetic words are bound to bear fruit. Whatever he says
emphatically, it is sure to materialise because of the perfection of the
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speech. The glory of the Guru is incomparable and unfathomed,
despite of all attainments. No one should indulge in self-praise before
him. Even if everything is lost, the respect and regard for the Guru
should never diminish.”
No room for imitation in the spiritual pursuits
The forest area of Anusuiya became free from the hazards and
hurdles with in two or three years after the Maharaj Ji decided to
settle down there. Several saints, Mahatmas and devotees started
visiting the place. Once a Mahatma came with a staff in his hand, he
found Paramhans Ji sitting completely undressed, but looking
cheerful in that thick forest. About two or three devoted attendants
were serving him. He thought that saintliness commanded admiration
on account of the external appearances. So after handing over his
Kamandal (mendicant’s pot) and clothes to another saint, became
nude and moved out. He started roaming in the same area. Now, he
dropped taking food also with his own hands. If someone happened
to feed him with one’s own hand, only then he took food and drank
only the flowing water not the stored one.
After sometime he again reached Anusuiya and found that a
good number of devotees and afflicted persons were regularly
pouring in the Ashram and strangely enough the Maharaj Ji was
rebuking and scolding them despite this, his saintliness looked more
over awing. Since that day, he also broke his silence and started his
utterances. But when he imitating the style of the Maharaj Ji, abused
anyone, it boomeranged. Irritated over the reactions of the people,
he again visited the Anusuiya for closely watching the behaviour
and life-style, of the Maharaj Ji.
Now he found that a cushion was lying on the wooden plank
and the Maharaj Ji was seated on it. Some one was standing with a
hand fan near him and the other one was waving a whisk. He too,
posted himself in the ruins there on a plank and employed two
attendants for waving a fan. Publicity was made around the area
that anything could be obtained from him, if he was approached on
Monday. For two or three months the propaganda worked, but
afterwards an unforeseen hurdle created problems. So he left the
place.
The Maharaj Ji also came to know through the devotees of the
area about his leaving the place. He said, “Nothing can be achieved

Sri Paramhans Ji Maharaj in the midst of devotees at special occasions.
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merely by assuming the outer form or casting away the clothes. Had
he lived with me for sometime he would have made spiritual
advancement and thus forever, the things would have been set at
right? His devotion was good:
vo/kw! Hktu Hksn dNq U;kjk] tkus dksbZ tkuugkjkAA
i'kq le uxu fQjs dk gksbZ] pUnu f?kls fyykjkAA
(O saints, the secrets of Bhajan are peculiar, only few intelligent
persons know it. Roaming like animals or applying the paste of
sandal on the forehead can achieve nothing.)
How can the Bhajan be kindled without being closely associated
with any accomplished great saint? Until the Sadguru is mounted
on the chariot of your soul, you can never get the key of Bhajan. So
no devotee should ever imitate anyone. He should closely observe
his own position, where he stood and take off from there for further
progress. If a devotee imitates great saints and stops his spiritual
practices, he falls ultimately. Imitation is the greatest hurdle on the
path of meditation and spirituality. The devotee should very
cautiously and patiently remain engaged in his contemplation.”
The Bhandara (general feast) organised by the Maharaj Ji
Once a group of about ten to fifteen Brahmins came to the
Maharaj Ji. They ate the hard nut with tobacco and heard his
discourse. When they were about to leave, they said, “Maharaj Ji!
Why don’t you offer any feast to Brahmins?” The Maharaj Ji replied,
“Ho! I am now above all kind of sins or virtues, still if you are so
keen I would organise a Bhandara for you. Whatever you like, you
may cook here for yourself. I don’t have shortage of anything. You
prepare the food, but on one condition that you would not quarrel
with anybody here: rhu tkfr yM+gksM+k] czkã.k dqÙkk ?kksM+kA* (Three castes
are very quarrelsome: Brahmins, dogs and horses.) They happily
agreed to join the feast and the Kirtan (singing in loud tone in praise
of God).
Actually, it was a feast meant for only the Brahmins but whoever
heard that a Kirtan was also being performed at the Ashram, they all
taking it to be a general feast, started reaching there to participate
and pay their tribute. A devotee who was Chamar by caste (a low
caste among Hindus) came with a harmonium, which was hanging
round his neck and started taking rounds of the place where the
Kirtan was going on. The pavilion was set up at a distance of 25
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meters from the seat of the Maharaj Ji. It was about ten or eleven in
the night. The Maharaj Ji was smoking the Ganja sitting at his seat
and the assembly was quite in order. Suddenly, the organiser of the
Kirtan came crying, “Maharaj Ji, an outrageous thing has happened!
The religious concert is now polluted!” The Maharaj Ji said, “What’s
the matter? If the ghee has fallen you can take it again. Is there any
shortage of anything?” He said, “Oh, No Maharaj Ji! A Chamar has
taken a round of the pavilion and touched it. Oh God! our religion is
defiled.” The Maharaj Ji laughed and said, “You fool! Tell me how
can God be defiled? How can He who is immortal be destroyed?
How the religion has been corrupted?” But wranglings continued.
The Pandits, who were infavour of the Maharaj Ji also started
speaking against the incident.
In the meantime a retired army personnel who was Pandit by
caste, reached there. On account of his association with army, he
had started taking wine. He instantly spoke. “Maharaj Ji! A great
calamity has befallen, you have ruined our community of Brahmins!”
The Maharaj Ji remarked, “Oh! So this fellow has also joined the
fray.” He called one of his devotees and said, “You give him a
quarter of wine.” After taking the wine, he took a somersault and
started saying, “Every thing is O.K. Nothing is wrong here. The
Maharaj Ji is an enlightened soul, no one is higher or lower in his
court, like the cooked rice of Lord Jagannath everything here has
turned into Prasad (the articles of the offerings). Those who are
willing to take may take it and those who don’t may go away.”
When he thus rebuked them, one of them countered him, “O Garg
Ji! Keep quiet. You don’t know what you are saying.” Garg retorted,
“Brothers, I would keep mum. I have been a military personnel and
in military I have taken meals with persons of all the castes. But you
should certainly think that you too take your food in hotels, travel in
buses sitting close to your neighbour, there then you do not get
polluted. How do you say that your God is defiled or demolished. If
God gets defiled by mere touch, it means all the Gods at the places
of pilgrimages are doomed because the persons of different castes
and religions like Christians, Muslims, Jews go there and touch them.”
After hearing him all of them changed their views and said, “O.K.
We do not mind. In the presence of the Guru Maharaj everything is
sanctified.” Again the Kirtan was resumed.
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When the Kirtan was over, the general feast started. The Puries
were fried in pure ghee and Bundia (the sugar dipped droplets of
gram-flour) were also prepared in pure ghee. The vegetables were
being cooked in large cauldrons. People were busy in different kinds
of engagements. Brahmins from distant places of the area had come
to join the feast. A Pandit named Gurdwan was the devotee of the
Ashram. He started frying Puries sitting by the cauldron. When his
adversaries saw it, they came to the Maharaj Ji and said, “O Maharaj
Ji! You brought disasters to us- ^/keZgsrq vorjsm xkslkb±A ekjsgq eksfga
C;k/k dh ukb±AA* (Manas 4/8/5) (You were born for the restoration of
the Dharm, but you killed us like a fowler.) Maharaj Ji! Now we
would not dine at all. Why did you invite us all?” Maharaj Ji asked,
“Now what happened, who had killed you?” They informed that
Gurdwan Pandit was frying the Puries and they were not on talking
terms with him for the last six months. That was the reason of their
annoyance. The Maharaj Ji tried to persuade, “Well my sons! Confine
your disputes with in the precincts of your houses. You have stopped
mutual exchanges of dinners. If you are on such terms today, you
would in future repair your relations too. All such events are very
usual in homes and in villages. Where there are number of utensils,
they often clash with one another, for me you all are equal. Do you
think that I would pick up your quarrels and take side?” They replied,
“That we know.” The Maharaj Ji retorted, “When you know this
fact well, why did you then come down here? You ought have turned
down my invitation saying ‘Damn Baba, we would not go’. You
bloody Brahmins, run away from here with your petty caste feelings
and differences. I gave this feast only with the idea that people should
mix up and go on exchanging community dinners. Do you think
that I am solemnising the marriage of my daughter and it is an
occasion for your annoyance, when you are not willing at all to take
food, what can I do?”
On hearing his admonition, most of the persons quietly yielded
and sat down in a que for taking food. The food was now being
catered to them. Still three or four persons who had expressed their
objections, did not agree. They left the place and moved away to sit
on the bank of the river Mandakini. They started discussing among
themselves that they ought not have referred the petty squabbles of
the village-level to Maharaj Ji, who got displeased and it was not
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proper to go back leaving him still disgruntled. After an hour they
came to the Maharaj Ji again, paid their regard and said, “Maharaj
Ji! Buniya (droplets) be given to us as Prasad.” The Maharaj Ji replied,
“I don’t have anything for you.”
The dinner was going on, they got up, joined the rank and file
and happily took the food with all. After this event their family
disputes also ended. Later on series of feasts (Bhandaras) were
organised in the Ashram with the co-operation of all. Everyone
forgetting the ill will now served the Maharaj Ji with full devotion.
On account of their association with the Maharaj Ji, they now moved
hand-in-hand dropping their feelings of bitterness and rancour
forever- ^fcxr cSj fopjgha lc laxkA*
The final journey
After the destination is achieved the accomplished souls
(Mahapurushas), while maintaining their identification with their
goal, get delinked with the means. They conquer time after they are
endowed with the attributes of everlasting Immortality. Once,
Paramhans Maharaj Ji also perceiving such an exalted state spoke,
“I would never die as I am liberated from the clutches of Death. But
I would certainly kick off the body if any disciple shoots me down
with his bullet like words. ^'kCnS ekjk fxj iM+k] 'kCnS izk.k i;kuA*- (Bitter
words are very powerful, they can kill and cause the body fall, the
breath runs out on account of such words).” He further said, “Words
are more lethal than bullets for all sensitive men, I would take then
that now I am no more needed.” I requested him humbly to explain,
“What was the difference between such a way of renouncing the
body and that of others?” While explaining it he said, that the body
was sure to be dropped on any pretext. Even Ram could not retain
his body, on the pretext of Lakshman he jumped into the river Saryu.
Sri Krishna also relinquished his body and the pretence was the
fowler. So far as he was concerned, he too would seek some such
excuse. Thereafter, I asked, “Maharaj Ji! Could the body be held
back?” Addressing me he said, “The bodies of even great saints and
sages like Valmiki, Nanak and Kabir, Mahavir and Gautam Buddha
are not to be seen anywhere today. This body is mortal and subject
to decay. It loses its utility after achieving the goal. It could be
relinquished any time. Now nothing remains to be attained. Death
depends on the will of the Mahapurush. I would not die, I would
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ever be present in your midst through my subtle body and do good
to all.”
One of the devotees once committed a mistake. When he had
first come to the Ashram, the Maharaj Ji had commented, “Neither
he is a fallen Yogi, nor he does possess any atribute of saintliness.
But I do find, he has Sanskars to stay with me in the Ashram.”
When he found his activities dubious, he exasperatingly remarked,
“Alas! The fellow had brought bad name to me.”
But he was very kind and compassionate also. He never forsook
anybody howsoever a great sinner he might be. He always made
efforts to salvage him. He used to say that those who forsake on
personal ground a man who had sought refuge were great sinners
and it was very harmful even to see him.- ^ljukxr dgq¡ ts rtfga] fut
vufgr vuqekfuA rs uj iko¡j ikie;] frUgfg fcyksdr gkfuAA* (Manas, 5/
43). The Maharaj Ji was worried for even such a devotee who out
of fear, avoided to appear before him. When the Maharaj Ji came to
know of it, he said, “Ho! Catch hold of him and bring him here, I
would make him repent and raise him up.”
A day before he quit his body, I said to the Maharaj Ji that
according to his own directives only the deserving persons were to
be admitted in the Ashram, then why the undeserving, unworthy
persons were taken in? In utter astonishment he looked at me and
replied, “How do you talk? Your words are like bullets to me.”
When he saw me diffident, he further said, “I fail to make you
understand that you people shoot bullet like words at me and they
are deeply piercing my body.”
In the meantime, a Pandit of village Pathra reached there.
Addressing to him, he said, “O Pandit! You are also old like me,
now there is not much time at our disposal. Whatever you wish to
achieve, achieve it just now, my body now has only a semblance of
body, actually it does not exist.” A devotee said at this, “Maharaj Ji!
I saw a dream that you have left the body.” The Maharaj Ji remarked,
“Oh yes! You have rightly dreamt, I too say that the body does not
exist now.”
For the last five days the Maharaj Ji has been telling that he has
no work left unfinished. On the fifth day, when the rays of the sun
broke out, the Maharaj Ji called all his devotees and commandingly
gave the instructions to sincerely and seriously prosecute their
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Sadhana (Yogic practices). He said that until they count the name of
Ram, they would be under compulsion to suffer the three kinds
afflictions (Physical, spiritual and material). ^jke jke jke thgk tc
ykSa rw u tfigS] rc ykS rw dgha tk; frgw¡ iki rfigSA* Even if you go to
heaven, the above three kinds of affilictions would never spare you.
^lqjlfj rhj fcu uhj nq[k ikbgSA* You would die of thirst irrespective of
the fact that you live by the bank of the river Ganga. ^lqjr# rjs rksfg
nkfjn lrkbgSA* Even if you sit under the Kalp Vriksha (The mythological
tree which instantly grants the wishes) poverty would never discharge
you. ^NwfVcS dks tru fo'ks"k ck¡/kks tk;xksA*& Without the practice of
Bhajan the more you try to free yourself, the more you would be
entangled. ^gksbgSa fo"k Hkkstu tks lq/kk lkfu [kkbxksA*- If you take your food
mixed even with nector, it would be converted into poison. ^tkxr
ckxr lius u lq[k lksbgS] tue tue tqx tqx tx jksbgSA*& Wherever you
go, you will not get peace even in dreams, whether you are sleeping,
walking or speaking. In your every rebirth you will go on weeping
and weeping in times to come. ^rqylh fryksd frgq¡ dky rksls nhu dks]
jkeuke gh lks xfr tSls ty ehu dksA*- Whether one admits or not, but
the miserable ^Tulsi* has to depend on the only caretaker ‘Ram Nam’.
Your every good lies in him.
That day, he went on preaching laying special emphasis on the
means and methods of worship (Meditation). He gave instructions
to the disciples to remain firm and steadfast. In the evening also
Maharaj Ji repeated the following words - ^jke jke jke thgk tc ykSa
rw u tfigSaA*- and said one must chant the Name, there was no place,
no refuge for you, if you do not worship (Meditate). So engage
your mind always in chanting the Name, in perceiving the form and
the play of God and his abode in Brahmvidya, contemplations and
prayer. Maharaj Ji that day, spoke in volumes, which he had never
done earlier.
After the sunset, his court was held. Some persons were busy
in preparing his ‘Chillum’ (pipe). There was a Pandit of Varanasi,
named Dina Nath Tripathi who had an inquisitive mind. He placed
a question for clarification, “Does rebirth not take place if one dies
in Ayodhya? How a saint passes his life during his last days?”
Maharaj Ji was listening and watching everything. It was about
quarter to 10 O’clock, Maharaj Ji for warding the Chillum (pipe) of
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Ganja towards Raghubir Das, one of the devotees, said, “Take it
and now henceforth you smoke, this was my last pipe, my Karmas
are now over.”
Maharaj Ji himself used to arrange Ganja for them. So, they
became sad on such utterances. Assuring them Maharaj Ji said, “If I
do not smoke, what would happen? It would be made available to
all of you.” Maharaj Ji was sitting in Padmasan (cross-legged) and
was listening to Ayodhya-canto of the Ramayan. The discourse
ended.
Someone was waving the hand-fan. I took up the fan from him
and had waved it only twice or thrice that Maharaj Ji reclined.
Instantly, it struck my mind, why Gurudev so reclined with jerk?
One Yadav devotee who was standing close, took the fan from my
hand and started waving it. I moved towards the well, meanwhile
Ram Kumar rushed up to me and said, “Maharaj Ji has uttered some
word.” I came running to Maharaj Ji and called him loudly but he
did not speak. Nervously, I looked and found that neither the pulse
could be felt nor the breath. With my nervousness my right limbs
also started throbbing. I thought, that Maharaj Ji was in trance and
would get up, but the doctor at 2 O’clock in the night declared that
he had breathed his last and had attained Nirvan. Good omens were
still continuing. Auspicious throbbsings of the limbs were going on.
But I took them to be the most inauspicious omens, as we were
badly hit and ruined. The resplendent light, our ultimate guide was
now no more. Thus the great sage left his physical body on Jyestha
Shukla Saptami, Samvat 2027, dated 23rd May, 1969.
I was then a devotee of the primary stage, so out of ignorance
used to place questions on desirable as well as undesirable subjects
before him. Subjects, which I took to be desirable, might have been
in fact undesirable.
The Mahatmas, who were residing at distant places were called.
Swami Ji of Dharkundi came. Bhagwananand Ji came from
Madhwapur. All the devotees assembled and a big crowd of persons
who had great regard for Maharaj Ji surged. Now it became clear
how people deeply loved him. All of them with tears in their eyes
were bidding farewell to the great soul. On the fourth day, the body
of Maharaj Ji was laid in Samadhi. A grand feast with a lot of fanfare
was organised. People participated in it and paid their homage.
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According to the wishes of the devotees, a mausoleum was
now being raised. On my request, the senior disciples of Maharaj Ji
departed for their Ashrams. Those who were expected to stay and
reside there; they also left the place without even informing us. It
became a big problem to maintain the establishment of such a big
Ashram in a distant desolate forest. Not even a single mishap ever
took place in the whole area, when Maharaj Ji was residing there.
Now it could be against the dignity of the Ashram, if any untoward,
unpleasant incident happened there finding the place and the seat of
Maharaj Ji unoccupied. I requested Swyamanand Ji to stay, but
everyday he too was ready to leave the place. Ultimately, he also
departed from there. During those days of anxieties Maharaj Ji was
seen sitting on his seat. He said, “Well! You see, I am still on my
seat and surveying all, why do you worry?” Since then, all of us got
assured and were free from anxieties. I was reminded of his prophetic
words, “Ho! I would not die; I would ever be present here in my
subtle body. Whoever would remember me, I would look after his
well-being.”
Such were the ideals and climax of the life of that great
Mahapurush (Saint) who would go on doing good to all by
permeating the whole creation of human beings.
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INTRODUCTION
Now the Amarvani (immortal words) based on self-realisation
is presented through Barahmasi as a guide to saints and devotees so
that they might get Supreme eternal peace. It contains directions
from the initial to the highest state of self realisation.
Things are not so simple as people generally know or read in
books. The ‘Manas’ says, ^dfgv u yksfHkfg Øksf/kfg dkfefgA* (Manas,
7/127/4) (It should not be conveyed or revealed to those who are
lustful, wrathful or avaricious.) But these days the ‘Ramayan’Manas
is easily available in most of the homes. Under such conditions you
have to closely think and scruitinise that, if the ‘Ramayan’ is available
in every house, where does the check on its narration and revelation
remains valid? Actually, Goswami Ji has written things to be
conveyed in a concealed way. The readers go through them and
take them in their own way. Such were his views regarding the
‘Geeta’ also. The verses of Saint Kabir were very often referred and
quoted by Maharaj Ji in his discourses. Once miraculously the
immortal words of Barahmasi suddenly burst out of the mouth of
Maharaj Ji who promptly announced to his disciples that it was the
Voice of the Heavens, if they wished they could record it in black
and white. After saying so he again started humming. The disciples
scribbled the words which contain the steps of Sadhana (spiritual
practice) from beginning to its culmination. The verses depict the
state and the modes of living of a devotee from his beginning, middle
to the final stage of Bhajan, coupled with lots of precautions. The
form of Barahmasi has been introduced in the first few verses,
thereafter the verses have been divided into twelve parts, representing
twelve months, through which subtle backgrounds of Yoga have
been elaborated.
Now you first go through all the verses of Barahmasi, then
study the detailed explanations for drawing the maximum benefit.
But you have always to bear it in mind before reading the immortal
words that the great sages constantly aim at only the supreme object,
not at the intricacies of the models of the language, developed by
human beings. Languages are always subject to change. A number
of recognised languages do not exist today. If the content is
meaningful, it would continue depicting the aimed object through
the languages of the time and thus leave its impact on the mind of
the people.

Sadgurudev Revered Sri Paramhans Ji Maharaj in spiritual trance.
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BARAHMASI
Doha-

nksgk&

Chait Chahat Chitchor Ko, Chela Chatur Sujan.
Chit Ke Mile Na Chaudhary, Bhai Chit Me Galtan.

pSr pgr fprpksj dks] psyk prqj lqtkuAA
fpr ds feys u pkS/kjh] HkbZ fpr esa xyrkuAA

Chatur Kya Kari Chatur Ne Chaturai,
Hamara Chit Chet Chakor Kiya,
Apne Chit Chandani Chamkayi.
Chakchan Achanak Chand Chadha,
Chanda Ki Chamak Chit par Chhayi.
Chanda Chahun Ore Chakor Chala,
Chit Chetan Men Girdi Khai.

prqj D;k djh prqj us prqjkbZ]A
gekjk fpr psr pdksj fd;kAA
vius fpr pk¡nfu pedkbZAA
pdpku vpkud pUn p<+k]A
pUnk dh ped fpr ij NkbZAA
pUnk pgq¡ vksj pdksj pyk]A
fpr psru esa fxjnh [kkbZAA

Dharani Par Aya,Chamak Men Kho Dayi Kaya. /kjuh ij vk;k] ped esa [kks nbZ dk;kAA
Chala Gaya Chitchor, Chatur Jab Tak Chalne Nahin Paya. pyk x;k fprpksj] prqj tc rd pyus ufga ik;kAA

LAVANI
Lavani
Sun
Barahmasi,
Kate Jase Janam Maran Phansi.
Chait Men Chinta Yeh Kijai,
Ki Yah Tan Ghari Ghari Chhijai.
Isase Kariye Tanik Vichar,
Sar Vastu Hai Kya Sansar?
DohaSatya Vastu Hai Atma, Mithya Jagat Pasar.
Nityanitya Vivekiya, Leejey Bat Vichar.
Phirai Kya Mathura Aru Kashi,
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.AA1AA

ykouh
ykouh lqu ckjgeklhA
dVS tkls tue ej.k Qk¡lhAA VsdAA
pSr esa fpUrk ;g dhtS]A
fd ;g ru ?kM+h ?kM+h NhtSAA
blls dfj;s rfud fopkj]A
lkj oLrq gS D;k lalkj\AA
nksgk&
lR; oLrq gS vkRek] feF;k txr ilkjAA
fuR;kfuR; foosfd;k] yhtS ckr fopkjAA
fQjS D;k eFkqjk v# dklhA
ykouh lq u ckjgeklhAA1AA

Vaisakh Men Wakt Toone Paya,
Yehan Koi Rahan Nahin Aaya.
Kal Ne Sabahi Ko Khaya,
Yeh Sab Jhuthi Hai Maya.

oSlk[k esa oä rwus ik;k]A
;gk¡ dksbZ jgu ugha vk;kAA
dky us lcgh dks [kk;k]A
;g lc >wBh gS ek;kAA

Doha-

nksgk&

Bhog Lok Parlok Ka, Sabahi Tyage Rag.
Rahe Na Inki Kamana,Tahi Kahen Vairag.

Hkksx yksd ijyksd dk] lcgh R;kxs jkxAA
jgs u budh dkeuk] rkfg dgSa oSjkxAA

Titiksha To Son Parakasi,
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.AA2AA
Jeth Me Jatan Yahi Karna,
Mite Jase Janam Aur Marana.
Mum Indriya Vishayon Sey Pariharana,
Leejiye Santon Ka Sarana.

frfr{kk rks lksa ijdklhA
ykouh lqu ckjgeklhAA2AA
tsB esa tru ;gh djuk]A
feVs tkls tue vkSj ejukAA
eu bfUnz; fo"k;ksa ls ifjgjuk]A
yhft, lUrksa dk ljukAA
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Doha-

nksgk&

Shradha Kar Guruved Men, Kar Man Ka Samadhan. J¼k dj xq# osn esa] dj eu dk lek/kkuAA
Karm Akrma Ke Sadhan Tyagey, Sahe Man Apman. deZ vdeZ ds lk/ku R;kxs] lgs eku viekuAA
Jagat Sey Rahana Nitya Udasi,
Lavani Sun
Barahmasi.AA3AA

txr~ ls jguk fuR; mnklhA
ykouh lqu ckjgeklhAA3AA

Ashadh Men Satsangati Karana,
Wahan Tu Pave Sab Marama.
Tujhe Wahan Howay Jigyasa,
Tab Lage Moksh Ki Aasa.

vk"kk<+ esa lr~laxfr djuk]A
ogk¡ rw ikos lc ejekAA
rq>s ogk¡ gksos ftKklk]A
rc yxs eks{k dh vklkAA

Doha-

nksgk&

Paramanand Ki Prapti, Aru Anarath Ka Nash.
Yeh Iksha Man Men Rahe, Kahe Mumuksha Tash.

ijekuUn dh izkfIr] v# vujFk dk uklAA
;g bPNk eu esa jgs] dgs eqeq{kk rklAA

Hani Ho Jisase Chaurasi,
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.AA4AA

gkfu gks ftlls pkSjklhA
ykouh lqu ckjgeklhAA4AA

Sawan Men Sharanagat Hona,
Pair Sadguru Ke Dho Peena.
Saph Jab Hoy Tohara Seena,
Rang Tab Rahani Ka Deena.

lkou esa 'kj.kkxr gksuk]A
iSj ln~xq# ds /kks ihukAA
lkQ tc gks; rksgjk lhuk]A
jax rc jguh dk nhukAA

Doha-

nksgk&

Tattvamasi Ke Arath Ko,Toya Karun Parakash.
Sanshay Shok Mite Tera, Hoy Avidya Nash.

rRoelh ds vjFk dks] rks; d:¡ ijdklAA
la'k; 'kksd feVs rsjk] gks; vfo|k uklAA

Mite Tab Bharam Bhed Rasi,
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.AA5AA
Mahina Bhadon Ka Aaya, Bharam Sab Chijai.
Guru Ki Bhakti Chitt Dhar, Prem Ras Peejai.
Iswar Se Adhik Bhakti Guru Ki Kijai.
Is Manav Tan Ko Pay Suphal Kari Leejai.

feVs ro Hkje Hksn jklhA
ykouh lqu ckjgeklhAA5AA
eghuk Hkknksa dk vk;k Hkje lc
xq# dh Hkfä fpÙk /kkj izes jl
bZ'oj ls vf/kd Hkfä xq# dh
bl ekuo ru dks ik; lqQy dfj

NhtSAA
ihtSAA
dhtSAA
yhtSAA

Doha-

nksgk&

Brahmvetta Vakta Surati, Guru Ke Lakshan Jan.
Iksha Rakhe Moksha Ki, Tahi Shishya Pahachan.

czãosÙkk oäk lqjfr] xq# ds y{k.k tkuAA
bPNk jk[ks eks{k dh] rkfg f'k"; igpkuAA

Hoi Amarapur Vasi,
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.AA6AA

gks; vejkiqj (dks) oklhA
ykouh lqu ckjgeklhAA6AA

Kwar Men Karana Yahi Upay,
Tatvamasi Shravanan Man Lay.
Juguti Se Manan Karo Pyare,
Khule Jase Ander Ke Tale.

Dokj esa djuk ;gh mik;]A
rRoelh Jo.ku eu yk;AA
tqxqfr ls euu djks I;kjs]A
[kqys tkls vUnj ds rkysAA
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nksgk&

Nididhyasan Ke Ant Main, Aisa Hove Bhan. fufn/;klu ds vUr esa] ,slk gksos HkkuAA
Brahm Atma Ek Lakh, Tab Hoy Brahm Ka Gyan. czã vkRek ,d y[k] rc gks; czã dk KkuAA
Tahan Mithya Jag Nasi.
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.AA7AA

rgk¡ feF;k tx uklhA
ykouh lqu ckjgeklhAA7AA

Kartik Men Karam Sabhi Nasha,
Gyan Jab Ur Men Parakasha.
Tab Apana Aap Roop Bhasha,
Usi Ka Lakho Tamasha.

dkfrZd esa dje lHkh uk'kk]A
Kku tc mj esa ijdk'kkAA
rc viuk vki :i Hkk"kk]A
mlh dk y[kks rek'kkAA

Doha-

nksgk&

Aar-Par Hamaro Nahin, Nahin Desh Kal Se Ant. vkj&ikj gejks ugha] ufga ns'k dky ls vUrAA
Main Hi Akhandit Ek Hun, Sab Vastu Ka Tant. eSa gh v[kf.Mr ,d gw]¡ lc oLrq dk rUrAA
Main Hi Chetan Avinashi,
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.AA8AA

eSa gh psru vfouklhA
ykouh lqu ckjgeklhAA8AA

Agahan Mein Gyan Agini Jagi,
Lok Sab Dahan Kahn Lagi.
Phunk Diye Brahma Aru Vishnu,
Phunk Diye Ram Aru Krishnu.

vxgu esa Kku vfxfu tkxh]A
yksd lc nkgu dg¡ ykxhAA
Qwd
¡ fn;s czãk v# fo"uw]A
Qwd
¡ fn;s jke v# d`"uwAA

Doha-

nksgk&

Jalat Jalat Aisi Jali, Jako Aar Na Par. tyr tyr ,slh tyh] tkdks vkj u ikjA
Iswar Jeev Brahm Aru Maya, Phunk Diyo Sansar. bZ'oj tho czã v# ek;k] Qwd
¡ fn;ks lalkjAA
Bina Indhan Ke Parakasi.
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.AA9AA

fcuk b±/ku ds ijdklhA
ykouh lqu ckjgeklhAA9AA

Poosh Men Pooran Apai Aap,
Nahin Tahan Punya Aru Pap.
Kaho Ab Japun Kaun Ka Jap,
Mita Sab Janam-Maran Santap.

iw"k esa iwju vkiS vki]A
ufga rgk¡ iqU; v# ikiAA
dgks vc tiw¡ dkSu dk tki]A
feVk lc tue&ej.k lUrkiAA

Doha-

nksgk&

Gyata Gyan Na Gyey Kachhu, Dhyata Dhyan Na Dhyey. Kkrk Kku u Ks; dNq] /;krk /;ku u /;s;AA
Mam Nij Shuddh Swarup Men, Upadhyey Nahin Hey. ee fut 'kq¼ Lo:i esa] mik/;s; ufga gs;AA
Karun Phir Kisaki Tallasi.
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.AA10AA
Magh Men Miti Milan Ki Bhookh,
Tahan Par Nahin Ashik Mashook.
Ishq Phir Kisaka Howey,
Britha Waqt Tu Kyon Khowey.

d:¡ fQj fdldh rYyklhA
ykouh lqu ckjgeklhAA10AA
ek?k esa feVh feyu dh Hkw[k]A
rgk¡ ij ufga vkfld ek'kwdAA
b'd fQj fdldk gksos]A
o`Fkk oä rw¡ D;ksa [kksosAA
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Doha-

nksgk&

Vyapak Paramanand Men, Nahin Ashik Mashook. O;kid ijekuUn esa] ufga vkfld ek'kwdAA
Lakshya Roop Men Mar Nishana, Vritha Vilove Thook. y{; :i esa ekj fu'kkuk] o`Fkk foyksos FkwdAA
Karawe Kyon Jag Men Hansi.
Lavani
Sun
Barahmasi.AA11AA

djkoS D;ksa tx esa gk¡lhA
ykouh lqu ckjgeklhAA11AA

Basant Ritu Falgun Men Aawe,
Khel Yeh Prarabdh Rachavawe.
Itra Gulal Gyan Rori,
Khelate Bhar Bhar Ke Jhori.

clUr ½rq QkYxqu esa vkos]A
[ksy ;g çkjC/k jpokosAA
b= xq y ky Kku jks j h]A
[ksyrs Hkj&Hkj ds >ksjhAA

Doha-

nksgk&

Holi Avidya Phunki Ke, Ho Gaye Guptanand. gksyh vfo|k Qwf¡ d ds] gks x;s xqIrkuUnAA
Samajhey Koi Shughar Viveki, Kya Samajhe Matimand. le>s dksbZ lq?kM+ foosdh] D;k le>s efreUnAA
Jagat Ki Dhool Uri Khasi.
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.AA12AA
Katai Jase Janam Maran Phansi.

txr~ dh /kwy mM+h [kklhA
ykouh lqu ckjgeklhAA12AA
dVS tkls tue ej.k Qk¡lhAA
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Explanation
Now the interpretative explanation of the immortal words
Barahmasi is presented, the study and the considerate understanding
of which make the knowledge of the subtleties of Yoga possible.
The poem of Maharaj Ji starts from the month of Chait (the first
month of the Hindu calender). In the ‘Manas’ Tulsidas says:
eksgfulk¡ lcq lksofugkjkA nsf[kv liu vusd izdkjkAA
(Manas, 2/92/1)
Generally, people lie in deep slumber in an unconscious state
at the night of delusion. Whatever one earns after putting in hard
labour, is all meaningless and illusory like dreams. Mostly, people
have divided this unconscious state of delusion into two parts conscious and unconscious.
For example an election contestant says that his neighbours
repented now for not having set apart some money for election
purposes, but he was always alert and very conscious, so he had
already saved money for winning the elections. Similarly a trader
speaks that he was forecautioned and so became conscious after
watching the clouds that the prices of the oil-seeds would shoot up.
Actually such type of consciousness is infact pseudo- consciousness.
A true conscious mind is that which becomes restless for selfrealisation. Bharat and Kagbhushundi were the really conscious or
awakened persons of such a class. Bharat kicking off the kingdom
of Awadh became restless to attain the love of Ram. When
Kagbhushundi became conscious and awakened all the cravings of
his mind vanished. ‘Manas’ speaks thus:
eu rs ldy ckluk HkkxhA dsoy jke pju y; ykxhAA
(Manas, 7/109/6)
In fact, spiritual awakening is possible only when the craving
for the Beloved one (God) alone remains in the mind. It is God
alone who can bewitch and steal the heart. At his mere touch, the
mind is lost and lost in Him. The stolen object (Chitt) is lost forever.
The immortal words begins with this proposition. In the beginning
the gist of the twelve months is given, followed by Lavani. Let us
look at the gist in his own words:
Doha: Chait Chahat Chitchor Ko, Chela Chatur Sujan.
Chit Ke Miley Na Chaudhary, Bhai Chit Men Galtan.
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Meaning: Only that should be taken as an awakened mind
which has nothing except the craving for the Beloved One (God).
That is the real spiritual state of the disciple. He alone may be called
an ingenious man. Generally, most of the people tend to become
crafty but in the eyes of the sages, craftiness has no place to stand in
the spiritual field. A couplet of Tulsidas says:
prqjkbZ pwYgs iM+h] ?kwjs iM+k vpkjAA
rqylh jke Hktu fcuq] pkjks cju pekjAA
Hell! To such craftiness and intelligence which are bereft of
the contemplation of God. Throw them to dustbins if they deprive
you of the thought of God. Despite the cravings for the Beloved
one, the disgust would not go if the guidance of the Sadguru
(Chaudhary) is not available.
Note: We meditate and go on meditating for hours and hours
still the mind does not become steady, the sitting becomes dull and
boring, leaving us hopeless, ultimately we drop out and quit the
practice. Unless and until we get a foreman (Sadguru) to control the
mind and its meanderings, the mind is not restrained. The Sadguru
from the core of the heart of the devotee regulates the mind. The
external relation is quite immaterial.
Context: After all what is the import of the ingeniousness?
Chatur Kya Kari Chatur Ne Chaturai,
Hamara Chit Chet Chakor Kiya.
Apne Chit Chandani Chamkai.
Meaning: What kind of ingeniousness the ingenious fellow
performs? The ingenious fellow manages to behave like a Chakor
and observes closely the mode of the living of the Mahapurush (The
sage) who and who alone now articulates and enunciates. After
absorbing the spirit of Chakor, the devotee gets the lights of the
mind of the sage reflected in that of his own. He thus gets his mind
illuminated by the illumination of the Moon (Sadguru).
Chakchan Achanak Chand Chadha.
Chanda Ki Chamak Chit Par Chhayi.
How does this light descend? Once you become Chakor-like
and get its devotion, effortlessly the light starts spreading in the mind.
Note: The moon referred here is not the moon of the sky, it is
the radiance of God which naturally grows and spreads in the mind
after imbibing the spirit of Chakor. The sages have been explaining
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the inner states of the soul through outer and worldly symbols. For
spiritual pursuits the outer Moon has no relevance. ^eu lfl fpÙk
egkuA* Its use is only figurative. The mind is compared with the moon
and the void with the sky. When the mind acquires capacity to stand
still in the void, it is known as Moon. (This is the meaning of the
symbol of Moon). For this very reason this Moon does not cover
any other place, it is the light of the awakened self or consciousness
which envelops the mind and enlightens it. This is possible only
when you possess the tenacious qualities of the bird Chakor.
Chanda Chahun Ore Chakor Chala.
Chit Chetan Men Girdi Khai.
Now the light of the enlightened self which has illuminated the
mind does not remain confined only to the mind but its presence
could be seen everywhere. For instance:
ljxq ujdq vicjxq lekukA tg¡ rg¡ ns[k /kjs /kuq ckukAA
(Manas, 2/130/7)
When the mind gets illuminated, the heaven or hell becomes
meaningless. The journey is never complete till the union with God
is achieved. Thus, ‘Chakor Chala, Chit Chetan Men Girdi Khai.’The Chakor moved ahead soaked in it. As it moved ahead the mind
on getting the touch of the self merges with it. It is externally visible
everywhere with its separate entity of Chakor. The moment it touches,
it merges with th supreme spirit.
Dharani Par Aya, Chamak Men Kho Dayi Kaya.
When it is lost in the Supreme spirit nothing else remains now
to be sought. After all where does all this metamorphosis happen? It
happens in the body which is symbolised as earth. For example:
/kM+ /kjrh dk ,dS ys[kkA tl ckgj rl Hkhrj ns[kkAA
‘Dhad’ means physical body and ‘Dharti’ means corpus of the
earth. There is a lot of similarity between the two. Essentially both
are same. In the body represented earth, the mind assumes the form
of the awakened self and hence becomes free from the cycles of
death and birth. If the body is lost what is the value of the world of
matter? After the identification the sense of duality does not exist.
You do not find the reflection of the one in the other. The Chitchor
(who stole the heart) also departed now:
Chala Gaya Chitchore, Chatur Jab Tak Chalne Nahi Paya.
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Beyond this the really ingenious fellow does not have any desire
left. The seeker moves ahead till his mind and intellect lead. After
crossing this region a state comes where the awakened self (Isht)
explains Himself everything regarding spiritual knowledge to him
and grants him His own stature.
Note: In the descriptions of the remaining other months, the
same thing has been extended and elaborated by following which
the devotee can proceed on in his spiritual pursuits. This may be
useful in future to all those in some way or the other, who are pilgrims
of the spiritual path. That is irrespective of their situations and states.

LAVANI
The word ‘Lavani’ means one who brings. It is the devotional
inclination which succeeds in bringing or drawing the Supreme
spiritual awareness. So the contemplative temperament is called
‘Lavani’ (A form of popular folk song). ‘Lagan’ (devotion), ‘Lavani’
and ‘Lav’ (Dedication) are synonyms. All these words convey the
similar meaning with slight variations. Whenever devotion to attain
the spiritual experience is born in someone his state has been
described as follows:
tkxr esa lqfeju djs] lksor esa yo yk;A
lqjfr Mksj ykfx jgs] rkj VwfV u tk;AA
Devotion should be so strong that the link with God remains
unbroken at all times waking or asleep. It should not be postponed
at any cost on the plea that if not this summer it would be picked up
in the next winter. At all times and at all places the link of Surati
(mind’s) is to be kept infact. For this reason it is called Barahmasi. It
should not be limited to only morning or evening hours. If you
perform Bhajan (meditation) at morning and evening but keep at
other times your mind unbridled, it means you are not performing
Bhajan at all. This is nothing but mere essaying or making efforts to
move forward. Now let us come to this couplet:
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.
Kate Jase Janam Maran Phansi. (Tek)
Now you listen about that Lagan (devotion) which frees you
from the punishment of the cycles of birth and death, by listening to
which the self attains the spiritual knowledge and its Supreme form
of consciousness. This knowledge ^fnu fnu c<+r lok;ksA*- multiplies
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everyday. Yes! the good lies in its regular multiplication. Sincerity
and devotion have always been of much importance because through
them the cycles of birth and death are broken.
Context: If the instructions are meant only for those who practice
meditation, it means there is nothing left for the worldly, household
persons. So provisions have been given for everyone to rise up and
undertake spiritual pursuits from the very state in which he is placed.
In the coming lines the practical tips have been given. Each of the
twelve months has been fixed for specific practice:

Twelve Months of Meditation
Chait Men Chinta Yeh Kijai,
Ki yeh Tan Ghari Ghari Chhijai.
Isase Kariye Tanik Vichar,
Sar Vastu Hai Kya Sansar?
Meaning: Till we are stuck in worldly life we are not
enlightened, we remain bereft of the knowledge of the ultimate Truth.
For enlightenment we have to make close analysis of our physical
body, which is every moment decaying. It is not our age which is
advancing, it is our body which advances towards the jaws of death.
Despite our unwillingness we have to bury our dear and near ones.
Our physical body itself is subject to decay. It is kicked out and
thrown at places unknown to us despite all the available material
items for our maintenance and enjoyment. We can not take even a
single morsel of bread more without the Lord’s will. The object of
consumption is nothing but the material world. ‘Manas’ says: ^eSa v#
eksj rksj rSa ek;kA* (Manas, 3/14/2)- (The fealing of myness and thyness
are nothing but sheer illusion.) When this physical body is subject
to decay how the physical world can be lasting and true. So it is
proved that this world is essentially unreal.
Note: You should not forget that,
xks xkspj tg¡ yfx eu tkbZA lks lc ek;k tkusgq HkkbZAA
(Manas, 3/14/3)
Wheresoever the mind under the impact of senses and objects
takes its flight, it seeks only the gross objects for its sensual
enjoyments. This is Maya (delusion) commonly known as Sansar
(world). Ultimately all that is gross matter is forsaken behind, slips
out of our grip. Lord Buddha on realising the true nature of the
world developed disgust and indifference for it. Lord Krishna says-
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O Arjun! This gross body is transient, still it is very rare for even the
gods. This is the medium through which ‘I’ am realised and the
bonds of the world are snapped.
Context: If the very material world which is so much loved for
the upkeep of the body is so mortal, after all then what is the truth
and where does it lie?
Doha: Satya Vastu Hai Atma, Mithya Jagat Pasar.
Nityanitya Vivekiya, Leejey Bat Vichar.
Meaning: Soul is the only truth, the only supreme truth. Great
sages have come to this conclusion and all of them form such an
opinion. The expanse of the world looks to be so enchanting, but in
reality it is absolutely false, chimerical - ‘Nityanitya Vivekiya’ - we
should analyse what is truth and what is untruth. Detailed
deliberations are required, there is no room for thoughtlessness.
Note: If we do not apply our mind properly we would only be
lasing our valuable time fruitlessly. For thoughtless persons the
priceless physical body is also ignoble and worthless.
Phirai Kya Mathura Aru Kashi.
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.
After the profound devotion (Lagan) wanderings at places of
pilgrimage like Mathura and Kashi become immaterial. This Lagan
is a state of mind which is constantly directed towards the Supreme
being. This gives freedom from the bondage of death and birth.
Only in such a period of Lagan or devotion one gets time to move
forward.
Vaishakh Men Wakt Toone Paya,
Yehan Koi Rahan Nahin Aaya.
Kal Ne Sabahi Ko Khaya,
Yeh Sub Jhuthi Hai Maya.
Meaning: You get a lot of time in this period of specific proof
(Vaishakh) to realise that the life in this world is temporal, that death
devours all and that all this creation is illusory.
The truth that the world is subject to decay is proved and
realised during this period. After realising it we might get worried.
For entertaining such a worry this special term has been allowed to
us. How is it so? Let us look at the following proclamation of the
‘Manas’:
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cM+s Hkkx ekuq"k ruq ikokA lqj nqyZHk lcxzUFkfUg xkokAA
lk/ku /kke eksPN dj }kjkA ikb u tsfga ijyksd l¡okjkAA
(Manas, 7/42/7-8)
lks ij= nq[k ikob] flj /kqfu /kqfu iNrkbA
dkyfg deZfg bZLojfg] feF;k nksl yxkbAA (Manas, 7/42)
Luckilly this human body has been given to us. This is the
medium for spiritual practices and the gateway of salvation. After
receiving it if a man does not free himself from the cycles of death
and birth, he has only to dash his head again and again and repent
forever. Foolishly such a man blames time, Karms and God whereas
he himself is to be blamed. This human body itself is the only means
to cross the ocean of this world, other physical entities (Yonis) are
meant for suffering the results of past actions of past lives. That is
why the sage says “You have got the opportunity and time.” No
doubt it is transient but at present it is a palpable reality. At present it
has been made available to us. Since the risk of falling in the trap of
worldliness still continues, so a warning has been given that death
devours all. None could escape, even Ram and Krishna are not
exceptions. Thus it is confirmed that the illusion (Maya) is absolutely
chimerical and tantalizing.
Note: Eminent persons (Mahapurushas) have already realized
God while remaining in human body. They had attained the state of
omnipresence, transcending their physical limitations. Actually this
is to be done by genuine devotees:
^larks! thfor gh d# vk'kkA*
^thfor esa ejuk Hkyk] tks ej tkus dks;A
ejus ls igys ejs] vtj vej lksb gks;AA*
(O Saints! You should nurse hope for salvation while you are
living. It is better to die in life if you know the art of dying. Those
who die before death, only they become immortal and remain
youthful forever.)
Context: You are cautioned again of the mischiefs of Maya
(Illusion) because even if you have understood its nature properly it
would not leave you. Generally people turn the pages of books and
scriptures but nothing is ever achieved. For this very reason the sage
laying emphasis on the need of renunciation says:
Doha: Bhog Lok Parlok Ka, Sabahi Tyage Rag.
Rahe Na Inki Kamana, Tahi Kahaen Vairag.
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When the cravings for the worldly enjoyments spanned from
small huts to the castles of biggest nation and desires for attainment
of the luxurious lives of the gods that is life hereafter, are totally
abolished, only then the state of Renunciation becomes accessible.
This is known as asceticism also which means total absence of
longings and yearnings.
Titiksha To Son Parakasi.
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.
The criterion of Titiksha (the desire for renunciation) rests on
the devotee. If the noose of the cycle of death and birth is to be
broken or cut, strong desire of renunciation would have to be
developed. The light of Titiksha (renunciation) would have to
emanate from you and only you. So it is very much evident that this
is not the province of the sages. They would start upholding or
promoting us only when we have developed the strong desire for
renunciation.
Jeth Men Jatan Yahi Karana,
Mite Jase Janam Aur Marana.
Man Indriya Vishayon Se Pariharana,
Leejiye Santon Ka Sarana.
Meaning: Jeth means one who is the eldest. At the first stage
of the spiritual practice only this has to be done-to be free from the
bondage of death and birth. There is no need to get entangled with
Ridhis and Sidhis (miracles and mysterious powers). So let us try to
know what is to be done? We have to go under the shelter of saints
with mind and senses restrained and made indifferent to worldly
objects.
Context: Now emphasizing on the unique position of the
Sadguru alongwith other saints it is stated as follows :
Doha: Shraddha Kar Guruved Men, Kar Man Ka Samadhan.
Karm Akarm Ke Sadhan Tyage, Sahe Man Apman.
You need to have full faith in him who is Sadguru (Ideal Guru)
among other saints and closely follow his words. You need not
hanker after anywherelse. If still your search is on, it implies that
you are not a devotee. Karm and Akarm (desirable and undesirable
action) is to be spotted with utter desirelessness. The state of
actionlessness is to be maintained at the level of intellect to escape
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from the feelings of attachment. Try to shun all kinds of desires for
favourable results (fruits) only go on enduring god-sent honour and
dishonour alike.
Note: If you have achieved the capacity to fix your mind at the
feet of the Sadguru, nothing (no Sadhan) remains to be achieved.
When the mind does not get any place outside to wander how can it
manage to entertain desires? This is the real process but everything
depends on the Mahapurush (The sage).
Jagat Se Rahana Nitya Udasi.
Lavani Sun Barahnmasi.
Constant in-difference to the world is to be maintained. As soon
as attachment with the world develops all the attributes and the impact
of the teachings of the Sadguru no more remain effective. Under
such conditions it is impossible to restrain the mind. If the mind is
drawn towards the physical world, all the feelings of deep respect
and self-surrender no more remain infact. Now you listen about such
dispositions and learnings which kindle the essence of enlightenment
and spiritual awareness, which constantly flows and which is beyond
the powers of time.
Context: It has been advised to keep faith in the Sadguru and
his words, but it is seen that the mind does not at once attend to
them. So what is to be done under such conditions Ashadh Men Satsangat Karana,
Wahan Tu Pave Sab Marama.
Tujhe Wahan Howay Jigyasa,
Tab Lage Moksh Ki Aasa.
Meaning: Ashadh (Ash + Aadh = Primeval hope). It means
the hope which is primeval, it means the down of the awareness of
the eternal truth (God). The moment the awareness dawns, progress
starts. Now the devotee has to attend the holy company in order to
know the secrets underlying ahead. The Satsang does not connote
only talks and discourses, it means meditation and contemplation.
As said earlier that ^lR; oLrq gS vkRekA* (The soul is the truth.) so the
mind is to be fixed at it. The soul is certainly an undeniable reality
but is not visible. So the mind is to be collected from all the directions
and centralised in the contemplation of the form of such great sages
who rank in the essential mould of the Supreme Being by realising
the soul. The association of with such realised souls is to be sought.
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As the secrets go on revealing themselves, the desire to know them
also grows stronger, ultimately leading to the hope for salvation.
This is the path of progress and liberation, until one actually moves
on it, mere statements would not do:
tkus fcuq u gksb ijrhrhA fcuq ijrhfr gksb ufga izhrhAA
(Manas, 7/88/7)
(Without the direct knowledge, conviction is not born, without
conviction love does not begin.)
Note: When Sugreev directly saw the immeasurable prowess
and valour of Ram, then and then alone his hope changed into
conviction.
Context: The hope for salvation no doubt arises but the query
also crops up what is this salvation or Mumuksha ?
Doha: Paramanand Ki Prapti, Aru Anarath Ka Nash.
Yeh Iksha Man Men Rahe, Kahe Mumuksha Tash.
The desire for that stage is Mumuksha where the concepts of
the auspicious and the unauspicous are demolished and the blissful
form of the Supreme being is realised.
Hani Ho Jisase Chaurasi.
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.
The world caught in the grip of eighty four lacs of entitles (Yonis)
is terminated through self-realisation. Such an idea of eighty four
lacs or standard has been going on since long back. This is the rule
of the devotion, which emancipates from the cycle of death and
birth, that the cycle should go on day and night till the elements of
the Supreme Reality is perceived. The following couplet further
explains:
vkB igj ykxk jgs] Hktu rsy dh /kkjAA
txr cykcfy [kkd gS] gfj jl gS vk/kkjAA
(All the time the Bhajan should go on unbroken like the regular
flow of oil. All the powers of this world are worthless like ashes, the
love of God is the only substance which is the base of all.)
What are the attributes of a devotee who has the only desire for
salvation?
Sawan Men Sharanagat Hona,
Pair Sadguru Ke Dho Peena.
Saph Jab Hoy Tohara Seena,
Rang Tab Rahani Ka Deena.
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Meaning: Shravan means to listen to the regular instructions
which the adored God (Isthdev) issues, one should adapt oneself to
them. The Sadguru starts giving guidance through the heart by a
series of instructions. By obeying his instructions and seeking his
refuge, you should mentally wash his feet and should drink the water.
There is no rule to wash the feet externally. As we go on meditating
on the feet of the Sadguru, we would get his existence manifested in
the heart.
Note: As the screen of dirt accumulated from several births are
cleansed, the hues of the life of the saints start bristling, in other
words stability in spiritualism gradually appears. For example:
(gs gfj) dcgqd
¡ gkSa ;fg jgfu jgkSaxksA
foxr ekl] le 'khry eu] ij&xqu ufga nks"k dgkSaxksAA
(Oh God! when would I live the life of a saint? who forgets his
past ego, whose mind has become tranquil and who does not find
fault with others.)
Such ways of the lives of saints the devotee now starts adopting.
Doha: Tattvamasi Ke Arath Ko, Toya Karun Parakash.
Sanshay Shok Mite Tera, Hoy Avidya Nash.
As the heart gets cleansed and the life of the devotee becomes
saintly, the Mahapurush (the sage) who directs through the heart
reveals the meaning of ‘Tatvamasi’ (I am the same as Thou art). In
other words the self-realised sages transmit through spiritual
experiences that the Supreme Being, that God is not different from
you as a result of which all kinds of doubts and distress are banished
and ignorance goes forever. This is all possible only when your
devotion remains unflinching.
Mite Tab Bharam Bhed Rasi.
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.
This is the mechanism which breaks the cycle of death and
birth and which disapproves the break of devotion.
Context: The life of the devotee is now changed in other words
the devotee is now cast in the mould of his Isht (adored God). As
the month of Bhadon is rich with crops, similarly the heart of the
devotee is rich with devotion at this stage.
Mahina Bhadon Ka Aaya Bharam Sab Chhijai,
Guru Ki Bhakti Chitt Dhar Prem Ras Peejai.
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Iswar Se Adhik Bhakti Guru Ki Kijai,
Is Manav Tan Ko Pay Suphal Kari Leejai.
Meaning: Bhadon means abundance of the rains of devotion.
So it is now natural to remain drenched of sweet waters in the love
and affections of the Guru. The doubts are at this stage thinned away
in the multitudinous abundence of Bhajan. On account of the
blessings of the sages such a life becomes possible. The sages clearly
ordain further that the attachment with the Guru should be more
than that of God. They say that Bhakti is always spontaneous. It is
not Bhakti at all if it is shaded with suspicions. The human birth
becomes successful and purposeful only when that work is
accomplished for which the human body has been granted.
Generally people think that God is greater than Guru and under the
impact of such a confused thinking fail to grasp him properly. There
is nothing like God to be realised. God is perceptible only after the
achievement of the essentialities of the Guru. The following sayings
are very common and popular:
^rqels vf/kd xqjfga ft; tkuhA* (Manas, 2/28/8)
xq# fcuq Hkofuf/k rjb u dksbZA tks fcjafp ladj le gksbZAA
(Manas, 7/92/5)
;g ru fo"k dh csyjh] xq# ve`Rk dh [kkuA
lhl fn;s ln~x#q
feys] rks Hkh lLrk tkuAA (Kabir)
Let us try to know what are the attributes of the Guru whom
we are to worship?
Doha: Brahmvetta Vakta Surati, Guru Ke Lakshan Jan.
Iksha Rakhe Moksha Ki, Tahi Shaishya Pahachan.
He is the Guru who perfectly knows the Brahm and who is
able to explain his perceptions about Brahm, who is competent
enough to activate and regulate the movement of Surati. This is the
subject of Yoga. Only he, who relinquishes all his desires for
obtaining miraculous and mysterious powers is the real disciple. He
entertains only one desire and that is the desire for Moksha (salvation).
Hoi Amarapur Vasi.
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.
Persons of the above attributes alone find place in the divine
city which is immortal, eternal and not subject to decay.
Now listen about the regulations of such tendencies which
herald the experiences regarding the Isht (adored God). One must
follow them.
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Context: When the mind gets linked with Sadguru, the
transmission of the essentialities of the Supreme Being becomes
perceptible which people generally express as ‘I am’.
Kwar Men Karana Yahi Upay,
Tatvamasi Shravanan Man Lay.
Juguti Se Manan Karo Pyare,
Khule Jase Ander Ke Tale.
Meaning: Kwar means the severance of the malignant disorders.
‘Ku’ means malignant and ‘Ur’ means to sever. As the disorders get
subjected. The realisation of ‘Tatvamasi’ becomes discernible. The
Sadguru already informs the disciple that he would grant the state of
Tattwamasi, when he would find the heart fully cleansed. Only one
thing has been prescribed for the devotee that he should perceive
the inner ordaining voice and concentrate on its instructions. The
devotee has to stabilise his mind in that element and should
contemplate on it methodically so that the inner locks are opened.
Such inner locks promote dissimilarities between soul and the Super
soul.
Note: The inner instructions are issued by Sadguru one by one.
The lock remains infact until the final instruction granting the state
of realisation is given. So far as the methodical contemplation is
concerned, it is to be made clear that it is not like the vocal gap of
the name of Ram which we generally do. The name is now not
uttered, it dissolves in the reflective contemplation. Then it is not
related with oral utterances.
Doha: Nididhyasan Ke Ant Men, Aisa Hove Bhan.
Brahm Atma Ek Lakh, Tab Ho Brahm Ka Gyan.
After the attainment of such reflective contemplations, the
devotee starts experiencing the truth that the soul and the Brahm are
one. Such a realisation of oneness comes as a result of Brahmgyan
(Perception of the eternal truth).
Note: Everything has two extents- The highest and the lowest
(starting point and the point of culmination). Let us take for example
Bhakti (Devotion). The point from where Bhakti starts is its lowest
extent and the point where it reaches its culmination is its highest
extent. In the same way Nididhyasan is the starting point because
henceforth the mechanical practices stop and cease to exist. This
happens through meditation. Where all kinds of practices end in the
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culminations of meditation that is called the highest point of
development.
Tahan Mithya Jag Nasi.
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.
This is in fact the last stage where the cycle of birth and death
stops. In other words the destination is reached.
Context: Does the Karm (act of meditation) continues even
after the union of the soul with Brahm? No, it drops down. The
description of the next month, Kartik elaborates this point further:
Kartik Men Karam Sabhi Nasha,
Gyan Jab ur Men Parkasha.
Tab Apana Aap Roop Bhasha,
Usi Ka Lakho Tamasha.
Meaning - Kartik implies the renunciation of the Karmas. When
the soul and the Brahm get unified, the practice of Bhajan becomes
irrelevant, it is over, no more required because nothing not even
God exists beyond this stage to be sought. Through such a direct
perception all the Karmas, auspicious and inauspicious cease to exist.
Auspicious Karmas are performed for the attainment of Isht and
inauspicious are such Karmas which lean towards the worldly objects
and which one inherits from past lives. Knowledge is nothing but
the direct perception. Everything else is rubbish. Knowledge of words
is possible within a short period but the test of all knowledge lies in
its capacity to grant self-realisation and enabling the devotee to enjoy
the spiritual Tamasha (Game). You have to percieve yourself its
experience. Other’s perception would not do.
lks lq[k tkub eu v# dkukA ufga jluk ifga tkb c[kkukAA
(Manas, 7/87/3)
(The pleasures of such perceptions are self enjoyed, the tongue
can not express them.)
Once someone asked Saint Kabir what is this pleasure? Replying
him he said:
dgSa dchj xwx¡ s dh 'kDdj] [kk; lksb iS tkuSA
(Kabir says that it is like the experience of a dumb man who
can’t describe the taste of sugar, only he who tastes it can know it.)
Note: The typical experience is enjoyed by those who go
through it. It can not be transferred or transcommunicated. The sages
grant it on making progress. This is their system and way.
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Doha: Aar Par Hamaro Nahin, Nahin Desh Kal Se Ant.
Main Hi Akhandit Ek Hun, Sab Vastu Ka Tant.
Now while throwing light on the nature of Brahm, he says that
Brahm has neither beginning nor end. The devotee does not see
himself different from Him, so he too says that he has no end. The
Brahm is indivisible, He is whole and is the crux of everything. The
devotee who experiences that as he is not different from Brahm, so
he also is indivisible and is the crux of everything. The essence of
everything is nothing but his own expression.
Main Hi Chetan Avinashi.
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.
Brahm is the entity of supreme consciousness. It does not decay.
The form of the devotee dissolves into it. Its job, its devotion is over
now.
Context: As there reins now no entity, all the thoughts of here
and hereafter, Ram or Krishna, Brahma or Vishnu become
meaningless. The Supreme Being is the culmination of all, the final
goal. How the state is achieved? And what are its peculiarities are
depicted under the caption of this month.
Agahan Men Gyan Agini Jagi,
Lok Sab Dahan Kahn Lagi.
Phunk Diye Brahma Aru Vishnu,
Phunk Diye Ram Aru Krishnu.
Meaning: As explained above knowledge is the name of direct
perception. All the sins are destroyed few moments prior to the
attainment of such knowledge.
Agahan stands for the state of annihilation of sins. When the
sins are rooted out the fire of knowledge is diffused and all the
cravings for this and the next world are burnt to ashes. The existence
of Ram, Kishna Vishnu and Brahma is encompassed by this all
engulfing knowledge. It is totally diluted in it. Brahma, Vishnu, Ram,
Krishna are actually the names of different higher and lower stages
of spiritual development. For example Brahma circulates the
knowledge of Brahm (Supreme Being), Vishnu supervises the wellbeing of the devotee, Ram by his omnipresence illustrates the
extensiveness and Krishna inspires for discharge of duties towards
the Soul. All of them now are dissolved in the state of culmination.
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Now no need of Brahma, Vishnu, Ram and Krishna remains. Their
job is over now.
Note: They are different styles in which the Brahm manifests
itself. When the devotee is finally established in his primordial form,
all the provisions for guiding and providing protection to the devotees
become redundant. Remember! the incarnations or Avtars who
inspire and impel human beings to attain the state of direct self
perception are carved out of all encompassing Brahm. Christ,
Mohammad, Ram, Rahim and others are significant only till the
time the Isht most benignly provides his guidance from the
conscience. Progress is made through them upto the intermediate
standard. After this the Isht, snapping all his external connections,
conjoins him with his own self through inner directions. Although
ordinary persons generally mistake such a devotee to be an atheist
but in fact he is the true favourite darling of God.
Doha: Jalat Jalat Aisi Jali, Jako Aar Na Par.
Iswar Jeev Brahm Aru Maya, Phunk Diyo Sansar.
Knowledge is the name of the integral and inalienable state of
God. It is such a unique stage which has neither beginning nor end
and hence omnipresent. In such a position Maya (delusion) and this
material world have no significance. Even God and Brahm lose
their nomenclature, in other words they are all dissolved because
after this state no being remains to be perceived. When he alone
remains, then whom to address and what to address? When Lord
Buddha achieved such a stage, people asked him about the nature
of Brahm. Buddha only took his seat calmly and uttered nothing in
reply. He communicated through his gestures without the help of
words that God is calm, pointing to calmness as his attribute; since
God is indescribable so he became silent. This is what Maharaj Ji
also drives at.
Bina Indhan Ke Parakasi.
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.
This is not the general fire or the fire as we see which is ignited
with the help of some external objects. This is merely symbolic but
this alone could be termed as true fire. As things get burnt when
butter is poured on fire, so all the worldliness is quietened for ever
in the Yogagni (the fire born of the communion with Isht or the
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Supreme Being). He is self-effulgent. One achieves this fire of selfeffulgence only through regular spiritual practices. There is no room
for laxity. It is on this account that it is known as Lavani which
means the unbroken devotion.
Note: For fully understanding this Lagan (devotion) we must
understand the correct import of the following words of ‘Manas’:
^jke dktq dhUgsa fcuq] eksfg dgk¡ fcJkeA* (without finishing the work of
Ram how can I take rest.) But we find very soon after sometime
desires start sprouting and many a devotee stop at this point and
start lounging. When Hanuman Ji was crossing the ocean, the hill
named Mainak appeared before him and requested him to rest a
while. Hanuman Ji replied,
^jke dktq dhUgsa fcuq] eksfg dgk¡ fcJkeA* (Manas, 5/1)
The world itself is represented as ocean. The cropping up of
desire is presented as appearance of Mainak hill. The power which
subdues the mind is Vairagya (Renunciation) symbolised as
Hanuman.
Context: Now the depiction of the life-style of sages is to be
done. Do those sages who have attained the state of self-effulgence
do not perform Bhajan? The revered Maharaj Ji replying this query
says:
Poosh Men Pooran Apai Aap,
Nahin Tahan Punya Aru Pap.
Kaho Ab Japun Kaun Ka Jap,
Mita Sab Janam Maran Santap.
Meaning: In Poosh (perfection) the stage of perfection is
achieved. Here neither virtue nor sin exist. There is no separate entity
also then tell me for whom should I perform the Jap? The pangs of
birth and death which motivate for Jap also stand dismissed.
Doha: Gyata Gyan Na Gyey Kachhu, Dhyata Dhyan Na Dhyey.
Mam Nij Shuddh Swaroop Men, Upadhey Nahin Hey.
Neither there is now the knower, nor any method of knowledge
nor the object of knowledge. Neither there is now a meditator nor
any system of meditation nor the aim of meditation. My own being,
which is stainless perfect form, has neither any attributes nor there is
any mode of its destruction.
Karun Phir Kisaki Tallasi.
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.
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When there remains no entity, then what is to be sought? You
listen about such a devotion which leads to this stage.
Context: Perfection at this stage (Poosh) is no doubt achieved
but the devotee is haunted by the intoxication of the attainment of
perfection. On moving ahead this intoxication also vanishes because
when there is no separate entity of any kind, who then causes the
intoxication and who gets intoxicated?
Since people forget and remain unmindful so a word of caution
is given in the next verse:
Hkhrj rks gb;s ugha] ckgj esa ijdklA
dg dchj dc ykSa gjh] Nijk ij dh ?kklAA (Saint Kabir)
(The light is outside, inside is dark. It is like the grass kept over
the roof. How long can it remain green?)
Magh Men Miti Mialan Ki Bhookh,
Tahan Par Nahin Ashik Mashook.
Ishq
Phir
Kisaka
Howey,
Britha Vakth Tu Kyon Khowey.
(In Magh the passionate yearning for communion subsides.
After communion neither the lover nor the beloved exist. Then whom
to love? and what for? Time should not be wasted in useless
pursuits?)
Meaning: An instance of the ‘Geeta’ in this context needs to
be considered. Lord Krishna says, “O Arjun! There is not the least
desire for self-aggrandisement left for me in the world. Nothing
attainable is unattainable to Me.” The crux of this statement is to be
found in the description of this month. Sri Paramhans Ji confirms
that there is not the least desire unfulfilled.
Magh (Maha Agha = Total satisfaction, Aghalayam = the abode
of contentment, Ashashwatam) Magh means total contentment. All
kinds of hankerings are over.
Note: Sages of such a stage have the tendency to preach which
is very helpful because what they preach is now authentic, selfexperienced. Actually only such sages have the right to preach, not
others.
fcu ns[ks ml ns'k dh] ckr dgS lks dwjA
vkiS [kkjh [kkr gS] cspr fQjS diwjAA (Saint Kabir)
The preachings of those who have not themselves experienced
the truth, have created the chaos of different and contradictory
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opinions. Those who see the presence of only one entity everywhere
can never create friction in the society.
Doha: Vyapak Paramanand Men, Nahin Ashiq Mashook.
Lakshya Roop Men Mar Nishana, Vritha Vilove Thook.
That is the stage of total bliss. There remains neither the
worshiper nor the worshipped. Actually this stage is to be attained
and only this should be the aim of all the devotees. Don’t get
entangled in fruitless quibblings.
Karawe Kyon Jag Men Hansi.
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.
Don’t make yourself the butt of mockery by getting involved
in worldliness and the love of the world of creatures. By Churning
spittle you would get only disappointment. Listen about that Lagan
(devotion) which liberates you and by which you can directly
perceive God. It is effective only when it is unbroken.
Context: Now in the last verse Maharaj Ji while describing
what kind of devotees reach the point of culmination instantly, what
is the importance of their knowledge, their specific state of noninvolvement etc., concludes the Barahmasi. In this spiritual pursuit
while laying emphasis on practice only Avidya (Nescience) has been
said to be the stumbling block which only the seeker can remove.
Basant Ritu Falgun Men Aawe,
Khel Yeh Prarabdh Rachavawe.
Itra
Gulal
Gyan
Rori,
Khelate Bhar Bhar Ke Jhori.
Meaning: Phalgun (the season of fruitfulness and blessings)
the season of Basant (spring) implies unending intoxication. The
wordily seasons come and go but when the heart is intoxicated, it
lingers forever, the intoxication never wanes. This is possible only
through such attributes which yield good results but only desting
helps to undertake this process. Destiny plays special role in such a
realisation.
Itra is an aromatic substance like perfume of the material world.
But here it has been taken as a symbol. After the ultimate realisation
of God, the odour of God starts spreading in the senses of the Yogi.
Gulal and Rori which are used in the world for applying on the
forehead during the festival of Holi, are taken as symbols in yogic
system to convey the application of knowledge which has been
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conferred by the seers of such a state. This state emerges in the
heart, so the wallets of the heart remain filled with the spiritual
knowledge as given in the following Shloka:
¬ iw.kZen% iw.kZfena iw.kkZr~ iw.kZenq P;rsA
iw.kZL; iw.kZeknk;
iw.kZesokof'k";rsAA
This means when the whole is removed from the whole, the
balance remains whole and it does not get depleted.
Note: Sometimes Maharaj Ji used to say that even the impossible
can be turned into possible by the effect of the Name. This Lavani is
meant for the beginners as well as the persons of top, advanced
stages who have sincere devotion. It is self evident that if one can
not wholly engage oneself in such spiritual pursuits one might take
recourse to the chanting of the Name.
^esVr dfBu dqvd
a Hkky dsA* (Manas, 1/31/9) Even the ill-effect of
the misfortunes are removed by the effect of the name of the Lord.
If some great seer is pleased to lift up even the most difficult and
arduous path becomes easy. We should try to make a place for ourselves
in his heart through service, dedication and sacrifice. A great saint
vicariously atones for the sins of others and grants them salvation.
Doha: Holi Avidya Phunki Ke, Ho Gaye Guptanand.
Samajhe Koi Sughar Viveki, Kya Samajhe Matimand.
After burning bonfire (Holi) of nescience the sage attains the
state of immortal bliss. He merges with that which is occult, which
is the fountain of bliss and which is impersonal. Only the enlightened
can know it, not the dunces.
Note: Merely by knowing languages one can not become
intelligent and wise. Many great saints so for as the knowledge of
languages is concerned, were illiterates but they were top prudent
persons of all times. The fountain of prudence springs forth from
them. For example let us take the case of Kagbhusundi. ^gkjsm firk
i<+kb i<+kbZA* His father admitted his defeat and could not impart formal
education to him. Persons like Swami Ram Krishna Paramhans were
also of such a category.
Jagat Ki Dhool Uri Khasi.
Lavani Sun Barahmasi.
All the dirt of worldliness and of the mundane existence now
blew away completely. The mortality of the animate existence is
vanished and supreme consciousness has started operating.
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Try to understand and go through the process of Lagan
(Devotion) which grants communion with supreme consciousness
and remain engaged in the pursuits till the end is achieved. After
that you have not to do anything. ^gfjtu Hktu Hksn ls U;kjkA* (The
Bhajan of such a devotee is unique.)
vk¡[k u ewans dku u #¡/ks] dk;k d"V u /kkjsA
m?kjs uSuk lkgc ns[ks] lqUnj cnu fugkjsAA (Saint Kabir)
There is no need to close the eyes or shut the ears. Also there is
no need of physical penance. The open eyes visualise the charming
form of Saheb (Lord).
Now the Bhajan is no more needed still it continues.

Conclusion
While concluding in the last verse why it has been said that
only Avidya (Nescience) is destroyed, whereas at the height of
spiritual enlightenment even Vidya (knowledge) is also blotted out.
Often it is seen that men do not want to strive but want to enjoy
fame for their abilities. Contrary to this it is not fame, it is a categorical
state of self knowledge. So it has been said to burn all your nescience
through devotion. Vidya (knowledge) naturally vanishes the moment
the contact with Isht (God) is established. Your efforts are not needed
for its annihilation. Vidya is the path which step by step leads you to
the Isht, who is the ultimate destination. This path comes to an end
with the spiritual perception and realisation. If it had been written
that Vidya is also destroyed alongwith Avidya, the diehard Vedantists
would have found a way of their liking. They would have started
preaching that Vidya is false, hence drop it, now no effort is required
for self realisation because they are already accomplished, perfect
and have become immortal God. They would embellish themselves
with such decorations. No purpose is ever served by merely believing
in this way. Such persons not only remain deprived of the real
practices and the spiritual experience themselves, they throw hurdles
in the way of others also.
After the culmination of Yoga, it happens so (only Avidya is
burnt). The great sage has purposely concluded in this way so that
the seekers do not get confused. The seeker has to destroy only
Avidya through the prescribed practices. Vidya automatically
disappears instantly with the divine touch or the contact of divinity.
Later on for removing the prevalent superstitions and for the well-
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being of the spiritual seekers, the fountain of the divine experiences
spontaneously spring forth rhythmically from the mouth of exalted
saints. The Amarvani of the most reverend Maharaj Ji expressed
through the matchless Barahmasi, is altruistic in nature and is
endowed with poetic excellence. In his contemplative and pulsating
spurt of poetry, the divine inspiration flows with the hope that the
seekers of divine path under the guidance of great sages would carve
out their own way steadily. Under such circumstances if the inspiring
directives of some enlightended saint emerges in the heart of the
seeker, the progress would become easier. For the achievement of
this very goal the musical verses of Barahmasi burst out of his mouth
with unfettered emotions and sentiments.
The rhymes of Lavani have been used in this composition in a
simple but touching style. Its very first reading creates great curiosity.
But it can be rewarding only when it is studied for pragmatic purposes.
In the Barahmasi from the month of Chait upto Phalgun step by step
spiritual progress has been delineated in a sequence. How the light
of devotion is kindled in the heart of a devotee, what kind of inner
inspirations impel him to seek the benediction of a great seer and
how he is benefited, how unique experiences germinate in him, all
these things and the practical methods have been closely analysed
in the Barahmasi. In fact, this work (Barahmasi) is more useful to
those who are wayfarers of the path of spirituality. The enlightenment
referred to earlier guides and forewarns about the hurdles hanging
on the way and gives the premonition of achievements also. The
seeker with such help and assistance goes on marching ahead on
the viewless path without any difficulty. You should not forget that
such an enlightenment is granted by only self-realised sages and the
seers. Such sages are no doubt rare, very rare, one among millions
but they are always present and available.

|| OM ||
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Glimpses of the Gospels of Maharaj Ji
The Style Of His Discusses
During every general talk, Maharaj Ji used to adopt the style of
discusses. By now you must have understood that his Ashram is
situated in the heart of this jungle which is full of violent animals.
No human being was to be seen in the area for four months during
rainy season earlier, but after ever as when Maharaj Ji started living
here gradually people started assembling. The crowd, motor cars,
taxis and pedestrians were now regular. The visitors felt a lot of
convenience on account of the presence of Maharaj Ji there, so they
visited without any hurdle or danger. Generally, people came to
Maharaj Ji for the solution of their problems but they felt non-plusses
before him who then used to reprimand them with gentle and sweet
words, which paved the way for valuable talks and discourses. After
absorbing the essence of the discourses, the listless often used to lie
there mesmerized and enamoured, thinking again and again to move
on the path of eternal peace and enjoy the bliss themselves. Silently,
through their thoughts they used to convey their feeling and seek
approval, Maharaj Ji used to endearment them and say that they had
luckily got the human body and should not get disappointed, because
they were destined to attain the goal ultimately. He advised them,
that they might live anywhere they liked, but mentally they should
visit him and should try to see him in their hearts just as they saw
him there. God and Sadguru are omnipresent; they take care of their
devotees everywhere. He further used to say that there was no use
of staying in the Ashram, if their mind was wandering outside at the
places where they lived. So there was no use of staying there. If
they, through practice, succeeded in perceiving his image in their
hearts, they would get the capability of prosecuting the Bhajan.
Once some Mahatmas were busy in worship on the bank of
Mandakini river, before the Ashram. They were singing psalms in
accompaniment of musical instruments. On seeing them, some of
the persons of the Satsang started laughing. Maharaj Ji objected to it
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and said that there was no point in laughing because they were
absorbed in their prayer. Every body has to go through the primary
stage of worship. Spiritual development is hierarchical. After hearing
from Maharaj Ji the explanation about the hierarchical development
of Sadhana, the listeners put a question:
Question: Maharaj Ji! Why are there so many sects on the
spiritual path? Why do some people on account of sectarian
differences, appose each other ?
Answer: Maharaj Ji explained there is no sect. Actually,
Sadhana remains in different domains, sometimes it is in the domains
of reason, sometime it is in that of coveter plation and sometimes it
gets elevated to Yogic region, admissible on the path of God. Sadhana
moves in different domains and at different levels. On account of
class differences, different forms materialise and dematerialise. The
devotee has to identify his own class and stage and accordingly, he
should make every possible effort to move forward. In the eyes of a
Mahapurush there is no importance of any particular class, colour
or community. Only the deserving one is acceptable on the ground
of their quality.
Nature may admit individual differences, disparities and
diversities but for a great soul they were false illusery and nonexistent. The Supreme God, which is commonly called Brahm is
immanent, invisible and unborn. Without his will no one can even
breathe, even the leaves can not move, each being is formless. We
may call it Supreme God or Khuda. On account of the difference of
language, He has been given different names. Those who are
irrational and agnostics only they create complications of
conventionalities. An English-knowing man, if he is thirsty, would
say that he needed water, a Persian would use the word for it Aab
(vkc), Hindi-knowing man would say Pani (ikuh) and a Sanskritknowing fellow would call it Jal (ty). All of them would get the
same liquid substance. Now if we recall the same God in any
language, we would perceive the same reality. The name is only the
gate-pass. The real experience of the stage which leads to the path
of God can be achieved only by undertaking Sadhana under the
direct guidance of some enlightened soul. Only then, the real
knowledge of Bhajan can be obtained.
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Question: Some learned persons asked Maharaj Ji- What
Altruism? For the good of the humanity your message must reach
to every common man.
Answer: Shri Paramhans Ji replied that it is meant for only the
deserving one never for all. Would anybody listen to me? I say what
I see with my own eyes and you quote what you have read. Then
how can we meet? Altruism never means generous donations of
edibles and clothes to anyone. This is only a part of it. Since the
soul, transcends nature, so it is called Beyond (ij). So, what is
beneficial to the soul, is Altruism (ijfgr). It has rightly been said that,
ijfgr lfjl /kje ufga HkkbZA ijihM+k le ufga v/kekbZAA
(Manas, 7/40/1)
(No religious is equal to altruism, nothing is meaner than causing
pain to any one.)
Nothing is greater than the well-being of the soul. This is the
supreme duty. It is the greatest sin to keep it degraded, in other words
to let it decline in different births. The soul is immortal, eternal and
omnipresent, we should re-establish ourselves in our real state by
regathering this stainless soul.
Question: Maharaj Ji! If the soul is immortal and eternal,
then why to bother about its well-being ?
Answer: Addressing the gathering of scholars Maharaj Ji says
that the soul has no doubt been called immortal, eternal and
undecaying in the ‘Geeta’, but the same ‘Geeta’ also ordains not to
throw it in lower or meaner cycle of births, but to salvage it and see
that it does not run down.
The truth that the soul is undecaying immortal and eternal is
realised by a Mahapurush and that is his own cognition. The ‘Geeta’
does not simply extol the soul and its nature; it practically leads to its
perception. That is why it is mentioned that only the metaphysicians
(Tattvadarshis) through their super sensual interiors have perceived
it. When God, who is the ultimate reality, is realised, only their the
knowledge of the soul with its concomitant attributes becomes
cognizable. We talk a lot about the immortality of soul, but actually
what is found is the world drowned in tears and sufferings.
Only then the realisation so try to grasp the technique of Bhajan.
The soul in its untainted, stainless form becomes possible there is no
way except Bhajan to realise.
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Question: Maharaj Ji! What is the simple way suitable to us?
Kindly guidance.
Answer: Most affectionately Maharaj Ji turned to them and said,
“Nothing to say nor it is needed now to say anything. Everybody
claims to know everything. Vedant is being sold just at the price of
two paise. People read it and also write about it. But the means
Sadhan, the technique can not be but in black and white, some
accomplished Mahapurush activates it only in the heart. Instead of
wasting time in fruitless wanderings hither and thither, it is better to
go to the shelter of any Mahapurush. Only by serving him, by living
in his close company and attending his discourses, you can pave the
way of your well-being. Tulsidas confirms this in the following
conflate:
,d ?kM+h vk/kh ?kM+h] vk/kh essa iqfu vk/kA
rqylh laxfr lk/kq dh] dVS dksfV vijk/kAA
(The company of a saint for an hour or for half an hour or even
for the quarter of an hour snaps the shackles of thousand sins.)
Question: Maharaj Ji! Is it not possible to perform Bhajan at
home?
Answer: At home you can earn spiritual virtues and vigour
through Bhajan, but it can not lead to final emancipation. One should
go on doing service and Bhajan with the same devotion and intensity,
till one reaches the fixed end. Afterwards God Himself disentangles
him. We think it is impossible to renounce our home but when God
becomes favourable everything becomes easy.
Question: Is the total emancipation not possible at home, we
decide to perform Bhajan under your shelter ?
Answer: You see! Nobody can leave his house out of his own
sweet will. There was a thief who became a Sadhu, when he found
himself beset with the possibilities of impeding punishment. When
other saints retired for rest he used to engage himself in searching
their belongings. When he failed to find anything, he started shifting
the Kamandals (jars) for the Sadhus, from one place to another and
thus was addicted to Kamadalachar (deaMykpkj). Every night he used
to do it. The Mahatmas faced obstructions on account his mischief.
The regular vigil revealed the truth and he was caught red-handed.
When he was asked about his antecedents before becoming Sadhu,
he gave the detailed information about his previous stealing and
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thefts. Since he had been a thief, his Sanskars were not leaving him.
So, by quitting your home, you should not think that your nature
would change. The real household lies in the mind of man and it is
held back by its tight grip. External renunciations would never lead
to internal one until God ordains you to leave the house, you should
not do it because it is sin. When He orders you to take of, it is great
sin to stay at home any more. So live in your houses and wait till the
permission is granted. If you leave abruptly the clutch of the mind
would not released, the old habits would chase you.
xq.k LoHkko R;kxs fcuk nqyZHk ijekuUnA
(Without abjuring the old habits and nature, the Supreme Bliss
is only an El Do Rado.)
fcuk fopkjs tks djs] lks ihNs iNrk;A
dke fcxkjs vkiuks] tx esa gksr g¡lk;AA
(If a man does anything without calculations, he is sure to repent.
He bungles his own business and becomes ludicrous in the eyes of
others.)
If you are in haste, you should be in haste in doing prayers.
Otherwise you will make the mess of everything.
Question: Maharaj Ji! Bless me so that I may perform Bhajan.
Answer: How can you do Bhajan? How would you decipher
what Bhajan is? Whatever you do, it would be only its primer, which
may be graded as the beginning stage, only you should first fix my
Swaroop (identity) in your heart. Gradually when it is fixed it becomes
perceptible, the soul starts plying the vehicle of heart known its way
onwards. Then you would be able to know, what Bhajan is and
how it works? To sit with closed eyes is not the real Bhajan, it is
only the primary stage of it. When God (Isht) explains what is good
or bad, what is acceptable or what is unacceptable, Bhajan begins.
It should not be forgotten, that the primary efforts are also important
because they hold the key and lead to Bhajan. Try to follow that
Bhajan cannot be performed by anyone, it is actually managed by
the Sadguru.
Question: Maharaj Ji! What is the culmination of Bhajan?
Answer: The name breathes the nature, Bhajan means ‘Bhaj +
Na’. Meaning thereby ‘not to run’. The culminations of Bhajan are
achieved when the modifications of mind become stable and stop
wondering. When they totally cease to, the climax is reached. The
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moment the mind is placed in such a state, God Himself lifts the
devotee up. He manifests Himself and submerges him in Himself
and thus grants him elevation to spiritual enlightenment. Then you
would know my identity and me more clearly.
Question: Maharaj Ji! Is it possible to meet God?
Answer: Yes, very much! He does meet. If a man really deserves
and worthy he would end his life, if He does not meet. He granted
me this state by directly meeting me. Our material mind cannot
explain it. When the musical sound of Rinik Dhinik starts and the
note born of breathing becomes comprehensible then the devotee’s
mind shuttles on it constantly, and singularly God starts talking to
him as we talk with each other. When the sound and breath get
unified, He becomes as visible as an image in a mirror. This is all
the result of intuitive experience. Your words that God does not
meet, would lead to academicians. It could be fully understood only
when God starts guiding us from the core of our heart.
Question: Maharaj Ji! Brahm (God) is described void which
means nothingness. Such explanations create a lot of confusion,
please enlighten us.
Answer: I think some hoax has said that Brahm is void. Brahm
is the only such entity which is not void, which is rather endowed
with supreme conciousness; the whole creation appears to be so
conscious. Whereas, nobody can even breathe without its inspiration,
not even a leaf can vibrate or waggle. Actually, this is the description
of the state of accomplishment of some Mahapurush, where in the
very existence of a devotee becomes so rarified and subtle on account
of deep, ceaseless contemplation of mind, that the goal becomes
tangible. Brahm does not become perceptible, till the ripples of the
mind are alive. When the very existence of mind with all its waves
and Sanskar is completely erased out only then Brahm becomes
cognizable. In such a condition our mind becomes void it is brought
to naught. This may be called the zero state of our mind. The devotee
attains Brahm, the supreme consciousness in the very beginning of
the duration of this zero state of the tranquil mind for the attainment
of Brahm, our mind is needed to be void not the Brahm. Try to
properly follow the system of meditation from some accomplished
saint and practise it. As a matter of fact, we do not know even how
to walk. But the Lord is very kind. When we start practicing by
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heart with total surrender we will reach the fountainhead, where all
our sufferings end.
Question: Maharaj Ji! Who is a Nishachar (goblin)? What
are its traits?
Answer: Those who love darkness and can not see in light are
Nishachar. In no way it is connected with rising and setting of day
and night. This is arranged by the invisible power for sustaining
creatures. The ‘Geeta’ says:
;k fu'kk loZHkwrkuka rL;ka tkxfrZ la;ehA
;L;ka tkxzfr Hkwrkfu lk fu'kk i';rks equs%AA (Geeta, 2/69)
The whole universe is like night (darkness), the sages remain
awake (alert).
The ‘Ramcharit Manas’ and other scriptures also confirm it:
,fga tx tkfefu tkxfga tksxhA fcjfr fcjafp iziap fc;ksxhAA
(Manas, 1/21/1)
The Yogis remain alert in the world of darkness and reject the
extent of illusion for the attainment of supreme reality. They are
ever yearning for it. The Night is symbolically presented as the
delusion. How they manage to keep awake in this night?:
uke thg¡ tfi tkxfga tksxhA fcjfr fcjafp iziap fc;ksxhAA
(Manas, 1/21/1)
They are awakened on account of the effect of the Name. The
name of Ram is not confined only to oral repetitions.
jke uke esa vUrj gSA dgha ghjk gS] dgha iRFkj gSA
(There is difference in the name of this repetitions of the Ram,
somewhere it is like diamond and at some places it is mere stone.)
They free themselves from the enveloping grip of the delusion.
Attainment of supreme reality, through Jap (counting of the name
of God) is the attainment of enlightenment. Those, who take the
illusory world as real are Nishachars. They are blinded and swayed
away by the temporal wealth of the world and flourish by killing
others. Such persons indulge in ill addictions, unmindful of God
and hence are Nishachars. Their cunningness prospers only in
darkness. They are deprived of the effulgent glory of Supreme Being.
Question: Generally, people are found curious to know,
whether smoking of Ganja is helpful in meditation. How is it so?
Answer: Maharaj Ji laughed and said, “I too smoke Ganja but
I smoke as medicine. Once, when I was not well a Swami of
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Uttarakhand advised me that the water of the hilly region doesn’t
suit. Maharaj Ji, if you smoke two to four Chilam Ganja, hilly water
will not affect you. Since then I also started smoking but it has nothing
to do with meditation.
xkatk ihdj /kjs /;ku] x`gLFk gksds Nk¡Vs KkuA
lk/kq gksds dwVs Hkx] dgS dchj rhuksa BxAA
(If a man smokes and then under interaction meditates, if a
man despite being a householder flaunts his superficial knowledge,
if a Saint indulges only in grinding Bhang (intoxicant dry leaves),
Kabir says all the three are staunch defaulters.)
bfUnz;L;sfUnz;L;kFksZ jkx}s"kkS O;ofLFkrkSA (Geeta, 3/34)
The man who is caught in enjoying sensual plesures and is
engaged in discharging endless worldly duties, proclaims himself to
be an enlightened being, then this is impossible because knowledge
is an awakening. As it is described in ‘Geeta’:
v/;kReKkufuR;Roa rÙoKkukFkZn'kZue~A
,rTKkufefr izksDreKkua ;nrks·U;FkkAA (Geeta, 13/11)
Moving constantly in accordance to the soul on the spiritual
path and the awareness, gained under the communion of Supreme
Being, is real knowledge. Whatever is contrary to this, is ignorance.
Kindling soul inside the heart and the acceptance of the divine are
the primary stage of knowledge and realization of the Supreme Being
under His guidance, is the pinnacle of knowledge.
Thus, if a saint devoid of sensual restrain and engrossed in
worldly mire, is also not a saint. Spiritual pratice is the name of
restraining one's self. Infatuation succeeds and creates impediment
even if there is a least distance from the goal. Hence, one who
meditates under the intoxication of hemp, home sick enlightened
being and unrestrained hermit, are all three great cheaters.
There is no relationship between Ganja, Bhang, Charas and
the like with meditation. If it is possible to slip into meditation on
taking these things, it would be very easy for everyone to start taking
them and entering into insensate meditation. The truth is that when
we are advanced in our spiritual practice, our devotion and pursuits
are naturally converted into meditation.
Question: Maharaj Ji! Despite my keen and earnest cravings,
I am beset with a lot of confusion. Please! Tell us what is ‘Sanatan
Dharm’? And give us a mode, which we are able to adopt.
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Answer: What you call confusion, would gradually lead you
to the ultimate goal. All the places of pilgrimage or the actually
various god and goddesses are also important because it was actually
their quest which propelled you to this diction. It is through them
that we are aware of Sanatan Dharm. All of them serve as links to
the larger chain of Sanatan Dharm. By kindling faith and devotion
and converting themselves into a repository of vigour and gestures,
it is this ability that directs us to real goal. Now let us come to the
reality of Sanatan.
Sanatan Dharm by abolishing the ominous harms of the
engulfing illusion enables us to attain God who is our Isht. The
practical approach, which directs the individual soul to the cosmic
one is Sanatan. During the period of the practice of Yoga or on its
culmination, it imparts direct experience or knowledge. Sanatan
means eternal (which has no begining) all pervading omnipotent
and is known as Paramatma (God) who through the sublimation of
the senses and the very existence renders direct manifestation in the
matured state of meditational practices. Whatever others way say
but it is a fact, that this alone has been the point of dalliance of every
Mahapurush (great saint). Mahabir Swami, who is regarded as the
founder of Jain Dharm was the true follower of Sanatan Dharm,
He declared that he was the essence of the cosmic soul. The Buddha
also worshipped this very Dharm (religion) and said, “So called
(Tathagat), I have experienced the truth, and it is not different from
me. Shri Shankaracharya too, stands on this footing when he says,
“I am the same Entity.” Now you can easily think and decide, what
the differences? Under the garb of self publicity, the persons who
live in the haven of great men, float confusion and contradictions.
This is a total lie that Sankaracharya founded Sanatan Dharm. If it
is so, it means it is only thousand years old from the period of
Shankaracharya. The commentary on the ‘Geeta’, which
Shankaracharya wrote, is much older than the Buddha. It traces its
origin in Sanatan Dharm.
If it is the creation of someone, how can it be eternal and
everlasting? The wooden customs which are current today in the
name of Sanatan Dharm were found in the age of Lord Krishna
also. May be they existed in some other form. Reminded of a popular
belief of Sanatan Dharm, Arjun dropping down his bow and desire
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for war said to Krishna- Lord! I find members of my own family in
the battle-field. By quoting examples of Pindodak Kriya,
Varnashanker etc. he said that Kuldharm (Preservation of the family)
was Sanatan and Dharm, hence was to be protected. The war would
abolish the Sanatan Dharm. Then Krishna said to him, “How do
you entertain such absurd ideas of ignorance at such a critical
juncture? A great man never behaved like this and in no way I is
helpful.” At this Arjun most humbly prays Lord Krishna, ^^f'k";Lrs
vge~& I am your humble disciple. Please, be kind enough to exptail
what is truth, what is Sanatan? So that I may pickup the right path.”
Krishna then explained, “The truth ever exists for all times, for all
the three times but falsehood collapses because it has no real
existence.” Now the point in issue is, what is the nature of Truth?
Which is essentially eternal? Krishna explained it that the soul is
ultimate Truth, because it never decays. The soul itself is Sanatan,
ever lasting, antiquarian and immortal. Death can not touch it. If it is
omnipresent and present in everybody, then what is to be sought?
Krishna elaborating it further says, “O Arjun! The soul, which
endowed with divine qualities, has been perceived by the
Tattvadarshis (Savants).” Now let us analyse what is essentialism
generally people explain the philosophy of essentialism as nothing
but the sequential combination of five kinds of essence, twenty five
kinds of nature, seventeen kinds of senses of knowledge etc. and
declare it as Tattvadarshan, but Krishna said that those who wished
to perceive the essentials, should totally withdraw their senses from
external objects and engage them in meditation. The goal of
meditation should be tangible as there is only one prescribed method
of meditation. Regular and long time practice of meditation subsides
the instincts of lust, anger, greed and ultimetly, positive qualities
like concentration, internal peace and discretion are born. The total
concentration on the Isht, on the real goal was the only way leading
to God. Parabhakti (transcendental devotion) could be achieved only
after, the concentration and meditation became spontaneous. The
concentration of Isht, goal etc. which is the fountainhead source of
showing Isht, fills devotees heart with divine flow and he reaches
the state of Parabhakti (transcendental devotion). In this state he
comes to realise the essence of complete Brahm. He knows the
quintessence but, what is the nature of that quintessence?
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Krishna says direct knowledge of God is the quintessence of
all philosophy. After realising my state and my attributes the devotee
gets engrossed in it and then enjoys the bliss of direct knowledge.
Those who achieved God found at once their own self endowed
with his divine attributes. By suggestion the devotee declares that
he constitutes me and he is Sanatan. The way, the method leads to
this quintessential of the soul is called the Sanatan Dharm or Sanatan
way. Its observance is the observance of Sanatan Dharm. At the
time of the culmination of the act and the communion of God, the
celestial attributes of God start flowing in the individual soul, which
becomes identified with Brahm. Thus, this soul is Sanatan only at
the time of the culmination, never before it. People of some religious
creed talking the support of the words of Mahapurushas often
proclaim that the soul as such, is Sanatan, eternal, lodged within it
and us is our real form. But this is not the correct meaning of Sanatan.
When all this happens in the begning phase of the meditation, then
what is the use of saying?
If we have to really follow the Sanatan Dharm the selfrealisation, this divine act is activated in the heart by some self-relised
Mahapurush. The words in black and white serve only as inspiration.
Shri Krishna thus speaks, “O Arjun! There is only ‘one act’ which
can make self-realisation possible.” Now the question is, “Do they
not perform Bhajan who perform different acts?” Krishna says, “No!
Such persons do not perform real Bhajan. The ignorant mind is multipronged, so it expounds many acts in myriad ways as very alluring
through imaginary presentations. The minds, which fall under the
spell of their words, are also doomed. When Arjun enquired from
Shri Krishna how to achieve this knowledge? Krishna replied that
the method of acquiring self-knowledge could be achieved only
through the faithful devotion and service of self-realised souls of
high order.
Now a new problem arises how the individual self becomes
the supreme self? Actually, the two are not different. On account of
certain linguistic obstacles words like ‘Jiva’ or ‘Ishwara’ are prefixed
as qualifying adjections. When a man wanders in the domain of
ignorance or in other words when he takes Avidya (false knowledge)
as real one, he is described as Jivatma. But when he lives in realm
of true knowledge and is conversant with truth, God or supreme
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reality, he is known as Ishwaratma. But those who are above Vidya
and Avidya (knowledge and ignorance) and live accordingly, are
adorned with the name Paramatma.
You see! The soul or self is the same. But when the epithetindividual is prefixed, it becomes Jivatma (individual soul).
Afterwards, when the soul achieves self-realisation through
meditation, the qualifying word ‘Ishwara’ is attached with it (during
the period of Sadhana) and then it is called Ishwaratma. When the
entrance is granted to it, the same self or soul is hailed as ‘Paramatma’.
This is possible only when the mind gradually practicing sublimation
of senses, gets subtle and perfect. Then and only then, the selfperception becomes possible. In this condition the power to perceive
Brahm becomes possible. The Sadhak gests along with it the divine
attributes also. This state is known as the state of ‘Tattvadarshan’. It
does not matter whether one is born in his country or in someother.
The act, which is so directed, is related straight with Paramatma
who governs all. The places divided as regions or foreign regions
get such nomencultures on account of squabbles and bickering of
worldly life, which are transient and mutable. No one can be happy
here before the attainment the final goal and for this, the close
association with some Mahapurush is a pre-condition. Else where
only illusion rules.
Question: Once an old man humbly submitted, “Maharaj Ji!
When I view life, I find only sin prevailing everywhere. So I have
decided for my well-being to pass my days till death at Avadh,
because if a man dies in Avadh, he becomes free from the cycle of
birth and death. Tulsi also confirms it thus:
pkfj [kkfu tx tho vikjkA vo/k rtsa ruq ufga lalkjkAA
(Manas, 1/34/4)
Answer: I too believe that if one dies in Avadh, one is freed
from rebirth, but you know! This Avadh is a different Avadh. I
have several times explained that this is ‘Manas’ and ‘Manas’
connotes mind. In ‘Ramcharit Manas’ is recorded the truth which
remains generally implicit in other books, in very few works it is
laid bare. When Tulsidas, the writer, he writes of ‘Manas’, writes
on serious subjects in cryptic, concealed manner, so that only the
deserving persons, alone could arrive at it. The correct import of the
word ‘Avadh’ in ‘Manas’ is as follows: ‘Vadh’ (o/k) means mortal,
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subject to death and decay, so ‘Avadh’ (vo/k) means which can not
be killed or which is immortal.
This is the description of the spiritual state, which is granted by
God and hence it is not subject to decay. When the spark of divinity
is fired in the heart of a devotee, it faces at the outset a lot of hurdles,
but when all the disorders are overcome as per spiritual biddings,
the rule of Ram begins; then the job of the devotee is at once finished,
he becomes master of his self. Nobody can become immortal merely
by living at any piece of land. There is no such proof it is not possible
at all. Now let us come to the first part of the question. The great
saint Tulsidas says that Avadh is a mobile place, it moves where
Ram moves.
vo/k rgk¡ tg¡ jke fuoklwA rgb¡ fnol tg¡ Hkkuq izdklwAA
(Manas, 2/73/3)
(Where there is Ram, there is Avadh, where there is sunlight
there is the day.)
Only there where the sun shines, day can stand, where there is
Ram, Ayodhya can only be there. Though Ram is present
everywhere but when He manifests Himself in the heart of some
selected persons (who are few in number) only there the conditions
and qualities of Avadh become visible. In such a liberated condition,
the body could be renounced at any place and this remuneration is
not related with death. Only physical death is not the meaning of
death.
vo/k izHkko tku rc izkuhA tc mj clfg jke /kuq ikuhAA
(Manas, 7/96/7)
(O living creatures! Only then the majesty of Avadh can be
realised, when the heart obtains the might of the bow of Ram.)
The power of Avadh, which has immortalising effect, becomes
perceptible only after the heart is endowed with Godhood or
Ramhood, because where there is Ram there is Avadh. So the
entrance into Avadh is not possible, until one gets Ramhood. Please
keep it in mind that God inhabits in heart. That is the only retiring
place where and He choses to lounge. After the sublimation of all
the disorders when a state, which is as stainless as sky is, achieved
the descent of Ram in the heart of the devotee at such an opportune
happens. His heart then becomes the empire of Ram. Don’t forget
that Ram ever lives in the heart of men. Nearer the place we reach
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through meditation, faster we experience the state of fearlessness
and freedom. On the final accomplishment of divinity, the devotee
becomes the fountain of excellence. The Jivatma becomes inviolable,
free from all the shelves. So,
vo/kiqjh izHkq vkor tkuhA HkbZ ldy lksHkk dS [kkuhAA
(Manas, 7/2/9)
(Every nook and corner of Ayodhya radiated excellence, when
it came to know that problem Ram was reaching there.)
The whole body of the devotee spontaneously starts breathing
beatitude and indicating its state of illimitable nature. Through the
direct communication of the Ishtdev alone, the achievement of this
state is confirmed. There is no other way to know it. For this very
reason Ram further elaborating it says:
lquq dihl vaxn yadslkA ikou iqjh #fpj ;g nslkAA
(Manas, 7/3/2)
(O Angad! O Lord of monkeys! and O Vibhishan, the king of
Lanka! Listen to me, this place is very holy and is extremely beautiful.)
This state of accomplishment is a holy stainless state, it is beautiful
transcendental and unearthly. Although, Baikunth¹ has been landed,
but Ayodhya is dearer to me. Rarest of the rare alone can know the
secret of it. Words like Baikunth¹, Kamdhenu², Amrit³ etc. are Yogic
words. The great saints have described the higher and lower stages
of the closeness of the devotee with God (Isht) through these words.
For this very reason Angad in ‘Manas’ says, “O Foolish Ravan! Do
you think that Baikunth is the name of any metropolis, where you
would settle down?” Actually, ‘Kunth’ means the border limit or
the bound which could be calculated or measured, so Baikunth is
interpreted as limitless, having no end or bound. Till the worship of
the devotee is confined to calculations of time (2 hours or 4 hours or
8 hours), it is blunted by bounds, in afterwords the end or limit is
reached. But when the Bhajan goes on ceaselessly (which is not
done under any fixed time-limit), such a condition is called Baikunth
or boundless state.
;g izlax tkub dksm dksÅA (Manas, 7/3/4)
¹Baikunth : Abode of gods.
²Kamdhenu : Cow belonging to Indra; believed to yield whatever may be
desired from her.
³Amrit : Nectar, the food of the gods.
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Very few persons know this inner import. Those who pass
through this stage alone can understand it. Further:
vfr fiz; eksfg bgk¡ ds cklhA ee /kkenk iqjh lq[k jklhAA
(Manas, 7/3/7)
Those who through Sadhana (Practice) achieve the state of
boundlessness are very dear to me, like my own breath. The real
meaning of Avadh remains concealed till the realisation of God.
The state of boundlessness and its realisation is simultaneously to
eachother. The state of liberation is simultaneously achieved along
with the ennoblement the self.
mÙkj fnfl cg ljtw ikofuA (Manas, 7/3/5)
(The holy river Saryu flows on the north.)
Saryu means regulated breathing. North direction means
abstinent, temperate or sparing. At the time of consummation the
systematic breathing becomes temperate sparing or very frugal. Those
who live in the company of such persons become close to me.
gj"ks lc dfi lqfu izHkq ckuhA /kU; vo/k tks jke c[kkuhAA
(Manas, 7/3/8)
On hearing such an interpretation of Avadh by Ram every one
became happy and said that really great is an Avadh, which is so
beautifully landed by Ram. Actually, there are many dimensions of
Avadh. Mahatma Tulsidas was aware of common mistakes in
understanding the real import of Avadh, so he again and again laid
emphasis on the salutary and beneficial tips, so that men could make
use of the outcome of the philosophy of Avadh in their personal
lives. When the kingdom of Ram get established in Avadh, the
specialties of this typical Ram-Rajya (Kingdom of Ram) have been
described.
When the agnosticism of garun knew no bounds, it could not
be resolved anywhere, he approached Kagbhusundi after trying
Narad and Shankar. All his agnostic thoughts thinned in the air, the
moment he reached the Ashram and saw the great saintly figure of
this Mahapurush because he was a great devotee of Ram and had
achieved direct realisation. Such an authentic person while depicting
the kingdom of Ram, saystc rs jke izrki [kxslkA mfnr Hk;m vfr izcy fnuslkAA
iwfj izdkl jgsm frgq¡ yksdkA cgqrsUg lq[k cgqru eu lksdkAA
(Manas, 7/30/1-2)
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O Garud Ji! Do you know, How this Ram-Rajya was- it was as
if a gorgeous, daggling sun had appeared, which illumined all the
three worlds. This light was pleasing to many persons, but displeasing
to some.
ftUgfg lksd rs dgm¡ c[kkuhA izFke vfc|k fulk ulkuhAA
v?k mywd tg¡ rgk¡ yqdkusA dke Øks/k dSjo ldqpkusAA
(Manas, 7/30/3-4)
Those who felt displeased are described as fallows: Since the
darkness of ignorance was removed forever so the instincts of
nocturnal forces like lust, anger, greed and infatuation which flourish
in it, hid and secreted themselves here and there. In other words
forces of division were destroyed. Those tendencies, which prospered
are narrated in the following words:
/kje rM+kx X;ku fcX;kukA ;s iadt fcdls fcf/k ukukAA
(Manas, 7/30/7)
All God-prove tendencies like asceticism, reason, quietude, selfrestraint and the like developed and prospered in the Avadh where
the kingdom of Ram was established.
But where is the location of this Avadh of Ram:
;g izrki jfc tkdsa] mj tc djb izdklA
ifNys ck<+fg izFke tsa] dgs rs ikofga uklAA (Manas, 7/31)
When the kingdom of Ram illumines the heart, the already
mentioned all the God-prove divine qualities, fully bloom and those
illusory evil qualities leading to the fall of men are rooted out.
It is clear thus that the state of limitlessness, which is obtained
simultaneously with the realisation of God (Ram) is the real Avadh,
which is possible for every active devotee to achieve. This is inner
state of a Mahapurush who has achieved God. It becomes accessable
to all those whom God starts directing. The Isht Himself reveals his
infinite state of Avadh as it is beyond the comprehension of the
finite mum and intellect. This is a progressive practical path, beyond
speech. If a man achieves this state in his lifetime, there is no
possibility of his death.
pkfj [kkfu tx tho vikjkA vo/k rtsa ruq ufga lalkjkAA
(Manas, 1/34/4)
If anyone, out of the four groups categories ([kkfu) consisting of
endless chain of lives, achieves this Avadh, he is free from the pangs
of births and rebirths, after his death you should not entertain such
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narrow ideas. Old age and youth cast no reflections on the path of
God, you are lucky that this query cropped up in your mind. If you
want to reach the fruitful Avadh, adopt the practical way. Only
through this way you will be benefitted. There is no other way.
Question: Maharaj Ji! While talking of Avadh, you very
kindly said that systematic breathing itself is Saryu. What is the
way to hold it and be kind enough to explain the correct position
of act of respiration on respiration?
Answer: In the beginning you will not be able to practice
respiration, but later on when you go on practicing it becomes easy.
People do not understand its proper development and gradual
application in life. They do not want to go through stages. They
want to jump to the ultimate, top position of the Jap through breathing
and start lecturing also on it, seeking guidance from uncooked
philosophies. There are many people who pump in lot of their breath
into the stomach like a pot and believe that they are doing the act of
respiration on respiration. There is no connection between the
physical exercise and the sublimation of mind. If a man is canght in
such complications, he, instead of moving closer, moves farther from
the goal. Actually, this is the name of a process, which inches forward
stage by stage. Tell me what would be the result if a guardian restless
to give higher education to his ward gets him admitted directly to
the higher classes? An enlightened guardian willing to give higher
education to his child provides in the beginning the best possible
primary education to him. Similarly, if any one is willing to adept
the technique of respiration, he has to follow its developmental
growth stage by stage.
There are four classes of the process of counting of the name
(Jap). They are the four stages higher and lower of the same act
Baikhery (loud sound), Madhyama (moderate sound), Pashyanti
(observation of the mind) and Para (comprehension of the supreme
self). After covering half distance, the capability to adapt respiration
on respiration is obtained. The Name or Mantra which is to be
counted should not be like ‘Om Namah Bhagwate Vasudevay’ (¬
ue% Hkxors oklqnsok;A) because it is not Mantra, it is only a prayer in
which salutations to all pervading god has been submitted. Similarly
‘Om Namah Shivay’ (¬ ue% f'kok;A) is also a kind of prayer only.
You should select a tiny name. Tulsidas selected for Jap the name
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of Ram, which has only two letters. Kabir and Nanak also selected
the same name. The Maharshies of earlier days preferred to Mantras
like Om, Soham and the like. By picking up a word of two or two
and half syllables one should regularly chant the name in such a
loud tone that it is audible to persons nearby. Since it is loud, it is
known as Baikhery Jap. You should chant it regularly as much as
you can. Further, you can count it all the time also. There is no
restriction.
Madhyama: When some advancement is made you should
chant the same name in such a way that other may not hear it. Only
the vocal chord performs this Jap. The sound, which is produced, is
subdued but due to moderate sound, it is known as Madhyama. It is
practiced till the mind and sound both are not wrapped with it.
Pashyanti: Pashya means ‘to see’. Instead of counting the name
through voice, it is ‘witnessed’ in this stage. In the beginning of this
level of development the counting goes on along with the breath in
such a way that the name is cast in its mould. This stage is known as
Pashyanti. You should keep the mind stationary as witness and hear
the sound emanating from the breath. On account of wrong
associations, the mind becomes so polluted that it loses its capacity
to listen. In such a situation, if the devotee forces his mind to Jap, he
suffers from headache. So the mind is very cautiously engaged at
this very point the technique of inhalation and exhalation of breath
starts. The breathing is neither shortened nor lengthened, instead
the name is cast in its natural movement. You have to chant the
name the speed of the breath. The sages say that the breath does not
create any sound except the sound of the name ordinarily, when this
sound is attempted to be caught, it is heard as ‘Sanna-som’ (lék&lksa)
because people are so cut of from their pure sublime state and are so
enveloped with the grassness of the matter that they fail to hear the
clear note. But through devoted practice it can be heard.
Paravani: In Pashyanti, the mind is engaged to listen to the
sound of the Name, but at the stage of the Paravani the mind naturally
undertakes the Jap. Nature the devotee does not repeat the Name,
nor the mind is forced to repeat it. But the Jap goes on like the flow
of a river with out any break. This is the primary stage of Ajapa. In
its advanced stage, the sound emanating from the breath becomes
scarce and the modifications of the mind of the devotee get dissolved
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in it; then this process converts itself into supreme spiritual
consciousness of God. At this stage God Himself reveals this own
identity to the devotee and the real identity of the devotee also. Then
comes the time of accomplishment the devotee merges with God.
^;tuiw.kZ Loj gh lj;w gS*& (Systematic breathing itself is Saryu.)
In the Ajapa stage the breathing is not so effortless. This Jap is a
Jap, which is close to the realization of the Isht. After crossing this
stage there is no rule for Jap. Here the effortless breathing itself is
Saryu. Pointing out to the importance of this Saryu, Tulsidas says:
tk eTtu rs fcufga iz;klkA ee lehi uj ikofga cklkAA
(Manas, 7/3/6)
By taking a dip into it a person obtains salvation, in other words
they live close to Me. But it is not practically proved. For example,
the pick-pockets and thieves take their bath earliest before others, if
a devotee takes his bath at 4 O’clock in the morning, the thieves do
it at 2 O’clock in the night and start chanting ‘Ram, Sita Ram’. Such
thieves slip away with the belongings of the devotees as soon as
they become busy in taking their dips. So, what is way of achieving
supreme salvation, such thieves are not able even to drop their bad
habits.
oLrq dgha] [kksts dgha] dSls ikos rkfgA
(If the things are searched not at the place where they are kept,
it is difficult to get them.)
The pilgrim places and the fruits of visiting such places have
their own importance, but salvation is possible only by living close
to God, self-realization can be achieved only by diving deep in to
the river. Saryu is the regulated systematized breathing.
mÙkj fnfl cg lj;w ikofuA (Manas, 7/3/5)
(The holy Saryu flows in the north.)
In this state breathing becomes effortless. This is indicated
metaphorically as north direction. In spiritual parlence, it is called
‘Urdhwareta’. At this stage there in no pressure on the mind, rather
its functions move spontaneously. If a man takes his bath in such a
channelised breathing, he is sure to achieve salvation of closeness.
From Baikhary to Madhyama stages of meditation there is no relation
with breathing. When the devotee reaches the stage of Pashyanti
the breathing passes through a tug of war. But in Paravani period
the breathing is endowed with spontaneity. Only by taking bath in
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this spontaneously flowing river, one can get the salvation of
closeness.
cgb lqgkou f=fc/k lehjkA Hkb ljtw vfr fueZy uhjkAA
(Manas, 7/2/10)
(The pleasant breeze which blows of three kinds, the water of
Saryu now becomes free from dirt.)
Generally, the breathings of all the persons pass through the
ups and downs of Satwik, Rajas and Tamas qualities. When the act
of breathing becomes free from all the above three qualities, it gets
soaked in auspiciousness. Shubh (Auspicious) denotes truth. In other
words it is free from disorders. Those who delve deep into this state,
attain Samipya Mukti (salvation of closeness). This very Saryu cleans
the dirt of mind accumulated through various births and rebirths.
No one can get the state of Godliness with the filth and disorders of
his mind. The physical dirtiness can be washed away by external
cleanings but internal cleansings can be done only by contemplation
and meditation. You see! The approach of ‘Ramcharit Manas’ is
practical and pragmatic, but it is tough and complicated. Only
practical ways or methods can lead to the inner meaning.
Question: dcgqd
¡ dfj d#uk uj nsghA nsr bZl fcuq gsrq lusghAA
(Manas, 7/43/6)
God, out of compassion grants the body of human being to a
man when he finds him suffering in 84 lacs yonis. This human
body has been said to be the medium of freedom from the cycle of
birth and rebirth. Are they the same men who go on taking birth
and dying or any other ones ?
Answer: You see! The illusion (Maya) is by nature feminine.
The workings of Maya leave deep impact on the mind. So the
propensities of mind have been likened with a female. When the
impact of illusion (Maya), which operates through the moods of
mind is removed from the heart of the enterprising man, he achieves
the order of masculinity. Those who are directed by Maya, actually
fall in the category of females, they are never males. You know!
The ‘Manas’ delineates the subtle states of mind. The guidance of
Ishtdev alone makes it possible to understand these states. In the
‘Manas’ mental disorders and diseases have also been described.
Men have been categorized according to these mental diseases. When
they are cured, men obtain the attributes of masculinity. The
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weakness of infatuation is the root cause of all diseases. It breeds
infinite disorders. Lust generates the disorders of the mind, wrath
disturbs the bile and greed produces phlegm, egotism is similar to
cloud of dust (Damarua). Avarice is the cause of stomach disease.
Twenty or twenty five diseases have thus been described at the same
place. It has also been mentioned that such diseases can not affect a
masculine being (Nar). So it is proved that they alone, who are
untouched by these disorders, can be called a masculine being. The
following lines illustrate it:
,d C;kf/k cl uj ejfga] , vlkf/k cgq C;kf/kA
ihM+fga lUrr tho dgq]¡ lks fdfe ygS lekf/kAA (Manas, 7/121)
If even a single disease out of the diseases described above
attacks a man he is sure to die. Those who are afflicted with all of
them, suffer endlessly. How can they achieve the stage of equipoise?
Now you have to think whether you are victim to anyone of them or
not. If a man is so diseased, he cannot claim himself to be manly.
The real man is he who is not the least affected by natural instincts
like lust, anger etc. which are mental diseases. Even a single disorder
is powerful enough to kill a man. Just think! What would be the fate
of a man, who is affected with all of them? Such a creature suffers
from inertia.
When Lord Ram resolved in his mind to wipe out even the
breeds of devils from the planet, he said to Sita:
lqugq fiz;k czr #fpj lqlhykA eSa dNq djfc yfyr uj yhykAA
rqEg ikod egq¡ djgq¡ fuoklkA tkSa yfx djkSa fulkpj uklkAA
(Manas, 3/23/1-2)
(O my dear darling! Listen to my resolve, I shall now pose to
act as an ordinary man and display some playful performances.
You enter the holy fire and be there till I finish the job of destroying
the devils (Nishachars).
Nisha is called night and Nishachar means beings that roam
(operate) in darkness. In the eyes of the Mahapurushas (Sages) there
is nothing like night outside. The external night is only a natural
phenomenon.
,fga tx tkfefu tkxfga tksxhA ijekjFkh iziap fc;ksxhAA
(Manas, 2/92/3)
This world is the symbol of Night:
eksg fulk¡ lcq lksofugkjkA (Manas, 2/92/2)
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Our infatuation with the world is represented as night, in such a
symbolical night, the operations of the instincts of lust, wrath,
arrogance, jealousies and anger are always going on- and impelling
to remain under their control. Hence such persons who work
according to them are known as Nishachars. When the self starts
giving directions, it is taken as the direction of Ram and when men
disentangle themselves from the clutches of these instinctive forces
under the inspiration of God that is called Nar-Leela. In other words,
when a man becomes immuned from the impact of these forces, he
becomes entitled to be called really a man (Nar). Ravan is a Nishachar
because he represents infatuation and its extensions. You may try
and try to perform Bhajan again and again but you would never be
free from their influences, until God helps you in sublimating them.
If any one succeeded ever in warding off these disorders, it was
only because of the spiritual help and divine experiences. The success
rests on the inspirations of the motivater. No doubt, the devotee has
to labour hard but he is only a medium. The devotee always tries to
get rid of the disorders, generated by the Isht (adored God). This is
simply an attempt to attain the state of Naratva (Manhood or
masculinity).
From the Yogic point of view Nar (Male) is a state of mind. It
is not the physical body of any being. Such a state of manliness is
the gift granted by Isht as a reward of Sadhana performed in stages.
It has an immortalising effect and it is the ultimate goal of all the
spiritual attempts. God while warning the devotees of such a stage
speaks as such:
uj ruq ikb fc"k; eu nsghaA iyfV lq/kk rs lB fc"k ysghaAA
(Manas, 7/43/2)
If a man even after being given the body of a masculine being
reamins involved in sensual pleasures, it means he willingly accepts
poison instead of nectar. We can get the state of masculinity only
through the service of and association with any Mahapurush alone.
Question: Maharaj Ji! What is Kamdhenu and what is
Kalpvriksh? Generally, we have been taking them to be a cow
and a tree.
Answer: The glory of the Sanskrit word ‘Go’ (xks) has been said
to be the source of all the worldly and heavenly achievements. With
the passage of time this word ‘Go’ created confusion and people
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started taking it to be a special type of cow which Maharshis
possessed and which had the power to grant anything and everything,
which one desired. For instance, it is maintained that Maharshis like
Vashishtha possessed such cows named Nandini and Kamdhenu.
Similarly, for the last seven or eight centuries the words like
Kalpvriksh¹, Sheshnag², Baikunth etc. have been changing their real
complexions. People have been interpreting them according to their
different postulates and presuppositions. They forget that these are
the Yogic words and they have special Yogic connotations.
Goswami Ji purposely for removing the misconceptions says:
jke euqt dl js lB caxkA /kUoh dke unh iqfu xaxkAA
(Manas, 6/25/5)
Addressing the above words (through Angad) to Ravan, he
says, “O Foolish Ravan! Do you think that Ram is an ordinary
mortal or Kamdev³ is an ordinary archer? Do you think the Ganga
is only the name of a river? Kam is only a kind of disorder.
dke dqle
q /kuq lk;d yhUgsA ldy Hkqou vius cl dhUgsAA
(Manas, 1/256/1)
Kusum means flower. Just as a flower bloomed on a creeper
gets dried immediately after dropping from it, so is the case with
Kam which is a delicate disorder which appears but soon passes
away. Despite this, it is so powerful that it can keep the whole world
under its control. For this very reason the sages have presented Kam
(Lust) as a powerful archer. Goswami Ji further says:
ilq lqj/ksuq dYir# :[kkA vék nku v# jl ih;w"kkAA
(Manas, 6/25/6)
O Ravan! Is Kamdhenu the name of any animal? Is Kalpvriksh
the name of a tree? Is the offering of grain the real offering (The real
offering is the offering of ones self before the Sadguru). Can nectar
be called simply a kind of liquid?
lquq efreUn yksd cSd.q BkA ykHk dh j?kqifr Hkxfr vdq.BkAA
(Manas, 6/25/8)
O foolish idiot! Is Baikunth the name of any city or metropolis?
Is the unfathomable devotion to God connected with any kind of
profit and loss? It is actually the supreme state where there is no
¹Kalpvriksh : A tree which yields anything desired.
²Sheshnag : Shesh serpent.
³Kamdev : The god of love.
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fluctuation of profit and loss. When bad days come, one gets the
opportunity of experiencing and knowing what is goodness, there
is no room for profit and loss in Bhakti (devotion). The word Bhakti
is made of two words Bhag and Iti. Bhag means mixed propensities
of good and bad qualities, when they disappear only then it is called
Bhakti. Thus it is clear that it is not any kind of gain, it is a state.
cSurs; [kx vfg lglkuuA fpUrkefu iqfu miy nlkuuAA
(Manas, 6/25/7)
As referred earlier Tulsidas again says, “Foolish Ravan! Do
you think ‘Garud’ is any kind of bird? And ‘Sheshnag’ any sort of
snake which bears the burden of the globe?” Now-a-days we see
rockets encircling the earth but no where Sheshnag has been found
or seen balancing the burden of the earth. “O Blind Dashanan!
‘Chintamani’ is not the name of any stone.”
When Angad made such quarries challenging and calling Ravan
again and again fool, lowly and blind he meant that Ravan was not
aware of the real significance of words. Let us try to analyse them
and understand the real import. These words do no click to the modern
mind. But people forget that such words belong to the spiritual
vocabulary. The Mahapurushas through them grasped the special
phases, which occur during Yogic pursuits. Now we should take
up the first part of the question i.e. what is Kamdhenu and what is
Kalpvriksh. While moving on the correct Yogic path our noninvolved mind enter the state of total annihilation, immediately
thereafter, the downward flowing disorders born of matter, undergo
a complete change and obtain divine attributes, which lead to the
attainment of spiritual goal. As a result of this the devotee achieves
enlightenment and is converted into a sentient being. Such a
conversion or metamorphosis is known as Kayakalp. For the devotee
such a metamorphosic state, the wishes and desires for well-being
of anyone or for himself, get automatically fulfilled. A Kalpvriksh
fulfills the desires instantly. This is the speciality of such a Kalpvriksh.
Kamdhenu: The human senses are known as ‘Go’. After
achieving the state of annihilation through Sadhana the mind and
the senses start streaming out the Brahm-Piyush Ras (Ambrosial
juice). The bliss, which Yogi at such a time gets is symbolized as
Nandini. Maharshi Vashishtha was enjoying this very state. Such
senses ‘Go’ become Kamdhenu, when the Yogi gets self-realization.
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The self is realized while living in body, so all the desires and longings
get fulfillment. There remains nothing to long for. Only the
Mahapurushas who had achieved accomplishment can enjoy the
fulfilment of the supreme desire. Though apparently the senses still
look like some hollow cases, yet in reality they are full of the supreme
element from inside and hence are adorned with the epithet
Kamdhenu. If our senses turn towards material objects, they become
carnal and beastly, but if they get involved in Sadhana, they become
Nandini because they cause to flow the amborsial juice. Nandini
means Yogic state which issues forth divine bliss. When they lead
to the supreme goal, they are known as Kamdhenu. The senses now
become God-prone, soaked in godliness and lead to the fulfillment
of all the desires.
Now a question arises- should we turn down our belief for a
cow? It matters little what we believe it is not going to make any
difference. You are free to take it as a cow or piple or free to believe
in the soil of Madina or in the crucifixion of Christ. Different
communities have different beliefs. Actually, such beliefs turn the
turmoil-torn mind of human being to God. They generate faith and
accelerate its flow gradually when they get bored from the material
world, they set out for the quest of truth. When the truth is realized
everything else becomes useless. One should go on holding one’s
own belief till one is capable enough to grasp the actual spiritual
practices. They are good for beginners.
Yogeshwar Sri Krishna says that there is no god in the temples
of gods. But when the faith of a man gets intensified at any place, I
myself appear there and grant the prayer, but the fruits of such prayers
have limitations. Such faithful devotees miss to attain my impersonal,
unmanifested form. If they want to achieve me, they have to adopt
the special techniques which has been directed by Me. One must
continue one’s efforts till one achieves self-realization.
Question: Maharaj Ji! Is war inevitable in the field of
spirituality?
Answer: Spiritualism is the only field where war is indispensible.
Except here, it is not needed anywhere. There had been many great
battles in the world but in every case the aim had been only the
gratification of sensual pleasures. The aims were never altruishtic.
Under the impact of infatuation and the vanity of their worldly
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prowerss groups of people fight against other groups for the
fulfillment of their sensual desires and pompously call it war.
Countless persons die in such wars but even those who survive, do
not win. Oh! This is Pravritti Marg (The way which leads to the
attachments of worldly objects). The more a man suppresses others,
the more he is suppressed. If a man under he impact of arrogance of
his physical prowess takes himself to be as brave and powerful as a
lion, take it for granted that he in future would be compelled to
behave like jackals. The feeling of revenge is bound to rebound.
The human body is by nature transitory and nothing is certain in
future, so how can the consumer articles collected for it be true and
lasting? Their achievement is no achievement at all. Now let us turn
to the ‘Geeta’. Lord Krishna says, “The man who craves for the
sensual pleasures is sinful and fruitlessly lives. So you should not
fall prey to them.’’ Further while speaking on the assumption of
different Yonis (beings) in the course of different births and rebirths,
Sri Krishna Says, “O Arjun! Generally, people get the same Yoni
(being) after death, which they keenly long for at the time of their
last departure. Those who die contemplating on Me, get My own
being.” If it is so easy, people can think of God at the time of death
but it is not so. Sri Krishna says, “O Arjun! At the time of final
departure those very thoughts which had been sitting tight over the
mind of men throughout, their past days, forcibly appear before the
mind, elbowing out others. On account of the disorderliness of mind
at the time of death the memories of past deeds good as well as bad
play and replay again and again before the mental eye. Hence, you
should ceaselessly contemplate on Me, so that only My thoughts
hover at the time of death in your mind.’’ Those who remained
involved in their lives in quarrels and killings and torturing other
creatures are compelled to take birth after death again, they go on
endlessly passing through the cycles of births and deaths. Pugnacity
is the natural instinct of creatures. So under the forces of lust and
haughtiness, infatuation and avarice mutual bickerings and brawls,
wranglings and altercations do occur leading to the ultimate fall of
man. Nobody can get victory in them. Let us go to ‘Manas’ also and
see how it has been dealt with there. When Ravan came in the battle*Ravan : The ten headed demon king of Lanka who was killed by Ram.
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field, Vibhishan got very much disturbed because Ravan* came
riding a chariot. ^jkouq jFkh fcjFk j?kqchjkA* (Manas, 6/79/1). On the
other hand Ram had no chariot and shockingly was bare-footed
also. He was seized of anxieties, that how Ram would win the war?
Please keep it in mind that Goswami Ji has used words like
Ram and chariot here symbolically. The power of infatuation has
been presented here as Ravan, his chariot as the extension of this
powerful instinct. Wherever, our infatuated mind casts a glance, it
finds it there gathering speed. This is the chariot, which
accommodates this instinctive weakness and moves it. Worried
Vibhishan spoke further:
ukFk u jFk ufga ru in =kukA dsfg fcf/k ftrc chj cyokukAA
(Manas, 6/79/3)
O Lord! Neither you have a chariot, nor even shoes in your
feet, then how can you conquer this formidable foe?
He was well acquainted with the might of Ravan. At this Ram
realising his anguish and anxieties born of his love for himself said,
lqugq l[kk dg d`ikfu/kkukA tsfga t; gksbZ lks L;anu vkukAA
(Manas, 6/79/4)
The chariot which leads to victory, is different chariot.
lkSjt /khjt rsfg jFk pkdkA lR; lhy n`<+ /otk irkdkAA
(Manas, 6/79/5)
Valour and fortitude are the wheels of such a chariot. Truth
(which is immutable at all times) and modesty (Practice of truth)
are the two standards and colours.
Needless to remind you that the standard is the symbol of a
nation. Nobody can go against it. If any hostile action is done against
it, the whole nation perishes. Similarly deeds opposed to truth are
impossible.
cy foosd ne ijfgr ?kksjsA Nek d`ik lerk jtq tksjsAA
(Manas, 6/79/6)
Strength, reason, restraint of senses and the well-being, through
association with supreme objects are the four horses which give
right direction or in other words which provide the actual movement
and speed. Such horses remain tied with the ropes of forgiveness,
grace (beneficence) and equipoise and work under their control.
bZl Hktuq lkjFkh lqtkukA fcjfr peZ lUrks"k d`ikukAA
(Manas, 6/79/7)
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The Bhajan (meditation) of the Isht represents the enlightened
charioteer, Vairagya (monasticism) is the shield which remains
unaffected by the disorders, contentment is the sword.
nku ijlq cqf/k lfDr izpaMkA cj fcKku dfBu dksnaMkAA
(Manas, 6/79/8)
Charity is like the battle-axe and intelligence is symbolised as
terrible force. The flow of the typical experience is the bow, which
after freeing itself from the impact of matter never again gets
entangled in it.
dop vHksn fciz xq# iwtkA ,fg le fct; mik; u nwtkAA
(Manas, 6/79/10)
The faithful worship of the Mahapurushas and the Guru, who
have realised Brahm is the impregnable armour. Nothing can be
compared with it as the most effective means of victory.
egk vt; lalkj fjiq] thfr ldb lks chjA
tkds vl jFk gksbZ n`<+] lqugq l[kk efr/khjAA (Manas, 6/80)
Only he can conquer this most unconquerable world (enemy)
who holds the parts of such a chariot steadfastly. Ram got victory
with the help of a chariot but strangely enough he says that victory
cannot be achieved with the help of other kinds of chariot.
Now the question arises, “Did he win the battle by riding on a
chariot made of gold or silver?”
This is ‘Manas’. No one can get its real meaning by material
approach. One may only cross a fixed limit of the divine path. The
mastery over mind which one gets through concentration has been
symbolised here as Indra. The afore said chariot is available only
through deep concentration. Indra presented the chariot to Ram only
when valour, fortitude, truth, good conduct, Bhajan of the Isht,
ceaseless contemplation, worship of the Sadguru, became
communicable and stablised. Actually, during the period of the
sublimation of the senses the divine attributes, which help the
realisation of God became patterned. Through them, one gets
liberation from the cycle of birth and death and attains the Isht (adored
God). The feeling of infatuation is symbolised here as Ravan. It is
mentioned as such:
eksg ldy C;kf/kUg dj ewykA frUg rs iqfu mitfg cgq lwykAA
(Manas, 7/120/29)
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When infatuation, the root cause of all the afflictions is finished,
no one is left behind in the family to weep over its death- ^jgk u dqy
dksm jksofugkjkA* (Manas, 6/103/10) It means the worldliness, which
is the real foe has been conquered. Please keep it in mind that Ram
has thus described the chariot, which conquers the worldliness. The
victory is not possible till the above qualities of the chariot are not
achieved. The victory of Ram confirms that the battle between Ram
and Ravan is a symbolic battle which happens in the conscience of
great Mahapurushas and which lies dormant in the conscience of
all. This battle is fired into the heart of the chosen few by some self
realised Mahapurush. Dear Readers! I would take it to be my good
fortune, if you all grasp this import and translate it into practice.
There are two warring tendencies in the heart of a man, firstly the
favourable one and secondly the unfavourable one or godly qualities
and devilish qualities. I expect you would defeat the devilish forces
(Ravan) and enter the realm of ultimate joy and wellbeing. Even a
little effort would give shape and strength to the Sanskars.
Question: Maharaj Ji! Amrit (nectar) has been described as
life giving or re-enlivening, then how at the end of the battle
between Ram and Ravan, only the monkeys and bear came back
to life when Amrit rained. Why did it prove ineffective in the case
of devils? What is the reason? The words of Tulsidas is quoted:
lq/kk c`f"V HkS nqgq ny ÅijA ft;s Hkkyq dfi ufga jtuhpjAA
(Manas, 6/113/6)
Answer: It has already been explained that the ‘Manas’
delineates the inner-battle which goes on in the heart of men. There
are two propensities- the godly one and the devilish one present in
the conscience of human beings. They become perceptible only to
such rare holy beings, who have realised the self. They cannot be
explained through words. Words can only point out the direction of
the spiritual path. The Mahapururshas have classified both the
propensities as divine and diabolical properties, knowledge and
ignorance, homogeneous and heterogeneous properties. For
example, ^fo|k fg dk czãxfr iznk;kA* Only that can be called true
knowledge, which leads to the state of Brahm. The battle between
the two propensities is the battle between Ram and Ravan and in
this battle Ravan represents infatuation Kumbhkaran- wrath,
Meghnad- lust, Narantak- avarice, Suparnkha- physical matter. When
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such diabolical forces become active, they multiply in countless
numbers. For instance, when Ravan came out prepared for war after
the mutilation of all his warriors, he raised again an endless army. In
other words, it means that if even a single member of the family
remains in darkness alive, he can assume numberless bodies.
eksg ldy C;kf/kUg dj ewykA (Manas, 7/120/29) Ravan who
represents infatuation is the root cause of all the maladies. Since it is
the root, so it rules over all. The faces and the mouths of all the ten
senses are open for their respective stimulating objects. So Ravan is
known as Dashanan also. When the mind is freed from the sensuous
objects, the forces of infatuation, which motivate all the diabolical
forces automatically, are brought down.
Dasharath who represents absolute control over all the ten senses
is the father of divine properties. Wisdom which is symbolized as
Ram, reason which is represented as Lakshman, sentiments which
are idealised by Bharat and the spiritual company which depicted as
Shatrughn descend only when Kaushalya who personifies devotion,
Kaikeyi who portrays action. Sumitra who exhibits, enlightened
thinking and accompanying them all. Manthara who personifies
ambivalence on the path of spiritualism becomes operative in our
hearts. Unflinching faith is present with form of Vishwamitra and
Jap moving with the inhaling and exhaling breath is none else but
Rishi Shringi. When infatuation or Moh is totally eliminated, these
divine properties become active.
Amrit (nectar) is not any liquid for drink. Angad calls it ‘Ras
Piyush’ (ambrosial juice). He says, “O Ravan! Is Amrit any sort of
juice?” Mrit means mortal or subject to decay, Amrit means immortal.
The Mahapurushas say that Amrit is the state of communion between
individual soul and that of cosmic one. During this period of
communion the transmission of the attributes of the cosmic being
like His immortality, His eternal youth, His equipoise and so on and
so forth, start working in the individual soul. For this reason the
sages gave this state the name of Amrit, a state beyond death. But
on account of the disorder born of the feeling of infatuation, the self
does not get established in the supreme spirit of God. The Amrit of
such properties could become accessable only after the death of
Ravan, who is the root cause of the devils and demons. When the
existence of infatuation gets dissolved, the waves of illusion (Maya)
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vibrations subside and disappear from the Chidakash (the firmament
of consciousness). The flow of Amrit is possible in only such a
rarefied, pure consciousness. This is the reason that the substance of
Amrit started spreading as soon as the disenchantment with disorders
ensued. As a result of this, ignorance and devilish properties
disappeared forever and the divine properties, which lead to selfrealization developed with all their dimensions, Amrit is never
accessible till even a single member of the family of dark forces
remains alive. The cause of death is eliminated forever, after the
substance of Amrit start flowing. Goswami Ji further explains the
significance of Amritft;r okfj fcuq ts ruq R;kxkA eq, djb dk lq/kk rM+kxkAA
(Manas)
If the body dies without getting even a drop of water, there is no
use of Amrit after death.
jke Hkxfr ty ee eu ehukA fdfe fcyxkb equhl izchukAA
(Manas, 7/110/9)
The devotion for Ram is like water in which O Great Muni! My
mind lives like fish. It cannot be separated from it. Without the water
of devotion, the essence of Amrit can not be obtained in one’s life
time, there is no use of Amrit after death. If a self-realized Sadguru
becomes his charioteer (guide), he can cure the worldly afflictions
like a physician. He helps in crossing the river. The substance of
Amrit could be procured only by his benign grace.
Question: The Ashram is located in dense forest, there is no
street or road also to reach here. No one can arrive before 10
O’clock. Once some armed visitors reached there in the early hours
of the morning and paid their obeissance. Maharaj Ji asked them
how could they reach so early? They replied that they had come
over there for hunting. When they could not trace any animal,
they decided to have at least his Darshan. At this Maharaj Ji said,
“You are a milkman, you a Thakur and you a Brahmin, why do
you do such detestable deeds ?” The visitors very humbly spoke,
“O Godly saint! How can I be at fault? ^mj izsjd j?kqcal fcHkw"kuA*
(Manas, 7/112/1) (Ram alone is the motivating cause) Without his
motivation, not even a leaf can move, I am only am instrument in
His hands.”
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Answer: Listen! A lot of things have been written in ‘Manas’,
one should go through all of them and then draw dedications.
One should be capable enough to distiniguish between the
inspiration of God and those of Maya. Sometimes, infatuation
motivations, sometimes lust, sometime time and sometimes one’s
own nature and attributes activate and propel men. Where the worldly
desires dominate, there is no room for divine inspirations:
fQjr lnk ek;k dj izsjkA dky dje LoHkko xqu ?ksjkAA
(Manas, 7/43/5)
Human beings move always under the motivation of Maya,
time deeds, nature and attributes keep them beleagured, until the
fixed boundaries of the divine path is crossed.
Maya alone remains the motivating force. After crossing this
fixed limit of the divine path, God takes the charge and starts guiding
and prompting the devotee, so one should always be engaged in
meditations, so that God becomes the source of inspirations. When
God takes the charge, the devotee becomes free from the fears of
Maya. ‘Manas’ also confirms it:
dfj u ldb dNq fut izHkqrkbZA (Manas, 7/115/7)
ek;k [kyq urZdh fcpkjhAA (Manas, 7/115/4)
(Maya fails to operate in the domain where God governs.)
Kagbhusundi had been the traveller of the divine path since
several births. So this time he got elevated to the level of a devotee.
Every step he took, was motivated by God. The shortcommings he
suffered were removed through help of the great Muni Lomash and
thus God perfected him. Bharat ruled and controlled the affais of
the state by constautly fixing his mind on the Kharau (wooden
footwear) and the feet of Ram. All the achieves of Lakshman also
sprang from the divine inspiration. Thus Kagbhusundi, Bharat,
Lankshman and Hanuman were the chosen few, whose actions were
motivated and inspired by God Himself. According to the law of
gravitation, if a stone is thrown in the sky, it falls down on earth.
But if the stone is shot down, either it remains levitating in the space
or lands on some planets there. Similarly, there exists, a border of
gravity between God and Maya. Maya operates upto a limit only.
The domain of God, exists beyond this magic limit. After reaching
this domain, even if we wish to fall down, we cannot. For example,
take the case of Narad who once nursed a desire to drop low, but he
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could not do so on account of the prompt intervention of the divinity.
He was instantly saved.
Question: Maharaj Ji! By your talks it seems that ‘Ramcharit
Manas’ is related with inner self of every one. Kindly, give us
certain suggestions to know its real meaning?
Answer: Everyman generally, lives in the external world and
from there gradually tries to gather the knowledge about the inner
world. One should not think that such a man is wrong. After going
up to a limit on the spiritual path, he starts getting the signals of the
true nature of Bhajan. Then not even a single quadrupled of ‘Manas’
remains beyond his grasp and comprehension. Mark! The following
words of ‘Manas’:
ckyehd ukjn ?kVtksuhA fut fut eq[ku dgh fut gksuhAA
(Manas, 1/2/3)
Valmiki, the original exponent of ‘Manas’ and other experts of
the ‘Manas’ actually have expressed their own individual experiences
in their own styles. They have not simply narrated tales of any Ram.
The title finds its eluviations in the details of descriptions given inside
the book. For instance, if the title of a book in ‘Family Doctor’, it is
expected to contain details of medicines. If we try to seek details of
rituals and state politics we would get disappointments. The name
of the work of Goswami Ji is ‘Ramcharit Manas’. Which means the
essential nature of the actions of Ram, which is reflected in the hearts.
Now you yourself tell me which is the abode of Ram- heart of man
or the book.? It has been said that heart alone is the abode of God.
The following lines confirm it:
ftUgds diV nEHk ufga ek;kA frUgds ân; clgq j?kqjk;kAA
(Manas, 2/129/2)
Hkjfga fujUrj gksfga u iwjsA frUgds fg; rqe dg¡ x`g :jsAA
(Manas, 2/129/4)
When ever in the ‘Manas’ the dwelling place of God has been
pointed out, it is always the heart or the typically rarefied mind of a
man. Throughout the ‘Manas’, it is so maintained. Thus it is clear
now that it is related with the heart or the conscience or the evolved
mind. The author has titled it as the ‘Ramcharit Manas’, which
connotes those attributes of Ram which is herein the conscience of
a man. ‘Manas’ never means Mansarovar:
ftUg ,fg ckfj u ekul /kks;sA rs dk;j dfydky fcxks;sAA
(Manas, 7/42/7)
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It means ‘Manas’ is such a thing, which can be washed also.
On seeing the forceful advance steps of Kaliyug, Lord Shankar
realized the cause of the restlessness and confusion of human beings
on this account. Even, if they happen to meet God in physical form,
he has become so gross minded that he would ask him also to work
for his physical needs, as such he realised that the old antiquarian
spiritual techniques would not work for their well-being. When he
found their reason so blunted, out of compassion, He created the
Sabar Mantradfy fcyksfd txfgr gj fxfjtkA lkcj eU= tky ftUg flfjtkAA
(Manas, 1/14/5)
How is this ‘Sabar Mantra’?
vufey vk[kj vjFk u tkiwA izxV izHkko egsl izrkiwAA
(Manas, 1/14/6)
In this Mantra neither the arrangement of letters is suitably set
nor is there any scope for the Jap of its meaning. It is a queer
conglomeration of meaningless of sound. But it is powerful Mantra,
as the force of Lord Shankar packs it. If any Mantra can give
instantaneous and vertical result, it is the ‘Sabar Mantra’. There is
no other way for the well-being of human beings in the Kaliyug. So
it has been clearly laid down that:
lks mesl eksij vuqdy
w kA dfjfga dFkk eqn eaxy ewykAA
(Manas, 1/14/7)
The same Shankar Ji is favourable to me (Tulsidas), so I proceed
to narrate the story for the universal good.
This story should not be narrated everywhere and to everyone.
It has been forbidden in the following words:
;g u dfgv lBgh gBlhyfgA tks eu ykb u lqu gfjyhyfgAA
dfgv u yksfHkfg Øksf/kfg dkfefgA tks u Hktb lpjkpj LokfefgAA
f}t nzksfgfg u lqukbv dcgwA¡ lqjifr lfjl gksb u`i tcgwA¡ A
(Manas, 1/127/3-5)
This story should not be related to persons who are stubborn
or headstrong, lewd or wrathful. Let us pause and think, how many
persons in this world are free from these weaknesses? Under such
circumstances it means, it should not be narrated to even sharp and
talented ones like Indra, if they suffer from such drawbacks. A man
who is powerful like Indra would call thousands of scholars and
hear the story easily. The ‘Ramcharit Manas’ is present in the most
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of the houses, how can people be restrained from going through it.
Even after so many interpretations of a quadruplat the still hidden
meaning remains untouched only, because it is the Sabar Mantra.
jke dFkk ds rsb vf/kdkjhA ftUg ds lRlaxfr vfr I;kjhAA
xqj in izhfr uhfr jr tsbZA f}t lsod vf/kdkjh rsbZAA
(Manas, 7/127/6-7)
Only those are the deserving and eligible persons to hear the
tale of Ram, who love Satsang and are devoted to the feet of their
Guru. Actually, those who are deeply devoted to their goal are the
true personate and hear it. It is not easily comprehensible; it descends
by and by in the heart of a deserving man.
eSa iqfu fut xq# lu lquh] dFkk lks lwdj [ksrA
leq>h ufga rfl ckyiu] rc vfr jgsm¡ vpsrAA (Manas, 1/30)
Every scripture contains three-fold meanings- Rochak,
Bhayanak and Yatharth. Rochak means the meaning, which is
interesting for all for instance Ram-Leela etc. Bhayank mean the
imports, which creates terror, which contains the meaning penetrating
dread but leads to adopt the methods for warding it off by turning to
God. For example:
uj ruq Hko ckfjf/k dgq¡ csjksA lUeq[k e#r vuqxgz esjksAA
dju/kkj ln~xjq n`<+ ukokA nqyZHk lkt lqyHk dfj ikokAA
(Manas, 7/43/7-8)
tks u rjS Hko lkxj] uj lekt vl ikbA
lks d`r fuUnd eUnefr] vkRekgu xfr tkbAA (Manas, 7/44)
Those who after getting such a precious physical body waste it,
are the killers of their souls.
dky :i frUg dg¡ eSa HkzkrkA (Manas, 7/40/5) For Such persons
I assume the form of death. He, who is expected to grant salvation,
becomes deadly and fatal. In such circumstances fear overtakes and
the no efforts starts to achieve his divinity anyhow. Yatharth means
such actual experiences, which happen in accordance with our
knowledge gathered earlier. From beginning to end we substantially
witness the complete Leela (development); gathering information
and presenting them mechanically is not Yatharth (real) knowledge.
It can be obtained, only when some Mahapurush happens to meet.
The possibility of awakening the supreme consciousness becomes
real, only by grasping his real form. Every Tom Dick and Harry
cannot get the worthiness to be eligible to know it. Even bookworms
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often forfeit their rights to get academic degrees. So the Mahapurushas
have divided the scriptures in three parts. If you are beginner, you
would receive directions by reading the ‘Manas’. If you are standing
on the higher or subtler plane this would acquaint you with the state
of Ram directly. Now the point is how to know the ultimate technique
of the ‘Manas’:
Jh xqj inu[k efu xu tksrhA lqfejr fnO;n`f"V fg;¡ gksrhAA
(Manas, 1/5/5)
The radiance of the nails of the feet of Guru Maharaj may be
compared with the radiance of jewels and gems. A mere thought
of, Guru Maharaj transmits divine visions.
cM+s Hkkx mj vkob tklwA (Manas, 1/5/6)
They are really fortunate who are able to see the feet of the
Guru in their heart at the time of meditation.
m?kjfg fcey fcykspu gh dsA feVfga nks"k nq[k Hko jtuh dsAA
(Manas, 1/5/7)
So in this process the eyes are opened and the perception of the
crucks of the ‘Ramcharit Manas’ becomes possible. If the feet of the
Guru becomes visible during meditation, it cleans the dirt of the
mind just as the eye drops cleanse the eye.
tFkk lqvatfu vaft n`x] lk/kd fl¼ lqtkuA (Manas, 1/1)
Please don’t forget that Goswami Ji has called the dust of the
feet of Gurudev a unique collyrium (eye-ointment) which cleans
the vision of the heart. This is all possible when feet become visible
in the heart during meditation and it is possible only for such devotees
who are regularly engaged in the contemplation of God. But the
number of such devotee is very few. Only the devotees engrossed
in deep contemplation achieve it and become accomplished and
enlightened. After getting such spiritual collyrium everything
becomes crystal clear. Written words can not perfectly give tongue
to the perceptions of the heart. Goswami Ji concludes in the end that
he like the flies of the sky could not fathom the depth. He had touched
only the fringes in his work.
Question: Once a religious man (devoted one) came and very
humbly submitted that he had by that time ten times taken the holy
water of Gangotri to Rameshwaram and now the eleventh time
he was taking the said water again. Goswami Ji has extolled a lot
of the glory of the effect of visit to Rameshwaram. He says:
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ee d`r lsrq tks njlu dfjghA lks fcuq Je Hkolkxj rfjghAA
(Manas)
Who ever visits Rameshwaram even once, crosses the sea of
life without much labour.
tks xaxktyq vkfu p<+kbfgA lks lk;qT; eqfDr uj ikbfgAA (Manas)
O most reverend sir! It is mentioned in the above line that
Sayujya Mukti (complete communion with God) is attained by
offering water of the Ganga to it, but my mind as yet is restless
and does not enjoy peace. Why it is so ?
Answer: The Maharaj Ji smilingly answered but in a sober tone.
The desire of well-being through visits at pilgrim place is nothing
new but the result of one’s own sentiments. All the human beings
are making efforts for abating the supreme good and eternal peace.
But standard of their devotion vary a lot. In the beginning we need
to pay veneration to the external places of pilgrimage, but in due
course of time with the development of this Sadhana the form of
such pilgrim places changes. For example, if you follow the meaning
of the word Rameshwar, this is the mark of the germination of the
spiritual progress but in order to achieve the Supreme good this is
not enough. Practical and concrete steps are seeded to be taken. The
following statement is worth mentioning:
ukFk jke ro lsr]q uj pf<+ Hkolkxj rjfgaA (Manas, 6/Soratha 2)
O Lord! Your name is the real bridge, human beings cross the
ocean of this world through it. This name of the Lord moves with
the inhalation and exhalation of the breath. This very meaning is
concealed in the following lines:
ts jkesLoj njluq dfjgfgaA rs ruq rft ee yksd fl/kfjgfgaAA
(Manas, 6/2/1)
The word ‘Rameshwar’ is coined with two words ‘Ram’ and
‘Ishwar’. Ram is an omnipresent power which pervades all and this
truth can be realised only, when the breathing is completely ordained.
Ishwar (God) connotes the Swar (breath). Ceaseless meditation on
the name of the Lord with inhalation and exhalation of the ordained
breath, that leads to the realization of the all pervading power.
Actually, the Mahapurush who has perceived Swar (breath), has
attained this state.
tks xaxktyq vkfu p<+kbfgA lks lk;qT; eqfDr uj ikbfgAA
(Manas, 6/2/2)
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Categorical knowledge is the name of divine knowledge or
divine perception. Such knowledge is symbolized as Ganga. When
the perception is linked with the supreme consciousness through
the medium of Swar (breath), the state of total identification with it
is attained and this is known as Saujya Mukti (Complete union or
merger with God). The devotee automatically attains all the glories
of God. After knowing you, the knower merges with you. Such astkur rqEgfg rqEgb gksb tkbZA (Manas, 2/126/3)
Only such a holy Ganga is the real Ganga, which grants
salvation or liberation. The Ganga, which is visible with physical
eyes washes away only the outer dirt and dross of this world, which
accumulate again in the absence of it. But the immersion in such a
spiritual Ganga brings about the eternal peace. So, one should
approach some Mahapurush and accept his guidance and directions
for the Darshan of Rameshwar. His blessings would gradually lead
us through practical ways to the state of Mukti (Salvation).
Question: Maharaj Ji! The Aquatic animals of the ocean have
been described as bigger than the ocean and their numbers were
countless. If it is so, how could they stay there? It is said that the
physical bodies of such ocean creaturers were hundreds of miles
longer than the ocean. Some were so gigantic, they could devour
other.
Answer: This world itself is like an ocean full of the waters of
sensual transactions. If we do not make efforts for self-realization, it
becomes fathomless. But if we get engaged in contemplation and
meditation, its volume gradually diminishes.
Satyojan Tan (Hundred miles long bodies): After completing
the spiritual process the world and the worldlyness could be
overcome. During the period of Vairagya (renunciation) and divine
experiences the volume of this ocean becomes limited. When the
flame stops sprouting, the ocean shrinks to the size of the hoof of
cow.- xksin flU/kq vuy flrykbZA
The span of the ocean remains as much as the span of our senses.
In the beginning of Sadhana, close watch and control over the
transactions of the senses are maintained not before that. When the
Jap (chanting of the name) reaches the accomplished stage of
Paravani, this ocean completely drives up. The ‘Manas’ confirms:
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uke ysr HkoflU/kq lq[kkghaA By repeating the name of the Lord the
ocean of this world gets dried up.
The name is not what is uttered by the tongue, this is the primary
stage of the chanting of the Name (Jap). In due course of time the
name grows subtler, but its perception depends on the grace of the
Isht. The perception of the subtle name is not possibly until one gets
accomplished Sadguru (enlightened guide). Thus, it is proved that
this world itself is the ocean and the inner inclinations are the aquatic
creatures of this ocean. It has metaphorically been presented as such.
When we do not do Bhajan, the propensities of the self remain
dormant in the heart and the flow of the sensual waters covers them
up. Since they are invisible, hence they have been compared with
aquatics creatures who ramain hidden under the water. During the
period of the restraint of the breath, this very Yogic tendency rises
up and grows mature as a result of which, the force of the sensuality
diminishes. Every step of the devotion gets so firm that the waves of
the sensuality do not rise at all. The Yogic means are as follows:
Makar (Alligator): Action is my duty and I must do it.
Nakar: Even when I do, still I do not become the doer. I remain
only as an instrument, the doer is somebody else.
Nana Jhak Vyala: They are the mental tenderncies soaked in
spirituality.
frUgdh vksV u nsf[kv ckjhA exu Hk;s gfj :i fugkjhAA
(Manas, 6/3/8)
The intoxication of Dhyan (meditation) and the perception of
the self are possible only when the sensual flow gets overwhelmed
with the force full current of the devotional fervour. The rapture of
Dhyan can never be found even single worldly thought remains
alive and creates obstruction. This is the real ‘Manas’. Only an
accomplished Mahapurush can animate the dorment state of the heart.
Question: Maharaj Ji! I intend to proceed for pilgrimage,
but on hearing you I gather that the value of pilgrimage is intrinsic
not extrinsic. Kindly, tell us what is the importance of outer
pilgrimages ?
Answer: You see, every devotional activity starts from outer
world and turns to the inner one. Since all the human beings are
connected with outer world, so there is no provision to reject the
outer pilgrimages. When God very kindly turns us to the inner most
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pilgrimage the importance of the outer pilgrimages naturally drops
down. The ‘Manas’ mentions it as follows:
tsfg fnu jke tue Jqfr xkofgaA rhjFk ldy rgk¡ pfy vkofgaAA
(Manas, 1/33/6)
The day, the descent of God happens in man’s heart and the
incarnation feets start taking place, all the pilgrimages appear in
the heart in their full splendour. Since the importance of the inner
world is greater, the outer one looses its value. Saint Kabir says:
rhjFk x;s ,d Qy] lUr feys Qy pkfjA
lrxq# feys vuUr Qy] dgSa dchj fopkfjAA
Saint Kabir says, so after a lot of thoughts and musings, as a
result of visits to a pilgrim place, the virtues and vigour of a man
increases (darshan, touch, charity) thoughts inspired by seeing others
starts taking place in a natural ways, being the places of penance of
great saint, the environment of pilgrim place are to be purified. Since
the saints achieved at such places self-realization, through the practice
of the restraint of mind, so the place is more surcharged with the
atoms of divinity than the atoms of sensuality. When we meditate
there, the wandering of our minds stop easily stable than at our homes.
If we happen to meet a saint at some place of pilgrimage we are
instantly rewarded, the four kinds of boons: Dharm, Arth, Kam and
Moksha. If a Sadguru happen to meet there, we get unlimited boons
and blessings. The Mahapurushas conquer Maya, personified as
nature or matter and merge with the supremebeing who is infinite
and illimitable, who becomes accessible.
Question: Maharaj Ji! What kind of Mantra was given by
Maharshi Vishwamitra to Ram, whom he found to be right man
for it, and which freed him from hunger and thirst? Can such a
Mantra not be given in Kaliyug ?
Answer: For the time being I suppose that Kaliyug did not exist
those days, it is present today only. Let us think now what were the
tributes of the Mantra? It has been said that the Mantra was so
powerful that it protected Ram from hunger and thirst. But the method
of its practice was neither available to Maharshi Vishwamitra nor
Ram. Let us take one instance - After the initiation of Mantra when
Vishwamitra and Ram reached Janak’s place where the Yagya
(sacrifices) was being held:
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dfj Hkkstu eqfuoj foX;kuhA yxs dgu dNq dFkk iqjkuhAA
(Manas, 1/236/5)
First, Maharshi Vishwamitra took the meals, thereafter he
started narrating in detail the primeval tales.
We should put aside the case of Ram in Janakpur because he
was the chief guest there, we should turn to the period of exile of
Ram. During this period he ate fruits and roots of Kandmool offered
by the aborigines of the forest at various places. A number of
Maharshis also played host to him. If the Mantra proved ineffectual
those days, in case of Maharshi who has the knowledge of such a
Mantra, how could it be effectual and meaningful in other ages like
Kaliyug. It can not be said that the Mantra has lost its strength today,
because it is referred that it was really very powerful: vrqfyr cy ru
rst izdk'kkA
Actually you can not follow, if your approach is mundane. This
is the ‘Manas’ and needs deeper and subtle analysis. This is the
spiritual experience which happens in the heart of a Yogi. ‘Manas’
means Man, a spirit, an understanding, a reason or a special state
which one attains during the correct practice of Sadhana. When God
whom we crave for, starts leading the path like a charioteer in the
heart and lifts us up from the steps we stand, the faith of the devotee
then grows stronger. This is called Vigyan. When Vishwamitra,
who is the symbol of faith, started his Yagya (sacrifice) of faith,
dialectical questionings and doubts symbolised as Tadaka, the
personal propensities appeared in the form Subahoo, the dirt and
dross of heart which are presented as Marich, attack with all their
might but all of them are killed. The end of Tadaka is possible only
when the faith in the direction of the Isht (adored God) becomes
stronger. Only then the Yagya of inhalation and exhalation of the
breath takes off properly. Unless the Isht, the adored God, assures
the devotee from his inner self that, He was the real door, not he, the
performance if the Yagya is not possible. He makes the devotee feel
that he is only an instrument in his hands when the performance of
the Yagya becomes free from the dialectical questioning, it retires
after yielding immense and unlimited strength, otherwise not. The
strength of gross Nature is already measured and weighed by the
Mahapurushas. The unlimited power ultimately vastes with the
Supreme Being in whom the auspicious and the inauspicious word
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lies in the form of the materials of Havan (offerings). He then, enjoys
the faith in and the powers of the supreme motivator after rising
above the routineness and logic of the Bhajan, Jap, Yagya and the
significance of the methods of the Bhajan. Thereafter, this
Paramatma (Supreme Entity) after attaining in whom, every kind of
hunger and lust no more remain alive. We should not try to trace out
the superficial meanings of Mantra, lust and hunger. It is not
connected with the real explanation. Actually, Lord Shankar moved
by the restlessness of Kaliyug, flamed this narrative for salvation
and riddance of people. If the provision for salvation is given, it is
bound to effect in Kaliyug also.
Look! Food is of two kinds. All the edibles available in the
world nurse only the material body; they are in no way connected
with the soul. The fact is that Bhajan (meditation) which completely
gratifies the soul is its real food, only Bhajan provides the real grain
after getting, which this soul is satiated with the nectar of God
realization. This is possible only through such a Mantra (Bhajan).
Normal Bhajan does not lead to the Almighty Brahm who is
matchless. So such a Mantra which is God animated and faith
inspiring is powerful enough to grant communion to God. It is
possible only when all the questionings and doubts subside.
Question: Maharaj Ji! There are references of Avatars
(incarnations) in many religious books. What is the reality about
them? The ‘Geeta’ also says:
;nk ;nk fg /keZL; XykfuHkZofr HkkjrA
vH;qRFkkue/keZL; rnkRekua l`tkE;ge~AA (Geeta, 4/7)
Answer: Yes, Incarnations are true but their meanings and forms
are different. Only a fool would not support them. This is the true
path of well-being. But Avatars happen in the heart of a Yogi not
outside. In all scriptures such a concept of Avatar is found. A special
spiritual method is activated by some-enlightened sage, which
becomes the cause of Avatar. You have quoted the following Shloka
of the ‘Geeta’:
;nk ;nk fg /keZL; XykfuHkZofr HkkjrA
vH;qRFkkue/keZL; rnkRekua l`tkE;ge~AA (Geeta, 4/7)
Whenever languor and laxity in the observance of Religion
occur, I always embody Myself for defeating irreligiousness. The
lassitude enters the mind and surfaces in the heart.
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ifj=k.kk; lk?kwuka fouk'kk; p nq"d`rke~A
/keZlaLFkkiukFkkZ; laHkokfe ;qxs ;qxsAA (Geeta, 4/8)
I appear in every age to regulate properly prudence,
renunciation, ceaseless contemplation, faithful devotion which are
the means and which help in uniting human beings with the
Sumumbonum, the ultimate goal of life and I defeat depravity which
spurs vicious actions connected with lust (Kam), wrath (Krodh),
avarice (Lobh), infatuation (Moh) fruitless hopes and desires. I
appear to restore and re-establish Dharm in every age.
The Dharm of the age is dependant on the state of mind. Now
the Lord narrates the manner of his incarnation and says, “I manifest
myself at the time of the fulfillment of Yoga. I am unbegotten, eternal.
Despite my unseen presence in the breath of creatures, I reveal myself
after controlling Maya through the operations of the self.” Through
the Yogic process (Atmamayaya) Maya which leads to the attainment
of the self, which is Yogic process I manifest Myself. Now the point
is how is He visible if He appears in such a way? Sri Krishna replies:
tUedeZ p es fnO;esoa ;ks osfÙk rÙor%A
R;DRok nsga iqutZUe usfr ekesfr lks·tqZuAA (Geeta, 4/9)
Such a birth and Karm of Mine is divine (supernatural), which
only the enlightened souls know. The knowledge of it is known as
essential philosophy or metaphysics. Those who learn it become
free from the cycles of birth and death and merge with Me.
The aim of every Yogi has been to attain God who is supreme
reality. Through Atmamayaya (The practice) of Bhajan, by bringing
Maya under their control such Yogis are the real accomplished
metaphysicians. In the words of Sri Krishna, such an Avatar is
directly perceived by the essentialists who after attaining it, become
the same. The sages of such a state are the embodiment of
benediction. Try to be close to them.
Questions: Maharaj Ji! What is the difference between the
worship of personal and impersonal God? It is generally believed
that Tulsi and Meera were the worshippers of personal God and
Kabir and Jayasi worshipped the Impersonal, whereas, you just
mentioned that the name of Ram was the main base of Kabir during
the primary days of his spiritual practice?
Answer: Look! This is a great controversial topic in the society.
Actually, there is nothing like Nirgun Upasana (Impersonal worship).
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Nirgun is not any kind of worship; it is a mode of living of the
saints. After realising the goal the sage transcends the attributes and
goes beyond them, in other words he is liberated from the shackles
of attributes. Thereafter, his living becomes Nirgun (having no
property or attributes). Saint Kabir has delineated the quintessence
of the Vedas in such a subtle way that it passes over the heads of
common people. People classify him as Nirgun worshipper for this
very reason. If we look into the primary stage of Kabir, it becomes
clear that his worship is Sagun.
lkgc dk ?kj nwj gS] tSls isM+ [ktwjA
p<+S rks pk[kS jkejl] fxjS rks pdukpwjAA
(Sahib’s or God’s home is far away high like the palm tree. If
you climb up you can get the taste of the sweet juice of Ram, but if
you happen to fall you would be broken to bits.)
Sahib or God is away and the devotee is separated from Him.
For eliminating the distance between the two, the process of climbing
and falling goes on. Now tell me, what else is Sagun? In the case of
Nirgun there exists no entity beyond the self. Kabir further says:
jke u jefl dou n.M ykxkA efj tbcs dk dfjcs vHkkxkAA
(Why don’t you perform the Bhajan of Ram? Are you going to
pay for it? O Unfortunate fellow! What would you get after your
death?)
jk vkSj e ds chp esa dfcjk jgk yqdk;A
(Kabir is hidden between the two letters ‘Ra’ and ‘M’.)
Kabir had fixed his mind between the two letters ‘Ra’ and ‘Ma’.
He had placed his mind in the space in between the twos. He very
closely knew the effect of the chanting of the Name. He was fully
aware of the significance of the ascent and descent of Jap from
Baikhary to Madhyama and from Madhyama to Pashyanti and from
there to Paravani. He clarifies further:
ti ejs vtik ejs] vugngw¡ efj tk;AA
lqjfr lekuh 'kCn esa] rkfg dky uk [kk;AA
When does the Jap die? It dies when Ajapa becomes
comprehensible. When does Ajapa die? It dies when Anhad (Celestial
sound, which the Yogi hears during deep meditation) is grasped.
When does Anhad die? It dies when Surati (mind’s eye) gets identified
with Sabad. When Surati enters in the realm of Sabad (Celestial
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sound) it becomes timeless, time has no role to play there. Thus
Kabir takes Nam (Name) as the first step of the ladder. When the
same Kabir steps up and attains his Isht (adored God), he sings:
vo/kw csxe ns'k gS esjkA
tgk¡ u mits ejs u fculs] ukfgu dky dk QsjkAA
rgk¡ u bZ'oj tho u ek;k] iwtd iwT; u psjkAA
dgaS dchj lquks HkkbZ lk/kks] ufga rg¡ }Sr c[ksM+kAA
In other words there is no existence beyond that of Mine. This
is the real form of Nirgun Brahm. Goswami Ji also after a lot of rise
and fall, fumbling and stumbling ultimately succeeds in attaining
his Isht (adored God) and says:
Jh gfj d`ik lUr lekxe ikb;sA
liusm ufga nq[k }Sr n'kZu] ckr dksfVd dks dgSA
By the grace of God, the saintliness has been obtained. Now,
there is no trace of sorrow even in dream. After this, who would talk
of the philosophy of duality and other things? All the talks after this,
seems to be futile. Kabir does not say anything abrasive, he simply
says that the problem of duality does not exist any more. Goswami
Ji comes to this very conclusion. He says:
j?kqifr Hkxfr djr dfBukbZA
dgr lqxe djuh vikj] lks tkuS lks tsfg cfu vkbZAA
The Bhakti of the Lord appears to be simple in narration, but it
is very difficult when it is put to practice, only those know it that
perchance happen to achieve it. He says further that a small fish can
move against the current of the Ganga but the huge elephant is swept
away. Thus Bhakti is also an art. While delineating the climax of it
at the time of its culmination he says that,
ldy n`'; fut mnj esfy] funzk rft lksos ;ksxhA
lks gfjin vuqHkob ije lq[k] vfrl; }Sr fo;ksxhAA
All the vishtas and views are gathered up and centered in the
heart and the Yogi renouncing sleep, lapses into slumber. Those
who attain such a state do perceive God. How do such Yogis appear?
Where the beings are freed from the tussels of duality, it can not be
even imagined. Goswami Ji experienced that there is no entity,
beyond his own. Saint Kabir too was of this stature. No doubt, Meera
weeps and wails and is found to be imploring but after the attainment,
accomplishment, it is remarkable how boldly she throws challenges
before Ranaji:
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jk.kk th eSa rks fxfj/kj jaxok jkrhA
lcds fi;k ijnsl clr gSa] fyf[k fyf[k Hkstr ikrhA
esjs fi;k esjs fg;s clr gSa] ufga dgqa vkor tkrhAA
O Ranaji! I am completely under the Lords sway. The lovedone’s of others dwell abroad, so they send epistles after epistles to
them, but my darling dwells in my heart.
There are three parts of worship- Dhyata (one who is given to
meditation), Dhyeya (the object of meditation) and Dhyan (the
technique to attain the goal of meditation). If meditation or worship
is not possible, If there is no worshipper (the person given to
mediation) who would worship? If there is no object of worship
(meditation), who would be worshipped? If the two are present but
there is no technique of worship, the worship is not possible. It is
already, pointed out that Nirgun is not any sort of worship. Kabir
started from Sagun and attained Nirgun which is a state of
accomplishment of the saints. Tulsi also like him, started from Sagun
and attained Nirgun. Kabir depicting Nirgun Brahm (absolute God)
says further:
lcfg lUr gSa jke ds] lcfg jke ds vklA
ljxq.k jke izlkn HkS] fuxqZ.k iyVr nklAA
All the saints are owned by Ram and all of them expect only
from Him. When Sagun matures and reaches the state of Paravani,
which is the ultimate goal, God reveals all His splendour, all His
powers and all His dimensions. If the process of worship does not
start from the point of the Sadguru, it means there is nothing Sagun
and when Revelation is attained the knower merges with the knowntkur rqEgfg rqEgb gksb tkbZA
In the words of Goswami Ji, the attendant no more remains to
attend or serve the Master. The Master alone is left behind. At the
end he says: ^fujxqu iyVr nklA* The Sagun is dissolved in the Nirgun.
Nirgun is the state of attainment, not any kind of worship.
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Expounding the Significance of Formal Salutations
of the Evening Prayer Before the Devotees and
Other Followers, Sri Paramhans Ji
The revered Maharaj Ji marking the inner feelings of the
devotees used to preach in consonance with them and with the
pretence of shortcomings in the group behaviour used to lay out the
path for contemplation. The Arti (rite warning light) was going on,
everyone present there was busy in performing the prayer with full
devotion. When the ritual of Arti finished, all the persons there paid
their obeisance by offering their salutations. Those who saluted from
the core of their heart took longer time in doing it, but some new
devotees hastily performed this rite and started looking here and
there in such a way as if, they have discharged their cumbersome
duties and their worship was complete. Observing such a
misdemeanour of the innocent travels of the spiritual path, he
affectionately said, “Sit down! You have all, after the Arti, performed
the rite of salutation.” Panting out to one or two persons he further
said, “ But these persons felt a sense of relief as if, a great burden
was removed from the head. You should be ashamed of it. Pranam
is actually the inner attendance of the conscience. So, it is very
significant, if you continue to behave in this way in future you would
fail in your Sadhna.
Prayer or Arti, whatever we do, we dedicate our sentiments to
the Sadguru. After this the Pranam does not mean that you have
anyhow discharged a formal duty. When the mind becomes peaceful
after the prayer and the waves of thoughts grow tranquil, we should
give a pause for contemplations. This would make worship
efficacious. Pranam is very important, it is all in all. The real Pranam
is not only bowing your head actually, you should try to capture
mentally the figure of the Sadguru and see it in your heart, as you do
at the time of meditation. You may have to spend five minutes but
you must after your salutation by holding the finger through Surati
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(breathing). First you should salute from the inner most part of your
being and then the outer Pranam should follow. If you practice
gradually, it would help you in your meditation, because you get
four to five times opportunity of salutation in a day. After the bath,
in the morning and evening and after the Arti if you count you get
twenty to twenty five minutes. This would in this way help the
meditation and would inspire us to move faster towards our ultimate
goal. Those, who after customary Pranam formally, gradually their
extraneous, superficial feelings evaporate and the Pranam become
meaningless and ritualistic. Such a Pranam fails, provide the boost
for which we do it. If we have picked off our home and family for
achieving the goal, we must after our Pranam by holding the form
or figure of our Sadguru in our heart. Thousands come and salute
but what is important, is the sentiments attached with it. God
recognises only the sense of sincerity and sentiments. The exhibition
of external gestures and for walitins is important only in the outer
world. Our strong sentiments return as echo from the other side, in
the form of benediction of our sentiments are diluted, it is fatal to us.
As it happened in the case of Hanuman Ji, when he was coming
back with the herb Sanjivani he was filled with pride, if I would
have not been there who would have brought back the life of the
brother of Ram? So this battle is fought on account of my strength.
It is this thought, which ingendered in him a sense of self and absence
of Isht. Consequently, Bharat shot an arrow on him and Hanuman
Ji fell down. One, who never was affected by any armour or thunder,
was disdowned by a simple arrow of twig.
In fact monasticism is syambolised as Hanuman the diminution
of faith is presented as the shaft of Bharat. When our feelings and
sentiments get polluted, they play a fatal role in our fall. In such
condition monasticism traveller, falls down. If he comes to his
understanding after his one or two falls, it is God (Sadguru) who is
the ocean of grace comes to his resque, but we must have boundless
trust on His graciousness. In whatsoever circumstances we are placed
into, we should not quit our practice. Whether we are under acute
fever or thunder has been thrown over but we cannot break our
regular practice.
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^fnu fnu c<+r lok;ksA* (The spiritual riches increases day by
day.) There must be an eternal progress in the process of our thinking.
We must reckon every evening, while sitting in a highly secluded
and undisturbed moment that how smoothly I did my Bhajan today
and how it was yesterday. If there remains anything undone, then
one must complete it with full effort within 24 hours. We must
continue our efforts till we achieve it. The service we do has its own
importance. Today, we sat in forlorn place. We shall do our Bhajan
for ten days, but on eleventh day we will have to run away. People
don’t have the ability of doing Bhajan. This flows from the heart of
some enlightened Mahapurush. Hence, it is must to be in his service
and contact. While serving so, the stream of controlling mind is
constantly flows from the heart of the Sadguru, begins going down
in the heart of the devotees. As a result after sometime, this ability
develops and realization of full contentment occurs.

|| OM ||

GOD TALKS DIRECTLY
Question: Maharaj Ji! Does God talk to the devotee?
Answer: Yes! Very much! God also talks in the same
way, just as we talk hours by hours without any break, but
there must be an eternal craving for God inside the heart of a
devotee.
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The System of Incarnation
Question: Maharaj Ji! You said earlier that incarnation
occurs in the heart of a Yogi, but in ‘Manas’ it is written that the
earth approached Brahma then God incarnated himself. Kindly,
explaim to us how the incarnation takes place according to views
expressed in ‘Manas’.
Answer: You see! ‘Manas’ contains the same ideas which the
‘Geeta’ has. Once upon a time the demons started multiplying on
Earth. ^ije lHkhr /kjk vdqykuhA* (Manas, 1/183/4)- The Earth terrified
by it became restless and worried for her safety. It assumed the form
of a cow and approached first the gods. The gods and the Munis
assured it that they would certainly help, but they were not powerful
enough to provide complete protection. Then all of them approached
Brahma who by intuition knew the purpose of their visit. He said,
“You see! I can not give any direct help. I suggest a way, all of you
pray the Lord as I say. I would also take part in it.” The prayer was
done as a result of which a direction through the oracle was given
by God to all the gods to descend on earth. He assured to Earth that
he would certainly remain the burden of demons from it and provide
complete protection till then it should wait patiently. This is the only
reference of incarnation.
Now the way of incarnation is a point to be considered. Was it
possible for the Earth, which includes America, England, India,
Japan, Australia, Africa all the oceans and mountains to assume the
form of a cow? Actually, this physical body is symbolised as Earth.
Kabirdas Ji says, ^/kM+ /kjrh dk ,dS ys[kk] tks ckgj lks Hkhrj ns[kkA*- The
body and the Earth are the same. Whatever is present out side, is
present in the heart. Goswami Ji in his ‘Vinay Patrika’ says,
vlu clu i'kq oLrq fofo/k fof/k] lc efu eg¡ jg tSlsA
ljx ujd pj vpj yksd cgq] clr e/; eu rSlAs A (124)
As the value of the edibles clothes, animals and different kind
of other things vests in the value of the priceless gems, in the same
way heaven- hell, animate inanimate objects and different worlds
are concealed in the depth of mind. Outside what is visible is only
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the mortal world we may give the names of India or America to it,
but there exists a number of worlds inside the mind, even the highest
abode of the ultimate Truth which is known as Supreme God, is in
it. The sages who tamed their mind, instantly perceived this highestabode in the equilibrium of the mind. Thus, this body itself is the
Earth. In the first part of the 8th chapter of the Chhandogya
Upanishad, it has been laid down that the external, physical sky
(space) is as much outside as it lies in the heart. The paradise and the
Earth (this material world) are equally present in the heart. Similarly
Fire and Wind, Sun and Moon, Light and the Planets whatever other
things exist in this world, and even those things which do not exist,
are all systematically placed in the heart.
The body has two kinds of tendencies: The divine properties
and the demonic properties, the homogenous and heterogenous. The
demonic properties give birth to degraded and menial forces, on the
otherhand divine properties are always helping, they assist in
covering up the distance from the eternal self. Goswami Tulsidas
says in ‘Vinay Patrika’- ^oiq"k czãkaM lqio
z `fÙk yadkA* (58)- This body
itself is well-organised universe, the magic tendencies in it are nothing
but Lanka. This Lanka has Ravan, the embodiment of the powers
of infatuations who has ten heads. This Lanka accommodates
Kumbhkarn- the symbol of wrath, Narantak- the symbol of avarice,
Ahiravan- the symbol of ego, Surpnakha- the symbol of the grossness
of the matter and a number of other. When Kumbhkarn- the symbol
of wrath, Meghnath- the symbol of lust, Narantak- the symbol of
avarice were killed, Ravan came out of the fort with very big army.
When all the demons had died, from where this army appeared?
Actually, Moha (Infatualtion) is Ravan and ^eksg ldy O;kf/kUg dj
ewykA frUg rs iqfu mitfga cgqlwykAA* (Manas, 7/120/29) Moha
(Infatuation) is the root of all the worldly ills. If the root is alive, the
branches, the leaves, the trunk all remain alive in it. If Moha is alive,
all the evils and disorders shoot-up again from it. So if the devotee
becomes negligent, he is sure to fall in the grip of Moha, which
besieges it from all the directions, the devotee is strayed from his
path. ^Ük`axh dh Hka`xh dfj Mkjh] ijk'kj ds mnj fonkjA* Maya succeeds
in its designs and jumps to intervene in the inch space, lying between
the devotee and God.
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When Ravan is killed, ^jgk u dksm dqy jksofugkjkA* (Manas,
6/103/10)- No one was left behind to mourn. The demonic properties
were now totally eliminated. ^ewyks ukfLr dqrks 'kk[kkA*- When the very
root is cut up what else would remained? The trunk, leaves, branches
etc. naturally wither away. The substance of nectar starts flowing,
the moment Moha becomes lifeless. The death and decay lose their
force. The turmoil of the demonic tendencies are silenced forever
and the divine properties fully blooms.
lq/kk o`f"V HkS nqgq ny ÅijA ft;s Hkkyq dfi ufga jtuhpjAA
(Manas, 6/113/6)
(The nectar rained on both the parties but only bears and the
monkeys were brought back to life, not the demons.)
This body itself is Avadh because in it lies the potentialities,
which lead to emancipation the regulated restrained tendencies of
the tenseness belonging to it are presented as Dasharath:
jke uke lc dksbZ dgS] n'kjFk dgS u dks;AA
,d ckj n'kjFk dgS] dksfV ;K Qy gks;AA
Everyone chant the name of Ram, nobody chants that of
Dasharath. If once the name of Dasharath is uttered by any one he
is blessed with the benediction of millions of Yagyas (sacrifices).
If the outcome of chanting the name of Dasharath is so great,
why do people take his name as ‘Dasharath, Dasharath’? Everybody
prefers to chant only ‘Ram, Ram’. This is correct also, one should
do it. Actually, the restrained nature of the senses is symbolised as
Dasharath. By restraining all the ten senses the articulation of the
name of Ram is the pure form of Jap. The Jap with self restraint
bestows the fruits which is outcome of millions of sacrifices. On the
otherhand, if the senses are prone to the worldly objects and the
tongue repeats ‘Ram, Ram’, it has no effect. This attainment of the
supreme good is not at all possible but the virtues and the vigour do
increase by it, which also accrue advantages. So the restrained nature
of all the ten senses alone is Dasharath. In the beginning the mind
races in the directions, the senses lead and ^tg¡ tg¡ bfUnzg rkusA*; but
when the reins of all the ten senses are held by the charioteer, the
devotee becomes Dasharath.
Thus we find that the restrained nature of the ten senses, which
do subside in this body is Dasharath. Kaushalya, the symbol of
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devotion also lives here. The spiritual wealth is the only lasting wealth.
Kaushalya who helps in acquiring the devotion is present in the rich
treasure-house, Kaikeyi represents action, Sumitra- the sensible
thoughts, Manthara- the wrong ideas, Ram- the pure knowledge,
Lakshman- the discretion so on and so forth. The God-prone
tendencies are presented as the army of monkeys, which includes
Angad- the symbol of affection, Hanuman- the symbol of
renunciation, Sugreev- the symbol of Surati (breathing), Jamavantthe symbol of means and method and the countless number of other
monkeys.
ckuj dVd mek eSa ns[kkA lks ewj[k tks dju pg ys[kkAA
(Manas, 4/21/1)
Lord Shankar says, ‘‘O Uma! I saw very big army of monkeys.
Those who want to count it are fools.
On the one hand, the army of monkeys was countless, on the
other there was the army of Ravan which was also countless. The
battle-field was Lanka, today a population of about five lacs lives
there, there is no room now for additional one or their lacs of people
there. The citizenship of Lanka is therefore, being refused to Indians
because there is now no accomodation. It is referred that, where
they stayed? Where was the battle-field? Where was their mess?
Did the incident actually happen or not?
Incidents took place undoubtedly. Had they not occurred the
history would not have been made and precedents would not have
been quoted. The sages pointed out the occurrences of the inner
world though the occurrences of the outer world which did take
place. The sages presented the mode of ideal living through these
occurrences, but merely by leading a moral life we can not attain the
supreme goal. So the seers through the historical theme pointed out
the ways for the supreme good of the human beings. They presented
the wrangling of the conscience and the battle between the field and
the knower of the field ({ks=K) so that the sumumbonum of life could
be achieved. Actually, the body is the universe, the body in itself is
the Earth. Animate-inanimate creatures, countless worlds and
innumerable bodies are present in it. The countless armies of
demons and the monkeys and innumerable other bodies are present
in the mind- ^eu esa ;Fkk yhu ukuk ru] izdVr volj ik;sA*
(Vinaypatrika, 142)
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Thus there are both the tendencies - divine and demonic - present
in the human body. Fermented by the demonic tendencies and the
instinct of infatuation] the man becomes agitated and moves from
pilgrimage to pilgrimage, seeks shelter of gods and sages. Manu
also experienced such an agitation: ân; cgqr nq[k ykx] tue x;m gfj
Hkxfr fcuqAA (Manas, 1/142)
The mind of Manu was filled with the senses of repentance so
he set out to seek the shelter of the sages and gods. He reached
Naimisharanya which is nothing but the symbol of regulations. One
has not to go anywhere for observing the rules and put under the
command of the intellect- ^/ksue
q fr rhjk* (Manas, 1/142/5). In the
same way the body which is symbolised as Earth ^xbZ rgk¡ tg¡ lqj eqfu
>kjhA* (Manas, 1/183/7)- approached gods and goddesses, runs from
one pilgrimage to another. Such pilgrimages do generate right
inspirations and augment virtues and vigour. The pilgrim is accorded
a variety of help also. They are good and no doubt lead to supreme
good. The devotees hear the preaching of the sages there and the
virtues are doubled, the system of Bhajan is also put on rails, but all
these things alone do not lead to the final goal. The pilgrimages and
the sages, extended their help and co-operation and went to Brahma
along with the Earth.
^vagdkj flo cqf¼ vt] eu lfl fpÙk egkuA* (Manas, 6/15 K)
Brahma means a sage who has attained Brahm (the super realisation)
whose intellect is only an instrument for the transmission of divinity.
The Vedas are nothing but the collection of the voice of such sages
and seers. The unmanifested God gives tongue to their voice.
This body reaches the place to an enlightened Sadguru through
the virtues earned by the visits to pilgrimages and the fore aching of
the sages who just by casting a glance finally know the spiritual
growth of the devotee. One can not achieve anything merely by
physically visiting to such sages. For achieving the goal, the total
surrender of the senses along with the mind is needed. Brahma said,
“I too can not help. I can just tell you the technique you go and
meditate. I shall be with you, you are sure to obtain your well-being.”
When the Sadguru start giving his help and the contemplation
grows, the divine pronouncements becomes discernible. The Isht
then ordains, “You are now sure to achieve your goal, manage the
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descent of gods now on the Earth (body).” The devotee earns step
by step the divine properties through the senses and the mind when
the divine properties get matured, (Hkx bfr l% HkxfrA*& Bhag (Hkx)
means the technique which frees one from the clutches of the
grossness of matter and is known as Bhakti. In the lap of this the
devotion (Bhakti) symbolised as Kaushalya), Ram who is the symbol
of pure knowledge, is born.
^jeUrs ;ksfxuks ;fLeu~ l jke%A* Wherein the Yogis dally that is the
caudation of the name of Ram.
Wherein do the Yogis dally day and night?:
tnfi czã v[k.M vuUrkA vuqHko xE; Hktfga tsfg lUrkAA
(Manas, 3/12/12)
The Yogis dally in the transcendental experience which is beyond
the worldly and one which is a kind of awakening, a pure knowledge
through which the Supreme Being communicates instructions. He
is the same Ram who appears first as the guide. Reason symbolised
as Lakshman, sentiments symbolised as Bharat, companionship of
pious men symbolised as Shatrughn, all of them supplement one
another. In the beginning the hints or directions of the Isht appear to
be feeble. So Ram is depicted as a child. Gradually, as he grows he
enters Janakpur, the symbol of Yoga. Janak is he who gives birth.
In this material world father and mother are jointly the cause of the
birth of the physical body but here the realisation of the self or the
genesis of the spiritual experience is possible only through the yoga.
Janakpur is the symbol of Yoga. Janak is singular number but
Janakpur is a collective number which implies that numerous person
residing in Janakpur attained self-realisation through Yoga. In future
also the Yoga would still remain the only means to acquire selfknowledge. When Ram gets support of Yoga he is coupled with
energy. He becomes omnipresent after restraining the demonic
tendencies. Thereafter the golden rule is established everywhere.
The moment the secret of Yoga is grasped, the divine experience
are aroused. The devotee wins enlightenment symbolized as
triumphal wreathe, the divine experience presented as Ram is joined
with energy embodied as Sita. This is the primary stage of Yoga.
Gradually Ram moves forward with the energy (Sita), hurdles
do come in the way but when the infatuation is rooted out the essence
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of immortality is achieved and then there happens the ambrosial
rain. Ambrosia is not like any liquid mixture which falls like water.
Angad emphatically explains to Ravan:
jke euqt dl js lB caxkA /kUoh dke unh iqfu xaxkAA
ilq lqj /ksuq dYir# :[kkA vék nku v: jl ih;w"kkAA
(Manas, 6/25/5-6)
O Foolish Ravan! Do you take Ram to be an ordinary human
being? Do you think Ganga is common place river? Do you believe
that lust is the name of any archer? Do you take ambrosia (nectar)
to be any liquid mixture which could be drunk or sprinkled anywhere?
If the nectar (Amrit- ve`r) is not any ordinary liquid, what it is
after all. Actually, Mrit (e`r) means mortal, subject to decay. Amrit
is that which is not subject to decay or to decompose and which is
eternal. The divine Supreme Being is essentially immortal, after
achieving Him, the mortal man, transcends the cycle of birth.
After the essence of the immortality is attained the devotee
gradually making progress gets absorbed, dissolved, then only Ram
or the consciousness of Ram remains.
jke jkt cSBs =SyksdkA gjf"kr Hk;s x;s lc lksdkAA
(Manas, 7/19/7)
The virtues of the golden rule completely prevail in such a
conscience of the devotee. The worldly sorrows and sufferings go
away for everyone. There remains no place now in all the three
worlds for births and rebirths. Everywhere he finds the permeation
of Ram. He finds God enveloping all. The seer gets dissolved in the
self. This is the climax of the attainment of durrity and the point
from where the practice or Sadhana starts is the lowest point or the
point to take after.
Thus incarnation starts happening, which accurs in the heart
of some rare and chosen Yogi. It does not occur outside at any place.
The self where it happens, merges with the supreme self. ^^tkur rqEgfg
rqEgb gksb tkbZA** The Servant is lost forever only, the Master remains
what is left aside, is the God permeated conditions.
ljx ujd vicjx lekukA tg¡ rg¡ ns[k /kjs /kuqckukAA
(Manas, 2/130/7)
Neither the heaven remains as heaven, nor the hell as hell.
Wherever his eyes go he finds the presence of only his God of
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adoration. After the merger the Supreme Entity is found within the
self. ^lkb± lUr vrhr*& Nothing seems to be separate from one’s
own self. The Eternal Being alone remains. The physical body
remains live in a temperate house in which the soul passes its
remaining time. The sages live now for only the altruistic purposes.
They no more have any utility of their body for their own use.
It is clear thus that the concept of Incarnation is relation with
the inner self of some rare Yogi. The ‘Geeta’ also elaborates this
very concept. Those who hanker after any incarnation is the external
world are only the victims of confusion because incarnation is always
divine and imperceptible. The things which are discerned by the
senses and the mind or by the eyes are only illusion not incarnationxks xkspj tg¡ yfx eu tkbZA lks lc ek;k tkusgq HkkbZAA
(Manas, 3/14/3)
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The Real Identity of Ram
Question: Maharaj Ji! What is the real identity of Ram?
Answer: You know! Sati also had the same curiosity. She had
wasted her one birth in more vacillations and doubts. She was at a
loss to understand how Ram a human being can be God? In her
second birth she made strenuous efforts, undertook very tough
penance, re-activated Lord Shankar. Thereafter spiritual probation
started. The Satsang started from the same point which was left in
the last birth. Shailja (the daughter of the mountain) wanted to known
how Ram became the son of a king? What is the true form of Ram?
How a man can become God? Shankar in the beginning scolded
her and said:
dgfga lqufga vl v/ke uj] xzls ts eksg filkpA
ik[kaMh gfj in foeq[k] tkufga >wB u lkpAA (Manas, 1/114)
Only the fallen beings say so, as they are possessed by the demon
of illusion and infatuation. Only those speak so whose minds are
mossy. O Girija! Your words are against the spirit of the Vedas,
though your intention is fair.
After this he started answering the query of Parvati and depicted
the identity of Ram:
fo"k; dju lqj tho lesrkA ldy ,d rs ,d lpsrkAA
lc dj ije izdkld tksbAZ jke vukfn vo/kifr lksbAZ A
(Manas, 1/116/5-6)
The worldly objects, the senses transacting those objects, the
deities of the senses and the individual self are animated by mutual
coordination and thus get activated. The prime entity, which governs
them all is the entity of Ram, the ruler of Avadh.
The senses and the mind are universally found. So ^txr izdkL;
izdkld jkewA*- the world which needs governance and it is Ram who
governs. He rules over illusion, he is the abode of knowledge and
virtues. Ram is everywhere present as the life giving force that is
why the trees remain verdant and vibrating. This is how, He manifests
Himself. Since Girija was beset with the doubt, how Ram was God?
So Shankar says:
tklq d`ik vl Hkze fefV tkbZA fxfjtk lksbZ d`ikyq j?kqjkbZAA
(Manas, 1/117/3)
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O Girija! By whose grace such doubts and confusions are
removed, he is but the kind-hearted Ram.
Whenever the doubts and confusions are removed they are
removed only by attaining the spiritual experiences. Maharshi
Markandey perceived in his experiences the trance of the play of
the primordial, all engulphing and survived as the eternal entily also.
All the doubts and confusions of the Maharshi evaporated after this
perception.
Kagbhusundi moved for millions of years in the belly of God
and saw there the incarnation of Ram, besides this, he saw there his
our Ashram (hermitage) he saw Bharat and other brothers of Ram
in different forms.
fHkék fHkék eSa nh[k lcq] vfr fofp= gfj tkuA
vxfur Hkqou fQjsm]¡ izHkq jke u ns[ksm¡ vkuAA (Manas, 7/81 K)
I roamed in numberless worlds and found all the powers in a
variety of shapes and forms but Ram was always seen everywhere
in the same form.
Bharat, Lakshman, Kaushalya all were seen in different forms
but Ram appeared in the same form different. He was the same as
he had seen him earlier when he was out of the belly. Ram is an
entity which is changeless and eternal. It is said that Maharshi
Kagbhusundi saw all these things by entering into the belly of God.
But, now it was actually all his spiritual visualizations:
mHk; ?kjh eg¡ eSa lc ns[kkA Hk;m¡ Hkzfer eu eksg fcls"kkAA
(Manas, 7/81/8)
He spent ages in the belly of God and saw there countless cities,
earth and Heaven, spent long time at his Ashram also. Though,
ages passed by in the belly, but he says that ^mHk; ?kjh*- he saw
everything within a short span of time. This clearly proves that it
was all his visualisatin, which was unfalding like the reel of a movie
the different views. He experienced all these visions during the period
of his meditation and trance. It was nothing but the experience of
the rarefied super intelligence. When there recurs confusion about
Ram, regarding his nature, (personal or impersonal) his place of
birth, his mode of hiring, it is removed by a technique, a device.
This very device is Ram. Lord Shankar says, ^tklq d`ik vl Hkze*- O
Girija! By whose grace such doubts and confusions ^fefV tkbZA fxfjtk
lksbZ d`ikyq j?kqjkbZAA* are removed, he is but the kind-hearted Ram. In
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other words Ram Himself is the embodiment of pure soul, pure
knowledgelksb lfPpnkuUn ?ku jkekA vt foKku :i cy /kkekAA
(Manas, 7/71/3)
Lord Shankar explains in the following lines how does Ram
look like? How does he function? How does he move? How does
he manage the war? how does he live with the devotees?
fcuq in pyb lqub fcuq dkukA dj fcuq dje djb fcf/k ukukAA
vkuu jfgr ldy jl HkksxhA fcuq ckuh cdrk cM+ tksxhAA
ru fcuq ijl u;u fcuq ns[kkA xgb ?kzku fcuq ckl vls"kkAA
vl lc Hkk¡fr vykSfdd djuhA efgek tklq tkb ufga cjuhAA
(Manas, 1/117/5-8)
He hears without ears, sees without eyes, walks without legs,
do every work without hands. Thus all his deeds are supernatural
and unearthly. The implication is clear that such a Ram is
comprehensible only through Yogic experiences, in other words
such a being is subtle and he is Ram. So, is the conclusion drawn by
Shankar Ji.
The birth of Ram is also noticeable:
O;kid czã fujatu] fuxqZu fcxr fcuksnA
lks vt izse Hkxfr cl] dkSlY;k ds xksnAA (Manas, 1/198)
One who remains unmanifested, which moves without legs, sees
without eyes, gets embodied without body, takes birth in the lap of
Kaushalya through loving devotion.
Kaushalya is actually the symbol of loving devotion. The root
of the word Kaushalya is ‘Kosh’. Etymologically Kosh means the
centre of the wealth. The spiritiual wealth is the only lasting wealth
and this is stored in devotions. For this reason she is known as
Kaushalya.
In this very context we think over the baptisation of Ram. When
the birth of Ram and others took place Dasharath was overjoyed.
He approached Guru Vashishth for selecting names. Vashishth said
that though their names were countless still for practical purposes
and for daily use the names were being allotted to all the four sons.
He added further that they wese not ordinary sons, they were rather
embodying the quintessence of the Vedas/kjs uke xqj ân;¡ fcpkjhA csn rRo u`i ro lqr pkjhAA
(Manas, 1/197/1)
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Vashishth selected the names after a lot of thinking then said O
king! They are not ordinary human beings. All the four boys are the
essence of the Vedas, the Vedas which reveal the Supreme Truth.
Now let us observe the suitability of the names given by the
Guru Vashishth:
fcLo Hkju iks"ku dj tksbZA rkdj uke Hkjr vl gksbZAA
(Manas, 1/196/7)
He who has the capacity to feed and nurse the whole world is
being given the name of Bharat.
Strangely enough on close analysis we do not find any such
quality in Bharat. When Ram was exiled as per wishes of Kaikeyi
Bharat on knowing this rushed to the jungle, weeping bitterly.
People asked him to rule Ayodhya but he refused and refused, then
Ram asked him to manage the affairs of he state, at least for fourteen
years (the duration of his exile). But Bharat instead of ruling the
state relinquished everything at the mercy of the Khadaun (wooden
shoe) of Ram and entered a cave in the Nandigram. He did not
come out of it for the whole period of fourteen years. The boy who
was predicted by the Guru to whom the capacity to feed and nurse
the whole world, could not even manage the aftairs of even Ayodhya!
Fortunatly the ministers were competent and honest so the
management was going on well. But he couldn’t bring it into his
practice as per his nomination.
tkds lqfeju rsa fjiq uklkA uke l=qgu csn izdklkAA
(Manas, 1/196/8)
Shatrughn was expected to possess the capability to destroy
the enemies. The rememberance of the very name Shatrughn was
enough for the destruction of the enemies. But when we look into
the ‘Manas’ we find that Ram fought, Lakshman fought, Bharat
also once shot an arrow at Hanuman, but Shatrughn did never kill
even a small mouse. An incident no doubt has been referred that he
did pick Kubari (a hunch-backed woman), a lady who could not
even retaliate by countering him with her fishts. Shatrughn knew
that she could do nothing so he booted her at the back. Such was his
valour.
Now let us examine the basis of the name of Lakshman –
yPNu /kke jke fiz;] ldy txr vk/kkjA
xq# cfl"B rsfg jk[kk] yfNeu uke mnkjAA (Manas, 1/197)
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He, who is the abode of attributes, who is the substratim of the
world and very dear to Ram, was named by Guru Vashishth as
Lakshman.
He was the model of all good qualities; he had no wrong traits
so he came to be called Lakshman. His name is also a misnomer
because he was by nature very choleric and hot tempered. This is a
great weakness and a bad quality. When Bharat went to Ram to
persuade him to return to Ayodhya and with good intentions,
Lakshman on seeing him approaching promptly took the position
with his arrow and bow. He is notorious for his furious nature, we
find this flat nature of Lakshman on various occasions, like the
occasion of breaking the ceremonial bow, the occasions during period
of exile, Kishkindha and Lanka. Still he has been called the abode
of good virtues. When Sita was abducted;^yfNeugw¡ ;g ejeq u tkukA*(Manas, 3/23/5) Lakshman could not know the inner purport of it,
although Kewat (a boatman) was well aquainted with it. In the
battlefield, without taking into account that the every, Meghnad was
not an ordinary warrior or without taking notice of the powerful
missile fired by him Lakshman came forward and faced it on his
chest, only to fall down budlike, senseless stuborn he does appear,
but never we see him as intelligent strategist. He seems to be blank
in the art of war. Had he any foresight, he would have smelt the
intentions of the enemy beforehand. ^dgsm u rkr y[ku yfjdkbZA*Although Lakshman was born together with Ram, but there was a
world of difference between him and Ram, so far as the qualities are
concerned.
Now let us examined the name of Ram:
tks vkuUn flU/kq lq[kjklhA lhdj rsa =Syksd lqiklhAA
(Manas, 1/196/5)
He is the ocean of bliss, mass of joys, by just a single drop he is
capable to give comfort and happiness to all the three worlds.
lks lq[k/kke jke vl ukekA vf[ky yksdnk;d foJkekAA
(Manas, 1/196/6)
Since he is the abode of happiness, so he is named as Ram. He
affords, repose and respite to all the creatures of the world. As he
himself is the fountain of happiness, pain and sorrows never could
touch him. But when we closely love into the details of his life, we
find that he himself never could peacefully pass his days. When he
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was a child he was taken away by Vishwamitra who confronted
him against Taraka. When he got married favourable times seemed
to be approaching. He was getting ready for coronation volumes of
joys were expected, but also Manthara poked her nose and started
scheming against him. Ram instead of getting the reigns of the state,
got banished from the state. Anyhow he was passing his days in the
jungle, but the disaster fell when Sita was stolen and Ram like an
ordinary human being moved from place to place wailing weeping
and crying as, “One deer lad darling! O My sweet heart of elephantine
grace and gaits! Where are thou? Where have you gone ?” ^yrk r#
ikrh*- He addressed to the creepers, to the leaves enquiring about
the whereabouts of Sita. When Narad saw him in this condition, he
was shocked to realise that all the sufferings of Ram were due to his
own curse. This is no doubt a fact that Ram endured the sufferings
soiling all but this is also a fact that the sufferings were after all sufferings.
Ram raised an army and conquered Ravan. After this he
ascended the throne of Ayodhya with his spouse Sita as his queen
and he expected to lead a happy life onwards. But a washerman
jumped into the fray. His wife had passed one night at the house of
someone in connection with any celebration at his place. When she
returned next morning, the washerman was red hot with anger and
said that he was not like Ram, who reaccepted the lady who had
lived at the house of others. When Ram came to know of it he for
the gratification of the people abandoned Sita despite her immanence
and suffered untold sufferings. By account of the frantic efforts of
Valmiki and Lav-Kush, when the people of Ayodhya knew the
truth and declared Sita fully pure. Ram requested Sita to return
Ayodhya, Sita after showing the thumb entered in the crevices of
the earth and vanished forever. There was no limit of the sufferings
of Ram. Only on a very trifle incident Lakshman jumped into the
river Saryu and ended his life. Ram was so deeply shocked at this
that he too dived into the river and finished his life. Vashishth calls
^lks lq[k /kke*- Ram abode of joys, ^jke vl ukekA vf[ky yksdnk;d
foJkekAA* but we find his life abounding with untold afflictions. It
looks very ironical that a fellow whose own life was full of miseries
is hailed as the benefactor to the suffering multitude.
Thus, we see that the names which were given to Ram and his
brothers belie the import of the names which appeared later on in
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their actial life. Did Vashishth shower praise for royal gifts and
presents? Or did Tulsidas write a lie? No, this is not the case. Every
word of ‘Manas’ is true. ^^oLrq dgha <wa<s+ dgha] dSls ikoS rkfgA** Actually,
people move in wrong directions while trying to locate the real
meaning. The place where the real thing lies is a different place.
You see! Every scripture is prepared with two points of views: Firstly
for peeping alive the memory of the historical incidents and second
for utilising the episodes for spiritual emoluments and leading it to
the ultimate reality. From historical events we draw aspiration for
leading a regulated nobly life. But merely by leading a successful
life of day to day luxuries, man does not achieve this happiness and
well-being. So long as we sojourn on this planet we must live our
lives according to the approved ways. For this purpose historical
events are kept afresh. When people start leading moral and peaceful
lives and starts behaving rationally, they need no better avenues for
their further development. For this the seers and sages branded
spiritual knowledge, so that people may experience the divine love
of God. Had the incidents not occured, how the presidents could
have been made? The sages through the medium of the stories of
the events presented in detail allegorically the metaphysical struggle,
the spiritual strife and wrestling, which end in ultimate peace. In
‘Ramcharit Manas’, such abstract things have been written but they
are couched in the language very artistically. It would be a great
folly to take ‘Manas’ as an ordinary historical work.
‘Ramcharit’ means the biography of Ram. Then Tulsidas is
going to delineate the character of Ram who lived in bodies and
various parts of lands. Goswami Ji himself says, No, rather enditing
‘Manas’. So, ‘Ramcharit Manas’ purports such a conduct of Ram
which is spread in or extended to the core of the heart of the human
beings. Despite his presence in every being, he is not earily
perceptible. What is perceptible is the conduct of lust going on day
and night the conduct of avaries, infatuation and the chicanerves;
the conduct of Ram and his operations are totally undiscernible in
the mind. This ‘Manas’ records the system of accomplishment which
kindles the light of Ram in the mind and after this ultimately leads to
the union with him.
Please keep it in mind that a book is nothing but the expansion
of the central idea contained in the title of it. The ‘Ramcharit Manas’
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intends to present such a character of Ram which is extended to the
core of the mind. Now the question is how does it operate? There
are two kinds of the innate leanings of the mind, the demonic and
the divine leanings. The demonic leanings leads headlong downward
in different bodies and the divine leaning is full of supreme good. In
Vinaypatrika Tulsidas Ji says- ^^oiq"k czãk.M lqio
z `fÙk yadk nqxZ] jfpr eu
nuqt e;:i /kkjhA** (58) This body is the replica of well arraged
universe, in which the too much attachment with this physical body
represents Lanka, so it is called ‘Pravitti Lanka’ which is illusory by
nature. Tulsidas Ji while describing it reveals oft, says that this mind
is like the demon, Mai who built the Lanka of Attachments in which
there are a number of demons like:
eksg n'kekSfy rn~Hkzkr vgadkj] ikdkfjftr dke foJkegkjhA
yksHk vfrdk; eRlj egksnj nq"V] Øks/k ikfi"B fooq/kkUrdkjhAA
(Vinaypatrika, 58)
Our infatuation is Ravan and he is the source of all the maladies,
^ldy C;kf/kUg dj ewykA* so he is the ruler, the monarch. In such a
Lanka there is Kumbhkarn- the symbol of wrath, Narantak- the
symbol of avarice, Ahiravan- the symbal of ego, Surpnakha- the
symbol of naturalism and Vibhishan- the symbol of creature who
lives in the midst of the wicked ones, the infatuation is his real brother
(born of the same parent) but always keeps his mind fixed on Ram.
The soul is in bondage only on account of infatuation and hence is
known as a creature. This creature renames always worried for the
maintenance of his family but concurrently he is concerned also of
the ultimate reality. An American fellow receutly visited the Ashram.
I asked him, “Do people in America also remember God, despite
their extreme engagements?” He replied that it was natural and there
was no point, in not believing in Him. But people there did not
know how to locate him?- So he had come to India.
The demonic properties thus gradually become the cause of
countless degenerating dispositions. When Ravan came out of his
fort after the anihilations of all his forces by the army of Ram it is
said that a big countless number of soldiers accompanied him. When
all were killed, countless number of fresh fighters remained? Actually,
Ravan, who is the root cause of all the maladies, represent infatuation,
which is capable of promoting again and again shooting of leaves
and branches. All the demonic forces lies dormant in that root known
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as Ravan (infatuating). They will grow out when favourable time
will come, hence all are taken to be alive.
On the otherhand, this body itself is Avadh. In it lies the
immanent will to remain free, unbounded by anything. So it is known
as Avadh. The ruler of this body is Dasharath, which means the
restraint over all the ten senses. Kaushalya representing devotee,
Kaikei representing action, Sumitra representing right understanding,
Manthara representing perverted thinking and Vashishth representing
knowledge, all live in such an Avadh. What kind of knowledge
does Vashishth represent? Does he stand for the knowlege of day
today worlds affairs? No, it is not so. ^o'k b"V l% of'k"B*- The
knowledge which enables one to put the Isht under one’s sway is
symbolised as Vashishth. This very knowledge is the true knowledge.
Now let us think - what is the special technique or method which
brings the Isht under one’s approach. That is the technique of
managing the breath symbolised as Shringi Rishi. It is mentioned
that Shringi Rishi performed the Yagya (sacrifice). ^;Kkuka ti ;Kks·fLe*Jap itself is Yagya. Yagya is nothing but the management of inhalation
and exhatation of breath. The purity of the heart is the abulation to
the God of the Yagya. When such a Yagya is performed, Ram
representing absolute knowledge appears on the lap of Kaushalya
who stands for devotion. Spiritual and accult experiences do start
happening. When this development takes place Lakshman (reason),
Bharat (faith), Shatrughn (spiritual company) are also simultaneously
born. After this unforeseen things are generated in the heart of the
devotee, his conviction become stronger and the Vishwamitra
(Conviction) descends.
tkus fcuq u gksb ijrhrhA fcuq ijrhfr gksb ugha izhrhAA
(Manas, 7/88/7)
The devotee does not believe and without belief there is no real
steadfast devotion.
izhfr fcuk ufga Hkxfr n`<+kbZA ftfe [kxifr ty dS fpdukbZAA
(Manas, 7/88/8)
Without which, the devotion does not become firm. Generally,
everybody claims to be a devotee, but this superficial kind of devotion
is like grease or alien on the surface of the water, which moves with
the movement of the winds. When there is no wind, it does appear
overspread on the water, but this is a transitory phase the moment
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the bad company leaves its influence, all the enthusiasm of the
elevation is cast aside. When the divine experiences faith, reason,
love of spiritual company start working, only then the conviction in
the all pervading God is established. People advise to believe and
keep faith, but how to do it? If you start believing blindly, you would
fall victim to superstitions or bigotry. But when the Yogic experiences
start germinating, the conviction which is symbolised as Vishwamitra
automatically grows. The same Yagya with full conviction begins.
This Yagya is not different, it is the same which the devotee had
been doing but now he does it with full conviction. Now Vishwamitra
is supervising it. Raticinations in the form of Taraka, weaknesses of
the devotee’s nature as Subahoo, malice as Mareech crop up and
start obstructions, but by the Yogic experiences symbolised as Ram
are removed. Thereafter the state of spontaneous system of the heart
is achieved. vo/k ân; y; l% vfgY;kA
From this point the derived properties begin and gradually they
go on multiplying and become countless. Divine property means
the divine conduct and the learning towards it.
ckuj dVd mek eSa ns[kkA lks ewj[k tks dju pg ys[kkAA
(Manas, 4/21/1)
Lord Shankar Says, “O Uma! I saw numberless monkeys. He
would be a fool if he ventures to count them.
Today the population of the world is only four billion and it has
become a great problem to feed it. According to Lord Shankar the
monkeys at that time were countless. It is quite evident that this
army is the army of virtuous properties which lives in the depth of
the mind. The army of monkeys is nothing but the apptitude for the
derived conduct. For this very reason GuruVashishth while baptising
said that Ram is not ordinary human being Ram is Ram of the
‘Manas’. He said:
fcLo Hkju iks"ku dj tksbZA rkdj uke Hkjr vl gksbZAA
(Manas, 1/196/7)
The good sentiments are represented as Bharat. ^Hkkos fo|rs nsokA*&
The impact of sentiments is so powerful that even the Supreme Being
is realised. ^Hkko oL; Hkxoku] lq[k fu/kku d#uk v;uA* God can come
into the grip only through fair sentiments and good intentions. So
Bharat represents no other means sentiments. Only the sentiments
and good intentions of the past could nurse and nourish the world
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and give contentment. All those in whom the sentiment was kindled
got direct communication with God. It is only through them God
could be directly contacted. Man is an imperfect creature. He can
not become perfect by acquiring material affluence. He would be
perfect only and only through self-realization. The power to achieve
self-realization consists in the genuine sentiments and fair intentions
of men, so the sentiment is symbolized as Bharat. This alone can
fully gratify the whole world. Bharat was not like the leader of the
present day who tried to feed the people but fail to remove their
hunger. Despite the replacement of bulls and introduction of tractors,
people remain still hungry. Even if ten motor buses were given to a
man, he would still not be gratified. His lust is never satisfied, men
though he acquires big factories like those of Birla instead of having
satisfaction, people develop different kinds of exploitations. Nobody
can get satisfaction after getting material things. Even the kingdoms
could not satisfy a Mahavir and Buddha. Whenever people got
contentment, they have got it only in the lap of God. This is the real
nourishment and perfect virturing. From where to get it? It could be
got only through genuine feelings and sentiments. Thus, we see that
the sentiment alone is embodied as Bharat. Bharat is the real channel
through which flows the essence of the Vedas. He enables us to
perceive the human tested, invisible entity. Bharat should not be
taken as a human being with flesh and bones. He is the symbol of
sentiment.
After Bharat, follows the baptisation of Shatrughn:
tkds lqfeju rsa fjiq uklkA uke l=qgu csn izdklkAA
(Manas, 1/196/8)
By whose remembrance the enemies are destroyed, he is
Shatrughn. The Vedas give this judgement. Guru Vashishth relied
on the judgement of the Vedas. The Vedas as well as the Maharshi
both are of the same opinion that Shatrughn symbolizes method of
remembrance of God. Still nobody worships Shatrughn. Everyone
worships Ram. Have you ever seen any one repeating Shatrughn?
No, you would never find such a man doing so, Shatrughn is actually
a symbol of ‘Manas’ representing Satsang or holy company.
Satsang is of two kinds. In the first, Satsang is done through
speech which you all hear in the discourses of saints in the religious
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meetings. The second one, practical Satsang is nothing but the
association with Sat (truth) as the following lines illustrate:
lR; oLrq gS vkRek] feF;k txr ilkjA
fuR;kfuR; foosfd;k] yhtS ckr fopkjAA
The soul is the truth as it is eternal. Association with the soul is
true Satsang. This Satsang is possible through meditation, trance,
contemplation and Bhajan. This internal Satsang is pursued through
mind. Hence by remembrance alone the association with God is
possible. When mind after its withdrawal from everything, gets
absorbed in the contemplation of the self enjoined together with the
breathing and starts throbbing with the soul, the real from everything
it gets centralized in the Isht. The enemies on the path of the spiritual
development are gradually destroyed. When the mind and the Isht
become identical, the illusions are rooted out. Actually, the
unconquerable enemy resides within us- egk vt; lalkj fjiq] thfr
ldb lks chjA (Manas, 6/80 K)
The seers have searched out lust, wrath, avarice, infatuation
etc. as the real enemies. The external battles are only the off shoots
of the wrestlings of the infatuation.
typj o`Un tky vUrxZr] gksr flfeV ,d iklkA
,dfg ,d [kkr ykypo'k] ufga tkur fut uklkAA
(Vinaypatrika, 92)
This is a fact that the elimination of the enemies of all the
creatures, for example, the Ravan of infatuation etc. has been possible
only through ‘Satsang’. Ram is first name of the instrument of the
divine experience. The remembrance and the contemplation of God
are the real destroyers of the enemies representing illusion. The rise
and fall of Satsang depend on the remembrance and contemplation.
Hence Satsang is Shatrughn, ^tkds lqfeju rs fjiq uklkA* Shatrughn is
not the name of any human being with any round physical mass ^uke
l=qgu osn izdklkA*.
Now led us examine the truth underlying the name or
Lakhshman:
yPNu /kke jke fiz;] ldy txr vk/kkjA
xq# cfl"B rsfg jk[kk] yfNeu uke mnkjAA (Manas, 1/197)
He, who is the abode of virtues, is very dear to Ram, ^ldy
txr vk/kkjA xq# cfl"B rsfg jk[kk] yfNeu uke mnkjAA* He, who is the
foundation of the whole world, was named by GuruVashishth as
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Lakshman. Lakshman represents conscience, which separates the
truth from the untruth. After knowing the truth, the capacity to stick
to it, is the hallmark of conscience. God alone is true, He alone is
eternal. Those who develop the capacity to absorb this fact and stay
steadfast are none but Lakshman, the abode of Virtues.
nPN ldy yPNu tqr lksbZA tkdsa in ljkst jfr gksbZAA
(Manas, 7//48/8)
It is worth while mentioning that this interpretation in Utterkand
is made by Vashishth Ji himself. He is the abode of virtue and dear
one of Lord Ram.
God loves those who constantly keep their eyes on soul, which
is the eternal reality.
iq#"k uiqald ukfj ok] tho pjkpj dksbA
loZHkko Hkt diV rft] eksfga ije fiz; lksbAA (Manas, 7/87 K)
He be anyone a man or an enuch or woman, if he remembers
me wholeheartedly, renaming all his duplicity and pretensions, he
is dearest to Me. Thus on going calibre to move towards God is the
name of Lakshman or the conscience or reason. The constant musing
on the Isht or the goal is symbolized as Lakshman. Constant regular
musings render the mind identical with the Isht and achieves the
Godly state or the Godhood. Vashishth addressing to the king
Dasharath says, “O King Dasharath! This is a virtue which reveals
the unrevealed Supreme Being. This is not the name of any
individual.”
tks vkuUn flU/kq lq[kjklhA lhdj rsa =Syksd lqiklhAA
(Manas, 1/196/5)
He who is the ocean of bliss, mass of joys is Ram.
Sometimes the devotees get nervous then God flings a drop of
bliss and assures him not to worry, promising to grant salvation.
This mere drop of joy frees the devotee from doubts and
apprehensions. Though he does not get the emancipation; the devine
assurance makes him fearless. He is recharged and takes up again
his Sadhana. If the nervous again attacks him God again assures
him and confirms that his Sadhana was on the right track, only certain
channels were blocked. Thus, a drop of contentment is given. God
conveys through the vibrations of links, through divine experiences,
through meditational visions, through dreams and through
supernatural voice his suggestions. Ram is the name of such heavenly
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suggestions. This is the primary stage of the experience relating to
Ram. Ram does not speak through his tongue, he speaks through
meditation, he speaks through the heart, through the mind. This
speech, this voice is Ram. The absolute pure knowledge, the
attainment of empirical experience is the name of Ram, who moves
without legs and moves along with the devotee. His name is Ram.
Bhav means the world and Anu means past. When the two are joined
they become Anubhav, which means the special enlightenment
which lifts up the devotee out of the world and its worldliness. Ram
is the name of such a typical enlightenment. He blooms in the heart,
his messages are heard inside the heart and they materialise too.
When the Isht becomes inseparable with the soul of the devotee and
becomes perceptible and starts giving him, then he is known as Ram.
Such a Ram is the ocean of bliss and mass of joy. ^lhdj rsa =Syksd
lqiklhA*- Even a drop of this ocean renders the devotee fearless. ^^lks
lq[k /kke jke vl ukekA**- He is the abode of comfort and his name is
Ram. ^vf[ky yksd nk;d foJkekA*- He provides comfort and rest to the
whole world. That is the only place from where the blessings are
bedewd. In due course of time when such experiences get mellowed
the state of empirical realization attained. This realization absorbs
the devotee in itself. The modulated harassed breath is symbolized
as the river Saryu. Ram is submerged in the river Saryu. He does
not go anywhere only he dissolves in the harmony of breath presented
here as river Saryu every moment. He remains present in every
breath. He is the native of Avadh and immersed too in the Saryu. It
means that the devotee attains freedom from the chains and becomes
immortal above death and every kind of decay. That is the acme of
Ramhood.
Yoga is nothing but the merger of the individable self (which
gets stuck up with the material world.), the Supreme Being. Yoga
means merger with the one. Yoga is communion but not like milk
with water, not like the clothes which joins the things of the material
world only collide and clatter with each other. The matter clanks
with the matter. Yoga is the mingling of this different element. The
individual self, which is stuck up with matter gradually rising up
and up, commingles, with God, which is essentially a different
element. This is the connotation of Yoga. The Nature is subject to
decay, but the human being is everlasting. Both are essentially
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different elements. When such elements commingle that is called
Yoga. Prakriti (Nature), which is weaker merges with Purush who
at lost, exists as remainder. This is symbolized as ‘Yoga embodied
as Janakpur’.
In the Yogic Janakpur there is a legendary bow which is the
symbol of Dhyan (meditation). To break the volatile and freakish
nature of the mind is symbolized as breaking this bow. As the
playfulness of the mind is overcome, Dhyan becomes possible:
ukFk 'kaHkq /kuq HkatfugkjkA gksbfga dksm ,d nkl rqEgkjkAA
(Manas, 1/270/1)
Sir! This Sui Genris bow, the symbol of self-accomplishing
Dhyan has been broken by someone who is among human being
and who must be your slave, your humble servant. Only the rarest
of the rare beings succeed in breaking the wontonness of the mind.
Whose slave? This queries that who had broken, was made by a
sage. ^gksbfga dksm ,d nkl rqEgkjkA* (who must be your slave.) The
answer is significant. When the playfulness of the mind is broken
(curbed), the mind instantly lapses into Dhyan. One gathers capability
for deep and steady meditation when the mind is not volatile, one is
automatically locked in Dhyan and promptly Sita is obtained. Who
was Sita? Sita was the inherent power of Ram. She is the symbol of
power. It means that the eternal power starts flowing the empirical
experience symbolized as Ram, Ram the emblem of Vigyan. Vigyan
and mystic experiences are synonymous. In the beginning when the
mystic experiences are drawn, it becomes feeble. If you are cling in
the company of any good saint four to six months, you would start
having visions. Such experiences in the beginning are irregular and
they step if one deliberately commits mistakes. But when the
playfulness of the mind ceases, the inherent power symbolized as
Sita is obtained. The experiences are not packed with power then
whatever one gets in such experiences that would be
unchallengeable. The experiences would bear the stamp of
authenticity of the Isht.
The devotee is rewarded with the victory garland, which
symbolizes enlightenment. In the beginning when the devotee sits
for meditation, sleep overtakes him but when the playfulness of the
mind is over the acute power symbolizing Sita backs the spiritual
experiences. After this the force of the scoth and slumber becomes
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weaker. He becomes concious of the enveloping night of infatuation.
Now no more the sleep attacks him because the goal gradually
becomes visible.
In this Janakpur (Yoga) Bharat got Mandavi. This also has an
inner import. The sense and sensibility at beginning stage fly over
and flinch, but when the wontonness of the mind is cubed and the
experiences start dewing Mandavi is achieved. The sense and the
sensibilities which used to get broken earlier, now are strengthened.
Then they are never uninterrupted or broken.
Lakshman symbolizing reason got his power Urmila. At the
outset, the reason is related to him, intellect confined up to only
questions like what is truth? and what is untruth? One has to take the
help of intellect in solving the toggle. Passing through ratiocinations,
decisions are taken. But the moment Dhyan becomes stable and
unwavering the reason shoots from the heart (Urmila). The guidance
from intellect then no more remains useful. The Isht Himself separates
the turth from the untruth.
Shatrughn symbolising Satsang or holy company gets his power
Shrutikirti. One gets the company of Sat by remembering Truth,
though most of the people remember God but the Surati at the feet
of the Isht is not fixed. Only the body sits in meditation not the mind
which remains wandering and wandering.
Satsang is not possible until the Surati is locked with the Isht
and his perceptions ceaselessly flow in the mind. Yogeshwar Lord
Krishna enjoins, “O Arjun! Keeping one’s body neck and head erect
and straight in one line and seeing the front point of the nose, without
looking at any other side, one should concentrate on Me and see
nothing except Me.” (Geeta Chapter 6). In the beginning it is not
usually practicable but as soon as the wantonness of the mind is
curbed, the success in looking the Surati becomes possible. That is
why without Shrutikirti Shatrughn is not perfect. By living
continuously in the company of Truth, when Truth and Surati
become identical all the Magic disorders and good as well as bad
Sanskars are uprooted completely. Thus the sensibilities, reason,
Satsang and Vigyan are all complementary to each other and mutually
helpful also. After crossing all the steps one by one the devotee
reaches the empirical stage and finds everywhere the presence of
Ram. This is the real form of Ram.
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Question: Maharaj Ji! Does it mean that there was no Ram?
Answer: No, No, Ram was certainly there at historical events
that did take place. Ram was a great and noble personality, who laid
sown ideals and norms. That is why he had been called a standard
man par excellence. Historical details are true so far as history is
concerned, but as for as ‘Ramcharit Manas’ is concerned it is a unique
work. It is not sheer history. It is the example of wonderful
coordinations of the mundane behaviour and ultra mundane
achievements. On the one hand by going through the biographical
details of Ram we get well laid norms and model of the worldly life,
on the other we find in it aptly placed the detailed system of Sadhana
also. ‘Manas’ is a book of practical Sadhna. For reading it the eyes
of sound sensibilities are needed, not the physical eyes ^ekul p[k
p k g h A * (Manas, 1/38/9) The historical value of Ram is also
undoubtedly very important. Had he not been born from where the
precedents and his models appeared?
Question: Maharaj Ji! If Ram is an empirical phenomenon,
if means the people who meditate on the picture of Ram, take him
to be his Isht and worship his idols are wrong?
Answer: No, this is not wrong or weavingless. All the great
and noble souls (Mahapurush) are eternally present, after they atain
the self-realisation, they become immortal. If you meditate on sage
Atri or Krishna or any Mahapurush he is sure to meet you but he
would direct you to go and serve any Mahapurush of the day and
would further tell you that there was no difference between him and
the present day Mahapurush. By serving an accomplished soul and
by living in his company a spiritual light would be kindled in the
heart of the devotee, which would enable him to experience the
spiritual illuminations of Ram in his heart. Gradually, he would be
transformed and himself become Ram.
In the ‘Geeta’ Lord Krishna says;ks ;ks ;ka ;ka ruqa HkDr% J¼;kfpZrfq ePNfrA
rL; rL;kpyka J¼ka rkeso fon/kkE;ge~AA (7@21)
The devotees who worship their loved deity with great affection,
as per his own leanings, I grant him the stillness towards the same
deity. By My own ordained rules the devotee gets undoubtedly the
desired fruit from that deity.
|| OM ||
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The Position of Women in ‘Manas’
Question: Maharaj Ji! Goswami Tulsidas has given very low
and a detestable account of females. It appears he has adapted a
partisan attitude in favour of males. What is your view on this
point?
Answer: The revered Maharaj Ji said, Ho! Once I was
contemplating on Har Ki Pairi at Haridwar. At a short distance there
was a camp of women. The ladies had assembled there. The sound
of their clapping was coming at intervals. Out of curiosity I too
reached there. A lady of adult age was addressing from the dais that
it was humiliating to keep the Ramayan of Tulsidas in their houses
because he wrote- <ksy x¡okj lwnz ilq ukjhA ldy rkM+uk ds vf/kdkjhAA
(Manas, 5/58/6) (The drum, the rustics, the low caste persons,
animals and women deserve beating.) If they deserved beating and
booting, why should they read Tulsi Ramayan at all? Not only this
he has further written- ^voxqu vkB lnk mj jgghaA* (Eight kinds of
vices always remain present in the ladies.) Drawing their attention
the speaker further getting them wondered that it was very strange
that the males were so holy and unblemished, while the women
were so full of loathsome impurities! After such utterances, when
she used to dash the Ramayan at the table, it elicited every time loud
clapping. The said assembly consisted of school-girls also, who were
immanent and mature. Maharaj Ji told us that the gathering was the
gathering of only ladies, so it was not desirable to explain to them
the real meaning. Though Maharaj Ji was no doubt a great
Mahapurush, but he inherited the essential nature in succession yet
he was wandering almost like a mendicant in a detached state. He
never cared for, who is saying what?
Maharaj Ji said that he often heard about the tearing out of the
pages of the Ramayan due to such quadruplets, the Parliament and
the Legislative Assemblies discuss and conclude that the Ramayan
places herdles in establishing peace and harmony.
It is a fact, such things are written there, but very few sages
understand the Shastras and know the truth underlying them. Very
few go through the Shastras (scriptures) under the patronage of any
Mahapurush. Neither anyone reads them closely nor do they know
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their correct import. People forget that the whole Ramayan is nothing
but a composition of Sabar Mantra. Observing the imminent advent
of the terrible forces of Kaliyug, Lord Shankar meditated that Vedas,
Sanskrit scriptures and classical literature cannot serve mankind, so
he composed a Sabar Mantra for the well-being of the whole creation:
dfy fcyksdh txfgr gj fxfjtkA lkcj ea= tky ftUg flfjtkAA
(Manas, 1/14/5)
Lord Shankar found that the mental state of human beings
remains confused and befogged in Kaliyug. They can not grasp the
truth easily, so he composed Sabar Mantra. How does this cluster
of Mantras appear?
vufey vk[kj vjFk u tkiwA izdV izHkkm egs'k izrkiwAA
(Manas, 1/14/6)
^vufey vk[kj*& There is no coherence here nor any system of
Jap. If such is the network of the Mantras, it must be meaningless.
But it is not so. ^izdV izHkkm egsl izrkiw*& By the grace of Lord Shankar
if there is any direct and instant effect, it is Sabar Mantra. It has the
power to give quick result and grant well-being and happiness to
people. It is this Sabar Mantra where the letters are not logically
conjoined, which does not have any set pattern of meaning and which
rejects any set pattern of Jap. It is this evident that Sabar Mantra is
not governed by any grammar. If there is any mistake of spelling in
the filed of language examiners mark red and the student is failed.
But Sabar Mantra is strange it has dissimilar, discordant letters
echoing no meaning at all. No linguist can follow the inner meaning
of ‘Manas’ on the basis of his lingustic knowledge.
Now the question arises- If Sabar Mantra alone can be of a
greater help in Kaliyug, what kind of story Tulsidas was going to
weave and present? Did he intend to tell any new story different
from Sabar Mantra? No,
lks mesl eksfga ij vuqdy
w kA djfga dFkk eqn eaxy ewykAA
(Manas, 1/14/7)
He says the same Lord Shankar who composed the Sabar
Mantra is favourable to me. I am going to create the same Sabar
Mantra which is the source of the general well-being. In other words
the whole Ramayan is in the form of Sabar Mantra, which can not
be comprehended by the knowledge of language. So people who
argue and counter argue from time to time regarding the words and
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thoughts expressed in the ‘Manas’, do so naturally under the impact
of ignorance. Such persons are better than those who do not do
anything. At least they read ‘Manas’ for the purpose of
argumentations.
When Ramayan was about to be completed, a question cropped
up in the mind of Tulsidas, Whom to narrate?;g u dfgv lBgh gBlhyfgA tks eu ykb u lqu gfjyhyfgAA
(Manas, 7/127/3)
He says, “This should not be narrated to crooked persons or
those who are mulish, stubborn and perverse. It should not be
narrated to those also who do not listen attentively.
dfgv u yksHkfg Øksf/kfg dkfefgA tks u Hktb lpjkpj LokfefgAA
(Manas, 7/127/4)
This should not be related to those who are greedy, wrathful
and lusty irrespective of the powerful kings like Indra.
f}t nzksfgfg u lqukb; dcgwA¡ lqjifr lfjl gksbZ u`i tcgwA¡ A
(Manas, 7/127/5)
It should not be said to those who are hostile to truce born
Brahmans (Dwijas) despite their Indra like position and power.
This statement of Tulsidas needs closer look. If such a man is
as powerful as Indra he would call thousands of Pandits and order
them to narrate ‘Manas’ before him. Further, the book is easily
available in the market also. So the restriction is meaningless. Tulsi
means to say that people may go through the ‘Manas’, may memorise
it and engage in hair-splitting ratiocinations also, but they would
never get the crux of it, because it is in the form of Sabar Mantra.
Let us understand what Tulsidas wants to convey when he says
that it should not be narrated to those who are lustful, wrathful, greedy
and infatnated. Most of the persons are given to these weaknesses.
Don’t you have them? If it is so, whom to narrate it? Is Ramayan
not meant for us? No, No! It is cent percent meant for us. The more
our disorders diminish, the more we follow the crux of it. For
correctly evaluating its worth, one has to read it under the guidance
of some clear-minded and enlightened Mahapurush. That is the only
way. Those who are free from the impact of lust, wrath, avarice and
infatuation are real knower of ‘Manas’.
On account of these weaknesses ignorant people find in ‘Manas’
the issues like condemnation of women. They quote some episode,
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like the episode of the return of Bharat from his maternal grandfather’s
house, his reactions at the misdeeds of his mother.
Hkwi izrhfr rksfj fdfe dhUghA ejudky fcf/k efr gfj yhUghAA
(Manas, 2/161/3)
How the ‘king blessed you? No, No! The king could not be at
fault. Brahma who created this world even he could not understand
the inscrutable nature of women. Then how could he who was deeply
religious and had simple nature, know them. How could he know
the machinations of women?fof/kgqa u ukfj ân; xfr tkuhA ldy diV v?k voxqu [kkuhAA
ljy lqlhy /kje jr jkÅA lks fdfe tkuS rh; lqHkkÅAA
(Manas, 2/161/4-5)
Further he says:
dkg u ikodq tkfj ld] dk u leqnz lekbA
dk u djS vcyk izcy] dsfg tx dkyq u [kkbAA (Manas, 2/47)
What is that object which can not penetrate the ocean? What is
that creature whom time can not eat away? What is that deed which
the women who are called weaker sex, can not do? It means they
can do anything. Then how are they weak? They are the visible
death deep like ocean and disastrous like what? More vehement
criticism of women can be? So the point to be considered is, how
this weak creature has become so disastrous? What is real position
of women in ‘Manas’? Tulsidas speaks of women at someother place:
cqf/k cy lhy lR; lc ehukA calh le rh; dgfga izchukAA
(Manas, 3/43//8)
The intelligence, the strength, the character and the truth are
like fish and the women are like the fishing look which is laid in the
water with provender on the tip. The moment a fish holds it, it is
pulled out of the water and dashed on the ground. The women prove
deadly and fatal to intelligence, strength, character and truth. ‘Manas’
speaks that they are the greatest hurdles in the way of spiritual
development. There is no other hurdle at all.
ti ri use tykJ; >kjhA gksb xzh"ke lks"kb lc ukjhAA
(Manas, 3/43/2)
Jap, penance, spiritual regulation, meditation are all like
fountains of water and the women are like the scorching summer,
which dries them up. The women are thus, the greatest and the only
hurdles on the path of spirituality.
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If the women are the hurdles in the way of spirituality then
there should not be any provision of Bhajan for them. If she is herself
a hurdle, can she perform Bhajan at all? How those who misguides
others, can themselves move on the right path? No, it is not so females
also have been provided the right to do Bhajan like males.
iq#"k uial
q d ukfj ok] tho pjkpj dksbA
loZHkko Hkt diV rft] eksfg ije fiz; lksbAA (Manas, 7/87 K)
Every person, irrespective of the fact that he is male and importent
being a female, a Hindu, a Muslim or a Christian remembers me
whole heartedly contemplates on me abjuring all cunningness,
becausevf[ky fcLo ;g eksj mik;kA lc ij eksfg cjkcfj nk;kAA
(Manas, 7/86/7)
The whole world is the creation of God so he loves everyone
equally. But those who abjure ego and the vicissitudes of illusion
are the most favourite ones. What are the implications of the words,
whole world does it signify only India or Europe? No, it means the
whole universe. Every person of the universe, whether he is a male,
a female or impotent one is not only dear but the dearest to Him, if
he renounces all his cunningness and worships Him. So the provision
of Bhajan for females is as much provided as for the males. If the
females are hurdles, there should not have been any provision of
Bhajan for them but, No! The provision is equal for them also
according to the great seer under such circumstances there should
not be any endurance for women on the path of devotion and
worship. But Tulsidas says- ^eksg u ukfj ukfj ds :ikAA* (Manas, 7/
115/2) (No woman admires the beauty of another woman.) Here
too the hurdle is similar because in their case also the Jap, penance
and spiritual regulations get evaporated on account of the intervention
of women. A woman herself is a hurdle in the path of the Bhajan of
another woman. She faces more obstructions than men. If men
perform Bhajan then there are very few hurdles, because if the
woman becomes a hindrance in the path of man then she disturbs
the mind of the male by gesticulations. But when the male devotee
willingly falls only then he is sported. But males have a great vice
that is their innate proclivity to sexually assault the females, which
is not found among women. Many a devoted woman fall down
from their spiritual pursuits on account of the misadventures of the
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unfortunate males. For this very reason the earlier sages prescribed
Bhajan for them, but at their homes. They should continuously devote
their time in contemplation but living under the patronage of their
family. Provisions are no doubt there for women to practice out
door Bhajan too, but only to those woman devotees who have
achieved spiritual maturity and inner strength. Sita, Narvada,
Anusuiya, Meera, Shabari and the like had turned God so favourable
that the hindrances could do no harm. Meera faced great disasters
and persecutions i.e. Rana unleashed snakes at her and tried to poison
her. But at the zero hour Meera boldly challenged Rana jk.kkth! eSa rks fxfj/kj jaxok jkrhA
vkSjksa ds fi;k ijns'k clr gSa] fy[k fy[k Hkstr ikrhA
Egkjs fi;k Egkjs fg;s clr gSa] ufga dgqa vkrh tkrhAA
(O Rana Ji! I am dyed in the colour of Giridhar. The darlings
of others live in abroad so they write epistles to them, but my darling
lives in my heart, I need not go anywhere.)
If Rana Ji still continued her persecutions, she said that God
would not forgive him. Rana Ji realised his mistakes and ultimately
paid obeisance at her feet. The women, Goswami Ji emphatically and
repeatedly refers to that we know not women. Then who are they?dke Øks/k yksHkkfn en] izcy eksg ds /kkfjA
frUg eg¡ vfr nk#u nq[kn] ek;k :ih ukfjAA (Manas, 3/43)
Lust, wrath, avarice, egotism are the strong currents of
infatuation. Out of all the most troublesome is Maya embodies as a
woman. Maya (Illusion) is personified as a woman. When women
perform Bhajan, it is this very Maya which creates obstruction there
also. What is Maya? Maya is the ripples of sensualities, it is nothing
but the world of senses including mind. It is also absurd to say that
you would drown in the ocean of the world, there is no such water
where you run the risk of getting drowned. Maya is gigantic,
whatever is seen or heard is nothing but Maya. It can cost its influence
on us. Only to the extent the leanings our thinking are polluted or
elevated. The medium which Maya picks up to entrap men is the
medium of thoughts (mind), those seers who modulated the
modifications of mind got liberated from the impact of Maya forever.
The moment Maya loosened the grip, they got established in the
elevated state where one remains only a witness of everything
without falling of self involvement.
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Thus, if we make a subtle analysis, we find that the Chittvritti
(Modification of the mind) has been presented as Nari (woman).
When the Chittvritti (mind) of the Sadhak (devotee) who remains
absorbed in Bhajan leans or flows towards sensual objects due to
wrong associations at such a time, ^nhi fl[kk le tqcfr ru] eu tfu
gksfl iraxA (Manas, 3/46 Kh) this Chittvritti becomes like a young
lady and burns to our righteous mind. If not today or if not here, it
certainly takes someday the devotee at some place away and dashes
him down.- ^Ük`axh dh Hka`xh dfj Mkjh] ijk'kj ds mnj fonkjA* When this
Chittvritti in quest of some subject sinks down in meditation and the
sequence of Bhajan breaks then ^nhi fl[kk*- is in its prime youth and
is burning in nature. That very moment neither the intellect nor the
strength nor the Bhajan nor the Yogic technique will work. ^eu tfu
gksfl irax*& O my mind! Don’t become a moth, renounce lust, wrath,
egoism etc. and get involved in Satsang- this prays the devotee. If
the chittvritti is to be saved from the flame of this lamp, it must get
engaged in Satsang.
Satsang is of two kinds, the first one is the one which you hear
from saints and sages, the second one is subtle and empirical which
is done through contemplation, meditation and Samadhi (Trance),
because ^lR; oLrq gS vkRek feF;k txr ilkjA* Only the soul is eternal,
like truth association with this soul is the real Satsang. Withdrawing
the mind from all the corners and living in the company of the soul
moving in tune with its steps is the real form of Satsang. Thus, the
safety from the flame of the lamp is possible only when mind
withdraws itself from everything and gets absorbed in the
contemplation of God.
^nhi fl[kk le tqcfr ruA* (Manas, 3/46 Kh)& If we talk of the
other worldly young girls then first daughter of a father is always
young, sisters grow young along with brothers but never these young
females react like flames of Deep-Shikha against their father and
brother. There is no touch of the heat of abrasive sexuality in their
respective relations. A father has boundless affection for his
daughters, who reciprocate it till the last moment of life. When the
first son grows young mothers too are generally found to be youthful
but their youth never burns the son like Deep-Shikha. The maternal
affection remain fresh throughout the life of both the mother and the
son. It lasts even after the death of the mother. An incident took
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place two or three days back when a scorpion stung a man. The
fellow was crying, “O my mother! O my mother!” He was a very
old man but the affection of his mother was still fresh in his heart.
So how can it be said that the physical bodies of young ladies are
always like Deep- Shikha? Actually, when the Chittvritti gets stuck
in sensual objects it becomes powerful like engulphing the waves.
At such a point of time it looks young powerful and disastrous, it
burns to ashes the righteous mind of human beings males and females
both alike. Under such a condition only Satsang can save. Goswami
Ji warns that one should save oneself from females, such females do
not exist outside, they are present within are own self.
Eight kind of vices always live in the heart till the Chittvritti is
alive- ^voxqu vkB lnk mj jggahaA* In the beginning at times the mind
gets absorbed, the breathing too becomes modulated but all this
happens at the superficial level. Actually, a pre-recorded reel of
Sanskars (Past influences and old habits) remains dormant below
the surface. Whenever they get favourable climate, the Chittvritti
errupts and become young like the flame. At such a time the Chittvritti
is dominated by disorders like desperateness untruth, fickle in
deadness crookedness, fear, machinations, irrationality, internal filth
and cruelty.
Now we should take up oft-quoted quadrupled:
<ksy x¡okj lwnz ilq ukjhA ldy rkM+uk ds vf/kdkjhAA
(Manas, 5//58/6)
(The drum, the rustic fools, the Shudras (low caste persons),
animals and women all deserve beating.)
Generally the phrase ^rkM+uk ds vf/kdkjh* (Tadana ke Adhikari) is
interpreted as deserving beating and booting. This is incorrect and
the result of jumbled, muddled mind the word ^rkM+u* (Tadan) is used
in the sense of guessing or examining or marking an act or a thing.
In day to day life we find people saying- Well! I had already marked
(rkM+) that the weather was hostile, so do not strew the seeds in the
field for I have already guessed or understood what he was going to
say? etc. The drum needs proper handling, it is to be properly used.
If the word ‘Tadan’ is taken in the sense of beating, anyone
could take up a drum and start beating. You would soon feel headache
on hearing the harsh battering sound which is nothing but crude
thumping. If any one beats the drum like a novice nobody likes the
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act. But if the person is an adept drum-player, knowing or marking
very well the skill of the art of drum playing he would play the drum
according to the Taal and Rhythm and bring out of it notes like- Kit
Dhinn] Tata Dhinna and go up to the sixteenth Taal, which would
captivate everyone. So the word Tadan means to know the skill of
anything or to be adept adroit in anything. Tadan does not mean
sheer thrashing or pounding.
It is beyond the powers of ordinary people to get some work
done by a rustic fellow or to take him to the path of virtues. Such
persons by nature do not agree to take up any work suddenly and
perform it. If you ask him to behave like a civilised man, he should
knock you down and say, “Damm! You civilised, manners! keep
your hobbies with yourself.’’ But those who are well-acquitted with
their nature, with there movements, with their psychology they would
patiently step by step lead him to his development and turn him out
into a polished, efficient, cultured man peeling oft all his born
shyness. Only the skilled persons have the knack for marking,
understanding the rustic people. Angulimal, the notorious dacoit of
his time was so cruel and barbarous that he used to chap oft the
fingers of human beings and used to wear a garland made of those
fingers. But in his encounter with Lord Buddha the demon was
converted into a saintly being. The boorish rustic was reformed.
Buddha did not beat him with any stick. He knew the skill of
handling such persons and ultimately reforming them.
Similarly a Shudra also deserves skillful handling. Shudra does
not mean a Chamar (who does the work related to leather) or a
Harijan as generally people know. In the spiritual field Brahman,
Chhatriya, Vaishya and Shudra are four kinds of devotees- the four
stages of their development of devotee, the hightest the higher the
high and low. Shudra means a devotee who stands on the lowest
rank. For example, a man meditates for six hours but his mind steeped
in the material world goes on wandering and wandering and fails to
stand and be stable even for a minutes, under such conditions it is
clear that such persons have no standing in the spiritual sphere. They
may be termed as Shudra, lowly and ignorant. To convert an ignorant,
unwise man into a spiritually developed one, is the work of an
enlightened accomplished being. Those who are experienced and
learned alone have the capacity to make other experienced and
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learned because they themselves passed through the same path, faced
same pitfalls, they have closely examined the ways, its ups and
downs. So they can authoritatively perform the act of reformation
or orientation, who are left behind. I think it would not be out of
place to quote a story here. A king had four sons who were of the
nature of Shudra. The teachers tried their best to teach them but they
failed. The king made an announcement, ‘‘Was there anyone who
could educate the primes who were lost in merry making?’’ Though
there were a number of learned man in the state but only one man
come forward to accept the challenge because he was expert in
raising, elevating the fools, rustics and unwise persons from their
low positions. He came and started narrating small stories. The
princes found them very interesting. After sometime they requested
the teacher to further narrate them. Gradually, by hearing those stories
they become after sometime perfect scholars. Such stories are
compiled in the book ‘Panch-Tantra’ of Vishnu Sharma which
contain informations about social manners and etiquettes, political
philosophy, poplular customs, political sharpness, policies of creating
dissensions and the like. They are beautifully and artistically placed.
It was not possible to correct the boys by batons and rods. The
development of the rustics and Shudra is thus possible only by the
skilled person.
After the rustiness comes the number of animals who have been
said to deserve beating. Again Tadan never means beating. An
elephant is an animal. If Tadan is taken to mean beating, and you
start beating the elephant what would be the result? The poor animal
would sharply react and tear you down into pieces. But if you known
the skill of compelling and trading the elephant we can train them
and make them stand sit forward and back by bettering “Chaidhat,
Agat, Mull” can make them stand even on two legs and train them
in such a way that they would pick up even needs from the ground.
Even an ordiary driver of the elephants knows this art. While after
cannot even dream to manage it in such a way. A buffalo too is also
an animal. If you start beating it take it for granted that it would go
on giving lesser and lesser milk everyday. But a milkman who knows
the art of husbanding who understands its nature, can make it increase
by properly bathing it feeding and fondling it. Such milkmen know
the skill, in other words they are competent to understand (rkM+u)
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these animals. Those who do not know this art their animals become
emailed.
Same is the case with ^ek;k:ih ukfj*- (Manas, 3/43) women also
who has been called Maya (Illusion). As already mentioned above
Maya is gigantic ^xks xkspj tg¡ yfx eu tkbZA lks lc ek;k tkusgq HkkbZAA*
(Manas, 3/14//3) Whatever is visible or knowable by senses in this
world it is all Maya. But its influence on human being is laminated
to the extent of the impact of Chitt variation on them. In the case of
common people it is wanton running, in case of you its force is
curbed and moderated to flow towards contemplation. Maya operates
through Chittvritti. That is the medium it adopts. So the Chittvritti
has been presented as Nari (a woman). It is written that the powerful
seer or a Sadguru can free a man from the strong hold of the chaotic
Chittvritti. It is only such enlightened personalities who sublimate
then and gradually, fix them to the core point of consciousness. They
alone are eligible to do it because they themselves have passed
through such stages. So they are the experts, the connoisseur of this
art. Whoever has been able to restrain the Chittvritti, he has done on
the strength of a Sadguru:
xqj fcuq Hkofuf/k rjb u dksbZA tkSa fcjafp ladj le gksbZAA
(Manas, 7/92/5)
dju/kkj ln~xjq n`<+ ukokA nqyZHk lkt lqyHk dfj ikokAA
(Manas, 7/43/8)
The Maya which is embodied as a woman can be eliminated
only with the help and guidance of such noble personalities. The
Sadguru actually becomes active mysteriously in the heart of the
devotee who under his direct perceptible becomes free from Maya.
It is all his achievement. The burden of the plough rests on the bulls
but nodoubt it is not the bull, rather ploughman who ploughs the
field, directs the bulls and takes work form them. Similarly all the
burden of Sadhana (practice) lasts on the devotee, but the completion
of the course which is covered by him becomes people on account
of the detections of the Sadguru. If it is not so, how a Sadhak can
know whether he was moving in the right or wrong direction.
djr djkor vki gSa] iyVw&iyVw 'kksjAA It is Sadguru who is the
actual doer but the credit is given to the person who is directed to
do. A Sadguru can cross the chasms of Maya on the strength of the
Sadguru who is versed in spiritual knowledge.
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Note: As a motivator Sadguru and God are synonymous to
one another.
Gentlemen! I hope by now you must have got the reality. Now
tell me! “Who is an obstacle on the path?”
Maharaj Ji! At the time of Bhajan a woman is an obstacle for a
man and man an obstacle for a woman.
Maharaj Ji said, “Oh No! It means you could not gather anything
from the discusses. The physical body is nothing but a dweling place
of the soul, which has no gender, neither masculine nor faminine. It
is a bone gender- whether we do Bhajan in a feminine body or a
male one the obstacle is everywhere the Chittvritti. Chittvritti is
feminine. When it is in contact with sensual objects it unfolds the
reels of picturesque scenes of feelings and emotions which is reflected
in the tangible reaction of the body. In the world when a man meets
woman lust is generated. But on the path of God there are many a
obstacle like lust, wrath, avarice, infatuation etc. Lust is not the only
obstruction it is actually one of them, it is a party of Maya. Infatuation
is another adversary. Avarice also stands like a formidable enemy.
All such weaknesses shine in the reflected glory of Maya. They are
the adjuncts of Maya. They can not be expressed by the metaphor
of women, so how a woman alone can become the scandal of Maya?
For women, men stand as Maya. Their neutral contact runs the risk
of tolling victim to one of the disorder out of many, and that is sexual
lust. What is about other disorders? So Chittvritti alone is Maya and
this is presented as a feminine one. Nothing else is Maya neither
men nor women. Maya is nothing but the meandering of the mind
Chittvritti.
As these meandering are to be controlled, they need proper
fashioning handling and management. The enlightened
Mahapurushas in whom the Chittivritti, the flow of dispersed
thought, is completely dissever, are the real competent beings to
free a man from the tangles of Chittvritti. They the connoisseurs of
this art are the real liberators. The ‘Geeta’ says that the company of
accomplished saints a life of a recluse and Yogic practices are very
important for getting freedom from Chittvritti.
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The Equal Rights of Women
Question: Maharaj Ji! Now a days there is a lot of controversy
regarding the equal rights of women. How for is it just and proper?
Answer: Yes! Very hot discussions on this topic are going on
these days. Once a meeting of women was going on the presidential
speech forcefully presented the view that the rights of women should
be equal to those of men and the women should move with men
shoulder to shoulder. On hearing this a modernist woman said that
her husband was tatter to her, so how can she move shoulder to
shoulder?” The fresh meeting quipped that she should wear a highheeled sandal. This is the way attempts are being made to achieve
equality with men, some ladies wish to convert their husband into
their servants. Very recently a human or cartoon was published in a
magazine depicting an utter modern girl saying to her ring-leader
that she desired to home a servant who could cook her food, massage
her body, clean the house, wash her clothes and soften my occasional
angry outbursts and thrashings too, but came the reply with assurance
that such a servant she could get only after remarriage.
Not only the ladies materialistic, but historians and a group of
men also under the impact of the west fling such a view on behalf of
women and want to prove that they were the real wellwisher of
them. An Indian young fellow was so much enamored of the western
civilization that his own country members of his own family appeared
to him uncivilized and backward one day. He asked his wife to
dance with him lifting up her veil, but his wife who was brought
under the influence of Indian Culture could not do it. The young
fellow concluded that life could not be fully enjoyed while living in
India, so he migrated to America along with his wife. For years he
reformed these and got himself acquainted with the new cortication
by touring different countries of Europe. After squandering loss of
money he thought to return to India and saw how much progress it
has made. He had heard the name and fame of Indian saints abroad
so he decided to meet them too.
The moment he stepped out of the aeroplane. He saw that many
people were going to Prayag on the occasion of Kumbh fair. He
thought that he could easily meet saints there, so he also along with
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his wife went to attend the fair. The bank of Triveni was crowded
with the camps and Dhunies of saints. The young man while roaming
here and there and reached a Mahatma. Thereafter he requested him,
“Sir! Kindly give your sermons to me also.” The saint saw and
examined him from top to bottom and throught, what to tell him?
He smiled and advised him to read Ramayan. The young fellow
exasperatingly said, “O Maharaj Ji! You gave strange sermons. There
is no dictionary of the world which I have not memorised the books
of great philosophies, scientists and literatures, so Ramayan is a very
insignificant book for me. Enough of your sermons!” After saying
so he again bowed two inches down before him and moved out.
After seeing the fair he cought the train and came back to his station.
But his wife was not to be seen anywhere.
The young man started searching from compartment to
compartment of the trains calling loud, “Pushpa! O Pushpa!” But
all in vain. Pushpa was already left back at the Allahabad railway
station. She was lost in the crowd multitudes of men and women
assemble at the Kumbh Mela ground and it is not possible for
everyone to reach easily up to the train wading through the teeming
millions of people. Pushing and elbowing others jumping and
skipping like monkeys, but his poor wife could not move faster and
miss the train. How could she be able to come out of the crowd. The
young man on the other side went on yelling ‘Pushpa, Pushpa’ at
the railway making frolic efforts to locate her. He was utterly nonplusses and gripped with fear that he was going to lose his wife
forever. In America and other western country if the wife disappears
it has a different meaning. She is gone forever or it implies that she
had picked up another husband. If the picked one was not of her
choice she immediately embraces third one, the former husband only
rub their hands in utter despondency. But with such fears the poor
young fellow was searching his wife from bogie to bogie. When he
could not trace her out he reported the matter to the police for legal
action. Even in winter he was profusely perspiring and started again
his search in the train which was about to leave the station.
Perchance, he happened to see the same saint who had met
him, had got down from the train and at Prayag with his Kamandal.
The saint was slowly moving towards the station. The young man
identified him, saluted him and nervously said, “Mahatma Ji! I have
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lost my wife in the mob.” Mahatma Ji asked, “What is this ‘wife’
my son?” The young man told that I have lost my wife, what should
I do? Mahatma Ji replied, “My son! You should read Ramayan.”
The young man irritatingly said what a strange suggestions! I stand
completely ruined and you are still crazy about Ramayan. The
Mahatma then explained the significance of his suggestions. He said,
“Had ever read Ramayan, you would not have meet such an accident.
In the Ramayan it is mentioned, ^fl;fga p<+kb p<+s j?kqjkbZA*& Once
during his exile Ram had to board a boat he first helped Sita in
entering the boat then the stepped into it. This the duty of the women
to serve men in their homes but outside it is men’s duty to serve the
wife and keep their proper care. Like a monkey you jumped and
entered into the train. You forget how the poor lady used to get in.
Why did you enter the train alone?” The young man replied,
“Mahatma Ji! In foreign countries the women have equal rights. I
thought my wife Pushpa too had the same independent rights to get
into the train as I had, she was as self reliant as I am, so I did not wait
for her. I was sure that she must have got into the train. O Maharaj
Ji! Your Ramayan is certainly a very important book which needs
to be carefully read. I shall now definitely go through it. Maharaj Ji!
Tell me weather I would meet her or not?” Mahatma replied, “First
go through the Ramayan and next desire that she would meet you
soon.” The young man started regular reading of the Ramayan from
the same day the poor wife had no where to go. After a day when
the crowd started dispersing and the accommodation in the train
become easier then she returned. The young man had learned a great
lesson. He now started following the teachings of the Ramayan with
great enthusiasm. It is an indisputable truth that the Ramayan is an
outstanding book of public goods the whole world recognizes its
worth. Here only one instance has been given which refer to the
issue of equal rights. Men are not less guilty in moldering the woman.
The lure for equal rights is specially found among the modern
youths who have received newly introduced education system. I
quote one there instance which is not out of place. There was a
gradual couple, both occupied equal position service and were living
together. But when the ‘bed tea’ was served the tea had insipid taste,
because the wife had forgotten to mix sugar in it. The husband after
tasting it threw away the cup. When the wife saw that the tea prepared
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by him was so humiliating, she also lost her temper and dashed
down the whole tea-set. Now the husband was brought to his senses.
He cried, “No! No! What are you doing? Why did you break the
cups and saucers?” The wife said, “Why you have thrown tea away?”
The husband explained that he threw the tea away because it was
sugarless. The wife replied, “It would have been better not to take
it? If you have the right of throwing cup, I also have the same
privilege. If you are a graduate I am also equally educated.”
The matter became serious. Man and woman from both the
sides assembled. As the tussle did not seem to end one of them
suggested that the matter should be refered to a Saint for its solution.
All of them approached the saint and presented their view points.
The saint said that equal rights should be mentained, but Mothers
and sisters, you all have to move one step forward. Addressing to
the women said, “You bear the child for nine months in your womb.
Sometimes pregenent ladies suffer from vomiting and sometimes they
lose their life in the process of delivery, mothers have to bear
unbearable pains.- ^T;ksa ;qorh vuqHkofr izlo] vfr nk#.k nq%[k mitsA*
(Vinaypatrika) When you both have equal rights, why then ladies
alone undergo the pangs of unbearable pain? Why don’t you request
your husband to bear the burden of half of the time of pregnancy?
You broke six saucers instead of one as matter of your right, but
how would you divide this period of nine months? How would you
change the law of nature?”
So far as the question of equal right is concerned from the logical
angle, India always excluded them. Parvati it is known as the betterhalf of Lord Shankar. This evidently implies the equal rights. In the
Indian way of life women had been buying equal rights with the
provision that the men would work outside the house and women
would supervise the inside management. Earn livelihood and collect
money and other articles has been allotted to men, the management
of these things has been given to the women because women can
not remaim out and earn money. This is against the feminine nature,
which places physical obstruction during the period of menses and
pregnancy. If they work outside, the work is bound to be suspended
due to physical menstrual hindrances. They are not physically fit to
discharge there duties as army or administrative functionaries. For
they then run the risk of sexual assault also. Everyone knows that
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Mother Sita was abducted from the forest. For such reasons the
women have been given the management of household
responsibilities only. Though, on important and auspicious occasions
they always move hand in hand with men. Kaikei helped Dasharath
in his battles.
The life has two aspects, one earning money and collection of
articles and the other then proper use of them. The first aspect of life
is related to men and second aspect of management and its right use
is related to women. Thus we see that in India there has always
been the provision of equal rights. What also you want to introduce?
Do you wish that the two genders should defrock in wrestling? Or
engage in boxing bouts? In the areas where God has himself created
dissimilarities and inequality, how the otherwise can be possible ?
Women say that they also wish to join the services, use fire
arms, play footballs and if the situation warranted slaps the men talk
OK. But from where would they muster courage to slap males? It is
found even fifty cows can not counter one single bull, fifty female
monkeys can not face a single male monkey, the dignity of the
females are luinted up to this point. Their position in the society of
men who believes only in “eat, drink and be merry” was like animals.
During the period of Mohammad Sahib, the inhabitants of Arab
used to keep several women for the gratification of their lust.
Mohammad Sahib strongly opposed this system and laid down social
canons that a man could keep not more than four wives. The
advocates of equal rights might find this system irksome and
oppressive. But the inhabitants of Arab found those days the number
so less that they launched stormy agitations against Mohhamad
Sahib. They used women like animals. There was a practice that if
father died the son used to keep his own mother as his wife. Not
only this, if the son died the grandson used to keep her as his wife.
Daughter-in-laws were also consumed as wives. Mohhamed Sahib
had to formulate rules that marriages could be performed only among
those who were not real brothers and sisters because the practices of
animal world were popular in society those days. In the countries
where the movement of equal right are going on today rapes, murders,
divorces, suicides, lunacy, abductions and the like happen several
times more than they happen in India. India is the only country in
the whole world where the purity has its own value and sonctity
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and safty of women are mantain. There is deep respect for women
among men.
The idea of equal rights of women was actually hatched by
Indian seers but not in the same way as it is prevalent today. When
seers, experienced and realised spiritually the truth they found that
men and women are not two different sex, they are rather
manifestations of the same eternal being. Both have equal capabilities
to move on the path of Divinity. So women have been given equal
rights to practice Bhajan. In this sphere no distinction of sex has
been recognised.
The seers, instead of providing equality have placed women
on higher pedestal than men. Mothers have been hailed as higher in
rank than fathers, higher than even heaven. In system prevalent is
ancient India the son was known by the name of his mother. The
blind Dhritrashtra was known as the son of Ambika, nobody
addressed him as the son of Chitrangad. Bhishma, the great grandson,
who was four or five hundred years old always felt proud when
people addressed as the son of Ganga. Arjun was called the son of
Kunti. This mothers enjoyed great honour always in India. Even
today the practice continues.
It is a matter of regret that some people under the effect of
sensulity and voluptuousness go on lunching movements of
uniformed sex in the western fashion. Mothers and sisters should
guard themselves against them, otherwise would have to fall victim
to the western beastly system. They should behave according to the
norms and ideals approved by the ancient Maharshis. Their happiness
and well-being lie in it.
If we see from material point of view we find ladies enjoying in
India better amenities than men. If the males wear clothes of one
hundred rupees the females wears clothes more than thousand rupees.
Then men were not offered to wear even a gold ring in their fingers
but women remain adorned with golden girdles. In countries like
America, ladies do not have as much ornaments as they have in
India. So materially also Indian women are better placed.
Once, a Canadian couple reached the Ashram of the revered
Maharaj Ji at Anusuiya. Maharaj Ji asked, “Why have you come?”
The couple said, “We have come here to learn the science of Yoga.
We read a lot and are deeply impressed with the Indian Yoga system,
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so we decided to visit India and know direct the truth about it.”
Maharaj Ji asked, “Well! Tell me first which is better India or
America?” Both replied instantly, “India”. Maharaj Ji said, “Why?
America is more prosperous?” The Canadian fellow replied, “Sir! It
is no doubt very prosperous but it is very unmerciful. Had we
traveled America in this way as we are travelling here, my wife
would have been kidnapped there. Someone must have taken her
away forcibly and return to me after three or four days. But here
everyone regards my wife as sister. This is the most gratifying feature.
Our visa is about to lapse but I think to get it extended only for
meeting the saints and living here for sometime in their company.”
You know, the women are so agitated today regarding their
rights only under the influence of western ideals. Their mind is
polluted, because the Vedic and classical ideals find no place in our
education system. Fitful outbursts of thoughts happen, because of
no training through Satsang. So Satsang is very important. If spiritual
saints are not available, repetition the names of Ram, Shiva etc. can
put you on the right track. If the practice continued, the result could
easily be seen within five to seven years in the form of check over
the flow of desires, outbursts of anger etc., you would be able to
conquer all your enemies. The disorders do not have any effect on
body, they effect the mind. If the mind is automatically channelised
through meditation, it loses its total entity. The mind gets
automatically restrained.
Sita, Savitri, Meera, Gargi, Anusuiya, Madalsa are all your
ancestors. All of them, adopted this empirical path. By following
their footprints you can present brilliant examples not only before
the women of India, but before the whole world.
|| OM ||
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A Female Demon Inhabiting the Ocean
Question: Maharaj Ji! While going to Lanka, Hanuman Ji
met a female demon named ‘Singhika’. ^fuflpfj ,d flU/kq egq¡ jgbZA*
How could she live in the midst of water? Did water failed to effect
her? How could she catch the shadows? What is the real import
of catching the shadows?
Answer: You see, this is not a matter of surprise. Even today
millions of people live in oceans day and night. People who ride
submarines, remain invisible. Science was always developed; it
should not be taken as developed only today. When it reaches its
climax, its further progress becomes slow. But with the passage of
time it again prospers through different mediums. Perchance this
time its development is taking place in countries outside India.
Generally speaking the world is a global village, one family. On the
basis of the climatic effect physiognomic differences do appear and
people become dark or white skinned, having long or flat noses, the
height also changes on this account. Such changes have been
occurring since long, you and your generation would undergo drastic
physical changes, if you start living for example in Kashmir. They
would look beautiful like racer.
You should closely analyse things sand try to understand what
‘Manas’ means. ‘Manas’ means, the conscience. ‘Ramcharit Manas’
means those characteristics, those salient qualities of Ram which
flow in the conscience. This world is like an ocean, only detached
persons can cross it.
fuflpfj ,d flU/kq egq¡ jgbZA dfj ek;k uHk ds [kx xgbZAA
tho tUrq ts xxu mM+kghaA ty fcyksfd frUgdS ijNkghaAA
(Manas, 5//2/1-2)
A female demon lived in the ocean. ^;k fu'kk loZHkwrkuka rL;ka tkxfrZ
la;ehA* (Geeta, 2/69) She is known as ^Nishichari’ because she moves
in the world of Night and she extends also. She lives in the world of
ocean and grabs the creatures whose shadows fall in the sea.
Consequently, they drop down.
xgb Nk¡g ld lks u mM+kbZA ,fg fcf/k lnk xxupj [kkbZAA
(Manas, 5/2/3)
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She used to catch the shadows, so the creatures and birds could
not soar in the sky, their movements were barred. She used to devour
them.
lksb Ny guweku dg¡ dhUgkA rklq diV dfi rqjrfga phUgkAA
(Manas, 5/2/4)
She applied the same trick with Hanuman also, but Hanuman
quickly smelt it.
rkfg ekfj ek#frlqr chjkA ckfjf/k ikj x;m efr/khjkAA
(Manas, 5/2/5)
Smartly Hanuman killed her and crossed the ocean.
Hanuman is the symbol of Vairagya (asceticism) which
conquests- destroyer of self-respect. The birds usualy fly in the sky
but seek the support of the earth. Only ascetic rises above the ocean
of the world. They resolve to rise above it and ultimately do rise.
They soar highs and higher and at last merge with the ultimate reality,
transcending the world and its worldliness.
When a man moves on this path of spirituality, then ^fuflpfj
,d flU/kq egq¡ jgbZA* Others attempts to pull him down is symbolised
as female-demon. When a good devotee makes progress in his
spiritual pursuits, others appear with their worldly thoughts of illusion
and clash with him. Woman think of men and men think of women
thus- “The fellow is very nice, he observes Brahmacharya (celibacy
or chastity) is devoted to his mission. No doubt, he is a good man.
We wish had he been with us it would have been better.” Such
thoughts do clash with the tranquil mind of the ascetic, thus devotee’s
consciousness is unified. The devotee fails to know the causes of
ripples in his mind and often he is overwhelmed with such thoughts.
Thoughts gradually become stranger and stranger and ultimately
pull him down in the ocean of worldliness.
This material world is compared with ocean and its water with
sensuality. But ^ckj ckj j?kqchj l¡HkkjhA rjdsm iou ru; cy HkkjhAA*
(Manas, 5/8) those who keep on remembering God, who have
become instruments in the hand of his Isht, promptly reads between
the lines, know the tricks of delusion and locate how their mind
oscilates. Those who can separate the chaff from the grain, who
now identifies their own ways of thinking as from those of others,
are able to understand the thoughts of others. They know, then,
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who had been issuing evil thoughts aimed at them. In this world
everybody happens to be sensual by nature, they might think
anything under the effect of sensual atmosphere around them. What
else is to expect from them? If you regard them as mother or sister,
the disturbing of thoughts which clash with the devotee, subside.
They change their aggressive posture.
In the ocean of the world the thought waves of others overpower
the consciousness of the devotee. This is represented as catching
the shadows. When the consciousness starts getting overwhelmed
with sensual thoughts it turns gradually into Sanskar (becomes
ingrained). As a result who has the support of his Isht at the back,
who has the strength of his experiences possesses the power to
separate the auspicious thoughts with those, which are inauspicious
he crosses the bar and moves ahead. He understands that the world
could think only about those things in which the person is involved.
One who is bitten by a snake is bound to writhe. The devotee too
had been behaving like the worldly people before his advent in the
spiritual world. But the moment he gets the capabilities to distinguish
the ingrained thoughts with those of the devout ones, the world by
musings and ruminations get delinked with the mind. But this is
possible only by the grace of God.
rkfg ekfj ek#rlqr chjkA ckfjf/k ikj x;m efr/khjkAA
(Manas, 5/2/5)
(Thus Hanuman who is the son of wind and very brave, killed
her and crossed the ocean.)
So, engage yourself in Bhajan God is very kind. You too would
achieve accomplishment.
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Yugdharm (Cult of Era)
Question: Now that Kaliyug has arrived, Maharaj Ji! How
could we follow religion?
Answer: Wherever a reference is made to Kaliyug in ‘Ramcharit
Manas’ we come to realise that once upon a time Satyug prevailed
and currently Kaliyug is prevailing; but it is not so. While describing
events of his past birth Kagbhushundi has described Kaliyug.
Goswamiji has made reference to the similar nomenclature and
characteristics while narrating qualities of an evil person in Uttarkand
and evolution of Ravan and terrorism of monsters in Balkand of
Ramayan. ^lc uj dke yksHk jr Øks/khA*- In Kaliyug all are under the
influence of passion, greed and anger, whereas non-saintly ^dke
Øks/k en yksHk ijk;uA*- persons are under the influence of passion,
anger, ego and greed. It is but the same. In Kaliyug ^ijf=; yaiV diV
l;kusA* if some people are crafty having illicit relations with other
sex; the non-saintly ^ijnzksgh ijnkj jr] ij/ku ij vioknA* persons
believe aggrandisement of wealth and women of others. In the same
manner when demonic influence is on the rise ^ck<+s [ky cgqpksj tqvkjkA
ts yEiV ij/ku ijnkjkAA* crafty, thieves and gamblers too increase in
the society. Although, such incidents could be witnessed at many
places, by citing such few examples Goswamiji has tried to describe
the effect of Kaliyug on the psyche of the masses. He has described
over fifty such incidents where characteristics of Kaliyug is evident:
tks dggq >wB el[kjh tkukA dfytqx lksbZ xquoUr c[kkukAA
(Manas, 7/97/6)
tkds u[k v# tVk fclkykA lksb rkil izfl¼ dfydkykAA
(Manas, 7/97/8)
As such- nso u cjlfga /kjuh] c;s u tkefga /kkuA (Manas, 7/101
Kh) and gave more than fifty examples and last he delivers his final
judgement that:
,sls v/ke euqt [ky] d`rtqx =srk ukfgaA
}kij dNqd c`Un cgq] gksbgSa dfytqx ekfgaAA (Manas, 7/40)
Such evil persons weren’t present during the Satyug and
Tretayug, whereas during Dwaparyug a few groups of people did
exist; but during the Kaliyug wicked persons are present in much
larger number.
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We might be inclined to ask, if no wicked person ever existed
during Satyug or Tretayug?
Historical evidence point to the existence of Hiranyakashipu
during Satyug. He has invented such methods that he could neither
die during the day not at night. Neither by weapons nor by any
creature living such as birds, animals or a man. When he observed
that he was not to die, what was the need of a God? Hence, he
proclaimed himself as the God. He also declared that if anyone found
worshipping any other deity would be sentenced to death. He was
so much steadfast on his belief that he didn’t pardon his son Prahlad.
He sentenced him to death, but Prahlad was miraculously saved.
Hiranyakashipu tried different methods to kill Prahlad but his saviour
was someone else. Infact if a God touches a child, no power on this
earth could harm it. The God’s grace prevailed over Prahlad and
through him a wave of devotion for the God spread in that era.
This way we come across a Parado that mere religious
discussion could invite death sentence on one side; whereas Tulsidas
said, ^,sls v/ke euqt [ky] d`rtqx =srk ukfgaA* such evil persons were
neither in Satyug that merely worshipping the God, they used to
condemn a person to death. These days nobody is punished in such
a manner, at the most a few might criticise, whereas the others would
equally shower praises.
Now, let’s look over Tretayug which has been described vividly
in ‘Manas’. Wicked men existed during the Treta period. Ravan,
^/keZ lqfuv ufga dkukA vkiquq mfB /kkob] jgS u ikobA*- who could hardly
bear religious words and used to send military to crush any religious
activity, existed during Treta era. The orders were not to destroy
non-religious but only religious were to be obliterated. Instead of
thieves and plunderers, those who chanted the name of Lord Ram
were exterminated mercilessly. Tax in the form of blood was
recovered from saints and sages. Their only fault was to worship
the God. Groups of monsters used to move around secretly and
whenever they could lay their hands upon lonely religious person,
they would kill him or her and eat up. When Ram was passing
through a forest he came across a mound of skeletons.
vfLFk lewg nsf[k j?kqjk;kA iwNh eqfuUg ykfx vfr nk;kAA
(Manas, 3/8/6)
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Finding a huge pile of bones, Ram asked the other saints about
it. The saints replied, “Well, you have the knowledge of the past,
present and the future. So why ask such question? Nevertheless,
since you’ve asked, we’rebound to tell you ^fuflpj fudj ldy eqfu
[kk;sA* that these skeletons are of those sages and saints who have
been killed by the demons who have ate them after killing.” Today
you utter the name of any God. Do you have to pay any tax for
doing so? For reading Vedas and Puran are you forced to leave
your nation? What was the era when such crimes an humanity were
perpetrated? That was Treta era. And Goswamiji has said- such
wicked didn’t exist in Satyug and Tretayug. Let’s take up another
incident of Kaliyug prevailing in the Treta era.
LkkSHkkfxuha foHkw"ku ghukA fc/koUg ds flaaxkj uohukAA
(Manas, 7/98/5)
In the Treta era, Shoorpnakha was a widow. Her husband
Vidyutjivha was killed by Ravan in a battle. Shoorpnakha scolded
her brother Ravan, “Are you my brother or an enemy? Why have
you killed my husband? Henceforth, people would call me a
widow.” Condoling her Ravan said, “Oh sister, an error has been
definitely committed. But do we have widows in our community?
When men folks can keep thousands of women, why don’t you
keep thousands of men as your consorts. Go with our brother KharDushan and enjoy the life.” Let’s examine another similar example:
iapcVh lks xb ,d ckjkA nsf[k fcdy Hkb tqxy dqekjkAA
(Manas, 3/16/4)
When Shoorpnakha saw Ram, she fell for his good looks. She
told Ram, ^^eu ekuk dNq rqEgfg fugkjhA*- It is not that you are much
handsome, but still you’ll do and that’s I am still unmarried.” Whereas,
there was not a single evil act, she has not undertaken. Such debased
behaviour like that of Shoorpnakha is not to be found today. Despite
that Goswami Ji said, “Such wicked persons didn’t exist then.”
And if no wicked men exist in Treta with whom did Ram fight?
Entire story of Ramayan exemplifies that wicked people did exist in
Treta era and entire planet was tortured due to their evil activities.
The demons used to eat up saints. It is a different matter that
they couldn’t harm great saints such as Agastya, Atri, Shabari,
Sutikshna, Valmiki etc. that’s why wherever they were safe.
Nevertheless the demons did try their hands upon them too, but all
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in vain. There were two demons called Atapi and Vatapi. They
were unique in their wicked methodology. They would invite saints
for dinner. When the saints arrived, the elder demon would kill and
cut younger demon into pieces and cook the flesh. After feeding
tastier recipes, the elder demon would give them sizeable cash gifts
because he knew that everything he had given would return to him.
After the dinner when the saints have gone some distance, the elder
would call out the younger demon and the younger one would tear
up the stomachs and emerge from everybody’s body. After that they
would count the dead saints and eat some of them raw, fry up or
bake the others or preserve others for eating later. This way in one
effort they used to arrange provision for many days to come.
In the similar manner the duo invited the great sage Agastya.
However the young one did caution his elder brother about the
prowess of the saint. But the elder demon rebuked him as a coward.
Anyway, saint Agastya accepted the invitation. After the usual dinner
when Agatsya was about to return, the elder one called out to the
younger brother. The saint felt some movement in his stomach. When
he carefully noted, he realised the presence of the young demon in
his stomach. Quickly he picked his vessel of water and sprinkled it
on his stomach and moved his hand on it saying, “Atapi-Vatapi
Swaha.” With this Mantra both the demons were killed instantly.
This way the great saint saved himself due to his meditation.
Hiranyakashipu too has tried to kill many. Prahlad has been so much
graced by the mercy of the God that everytime Hiranyakashipu tried
to kill him, he was saved miraculously. Despite this, Goswami
Tulsidas says, Such wicked didn’t exist in Satyug and Tretayug.
Whereas the truth is much more severely wicked people exist in
those eras. Then, what does Tulsidas Ji want to say? At last he
decides and says:
fur tqx /keZ gksfga lc dsjsA ân; jke ek;k ds izsjsAA
(Manas, 7/103/1)
Every era has its own religion. They existed due to the influence
of Maya (illusion) created by Lord Ram. Maya is of two types, one
is due to ‘Avidya’ i.e. lack of spiritual education and that causes
different species. The second is Ram Maya or Vidya. This is inspired
by the God and it could be awakened through pursuit of meditation.
After crossing over the limitations of lack of spiritual education a
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spiritual seeker experiences evolution of divine knowledge influenced
by Ram Vidya and the characteristics of all the four eras are exposed
before him. In fact, similar to four classification of human beings or
four classifications of the spiritual path. Now, how do we realise,
characteristic of which era exists within our heart? Goswamiji
explains how to identify different characteristics.
lq¼ lRo lerk fcKkukA d`r izHkko izlék eu tkukAA
(Manas, 7/103/2)
If a person is virtuous in act, he or she has forbearance, one
who is free from all kinds of conflicts, one who has been strengthened
spiritually from experience when he or she gets guidance from the
holy being on every problem faced by him, one who is always in
happier state of mind is in fact a person of Satyug i.e. Virtuous Era.
lRo cgqr jt dNq jfr dekZA lc fcf/k lq[k =srk dj /kekZAA
(Manas, 7/103/3)
If a person possesses virtuous qualities in larger proportion,
but also has some qualities of Rajas- the second of the fundamental
qualities of Nature which is the cause of worldly activities, the one
who is entirely devoted to spiritual enlightenment and is peaceful in
all manners is said living to be in the Treta Era. And last,
cgq jt LoYi lRo dNq rkelA }kij /keZ gj"k Hk; ekulAA
(Manas, 7/103/4)
If a person possesses virtuosity along with the qualities of the
one of the fundamental qualities of ‘Maya’ or illusion, who
experiences happiness at one time and at the other time is a person
living in the state of Dwapar era. Dwapar represents a state of
dilemma or duality. If one experiences sways of happiness and
sadness during the course of spiritual pursuit and remains in such
dilemma, he is said to belong to Dwapar era.
rkel cgqr jtksxuq FkksjkA dfy izHkko fcjks/k pgq¡ vksjkAA
(Manas, 7/103/5)
Where there is the dominance of the quality of darkness of
ignorance, where the quality of Rajogun (merry making,
luxuriousness, exhibitionism) is not in little quantity, where the mind
is filled with inimical thoughts and antagonistic feelings, there
Kaliyug reigns. There the mind is illustrative of Kaliyug. If the
devotee lives at such a level, it means he belongs to the age of
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Kaliyug. All the attributes which have been enumerated by Goswami
Ji in the context of Kali, are found in the devotee of such a stage.
If the mind runs riot, if it is afflicted with antagonistic thoughts,
if the intellect is restless, under such conditions what is the use of
human body? If the human body is obtained fortunately, what should
be the ways for ultimate well being? Under such conditions where
from should we start the Bhajan ?
cMs+ Hkkx ekuq"k ru ikokA lqj nqyZHk lcxzUFkfUg xkokAA
lk/ku /kke eksPN dj }kjkA ikb u tsfga ijyksd l¡okjkAA
(Manas, 7/42/7-8)
With great luck we are blessed with a human form. All kinds of
birds and animals are living. Even a crow is living happily. Very
gaily it flies from one place to the other. Than why do human beings
are luckier? It is because a soul has to endure the life of all eighty
four lacs species, whereas as a human being one can recreate his
own Karm. As a human being he can get rid of worst past Karm,
but only condition being that he understands the perfect theory of
Karm. He should always hold his aim uppermost in his mind and
heart.
lks ij= nq%[k ikob] flj /kqfu /kqfu iNrkbA
dkyfg deZfg bZ'ojfg] feF;k nks"k yxkbAA (Manas, 7/43)
The human form is a gate of achieving salvation. One who
cannot bring about improvement in prospects of his future birth, has
to endure unhappiness and grief for many generation to come in the
future. Afterwards he unnecessarily blames the God for his bad luck
and life full of grief. In fact, to blame the God for their misfortune
has become a habit for the human beings. However here Bhagvan
Ram says, “When a human form (body) is received, if one cannot
improve his or her prospects for the next birth it is neither the mistake
of time, nor Karm (luck) nor the God.” In fact, the person himself is
blameworthy. ^esVr dfBu dqvad Hkky dsA*- You can mould your
luck. If you have been born with absolute unlucky and hellish life
and troubles, you can change your luck, provided you are aware of
the art to pray your God. Now that we’ve been born human and
possess base qualities of human nature and we are Kaliyug and we’re
not able to worship through heart. In such a case, our birth as a
human is futile. Under such condition is there a provision for
worship? Indeed, prayers are certainly recommended.
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d`r;qx lc tksxh fcX;kuhA dfj gfj /;ku rjfga Hko izkuhAA
(Manas, 7/102/1)
During the time of Satyug all were Yogi and scientists. As soon
as they applied their mind and soul in prayers, they used to get
connected with the Supreme Being. This means when your soul is
free from all kinds of evil afflictions, you will have better experience
of spirituality and strengthen your meditation.
=srk fcfc/k tK uj djghaA izHkqfg lefiZ deZ Hko rjghaAA
(Manas, 7/102/2)
However, if you possess qualities suitable to Treta era, you will
be able to submit your entire Karm to the Almighty. ^;Kkuka ti;Kks·fLe*
(Geeta, 10/25)- Concentration on breathing is considered as one of
the supreme kind of spiritual meditation. Vibrations of chant suitable
for spiritual enlightenment depends on the breathing and not on
chanting by words or a rosary. The person having qualities of
Tretayug shall have the capability to perform different kinds of Yagya
(sacrificial act) through effective control to proffer his Karm to the
God and this way will attain salvation at last.
}kij dfj j?kqifr in iwtkA uj Hko rjfga mik; u nwtkAA
(Manas, 7/102/3)
In case you possess qualities of Dwaparyug, you won’t be able
to concentrate on meditation because your mind would be in
dilemma. Therefore, you are advised to concentrate upon an idol of
the God and offer your prayers. This way ultimately you could attain
salvation.
dfytqx dsoy gfj xqu xkgkA xkor uj ikofga Hko FkkgkAA
(Manas, 7/102/4)
And if we possess the qualities of Kaliyug we should involve
ourselves in listening to the characteristics of the God as has been
described in Ramayan. Listening and reading of the characteristics
of the divine souls such as Ram, Krishna will inspire us to imbibe
their qualities within us and lead a virtuous life. When our mind is
disturbed and is full of anger, hatred and evil thoughts we won’t be
able to concentrate on our prayers. There is no use of wasting time
in dwelling such a mental state. Instead, reading or listening the life
of dities would help us to soothe our ruffled soul and gradually
concentrate upon the image of God. Slowly evil thoughts and ideas
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are shed away and we habitually begin to concentrate upon the holy
image and thus moves towards our salvation.
A question could come up if there are four stages of life, before
we attain Nirvana? These four stages otherwise referred as Bhavsagar
i.e. a spiritual life-span is symbolised as a fathomless ocean. In fact,
there are no four life-spans, but there are four stages of spirituality.
These are known as Satyug, Treta, Dwapar and Kali. In case our
level of spirituality is of Kaliyug, we are at primary stage. Therefore,
in order to go across this life span and attain Nirvana we shall have
to take recourse to worshipping, meditation and chanting of the
God’s name. This way we won’t be able to fathom. The ocean of
life-span, but shall be elevated to Dwapar. When we shall be able to
concentrate our spirituality and experience the presence of holiness
in an idol we shall then be able to elevate our soul to Treta phase. At
this stage we shall have natural control over our breathe and possess
ability to sacrifice our Karm to the God. The next stage is Satyug.
But, it is not so much easy to transcend from Treta to Satyug. You
will be required to concentrate your spiritual meditation upon the
Almighty. You will have the capability to go into the highest state
of meditation at your will and unite with the God. You shall be able
to experience the presence of the God. You would find solutions to
your problem from the God and not through your intellect. This
way you should attain salvation and transverse the fathomless ocean
of your spiritual life span.
This way, these are four different stages of spirituality which
have been compartmentalised as Kaliyug, Dwapar, Treta and Satyug
by learned sages. The great sage Patanjali referred to this in
‘Yogadarshan’ as four classes of spiritual seekers as the excellent,
best, better, good and poor. Goswami Ji has differentiated the
characteristics of all the four eras in ^Aranyakand* through the medium
of women- ^mÙke ds vl cl eu ekghaA* (Manas, 4/12)
1. Without doubt we belong to Kaliyug, but through spiritual
awakening we could gradually achieve the status of Dwapar, Treta,
Satyug and the divinity beyond. Hence, varying qualities of different
stages of spirituality are residing within each one and by bringing
about change in the qualities one could elevate oneself to higher
level of spirituality.
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2. Till such time we worship different Gods, we are divided.
Yugdharm or he different stages of spirituality exist till such time,
we cannot achieve supreme realisation. After attainment of selfrealisation meditation, different stages of spirituality and its centrestage, mind becomes quite and all the other qualities get subsided
within it. That’s being described as oneness with the Supreme Being.
dky /keZ ufga O;kid rkghA j?kqifr pju izhfr vfr tkghAA
(Manas, 7/103/7)
3. In fact, varying stages of spirituality reside within the mind.
cq/k tqx /keZ tkfu eu ekghaA rft v/keZ jfr /keZ djkghaAA
(Manas, 7/103/6)
The wise people explore the depths of mind and gradually
proceed from non-religious state to the religious, smaller religion to
the greater. It is evident that state of spirituality could certainly be
altered.
4. Now, if we really want the good of the society we must
strive together. When there would be a majority of virtuous people
in the society, the universe would become ultimately virtuous Satyug.
You would be recognised as the creator of the Supreme good of the
society. You will be able to do good of the society.
5. One can learn the depths of the spiritual knowledge only
under the guidance of a learned teacher-saint. This way many
bewildering questions of the reader could be resolved and they would
learn as to from which direction to begin from innumerable paths
laid out before them. Then only they shall know about the most
proper path for achieving ultimate good of self and the society at
large. Hence you must consciously be on look out for an experienced
saint to guide you.
Question: Maharaj Ji, why did Goswamiji choose to describe
characteristics of Yugdharm through the medium of women?
Answer: This body doesn’t pray even if you are a man or
woman. Your senses directed towards the Supreme Divine either
prays or inspires you to pray, which is feminine. For this reason he
has used the medium of feminine gender.
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Selfishness
Question: Maharaj Ji, this world is full of selfish people. When
virtuous ordinary or saintly persons have not been able to remain
free from its influence, how could the ultimate selflessness be
achieved?
Answer: Well, even a ten year old would know that there are
many who are selfish. An old man of sixty or seventy too would
agree to be a selfish. There are many selfish around. But that is
selfishness is of two types. One kind of selfishness is just described
by you. Under the influence of selfishness people engage themselves
in practicing falsity and trickery to cheat others. If you ask them as
to why do they act in such manner? They would turn and say, for
‘selfishness’. This is one kind of selfishness. However, in accordance
with Vedic scriptures selfishness is defined in absolutely different
manner, from that point of view, there are a few selfish person in the
world.
In accordance with ‘Ramcharit Manas’, Bharat was selfish. His
mother Kaikeyi arranged for a kingdom for him which was one of
the most prosperous one. Despite that Bharat was not happy.
vo/kq jktq lqjjkt flgkbA nljFk /ku lqfu /kun ytkbZAA
(Manas, 2/323/6)
Avadh’s treasury was so rich that the Lord of wealth (Kuber)
was ashamed to see. He used to think that incomparision to Avadh
his wealth is almost nothing. And how was he honour?:
vkxs gksbZ tsfg lqjifr ysbZA vj/k flagklu vklu nsbZAA
(Manas, 2/97/4)
King of deities Lord Indra himself used to meet the Avadh king
and allowed him to sit on the same throne. Mother Kaikayi managed
such a kingdom for her son Bharat which in regard was equal to
Lord Indra and more glorious than Kuber; even than Bharat was
restless. For the fulfilment of some hidden want which troubled him,
Bharat mooved towards Chitrakoot. While weeping bewailing when
he reached Prayag, he found that Prayagraj was capable enough to
give him everything. The relevance of this pilgrimage is boundless.
At this Bharat began praying and begged.
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ek¡xm¡ Hkh[k R;kfx fut /kjewA vkjr dkg u djb dqdjewAA
(Manas, 2/203/7)
Grim difficulties incites a man to commit worst crime or makes
a man to leave aside his dignity and beg. When a man is deprived of
basic necessity of satiating his hunger, he is forced to beg. Without
money a man would be grief stricken. However in case of Bharat,
although he was much richer than kuber, why was he struck by
grief? In fact, money makes for living but there is another wealth
that nourishes not only the body, but the soul. Bharat was anguished
for such a spiritual wealth. In the meeting at Chitrakoot, Bharat testifies
this in these words.
Ram didn’t return to Ayodhya despite Bharat pleaded with him
ardently. Bharat placed the sandals of Ram with great reverence on
his head and returned to Ayodhya and settled himself at Nandigram.
He worshipped Ram symbolically worshipping the sandals and this
way he experienced lessening his emotional selfishness. Bharat
sustained himself on barest food and that resulted thinning his body,
but since he felt immense joy in praying Ram, his face exhibited
happier radiance. Upon Ram’s return to Ayodhya, Bharat felt that
his selfishness was ultimately fulfilled.
dgm¡ opu lc LokjFk gsrAw jgb u vkjr ds fpr psrAw A
(Manas, 2/269/4)
Whatever I am doing, doing it for my own. A grieved mind
looses his consciousness. Bharat is sad for himself, having abandoned
his religion he is pleading and begging. What could he demand?lhrkjke pju jfr eksjsA vuqfnu c<+m vuqxgz rksjsAA
(Manas, 2/204/2)
In his begging he demanded the genuine love of God’s lotus
feet. In Bharat’s eye, the affection of God’s lotus feet is his only
selfishness.
He couldn’t bring Lord Ram back, but he found his wooden
sandal. Bharat touched it from his forehead and returned and came
to sit at Nandigram. While contemplating when the image was
perceived and concentration of his mind was fixed over the divine
wooden sandal, then his selfishness was a little bit reduced.
Although–
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nsg fnugq¡ fnu nwcfj gksbZA ?kVb rst cyq eq[k Nfc lksbZAA
fur uo jke ize
s iuq ihukA c<+b /kje nyq euq u eyhukAA
(Manas, 2/324/1-2)
The body gradually grew thinner and thinner (the energy born
of food was diminishing) but the glaze and gloss on the face and
mental delight was the same because the love for Ram was daily
getting stronger and stronger. For this reason there was no lack of
mental bliss and hence mind was not depressed. Bharat finds here
his self-interest getting fulfilled to some extent but it was completely
accomplished on the day Ram returned from exile.
Kagbhushundi Ji was self centered. Once Garud fell victim to
a doubt, he approached Narad, Brahma and others for resolving it,
ultimately he went to Lord Shankar who replied that the doubts
could not be resolved so soon,
rcfga gksb lc lal; HkaxkA tc cgq dky dfjv lrlaxkAA
(Manas, 7/60/4)
Go on attending Satsang for a long period, thereafter your
doubts would be resolved. I direct you to go at the place where such
a Satsang is available. Thus Shankar Ji sent Garud to the hermitage
of Kagbhusundi. As soon as he entered the hermitage most of his
doubts got removed. When the Satsang started he had no questions,
no doubts. Garud spoke, “No, I have no doubts but Sir! Kindly
explain to me why have you assumed this blacky, darkcomplexioned form of a crow despite your unequalled capabilities
which have been confirmed by none else but by Lord Shankar
Himself, who never tells lies. It is his statement that you survived
even the great deluge? ^eq/kk opu ufga bZ'oj dgbZA* (Manas, 6/93/6)
When you are capable enough to even protect yourself from worst
kind of calamities, how come you have choosen this black body to
live with? Kagbhusundi Ji gave only one reply–
tsfga rs dNq fut LokjFk gksbZA rsfg ij eerk dj lc dksbZAA
(Manas, 7/94/8)
“Every one loves the thing which serves the purpose.” It is to
be seriously considered what purpose the wretched form of a crow
served? Maharshi Kagbhusundi explains –
jke Hkxfr ,fga ruq mj tkehA rkrs eksfg ije fiz; LokehAA
(Manas, 7/95/4)
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I obtained the devotion for Ram through this body form so I
love it most.
Maharshi also said that it is not true that he was always in the
form of a crow. He says, “I had assumed beautiful forms also.”
dou tksfu tuesm¡ tg¡ ukghaA eSa [kxsl Hkzfe Hkzfe tx ekghaAA
ns[ksm¡ dfj lc dje xkslkb±A lq[kh u Hk;m vcfga dh ukb±AA
(Manas, 7/95/8-9)
I took births again and again in all forms of high and low order
like the forms of Gods, demons, insects etc. I got tired of performing
all kinds of deeds but this time when I was born in the form of a
crow which you grade of low order, I attained devotion. The bliss
which I got in this birth was never tasted by me earlier. What is the
use of the body of Gods if it is devoid of the devotion of Ram?
Kagbhusundi Ji finds that devotion of Ram is the only self-interest–
LokjFk lk¡p tho dgq¡ ,gkA eu Øe opu jke in usgkAA
(Manas, 7/95/1)
This is true that the real self-interest of the living beings lies in
the love and devotion of God. ‘Swa’ (self) means selfishness and it
should lead to self accomplishment. Nobody could retain riches or
even big empires. If our physical body fails to be with us forever,
how can you expect of material things? So carefully collected and
hoarded for our pleasure, to stand by us? Our ‘Self’ (Swa) remains
empty handed even after acquiring houses, shops, positions or royal
stateliness because we are not essentially physical bodies. Secondly,
the real well-being of the self does not lie in the achievement of
mortal things and their blind consumption. The real well-being
accrues from the devotion of Ram, so the real self-interest of the
living being lies in the love of the Isht (adored God). After realizing
God you would get that state from where there is no fall. This is the
true self-interest.
In the course of time the meaning of the word self-interest
underwent a change and it became corrupt. People started applying
the inner import of it with external things. Aiming at such practices
Goswami Ji saysdjfga eksgo'k uj v?k ukukA LokjFk jr ijyksd ulkukAA
(Manas, 7/40/4)
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Men under the spell of Moh (infatuation) tend to perform a
number of misdeeds. So far as their thinking is concerned, they act
for the promotion of their self-interest but actually they lose not only
the material world here, but the world hereafter also. They enveloped
with ignorance, fail to grasp the truth that the real self-interest lies in
the devotion of God by action thoughts and words.
Generally people are found saying that they were devoted to
God by their words, deeds and thoughts but it is not so Bhajan is
performed under the prescribed rules. When Vibhishan came to
Ram’s shelter, Ram himself threw light on the ‘prescribed system’tuuh tud ca/kq lqr nkjkA ruq /kuq Hkou lqân ifjokjkAA
lc dS eerk rkx cVksjhA ee in eufga cka/k cfj MksjhAA
(Manas, 5/47/4-5)
Prepare a rope by winding up all the strings of attachments
and affections with parents, sons, brothers, wife, family and well
wishers and transfer them all to Me. By withdrawing your mind
from everything, place all your attention, your devotion at My feet.
He who does so is instantly granted by Me the state of a saint. In
other words I make it possible for him to attain the ultimate goal.djm¡ l| rsfg lk/kq lekukA (Manas, 5/47/3)
Thus the criterion for testing the self-centeredness is so tough
that everyone can not imagine to succeed. Everyone is not capable
of renouncing friends, family and blood relations. Rarest of the rare
stands the test. For this reason Goswami Ji enumerated really selfish
persons.
Persons having little comprehension, but making sincere efforts
with faith for becoming self-centered, someday are sure to be
metamorphosed in the pure life of gods and saints–
lqj uj eqfu lc dS ;g jhrhA LokjFk ykfx djfga lc izhfrAA
(Manas, 4/11/2)
There are only three categories of such devotees among human
beings who love for self-interest. They are allured neither by the
Riddhis nor by the Siddhis. On the contrary they remain devoted to
the Isht (adored God) by their words, deeds and mind. ‘Sur’ is
mentioned for such devotees who have imbibed the divine properties
in their hearts. When these properties get fully grounded in the heart
the demonic properties are suppressed and at once the ability to get
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entry into ‘Sura’ becomes possible. Those who move in the region
of ‘Sura’ are called ‘Sur’. Thoughts and counter thoughts do not
obstruct their contemplation. Similarly ‘Nar’ (male) is also only a
stage of Sadhna (worship). Here it is not desirable to differentiate
males from females on the basis of gender as it is done in the human
world. In the concluding part of ‘Manas’, Goswami Ji diagnosed
the causes for mental affictions and at the end threw light on the
nature of ‘Nar’ (male):
eksg ldy C;kf/kUg dj ewykA frUg rs iqfu mitfga cgqly
w kAA
dke ckr dQ yksHk vikjkA Øks/k fiÙk fur Nkrh tkjkAA
(Manas, 7/120/29-30)
Infatuation is the root of all maladies. Kam (desire) is wind,
Kuff (phlegm) is avarice. Wrath is bile which always burns the heart.
izhfr djfga tkSa rhfum HkkbZA mitb lU;ikr nq[knkbZAA
(Manas, 7/120/31)
When Kam, Krodh and Lobh operate together in the heart,
Sannipat (delirium) takes place. The afflicted person remains always
wailing and moaning having no time to think about God. ‘Ahankar’
(Egotism) is very painful like the disease of Arthritis- vgadkj vfr
nq[kn Me#vkA (Manas, 7/120/35)
r`Luk mnj c`f¼ vfr HkkjhA f=fcf/k bZ"kuk r#u frtkjhAA
(Manas, 7/120/36)
Trishna (greed) is like the disease of Dropsy which grows acuter
and acuter. Thus after giving the list of a number of diseases,
Goswami Ji declares:
,d C;kf/k cl uj ejfga] , vlkf/k cgq C;kf/kA
ihM+fga larr tho dgqa] lks fdfe ygS lekf/kAA
(Manas, 7/121 K)
Out of the above mentioned diseases, even one disease is enough
to kill a man (Nar). It proves that ‘Nar’ is such a form of human
being which is immuned from maladies like avarice, infatuation,
desire, greed egotism etc. If perchance even one of these maladies
touches him, he falls from the high pedestal of Naratwa (manhood).
^ihM+fga lUrr tho dgq]¡ lks fdfe ygS lekf/kA* The fellow who is afflicted
with all such diseases is in fact an inanimate being although he
seems to be a living one. There is no question of such men entering
into Samadhi (trance).
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Addressing the listeners Maharaj Ji enquired, “Do you have
desire? Do you have wrath? Do you have greed?” All of them replied
in the affirmative. Maharaj Ji then further said that even one of such
ailments is enough to kill a man but strangely enough you are alive,
why don’t you die?”
This proves that ‘Nar’ is such an entity which is totally free
from such diseases. Not even single disease can touch him. Nar is
he who has warded off the influence of the illusion despite the
menacing postures – Illusion means Maya and Maya has been
presented as woman (ek;k :ih ukjh). The ailments are ready to attack
but powerless to even touch Man (Nar) Goswami Ji calls the body
of such Nar (Man) ‘Manush Tan’cM+sa Hkkx ekuq"k ruq ikokA lqj nqyZHk lcxzUFkfUg xkokAA
(Manas, 7/42/7)
Very fortunately the ‘Manush Tan’ in other words ‘Tan’ which
lives in the depth of mind, is obtained. It is rarely available to even
Gods. The scriptures have given such findings Goswami Ji says
that he who fails to cross the ocean of worldliness even after getting
such a ‘Nar-Tan’ (special body of man) commits suicide.
Thus we see that only Gods, men and Munis can love and they
love for self-interest. Devotion at the feet of God is the real selfinterest. Persons like Bharat, Kagbhusundi, Hanuman and Lakshman
were selfish of such a kind Arjun in the Mahabharat displayed
selfishness of this stature. He said to Lord Krishna that he was not
interested in the rich and prosperous empires of the three worlds.
This proves that through material attainments that self-interest, which
is the ultimate interest of the self is not at all obtainable. All the
Mahapurushas who are self accomplished have reached this
conclusion. They have the same belief with reference to the
‘selfishness’ or self-interest–
lRoiq#"k;ksjR;Urkladh.kZ;ks% izR;;kfo'ks"kksHkksx% ijkFkkZRLokFkZla;ekRiq#"kKkue~AA
(Patanjal Yogdarshan, Vibhutipad, 35)
It means that Satva (intellect) and Purush (soul) are entirely
different from each other. They can not be united. When their queer
mixture happens and men fail to separate them by analysis then it is
called Bhog (Indulgence). It has two variations- altruistic and selfish.
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When restrained selfishness overcomes that extraneous altruism, the
knowledge of Supreme Being (Purush Gyanam) dawns. Generally
self-interest known as selfishness, helps in accumulating wealth but
it fails to lead to God. Real selfishness leads the self, to the realization
of God.
What is to be realised? Realisation of what form? No, it is only
the figment of imagination.
xks xkspj tg¡ yfx eu tkbZA lks lc ek;k tkusgq HkkbZAA
(Manas, 3/14/3)
You are neither the physical body nor the mind. You are only
soul. Realisation of this soul which is eternal immutable, alone fulfills
the self and frees from the cycles of births. The following tale of
Mahabharat explains this truth:
There was a Yaksha who remained invisible was in the
possession of a pond. Whoever tried to take out water from the pond
without answering his four questions dropped down unconscious.
It was ordained that the day right answer was given, the Yaksha
would be liberated. While roaming in the forest during the exile
once Pandavas came near the pond. Yudhishthir sent Sahdev to
take out water from the pond. The Yaksh put his questions. Although
Sahdev was a learned man but he failed to answer. Under the orders
of the Dharmraj, water was to be brought. The moment Sahdev
ignoring the Yaksh touched water, he fell unconscious. One by one
Nakul, Arjun and Bhim also met the same fate. At last Dharmraj
Yudhishthir went there and asked. “O Noble Yaksh! Who are you?
How my brave brothers became unconscious? I am thirsty, I need
water.” The Yaksh repeated his questions to him also– ^^dk p okrkZ%]
fdek'p;± d% iUFkk d'p eksnrs\** (What is the real discourse? What is
to be wondered? What is the path? Who is happy?)
Yudhishthir replied, “Day and Night Time is frying creatures
in the cauldron of infatuation. Under such conditions the useful
discourse is only to deals with the essentials. One by one men are
being devoured by Time, still the remaining persons take themselves
to be immortal. They do not make any effort to save themselves
from the clutches of Time. What else would be more wonderful?
^egktu% ;su xr% l iUFkkA* (The way Mahapurushas, the devotees of
God pass should be our cherished path.) Only those Mahapurushas
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are happy who are non-involved and whom the sorrows do not
follow.
After hearing such oration the Yaksh spoke, “O King! Your
knowledge is real knowledge. I am pleased with you. I can bring
back to life any one of your brothers. Tell me which one you prefer.”
Yudhishthir chose Nakul or Sahdev from amongst his brothers. The
Yaksh then asked, “Why do you prefer these children to Bheem
and Arjun who can protect you from demons in the forest? What is
your self-interest or motive?” Yudhisthir replied that the physical
body is mortal, it has to decay someday, so the sustenance of Dharm
should be sole self-interest of living beings. He did not care for his
own protection, he cared for the protection of Dharm. He one of the
sons of Kunti was alive, if Nakul or Sahdev is brought back to life,
the lineage of Madri would continue. This is what Dharm says. Then
Yudhishthir confidently questioned the existence of Yaksh and said,
“You cannot be a Yaksh because killing one may be your juridiction
but making one alive is out of your juridiction. I pray you kindly,
unfold youself.” At this Dharmdev revealed himself and spoke,
“Dear son! I came to test your righteousness and found you intact
on it.” Seeing the devotion of Yudhisthir to Dharm, the Yaksh
brought back all his brothers to life.
We should all reject the prevalent confusion and make efforts
to become truly selfish.

|| OM ||
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Education and Knowledge
Question: Maharaj Ji! These days a number of educated
persons are roaming unemployed. They do not get any job. It seems
there is no use of knowledge. Why should children be sent to
schools and waste their time?
Answer: Look, education does not mean assurance of a job.
After you have attained M.A. or any research degree, the country
should be free from the anxieties of your livelihood. It is because
you are now capable of finding ways of earning your livelihood.
That is called real education. Even after so much education if you
still expect help in getting a job, what is the use of your education?
You should be capable of selecting a job for yourself which is not
harmful to others. You should not rob or loot anyone while selecting
a job otherwise you would be soon killed. These days the average
age of such misguided, purblind persons is only from twenty to thirty
years. Generally their mind runs riot after eighteen years. The first
two years are spent in childish exploits. People do not take them
seriously and brush aside their deeds in the name puriel delinquency
and ignore them as mistakes of upstarts. But when they reach the
age of twenty five years people start thinking that they were serious
and were crossing now the danger level. Hereafter they are left alone
hiding themselves at places and thousands chasing them for their
blood. How long can they save themselves? This is not becoming
of a human being.
Now if you see the lives of shepherds you would find that they
have no education, still they are happy. It is so because they have
limited needs, limited desires. They are happier than well of
intellectuals. They do physical exercises, graze shape, take milk, eat
whatever is at hand and digest even breads of coarse grains. No
disease ever takes them. No doctor is ever called for medication
even after sixty years of age. Few days back some shepherds had
kept their sheep by the side of the Ashram. It rained cats and dogs
throughout the whole night. Next morning I asked them, “You all
had to face lot of troubles at night as you all got drenched in the
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rain-water.” They very humbly replied, “No Maharaj, acute cold
and sharp rains are the well-wishers of Ahirs and shepherds, we
had no trouble. When our clothes become wet at night we dry them
next morning and put on the night clothes. If the clothes get wet in
the day we dry them at evening and wear them. Such is our routine.”
I again enquired, “Do your clothes get really dried?” They replied,
“Once the water stop dripping from the clothes we wear them and
the remainder dries on our body. Neither they suffer from cold nor
heat strokes.” Generally it is seen that if someone wears wet clothes
or gets drenched in water for an hour or two, he is sure to fall sick,
he would have to take medicines. But these shepherds are so tough
that they have no adverse effect on their health. They have stamina
to brave nature. I again asked, “Do you have any anxiety?” The
fellow replied, “No Maharaj, I have no anxiety, no care, no sorrows.”
One of them after a lot of thinking said, “I do not find any grief or
anxiety, but I have one anxiety. When I get up early in the morning
the anxiety of where to drive our sheep, in what direction to take
them that day overtakes me but once they start moving, my anxiety
automatically subsides for twenty four hours.” I further enquired,
“Don’t you have cares for your wife and children?” He replied,
“Whoever is senior in the household, he looks after. We can not do
both things- grazing sheep as well as managing household.” Is it
possible sir! How healthy they are physically and mentally. No
anxieties, no grief. The whole world pines for such a life. On the
contrary we find the intellectuals getting lean and tin their reputation
for their honour, for their standard, for the maintenance of all this.
If we see closely we would find that the shepherds who are the
sons of nature and healthier, happier and more care-free but despite
their happy lot the world would not permit them to lead such a life.
Persons of restless nature do not allow peaceful persons to pass their
days peacefully. China gobbled Tibet. In India too knowledge of
weapons was very advanced in the past. India was well ahead in all
kinds of knowledge but after the war of Mahabharat India lagged
behind in the military science. Naturally people started using only
those weapons which were readily available. When battles with
Babar and others took place, India proved weaker because Babar
had artillery. India had no artillery, no guns, it had only a crowd
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armed with swords and spears. So the Rajputs had to give in and eat
the humble pie. This artillery is the gift of material knowledge. When
Englishmen came they had still more advanced knowledge of warfare, on the strength of which they conquered the whole world and
proved their superiority. They did not allow calm, peaceful persons
like shepherds to live easily. Countries like Australia fell victim to
their imperialism. Either the people of such peaceful countries were
enslaved and supplied to other countries like animals or engaged in
their own farms as free-labourers by the Englishmen. This was the
direct result of the lack of suitable education. If we have to live in
this world safely proper education in indispensable. Not only this
we can not safely keep our spiritual knowledge also in the absence
of proper education. We would accept anything given by anyone in
the absence of education and would fail to critically analyse it. For
this very reason superstitions so much prevail today. We have started
believing that our Sanatan Dharm gets polluted by drinking, eating,
crossing rivers and oceans. This is massive misconception and
suicidal superstition spread by some systems of Acharyahood. So
we see that even for keeping our knowledge of religion well
organised, education is very important.
Despite all the advantages of education, it is not knowledge.
Now a days out of wrong notions material information goes for
knowledge and those who know it are known as learned persons.
But there is a vast difference between knowledge (Vidya) and
education (Shiksha). There ar two currents of life, one for living a
worldly life and the other for the attainment of the Ultimate Reality.
For successful living education is important but that special device
which helps in attaining Immortal Reality is known as Vidya or
Knowledge. Education which is imparted by schools and universities
is not knowledge.
There is one anecdote in Mundkopnishad (1st Mudak, 1st part)
in which there is the description of famous Muni Shaunak who was
the administrator of the university. According to the Purans eighty
eight thousand Rishis were studying in his Rishikul but even he had
no perception of real knowledge. So once he following the tradition
of the time took the sacrificial wood in his hand, approached
MaharshiAngira and humbly asked:
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dfLeékq Hkxoks foKkrs loZfena foKkra Hkorhfr\AA3AA
O Lord! Tell me, after knowing what everything becomes
known? kindly instruct me how to know it?
Maharshi Angira replied:
}sfo|s osfnrO;s bfr g Le ;n~cã
z fonks onfUr ijk pSokijk pAA4AA
r=kijk ½Xosnks ;tqosZn% lkeosnks·FkoZosn% f'k{kk dYiks O;kdj.ka
fu#Dra NUnks T;ksfr"kfefrA vFk ijk ;;k rn{kjef/kxE;rsAA5AA
There are two kinds of knowledge- Apara and Para. Rigved,
Yajurved, Samved, Atharvaved, Shiksha, Kalp, Vyakaran
(Grammer), Nirukt, Chhand, Jyotish etc. come under the category
of Apara Vidya but that Vidya (Knowledge) which reveals the
immortal God is called Para Vidya. Angira believes that howsoever
a man be learned in Ved, Vyakaran, Jyotish howsoever he be the
master of it, still he can not know God who is everlasting and
immortal. The knowledge which reveals God is a different class of
knowledge. Angira suggest for acquiring that knowledge the shelter
of a self-realised Guru, who is firmly fixed in Godrf}KkukFk± l xq#esokfHkxPNsr~ lfeRikf.k% Jksf=;a czãfu"Be~A
(Mundak 1, Part 2/12)
For the attainment of such knowledge which makes one realize
the Supreme Brahm, one should go in the shelter of all knowing
Sadguru, well versed in Vedas. Besides this there is no other remedy.
A similar anectode occurs in Chandogya Upnishad (1st chapter/
1st part). Once Naradji requested Sanatkumar to preach. Sanatkumar
said to him, “Tell me, what you know so that I may tell you further?”
Narad said, “Sir, I have learnt Rigved, Yajurved, Samved,
Atharvaved and have gone through History and Purans which people
called fifth Ved. I have closely studied Vyakaran, Shradh, Kalp,
Ganit, Utpat Gyan, Nidhi Shastra, Logic, Ethics, Dev-vidya,
Astronomy, Sarpvidya, Devjanvidya, Nritya, Sangeet etc. Sir,
despite the knowledge of all this I know only the Mantras. I have
not as yet been able to know the self. I have been informed by seers
like you that the knower of the self transcends all kinds of sorrows.
My knowledge is fruitless because I am victim of sorrows. So my
Lord lead me beyond the limits of sorrows.” Sanatkumar took the
above kind of education only as verbal exercises and laid emphasis
on functional practices. In Brihadaranyak Upnishad (4th Chapter,
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21st Richa of 4th Brahman) also there is a direction not to go through
lots of words because they are only verbal exercises which can never
lead to God. There is one Shruti in Taittiriya Upnishad;rks okpks fuorZUrsA vizkI; eulk lgA (czãkuUnoYyh] uoe vuqokd)
Senses including mind and tongue failing to attain the reality
withdraw.
eu lesr tsfg tku u ckuhA (Manas, 1/340/7)
Bookish knowledge has been described as education in
Taittiriya Upnishad:
'kh{kka O;k[;kL;ke%A o.kZ% Loj%A ek=k cye~A
lke lUrku%A bR;qDr% 'kh{kk/;k;%AA (Shikshavalli, 2)
The Acharya says, “Now I would explain education which
informs about alphabets, vowels. Length of time taken in
pronouncing a vowel or consonant and the stress in pronunciation
of alphabets, their musicality and rules for euphonic junction of
final and initial sounds. Further education gives us worldly
knowledge, knowledge of Astronomy, knowledge of Breeding,
knowledge of Archery, Ayurved, Physical Exercise etc. along with
its knowledge of ‘Adhividyam’ is also given.
Taittiriya Upnishad has three parts: Shikshavalli, Brahmanand
Valli and Bhriguvalli. A man may obtain the best type of enjoyments
of the world here and hereafter if he follows the teachings of
Shikshavalli. Here the learned seer has described the way of attaining
mundane and super mundane opulence and glories but while
describing them as temporal and subject to decay, he has chiefly
laid emphasis on only Brahmvidya. In the second Valli (part) he has
thrown light on the importance of Brahmanand (Divine Bliss). In
the last part he has described that pratical knowledge which Varun
directed his son Bhrigu to adopt and follow.
The Upnishads declare- ^lk fo|k ;k foeqDr;sA*- Knowledge is
that which liberates. The same idea has been given in the questionair
by Shankaracharya: fo|k fg dk czãxfr iznk;kA cks/kks fg dks ;Lrq
foeqfDrgsr%q A Only that can be called enlightenment which becomes
the cause of total liberation.
Merely by hearing all this no one can become rely learned, one
has to take practical functional steps. The distance is covered not by
sheer talks but by practically moving on the path. For this reason a
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man who proceeds on the divine path and takes even single step is
more important than he who has read thousands of scriptures.
Similarly, Vidya or Knowledge is that which drags a man and takes
to Brahmgati (state of Brahm). If there is distance of even an inch
from Brahm, it means Avidya (nescience) still prevails. Can the
modern education grant the state of Brahm? Utost it can provide
decent means of living. So those who take modern education to be
‘Vidya’ or those who flaunt their bookish knowledge are in great
delusion. For such persons it is said in Mundkopnishad vfo|k;keUrjs orZekuk% Lo;a /khjk% if.Mra eU;ekuk%A
t³~?kU;ekuk% ifj;fUr ew<k vU/ksuSo uh;ekuk ;FkkU/kk%AA (1@2@8)
Foolish persons although struck in nescience take themselves
to be Pandits and go on fumbling and suffering like blind-man
moving under the direction of another blind-man. Kabir says:
iksFkh if<+ if<+ tx eqvk] if.Mr Hk;k u dks;AA
<kbZ vk[kj izse dk] i<+S lks if.Mr gks;AA
Our revered Parmahans Ji Maharaj expressed the same anguish
in the following words, “Ho! What to say? Vedant is being sold at
throw away price. Fools go on reading and writing it. Perhaps they
do not know that Sadhna can not be put in black and white.”
That Vidya (Knowledge) can not be comprehended by any
Tom Dick Harry. In Kathopnishad there is an anecdote. Nachiketa,
son of Maharshi Uddalak, following the direction of his father
appeared before Yamraj. Yamraj asked Nachiketa to seek from him
a boon. Nachiketa requested him to reveal the secret of Brahmvidya.
At this Yamraj started giving him allurements of rare enjoyments of
the world and celestial delights but Nachiketa went on rejecting the
offer. Yamraj admiring his renunciation declared him to be truly
eligible for Brahmvidya.
nwjesrs foijhrs fo"kwph vfo|k ;k p fo|sfr KkrkAA
fo|kHkhfIlra ufpdsrla eU;s u Rok dkek cgoks yksyiq Ur%AA
(f}rh; oYyh] 4)
Vidya (knowledge) and Avidya (nescience) accrue diametrically
opposed results. O Nachiketa! I take you to be real aspirant of Vidya
because offer of a number of enjoyments could not tempt you. This
is now absolutely clear from this incident that only he is authorized
to receive this Vidya who has turned down the affection of sons and
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grandsons, lust for material belongings and name and fame, not only
these but long heavenly delights too. If this Vidya is passed on to a
person who is not eligible, the Guru and the disciple, both have no
repent. Kagbhusundi Ji tells his experience in ‘Manas’ as follows:
v/ke tkfr eSa fo|k ik;sA Hk;m¡ ;Fkk vfg nw/k fi;k;sAA
(Manas, 7/105/6)
After taking milk the wicked snake bites first the fellow who
gives it. Kagbhusundi had passed in his previous birth through this
traumatic experience after he had humbled his Guru.
It is mentioned in the Upnishads that the fruit of Vidya
(Knowledge) is the attainement of Ultimate Reality. In
Ishawasyopanishad there is a mantra ^fo|;ke`re'uqrsA* The immortal
God is attained through Vidya. In the 9th chapter of ‘Geeta’,
Yogeshwar Sri Krishna also says:
bna rq rs xqárea izo{;kE;ulw;osA (9@1)
Kkua foKkulfgra ;TKkRok eks{;ls·'kqHkkr~AA (9@1)
jktfo|k jktxq á a ifo=feneq Ù kee~ A (9@1)
izR;{kkoxea /kE;± lql[q ka drqZeO;;e~AA (9@2)
O Arjun! Now I would describe the knowledge which is coupled
with Vigyan and which would free you from the bondage of this
world. This knowledge is the lord of all kinds of knowledge, hence it
is called Rajvidya. It is evident from this that Vidya is such a thing,
which liberates from the sorrows of the world. This knowledge is
unmanifested. It can not be expressed in black and white. It is actually
a typical flow from that unrevealed entity which provides the ultimate
well-being.
Knowledge which grants salvation needs not to study for 16
years:
xqj x`g¡ x;s i<+u j?kqjkbZA vYki dky fc|k lc vkbZAA
(Manas, 1/203/4)
In a very short period total knowledge is obtained. The Vidya
which a Guru grant is passed on in a very short time. Life long
cramming of the Vedas and scriptures is not needed. This Vidya is
issued by the Isht (adored God) and it is empirical. It gets kindled in
the heart in the company of self-realised Mahapurushas.
In ‘Manas’ it is referred that after passing through ten thousands
births and forms of existence Kagbhusundi got the human form. In
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the previous birth also he was a saint but suffered from arrogance.
He was not foolish, he was only hot headed. ^mxz cqf¼ mj nEHk
fclkykA* (Manas, 7/96/3). His Guru (preceptor) gave him useful
lessons but after he crammed them all in short time, a feeling that
there was nothing left in his Guru gripped him. He had received
everything which his Guru possessed. xqj fur eksfg izcks/k] nqf[kr nsf[k
vkpju eeA (Manas, 7/105) The Guru daily used to give his instructions
but was pained to see his ill-conduct. Here it is to be noted that the
quality of education then was much superior to that of present day.
Today the teachers deliver mass lectures without any concern for
their communicability. They feel no liability whether the students
have followed them or not. The students are left to their fate. But a
Sadguru never leaves his disciple in the lerch. He goes on explaining
again and again till the disciple takes to his heart. When a Sadguru
accepts anyone as disciple he does not leave him as disciple, he
turns him also into a Sadguru. The knowledge which is imparted
can not be effaced in any birth. It is eternal, indelible. It is not like
modern education which is forgotten after the examination.- ^dousm
tue fefVfg ufg X;kukA* His Guru used to pursuade him but was
deeply pained to watch his behaviour. ^eksfg mitb vfr Øks/k nafHkfg
uhfr fd HkkobZA* The words of his Guru irritated him because he was
self conceited.
Kagbhusundi says, once I was chanting the name of Shiva in a
temple. My Guru Maharaj reached there suddenly. I did not get up
in reverence to salute him. As Gurudev was very kind hearted, he
did not take ill of it, but ^vfr v?k xqj viekurk] lfg ufga lds egslA*Lord Mahesh could not tolerate the humiliation of Gurudev. Shankar,
my own Isht (adored God) turned against me. He instantly inflicted
a curse on me saying, “You mean fellow, you dared to remain seated
like a python! Go away and turn into a python at once and remain in
this form for one thousand years.’’ But a Sadguru never gets
displeased. He always stand for the welfare of the disciple not for
his fall. The potter pats the pitcher only to give it a proper shape not
for breaking it. Exactly like this a Guru also behaves. When he
punishes, the punishment is aimed at reformation of the student.
When Guru Maharaj heard the curse, he started crying and wailing.
Lord Shankar then declared that the curse would definitely have its
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effect and a life of python would have to be lead by me
(Kagbhusundi) for one thousand years. After the period of curse
was completed human body would be given to me but the percepts
given by the Guru would always remain freshdousm tue fefVfg ufga KkukA lqufg 'kwnz ee cpu izekukAA
(Manas, 7/108/9)
When human form was obtained, the percepts given by the
Guru thousand years back got sprouted, thereafter the mind’s eye
got stalled at the crux of the percepts and interest in spiritual practices
increased.
izkS<+ Hk,¡ eksfg firk i<+kokA le>m¡ lqum¡ xqum¡ ufga HkkokAA
(Manas, 7/109/5)
When I became matured, father managed everything for my
learning. I was not foolish. I could understand, listen and could
brood but education could not attract me, hence seemed very
monotonous. At last my father failed in his efforts to teach me- gkjsm
firk i<+kb i<+kbZA (Manas, 7/109/8)
Hearing this Garud full of doubts said, “Nothing is superior to
knowledge but why could you not get education, which was
available to you?” Maharshi Kag answered:
dgq [kxsl vl dou vHkkxhA [kjh lso lqj/ksufq g R;kxhAA
(Manas, 7/109/7)
O Garud Ji! When Kamdhenu is readily available to give longed
for milk, who would be foolish enough to attend on a female ass
which gives very little quantity of milk? For this reason Garud Ji, I
could not study. It proves that the education which was given to
Kagbhusundi was not knowledge which is entirely different from
it. Although Kagbhusundi was illiterate but he was at the top among
the scholars of his age. Those students who keenly desired to get
knowledge always flocked at his place.
cV rj dg gfj dFkk izlaxkA vkofga lqufga vusd fcgaxkAA
(Manas, 7/56/7)
lqufga ldy efr fcey ejkykA clfga fujUrj ts rsfga rkykAA
(Manas, 7/56/9)
Those who swimmed in the pond of asceticism attended the
discourses regularly at his place. Even Lord Shankar from whose
Damaroo (musical instrument) all kinds of knowledge flow used to
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go there and attend the Satsang (spiritual meeting). It is thus wellproved that worldly education has no use in spiritual life. This
education can never be called Knowledge (Vidya).
Then what is Vidya? Once Lakshman at Panchvati enquired
from Ram, “What is God? What is soul? What is illusion?” In this
way he put five or six questions. Lord Ram answered thus:
Fkksjsfg eg¡ lc dgm¡ cq>kbZA lqugq rkr efr eu fpr ykbZAA
(Manas, 3/14/1)
Dear Brother! I shall make you understand, kindly apply your
wit, mind and listen attentively.
eSa v# eksj rksj rSa ek;kA tsfga cl dhUgs tho fudk;kAA
(Manas, 3/14/2)
Feeling of myness and thyness is Maya (illusion) which has
kept in its hold all kinds of living beings and have diverted them
from their ultimate goal.
rsfg dj Hksn lqugq rqEg lksÅA fc|k vij vfc|k nksÅAA
(Manas, 3/14/4)
This illusion (Maya) is of two kinds: Vidya (Knowledge) and
Avidya (nescience).
,d nq"V vfrl; nq[k:ikA tk cl tho ijk HkodwikAA
(Manas, 3/14/5)
Avidya one of the two is very crooked. The self under its impact
falls in the deep well of worldliness.
About the second one he says:
,d jpb tx xqu cl tkdsaA izHkq izsfjr ufga fut cy rkdsaAA
(Manas, 3/14/6)
Knowledge is that which controls virtues, such virtues are totally
absent in Maya. Things which are mortal, ^v'kk'ora nq%[kky;e~*] are
always sources of sorrows. How can they be virtuous and pleasing?
Only God possesses who some and helping qualities. Thus, the
second kind of Maya is Vidya which controls virtue, school education
can not impart it. ^izHkq izsfjr ufga fut cy rkdsaA*& It is inspired by God.
When he prompts and stands as a beacon light, this Vidya gets down
in us and starts operating.
So if we need such a Vidya, an inspiring guide or controller is
always needed. By seeking the close contact of a self-realised
Mahapurush. By serving him in a humble way and by following the
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path directed by him for some months the soul gets activated. The
source of that divine inspiration becomes available which flows
through percepts and instructions such percepts and instructions may
be called Vidya (Knowledge). As the devotee goes on advancing
or rising up the divine instruction or the divine sources or the divine
attributes become more and more dense and compact. The
wranglings of Maya grow weaker and weaker. The state of close
proximity with God is attained, the heart becomes the pivot of divine
attributes. But all this is possible only by the grace of the Guru,
there is no other way. So you should try to catch the void of the soul
by catching the Swaroop (form) of the Guru who has already
conquered his self. Till the voice of the sould is not caught, it can
not be called Vidya. It is only an attempt, our steps towards it which
would never fail.
Question: Maharaj Ji, does the need of discretion still remain
after the attainment of Vidya?
Answer: Look! If Vidya is God-inspired, discretion for
understanding what God instructs is required? They are to be
followed and translated into action. The capacity to remain firm on
the instruction of God is discretion. If the capability to remain firm
on them is not there, Vidya would not work, even God would be
displeased.
eksjsgq dgsa u lal; tkghaA fcf/k fcijhr HkykbZ ukghaAA
(Manas, 1/51/6)
Paramhans Ji Maharaj has explained this discretion in a very
simplified manner. He says, “Ho! Obedience of instructions itself is
Bhajan. You should not judge whether it is right or wrong.” But he
told this to me after eight years not in the beginning. In the beginning
no devotee has the capability to understand and obey the instructions.
When divine impetus started operating in the heart, only then Maharaj
Ji declared that obedience is Bhajan. What is obtained through the
divine instruction is nothing but Vidya (Knowledge), Vivek
(Discretion) is expected only to remain steadfast in obeying them. If
God directs to move on any path you should not think that there
might be a serpent on it. Even if there happens to be serpent, be sure
it would be transformed into a garland. In the case of Meera such a
transformation did take place. Even poison would turn into nectar.
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It happened so again in the case of Meera, because Meera had taken
the poison at the instruction of the divine inspiration:
jk.kkth! eS rks fxj/kj jaxok jkrhA
dksbZ ds fi;k ijns'k clr gSa] fy[k fy[k HkstS ikrhA
esjs fi;k esjs fg; clr gSa] uk dgq¡ vkrh tkrhAA
God, the darling of Meera was awakened in her heart, in other
words God was present there straight that is why she was so fearless.
Question: Maharaj Ji! Can the suggestions and intimations
which spring from the heart be called Vidya?
Answer: Yes! That is Vidya. ^izHkq izsfjr ufga fut cy rkdsaA*&
This Vidya is God inspired. It is remarkable that so many spiritually
enlightened soul were illiterate so far as the formal education is
concerned. Sanak Sanandan, Sanatan, Sanatkumar were children
of five years age and were not educated. Shukdev ran away in his
very childhood but it should not be forgottenn that he had been yogi
in his several past births, Vidya was well grounded in his heart since
birth. Vyas, his father was a great scholar of his age. He was the
master of four Ved, six scripture, eighteen Puran. He had composed
the Mahabharat and Bhagwat, but so for as the spiritual enlightenment
is concerned Shukhdev was far more advanced in comparison to
him. If Vidya means reading and writing Vyas is unparalleled.
Kagbhusundi was also illiterate, ^^gkjsm firk i<+kb i<+kbZA** Jad Bharat
too sailed in the same boat. Since childhood he was God intoxicated
and people mistook him to be a launtic.
Similarly, Lord Buddha was also indifferent to formal education.
He was a prince and the best education was available to him but he
was not interested in it. Buddhist scriptures like ‘Lalit Vistar’ testified
that Siddharth received in his childhood education of art and other
skills at Kapilvastu. According to another scripture named
‘Mahavastu’ Siddharth had to prove his superiority by displaying
his military skill before five hundred Shakya princes in the
Swayambar of Yashodhara. But that Vidya by whose touch
Siddharth turned into Buddh is different. As he had a contemplative
mind since childhood, he was never entrusted with mundane affairs.
He renounced everything and went to Rajgrih in quest of a spiritual
Guru. Rishis like Aalar and Udrak taught him the knowledge of
Aryan mode of Sadhana (devotion). By degrees Vidya dawned at
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him when he was sitting beneath the banyan tree at Gaya. By God’s
grace he became a ‘Buddha’. As he knew the quintessence of Truth
so he came to be known as Tathagat (Knower of the Truth).
Two thousand five hundred years ago Indians while facing
onslaughts of conveyance and crossing the howling waves of the
great sea with a small skiff reached China, Japan, Greece and Egypt,
and conveyed the preachings of same Lord Buddh which they
listened with great regard and accepted it. Today it has been become
the parennial source of inspirations for the people’s well-being. King
Ashok was a famous war-monger. But the moment he encountered
the teachings of Buddh, he quit forever his sword at Kaling. This
was the power of the vidya of the Buddh. Not only this king Ashok
despatched his son and daughter to Lanka for preaching this very
Vidya. Even in Ved like Greek, Shak and Kushan, Huns were not
only attracted towards this Vidya, they got soaked into the Indian
spirit. Every year millions of pilgrims from all the corners of the
world visit Lumbini, Kapilvastu, Sarnath, Shrawasti, Gaya and
Kushi Nagar to pay their homage to these places and get eternal
peace.
Even Mohammad of Arab was not educated, Kabir had not
even touched pen. ^efl dkxn Nw;ks ufga] dye xfg ufga gkFkA* Guru
Nanak could not be taught by any Hindu or Muslim teacher. His
father got him engaged in the supervision of agricultural work. He
failed there also. Instead of earning money from business he thought
it better to earn Sat-Nam. Tulsidas Ji although studied the Vedas
and scriptures at Kashi for more than fifteen years, but while
composing ‘Manas’ he accepted that divine ‘Vidya’ as the base of
the theme of ‘Manas’, which he had heard from his Guru,
Narharyanand:
eSa iqfu fut xqj lu lquh] dFkk lks lwdj [ksrA
(Manas, 1/30 K)
Hkk"kkc¼ djfc eSa lksbZA eksjsa eu izcks/k tsfga gksbZAA
(Manas, 1/30/2)
Goswami Tulsidas Ji delineated the same Vidya in ‘Manas’
which was God inspired and which dawned in the heart: rl dfg;m¡
fg; gfj ds izsjsA (Manas, 1/30 Kh/3)
At places he has pointed out to this very source:
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tsfg ij d`ik djfga tuq tkuhA dfc mj vftj upkofga ckuhAA
izuom¡ lksb d`ikyq j?kqukFkkA cjum¡ foln rklq xqu xkFkkAA
(Manas, 1/104/5-6)
Had worldly education been important better educated scholars
and grammarians than Tulsi were available in Kashi. But no one
knows where are they now? Could anyone of them equal Tulsidas?
As it is Brahmvidya (celestial knowledge). Literature of Tulsi is
gathering everyday newer and newer shape. Millions of inquisitive
professors of universities visit Ramayan Mela at Chitrakoot for doing
research in this vidya. Tulsi literature within no times has become
popular all over the world.
Meera was not educated but language was never a barrier to
her expression of feelings. Her poems touched the heart of common
people and scholars alike. Ramkrishn Paramhans too had schooling.
At the age of sixteen he roamed like a lunatic, so when was he
educated? Harihar Baba of Kashi was also of the same type, still he
was acclaimed as the top scholar of his age.
Satsangi Maharaj of Gorakhpur who breathed his last at the
age of one hundred and twenty five years was always taken by
people as a mad, deranged person. But pious souls were directed by
supernatural voice to go to him and receive instructions from him
because he had attained the state of Godhood. Reverend Paramhans
Ji also was directed by the divine voice to meet him. When he entered
into the temple he saw there the same old man who was seen everyday
roaming here and there. Paramhans Ji fell at his feet, within a short
period grasped the method of Sadhana and within four months God
inspired Vidya descended in his heart. Most respected Paramhans Ji
was also not educated, he had attended the school only for three
days. On the third day the teacher beat him with a stick. He came
back home weeping and complained it to her mother. Thereafter he
was never sent to school. Once at the Anusuiya Ashram when his
signature was needed, a gentleman tried to get it, Maharaj Ji practiced
for three days on his request. With close attention Maharaj Ji learnt
to write ^ijekuUn* (Paramanand) but drew a long line below the letter
^n*. The gentleman could not react on account of hitch and awe.
When we saw it, we suggested him to make it a little shorter. At this
he turned his mustaches with a great pride and said, “O! yes! You
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can’t understand what I have learnt.” He knew that my suggestion
was correct but he did not agree.
Professors and scholars often visited Anusuiya Ashram. Those
who accompanied them used to give their introduction, “Sir! He is
doctor Sahib, he has done research in philosophy and many other
subjects also. In the beginning such persons used to speak first
themselves, thereafter they requested Maharaj Ji to throw light on
any subject or speak on anything. After hearing him they used to
remark. “Sir! Sadhana is always superior to bookish knowledge.
Reading books is one thing but practice is far more different from it.
They used to speak in this way and depart after seeking blessings.
No words of scholars could match the words of Maharaj Ji which
came out of the depth of his direct self-realisation.
Thus, on the path of God if you are educated it is ok, but if you
are not educated you are not going to lose anything because this
Vidya is God-inspired, received from the house of Sadguru. The
school where it is taught is different. Paramhans Ji used to remark,
“Ho! God teaches me. Whichever language you speak, He explains
it to me.”

|| OM ||
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Linguistic Interpretation of Science
Question: Maharaj Ji! In the modern times the science is
highly advanced in comparison to the pre-historic times. What do
you think of this?
Answer: Students, you have studied quite well and achieved
higher degrees. These days the science is highly advanced this is
what you say. Around two hundred years ago none would have
thought of aircrafts, but it is within easy reach of us today. Many
inventions and various kinds of rockets, bombs, nuclear weapons
have been invented. These days it is a child’s play to destroy enemy
targets located thousands of miles away. Electricity, television, motor
car, trains have changed the way we live. In English medium we
call it as a science.
Nevertheless it is not entirely true that science has progressed
only in modern times. Since thousands and millions of years of
human life hundreds of times scientific inventions have been made
and were destroyed by itself after that reached a zenith. When we
explore our pre-historic scriptures, we come across innumerable
incidents of miraculous incidents, which when properly analysed
reflect scientific advancements made in the ancient era. The battle
of Dev and Asur (angelic and evil entities) are full of such scientific
exploits.
For instance, Hiranyakanshipu- the demon king invented the
methods to remain immortal. He could neither die during the day or
night, neither by any weapon nor poison, neither by any animal,
bird, insect nor a human being. Such achievements pampered his
ego to such extent that he called himself the God. In his penchant of
proclaiming himself God, he didn’t spare his son Prahlad. But his
various methods to kill Prahlad were failed by divine great scientific
advantage to his side Hirankakashipu could not save his life.
In Treta age, Ravan was an over powerful king. He wasn’t an
atheist initially. You must’ve noted from the first instance how
destruction ensued when scientific advancements were on its zenith.
Greater progress in science also leads to rise in atheism. Scientific
advancements made it possible that even if a person was beheaded,
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his head could once again be connected to his torso and enliven
him. Technology made it possible for him to remain invisible during
the battles. His son Meghnad is said to have fought with armies of
Bhagwan Ram remaining invisible. Although, he was riding in a
chariot and shooting arrows at other when Hanuman set Lanka on
fire, Ravan managed to get rains to douse the fire in the kingdom.
These days efforts are being made for getting artificial rains, but
much success has not been received.
Once Ravan was worshipping Lord Shiva in Amarkantak.
Another king Sahasrarjun blocked the massive water flow of river
Narmada. This caused influx of water where Ravan was seated.
When the commander-in-chief of Ravan’s military, Prahasta, learnt
about it, he attacked the enemy. Since the enemy was very powerful,
so he picked up a weapon, named ‘Moosal’. When the Moosal was
about to be shot, devastating flames started emitting out from its
frontal parts. Was it an ordinary instrument, meant for crushing
paddy? Thus it is proved that it was a mechanical device which was
named ‘Moosal’ in the language of the time. Can devasting flames
shoot out from any Moosal? How advanced was the technology of
those days!
Greater scientific and technological advancements and newer
inventions didn’t made Ravan quench his thirst for more and more
inventions. Ravan declared that he would make stairs to reach
heavens, free the humanity of the world from fear of death and
remove smoke from fire. As his progress in Science reached greater
heights, Ravan’s ego too grew. He declared himself as the God and
spread a rein of terror all around.
vl Hkz"V vpkjk Hkk lalkjk] /keZ lqfuv ufga dkukAA
rsfg cgq fcf/k =klb ns'k fudklb] tks dg csn iqjkukAA
(Manas, 1/182 Chhand)
If Ravan ever heard the word ‘Dharma’ he used to lose his
temper so quick that either he himself rushed to demolish it or sent
armed forces for its annihilation.
Even today, many are oft repeating that God doesn’t exist. All
kinds of prayers and worships are futile. In fact, when all the facilities
of luxurious food and recreation are available to human beings, they
have begun to consider the God as an avoidable nuisance and a
figment of imagination. But the God hasn’t ever given up the
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company of the man. The God was not destroyer then, and his realm
was such ascan never be destroyed.
Even during Dwapar era, many scientific inventions were made.
Ugrasen didn’t have a son. Once his wife went into a forest for
recreation. A demon lived in the forest who had heard about the
beautiful wife of Ugrasen. As soon as the queen was amidst the
forest, the demon miraculous created heavy storm, in the forest. Trees
began to fall, large sized rocks were disjointed from the mountains
and began to tumble. All around an atmosphere of great upheaval
was created. Under such situation the demon approached the queen
in the guise of Ugrasen and consumed sex with the queen. While
going away the demon presented his original face. As the queen
was about to course him, the demon told her that she would beget a
virtuous and brave son through him. Since, she didn’t have a son,
she was enticed to keep the child. Nevertheless, she returned home
with heavy heart. Later, she gave birth to Kans, the cruel king of
Mathura. Learned Pandits have written that, demon has used demonic
tricks to create storm in the forest. In fact, creation of storms, use of
firearms and initiate rains came under the demonic tricks. Another
demon, Banasur lived during the Dwapar era. He kept his daughter
of marriageable safe in a palace protected by heavy military on all
sides, so that she could not be kidnapped by any prince or king.
However, the young princess was dreaming of an image of some
person. She summoned her friend Chitralekha who was an
accomplished painter. The princess described the image of the man,
she used to dream frequently as her husband. Chitralekha drew a
number of paintings, but at last the princess indicated at a portrait of
Krishn. Immediately princess Usha said that was her husband.
Chitralekha managed to get Aniruddha of the princess despite strict
vigil outside the palace. Nobody learnt of this incident. Don’t you
think science was highly advanced in those days?
During the stay of Pandavas in the forests, King Jaydrath ruled
over Sindh. He was on look-out for a beautiful woman to marry.
While traversing the path in a forest he happened to see a beautiful
woman near a cottage. He exclaimed, he had never seen such a
beautiful woman. He ordered his ministers to find whereabouts of
that woman. The ministers made enquiries and reported to him that
she was the wife of Pandavas. He tried his best to coax her by the
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offers made through his ministers. At last, he went to her, “Look
Draupadi, the Pandavas have been deprived all their wealth and
kingdom. Better you come with me. I am Jaydrath, the King of
Sindh.” When Draupadi disregarded him, he kidnapped her. He
traversed a couple of hills about two or three miles. He was protected
by hills around him. The Pandavas were away on hunting. They
were notified about the kidnapping of Draupadi. Arjun sent a
miraculous weapon from that spot towards Jaydrath. The chariot
and horses were destroyed, but Jaydrath and Draupadi were
miraculously left unscathed. Bhim ran and caught Jaydrath. Do you
think a weapon exists today which can kill a targeted person within
a group of twenty-five people and leave others safe, whereas the
enemy remains invisible? Such incidents prove that science had much
progressed than today.
During the period of Mahabharat war when Duryodhan made
humble entreaties and implored, Bheeshma said, “OK! Tomorrow I
would launch a decisive battle. I would kill the army of Pandavas
with single arrow.” Bheeshma, next day, fixed Narayan arrow on
his bow. When this terrible weapon was shot, Krishna said, “Look!
There is only one way to check it and that is turning the back before
it (showing back to it). It kills only the brave and valiant.” Bheem
retorted, “You keep your advice for Arjun only. I am a Kshatriya,
death comes only once. I can not turn my back.” Meanwhile this
weapon ignoring others started moving towards Bheem with full
speed. Seeing this Krishn rushed towards Bheem and embraced him.
He thus turned his back before the weapon. The back of Bheem
was already at the otherside. In this way Krishna saved his devotee.
Those days there were such weapons which used to spare people
only if they sought apologies. Such weapons were called ‘Astra
Shastra’ They were not mere iron nails. Do you find the inventions
of such weapons today? Those days in the world, specially in India,
the Military Science was several times more advanced than today.
However, when science reached its pinnacle, first it resulted in
widespread atheism, followed by all round devastations. Innumerable
people lost their lives during the battle of Ram-Ravan and
Mahabharat. When a country becomes all powerful ego creeps in.
These days Russia and America have mountain-size ego. One day
they would strike and massive devastation could take place. Massive
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devastation doesn’t mean, entire population of the planet would get
annihilated. It means larger part of the population could get
exterminated. A few people would survive. People would be saved
here and there, spread out widely separated pockets. It is possible
that, where once dense population dwelt and agricultural fields were
spread out bountifully could be replaced by dense forests following
such massive devastation.
With such happenings, the man began to look at scientific
advancements with hatred and apathy. He realised that, due to such
inventions all his near and dear ones weren’t alive anymore. There
wasn’t any friend or relative within ten to fifteen miles area. All
around there wasn’t anything but massive destruction of once
thriving and pulsating humanity. Such a state of after math compelled
him to reconsider his highest kind of scientific and technological
advancement absolutely futile.
Gradually, all those inventions were forgotten and the people
began to live normally. Destruction and creation are natural. The
people who were developed earlier were called civilised while those
trailing behind came to be known as aborigines. Aborigines don’t
mean they have been always uncivilised since the man was born on
this planet. Previous to that, the man has passed through a number
of civilisation through ages.
In this way we see that despite innumerable inventions were
made but their inventors were never called scientists. Rather they
came to be called as ‘Asur’ or demons. Godly persons were called
‘Sur’. Those who follow the divine path and have trust in the
Supreme being are called Sur or divine being. Those who believed
in them, were called Manav or human beings. Human beings were
though dedicated towards the Supreme Being, but weren’t able to
involve themselves in continual worship due to their pre-occupation.
The Asur or demons were devoid of divinity. Those who believed
that ‘Dev’ or God was irrelevant and only they were the Supreme
Reality (Ishwar), came to be known as ‘Asur’. An Asur believe that
since he was the real user of the material opulence (Aishwarya) so
he was Ishwar (God). Today communism also speaks this language.
Hiranyakashipu also moved on this very path. Ravan and his family
members also adopted this way under the toxic effect of diabolical
inventions. The Mahabharat war also took place on account of such
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an arrogance. More than half persons who took part in it were Asur.
Asur does not connote a specie having two horns, enlarged and
inflated eyes or having long tooth. Shishupal was the first cousin of
Sri Krishna and he was Asur. Kansa was the maternal uncle of Sri
krishna. Banasur was closed relative but Sri Krishna was a Sur,
devine being. Basudev belonged to the class of ‘Dev’. Pandawas,
who were their close relatives, were ‘Nar’pure and simple.
Duryodhan and the like were in the middle stage. Majority of persons
who sided with him had demonic tendencies. Thus if one relative
was Manav, another was Danav (demon) and others were divine
beings.
One of the synonyms of ‘Rakshas’ (demon) is ‘Nishachar’ (night
wanderers). ^^;k fu'kk loZHkwrkuka rL;ka tkxfrZ la;ehA** (Geeta, 2/69)
According to the ‘Geeta’ the world itself stands for night. Those
who wander at night are ‘Nishachars’. They who took the material
world to be true, they who believed in eating, drinking and merry
making came to be known as ‘Nishachars’. Such persons have been
taking pride only in material inventions, discoveries and possessions
which are not governed by Godliness. Illusion or Maya flows through
them. In ancient days the possessors of such inventions were called
‘Asur’.
With the advent of Englishmen in India translation of English
words into Hindi language started. The equivalent of English word
‘Science’ was sought. When bi-cycle was invented it was taken to
be the gift of science. Thereafter motor cars blowing their horns
appeared on the scene. People were wonderstuck to see lifeless iron
box moving. In no time rails were fixed on the ground and dreadful
trains started carrying thousands of people from one place to another.
If horses took ten hours to reach a place, a motor car reached there
in only one hour. Awestruck people looked all this agape and
appreciated the blessings of science. With the advancement of science
men from distant places started reaching fast through mechanical
and electrical devices. As a result of all this science started to be
worshipped. Indians analysed the developments and found that such
miracles were already present in the ‘Yog-Dharshan’ (Philosophy
of Yoga), which the seers named Vijnan. So a linguist from Bengal
promptly translated the word science as ‘Vigyan’. In fact it is not
Vigyan at all. Vigyan is that which:
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Science
fcuq foX;ku fd lerk vkobA dksm vodkl fd uHk fcuq ikobAA
(Manas, 7/89/3)
Now let’s examine what the science is? It is said one cannot
have tranquility without science. With the knowledge of science all
kinds of disturbances could be quelled. For a person who understands
science, none is his enemy and none hates him. All round a wave of
equality and peace prevails. These days America and Russia are
considered the greatest scientists, but could they ever sleep in peace?
They are always engrossed in thinking how could they buy out India
or defeat China? Whether science is made for such purposes?
Perhaps a true sense of science has been forgotten and a sense of
inequality and turmoil has spread in the world. Greed, hatred and
exploitation have reached their pinnacle. This is not science. These
are demonic qualities.
In fact, science is one that ushers an era of equality among human
beings peace and prosperity in the world.
rqEg foKku :i ufga eksgkA ukFk dhfUg eksij vfr NksgkAA
(Manas, 7/122/4)
Patting the back of Garud Kagbhusundi Ji says, “You are the
image of Vigyan, Moh (Infatuation) can not touch you.” It means
Vigyan is something in the presence of which Moh (Infatuation)
has no legs to stand. Yogeshwar Sri Krishna says:
KkufoKkur`IrkRek dwVLFkks foftrsfUnz;%A
;qDr bR;qP;rs ;ksxh leyks"Vk'edk´pu%AA (Geeta, 6/8)
Gyan stands for realisation of self. In other words Gyan is direct
perception. After this Vigyan comes. Krishna says to Arjun that if
Vigyan follows Gyan the soul gets gratified, it gets accomplished.
Neither it is satisfied with anyother thing nor with the knowledge of
number of languages. Its gratification is never possible through
sumptuous dinners and material luxuries. It is gratified only when it
perceives the eternal form of God and unites with it. Direct taste of
the Supreme love alone satisfies it. There is nothing else to gratify
the soul.
So Vigyan is such a thing which helps the soul in meeting
with the Brahm and gives total gratification. Such a soul never
relapses into discontentment. Vigyan renders it unwavering, stable
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and finally settled. It never falls into the cycle of birth. It achieves its
ultimate goal.
Thus we see that Vigyan is very important. It irons out
heterogeneousness and grants harmony. Where there is Vigyan
‘Moh’ (Infatuation) can not stand. In the field of the so called science,
they assume an air who have bagged more and more inventions.
Feelings of jealousy and hatred make them their victims. Such
possessors of scientific inventions cherish a desire to enslave the
whole world. Those who have amassed more and more inventions,
dare to say that there is no entity of God, matter is all and the slogan
of ‘eat, drink and be merry’ is true. Whenever number of inventions
increased, Hiranyakashipu, Ravan, Kans, Duryodhan all approved
such a materialistic belief. The pages of our Purans are replete with
references of battles between Gods and demons. Purans are the record
of our history. So many times battles took place between Gods and
demons but the forces dominated by divine properties could never
be rooted out. It is so because they solely depend on God, an entity
which can neither be cut nor maimed with weapons which can not
be burnt with fire and the wind can not wither it away. Objects of
the material world can not even touch it. It is immanent and
immutable. It is the only entity which is everlasting. For this reason
the followers of divine properties were always to be found in the
past. They are always present and would always be present in future.
However much the atheism increases faith and theism would always
exist.
Today you say that science has developed much in foreign
countries. Scientists have produced many things out of this earth.
But the fact is that they have not been able to pick up even a particle
or a granule of this earth. All their inventions are limited only to the
spheres of illusion. There is nothing like abroad. The whole world
is one and unified. This much you can say that there is a lot of
desperate bid after such scientific inventions out of India. In this
race India at present seems to be lagging behind. But it is undeniably
true that in past a number of inventions were made in India.
Hiranyakashipu was an Indian, Ravan was an Indian, the wars
between Gods and demons known as ‘Devasur Sangram’ occurred
in India. Pandavas were also Indians. Their inventions were far more
advanced in comparison to those of modern days. But what was the
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result? Annihilation of our own clan! So India finding no relief in
devastating wars, truned towards peace and spiritual quest. This is
the reason that today India lags behind in making scientific
inventions. This is the special spiritual heritage of India and for this
it was hailed in the past, in future also it would be hailed and admired.
The name of Kshatriya king Vishwamitra, one of our illustrious
ancestors is taken with great respect. He was a well-known scientist
of his age. He resolved to create human beings without the copulation
of menstruation and semen. He produced by combining the material
objects the figure of human beings, whose head was like a coconut
and whose eyes like an oyster shell. When he was about to impart
life into it, the alarmed people approached him questioning what
havoc he was going to make? Vishwamitra replied that he was going
to give brith to a new creation. At this the Maharshis appealing to
him said that he could do it as he was fully capable but he should
pause and ponder at the painful fate of countless creatues already
present in this world, weeping and wailing for their miserable lot.
They warned him that he was going to multiply the numbers of
such unfortunate persons. It was not becoming of him to create
human beings for pain and sufferings. They further appealed to him
that a man of his stature should chart out such a path which could
grant deliverance from distress and agony. He was advised that
instead of creating a new world, he should create some such device
which could help in crossing the barriers of this world. After hearing
them Vishwamitra changed his mind and undertook penance. By
degrees he made spiritual progress and after realization commingled
with God. Later on he came to be known as ‘Brahmrshi’. Thus we
see that the seers never supported miracles of illusion.
O Students! You have till date studied science which is nothing
but devilish illusion which rejects even God after making
advancements. Now you should move towards real science, after
knowing which nothing remains to be known, after obtaining which
nothing remains to be obtained. Only this knowledge could grant
you total spiritual contentment.
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Protection of Cows
Question: Maharaj Ji! It is said, the deities reside within a
body of a cow. A cow is a matter of religion, faith for us. Why no
incarnation has taken place for the protection of cows?
Answer: Frequent movements have taken place on the question
of importance of cows in Hindu religion. A widespread demand
has been made to put a stop to slaughter of cows. Thousands have
sacrificed their life during disturbances on this question. Once a
Hindu propagandist reached Bombay. Some people asked him,
“Whenever religious conversions take place only the Hindus are
made the scape goats. Why should only Hindus be converted to
either Islam or Chirstianity? Why not non-Hindus be given place in
Hinduism?” The propagadist said, “Muslims could be convereted
to Hinduism, but what should be done to the beef they have
consumed?”
Someone asked, “In such a case what’s the best alternative?”
The propagadist replied, “There is a way. Such a persons should
undertake tour of all the Hindu pilgrimage on foot, followed by an
organisation of Holy pyre (Yagya) at Kashi (Benaras). After such
purification process such a person should be settled in a different
caste created especially in Hinduism.” Now, who would be mad
enough to travel all over India on foot? One can get food, shelter,
clothing within other religions too. What is so attractive about
Hinduism that they should accept Hinduism but in a different specially
created community? Who would want to live like an out-caste?
Such ideas or beliefs take place because of lack of true perception
of Hinduism. One can learn about principals of Hinduism from the
dictates and gospels given out by great sages, life of Lord Ram and
Krishna. It is depicted in ‘Manas’ that when Hanuman went out to
Lanka in quest of Sita, firstly he climed on a lofty mountain in order
to watch the enemies activities. He saw that demons of gaints shape
were on their nightly duties. Somewhere they were practicing dual
fights or some mean demons, ^dgq¡ efg"k ekuq"k /ksuq [kj] vt [ky
fulkpj HkPNghaA* (Manas, 5/2, Chhand) were eating buffaloes, human
beings, cows, donkies and goats. They ate cows and the beef was in
their stomach. Even the Brahmans having more importance than
that where eaten by these. Although the demons used to kill cows
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and even Brahmans and eat them. Nevertheless, when they seek
refuge of Lord Ram following death of Ravan, he embraced them
and accepted them with brotherly love. Vibhishan, ministers and
the loyal intelligencer of Ravan, whereon properly welcomed by
Ram. Not such a place as today you are Hindu, but you will remain
Shudra, rather embrassed them. And declared them as to be more
affectionate than Bharat- ^Hkjrgq rs eksfga vf/kd fivkjsA** (Manas, 7/78)
Ram treated all the demons and His loving brother Bharat with equal
hearts. Although the demons used to kill cows and even Brahmans
and eat them, even then the compassionate Ram love them more
than His brothers. He gave them the same regard which He gaves to
His brothers. Thus, he was a true Sanatandharmi. Lord Ram is of
the view that whosoever man, woman, enuch or any living creature
having no treachery remembers Me is more loving to me. Living
creature does not belong to India alone rather any creature of the
world can be the follower of Sanatan Dharm. Tulsidas Ji is of this
belief that ^Loip 'kcj [kl teu tM+] ik¡ej dksy fdjkrA* by the simple
remembrance of Divine Ram, all are chastened and become respectful
throughout the world. Hence everyone has his full right over Sanatan
Dharm. Those who say otherwise do not know the meaning of
Universal Dharm, rather they find themselves entangled in the grip
of old customs. Who would like to enchain himself knowingly?
Now, a question arises since when did a cow found religious
relevance? A group of religious guild asked me that, when did cow
came into religious terms? He said, from the time immemorial. I
wanted to know whether its reference is found in scriptures. He
told, Krishna was grazing cows. I said, since He was brought up in
the family of Yadavas, He was bound to graze cows, where from
He could have got horses and elephants? The family in which one
is born he has to live within according to the family conditions.
Raidas had got leather, Meera had got throne and Ram found bow
and arrow, then what bow is religion? When Krishna grew up, He
never went out for grazing cows. I raised another question that- Is
there any other evidence? After this they became silent. Yes, they
were staunch follower of religion. They began to look with suspicion,
whether people speaking against cows are not Muslims?
Whether cow in fact is a religion? The sages have described in
Upanishads that a true religion is Humanity. ^^xqáa czãrfnna czohfeA u
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fg ekuq"kkr~ Js"Brja fg fdf´pr~AA** In fact, there is nothing greater than
humanity. If we can restrain all desires of our senses and live a pure
spiritual life, would give divinity to a human being. Even Krishna
says in ‘Geeta’, “The soul is our friend as well as an enemy. The
soul of that person, who restraint over his or her senses, is the friend;
whereas it is an enemy for the person whose senses are unrestrained.
Hence he had advised Arjun to restrain all his senses and direct his
spirituality towards his divinity. Therefore, it is clear that only human
can attain divinity. Whereas the highest religion is realisation of the
Supreme Being. Deities also expect salvation in this human form.
Birds, animals, trees and plants cannot be our religion. Supreme
religion is alone can be the Supreme God.
Then why do so much importance is given to cows. In fact,
since Vedic era cows has held a place of significance in social life.
Till Dwapar era none thought of milking buffaloes. The buffaloes
were considered wild animals. In Mahabharat, after Bhishm and
Dron when the war stretegy of Duryodhan started failing then Karn
was made as chief commander. Karn said that, I can kill Arjun but
the charioteer must be like Krishna. After consideration it was found
that only Shalya can be an expert charioteer like Krishna. Shalya
was invited. Then Duryodhan proposed, “O King! For our well
being kindly be the charioteer of the Karn.” Shalya was very much
annoyed and said, “Do you think me as to be a coward and Karn as
brave? First of all, let my share be decided and after killing all, I
shall return to my native country by the evening.” He was the king
of Madra country. “I belong to the heirarchy of traditional king and
this Karn is your dependent. I can not be his charioteer.” Having
said so, Shalya stood up and started. Duryodhan begged his pardon
and spoke, “O King! My intention was not this. The truth was this
that there is no charioteer like you. You are one charioteer and other
is Krishna and there is no warrior like you. You are mightier than
Krishna.” Shalya back and said, “You have said me as to be the
mightier than Krishna amidst such a large number of kings, so I am
ready to be a charioteer of Karn in your interest. What so ever bitter
words I shall use, Karn will have to bear because I am a king and he
is Sut-Putra, dependent to you.” Karn also accepted this challenge
in the interest of Duryodhan.
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When Shalya started using bitter and abusive words in the battlefield then Karn could not stop himself. He said to Shalya, “You are
the king of down trodden people who eat milk with garlic. In our
kingdom, everyone is neat and clean. People in your country drink
the milk of sheep, she-goat, she-ass and she-camel.” It is evident
that the milk of she-goat, sheep, cow, she-ass and she-camel was
available then. But no where the reference comes that buffaloes were
milk animals.
The buffaloes were considered wild animals. Even today they
are hunted in games. During exile, Bhim went out for hunting on a
day. After sometime, King Yudhisthir felt of ill-omens. Yudhisthir
thought that Bhim is in some misery. In accompaliment of the sages
Yudhisthir came out in search of Bhim. In the way they found
hundreds of lions, hundreds of boars, rhinocerose and wild animals
killed by Bhim. Moving on such foot-prints they reached the place
where Bhim was unconcious wraped with Nahush disguised as
python. Yudhisthir answered the questions of the python and brought
Bhim back to life. In this reference the killing of buffaloes by Bhim
is described. Boars, lions and elephants were wild animals. Till
Mahabharat era, buffaloes were not taken as to be the milking animal.
The cows are considered the best among milk giving animals.
xks/ku xt/ku ckft/ku vkSj jru /ku [kkuA
tc vkoS larks"k /ku] lc /ku /kwfj lekuAA
Even for agricultural purposes the cows held an important place.
King Virat, those days, had the greatest number of cows. So othre
kings like Duryodhan used to have rivalery with him. Bullocks were
used for tilling the farms. People depended on cows for milk, clarified
butter, curds and fertilisers. In this way cows were regarded as the
best part of wealth and hence worshipped.
There was a time when elephants were also considered as wealth
alongwith jewellery and gold. In the early age during battles elephants
were used to create cummotion among enemy soldiers or for breaking
open massive fort-gates. Besides, elephants were also used to build
roads, fell trees or for processions. Since, higher number of
possession of elephants signified richness of the possessor, they were
worshipped as wealth. With advancements made in the art of warfare
and industrialisation importance of elephants as wealth has been
eroded considerably. Now nobody likes to maintain elephants.
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People worships then now on ceremonial occasions like marriages
as the symbol of Lord Ganesh. They have fallen from their position
of vantage.
Similarly, horses were used as faster means of transportation.
Similar to elephants horses too were considered wealth once. But
even its significance as wealth is getting eroded rapidly.
Jewellery, precious stones, gold etc. were considered valuable
wealth previously, and even today they are as much valuable. These
metals were not replaced by any other ones so far. Even more
precious metal than these are not yet discovered. Hence, their worth
is still intact today. At the time of lighting lamp, the tradition of
worshiping Goddess Lakshmi is in vogue.
In this way since ancient times cows were considered valuable
wealth. Virat and other kings who were in possassion of large number
of cows, were considered to be important. Other kings were also
interested in plundering cows to increase their property. In ancient
education also ‘cow grazing’ was an important subject. Princes also
used to graze cows, so that they could become aware of the activities
of the cows and protect them. These days buffalo milk is used in
much larger quantity. Tilling of farms is being carried out by tractors.
Bullocks are being neglected. In foreign countries, nobody imagines
of ploughing field with the help of bullucks. Chemical fertilisers are
becomimg important. Thus cows as wealth are losing importance. It
takes time to break away from age old traditions. The cows were
worshipped because they were once a form of wealth. The traditional
Vedic scriptures and literature have emphasised on conservation of
cows. Even these scriptures have described our five senses as ‘cows’.
Perhaps for this reason ‘Manas’ too has referred to the senses as cows.
xks xkspj tg¡ yfx eu tkbZA lks lc ek;k tkusgq HkkbZAA
(Manas, 3/14/13)
So far as the imaginative faculty of mind goes in sensual matters,
one should take it as to be only illusion. Those who have managed
restraint over their senses can attain spirituality. Passion, anger,
intemperance, greed etc. corrupt our senses which ultimately is
considered as annihilation of senses. We can take it as annihilation
of cows also. Virtuosity, ascetism, rituals, restraint, meditation and
attainment of concentration on divinity help to restrain our senses.
This is the true conservation of cows.
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So ‘stop killing cows’ and ‘protect them’. Only then religion
will prevail and the opportunity of attaining Supreme religious
Supreme Being will take place. If we want to maintain the sanctity
of religion, we will have to protect cows and to control them. If
senses are distracted you can not worship the Ultimate God. The
provision is made actually to control and restrain the five senses
including mind also. In this way in order to attain self-realisation
conservation of cows should lead to symbolic representation of
restraint of senses. That’s why, protection of cows is the greatest of
religious virtues.
When the soul of a meditator gets attached with the essence of
the Supreme Being at a proper stage, the mind’s concentration gets
considerably narrowed which results in divine pleasure. The source
of this divine pleasure is like a wish-fulfilling cow (Kamdhenu).
Till our senses remain directed towards with objects of physical
pleasure, our mind remains engrossed with them and as a result
this, it remains unfulfilled. ^^tks bPNk dfjgm eu ekghaA gfj izlkn dNq
nqyZHk ukghaAA** (Manas, 7/113/4) However, when all our senses are
directed to spiritual attainment nothing remains unfulfilled. Only those
attain God who do not care for sins and virtues. There is no entity
beyond such a realisation, then what to aspire for? ^iki iq.; dh djs
u vklkA lks igqaps j?kquk;d iklkAA* Such a living being becomes one
with the Divine Being.
Thus, in spiritual scriptures the meaning of cow is the senses.
Don’t let your mind and senses go astray, control them and thus
protect the cows. When we shall become capable of controlling our
senses from our passionate life, the ultimate being can easily be
percieved. Hence, if you want to preserve religion, protect cows but
it does not mean that you start chasing cattles. If our ancestors chased
animals, you also may start chasing. But in religious treatise there is
no such mention. In the form of cattle worshiping cows, bullocks,
elephants and horses is not religion. The importance of cow was
due to social and economical acknowledged, but the wealth is even
worshipped today.
The cows have been conserved and protected in foreign countries
too. Mohammad Sahib has said in Quran that cow is a pet animal
and not to be killed but protected. Cow is called ‘Bakar’ in Arabic
language. Quran also advises ‘Gokushi’- restraint or killing of
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worldly desires. But ignorants consider that as killing cows. A strange
cow is mentioned there, which neither ploughs the field nor carries
yoke on its soildier nor used for irrigating field, but of a such a
colour wherein no other colour is mingled. It must of be a golden
colour and killing of a such a cow is against God’s will. Here the
instruction is that one has to restrain his senses from worldly affairs
and after inner purification must devote himself in divinity.
Mohammad Sahib emphasises on its protection. Quran doesn’t
prescribe cow-slaughter on Bakri-Id. According to a legend, Allah
asked for the dearest to him. However, since the Allah has asked for
the dearest thing, he got ready to sacrifice the life of his dearest son.
However, miraculously the son was turned into a goat. This way
slaughter of goats has come to be considered a religious act. A distinct
style of eating drinking was brought into practice in the name of
religion.
When the Mughals invaded India, they learnt about the weakness
of Hindus for the cows. Mahmood Gaznavi, Mohammad Ghori and
Babar etc. used to attack keeping herds of cows ahead of their troops.
Religious Brahmans and Kshatriya (people of warrior community)
never attacked back, fearing they would kill a cow in the process.
Handful of Muslims, taking the excuse of cows, attacked Hindus
soldiers and forcibly got them converted Pandits into Muslims and
in order to hurt the feelings of Hindu they fried the beef of cows and
digested, which is evidenced in history. Muslims who commited
such acts are not at faults, real fault lies in us, who could not
understand the meaning of religion and started traditional method of
worshiping. The Hindus have been ignorantly performing worships
of tree, animals, snakes and cows etc. none tried to understand a
true sense behind such rituals. Hence, in order to understand true
sense of religion you must seek refuge of an enlightened saint.
Kindly let us know, If there existed any religion besides God.
Whether it is ‘Geeta’, Ramayan, Upnishad or the spiritual
philosophy, in all such scriptures the spiritual condition and its highlow stages are certain and incontrovertible. Depiction of such
spiritual condition will certainly be found, but they are not separate
religions.
|| OM ||
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Arya
Question: Maharaj Ji! The English Historians consider
Indian history of Aryans, but they say that they weren’t the residents
of India but has come from outside or from the direction of Europe.
Aryans were fair and so do the English are; therefore, the English
people are pure Aryans not the tribals. This country has always
been invaded by the foreigners; hence what’s wrong if the British
ruled over it. The English also say that before the Aryans came to
India, this country was inhabitated by uncivilised black inhabitants.
The Aryans pushed them down to southern parts of India. When
excavation took place closer to the Indus river, evidence of greatly
advanced civilisation were found; upon that the Britishers said
that some original inhabitants were civilised as a matter of
exceptions. That’s why the civilisation found near Indus valley is
considered different from Aryan civilisation and it is known as
only Indus valley civilisation. No temple was found in the Indus
valley. Some say, they found plenty of Shivling (symbolic
representation of Lord Shiva) but Earnest Mccaulley said, these
were different kinds of grind stories. Raising the controversy of
Aryans and non-Aryans people have burnt an effigy of Ram in
South India. The English also say that ancient Indians didn’t know
how to write history. Since the ancient Indian historians have not
chronolised events as per English dates or years their historical
accounts cannot be trusted. However, the ancient Indian scriptures
have accounts of millions of years in the past. According to the
Bible, the human civilisation is four thousand years old. Whereas,
the Muslims predict destruction of the life on earth after fourteenth
century. How far these thinking is true?
Answer: There is no doubt that many misconceptions prevail
about the Indian history. Let’s consider the matter of writing history.
Our history is depicted by Vedas and ancient scriptures; but the
English don’t accept them as true. In the time of Emperor Harsh a
Chinese traveller called Hueun Tsang has visited India. He has
recorded that, every village had an official whose job was to record
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every good and bad event. What’s history? Reading of ‘Arth Shastra’
written by Chanakya thousands of years before the advent of
Emperor Harsh, reveals that in the kingdom of Emperor
Chandragupt Maurya every village has a ‘Aksha Patal’ department,
which was entrusted to record all kinds of records or events
happening in the village. Admiral Niyarkas of the navy of Alexander
has written that Indian used to write over a cloth. Hence, there is no
doubt that the ancient Indians knew art of writing.
A question arises as to where is our written history? You are
well aware that literature of erstwhile peaceful Indians were burnt
to ashes by many an invaders. The famous library of Nalanda
University was continually burning for three years. Earlier the books
were written with great efforts. The facilities like modern days wasn’t
available then. Hence, such books were preserved in the libraries.
The invaders such as Huns and Muslims tried to burn all the available
literature. A few ancient scriptures such as Ved, Puran, Ramayan,
Mahabharat etc. have been preserved because either they had been
memorised or were preserved in the households. India was never
short of learned Pandits who could memorise different scriptures.
But the English historians refused to accept our ancient literature as
an account of history. Till such time, the events are recorded
chronologically, they cannot be considered a history. However, our
forefathers had to have historical account of millions of years. Our
forefathers never thought of it, on such a small scale.
Just as the sun and the earth are eternal, so the time is also
eternal. Reckoning this timeless time into years and months is as
ridiculous as measurement of the immeasurable ocean water into
litres. Therefore, our forefathers segregated them into different eras
Satyug, Dwapar, Treta or Kaliyug, which cannot be equal to a single
day of Brahma. Hence, they did not use smaller measures of days or
years in recording events of the past history. Our ancient sages
perhaps believed in recording the importance of the event and not
its date of happening. What was the point of noting down the dates
of birth and death of the great persons. When the soul is immortal
and its death is not possible? The events of life or death are mere
temporary halts on the way to the realisation of the Supreme Being.
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The sights of the traveller is set on the target and not on halts. These
days people of materialistic thinking get their names associated with
roads, gardens, cities or such public places but our ancient sages
have received their places of honour on the stars and constellations.
Victoria Park may be converted into the Gandhi Park but the stars
such as Dhruv (Pole star), Saptarshi (group of seven stars) etc. will
continue to remind humanity the achievement of our ancestors. Our
sages weren’t interested in smaller and mundane valuations and
measures. Our ancient sages have included the life- sketch of those
persons who had significant beneficial or evil influence on the life
of the people at large, Chanakya in ‘Arth Shastra’ (1/5) has described,
Puran, life sketches examples religious scriptures, legends etc. form
parts of history. Puran means records of ancient events. Thus, our
history described by our religious scriptures is absolutely trustworthy.
The event of Mahabharat is around 5200 years old, which has been
proved by engravings on the rocks and ephimaries. Whereas,
Mahabharat describes the events of the time of Ramayan. In fact,
Ramayan is the essence of Puran, scriptures, Upanishads and Vedas.
This proves that all those scriptures are very ancient. Therefore, if
anybody estimates that particular civilisation is around four to six
thousand years old, their intention is to prove that their civilisation
was civilised around that time. And about complete extinction of
the life by natural calamity- Rev. Maharaj Ji had to say that the span
of the universe is limitless and will remain so. The life on the planet
will never get obliterated. Deluge never happened nor will happen
in future.
In fact, the Deluge and Great Deluge are the words of Yoga.
They are of four types: Nitya Pralay. Naimittik Pralay, Pralay and
Mahapralay. When you fall asleep, Nitya Pralay or regular
devastation takes place. The universe gets deluged for you and you
become invisible. Naimittik Pralay is one when you are bound by
certain rituals. Following rituals, you get strengthened into meditation
and get one with the Supreme Being; and at that time you remain
unattached with the world around you. Pralay is that when the
Sanskars of our past life are fully burnt. Whereas, when you attain
Nirvan, it is called Maha-Pralay. At such moment there will be neither
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this universe, nor you or anybody around. When a human being
becomes one with the Supreme Being, it is called Maha-Pralay. Such
a state takes place when the realm of the God is seen everywhere.
^^bZ'kkokL;fena loZe*~ * This condition is indescribeable. Hence Lord Buddha
and others conveyed all this under silent inspiration. When
Govindpad, the Guru of Shankaracharya reached such a spiritual
state, he proclaimed, ‘There is no universe!’ Whereas on the other
hand his thousands of disciples were performing penance.The
universe doesn’t exist for the one who has attained Nirvan. Kabir
has tried to define this in his own words- ^vo/kq! csxe ns'k gS esjkA* He
is free from anxiety and beyond reach. There neither is God, nor
any living being, nor Maya’s web. What is the nature of deluge?
^^dgr dchj lquks HkkbZ lk/kks] ufga rg¡ }Sr c[ksM+kA** There is no dispute
of duality. There is nothing like fair and black that condition is
inexpressable. This is the great deluge. In the external world, neither
there has been any deluge, nor will happen in future. Creation is
eternal and will remain so. Englishmen discovered the date of origin
of creation and Muslims have also fixed the date of creation. Soothly
speaking, mankind today taking excuse of great saints is madly busy
in finding dates.
An Englishman was travelling by train in India. As a researcher
of Sanskrit Literature, he came to India. In order to meet out his time
he took the book of a fellow-traveller and started reading. Coincidently that book was ‘Geeta’. He finished entire ‘Geeta’ within
two-three hours. He questioned the Indian fellow, ‘‘Whether you
read ‘Geeta’ regularily? Can you tell me the date when Arjun was
born?’’ Indian fellow was astonished. He never imagined about such
an odd question. He spoke to him, where such questions are written
in ‘Geeta’? While swelling his chest, Englishman said, “This is the
different between an Indian and an Englishman. You read ‘Geeta’
daily but couldn’t know. I turn the pages of the book and have found
out the birth date of Arjun.” The Indian gentleman urged him to
show such things in ‘Geeta’, at this, Englishman advised him to go
through the fifth Shlok of chapter four- ^cgwfu es O;rhrkfu tUekfu ro
pktqZuA* Krishna says, ‘O Arjun! I cannot tell you exactly when I was
born. Yes, your date of birth is fourth June.’ ^pktZuq * (fourth June) is
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clearly written. Such was the English scholar? There is no wonder
if he says Shivling as a grinding stone, pebbles etc. This is the
sculptureous art of shapping anything in his own way. Macaullay
was of the opinion that, destroy the language and culture of a country
to destroy it entirely. That’s why the English historians described
Sanskrit as a language of savage (dead language) and not a language
of the Gods. They put Vedas in category of pastoral literature and
say, its relevence is no more than this. It means that there is no
difference between divine dictates (Veda) and folk songs. He is not
Lord Shankar, rather a moulded stone. They want to distort our
culture in our own eyes. They say that no Shivling is installed in
any temple. In fact, Shivlings were not always installed in temples.
Recently in Baraini village on the occasion of Ganesh Chaturthi
one lac twenty five thousand earthen Shivlings were made for
worshipping. As per their faith and capacity, devotees get prepare
Shivlings of soil, stone, gold and silver. There is no wonder, If such
a tradition was practiced in every home in begone days.
Similar to Mohan-Jo-Daro and Harappa excavations have taken
place in Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Uttar Pradesh and
Andhra Pradesh. There is a great similarity noticed amidst people
inhabiting on the bank of river Ganga and Narmada. If the name of
Sindhu Ghati Civilisation is due to the people inhabiting on the bank
of river Sindhu, then sveral civilisation such as Ganga, Narmada
and Lothal Civilisations will also emerge out. This indicates that,
those were the examples of ‘Indian Civilisation’ or ‘Aryan
Civilisation’. It was not an informal civilisation, which belong to
any particular region or community.
Let us have a cursory glance over the claim of an Englishman
‘White Men’s Burden’ that he taught Indians their civilisation. Even
if we admit what he had said, not a single evidence from these
excavations has been found that indicates presence of Western
Culture. Not a single statue has been found putting on coat, pant,
hat and tie. Not a single cross has been found. On the contrary the
things such as bangles and idols of deities related with our culture
has been found from the excavation made in other foreign countries.
The America was found thousands of years before Columbus
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discovered it. This fact has been established by archological
excavations carried out there. The things similar to the things found
in Indus valley have been found. The inscriptions on some of the
things are similar to Tamil language. As such an Indian language
expert was summoned there. This proves that India was one
expanding from there to here. I would say to the extent India taught
culture to the world. Just two thousand five hundred years ago
Buddhism found their way in countries like Greece, Egypt, China,
Japan etc., they are all Aryans. We are of this view that India taught
civilisation to the world. In the excavation of Indus valley civilisation,
a female dancer of bronze metal with bangles full embedded in her
hand was found. Even today the women of Rajsthan too wear
bangles in their entire hands. This proves that the Indus valley
civilisation was Aryan which spread in the world and the Indian
culture is the oldest in the world. Even the English accept the Vedas
as the ancient scripture.
The historians are too wrong when they say that the Aryans
came from outside India and the original inhabitants were of black
complexion. Their this statement is also full of fraud that the Indians
of today are not fair as the Aryans were, neither they are dark as
their ancestor Dravids. However they are born from the union of
persons of diverse cultures, hence they cannot claim to be pure
Aryans. As a matter of fact, climates form skin complexions due to
vastness of the country we find mainly three different kinds of
climates: cold, hot and temperate. The residents of Kashmir are very
fair, while those inhabiting South India are relatively dark. In Uttar
Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh where the climate clashes, the colour
of their hair is wheatish. Another reason is that India was popularly
known as golden bird. Greecian invoy Megasthaniz has written that
Indians used to take their food in golden plate. Their famous songs
are, ^lksus dh Fkkyh esa tsouk ijksL;ksaA* Golden plates were in the houses.
Due to recurring attacks large quantity of gold, silver and precious
metals went abroad. Gradually, the innocent public was emptied of.
After that, people had to work hard for their survival. Due to working
hard under the sun, often their complexion blackened. So long as
sailor’s son go for attending school, look fair but their rowing boat
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under the hot sun, blackens their complexion. All this is due to
scorching heat. It doesn’t mean that fair skin people came from abroad.
In fact, people of every complexion are found in India and they all
are ‘Arya’.
So for as Aryans arrival in India from abroad is concerned,
Megasthaniz who came to India two thousand five hundred years
before writes, “No country attacked India before Sikandar nor India
enslaved any country. No country in India made their dwelling
places. All the inhabitants of India are the real heirs of the country.”
The time when Megasthaniz came nobody knew that Indians came
from abroad and after two thousand five hundred years Britishers
discovered that Aryans were outsiders, although the English
community itself is not as old as two thousand five hundred years.
Those who say that Aryans who came from abroad, captured
North India and while rulling them ousted black skinned Dravidians
towards south and by sending their agents Ram and Lakshman made
them killed Ravan, the leader of south India.- Their this statement is
strategic and politically motivated. Even before Ram, Aryans were
the inhabitants of the Keral and Madras states, which belong to the
ancestors of Sugriv and Bali. The battle between Ram and Ravan
was going on. Many commanders of Ravan were already killed
then an attempt was made to awaken the Kumbhkarn. After a great
effort Kumbhkarn came out of his slumber. After eating something
he went out alone to fight battle. Witnessing the terrible demon of
gaint size monkey’s camp was overwhelmed. Many of them fell
down in terror. Many of them died due to heart failure. Some of the
monkeys and beers took shelter in the marsh. Out of extreme terror
lacs of them fell into the ocean. Many armies started returning back
through the bridge. Ram inquired Vibhishan, “Who is this? Our
entire army has been purplexed due to his terror. How we shall fight
now?” Vibhishan replied, “He is my brother Kumbhkarn, elder to
me and younger to Ravan. There is none mightier and powerful
than him in entire Lanka. In fact, your army cannot stand before
him.You advise them not to loose patience by saying that he is not a
living human being but a mere instrument. If they will know that he
is a living creature then they will never stop.” This task was assigned
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to Angad. Angad hurriedly came on the front of the battle and started
convincing, “Brothers! Our ancestors have faught many big battles.
We are Anaryans. If we run away from the battle today, we shall no
more be called as Arya.” See, Sugrive and Bali belonged to the
family of pure Aryans. Monkey’s army inhabiting on the coast were
Arya. Ram reached much later. One who does not withdraw himself
from truth and duty is the real meaning of Arya.
Lord Ram went behind the golden deer and when he killed it
then treacherous Marich in the guise of deer started calling Lakshman
exactly in the voice of Ram. Listening the voice Sita became restless
and spoke, ‘‘Lakshman, go immediately. Your brother in misery.”
Lakshman replied, “No, he cannot be in any such distress. My duty
is only to look after you. He went out to take me care of you. This is
not the voice of Lord Ram, rather it is the design of some wicked
demon.” Sita became angry, “Wicked Lakshman! Making a false
pretence of brotherly love, I see you after me. I was noticing your
this in your nature right from Ayodhya. You used to think that during
exile if Ram is being killed then I shall embrace Sita. O crooked
Lakshman! I curse you. Traitor Lakshman! Damn you.” It is clear
that the man who deviates from the path of truth is traitor. One who
strictly follows the truth, alone can be an Arya. The word traitor
(Anarya) has been used where one is deviating from the path of
truth (Arya).
The reference is from Balmiki Ramayan that once upon a time
Ravan in his observatory made them prepare the unnatural head of
Ram and threw it before Sita and spoke, “Lo! Immortal Ram.
Reverend Ram! Take your Ram! See! My commander Prahast went
and have come with the cut throat of Ram. Now you will accept
me?” Sita saw the blood smeared head of Ram, began to wail, ‘‘I
accurse myself, who could not attain you. It is true that some wronge
in me.” It is prooved that Arya is one who remains intact on truth.
Arya is nothing but a relience and an asset. Every human being can
practice it.
There is a reference in Mahabharat, when the Duryodhan’s thigh
was broken then Bhim abusingly placed his leg on his head. At this
Yogeshwar Krishna consoling Bhim says, “Bhim! He is already
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dead. Don’t strike him any more. In an arranged gambling game, he
dispatched saintly Yudhishthir in the forest. Since then he is dead.
Don’t say anything against.”
Withdrawing the breath with great difficulty Duryodhan spoke,
“O Kansha’s servant son! Crooked Krishna! Curse to you. It is your
treatury that made us all Drone, Bhism, Jaidrath, Karn, including
me killed. Otherwise, neither the Pandawas nor any strength of the
world could have defeated an army as ours. You made Bhishm killed
by sending Sikhandi on the front. Do I not know this? Pointing
towards the thigh, it is you who incouraged Bhim to strike, Does
this also hidden to me? O Traitor Krishna! Curse to you!’’
Here Duryodhan has used this word traitor (Anarya) in
connection with Krishna. It is clear that one who deviates from the
path truth and embraces untruth is traitor. Thus being an Arya means
virtue and not caste.
The word ‘Arya’ means righteous. This word has been derived
from Sanskrit script ‘Ree’ (½) which forms the Hindi word ^½rq*
meaning Season. The meaning of the word ‘Ree’ (½) is sharp (rh{.k)
and cutter, in it the word ‘Ar’ (vj) means to cut with rigidity. One
who strictly cuts the obstacles coming on the spiritual path is known
as Arya. Another meaning of the word ‘Ar’ (vj) is ‘Yama’ (;e). In
‘Patanjali Spiritual Philosophy’ Truth (lR;), non-violence (vfgalk),
anti-thieving tendencies (vLrs;), asceticism (czãp;Z) and antiaccumulating tendencies (vifjxzg) are five Yamas. One who is
capable enough in erasing enhanding obstacle in maintaining sanctity
of Yama is Ayra. He alone is the seeker of truth. One who does not
act accordingly, the same Yama take the form of Yamaraj
symbolising death. The Arya who brings it into his practice, it doesn’t
matter whether he belongs to central Asia, Europe, India or any
corner of the world.
Thus, the meaning of the word Arya is symbolic of virtue, not
caste. It is not based on colour discrimination. Those who say that,
“The inhabitants of North India came from outside and the black
Dravidians are the original residents of India.” They say so only to
divide Indians and their society.
Truth is this that the south Indians are not the descendents of
Ravan’s family. They are the inheritors of Angad and Sugriv who
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were Arya. Ravan’s father, grand father themselves were all Aryans,
but due to deviation from the path Aryanism Ravan became demon.
Thus, if we see south Indians were the real killers of Ravan. Not a
single rat of north India was killed, meaning not a single warrier
was of north India. Ram was bound to go in quest of Sita. People of
south were fadeup with Ravan. Ram simply organised them as an
opponent. In fact, the inhabitants of north and south India belong to
the Aryan tradition. Not only this, countries like Japan, China, Central
Asia, America etc. where Buddhism, preachings of Guru Nanak
reached, expansion of Aryan culture took place, they all are Aryan
and follower of truth. This is also truth that Aryans are not
everywhere. The existance of people having demonic tendencies
has ever been on earth.
Often in every country and in every society followers of truth
and untruth (Arya and Anarya), divine and demonic tendencies have
been in vogue. It is something different that sometimes deities were
powerful and sometimes demons become influencial. If we go
through scriptures and turn the pages of Purans, it is evidence in
history that at times deities after being harased by demons, took
their refuge in hills and the reign of terror prevailed everywhere.
Hiranyakashipu, Ravan and other demons at times did the same.
Those who kept themself away from the Supreme Being were called
demons and those who were struggling to attain Supreme Being
were called deities and Arya. The difference between two is only
this. Similar evidence has also been highlighted in ‘Chhandogya
Upanishad’. Once upon a time Indra and Virochan visited Lord
Brahma and requested them to unfold the secrets of souls. Lord
Brahma replied, “Search the soul within.” Both came back. When
Brahma saw them returning, said, “Both are going back without
realisation of soul, and if one thinks that, this mortal body is in itself
a soul, whosoever he may be deity or a demon will degrade.’’ Demon
Virochan taking this mortal body as soul started ornamenting and
comforting it, whereas the Indra complating over it started restraining
his senses and while maintaining the sectity of asceticism realised
the spiritual soul within. Eat, drink and be merry is the opinion of
demons. Even today, such things in the world are increasing. This
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can certainly be said that today people of divine tendencies are not
taking refuge in hilly caves and cells. Indian Aryan culture has now
spread throughout the world, the increasing number of Aryans are
everywhere in the world. People say so that Aryans came from
outside only to divide them. Many learned Indian are also following
the same path, because right from childhood the same lesson has
been taught to them. If they write about the nacked truth, they will
be deprived from their degree, service and then chair. They have
nothing to do with India and its culture. They also shutup their eyes
in harmony with Englishmen. Some Englishmen dared to propound
the truth but they couldn’t prevail over majority of heedless rivals.
Resident of Baraini village Sri Onkarnath Singh questioned
Maharaj Ji, if all the people of the world can be Aryans, then
what objection is in it that Aryans came from outside?
Maharaj Ji replied, “Two things are here, if Christians are also
Aryans, why don’t they say themselves as Aryans? The word ‘Arya’
takes us much before the birth of Jesus Christ, therefore they should
not hesitate themselves in calling as Aryans. If I admit your raising
then another objection will emerge out that in India in comparison
to other countries, most of the incarnations and religious activities
are performed. Let us take the example of the today’s world, in
many countries of the world people in comparison to India lead on
the most luxurious and comforting life. In matters of luxurious items
like motor, bunglow etc. many countries are much advance than
India, but so for as botheration, disputes, lunacy and suicides are
concerned, they are many times ahead than India. In India, population
is too much but accidents in other countries happen more than India.
Indians no doubt are miserable but they are happy and mentally
sound. The consistency of marriage also is in India. But in foreign
countries seven to eight times divorce is very common thing. Sanctity
of womenhood and their pride is also preserved in India. But so for
as the developed countries practising communism and capitalism
are concerned, they take it as a physical hunger. Such moralities are
everywhere present in India today.
How, in ancient time, Indians conduct was morally high, kindly
listen it from the mouth of a foreigner. Around thirteen hundred
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years ago the Chinese traveller Hu-En-Tsang came to India. He
travelled throughout India on foot for fiteen years. Having finished
his journey he penned down his rememberances. “The Indian are
wedded to truth and virtuous culture. They ardently believe in
avoidance of sinful acts and accept good deeds. They are wellmannered and modest. In order to avoid basert quality of ‘Maya’ or
food causing passion and hot temper they avoid consumption such
as butchers and they live outside the towns. It is said the language of
this country has been created by Brahm. Perhaps for this reason the
language of the Indians is pure and pronunciations are quite distinct.
Their language seems divine. Whereas, the language spoken by nonindians doesn’t seem pure and their pronunciation are indistinct. This
country is called ‘Hindustan’. Some people say that the Hindu is
derived from the river Sindhu, whereas as others have to say that it
is derived from the word ‘Indu’, which means the moon.
Nevertheless this country should called the God’s Land, because it
is not inhabitated by human beings but divine beings.”
As a matter of fact we were of divine temperament. Nobody
has given such honour to any other country or civilisation. Therefore,
there is no point in believing that we Indians have migrated from
some other place. India is the centre of Aryan cultures. Whatever
has the world learnt has been the gift of India. Ancient scriptures of
Tibet have indicated that Jesus came to India to learn Yoga. Even
Bible has vivid descriptions of nacked children playing in bright
warm sunlight, water-pots carrying ladies or orchards of mangoes.
Could the people of England or Jeruslem can ever imagine such
scenario in their countries. In fact the word Jesus (bZlk) seems to
have been derived from the Hindu word (bZ'k) Ish or Ishwar. Jesus
(bZlk) is called Masiha and Masiha stands for the Doctor (oS|). Guru
is the Lord of all physicians who saves us from worldly diseases.
That’s why Christian missionaries used to sing- ^bZlw elhg esjs izk.k
cpS;kA*& ‘O Jesus! kindly save my life.’ In fact, they all are influenced
by Indian philosophy and even this can also be said the whatever is
noble that is the gift of India, an Aryan land. For true spiritual
attainment India has always been the world teacher (Guru) in the
past and will always remain a spiritual Guru in future also. The
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Indians have been peaceful divine people whereas the foreign
invaders have always been cruel and violent. It is only due to this
that’s why from time to time India was enslaved not because
foreigners were powerful. Despite that India and her culture have
never been destroyed. Whenever, Indians recalled their past bravery,
they stood awoke and ensured their position again on the same height.
That’s why India is free today. Inspite of various crafty schemes of
foreigners, Indian culture has thrived and Aryan culture is very much
alive today. In order to achievement of such virtues, qualities of
Aryan culture, you must seek refuge of an enlightened saint.1
|| OM ||

____________________________________________________
1. According to Lord Gautam Buddha, men have two inbuilt faculities.
Those who remain in tact on the path of righteousness are called Arya and
those who deviate from the path of truthfulness are called detached one.
They are also human beings because capability of being an Arya is in dormant.
In Buddha’s Pasrasi Sutta (1-3-6) of ‘Majjhim Nikay’ reference comes
that once upon a time Lord Buddha happen to live in Aram Jetvan of Anath
Pindik in Sravasti. In the forenoon while begging in Sravasti with vessel
and ascetic garment in hand he reached the hermitage of Ramyak Brahman
where legendary story was being told. Lord Buddha addressed them, “What
kind of story was being told amidst you people?” They told, “Story which
we choose to discuss was related to you, when you reached.”
Lord Buddha thanking them said, “Having sacrificed the home with
love and conviction, this was something befitting to you, noble sons. Monks!
You have only two things to perform– 1. Meditation of God and 2.
Contemplation over Aryanism, meaning while meditating on the path of
righteousness feelings of castism (tkfr/kekZ), diseases (O;kf/k/kekZ), griefs ('kksd&
/kekZ), calamities (laDys'k/kekZ) subside and human beings subject to mortality
tastes the divine nectar and becomes immortal. Monks! He alone is Arya.
One who has attained perfection is Arya.”
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Incarnation
Question: Maharaj Ji! The saints are unique. God incarnates
only for the Brahmans among common people. Does the God
doesn’t listen anybody’s call for help?
Answer: You are right. According to Hinduism there are twenty
four incarnations. According to Islam there were twenty four Nabis.
And the Jainism has twenty four Tirthankars. What is unique about
all these incarnations is that all these saints took birth like you and
i.e some were inspired by the circumstances while the others became
Godly through ideal deeds of the past birth. All of them set out in
the quest of realisation of the Supreme Being, meditated and attained
immortality or Nirvan and were called incarnations or Nabi.
It is a common belief that the God suddenly incarnate hearing
the pleas of their devotees, destroy the evils and protect the nobles;
but original religious scripture don’t mention about such phenomena.
Out of the twenty four incarnation in Hinduism, eighteen were great
sages, Kachhap, Matsya, Sukar, Narsingh, Hans etc. birds and
animals are also incarnations, wherein a specific method of divine
incarnation is depicted. So for as Lord Ram and Sri Krishna are
concerned, in the words of God Krishna He Himself is Yogeshwar.
Reading certain verses of ‘Ramcharit Manas’ one gets a feeling
that incarnation takes place only for the Brahmans. Throwing light
on incarnation saint Goswami Tulsidas says,
tc tc gksb /kje dS gkuhA ck<+fga vlqj v/ke vfHkekuhAA
djfga vuhfr tkb ufga cjuhA lhnfga foiz /ksuq lqj /kjuhAA
rc rc /kfj izHkq fcfc/k ljhjkA gjfga d`ikfuf/k lTtu ihjkAA
(Manas, 1/120/6-8)
Whenever a Brahman, a cow, a person of divinity or this earth
is endangered, the God incarnates in varying form of bodies.
Let’s take the care of the earth. It is spread from the North pole
to the South pole. Now, only the earth would know how fair it is
benefited by the God’s incarnation. The persons of divinity would
experience the change in their lives by incarnation. We aren’t cows.
So how could we learn, what difference incarnation brings in their
lives? Among the human beings the God incarnates for only the
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Brahmans. Whenever a Brahman is bothered the God incarnates
and none else.
India is one of the 375 countries of the world. Innumerable
communities prevail in the world. Out of the main four castes of
Brahmans, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra, the God incarnates only
for the Brahmans. This proves that God doesn’t belong to the world
but only one class of community. What do the God do through
incarnation? ^vlqj ekfj Fkkifga lqjUg] jk[kfga fut Jqfr lsrAq * (Manas,
1/121) He annihilates the evils. One who troubles a Brahman or a
cow is evil. A Brahman won’t harass another Brahman. Whoever
harasses would be of other class of community. If the God is
incarnating to kill them, then why should they pray him? Let them
pray! Whom he protects. Even if the rest of the people of this world
chant Him, He will arise and stangle them to death. Who will awaken
such a sleeping lion? Finally they say that ^jk[kfga fut Jqfr lsr*q they
protect the honour of their traditional ritual. In fact, as per the Vedas
this is the only way of solution.
In whole ‘Ramcharit Manas’, ^fut bPNk izHkq vorjb*] ^lqj efg xks
f}t ykfxA* And further he says, ^xks f}t fgrdkjh t; vlqjkjh* Thus his
incarnation becomes benificial only to cow and Brahman. Of all
human beings, God listens Brahman’s prayer who is found only in
India. Other human beings living in the different part of the world
has nothing to do with this God. Why other communities and
religions will shed tears for Him? Then how India can be the world
teacher? Hence, it is note worthy that who is this Brahman for whom
God incarnates?
In fact, whatever is stated in the scriptures that God is helpful to
cows and Brahmans only, is strictly true to the point. The Brahman
for whom he incarnates is not any popular caste of this world, but is
a condition as mentioned in the ‘Manas’. It is here, there and
everywhere. Maharaj Dasharath’s happiness knew no bounds when
he found Rajarshi Janak descendent of a noble family as relative
and paragon of chestity Sita as daughter-in-law. He immediately
urged Guru Vashistha, ^vc lc foiz cksykbZ xkslkb±A nsgq /ksuq lc Hkk¡fr
cukbZAA* (Manas, 1/329/7)- Go and call the Brahmans and donate
them cows. Gurudev lauded the king and sent invitation to the group
of sages.- ^iqfu iB, eqfu o`an cksykbZA* Who came? ^ckensm v# nsofjf"k
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ckyehfd tkckfyA vk, eqfuoj fudj rc dkSfldkfn rilkfyAA* Sages like
Vamdev (;Fkk ukeks rFkk xq.k%), Narad (Maid’s son), Valmiki (a tribal),
Kaushik (an emperor named Vishwarath) came over there. The king
managed four lacs cows adorned them, ^eqfnr efgi efgnsoUg nhUghA*
and with utmost happiness donated them all, amidst these earthly
gods (Mahidev).
It is note-worthy that the king had requested, “For calling
Brahmans”, but the message of invitation went amidst the sages.
The sages who came, belonged to the different heirarchy, were either
maid’s son, Kshatriyas or tribals, whom he addressed earthly gods
(Mahidev) at the time of donation. According to ‘Manas’ Muni,
Vipra, Mahidev and Brahman are synonyms and they are different
stages of spiritual enlightenment. For example, let’s examine the
words of Maharaj Atri. Even ‘Geeta’ too says the same thin:
tUeuk tk;rs 'kwnz laLdkjkr~ f}t mP;rsA
osnk/;k;h Hkosr~ foiz czã tkukfr czkã.k%AA
Every person by birth is Shudra and of low intellect. When such
a person attains enlightenment, he is considered to have been born
again and as such is called Dwij. The second birth initiates into a
different world, which one has received upon taking the first birth.
The new world is such that it cannot age with passage of time, which
is immortal and is uncorrupted state of the soul. The second birth is
an initiation into the true world. With strengthening of spiritual
meditation ^osnk/;k;h Hkosr~ foiz* one can begin to realise the divinity
which was unknown so far. The person who follows the process of
enlightenment and the divine dictate is in fact a true student of the
Veda, a Vipra’ the Brahm is in fact called Vipra. ^czã tkukfr czkã.k*This way one who has fully grasped the essence of Brahm is called
Brahman. Thus ‘Brahman’ is a unique state of being. This all
thoughts as to who is Brahman? Why do the God incarnate for them?
Besides, the God is, in fact benevolent to a cow or a Brahman.
Whoever devotes wholly to the God finds his grace. That is why
beneficial and helpful. Those who don’t turn towards them fail to
recognise His greatness, who is an incarnated being. ^d`ikfla/kq tu
fgr ru /kjghA*] ^lks dsoy Hkxru fgr ykxhA*
In fact, Brahmanism is an ability of the spiritual path. One who
is constently meditating about eternal being, is Brahman. Now let
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us see, what ‘Geeta’ has to say about incarnation, which in itself is
a gist of Vedas, Upanishadas and scriptures? Arjun inquired, O God!
Your incarnation took place much after the sun. You have described
about this immortal unification of soul in the very begining of Kalp
about sun. How can I admit this? Krishna replied:
vtks·fi lékO;;kRek Hkwrkukeh'ojks·fi lu~A
izd`fra Lokef/k"Bk; laHkokfe vkReek;;kAA (Geeta, 4/6)
Arjun although I am beyond the cycle of rebirth, unexpressed
and prevail in all living beings. I incarnate through my spirituality
with my three qualities- Rajas, Tamas and Sattvik. ^vkReek;;k* Spiritual
attainment is the synonym of unification of the two (Yog Maya).
Such spirituality enables the seeker to establish union with the
Supreme Being, in ‘Manas’ the same has been described as Ram
Maya or Vidya Maya, which is divine inspiration. Despite being a
divine inspiration this is also an element of the nature. Regularisation
of all the three qualities enables awakening of divinity.
;nk ;nk fg /keZL; XykfuHkZofr HkkjrA
vH;qRFkkue/keZL; rnkRekua l`tkE;ge~AA (Geeta, 4/7)
^/keZL; Xykfu* Dharm (spiritual religion) is the only Supreme
divinity. Dharm is permanent and omnipresent. ^;kfUr czã lukrue~**
On the other side Brahm too is omnipresent. Brahm, spirituality,
supreme spirituality are different names of the Supreme Divine. The
Supreme Divine is in fact Dharm. Who am I? Whenever the heart is
filled with anguish observing degradation or destruction of Dharm,
I take a form of body and incarnate. The one’s whose hearts are
anguished are Brahmans, and the incarnations is for such a person.
Anyone can have ardent desire to attain Supreme Divinity,
anyone could feel anguish, anyone could devote oneself to the God;
the God incarnates for such persons. The great king Manu too was
similarly anguished:
gksb u fo"k; fcjkx] Hkou clr Hkk pkSFkiuA
ân;¡ cgqr nq[k ykx] tue x;m gfj Hkxfr fcuqAA (Manas, 1/142)
Fulfilment of carnal desires and enjoyments was not inspiring
renunciation. The soul wanted to live the life without praying the
God. Such a spiritual state caused deep anguish to Manu. The God
began to send his divine messages which were duly received by
Manu.
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Yogeshwar Krishna says, ^tUedeZ p es fnO;e~*& ^My birth and
the acts, I do after that birth (incarnation) are both divine.* ^,oa ;ks
osfÙk rÙor%** (Geeta, 4/9) Whoever perceived me in such a form is in
true sense is spiritually awake. Only spiritually awakened person
can understand Me. Then why do crowds of humanity are mad to
perceive an incarnated Supreme Soul?
In fact, incarnation is naturally arranged within each one. That’s
why you are taken care of in every adversity. Therefore, the Brahman
is one who is desperate to attain self-realisation, one who meditates
upon divinity and one who has spared no efforts at self-restraint.
Therefore, efforts must be directed at realisation of the qualities of
being a Brahman in true sense, spiritual meditation and then attain
Brahmanism.

|| OM ||

Association of a saint is inevitable
for the realisation of God
Revered Maharaj Ji used to say, “Ho! We are the divine
messangers. Without our intermediation nobody can attain
divinity.”
vl gfj Hkxfr lqxe lq[knkbZA (Manas, 7/118/10)
lks fcuq lUr u dkgw¡ ikbZA (Manas, 7/119/19)
Lord Sri Krishna says, “Arjun! You go in the shelter of same
enlightened blessed saint and try to know that ultimate knowledge.
After knowing such knowledge nothing remains to be obtained.
Awareness of such knowledge will clear all doubts of this life.”
(Geeta, 4/34)
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Attitude of a Spiritual Seeker
Question: Maharaj Ji! What should be an attitude of a spiritual
seeker?
Answer: Behold, a devotee should be as serviceable as Sutikshna
was. He was the disciple of sage Agastya. When he heard that during
exile Lord Ram visited this forest he started praying there:
gs fof/k nhucU/kq j?kqjk;kA eksls lB ij dfjgfga nk;kAA
(Manas, 3/9/4)
O Lord! Who showers mercy on the miserables, would you show
your generosity upon me also? Would you show your sympathy upon
a foolish like me?
Was he a fool? After sometime he found God and started
thinking:
eksjs ft;¡ Hkjksl n`<+ ukghaA Hkxfr fcjfr u Kku eu ekghaAA
ufga lRklax tksx ti tkxkA ufga n`<+ pju dey vuqjkxkAA
(Manas, 3/9/6-7)
Inwardly I am not confident; nor my heart is filled with devotion,
renunciation and enlightenment. There is neither any Satsang nor
Yog nor counting nor sacrificial action nor love in His lotus feet.
That is me.
In truth, whether he lacked all these abilities? Never, he was
gifted with all these qualities. ^eu Øe cpu jke in lsodAA* (Manas,
3/9/2) Even in dreams he never trusted in any other gods besides his
loved Isht. He love was boundless. But in his revelations how benign
and humble.
These days some people leave their homes, dress-up as monks
and consider themselves as enlightened saints after four to six years.
Within five to seven years of exile they consider themself as saint. If
anything happens to shatter their ego, they lose their composure and
become intemperate. Those who are real saints never act in such
manners. They are ascetics in true sense. Their mind remains
uneffected and it doesn’t matter what identity such as saint, Rajpoot,
Awadhut or even the weaver is given to them. Their entire being is
directed towards the realisation of the Supreme Divinity.
A spiritual seeker must have dedication similar to prince Bharat,
who was greatly disturbed hearing that Lord Ram has relinquished
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the kingdom and went to the forests. He followed him to Chitrakoot
and pleaded his clear brother to return to Avadh. When Ram refused
to return, he brought his wooden sandals to Nandigram, a place
near Ayodhya, and spent fourteen years in worshipping Ram. When
meditating on the wooden sandals with tearful eyes he began to
spent night and day.
When Hanuman went to collect Sanjivani (lifesaving) herb, he
had seen how Bharat felt desperate and lonely without Ram.
Hanuman was impressed by the dedication and love of Bharat for
Ram. After fourteen years of stay in the forests when the time came
for Ram to return to Ayodhya, he asked Hanuman to convey a
message to Bharat about his return. Hanuman found unwavering
dedication for Ram in Bharat’s attitude. People used to ask Maharaj
Ji, “Whether one can meet the God?” Maharaj Ji used to say, “Of
course, why not? If the God doesn’t meet the devotee won’t he die?
He would commit suicide. He had met me and realise this truth”
Devotees grief caused by seperation must be so poignant.
Hanuman saw Bharat in such a condition:
cSBs ns[k dq'kklu] tVk eqdVq
d`'k xkrA
jke jke j?kqifr tir] lzor u;u ty tkrAA
(Manas, 7/1 Kh)
Hanuman found Bharat in the more affectionate condition than
he saw him fourteen years ago. He was seated on the grass mat.
The crown of the hair was as feeble as his body. ‘Ram Ram
Raghupati’ this chanting was going on. Image of Ram is within the
heart and the eyes full of shedding tears.
Hanuman was over pleased, thrilled and began to shed tears
after witnessing such a things; inwardly he became over glade. An
affectionate devotee becomes happier to see a devotee better than
him, he is never filled with jealousy. Hanuman delivered the message
to Bharat, “The one whom you ardently love and dedicate your
whole being that Ram is arriving soon.” Bharat felt as if his all the
pains were relieved as if his thirst was satiated. He said, “You have
given me such message which is uncomparably excellent.” In fact,
realisation of the God is all that a devotee seeks. Therefore, no
clackness or lessening of intensity of ascetism, dedication and love
for the God should happen. Try to compare yourself with Bharat or
Sutikshna. You must take inspiration from them and mould your
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life and attitude. Till such time you are away from the God by the
breadth of air, you must consider yourself a spiritual seeker. Maya
or illusion takes control over the seeker, if a slightest distance appear
from the God. For this slightest weakness Jad Bharat was to born
thrice. It does not matter how much distance is between God and
devotee, distance is distance. If a thirsty person runs towards Ganga
to drink water but sits down exhausted a little away from the water;
how could his thirst be satiated? He would die with thirst. The yardlong small distance would be equal to the greatest distance. A small
particle of dust would be perceived as a mountain. But a spiritual
seeker cannot afford to be disappointed at slightest fallback, thinking
that the spiritual path is full of difficulties. In fact, there are no
difficulties on the spiritual path, but only success. Only condition of
the success is the seeker should never slacken his efforts and
dedication.
^lPpk fyax Qdhj dk] ?kwes ctkj ctkjA*& A true ascetic or a monk
can remain satisfied and happier always. One should not feign
asceticism. One should feel lucky if he or she is bestowed with
divinity by this divine grace. If only the spiritual seeker doesn’t
deviate from his devotion and doesn’t turn egoistic everything would
turn well. Once a great saintly Guru advised his disciples, “Don’t
try to consider yourself and enlightened saint on your own accord.”
The disciple agreed. After walking some distance they saw a beautiful
garden besides the road. The disciple insisted on taking some rest in
the garden. As they entered the garden they saw an abandoned house.
The Guru settled on a large settee whereas the disciple went and
lied down in the adjacent room.
The garden belonged to a king. At times he used to visit to take
rest. Coincidently he arrived there with his entourage. The soldiers
found the disciple sprawled on the bed. They asked, “Who are you?
Don’t you know that this is a rest hours of the king.” The disciple
quickly replied, “I am a monk.” At this the soldier slapped him and
pushed him out of the gate. By this time the king had almost
approached the room where the Guru was resting. Quickly a soldier
opened the door. He found the Guru lying on the king’s settee.
Angrily he asked, “Who the hell are you? How could you dare to
sleep on the settee of the king?” The Guru remained quiet and sat a
little away. Once again the soldiers began rebuking him angrily.
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Watching the quite Guru the king said, “He seems to be some saint
that’s why he is so peaceful. Conduct him to another room with due
respect.” But the wandering saintly Guru didn’t wait. He came out
on the road and joined his disciple. When the Guru met the disciple
complained, “Maharaj Ji! I was beaten by the soldiers.” The Guru
said, “You must have proclaimed yourself to be something.” “Yes,
when they asked, who I am; is said, I was a monk.” “Great,” the
Guru laughed mockingly, “You got beaten you tried to become a
monk.” Monkhood is not a state to become but to attain through
deep meditation. Gradually, when one attains spiritual strength and
restrains his desires then only sainthood is realised by that person.
The person who has been graced by the divinity is in true sense a
true saint or a monk. One should never feign.
During the meditation severel difficulties could be encountered.
But the spiritual seeker must remain steadfast on his pursuit. Only
the one who pursues one’s spiritual path with due diligence could
only succeed and attain self-realisation. At such time the difficulties
or the curses too turn into blessings in disguise. Urvashi, a nymph
was romantically attracted towards Arjun. However, Arjun respected
her and considered her like a mother. Urvashi cursed Arjun to live
one year as a eunach. Nevertheless, during their period to live in
disguise the curse of Urvashi proved to be a great boon. Obstinacy
of Kagbhusundi which brought several curses turned out in great
boons. This proves that a true spiritual seeker must dedicatedly follow
his spiritual path and don’t deviate or waver from it. A person who
wishes to attain self-realisation should take inspiration from the life
of Guru Dattatreya. He believed one divine quality. A true spiritual
seeker must fix his sights on such ideal quality.
Sage Dattatreya was once going from one place to another. He
happened to see a dog. If someone shows a stick a dog would run
away but if it is called and offered a piece of bread it would return.
If a dog doesn’t get anything it would sit peacefully. The sage thought
that the dog was the greatest Guru. Dattatreya learnt that an ascetic
must remain unaffected by honours or respects bestowed or not
bestowed and remain satisfied in all circumstances. Although a dog
has many evil qualities but Dattatreya was least concerned. He always
kept his mind and sight focussed on divine qualities amidst
innumerable evil qualities.
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Dattatreya walked further. He saw a python sprawled on the
ground. He thought, how could such massive culture survive? What
food would it be consuming? He sat down to observe the creature.
What he saw that everyday some bird or an animal would pass by
the mouth of that python who would quickly swallow it. Dattatreya
wasn’t at all concerned with violent temperament of the python. As
ascetic mustn’t go from house to house to provide for his stomach.
He appreciated this quality of the python and moved ahead. That
python was not a Guru of Dattatreya. Temperament of a true Guru
is quite different but the python had a unique quality of a true Guru.
As a matter of fact Dattatreya tried to see good qualities of a true
Guru or Divine Being reflected in every living being.
lfefV lfefV ty Hkjfga rykokA ftfe lnxqu lTtu ifga vkokAA
(Manas, 4/13/6)
A lake or pond could be filled with innumerable drops of water.
In the same way a spiritual devotee can conserve all good qualities
and gradually attain sainthood. Criticism of others reduces the good
qualities of the spiritual seeker. Therefore such a person must be
fully awake. One should never criticise some saint or any other
person. Criticism could become reason for downfall of the person
indulging in criticising others.- ^ijfuUnk le v?k u xjhlkA*
Besides a true spiritual seeker must be chaste. He who has not
given up evilness, who doesn’t like solitude or who has not given
up attraction of worldly pleasures can never attain Nirvan. An
enlightened person has no interest in possession of the things of
worldly enjoyment which leases the senses of an ignorant. It is
difficult to give up the love for worldly pleasures, in the same way it
is difficult to learn enlightening philosophy and attainment of Nirvan
too is difficult without the proper guidance of an enlightened Guru.
Hence you must go to the shelter of such a Guru. When you begin
to get divine direction form the soul of such a Guru you should
realise that you have entered a deeper phase of meditation. As a
matter of fact such entry into the deeper phase of meditation ensures
self-realisation. Therefore, one must seek refuge of an enlightened
Guru.- ^^rf}KkukFk± l xq#esokfHkxPNsr~** But you can get such Guru only
through your divine Karm and you can perceive such an ideal Guru
through divine insight.
|| OM ||
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Discourse by Sri Paramhans Ji on ‘Geeta’
Geeta- The Essence of ‘Mahabharat’ and It’s Scope

Although the battle of ‘Mahabharat’ stirs the emotions of the
masses and offers an ideal but its scope is entirely different. In this
world men have always been fighting with other men divided in
groups at different times. Whenever the man’s inventions reached
pinnacle beyond illusionary levels war broke out among different
subjects of this world. That led to total devastations following those
devastations whatever the people were left in small numbers; we
might call them peace-loving or subjects of compulsion. During the
time of procurement of various kinds of weapons, the man could
have reasons to be satisfies. When the same weapons are put to use
they become a cause of massive devastation.
There is no doubt that in the similar manner the grave battle of
‘Mahabharat’ was ensued on the basis of certain unique inventions;
however today we have the description of ‘Mahabharat’ in the form
of a book, written by the great Vyas. Creations of the great sages
merely not remaining limited to mundane takes of the life, also aimed
at total spiritual upliftment of a human soul. After attainment of the
total spiritual upliftment a human being never remains separated from
the God. Bharat, Mahavir, Rishabh and Buddha were all great
emperors and they didn’t lack anything to live a life of material
contentment. Many a great men had no difficulty to sustain their
livelihood but a lack of unperceived unique thing made them
relinquish their riches and kingdom and be ascetics. Millions would
be concerned with their materialistic achievements but a single person
might be solely interested in achieving spiritual achievement.
Through their spiritual studies and meditation the great man had
gradually realised that attainment of spiritual realisation is not possible
by any other mean.
Now, just consider the thoughts of Yogeshwar Krishna who
was also of the similar level. Emphasising upon Karm Sri Krishna
says, “Arjun! Passion, anger and greed are the three entry points of
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the Hell which are governed by devilish essence. Relinquishing of
these three veils leads to gradual process of attainment of Nirvan;
which in fact is realisation of the Supreme Being. A man rises above
state and achieves such a happier state where no pain follows him.
Almost all the people read and ponder over these thoughts but
nobody wants to give up these moral deteriorations. However, some
do try to get free from these deteriorations and they are in great
turmoil, but cannot get extricated themselves. For such reasons, the
great saints have recognised them as enemies difficult to defeat.
Krishna says, “Arjun! Passion and anger are the creation of Rajogun
(covetiousness) which are the main enemies on the spiritual path.
Destroy these enemies by using avoidance and knowledge as the
weapons. These enemies passion and anger born out of
covetiousness can never be satiated by worldly pleasures and they
are capable enough to raze to dust your knowledge and wisdom;
thus they are the worst enemies. These are the greatest enemies of
the spiritual seekers. Hence, arise to fight them.” Now, just think, if
the enemy is within, what’s the use of fighting outside? We’ll take
up the question of battle later. In accordance with the dictates of the
great sages, when reduction in immoralistic elements take place,
these activities bear fruits. How could good of human kind be
achieved amidst such an illusionary phase? In order to resolve this
problem the great sages evolved such treatise which can enable a
human being standing on the threshold of worldly levels to achieve
complete salvation. For example, battle is the supplement of anger,
greed is supplement by earning and relations supplement passion;
such are the available in abundance. You might indulge in worldly
enjoyments but while doing so keep your eyes on divinity and
exercising moderation. Moderation in fact is a unique training that
reduces the effect of worldly elements and enables reach of divinity
which initiates one into the activities of spiritual path. Although, the
ritualistic have brought it to shambles, but as a matter of fact we
must present ourselves to our Supreme Being everyday for five to
ten minutes. You must devote yourself soulfully to your Supreme
Being and pray, “I am engulfed by the worldly matters and you are
the only saviour.” In the same manner you must worship your God
at bed-time and at the same time chant any name of your deity. Such
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as Ram, Krishna, Om, Shiva and so forth. Besides, you should try
to chant any one of these names of deities at all the times. No place
is unholy for the chant of the God.
Do remember that we need to attain such a state of our mind
that we are soulfully devoted to the worship and devotion of the
God. That’s all; after that the God will guide you further on spiritual
path. As and when a glimpse of divinity is received one can devote
at worshipping for a longer duration of time and gradually a state of
pure meditation is achieved. In such a state significance of external
rituals gets obliterated. The need for earning relations and battle
inspired by greed, passion and anger get entirely diminished and
divine battle of obliterating the struggle of a living being and nature
begins and ultimately the soul gets united with the Supreme Being.
Hence the God is the real relative. He is the one who doesn’t change
and a true well-wisher. Due to his grace one can attain the entrance
to the gates of battle-field where worldly relations and reasons of rebirth get annihilated. ‘Geeta’ in fact is an entrance to such a battlefield. Not single verse of ‘Geeta’ advocates violence or worldly
battles. ‘Geeta’ doesn’t oppose ‘Mahabharat’, but it is a part of such
a great epic that aims at the salvation of human beings. The battle to
reduce the cycle of rebirth is only possible when you devote yourself
at meditation thoughtfully. The thought process itself is a battle.
Krishna says that there are two kinds of human beings, divine and
satanic. Our conscience too has dual properties, divine and satanic.
When Satanic properties are suppressed by the divine qualities the
man becomes angelic but when suppressing the divine properties
satanic properties grow; such a person becomes Satanic. Satanic
qualities inspire one towards lowly species, whereas divine qualities
lead one towards realisation of the Supreme soul. For this reason
Krishna counselled, “Arjun! You are bestowed with divine qualities,
as such will attain divinity. Hence, you don’t have to be sad”
After that, while recounting the qualities of both the properties
he says that charity as the act of knowledge and Yoga, compassion,
adherence to religion, fearlessness and cleansing of consciousness,
un-involvement of senses; despite being in contact with worldly
subjects; restraint of senses and a state of thoughtlessness are the
divine qualities, which are different unique levels of spiritual path
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from the point of entry to the highest level of attainment. Such a
spiritual state has twenty-four unique qualities and their expanse of
entirely divine. They reside within the mind. In the same way satanic
property is also an activity of the mind that inspires towards lowly
species and guides a man to ultimately fall and be away from his
aim. Passion, anger, jealousy, feigning, corruption, enmity, ceaseless
desires and cravings are the elements of satanic properties. They too
reside within the mind. When in order to search for the essence of
life we try to conserve divine properties, the satanic properties emerge
as obstacles. The battle-fields described in ‘Geeta’ is of this state of
affairs, which have been described by great sages in different names,
however, ‘Geeta’ directs towards attainment of the realisation of the
Supreme Being by describing the battle between these two opposing
elements as Dharmkshetra and Kurukshetra, different sexes,
knowledge and ignorance, divine and satanic. After its attainment
in the words of ‘Geeta’ one gets freedom from the cycle of rebirth.
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Deity
Question: Maharaj Ji! At some places in ‘Geeta’ Yogeshwar
Krishna criticises some deities whereas at other places he
emphasises on growth of some other deities. Why so?
Answer: Two kinds of qualities of deities have been described
in ‘Geeta’. The first one is the internal activity (divine property).
This property guides one to realise the essence of the God. This
property enables one to attain divinity of the Supreme Being. This
enables one to enter the sublime divine state and make divine; that is
why it is known as a divine property. Through the eleventh stanza
of third chapter of ‘Geeta’ Sri Krishna exhorts on the growth of this
property. Yogeshwar Sri Krishna has described twenty-four qualities
of divine properties of soul in sixteenth chapter of ‘Geeta’, such as
wisdom, renunciation, discretion, strength, constancy of meditation,
knowledge of truth and realisation. Through these deities the supreme
being is gradually realised. Through gradual spiritual seasoning when
divine properties are strengthened the unperceivable God is realised.
Second category deities are those who are traditional in world.
As for the calculation done in the past they outnumbered 33 crores,
by the time now none knows how much they are. Numerous Deities
like Bhoot, Bhawani, Dhatri, Savitri, Bhairav, Brahm Baba, Dih,
Chaura etc. are being created every day and with passage of time
they are hybernated. Pointing towards these deities Sri Krishna says
that many people due to their excessive burning desires forget me
and start worshiping other deities. That adoration is unsystematic.
(Geeta, 7/20; 9/23) Their technique of meditation is wrong and
although they beget results but cannot realise me. Such results are
perishable and they cannot attain divinity. (Geeta, 7/23). Those who
worship deity can attain such deity, those who worship their
ancestors they attain them and those who worship ghosts they attain
ghost and my devotee can attain me. (Geeta, 9/25) Right from the
Brahmalok all are subject to changing nature but the devotee who
has dedicated his prayers to me gets freedom from the cycle of rebirth.
(Geeta, 8/16)
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As a matter of fact neither the deities exist independent of
Supreme Being nor they have separate realms. According to
Kenopanishad, without the strength of the God even fire cannot
burn dry grass nor wind can blow it away. Throwing light on this
essence, Bhagwan Dattatreya tells Sankriti Muni in the fourth chapter
of Samved’s Jabaldarshanopnishad, “Oh great saint, internal
pilgrimage is the greatest than the one outside (meaning divinity
residing within oneself is greater than to search outside). An impure
mind within us can never becomes pure by taking a dip in holy
waters at pilgrimages, as a pot of liquor remains impure despite being
washed from outside. Hence divinity within is greater than external
divinity. Other pilgrimages (deities) are useless who has realised
divinity within. Forehead is Shree Sail, brow is piligrimage of Kedar,
between eye-brow and nose is Kashipuri, the place between the
two breast is Kurukshetra and inside the lotus heart is Parayag the
greatest piligrimage. Kamalalay stands in the navel. One who ignors
all these internal piligrimages and wanders in external piligrimage,
he foolishly searches crystal while ignoring priceless gem in his hand.
A true Yogi perceives the God within oneself and not in idols. The
idols are created to inspire love in idols. The devotion for the God in
ignorant persons. But on great sage, one can cleanse their soul at the
fact of enlightened saints.”
On the path of spiritual enlightenment on the primary stage, the
idols of deities and rituals are created, which builds up devotion in
mankind, but the man considers different deities as separate entities
separate from the Supreme Being entities separate from the superior
or inferior to other deities. While doing so the man forgets the dictum
of Rigved that ^,da ln~ foizk% cgq/kk onfUrA*& The God is the only truth
and those pursuing Supreme Divinity recognise it by different names
and descriptions. Because it is difficult to describe greatness of the
God by just one name. For that reason they address the God by
different names. However, an ordinary person doesn’t try to perceive
oneness in different names of the God and believes in different realms
of each divine name. I too had met one such divinity, but after meeting
the enlightened being Paramhans Ji all my confusions about the
divinity were quelled.
As a matter of fact the deities too are mortal. After attaining
heavenly divine state through their moral and good deeds, ^{kh.ks iq.;s
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eR;Zyksda fo'kfUrA* (Geeta, 9/21) gradually they proceed towards their
death with gradual decrease in their accumulation of good deeds.
They return to the place from where they began. What a great loss?
What is the use of having divine body, when accumulated effect of
good deeds get gradually eliminated?
Even the deities aspire for human body, because in order to get
freedom from the cycle of rebirth human body is essential. The
species, such as animals, birds or even deities are for enduring for
the past Karm, only man is the maker of his own fate through which
one can attain Nirvan, after which rebirth never takes place.
The mortal deity can not be our ultimate goal. Our aim should
be the realisation of the Supreme Being. After attaining that state a
human being doesn’t gets separated from it. After reaching such a
climax a human being can become a God. One who inspires divinity
among the devoted spiritual seekers becomes an enlightened Guru.
Therefore, you too should aspire for the realisation of the
Supreme Being by conservation and growth of the divine qualities
within you.
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Krishna was a Yogi

Question: Maharaj Ji! Some people say that Krishna of
Vrindavan and the one who said ‘Geeta’ were two different person,
some other say that he wasn’t a human being, but the God himself.
Who was Krishna in reality?
Answer: The personality of Sri Krishna has always been a
subject of debate. The people of Yadavan community believe that
he was one of them. The exponents of dancing consider him to be
their inspirer. The English consider him as an accomplished
politician, whereas most of the people of India worship him as a
God. Hence, it is natural that you are intrigued to learn who Krishna
was?
As a matter of fact he was a Yogi. It is through Yogic practice
that a person can attain divinity knowing the God. ^czãosÙkk czãSo
HkofrA*] ^tkur rqEgfg rqEgb gksb tkbZA* A Yogi too becomes a God. He
then doesn’t remain a devotee or bound by life-cycle anymore and
becomes one with the Divine Being. ^v;e~ vkRek czã*] ^rÙoefl*]
^vge~ czãkfLe* Such verses are woven with mysticism.
1. Krishna has supported this fact in the seventh chapter of
‘Geeta’. He said that after passing through innumerable births when
one knows his essence in the ultimate birth, such a person is an
exact image of the God.
mnkjk% loZ ,oSrs Kkuh RokReSo es ere~A
vkfLFkr% l fg ;qDrkRek ekesokuqÙkeka xfre~AA (Geeta, 7/18)
It is because the enlightened devotee has become one with the
God. No difference exists between such enlightened persons and
Sri Krishna (in the words of Sri Krishna). It is needless to say that
Sri Krishna was a Yogi, a saint and an enlightened sage is God.
Through devotion any person can become one with the God.
2. The great sage Sri Krishna has introduced himself at various
places in the ‘Geeta’. Leaving aside criticism if we study the basic
discourse of Sri Krishna we shall have no illusion about his image.
In the third chapter of ‘Geeta’ he has described the qualities of
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enlightened saints and then proclaimed himself similar to such saints.
He says that as person who does not act in the prescribed manner (It
is noteworthy that Sri Krishna considered devotion as a Karm
^^;KkFkkZRdeZ.kks·U;= yksdks·;a deZcU/ku%A** (Geeta, 3/9) lives uselessly;
but one whose soul is devoted to the worship is satiated and satisfied,
there is no need to act or devotion. Such a person neither gains any
benefit by performing such acts nor at loss by relinquishing them.
No one can attain such a state without involving in spiritual act.
Janak and others also perform such acts and attained supreme bless.
Such persons act in this manner only with a view to provide spiritual
education to the masses or achieving good of the people.
After saying so Sri Krishna compares himself with such
enlightened sages. He says, “Oh son of Kunti (Arjun)! There doesn’t
remain anything that I have yet to achieve, meaning my soul is
satisfied, similar to the enlightened sages I don’t have to do any
Karm, despite that I act properly for the good of my followers. This
way, while comparing himself with other enlightened being Sri
Krishna indicated that he was a Yogi.
3. In the second chapter of ‘Geeta’ Sri Krishna says that this
soul is not changeable, cannot be dried, drenched or burnt; which is
every existing, omnipotent religion is to know this soul- Atma. If
such a soul exists within each one, what should be searched? Sri
Krishna says that the great enlightened sages have perceived such a
soul possessing all these qualities. Ordinary persons cannot perceive
such qualities. Usually Maya or illusion is considered as a reason of
grief, anguish and death. But Sri Krishna has recognised essence of
soul with these unique qualities as such he us an enlightened being,
a Yogi.
4. In chapter four he has directed to learn about Karm and as its
result learn the process of acquiring knowledge.- Arjun! Go to the
refuge of enlightened saints. Revere them, serve them. They will
awaken knowledge and enlightenment within you. As a matter of
fact, a devotee is Arjun. Sri Krishna has taken care to consider the
needs of the spiritual seekers of the future generations. Yogic
traditions in the treatise created by him. In the eighteenth chapter he
has mentioned that the God resides within the soul of each person
and has advised the people to go to his shelter. And in the end ^eUeuk
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Hko en~HkDrks e|kth eka ueLdq#A* (Geeta, 18/65) Lord Krishna advised
His followers to join Him, clarified that the there is no difference
between Sri Krishna and an enlightened saint.
5. In the chapter four Sri Krishna says, one who knows the
essence of my incarnation can attain my realisation and there are
many persons who have realised Him, i.e had knowledge about his
divinity. ^cgoks Kkurilk iwrk en~Hkkoekxrk%A* (Geeta, 4/10) Many an
enlightened beings are equivalent to the sage Sri Krishna. Clarifying
this, it could be said that enlightened sages and Sri Krishna belonged
to the same level of spirituality.
6. In the fourth chapter Sri Krishna says that ^pkrqoZ.;± e;k l`"Va*he is the creator of four Varn - classification of the society. Does it
mean that he classified human beings into four classes? Krishna
says, “No, ^xq.kdeZ foHkkx'k%* (4@13) but he has segregated people into
four classes based on their qualities. Yogeshwar Sri Krishna
considers worship as a Karm or a spiritual act to attain realisation of
the Supreme Being. Krishna has segregated this spiritual path into
four classes and said that I am the creator of all these but consider
my unrealised self as a non-creator of all these. Now, you might
have a question as to how could a creator can remain a non-creator?
Krishna provides an explanation that while involving in an act he is
least concerned with its fruit. Merging with the Supreme Being is
the fruit of worship or acts. If the God would have been a separate
entity, he could have has craving for a result, but he says that the
God is not different from him; for this reason I am not interested in
the fruits of my act. You might be interested to eat, but if there is
nothing superior to the God, what could you aspire for and search?
For this reason I have no desire.
Not only that, whoever knows me with the above qualifications
is not bound by the Karm. ^,oa KkRok d`ra deZa iwoSZjfi eqe{q kqfHk%A*
(Geeta, 4/15)- Even the liberated human beings of the past they
perform ordained action with this hope. O Arjun! If you also follow
the same path then actions will not bind you. Any individual seeker
can attain he spiritual state of Sri Krishna or Arjun. Hence, Sri Krishna
was a Yogi.
7. Sri Krishna says in the ninth chapter, “Having perceived the
Supreme Being, I am steady as that of Supreme Being but those
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who don’t know me consider me useless. On the other hand, those
with enlightenment worship me as Divine. ^i=a iq"ia Qya rks;a* (9@26)
Whatever they offer me I accept and cause good of them. Who could
be a great person? They too gradually rise and attain the highest
state of spirituality.”
What else Mahapurushas are? Gradually, they also elevate
themselves from human being to super human being and then merges
into the same Supreme Being. The people of satanic temperament
consider them as futile, whereas, those who are angelic devote to
them.
8. Explaining ‘field’ and ‘knower of field’ in the thirteenth
chapter Sri Krishna says, “Arjun! Our body is a field. The seeds of
noble or evil deeds sowed in the past continue to bear fruits in the
future- generation. Our body has three parts: material, subtle and
causative. One who understands the significance of all these and
the essence of the Supreme Divine is called the ‘knower of the field’.
This has been testified by the saints who themselves have been
philosophers in this field. Arjun consider me as the field and knower
of field.” Here Krishna initially segregates field and knower of field.
After that, those saints who have understood the significance of the
field are defined as ‘knower of field’ and later declares himself as
the knower of field. This proves that Krishna was a Yogi and
accomplished saint.
9. While praying Sri Krishna, Arjun asks in the eighteenth
chapter, “O Great Brave! I wish to understand the significance of
asceticism and renouncement, separately.” At that, the Yogeshwar
explains, “Arjun! Many a learned Pandits consider renouncement
of worship with expectation of fulfilment of desires as asceticism.
In fact, asceticism is the relinquishment of such desires. On the other
hand, many a thinkers consider giving away the desire for the fruit
of action as asceticism. Many philosophers have considered that all
actions are inherently combined with some kind of afflictions hence
non-renounceable. O Arjun! Listen my determination in matters of
that sacrifice. Sacrifices are of three kind. Yagya, sacred offering
and sacrificial action are not renounceable. All these three Yagya,
sacred offering and sacrificial action are chastising in effect even to
the learned ones.
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Here Sri Krishna in the name of religion, Sadhana has reviewed
the popular believes and has propounded his own opinion. All those
popular believes were not faulty, one of them was factual, most of
the learned menare of the opinion that Yagya, sacred offering and
sacrificial action are not renounceable. Justifying the decisions of
these learned man, Sri Krishna inculcated His own decision that all
these three are not renounceable in any age. It means that Yogeshwar
Krishna and the learned one’s are of the same opinion. Sri Krishna
also admits their decision. Hence, it is clear, Sri Krishna is one of
them a Yogi.
10. On the conclusion of the ‘Geeta’, Sanjay who had closely
followed the sermons of Krishna introduces him as the Yogeshwar:
;= ;ksxs'oj% d`".kks ;= ikFkksZ /kuq/kZj%A
r= JhfoZt;ks Hkwfr/kzo
q kZ uhfreZfreZeAA (Geeta, 18/78)
The one who is a Yogi and has ability to involve others with
the Yoga, as well as who has total command over the Yoga is called
Yogeshwar. These are the characteristics of completeness and a
complete Yogi.
As a matter of fact, the biggest weakness of the human mind is
that it avoids trading the path of nobility and invents various reasons
for doing so. Instead of absorbing the qualities and ideals of Sri
Krishna in their life they want to be satisfied merely by declaring
that Sri Krishna was a super human or he was unique. Human beings
do not strive to understand and know the essence of the God, but
blindly accept his existence. How could I undertake the tasks that
he did? He was not a human being but an incarnation; whereas, Sri
Krishna beckons you, encourages you that many spiritual seekers
have realised his divinity. You too can follow the same path and be
a part of the all round salvation of the humanity. Realisation of the
Supreme Being, the essence of the Supreme Divine by understanding
the significance of this field and attainment of that spiritual state is
called true knowledge.
Question: Maharaj Ji! Kindly elaborate and clarify the subject,
field and knower of field.
Answer: Look, in the chapter thirteen Yogeshwar Krishna while
explaining the field and the knower of the field, says –
bna 'kjhja dkSUrs; {ks=feR;fHk/kh;rsA
,r|ks osfRr ra izkgq% {ks=K bfr rf}n%AA (Geeta, 13/1)
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O Arjun! This body in itself is a field. And seed of good-bad
sown in this field grows out in the form of Sanskaras and bear fruits
in the coming life. One who knows it directly is the knower of the
field. Such has been said by the knowledgeable sages. O Arjun!
Consider me as the knower of the field of every field. The
classification of the field and knower of the field and their
quintessential awareness is the name of enlightenment.
Shri Krishna here clarifies that memorising anything does not
make one enlightened, solid, subtle and sensual restrainment and
after that the realisation of that great sage is the name of knowledge.
Five elements (earth, air, fire, water, sky) of which this physical
body is built i.e. mind and intellect, the subtle body emerging out of
conciousness and ego is the battle-field. So long as these will remain
this elemental body will also remain in some form. Having conquered
over this field the realization of the internal being and the condition
of being merged into that supreme essence is the name of Gyan.The
knowledge of differentiation between man and nature is the name
of Ultimate Knowledge.
The knowledgeable sages who have understood the significance
have provided definition of the field and knower of field, in the
words spoken by Sri Krishna, One who understands is the knower
of the field. Those sages were knowing the field and “Arjun! I too
am the knower of the field.” Consider me as the knower of field,
who does not get entangled in the field, but directs it.
Question: Maharaj Ji! Does every individual become a
knower of field or does he know about the bodies of all the living
beings upon becoming a knower of field?
Answer: The knower of field are not different. One who realises
the true nature of the nature with all kinds of afflictions and essence
of a human being becomes a knower of field. Such a great sage
unites with the Supreme Being who is the main source of all the
living beings. Therefore, any soul rising from anywhere through
cerebration, immediately gets charged by the Supreme Being and
then is directed on the spiritual path. The Supreme Being at a time
knows thousands of souls and directs them in accordance with their
inherent qualities, weigh them together and gives them appropriate
reward and elevates them to get united with Him. This, in fact is the
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state of that Supreme Divine- knower of field. Let thousands of
spiritual seekers in definite number aspire for His grace. He inspires
each one individually at a time-instantaneously. He does not have
to exert himself, as he is the source of all the living beings. The great
sages have one uniqueness, whichever spiritual seeker aspire for
uniqueness, whichever spiritual seeker aspire for His grace through
heart and soul. The great sages inspire the soul of the seeker and
guide him on the spiritual path they gradually alleviate him form the
conflicts of the nature, differentiate between field and knower of
field and enable the seeker to realise the essence of the Supreme
Divine. After that, that seeker becomes knower of field. Krishna
said that it is not that he alone is the knower of field; but whoever
understands it can become the knower of the field. A human being
is the creation borne out of combination of the five natural elements,
mind intellect, animation, ego and consciousness. The knower of
the field understands significance of all these and has command over
them.
Question: Maharaj Ji! How could non-animate being
experience animation?
Answer: A non-animate being is non-animate according to our
perception, but it is inherently dynamic. You would find a stone a
non-animate being, but it is dynamic within. Even the modern science
has accepted this as a fact. As a matter of fact, wherever an
enlightened sage cast his glance he would see the essence of the
Supreme Divine pervading in every being.- ^bZ'kkokL;fena loZe~* For
him the heaven is not a heaven or the hell is not a hell. ^ljx ujd
vicjx lekukA tg¡ rg¡ ns[k /kjs /kuq ckukAA (Manas, 2/130/7) Wherever
he cast his glance he perceives the all pervading presence of the
God. This is, in fact the spiritual state of the knower of field. In the
verse 18 of chapter 5 of the ‘Geeta’, the same is emphasised as:
fo|kfou;lEiéks czkã.ks xfo gfLrfuA
'kqfu pSo 'oikds p iafMrk% lenf'kZu%AA (Geeta, 5/18)
One who is under the divine influence of the Supreme Being
does not discriminate among learned Brahmans, persons of inferior
castes, dog, elephant or even cow. For them neither the cow a
religious symbol nor the dog as anti religious representation; neither
a learned Brahman is the most ideal nor a person of inferior caste
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any way degraded. The great sages don’t take into consideration
the colour of skin, body or mind. They look at the spirituality which
pulsates within each one.
Question: But Maharaj Ji, a bitch would remain bitch, and a
cow, cow. How could they both be equal?
Answer: Look, Valmiki was of inferior caste once. The people
called him Chandal (a person of inferior caste), but the sages did not
see in him a Chandal or a plunderer. He was inspired to follow the
spiritual path ^ckYkehfd Hk;s czã lekukA* and this way he was turned
into a saint. In the same way, the accomplished saints look for the
spirituality of the soul. As soon as the spiritual soul is inclined toward
them they begin to inspire and encourage it, to proceed and achieve
spiritual progress on the path to attain divinity. Gradually, their soul
is seasoned into spirituality and gradually elevated to the realisation
and attainment of the Supreme Divine. ^tkds jFk ij dslksA rk dg¡ dkSu
v¡nslksAA* The spiritual seeker is turned into a knower of field. Sri
Krishna was an enlightened knower of field and an accomplished
Yogi.
You should try to evolve and awaken your spiritual right within
your soul. Besides worship and serve the enlightened saints with
heart, mind and soul, you too would be able to realise and attain the
essence of that Supreme Being, and the female donkey and cow are
of two different species. Nevertheless, the oppressed person of
inferior caste, a Brahman, a Christian are all one human beings.
This wrong issue has also been raised by you.

|| OM ||
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Yagya?
Question: Maharaj Ji! In the ‘Geeta’, Sri Krishna had said
that, ^;KkFkkZRdeZ.kks·U;= yksdks·;a deZcU/ku%A* whatever is done other
than the Yagya is a cause of binding in this life. Kindly tell us
what is Yagya? How is it done? Why do the God remains
unattainable despite performance of so many Yagya on holy pyres?
Answer: Your question is natural. In the verse 3 of third chapter
of the ‘Geeta’, Sri Krishna says:
;KkFkkZRdeZ.kks·U;= yksdks·;a deZcU/ku%A
rnFk± deZ dkSUrs; eqDrlax% lekpjAA (Geeta, 3/9)
Arjun! The process of Yagya (sacrificial act) is ordained action.
It is through the performance of ordained action, sacrificed action
gets concluded. All the other actions in which the world is involved,
other than the ordained actions are nothing but compulsions of
imposed by this life. ^eks{;ls·'kqHkkr~* (Geeta, 4/16) Performance of
ordained actions (Karm) enables an individual to get freedom from
the afflictions of the worldly life or evilness of the life. It does not
entangle. ^rnFk± deZ dkSUrs; eqDrlax% lekpjA* Therefore, Arjun! In
order to fulfil the needs that ordained action, absolving yourself from
the evil contacts, involve yourself in the performance of the ordained
actions. This way the process of fulfilment of sacrificed action is
Karm. This proves that sacrificed action is a definite direction. Hence,
it is but natural to ask, what is sacrificial action or Yagya?
Shri Krishna has provided a detailed explanation on this question
in the ‘Geeta’. Not only he has explained about the sacrificial action
but, while explaining its significance he has informed of its source
and what it gives us?
lg;Kk% iztk% l`"V~ok iqjksokp iztkifr%A
vuus izlfo";/oes"k oks·fLRo"Vdke/kqd~AA (Geeta, 3/10)
In the beginning of the Kalpa (one day of Brahma =
4,32,00,00,000 years) after creating the living beings, Brahma said,
“You would progress through the performance of this sacrificial
action.
Here the Brahma is intellect. ^vgadkj flo cqf¼ vt] eu lfl fpÙk
egkuA* (Manas, 6/15) There are four kinds of intellect: Brahmvid,
Brahmvidwar, Brahmviduryan and Brahmvidwarishta.
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‘Brahmvid’ intellect is full of the knowledge of the Brahm, which
is merely crammed into memory. A person possessing this kind of
intellect cannot follow the spiritual path in totality. With the
knowledge of the practising spiritual pursuit or worship one attains
a state of realisation of the Supreme Divine and also receives a
capability to guide others in doing so. Such an intellect is known as
Brahmviduryan. When the essence of divinity is present in the
spiritual state of the enlightened person, the intellect then is called
Brahmvidwaristha. Such intellect merely acts as an instrument and
using as a medium the Supreme Divine discourses his views. The
Vedas are the compilation of the discourses of the great sages. The
Vedas are considered spiritual because although they are compiled
by over two hundred sages, only a hundred could express them in
their words. Nevertheless, the sages have no contribution in the
Vedas, they are medium to express the divine speech. Such sages
had initiated the people toward sacrificial acts in the pre-kalp period.
The pre-kalp period is symbolic expression of worshipping.
The worship is the Kalp for the mortal beings afflicted by pains and
death. A living being is relieved of his pains by worshipping and
total rejuvenation of his body and mind takes place. There are two
stages of worshipping, Beginning and the end. The initial stage of
Kalp is the beginning stage of worship; whereas the state of pinnacle
if such where the soul, directed by the omnipotent Brahm, rises above
all discriminations of pain and happiness and after that it gets freedom
from the cycle of rebirth. Sri Krishna describes this condition as,
“Arjun! You will live within Me.”
What progress could be achieved through the performance of
such Yagya? Would it lead to increase in number of progeny or
material wealth? Krishna says- No, Yagya ^b"Vdke/kqd~*- will enable
fulfilment of beneficial deeds. The beneficial deeds never cause any
evilness. There is only one such act-attainment of the Supreme
Divine, after his attainment there is never a downfall. ^{kh.ks iq.;s eR;Zyksda
fo'kfUrA* (Geeta, 9/21) On depletion of accumulated effect of noble
deeds even the gods have to return to the mortal world of the human
beings; from where they had begun. Can there be greater evil than
this? Thus, only the Supreme Being is the only one beneficial. He
only can bring goodness in our lives and performance of the sacrificial
acts bring fulfilment of this goodness.
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Perhaps you would be curious to know as to how the goodness
could ever be achieved through the performance of the sacrificial
acts. Sri Krishna says, No, butnsokUHkko;rkusu rs nsok Hkko;Urq o%A
ijLija Hkko;Ur% Js;% ijeokIL;FkAA (Geeta, 3/11)
Our consciousness has two basic qualities- divine and satanic.
Our soul is already under the influence grace of passion, anger, ego,
greed and illusion– the grace of the Divine Being through the
performance of the sacrificial acts and strengthen the inherent divine
qualities. Wisdom, asceticism, restraint of mind etc. are divine qualities
which have been described in the sixteenth chapter of the ‘Geeta’.
Although, this quality is inherent within each one; but it is weak; the
need is to strengthen it. With gradual strengthening of the divine
qualities, the mind would turn inward and meditation would
strengthen. This way through gradual progress in the spiritual path
at last you would attain the realisation of the Supreme Being. Yagya
enables gradual advancement of the divine qualities.
If anyone believes that he has attained the highest state of spiritual
goodness without strengthening the divine qualities Sri Krishna does
not approve of it. He says,
b"VkUHkksxkfUg oks nsok nkL;Urs ;KHkkfork%A
rSnZÙkkuiznk;SH;ks ;ks Hkq³~Drs Lrsu ,o l%AA (Geeta, 3/12)
The gods associated through the sacrificial acts will prefer objects
of spiritual joy for your benefit and as such being beneficial for you
they are donators. Without giving them their dues, if anyone
considers himself as an accomplished one; in the words such a person
is thief.
Question: Maharaj Ji! Whether ‘b"VkUHkksxku~’ (Ishtanbhogan)
means desired objects of enjoyment?
Answer: No, it is because the worldly desires could be related
with wealth, wife or children; but attainment of salvation is not
possible through these. However, the sacrificial acts enable one to
attain the ultimate state of spirituality.- ^Js;% ijeokIL;Fk* Therefore,
objects of enjoyment here refers to the pure joy of meditation and
availability of divine atmosphere. This way the gods will provide
objects of spiritual joy for your benefit, hence they are your only
donators. This means that nobody begets without giving away.
Without advancement of the divine qualities if any one proclaims to
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be in the highest spiritual realm; without treading on the spiritual
path if anybody feigns attainment of spiritual realisation is certainly
a thief and deceiver. Hence, it is of utmost importance to perform
the acts of sacrifice (Yagya). What could be attained by its
performance?
Lord Krishna says, what one can avail by doing Yagyas:
;Kf'k"Vkf'ku% lUrks eqP;Urs loZfdfYc"kS%A
Hkq´trs rs Ro?ka ikik ;s ipUR;kRedkj.kkr~AA (Geeta, 3/13)
The soul gets eternally satiated by obtaining the remnants of
the Yagya or the spiritual joy on the performance of the sacrificial
acts. The saints taking pleasure in pursuing such joyful acts are
freed from all kinds of sins. But the sinfuls those who strive to take
care of their physical enjoyments and comforts gather a larger share
of sins for them to suffer. Although, they perform sacrificial acts, in
return they expect fulfilment of objects of worldly enjoyments
whereas the body remains changeable, even for the Gods. Therefore,
Yagya (sacrifice) must be performed without attachments.
This way, when Brahma created entire universe of living being
through sacrificial act (Yagya) then why do all the living beings
were associated with the Yagya, at last? What was their allurement?
Sri Krishna says:
vékkn~HkofUr Hkwrkfu itZU;knéklEHko%A
;Kkn~Hkofr itZU;ks ;K% deZleqn~Hko%AA (Geeta, 3/14)
The living beings look out for food or the things for their
consumption. The evolvement of the living beings takes place
through volition. Placing this ‘foodstuffs’ as an aim of achievement
or the Brahm as the aim, all the living beings are associated with the
performance acts of volition or acts of sacrifice (Yagya). According
to the Taittiriya Upanishad, food is the Brahm.- ^véka czãsfr O;tkukr~A*
(Bhriguvalli, Chapter II) It is such a spiritual food that after its
consumption the soul gets satiated and then never becomes
unsatisfied. All the volitions have been associated with the
performance of sacrificial acts to attain Brahm as an aim.
The volitions have been created for the attainment of the Brahm,
for the spiritual food, but how do the spiritual food has been created?
Sri Krishna says, “Through showering of grace.” The pious actions
of the past birth or blessings of great sages in this birth is the result
of our accumulated Karm, which is available now for our spiritual
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joy. How shall we receive such grace? Sri Krishna says, “Through
the performance of the sacrificial acts. Otherwise through the
blessings of some great sages or one who has attained the spiritual
status beyond the worldly conflicts.” Blessings are showered by the
performance of the Yagya and ordained action (Karm) is the result
of the Yagya. As you continue to put your effort in the performance
of sacrificial action, you would progress in it.
deZ czãksn~Hkoa fof¼ czãk{kj leqn~Hkoe~A
rLekRloZxra czã fuR;a ;Ks izfrf"Bre~AA (Geeta, 3/15)
The Vedas are the sources of the ordained actions. Such
Mahapurushas knows the true essence that wisdom is only an
instrument and words spoken by them are Vedas. The speech of the
great sages have created the ordained action? Then what
Mahapurushas created them from there wit? Krishna says, “No. the
Supreme Divine uses such enlightened sages as a medium to convey
the divine speech.” For this reason Krishna emphasises that the source
of the Vedas is Brahm. Hence, the Vedas are divine. Although, the
Vedas are the compilation of the dictates of innumerable enlightened
sages, it does not contain speech by any mortal being or a saint in
flesh and blood, but its source lies in the divine speech of Brahm,
which has inspired the enlightened sages. ^czãfor~ czãSo HkofrA*] ^tkur
rqEgfg rqEgb gksb tkbZA* The unperceptible essence of the Brahm is
clarified by their speech, after achieving enlightenment, whatever
comes out from the mouth of great sages becomes Veda, because
their intellect is merely an instrument and corporeal frame is a mere
house. As such the omnipresent God always resides in the sacrificial
acts.
,oa izofrZra pØa ukuqorZ;rhg ;%A
v?kk;qfjfUnz;kjkeks eks?ka ikFkZ l thofrAA (Geeta, 3/16)
Shri Krishna justifies, “Arjun! Those living beings who do not
follow the spiritual system prescribed by the Vedas those who are
concentrated of fulfilling the worldly desires of their senses live a
sinful life and as such their life is wasted.” Which spiritual system?
The system that has been shown by Sri Krishna gradual awakening
is divinity, strengthening of divine qualities. with gradual
conservance of the divine qualities your concentration would improve
in meditation and that is your progress. With gradual efforts in the
spiritual path you will attain the grace of the Supreme Divine and
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hence, he is the only donator. Attainment of spiritual gains without
sacrifice is an act of stealing, and face saving. This accomplishment
is for sensual conforts. Even the body of the God is mortal. Even if,
one gets such a body, would it serve the purpose? With that also,
attainment of salvation is not possible. Those who have tested, find
themselves released from all the sins. And those who live for physical
pleasures, undergo endless tortures. With this concept that the
foodstuff is an emblem of that Supreme Brahm, man unified himself
with sacrificial action(Yagya). Origin of the foodstuff or the Brahm
takes place by the showering grace. This showering bliss is caused
by the sacrificial action done in the past life or by great saints
symbolised as Yagya. If you want to establish communion with the
Divine, then perform sacrificial actions. As per the system suggested
by the saints, if one fails to attain the Supreme bliss, in the words of
Sri Krishna, the life of a such a sinful man who adhere themselve to
sensual pleasure becomes meaningless. It is true that, there is no
provision of sensual comfort on the spiritual path. By restraining
and supressing mind and senses, by keeping himself aloof from
worldly pleasures, sacrificial action (Yagya) can be made possible.
Shri Krishna believes that without the performance of the
sacrificial acts none has been able to attain the grace of the Supreme
Divine. The enlightened sages like Janak, who have been in the
past had attained the realisation of the sacrificial acts. But the great
saints who find happiness and satisfaction within their soul; for them
the performance of the ordained actions neither brings any gain or
loss. Clarifying this, Sri Krishna says in the chapter four that,
xrlaxL; eqDrL; KkukofLFkrpsrl%A
;Kk;kpjr% deZ lexza izfoyh;rsAA (Geeta, 4/23)
All the ordained actions of the free being are nullified, who is
free from all kinds of passions and evil accompaniments and has
realised the essence of divinity as well as performs sacrificial acts in
accordance with the divine dictates. Performance of the sacrificial
act (Yagya) is ordained action (Karm). While being engaged in the
performance of ordained actions, a great sage remains unattached
with it. How? Why do the ordained action do not entangle him,
despite he being a doer? Sri Krishna says,
czãkiZ.ka czã gfoczZãkXukS czã.kk gqre~A
czãSo rsu xUrO;a czãdeZlekf/kukAA (Geeta, 4/24)
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Whatever is offered by such great sages is the Brahm (Divine),
Agni is Brahm and Brahm is fire. Doer is Brahm and what is being
offered is also Brahm. Whatever is to be gained by Him is also
Brahm because on the basis of his virtuous deeds, he find himself
merged into that Supreme Being. For him, ^bZ'kkokL;fena loZe~* Brahm
is everywhere. In brief, such Mahapurushas, in fact do nothing, but
their dramatisation lights the path for the posterity to follow. His
sacrificial actions keep him away from the formation of good and
bad Sanskaras.
Performance of Sacrificial Action
This is how an enlightened sage would act, but how do the
ordained action is performed? Where from we should start? Now
have a glance over what Sri Krishna says?
nSoesokijs ;Ka ;ksfxu% i;qZiklrsA
czãkXukoijs ;Ka ;KsuSoksitqºofrAA (Geeta, 4/25)
There is no need of performance of ordained action for the being
who is free, but the other Yogis, who have not obtained the divine
grace, who worship the sacrificial acts and strengthen their divinity.
They attain the divinity inculcated in asceticism, restraint of senses
and mind. The most superior Brahm is the fire and in order to enter
into the spiritual realm. We perform Yagya (sacrifice) by lighting
holy pyre.
What is the sacred offering being perfomed through Yagya?
Arjun posed different questions– What is ordained action? What is
spirituality? Which is the highest being (Adhibhoot), highest deity
(Adhidaiva) and highest sacrificial act (Adhiyagya) and is the state
of highest sacrificial act (Adhiyagya) in this body? Krishna replied,
“Arjun, I am the Adhiyagya in the body and I am the chief deity of
the Yagya. The Adhi deity is the great sage who has completed the
performance of the Yagya and attains the divinity as a result of the
Yagya. (Chapter 8, verse 1-4). ^HkksDrkja ;K rilka loZyksd egs'oje~A*
(Geeta, 5/29) Arjun! I am also the consumer of the Yagya and
penance, meaning these are directed toward Me. Hence, the great
sages are the chief deities of Yagya. Such saints who have duly
performed sacrificial acts, worship some great age; they perform the
Yagya of mental activities; this way they perform comsumation of
Yagya through Yagya.
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Jks=knhuhfUnz;k.;U;s la;ekfXu"kq tqºofrA
'kCnknhfUo"k;kuU; bfUnz;kfXu"kq tqºofrAA (Geeta, 4/26)
The other Yogis perform the sacrifice of worldly desires of all
the senses into the holy pyre of restraint, meaning draw inward all
the senses from external objects. Here actually the fire does not burn
but as anything good or bad if thrown into it, reduce to ashes, in
right manner restrainment is such of fire in which external flow of
sences are cooled down for ever. Here the restraint is symbolised by
a holy pyre.
Many spiritual seeker burn into sensual pyre their wordly
subjects. The real meaning of the word here is with the five inner
senses. For example, a devotee engrassed in contemplation on the
path of spirituality, having no wish in his mind; listens unintentionally
the words spoken by others. Many a times a spiritual seeker gets to
hear certain words or see certain things that he would not want to do
because these could entice the senses wander away from the spiritual
seeker does not grasp external things through his senses, otherwise
he will be degraded. The moment inner illumination takes place, he
discards out all those dross and dissonant feelings.
Such an event happen in my actual life. Astagrahi Yog was
being discussed, I was in Ghazipur. That year only three auspicious
dates were fit for marriage. Ceremonies we arranged in the city,
thousands of loudspeakers started resounding. ^lef/ku pyh ctkj]
pkj ;kj laxs pysA*] ^vdsyh Mj ykxs jkr eksjh vEekA* etc. occasional
songs were echoing in the atmosphere. For one-two days my ears
could not grasp even a single word because I paid no need towards
them. But the repeatition of words started clashing and began to
hear something. Third day a loudspeaker was hanged to the adjecent
wall where we lived. Each an every word was high lighting the
subject. Each and every word was like a bullet piercing in effect. I
thought that if I continue my stay, I shall be badly afflicted.
Immediately I left the place and came out to miles away from the
city. But the frightening things haunted the mind. The song even
played in the low pitch was audioble echoing all around within fourfive miles.
I remembered Maharaj Ji, prayed to him and soon received
directions that while singing Saint Kabir*s psalm, Maharaj Ji also
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often used to say- ^lkb± ds lax lklqj vkbZA lax u lwrh] Lokn u ekuh]
x;ks tkscu lius dh ukb±AA* etc. Such plasms of Saint Kabir were very
much resembling to the songs echoing. Why not these songs are
interprated as Kabir*s psalm. Thus I came back. Those lustful songs
were equally meaningful in this spiritiual field that I went on singing
them through years, and I sang them to people in society. In moments
of wavering I used to sing those songs which imparted me the feelings
of seperation detachment and filled me with tears. Such as- ^lef/ku
pyh ctkj] pkj ;kj laxs yxsA*- spiritiual cantemplation brough me to
the level of Samadhi (living dead), what remains was merger with
divine, in such a condition if we leave meditation aside, ^ek;k x<+ [kwc
ctkj*- and pay attention to this matterial market, then ^pkj ;kj lax
yxs*- passion, anger, greed and infaluation start sprouting within,
meaning an inch distance from the Isht is dangersome. Thus, whatever
the subjects I got through words I enterpreted and changes them in
my own way. Arjun also came acrossss similar situation in divine
gathering when he was staring Urvashi fixedly. As per the enquiry
made by the deitgies he answered that, I was looking at how mother
Kunti reached in heaven? For so many days I have not seen my
mother, hence out of curiosity I kept on looking. Urvashi loosing
her temper fell to Arjun but Arjun remained intact. Urvashi cursed
him but how ill can happen to one who follows the path of
righteousness? Thus he saw thy physical form but the desciple of
Lord Krishna, Arjun change the sense of it and saw mother*s form.
In this way many spiritual seekers sacrifies wordly desires and
subjects ^bfUnz;kfXu"kq tqºofr* into the holy pyre of restraint, and change
their meaning, which helps them in attaining detachment and supreme
bliss. This holy pyre of sensual restrain removes passionate feelings.
lokZ.khfUnz; dekZf.k izk.k dekZf.k pkijsA
vkRela;e ;ksXukXukS tqºofr KkunhfirsAA (Geeta, 4/27)
Other spiritual seekers while restraing their wordly desires and
all the activities born out of mind, intellect, consciousness and ego
achieve inner illumination through direct realisation and sacrifice
them in fire of Yog. They sacrifice their restrainment in the Divine
fire of Yog. This is th pinnacle of sacrificeal action (Yagya) of a
highly realised soul.
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Question: Maharaj Ji! Whether there are different types of
Yogis or different kinds of sacrificial acts (Yagya)?
Answer: No. there is nothing like that. This refers to varying
state or levels of a spiritual seeker. This reflects different stages of
spiritual realisation ranging from initiation, intervening stage to the
pinnacle. These stages have been described in the verse 27 of chapter
4 of the ‘Geeta’.
In the verse 28 of Chapter 4 Sri Krishna says,
nzO;;KkLriks;Kk
;ksx;KkLrFkkijsA
Lok/;k; Kku;Kk'p ;r;% laf'krozrkAA (Geeta, 4/28)
Many Yogis believe in performing sacrificial acts which warrant
expenditure of money. Inspired by divine thoughts they extend
money in the service of enlightened sages, virtuous Gurus, spend
money on development of places of pilgrimage and proforring
physical objects in a holy pyre. ^i=a iq"ia Qya rks;a ;ks es HkDR;k
iz;PNfrA* (Geeta, 9/26) They are investing money and offering it in
the service of great saints. Although, this is a kind of sacrificial act
(Yagya), but he further says this sacrificial action is much lesser
whether it is performed in crors. Many saints perform sacrificial action
of penance. They worship the Supreme Being and restrain their
senses. The senses always seek pleasures and comforts, but
restraining them and withdrawing them from passionate feeling is
called acts of penance. In it one has to bear cold and heat, and has to
burn the needs of physical desires.
The other seekers aptly follows the ‘Yoga-Yagya’. ‘Yoga’
means unification of two things. When a living beings within the
life gets unified with the Supreme Being away from the life is called
‘Yoga’. The touching of jug with the plate and hand with the wall,
does not mean that Yoga is performed. No, all these comes in the
range of matter, where are twos. If the soul dwelling in the external
nature meets the Almighty of the world beyond, the name of such a
spiritual path and entrance in it, is Yoga. This eternal being, remains
entirely inexpressible. With the mergence of soul with the Supreme
Being, the identity of the soul looses its existence. Only human being
remains. Several devotees struggle for this communion, wherein,
all parts of the Yogas, are combined. In every chapter of ‘Geeta’,
Sri Krishna has focused light on this very issue, such as – forlorn
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service of the country, fixed posture, seperation from bad company,
restrainment of senses and leaning towards the sainthood are
described occassionaly. Maharshi Patanjali had also independently
thrown light in the ‘Astang Yoga.’ Infact, these spiritual terms of
Yoga are the foundation of Sadhana. On which, the houses of
contemplation and name chantings are constructed. With ‘Yoga’
the existence of the living being is abolished and only ‘unexplainable’ omni-potent being would remain. The living being gets
one with the Supreme Being. Many spiritual seekers endeavour to
for this unification, which retains all the essence of theYoga.
On the other hand the saints who perform ‘Swadhyay’ or selfeducation activities on the spiritual path while observing strict vigil
on observance of non-violence are referred to as performing sacrificial
actions of acquiring knowledge. Such saints of acquiring knowledge
are fearless. They are called Gyanyogi, who follow the path of
attaining self-realisation through the spiritual knowledge. While
following this type of Yagya they reach the pinnacle of meditation
and at last attain salvation.
vikus tqºofr izk.ka izk.ks·ikua rFkkijsA
izk.kkikuxrh #n~/ok izk.kk;keijk;.kk%AA (Geeta, 4/29)
Many a living beings sacrifice oxygen while exhaling. While
the others sacrifice undesirable air while inhaling oxygen. Sri Krishna
has tried to throw light on the meditation technique of using
breathing, some Yogis chant ‘Om’ while inhaling and disallow
emergence of any thought while doing so whereas, when subtelity
of meditation is attained no thoughts from external or internal sources
emerge, and at such moment they stop breathing–exhaling and as
well as inhaling to perform ‘Pranayam’. This leads to the restraint of
mind. This is the result and end of the sacrificial action and then
only attainment remains – to be achieved. ^iz k .kkikuxrh #n~ / ok
izk.kk;keijk;.k%A* By restraining breath and its flow, one become skilled
in Pranayam. Inhalation and exhalation of breath is totaly stopped.
This is the restrained state of mind. This is the result and place of the
sacrificial action. What remains is to obtain.
A question could come up as to, whether a seeker has to continue
to perform Yagya or it shall ever be concluded? Whether he shall
ever succeed in the performance of the Yagya? Sri Krishna said,
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“With the restraint of mind the thoughts influenced by the worldly
affairs, natural forces would get subsided. This result is the successful
conclusion of Yagya.”
;Kf'k"Vke`rHkqtks ;kfUr czã lukrue~A
uk;a yksdks·LR; ;KL; dqrks·U;% dq#lÙkeAA (Geeta, 4/31)
Shri Krishna further says, “Arjun! The Yogi enjoying the
acquisition of divine knowledge as a result of the successful
conclusion of Yagya becomes one with the Supreme Being. Such
is the result of the Yagya that even the Yagya gets subsided. No
other realm exists than, so whom should we search. One gets to
know that the soul is an omnipotent and immortal being and an
essence of the Supreme Being. This is the divine knowledge. This
way the Yogi who has attained the realisation of the Supreme Divine
enjoys the divine bliss and ultimately attains salvation.
But let us examine. What do we stand to lose if we do not
perform Yagya. what is we do not attain salvation? Krishna said
that those who do not perform can never be born as human beings,
let aside attainment of salvation. Hence, only the human beings can
perform the Yagya.
,oa cgqfo/kk ;Kk forrk czã.kks eq[ksA
deZtkfUof¼ rkUlokZusoa KkRok foeks{;lsAA (Geeta, 4/32)
Krishna advises Arjun, he should realise that different types of
sacrificial actions (Yagya) which have been described by many a
learned sages, ^forrk czã.kks eq[ks* have been emerged out of ordained
actions, activities of mind and senses. ^deZtkfUof¼* There is nothing
physical in it. If the restrainment of senses becomes possible with
inhalation and exhalation and vice-versa, of breath or if the same
becomes possible due to applying spade, or by selling cloth or oit
the do it! or if politicisation help see you attaining, then do it! but no,
Sri Krishna adds that the ordained actions are not borne out of our
worldly actions or routine activities, but only through soulfully
performed actions involving all the sense. Then what about the
sacrificial acts (Yagya) performed all over at the cost of millions of
rupees? Sri Krishna does not recognise such sacrificial actions.
Erection of community prayer halls, temple, help to invalids and
needy persons, charity etc. are considered as the greater acts of
sacrifice. Donations made in accordance with own ability for the
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service of saints, sages and ascetics is Yagya. ^i=a iq"ia Qya rks;e~*whatever the flower, fruits, leaves etc. is offered with great love, I
accept all that and that is Yagya.
Js;kUnzO;e;k|KkTKku;K%
ijariA
loZ dekZf[kya ikFkZ Kkus ifjlekI;rsAA (Geeta, 4/33)
Krishna told Arjun that, the ‘Gyan-Yagya’ is superior to the
Yagya performed using worldly objects. It is because through the
performance of ‘Gyan-Yagya’ one can have the direct realisation of
the Divine Being. The nectar obtained on the performance of such a
Yagya initiated one to be united with the Supreme Divine and that,
in fact, is true knowledge. All the ordained actions merge with the
acquisition of the divine knowledge. After achievement of such
knowledge nothing remains to be known.
Summarising Sri Krishna says, Yagya is a prescribed action.
Those who feign to perform Yagya by any other method than
prescribed by the ‘Geeta’ act against the Supreme Divine. The God
punishes such crafty performers of Yagya to go to hell repeatedly.
(Geeta 16/15-20)
Question: Maharaj Ji! Sri Krishna has not told us about,
what Yagya is?
Answer: Yes, described. This living world in itself is sacrificial
material. Exhalation and inhalation of breath is Yagya. Meditation
on the divine image of great saint is Yagya. Supressing senses is
Yagya. Restrainment of mind is Yagya. Concentration is Yagya.
Enriching divine quality is Yagya. Having change the meaning of
words, their form and keeping on a vigil over the sacrificial means
is Yagya. To stop and control the extrovert tendencies of the mind
is Yagya. In such Yagyas fire is never kindled, but just as sacrificing
materials are burnt to ashes when thrown in fire, in the right manner,
control over senses, inhalation and exhalation of breath are such
Yagyas, wherein mind with all its tendencies becomes introvert and
merges, then the worldly sacrificial material present in the mind also
burns. Nectar essence is exhibited. Yogi who sucks this divine juice
enters into the universal divinised Brahm. ^;kfUr czã lukrue~* All
Yagyas are performed through actions and functions of mind and
senses. Wordly Yagyas performed through physical riches are little
fruitful, but are essential because holy actions and virtuousity begins
through them.
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If one goes in the shelter of enlightened sage and does some
small services and by moving on this spiritual path suggested by
him, one can kindle his heart through practice of Yoga. Hence, after
performing sacrificial actions Lord Krishna advises one to go under
the shelter of spiritualy enlightened sage.
rf}f¼ izf.kikrsu ifjiz'usu lso;kA
mins{;fUr rs Kkua KkfuuLrÙonf'kZu%AA (Geeta, 4/34)
O Arjun! In order to know real meaning of Yagya you must
visit some enlightened sage. Go and meet proper adoration. Serve
him and with no feeling inside ask questions to him so that you can
understand the meaning of knowledge. That knowledgeable sage
will impart you the real meaning of that knowledge. Besides this
there is no way. This is path of an ordained action. One can attain it
by his sincere practices and not by reading books. Enlightened sages
alone can kindle your inside soul. The Guru himself acts as a guide
and directing you on the path of spirituality, will make you aware of
such Yagyas.
Question: Maharaj Ji! Why should the enlightened sages,
who have been freed from the need to perform any Yagya, advise
and guide others on the need to perform Yagya?
Answer: No, they will do. It is their duty to provide divine
education to the masses. If they do not guide the masses the people
could go haywire. Besides, while discussing prevailing thoughts,
Sri Krishna prescribes in the chapter 18 of the ‘Geeta’ that, the
ordained actions related with the Yagya, charity and penance should
never be given up. Such performances of sacrificial actions add to
the piousness of the sages and they are obliged to do for the good of
the masses.
Therefore, for getting prescribed knowledge on the performance
of sacrificial action (Yagya) service, refuge, proximity, perception
and even touch of the enlightened sages is absolutely necessary.

|| OM ||
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Ordained Action (Karm)
Question: Maharaj Ji! In the ‘Geeta’ Sri Krishna has
emphasised frequently on the performance of ordained Action.
What is ordained action (Karm) ?
Answer: Look, in the eyes of every great sage ordained action
purely means worship or devotion.
dje ,d vkjk/kuk] tsfg fof/k jh>S jkeAA
lks djrk djuh djS] iy iy iyVr ukeAA
This is the only action with the grace of the God could be
attained. Even Adi Shankaracharya is of the opinion that- ^Dok deZ
;Rizhfr dja eqjkjsA* What is an ordained action? So that the feeling of
constent love can be activated in lotus feet of the divine. According
to Goswami Tulsidas have emphatically supported this theory –
lks lq[kq djeq /kjeq tfj tkÅA tg¡ u jke in iadt HkkÅAA
(Manas, 2/290/1)
Let that happiness, action and religion burnt to ashes, if the
heart is not filled with love in the lotus feet of Ram. It means that
love shown in the lotus feet of the only God and the process which
makes one attain Him is Karm. Just as, in the words of Yogeshwar
Krishna, the real meaning of Karm is worship.
In the battle-field when Arjun saw his relatives ready to fight
with him, he became desperete. Arjun could see only his maternal
uncle, his relatives and in laws family amidst the huge army
consisting of eighteen Akshauhini. Whether all were the relatives of
Arjun? As a matter of fact, Arjun had great affection for his relatives,
friends and dear ones. Perhaps, such debacles come up before every
devotee. When a person gets initiated on the path of spiritual worship
he moves ahead with enthusiasm. Nevertheless, when a time comes
for relinquishing contacts with worldly relatives arrives, the same
person gets terribly disturbed. At such times he gets overwhelmed
by his affection for family, friends, lovers and even elders. When
Arjun saw his own relatives on the brink of death he announced, “I
will not fight. How could I remain happy by killing my own relatives?
This way our traditional religion would get tarnished. Such a
traditional religion has always been steadfastly follows since ancient
times.” He was worried that due to battle the tradition of obsequial
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offerings would get abolished, the ladies of the families would get
ruined and cross-breed generation would be born. Such debased
future generation would be greatly detrimental for the growth of
individual and the society. This way he not only held himself
responsible for the sin to be committed but also indicated Krishna of
about to commit such heinous crime. In the end, having said so, “O
Govind! I shall never fight battle.” and sat on the back seat of the
chariot.
Now, there was only Arjun who could lend the Pandav’s armies
in the battle-field. If he didn’t fight the battle of ‘Mahabharat’ he
was meaningless. In the Pandav’s side no warriors is mightier than
the Arjun on whom Yudhisthir can entrust. ^iy ykxr vtqZu grSa Nq,
u nwtks ckuA* He was a peculiar kind of warrior. Krishna enlightened
Arjun about his ordained action and counselled him to act in
accordance with it. This prompts us to examine as to what is the
ordained action? Arjun had declared that he would not fight, even if
he gets an opportunity to rule over the entire world and gets immense
wealth. However he said, if there was some other valid reason
beyond that, he could reconsider his decision to go into the battle.
Sri Krishna while enlightening the truth said that the soul is the
ultimate truth. But truth is omnipotent, permanent and immortal. But
the omnipotent and omni present realm cannot be perceived. What
is seen is the reign of unhappiness, passion and grief all around.
Besides, how could the spirituality was perceived only by the
enlightened sages and not by ordinary mortals. This essence of
spirituality is beyond the scope of mundane thinking and it can never
be realised by prevalent though process. Everybody cannot either
realise it nor understand it, because not many are aware of the perfect
spiritual process. That is why, “Arjun! You must fight the battle to
achieve it. There is no greater duty other than this for a Kshatriy.”
Question: Maharaj Ji, if Arjun belong to the category of
Kshatriy then he should not be affectionate towards his family?
Answer: The scriptures are prepared for the generations to
follow. Those who are present they would attain salvation. It is not
necessary to write scriptures for them. Sri Krishna had recommended
spread of knowledge of the ‘Geeta’ upon its conclusion. As a matter
of fact, Sri Krishna endeavours to provide solution for the difficulties
of all the human beings through the medium of Arjun. Although,
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Arjun had attained the category of Kshatriya (warrior) but at one
point of time he had just initiated on the spiritual path. In the initial
stage a devotee is faced with the question of leaving his family.
Leaving the bonds of the family is certainly very painful. Hence, Sri
Krishna begins the discourse of the ‘Geeta’ from that point.
Shri Krishna explained, “Arjun! This battle is the door to the
heaven. There is no greater religion to act in accordance with one’s
ordained duty. If you do not participate in the battle, your opponents
would consider you coward. You will fall from the grace of those
who have always held you in greater esteem. Should you emerge
loser you would go to the heaven but if you become victorious ^Hkks{;ls
eghe~*] you would attain the greatest happiness of being one with the
ultimate, source of all the happiness on the earth; that is the state of
being ^egkefge* (Maha Mahim).
Question: Maharaj Ji! Does not the word ‘Mahim’means ‘the
Earth’?
Answer: Of course, ‘Mahim’ means ‘the Earth’. Since the earth
provides for nourishment and fulfilment of hunger of every living
being, it is naturally called the great ‘Mahi’. But the greatest of all is
the source of all happiness and fulfilment is the Supreme Divine.
Since Arjun had already rejected the rule of three world, he aims for
something much more superior than that. Why does Sri Kirshna
than entice him with the highest worldly pleasures and why is Arjun
prepared to accept them? This proves that such battle enables
attainment of the greatest of the Earthly happiness.
Hence if you emerge victorious you would get everything and
if lose the battle, you would attain divinity. If you have striven for
divine qualities, ultimately you would attain divinity.
Arjun, from this point of view consider gain and loss,
achievement or loss of achievement both alike and engage yourself
in the battle. Fighting a battle taking into consideration our loss or
gain is in fact ‘Gyanyoga’.
Question: Maharaj Ji! Many a critics have written, “Am I an
enlightened one? I am complete and the soul (Spirituality) is
prevalent everywhere and the senses wander dwell within their
objects.” Such cerebration is called ‘Gyanyoga’.
Answer: How could that be possible? Relinquishing your
household just yesterday, how could you become an enlightened
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one today? When your heart is dwelling in lustful desires, you are
under the influence of angers; how would you be able to realise the
essence of the Supreme Divine? Whatever the critics write; Sri
Krishna had never said like that. While describing the soul as
omnipotent, immortal, pure, everlasting and eternal he has never
mentioned that as a ‘Gyan Yoga’. Here Krishna says that only those
who have realised the essence of the divinity have perceived the
soul with these qualities. At one place he says- Arjun, the soul acts
in friendly manner with the person who has conquered over his
senses and mind. And for the person who has not conquered over
his senses and mind, the soul acts in an unfriendly manner as well as
drags him to the lowest ebbs. As such, Arjun a person should strive
alleviate his soul and prevent it from falling toward hellish pleasures.
Who says that, the soul is omnipotent, immortal and eternal? Here
Krishna says that degradation of soul is possible and elevation too is
possible. Although, if the persons striving to follow Gyan Yoga,
declare that they are complete, they forget that their soul is being
degraded. As a matter of fact, direction of the soul on the spiritual
path is only possible through conquest of mind and senses. For that
proper action, only will have to be undertaken. Merely revelling in
the day dreams is not ‘Gyan Yoga’.
,"kk rs·fHkfgrk lka[;s cqf¼;ksZxs fRoeka J`.kqA
cq¼~;k ;qDrks ;;k ikFkZ deZcU/ka izgkL;flAA (Geeta, 2/39)
Arjun uptill now you have listened to the discourse on ‘Gyan
Yoga’. Now listen to the discourse on action devoid of desire for
benefits out of its performance (Nishkam Yoga). Nishkam Yoga
will free you from the bondings of ordained actions. While following
the tenets of Gyan Yoga, a spiritual seekers engages in battle after
considering the position of loss or gain. Whereas, Nishkam Yoga
enables one to act fearlessly. The God thinks about his loss or gain.
Arjun! The result of the primary stage action is not lost, while
following the tenets of Nishkam Yoga. A small effort in this direction
enables the spiritual seeker to achieve capability to fight the illusion
and ultimately realisation of the essence of the Supreme Divinity.
Kagbhusundi was to be born for ten thousands times. Krishna was
a Yogi for the last ten births. Maharaj Ji had experienced that he has
been a saint for the last seven births. Hence a little action in
accordance with its tenets alleviates one from the gravest fears. ^vusd
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tUelafl¼Lrrks ;kfUr ijka xfre~A* (Geeta, 6/45) Even a spiritual seeker
who is not ardent in his endeavour too, can attain the essence of the
Supreme Divine through number of births. Such a worship could
also be performed by remaining at home. The God will help tread
the further steps. And when such a time comes you will be able to
relinquish the worldly pleasures and sensual attachments. What we
do not like to give up today, we will not like to even touch the same
thing when we experience the joy of realisation of divinity. Even
the result obtained by following the tenets of Nishkam Karm Yoga
are not limited to enable one to attain the heavenly pleasures, but
they will free a person from the fear of taking repeated births and
deaths and give eternal peace.
“Arjun! While following the tenets of Nishkam Karm Yoga
only one decisive action is needed. There is only one thing to act
upon, only one direction to follow.’’ In that case, those who show
many a different methods of worship are these not perfect prayers?
Sri Krishna says, ‘‘They are not worshipping. The mind of the
ignorants is diverted into different branches that is why they indulge
into various rituals in the name of worship. If the actions and
philosophies of such persons impress upon the minds of others, they
too are inclined to act in ignorance. Such persons consider the
attainment of the heaven as the ultimate aim and indulge in such
illusionary talks of the Vedas, which indicate involvement in the
affairs of worldly enjoyments and pleasures.’’ This proves that the
prevalent rituals in the name of religion are not ordained actions
(Karm) in true sense. The ordained act performed with the desire of
fruit is not an ordained action at all”
“Arjun! Do not crave for fruit. You are destined to act in
accordance with your ordained action and not in pursuance or desire
of the fruit. Besides you should not nurture any disbelief while
engaging in the performance of the ordained action. While doing
this, you need to keep your intellect under the constant influence of
the divinity; hence for this reason, self-less ordained action (Nishkam
Karm Yoga) is also known as ordained action through intellect. Since,
this enables a seeker to gradually attain a state of equilibrium where
all evil and all good becomes one as such this is also called a Yoga
of Equilibrium (Samatwa Yoga). Arjun restraint of mind and sensual
desires is of greater significance while following the tenets of this
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Yoga. Otherwise, if our mind is concentrated on any particular
sensual pleasure that one sense organ will take away the mind, like
a wind takes away a boating destroys it at some distance from its
course. That is why, Arjun, you must gather your concentration
from all the sensual pleasures and divert them on ordained action”
Instead of Karm Yoga Arjun found Gyan Yoga easy to follow.
While following the tenets of the Gyan Yoga he can ascertain his
loss or gain. Upon successful completion of the meditation he can
attain the state of an enlightened being. However, if death occurs
before that one attains the divinity. While indulging in the Karm
Yoga one should only act and leave the fruit to the wish of the God.
It is certain that we shall be freed from the bondage one day or the
other, but it is still undecided when just act! Just think that there is
no fruit for such an act. There is nothing to get and a total absence of
disbelief. But who would do that? Yes, it is true that at last the ultimate
good would be achieved. But better than that it is better to follow
the path of Gyan Yoga, whereas spiritual seeker can chart and check
his progress. That is why, Arjun asked Sri Krishna a question in the
third chapter–
T;k;lh psRdeZ.kLrs erk cqf¼tZuknZuA
rfRda deZf.k ?kksjs eka fu;kst;fl ds'koAA (Geeta, 3/1)
“Oh God! If in your opinion Gyan Yoga is better to the Nishkam
Yoga, why do you engage me in committing heinous action? (Arjun
witnesses dreadfulness in Karms). What have I already gained, why
do you divert me, my intellect through words?” Arjun decisively
asks Sri Krishna to define as to which path to follow for attainment
of salvation. Arjun ardently desired salvation.
The God says, “Arjun! I have already described two kinds of
integrity earlier.” The knowledge seekers follow the path of acquiring
knowledge on the spiritual path (Gyan Yoga). Whereas, the Yogi
follow the path of Action without desire for fruit (Nishkam Karm
Yoga). But in either of the path of worship, one should not give up
half way through. The ordained action will have to be performed
anyhow. One cannot attain the highest excellence without the
performance of ordained action. If a person does not perform his
ordained action, does it mean he becomes a desireless? Should
anyone advance such feeble argument for abstaining from the need
to act as ordained. Besides by leaving the ordained action halfway
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anyone cannot proclaim himself as an ascetic and attain salvation.
Many a people say that, “We are enlightened beings, we do not
touch the fire and there are no ordained actions for us. Beyond this
there is no God, whom do we worship? ^vga czãkfLeA* Sri Krishna
emphasies that by avoidance of action neither anybody gets freedom
from performance of ordained action nor he becomes an ascetic. If
you prefer Gyan Yoga or Nishkam Karm Yoga you will have to
perform your ordained actions, because no living being is free from
the performance of ordained action.”
Question: Maharaj Ji! In the chapter fourth, Sri Krishna says
that on the successful completion of the sacrificial action (Yagya),
the Yogi who receives the ultimate fruit or nectar of spiritual
knowledge, is freed from the entire ordained actions. The
attainment of the ultimate spiritual knowledge is the pinnacle of
all the ordained actions. Then why do Sri Krishna says, “Whether
you prefer Gyan Yoga or Nishkam Karm Yoga, but you will have
to perform the ordained action?” Why such paradox?
Answer: Sri Krishna said, ^^dk;Zrs áo'k% deZ loZ% izd`frtSx.q kS%**
(Geeta, 3/5)- Every living being born of the nature has to act in one
way or the other. One will have to perform the ordained actions
until the nature lasts and the three basic elements of the nature
continue to influence our minds. But when the ordained action gets
immersed within the ultimate spiritual knowledge; such a living being
does not have to get engaged in any ordained action.
Hence, a living being has to continue to perform ordained acts
until he transcends beyond the nature. Despite that, those who
forcibly restrain their senses but involve in cerebration of sensual
pleasures and proclaim themselves as enlightened and complete being
as well as one with the Supreme Divine are hypocritical and deceitful.
Krishna advised Arjun to undertake performance of the ordained
action.
fu;ra dq# deZ Roa deZ T;k;ks ádeZ.k%A
'kjhj;k=kfi p rs u izfl¼~;sndeZ.k%AA (Geeta, 3/8)
It is proved that there are various actions, out of which many
actions are ordained. At the end of the sixteenth chapter Sri Krishna
says, “If a person acts as his mind chooses leaving aside the prescribed
method of worship can neither achieve any spiritual excellence nor
attain the joy of reaching the stage of salvation. Hence, action or
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inaction that is ordained can only be ascertained by the holy
scriptures. That is why, perform the ordained action as prescribed
by the scriptures.” But prescribed by which scriptures? Here, the
reference is not to sundry scriptures; but it refers to only the ‘Geeta’.
Instead of avoidance of Karm, it is better to engage in Karm because
that way you would be able to at least, traverse some distance on the
spiritual path. ^xhrk lqxhrk drZO;k fdeU;S% 'kkL=foLrjS%A* If you abstain
from the performance of the ordained action, the journey of our
physical body would not become fruitful.
Question: Maharaj Ji! What is the meaning of journey of
physical body?
Answer: You are not a physical body. This soul has been
journeying since ages through various physical bodies. It must have
traversed through various bodies i.e. insects, flies, Gods, demons
and human beings. It enables the soul to attain the eternity and after
that it does not have to undertake any more journey. Even if you
have to take one more birth then the journey is incomplete.
Thus, ordained action is such a thing, which makes a soul
complete its physical journey. This also takes the soul to an
immovable state, after which body has not to traverse.
This might raise a question- “What is the ordained action
(Karm)?” Sri Krishna enlightens us as to what is the ordained action.
;KkFkkZRdeZ.kks·U;= yksdks·;a deZcU/ku%A
rnFk± deZ dkSUrs; eqDrlax% lekpjAA (Geeta, 3/9)
Shri Krishna describes the ordained action as a process of
sacrificial act (Yagya). Whatever is done other than the process of
this Yagya are the acts of worldly bondage. ^vU;= yksdks·;a deZcU/ku%A*
The ordained action (Karm) enables one to get freedom from the
worldly bondage. Only through physical bodies. Krishna advises
Arjun to undertake the performance of Karm, without being
influenced by the evil influences. Under the adverse influence of
some companies accomplishment of the ordained action is not
possible. Now a new question that crops up is what is sacrificial act
of which the performance of the ordained action is the process? The
performance of the ordained action (Karm) helps conclude the
sacrificial act (Yagya). Describing the emergence and uniqueness
of the Yagya in greater detail, Sri Krishna advised Arjun to enhance
the divinity of his soul. He added, as the divinity of the soul enhanced
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so would he able to progress he could attain the ultimate good for
the soul. Such sacrificial action foes not promise anything less than
the attainment of the Salvation. In chapter four Sri Krishna says that
many a persons strengthen their divine elements such as wisdom,
asceticism, restraint, concentration, meditation, cerebration etc. and
this way they try to stabilise themselves on the spiritual path. On the
other hand, many a Yogis exercise restraint of senses on external
objects. Whereas the others change their attitude towards worldly
pleasures and this way strive to achieve spiritual excellence. Some
Yogis resort to the performance of sacrificial actions. Without any
material desires (Nishkam Yoga), while the others devote themselves
to the study of spiritual scriptures and meditation. This way they
decide up on good or bad achievements and begin their sacrificial
actions. The Gyan Yogi is self-dependent whereas the actions of
the Yogi involved with the sacrificial actions without material desires
(Nishkam Yogi) depends up on the Supreme Divine for his success.
In fact, the sacrificial actions remains the same, but the style of its
performance are of two kinds. Sri Krishna says, ^bgSo rSftZr% lxksZ ;s"kka
lkE;s fLFkra eu%A* “Those, who have attained the salvation during their
lifetime, their mind is settled beyond the passion for worldly objects
of pleasure or displeasure. Why, what is relation between state of
mind and conquering the world? ^funksZ"ka fg lea czã rLekn~ czãf.k rs
fLFkrk%A* (Geeta, 5/19) The essence of the Supreme Divine is pure
and unbiased and when the mind too is of such a state, it is in union
with the Supreme Divine (Brahm). In this manner when the exhaling
and inhaling of the breadth is controlled all the sensual vibes have
been quelled, the state of restraint of the mind is achieved. With
such restraint success in the sacrificial action (Yagya) is achieved.
^;Kf'k"Vke`rHkqtks ;kfUr czã lukrue~AA* (Geeta, 4/31) Due to the success
in the sacrificial action the Yogi is initiated into the realm of the
Supreme Divine. Upon successful conclusion of the sacrificial action
when the mind is restrained realisation with all his unique qualities
and greatness is attained. Such a realisation is called divine
knowledge.” Sri Krishna advises, “Arjun! All these sacrificial actions
are performed through the cerebral and sensual restraints. One need
not offer material objects like rice, sesame seeds, clarianted butter
(ghee) etc. in such Yagya.” Krishna using material objects is very
little and insignificant. As Sri Krishna describes in the verse 32 of
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the chapter four of the ‘Geeta’ that all the Yagya performed through
the restraint of mind and senses help attain salvation.
If this sacrificial inhalation and exhalation of breath becomes
possible by applying spade, then do so. If you develop the ability of
restraining breaths by selling clothes, then do so. If you avail it
through service or leadership, then do so. This proves that whatever
actions are undertaken in the world to sustain living are not ordained
action, meaning worship is, in fact, the ordained action, meaning
worship is in true sense is the ordained action. Many a people perform
sacrificial actions of harnessing divine qualities; whereas the others
follow the path of Gyan Yagya or restraining of breathing. All these
seem different kinds of spiritual seekers; but as a matter of fact, these
are but different levels of spiritual meditation. Every spiritual seeker
has to traverse this path. In the initial stage, a seeker would put his
efforts at strengthening his divine qualities and then he gradually
attains the stage of cerebral and sensusal restraint and abstains himself
from unworthly contacts of undesirable persons. At last, through
the restraint of breathing his soul passes through higher and lower
realms of spirituality before he can attain the essence of the Supreme
Divine. This way Sri Krishna emphasises on the worship as the true
ordained action.
Shri Krishna says, “Arjun! Highly intellectual persons are often
in confusion about the true nature of ordained action, improper
ordained action or expanse of ordained action. Having understood
the true essence of the ordained actions, you would freed from the
bonds of the world.” (Geeta 4/16) One must realise the difference
of the ordained action, improper ordained action and expanse of the
ordained action. While involving in the ordained one should not
think in terms ‘doing’ it. Clarifying this issue; while performing
worship one should not have the feeling of ego, while worshipping.
You are only the ‘doer’ but one that makes you ‘do’ it is the Supreme
Divine. The bullocks do not till the field but nevertheless they carry
the burden of the yoke for tilling the field. The farmer tills the fields
by guiding the movements of the bullocks. How would the bullocks
learn what part of the fields should be tilled. In the same manner, the
spiritual seeker has to strive on the spiritual path but whatever success
that he achieves on this path is purely an inspiration of the Supreme
Being. The God, in fact, does the worship. A spiritual seeker is
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merely instrumental. Wherever the God directs, the spiritual seeker
turns towards that or that is in fact a worship. In this manner, when
you achieve the excellence of recognising impropriety while
performing ordained action is in true sense the Karm, whoever does
so, is in true sense an intelligent and enlightened being. One who
acts in accordance with the divine direction of the Supreme Beings
never falters from the spiritual path and that way he is saved from
committing an error. The expansion of the ordained action is borne
out of performance of the proper improper ordained action. The
expansion of the ordained action is performed in the interest of the
good of the masses by the great saints.
Perhaps, one may question as to whether a spiritual seeker has
to continue to pursue spiritual path or he will anytime get succour?
On this Sri Krishna says,
;L; losZ lekjEHkk% dkeladYioftZrk%A
KkukfXunX/kdekZ.ka rekgq% if.Mra cq/kk%AA (Geeta, 4/19)
When the cerebral and sensual restraint is achieved one can
realise the essence of undescribable omnipresent Supreme Being.
The realisation of the Supreme Being is known as the divine
knowledge. With the achievement of such knowledge the need to
perform ordained action is completely abolished. Knowledge, which
one gets in direct communion with divine is known as ultimate
knowledge. ^KkukfXunX/kdekZ.ka* After getting enlightenment all the actions
are extinguished forever. The status are called Buddha or spiritually
enlightened sage. This explicitly explains that the performance of
the ordained action elevates the mind desires. The satiation of the
worldly desires enhance passion and lust. Hence, the perfect and
true ordained action is the worship, through which, after the
realisation of the Supreme Divine, nothing more remains to be
achieved. No desire remains unfulfilled.
In the chapter sixteen Sri Krishna says, “Arjun! Men are of two
types: divine as well as demonic.” The mind acts in two manners, in
divine way or satanic way. The satanic element drives a person to
be born as inferior being whereas the divine qualities help a person
to achieve salvation. Restraint of sensual wants and cerebration,
concentration, simplicity, true spiritual knowledge, constancy of
meditation etc. are some of the twenty-four divine qualities, which
are imbibed within the wholly enlightened saint and which could be
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found in traces within you and us. Krishna says, “Since you possess
divine qualities, Arjun! You need not mourn. You would be unison
with my Supreme Divinity.” Krishna has described passion, anger,
lust, ego etc. as some of the demonic qualities. The people engulfed
by the demonic thinking believe in amassing material wealth and
worldly pleasures. They believe to be rightful owners of the grace
of divinity and worldly wealth. They do not believe in the authority
of the Supreme Divine. They falsely believe that whatever has been
created through the union of men and women is, in fact, the truth.
Such people egoistically believe that they perform Yagya or give
charities or they are capable to kill their enemies and perform great
acts. Arjun! Such people cannot kill their enemies but act in
opposition to the Supreme Divinity” Krishna says, “Such people
are subjected to the hellish treatments as being born as inferior living
beings.” Did Arjun fight in the battle? If he had decided to kill or
remain engrossed in the worldly affairs, he could never had united
with the divinity of Sri Krishna. The ordained actions free from the
worldly bandages and prevents being born as the inferior living
beings.
The divine qualities are conserved by having the Supreme Being
as our aim, but what inspires the demonic qualities? Krishna says,
“Passion, anger and greed are the doors of the hell and the demonic
qualities rest on them. The beginning of the attainment of the
Supreme Divine is only possible if these are relinquished. When
passion, anger and greed are given, performance of the sacrificial
action begins.
Question: Maharaj Ji! The performance of the ordained
action should not be prescribed for the common people because
its beginning could only be made upon relinquishment of passion,
anger and greed. Because in the initial stage they cannot be given
up and merely by believing they are not relinquished.
Answer: It is true that these are difficult to be given up in the
initial stages of spiritual pursuit, but then, this is the battle. The
meditation is performed specifically for this purpose. The whole
world is engulfed in the sensual pleasure and you want to give them
up. Is it not enough of consolation? With the gradual decline of evil
qualities within gradual entry into the spiritual realm would be made
possible. What needs to be considered is, whether the affairs in which
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the whole world is passionately involved is the ordained action?
The greater the success achieved in the worldly affairs, the higher
would be the passion, anger and the greed. Krishna reminds that the
ordained action begins upon relinquishment of this three evilness.
Hence the worldly affairs are not some kind of ordained actions.
According to Krishna, only the worship is the ordained action and it
cannot be performed without sacrifice.
Question: Maharaj Ji! Whether orrdained action begins after
leaving the house? Whether sensual pleasures, anger and greed
subside?
Answer: They are hard to be given up. Nevertheless when the
sense of asceticism is strengthened, one could be inclined to give up
the household in order to attain the essence of the Supreme Divinity
and the urge to seek pleasure through the senses is quelled. Every
subject has two extremes: the lowest from where one can enter and
the highest being the pinnacle of it. For example, devotion is the
primary stage of worship from where you can enter, but the pinnacle
of worship is the realization of the essence of the Supreme Divine.
^Hkx bfr l% HkfDrA* In the same manner everything has two extremes.
Involving oneself into devotional worship by taking away mind from
sensual pleasures. The relinquishment of passion, anger and greed
is the entrance of the sacrifice and as the mind gets freed from the
passionate bonds gradual restrain over the evilness would be achieved
and at last they would be totally cleansed. You would get entry into
the performance of ordained action. Hence ordained action is such
a thing, wherein entry is ascertained only after leaving Kam (passion),
Krodh (anger) and greed.
In the seventh chapter, Krishna says, “Arjun! Those who come
to my refuge and strive to get freedom from the cycle of death and
birth know the Brahm, entire spirituality and entire scope of the
ordained action.” At this Arjun asked, “Oh God! Please tell me what
is the Brahm? What is the entire spirituality and when is the ordained
action is completed?” This way in response to about seven questions
of Arjun, Sri Krishna had only one answer:
v{kja czã ijea LoHkkoks·/;kReeqP;rsA
HkwrHkkoksn~Hkodjks folxZ% deZlafKr%AA (Geeta, 8/3)
What can never be destroyed is the Brahm. After its attainment
the devotee never gets destroyed. When all the worldly desires of
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worldly relations and material possession gets merged and united
with the divine essence, it is called the pinnacle of the spirituality.
Spirituality reigns over the soul. Illusions reign over the living beings.
When the soul is freed from the clutch of the illusion, state of spiritual
realm is achieved. ^LoHkkoks v/;kRee~ mP;rsA* The height of the ordained
action is the total restrain over cerebral and sensual activities of the
living beings. ^HkwrHkkoksn~Hkodjks folxZ% deZlafKr%A* The feeling emerging
through our decisiveness inspire something good or bad creations
of the world; but the restraint of all the worldly affairs or desires is
known as the sacrificial action in completion. Ghosts are known as
creatures and the origin of such creatures depend on resolution. ^eu
esa ;Fkk yhu ukuk ru izxVr volj ik;sA* Hence, meaning of the ghost
is to bequeath. Feelings born out of such resolutions, which is
responsible for good and bad happenings takes place in this world,
formation of such worldly Sanskaras are restrained, comes in the
category of ordained action and completion. After that the need of
the performance of additional ordained action is not required. The
ordained action plugs the emergence of volitions. In other words
the ordained action could be considered as worship or meditation.
This way, in the words of Yogeshwar Sri Krishna importance
of the performance is greatly highlighted in the ‘Geeta’, which purely
means worship that enables realisation of the Supreme Divine. The
act of sacrifice is the ordained action. Krishna advises to engage
oneself in the ordained action, else the journey of the soul through
physical bodies would not get completed. Through the performance
of ordained action you would be freed from the bondages of the
ordained acts are nothing but the worldly activities and bonds of
this world. Yagya is the cerebration of breathing, restraint of the
senses. The ordained action elevates the soul above the passions
and volitions. Upon relinquishing of passion, anger and greed the
ordained actions begin. The height of the ordained action is the
restrain accomplished of worldly desires and volitions of the living
beings. Hence, it is doubtless that meditation or worship are the true
and pure meanings of the ordained action in the words of Yogeshwar
Sri Krishna. The unique action by which the Supreme Soul is satisfied
is called the ordained action.
Several commentaries have been written on the ‘Geeta’ and
over fifty such commentaries are available in the Sanskrit language.
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Several commentaries which have the ‘Geeta’ as the sole basis are
severely in opposition with one another. When the Yogeshwar Sri
Krishna said only one thing, why such multitude of opinions are
prevailing? When the ‘Geeta’ came into the hands of a politician, he
proclaimed that patriotism is the ordained action. If it was in the
hands of a professional or businessman, he would say, “Business is
the ordained act.” An employee would say, “We are fulfilling our
duties and this, in fact, is selfless ordained act.” A deputy revenue
office used to say, “Whatever my boss say, I act in accordance with
it. I have imbided the principles of the ‘Geeta’ in my life. I have no
desire. I am engaged in selfless ordained action.” What a fallacy!
Hence, you should not blindly follow any such commentaries. If
you follow the original discourse of the Yogeshwar, you will have
no doubts.
The saints who had enlightened, were not literate. Ramkrishn
Paramhans did not have formal education. Our Maharaj too was not
literate, he could scribble ‘Ram’. He could somehow draw the line
of the word ‘Ram’. Jad Bharat was also illiterate. Kagbhusundi was
also not well read- ^gkjsm firk i<+kb i<+kbZA* His father did his best to
educate him, but he couldn’t continue his studies. In this manner,
many a great enlightened saints did not have formal literacy but
they were highly knowledgeable saints of their era. Hence, if you
are literate, so far so good, but if otherwise, you need not nurture
any worry. It is because, the ordained action or meditation or worship
could only be learnt in the state of asceticism or relinquishment. The
formal literacy helps one to develop the intellect, whereas for the
attainment of the essence of the Supreme Divine, cerebral and sensual
restraint is highly warranted. Therefore, you should go to the refuge
of some experienced and enlightened sage for meditation and
worship. What is learnt through formal literacy is entirely different
from the teachings of the enlightened and divine sages, which will
gradually involve spiritual enlightenment that is unique in itself. Once
it gets initiated, it won’t leave you half way and will never get
destroyed. Whatever you can achieve in the initial stage of spiritual
meditation never gets destroyed. Involve yourself a little in spiritual
pursuit, you will not lose anything.
|| OM ||
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Caste System according to the ‘Geeta’
Question: Maharaj Ji! How is the caste system described by
the ‘Geeta’?
Answer: In order to understand the caste system described in
the ‘Geeta’, it is necessary to understand the significance of the
ordained action explained in the ‘Geeta’. According to the ‘Geeta’,
worship is the ordained action. Sacrificial action and ordained action
are complimentary to each other. Sacrificial acts enable one to attain
the realization of the essence of the Supreme Divine and the things
to sacrifice in the holy pyre are the worldly pleasures. In the ultimate
sacrifice of this holy pyre along with the accumulated and ordained
luck and the three distinct qualities of the inherent nature of the soul,
the intellect gets united with the sacrificial action (Yagya).
Immediately the realization of the essence of the Supreme Divine is
attained that seemed impossible to attain once.
The act of mobilizing the sacrificial action (Yagya) is the
ordained action (Karm). In other words, the sacrificial action is
recognized as the ordained action.
;KkFkkZRdeZ.kks·U;= yksdks·;a deZcU/ku%A
rnFk± deZ dkSUrs; eqDrlax% lekpjAA (Geeta, 3/9)
In fact, the process of sacrifice in itself is an action. All other
activities in which the people of the world are engrossed or involved
is not the ordained action. That is the binding of the imprisonment
of the soul in a web of worldly desires. The ordained action
recognized by the ‘Geeta’ enables attainment of eternity. At different
places in the ‘Geeta’ greater emphasis is laid on this aspect of the
ordained action, because this way only the ultimate good of the soul
is achieved. The ordained action prescribed by the ‘Geeta’ are
alternative to worship, prayer or meditation. For the sake of simplicity
it has been segregated into four divisions, which has been named as
‘Varn’ or caste by Sri Krishna. The word ‘Varn’ or caste is of great
significance. ‘Varn’ literarily means appearance, colour or shape.
The attitude and gestures of a spiritual seeker are in accordance with
the spiritual state that he has attained. For example, a seeker in the
primary stage could be found engulfed by conflicting feelings and
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experiences. This psychological disturbance express his countenance
or attitude or behaviour. Opposite to that, highly educated person
who has achieved greater excellence in education or has been
awarded doctorate would be seen as a person under greater control
of self. The direction of his thoughts over his chosen subjects. In
comparison with the student in primary stage his enthusiasm will be
of different kind and besides that, his face or countenance would
reflect exuberance. The progress of superior or inferior specie. As
such, the countenance reflects the mental state. Putting it differently,
the countenance itself is the mental state.
Depending upon the qualities Sri Krishna has divided the action
into four classifications. It is seen in the daily life that when we sit
for worshipping, we find it difficult to concentrate. Waves of thoughts
overwhelm our mind. What we found difficult to remember is
reminded at the time of prayers. What obstructs our prayers? Which
is the basic source of obstructions? Reflecting upon all these we
realize that three things obstruct our prayers. Progress or debacle of
our ordained action (worship) is engineered through the medium of
the three qualities. The success of the ordained action is measures
by the qualities. the qualities act as measuring rod to determine
classification of people. The concentration or dissipation of the mind
is the result in improvement of degeneration of the action of the
qualities and even uproot them totally. The qualities are influenced
by the ordained action.
Shri Krishna did not classify the people, ^pkrqoZ.;± e;k l`"Va*] but
the ordained action into four classes on the basis of their inherent
qualities. Hence, not the people, but actions are either Brahman,
Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra. ^xq.kdeZ foHkkx'k%A* (Geeta, 4/13) This
classification is based on the inherent qualities of the human beings.
The three qualities are different in their characteristics. They dwell
within the mind. Although, there are three basic qualities the people
are classified into four divisions. It is because, if one quality moves
a little here or there another quality occupies its place to that extent.
Every basic quality, if it grows over-shadows the other two weaker
qualities. Hence, when two qualities exist in equal proportion, the
fourth classification is, thus possible. As such, a person with the
most virtuous qualities (Sattvik) would be termed as a Brahman, a
person with half of Sattvik and half of aggressive (Rajasi)
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temperament is recognized as Kshatriya. A person with half of Rajasi
qualities and half of Tamasi qualities would be Vaishya. Whereas a
debased person with only the debased qualities would be termed as
a Shudra.
Brahman: The one who is greatly influenced by the virtuous
qualities is Brahman and he shall be of peaceful temperament. He
would be naturally inclined towards restraint of cerebration and
senses, purity of eternal behaviour, forebearence, penance,
simplicity, knowledge, science and joy of dwelling in the divine
realm. Such a person would be abundance of divine qualities. This
kind of acts are prescribed for Brahman or persons of highly virtuous
qualities. Their good lies in its performance.
Kshatriya: Such a person is totally bereft of debased qualities.
the aggressive temperament is partially quelled, also he does not
possess the virtuous qualities in full and although not entirely virtuous
is recognized as the Kshatriya. Such a spiritual seeker is courageous
and illusions cannot overwhelm him easily. He is not deterred from
fighting battles with demonic fervour. He is possessed of dedication
in conquering over the obstructions in the path of the worship. He
reflects qualities of the divinity of the soul, persevearance, excellence,
charity etc. in order to be recognized as the Kshatriya one need to
have the qualities of virtuosity and aggressiveness in equal proportion.
In the absence of these qualities nobody can become a true Kshatriya.
Sri Krishna says, ^{kk=deZ LoHkkote~* (Geeta, 18/43) Such qualities are
absolutely temperamental and have became the part and parcel of
habit. Hence, the actions of Kshatriya is ordained by birth.
Vaishya: A person with half of aggressiveness and half of
debased qualities come to be recognized as the Vaishya. Debased
or evil qualities of such person is reduced considerably and their
path to spiritualism is highlighted by the aggressive (Rajasi)
temperament. That is why such persons are engaged in the activities
of agriculture, taking care of the cows or trade and business. The
qualities of the soul are immovable property. Its development is
similar to tilling or farming. The senses are symbolized by cows.
Taking care of the cows is symbolized by sensual restraint. If the
senses dwell in the passions of lust, anger, greed or avarice they
would get destroyed. They are conserved through developments of
knowledge of spiritual science, wisdom, and asceticism. The spiritual
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energies are not wasted. Instead of losing the spiritual energies in
pursuance of sensual pleasures, their conservance is similar to earning
wealth. Illusion obstructs in such conservation of wealth. It weakens
the spiritual energies and auses loss. This way worshipping or praying
is similar to doing business where conservation of temperament
activity of the Vaishya. This, in fact is a true business, which enables
a person to build his spiritual properties. The mind of such a person
gets inclined towards the prayer of the Supreme Divine.
Shudra: The lowest echelon of the spiritual worship is Shudra.
This is reflected among the people with debased temperament
qualities who could also possess aggressive (Rajasi) temperament
in minute proportion. Such a person will be lethargic as well as
lazy. Despite efforts, he would not be able to concentrate his mind
on prayers. He will not have the capability to understand the truth.
As his mind would be over-shadowed by evil thoughts, he shall not
be able to perceive his real aim. He cannot concentrate on prayers.
He is on the lowest rung of the ordained action. Hence, for a person
with Shudra temperament, it is advisable that he should serve some
enlightened sage for the spiritual uplift of his soul. ^ifjp;kZReda deZ
'kwnzL;kfi LoHkkote~AA* (Geeta, 18/44)
The great sages, who have reached the pinnacle of spiritual
hight, must be visited. Even the scriptures prescribe that such persons
must serve the divine saints – physically, mentally and by worship.
A servant must not consider any act of servitude as inferior. As a
matter of fact, evilness of the spiritual seeker can only be cleansed
in the recluse of enlightened sage. Through this, the seeker can attain
the further state of spirituality i.e the qualities of the Vaishya. What
he lacked would be received.
This way, depending upon the inherent qualities of temperament
four classifications have been made. No further performance of
ordained action is not needed for the person who has had closer
experience of the essence of the Supreme Divinity and only union
with the Supreme Being remains to be attained. The one who has
attained the divinity inspired knowledge of spiritual science,
meditation and worship is called the Brahman. The one who can
cut through three affilictions of humanity is called the Kshatriya.
The Kshatriya makes his way on the spiritual path through his
courage, spiritual energy of the soul, dedication etc. while performing
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the ordained action. These qualities in a Kshatriya are inspired by
the virtuous qualities found in abundance in a Brahman. Partial
concentration of mind in worship, gradual accumulation of virtuous
qualities and restraint of flow of sensualities are some of the acts
performed by the Vaishya, which can initiate of Kshatriya. In this
way, a spiritual seeker who cannot understand ways of spirituality,
one who is lethargic and lazy and cannot concentrate on prayers is
considered to have Shudra qualities. For such a person, worshipping
is prescribed in the initial stage. Following the path of worship,
gradually he can attain the state of Vaishya.
The prevailing world affairs are attributed to three afflictions
engulfing the humanity. The deities, demons and human beings –
all are under its influence. (Geeta 18/40) This truth of the ‘Geeta’
proves that the entire humanity could thus be classified into four
sections. It is not merely confined to Hinduism. Any human being
belonging to any faith such as Hindusim, Islam, Sikhism, Judaism,
Buddhism, Jainism or Christianity heading toward the realization of
the Supreme Being could be classified into any one section depending
upon his spiritual and temperamental qualities. Even if you are a
Hindu, it is possible you may have to initiate from the Shudra status.
Many a cheats, clad in the monk’s dresses could be found on
the spiritual path. Qualitatively they are only Shudra. Although, their
minds ravel in fulfillment of worldly desires, they pose as if they are
highly enlightened. Krishna says, “Those who are in the lowly strata
of spirituality but imitate the behavior of the enlightened beings of
the higher status, invite more trouble for themselves.”
^Lo/keZs fu/kua Js;% ij/keksZ Hk;kog%AA* (Geeta, 3/35)
Qualitative improvement could be achieved through gradual
efforts. But if a student of primary level sits in the higher class then
he will not be able to graspe the knowledge of higher class, rather
he will be scaped from having ability of primary class. One can
understand from this wordly example. Shudra, who has not
completed his primary education, if he begins to attain matric and
intermediate classes, then he will be loosing his primary class ability.
Thus, the Vaishya who is entitled to attend middle or matric classes,
and if he attends the B.A. classes, then he fails to have the ability of
matric also. In the right manner the Kshatriya who is suppose to be
the student of B.A. starts attending M.A. and research classes, then
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he looses his graduate degree also. This is only an example. In fact,
just as a brilliant student who passes every year from one class to
another class and becomes a learned one, in the right manner, after
crossing the stage of one Varn to another Varn, one can reach the
ultimate goal.
Even the ‘Geeta’ proclaims that, if one worships the God in
accordance with one’s temperament, one can attain the ultimate state
of enlightenment. Even if the death comes, while following the tenets
of the spiritual duties (Dharm) in accordance with our temperament
is good, because other kind of Dharm could be detrimental for the
spiritual growth. Imitating others could destroy our accumulated
accomplishments. Even the ‘Geeta’ prescribed ^dekZf.k izfoHkDrkfu
LoHkkoizHkoSxqZ.kS%AA* (Geeta, 18/41) division of ordained actions in
accordance with the temperament of individuals. This proves that
not the people, but the ordained actions are segregated into four
Varn, i.e. classification. Hence if anybody proclaims this is variance
with the discourse of Sri Krishna. As a matter of fact, Sri Krishna
has classified ^dekZf.k izfoHkDrkfu* the spiritual path into four stages
known as Varn. Following this path even a person of the weakest
mind can attain the highest state of spirituality. Having crossed the
various stages of spirituality, soul from demon becomes divine and
having established its alliance with God, itself becomes God. Krishna
has said that, a spiritual seeker can attain the essence of my divinity
traversing through various generations. These ordained action enable
attainment of birth in the higher Varn.
After educating Arjun about various methods of attainment of
spiritual enlightenment and Varn, gives a secret of easiest way in
the summary of the ‘Geeta’. He had said, the person engaged in the
performance of the ordained action should not stop to worry about
his Varn. He should not waste his precious time on examining his
spiritual status or Varn. It is important to note here that the God, the
Supreme Divine, an enlightened sage or a Guru act as alternative to
each other on the path of spiritual pursuit. Leaving aside his thought
about Varn, the seeker should take the refuge of these divine beings.
Sri Krishna says, ^psrlk loZdekZf.k ef; laU;L; eRij%AA* (Geeta, 18/57)Dedicating all your ordained action to me, come to my recluse.
This way the classification of spiritual status would not be abolished
but the God would, then, be entrusted with the responsibility to help
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the seeker to reach higher realm of the spiritual status. The spiritual
seeker will have to progress through various Varn, but he is relieved
of the worries as he passes the responsibility to help him reach higher
state of spirituality. Since, the different Varn are created by the God,
it is easier for the Supreme Divine to help the spiritual seeker to
develop the qualities to reach higher realm of spirituality. As such,
Sri Krishna counsels Arjun:
reso 'kj.ka
xPN loZHkkosu HkkjrA
rRizlknkRijka 'kkfUra LFkkua izkIL;fl 'kk'ore~AA (Geeta, 18/62)
You go to the refuge of the Supreme Divine in totality. Through
his grace he should have attained ultimate eternal peace. It is easier
to traverse through the Varn, following the direction of some
enlightened being.
Many an important issues of substance could be desired from
the description of arrangement of Varn by the ‘Geeta’.
1. Efforts to attain the essence of the realization of the Supreme
Divine is known as sacrificial action (Yagya). Whereas, the method
of prescribing sacrificial action is the ordained actions.
^dekZf.k izfoHkDrkfu*- The ordained actions have been divided into
four Varn and not the people. According to the ‘Geeta’, worship
means ordained action. This worship has four steps. After passing
through all those four steps, one can attain freedom from the
performance of the ordained actions.
2. One who does not walk on the spiritual path does not belong
to any spiritual classification or Varn. He is neither a Brahman, nor
a Kshatriya, a Vaishya or a Shudra. The classification (Varn) is for
those, who performs ordained actions or worships the God. Other
than worshipping the God, the people who undertake worldly actions
neither perform any of the ordained actions nor fall under any
category of Varn described by the ‘Geeta’. If an individual is theistic,
he surely, is a spiritual seeker and if he desires of enlightenment,
would surely attain it. One who does not desire so, would never
attain it, only get disappointed.
3. The arrangement of Varn depends on the mental state of the
spiritual seeker. The system of Varn, prevailing among Hindus is
segregation of human population as Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaishya
or Shudra. This is merely a classification of physical bodies. Such a
classification could be useful from the point of view of sustaining
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one’s life or earning the living. However, changes do occur in the
caste system based on the social, political or economical reasons.
Once upon a time no such distinction prevailed but later the society
was divided into two classification: Sur and Asur – Good and Evil.
This was followed by other classifications as Gandharva, Pishach,
Yaksha, Vanar etc. with the qualitative goodness of the mode of
earnings the society went through changes of classification and will
continue to undergo such changes in the day to follow. Although,
the society could continue to get segregated into different
communities as Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaishya or Shudra in
accordance with the worldly actions undertaken, but for attainment
of the spiritual realization only the spiritual caste system prescribed
by the ‘Geeta’ will lead to the ultimate good. Enticed by illusion the
man destroys himself. As a matter of fact, neither a Muslim is a
killer nor a believer in any other faith could create obstacles in your
spiritual path. The ‘Geeta’ firmly believes that, only through the
performance of ordained action, can an individual attain spiritual
enlightenment and its abstinence leads to the fall of the man.
4. The ordained actions (worship) has been divided into four
categories based on the three inherent qualities and the essence of
the entire universe is within these three qualities. This way, the God
classified that the whole universe is segregated into four Varn. It is
noteworthy that, Sri Krishna begins describing the system of Varn
from eighteenth chapter saying the beings dwelling in the Devlok
(Heaven), Mrityulok (Hell) or the entire world act as guided by the
three basic inherent qualities through which they all have been born.
These three basic qualities are the reason behind formation of
different temperaments – good or bad the Varns are formed through
varying temperaments. This way, the entire world is under the
influence of the system of Varn. Hence, by the reference of entire
world is not meant only for India, but the whole of the world.
5. The nature of person is the result of admixture of the three
basic qualities. And the temperament thus formed help in
determination of the caste (Varn) of an individual. An excess of
lowest basic qualities leads to Shudra temperament, whereas excess
of noble qualities leads to temperament of a Brahman. In accordance
with the ‘Geeta’ any kind of basic quality could enhanced as desired
suppressing the other two basic qualities. This way, if the change or
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improvement in the structure if the combination of three basic
qualities is possible, an individual from Shudra level could be
certainly elevated to Vaishya level or from Vaishya to Kshatriya or
from Kshatriya to the level of Brahman. Following this system you
too can lead the world on the spiritual path.
6. It has been frequently seen that, when an individual of
frivolous mind perfectly inline with the spiritual path, he is seen in
the state of volition – free meditation. When we look into the initial
life of the saints like Valmiki, Surdas, Tulsidas etc., we can realize
that change in temperament is entirely possible. A great difference
could be seen in their temperament of initial and latter lifestyle and
thoughts. Their initial temperament greatly influenced by passion,
anger or greed was found to be tranquil and simple under the divine
influence of spiritual meditation, which is a quality of a Brahman.
This way if change in temperament is possible; surely change of
Varn (spiritual level) too is feasible.
7. Sri Krishna encouraged Arjun to change his Varn. He said,
“Arjun! The Vedas highlight the three basic qualities of human mind,
as such you must elevate yourself to reach beyond the limits of the
Vedas.” At the same Krishna explained- the way to elevate oneself
by advising him to establish and unionise with the Supreme Being
that is above all conflicts, completely assimilated as well as pure
and not to worry of attaining salvation while dedicating oneself to
the God.
=Sx.q ;fo"k;k osnk fuL=Sx.q ;ks
HkoktZuq A
fu}ZU}ks fuR; lÙoLFkks fu;ksZx{kse vkReoku~AA (Geeta, 2/45)
Here a question could come up, whether anyone could rise
above the Vedas? And if anyone rises, what happens to him? Krishna
tries to explain by citing and example – What will be the purpose of
a small pond if an individual finds a larger pond. In the same manner,
the Vedas hold the same significance for a Brahman who has realized
the essence of the Supreme Divine. The state of rising above the
Vedas, which are limited to highlighting the three basic qualities, is
the state of Brahman. Here, one can directly perceive the divinity.
;kokuFkZ mnikus loZr% laIyqrksndsA
rkokUlosZ"kq osns"kq czkã.kL; fotkur%AA (Geeta, 2/46)
The ultimate result of the performance of the ordained action is
beyond normal perception. Many a learned people are in illusion
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about its outcome. As a matter of fact, worship refers to ordained
action. Whereas, performance of ordained action without any desire
refers to the belief that the doer of the action is somebody else and
we are merely a medium of performance and thinking in this manner
we must dedicate ourselves to the meditation. This refers to the
performance of the ordained action without desire of divine reward.
This ultimate state of the ordained action refers to the spiritual state
of a Brahman.
8. When do one become a Brahman? Highlighting its process
Sri Krishna says,
;L; loZs lekjEHkk% dkeladYioftZrk%A
KkukfXu nX/k dekZ.ka rekgq% if.Mra cq/kk%AA (Geeta, 4/19)
When an ordained action is performed faultlessly in its entirety
and help in reaching the highest state where passion and volition do
not exist. Here, the knowledge gets burnt in to the ordained action
and with the burning of the ordained action, the spiritual seeker
attains the state of being a Brahman. This reflects that anyone can
become a Brahman or a Pandit, be him from any inferior caste such
as Kori, Chamar, Vaishya, Shudra, Christian, Muslim and Jews.
9. The truth in it is not our aim to become a Brahman. Even this
caste is not free from evil. However in comparison with others, this
caste is still spiritually better developed. Nevertheless, one who does
good work, could still be under the evil influence. When your mind
is attached with the worldly enjoyments, how could you be heartily
satisfied by being a Brahman? As far as the relation of Varn and
ordained action is concerned, they could not remain unaffected by
the worldly affairs. Irrespective of higher or lower Varn, that is not
our ultimate aim. Of course, it helps in reaching up to our ultimate
goal. It is not possible to circumvent any Varn. Hence, one should
follow the ways prescribed by these Varns. Whoever can imbibe
the unique qualities of a particular Varn within him, becomes entitled
to reach higher Varn. As soon as he fulfils, the qualifications of the
fourth Varn, his religious obligations are completed and finally he
can attain the essence of the Supreme Being. He gets united with
the Supreme Being.
10. The ultimate aim of a soul is unification with the Supreme
Soul. Here, the soul is free from discrimination of Varn – caste or
creed, no ordained action remains unfulfilled and existence of
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religiousness or non-religiousness does not exist. Sri Shankaracharya
who has attained this spiritual status said, ^u czkã.k% u {kf=;ks u oS';ks
u 'kwnz% fpnkuUn:i% f'koks·ge~ f'koks·ge~A* This entities soul and supreme
soul gets united at this point of convergence. Many enlightened saints
like Tulsidas, Guru Nanak and Kabir have proclaimed this highest
spiritual realm, where no differences of caste or creed, faith duality
or non-duality exist. ^tkur rqEgfg rqEgb gksb tkbZA*
Shri Krishna explains to Arjun in the ‘Geeta’ saying, “You
would exist within my existence. An enlightened being who has
journeyed through innumerable births realized my essence and after
that no difference exist between him and me.” (Geeta 7/19) Now
which is that worship? Krishna says, “Come to me.” This means go
to some enlightened saint, serve him with dedication and through
intense inquiries attain the highest knowledge. ^ln~x#q ekjs myV fugkjs]
lksor eas mB tkxsA*
Question: Maharaj Ji! About the origin of caste system,
Rigveda explains, “A Brahman has emerged from the mouth of
the Supreme Being; a Kshatriya has emerged from the arms, a
Vaishya from the stomach, whereas a Shudra has been born from
the legs of the Supreme Being. It emerges from this explanation is
that, the prevailing caste system is determined by birth.
Answer: Behold, everything is well defined in ‘Geeta’, because
the Upanishads are the essence of the Vedas. ^Jhen~Hkxon~xhrklwifu"kRlq
czãfo|k;ka ;ksx'kkL=* Whereas the ‘Geeta’ is the essence of Upnishads,
this way it is in accordance with the Vedas. The great sage Vyas
has proclaimed in ‘Mahabharat’ that,
xhrk lqxhrk drZO;k fdeU;S% 'kkL=foLrjS%AA
;k Lo;a in~eukHkL; eq[kin~ekf}fu%l`rkAA
loksZifu"knks xkoks nksX/kk xksikyuUnu%AA
ikFkksZ oRl% lq/khHkksD
Z rk nqX/ka xhrke`ra egr~AA
The ‘Geeta’ is a complete scripture. Since, you have mentioned
the Vedas, let us examine your question from that angle; but
according to Sri Krishna the ‘Geeta’ is no different to the Vedas.
When do Brahm exist? If every element or molecule represent,
where do his legs or mouth exist?
As a matter of fact, similar to the ‘Geeta’, the Vedas and the
Upanishads are the holy scriptures of Yogic life; as has been
described by the ‘Geeta’. This is the philosophy to enable the
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realization of the essence of the Supreme Divine. Although, the
widespread discloser of its tenets is an issue of debate in the society;
nevertheless, the enlightened Yogis are in unanimity over its
substance.
In this regard, Kathopanishad says that:
uk;ekRek izopusu yE;ks u es/k;k u cgquk Jqrus A
;esoS"k o`.kqrs rsu yH;LrL;S"k vkRek foo`.kqrs ruw ~¡Loke~AA (2@23)
The soul cannot attain divine realization through discourses,
unique intelligence or debating in religious discussions. But the
Supreme Soul selects one among the thousand for enlightenment. If
the God accepts the services and prayers offered with thorough
dedication; he instils spirituality within the seeker and guides the
soul to attain the highest spiritual realm.
In the very primary phase of devotee, Almighty God promptly
guides the devotee’s heart and grants him the abilities and tendencies
of Shudra, his nature become accordingly. In his second stage, He
gathers the things, which nurture and satiates the soul. In his third
stage, He gives the capability to face the onslaughts of gigantic nature.
The top most point, which is the fourth step, in which the
compassionate Brahm from His divinised soul, burns the fire of desire
and engenders simplicity and fluent contemplation while sitting as
the charioteer, guides the devotee towards attainment of perfection
and adorns the category of Brahman, and thus leads him from His
present condition and makes him pass through unchangeable
condition, ultimetly merges within Himself. The caste system
described by the Vedas is for the guidance of a soul inspiring for the
ultimate realization of the Supreme Soul. There is no gigantic man
from whom, the Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaishya or Shudra have
emerged, but that is a mere symbolism of the Vedic philosophy.
Hence, such spirituality and its enlightenment could be found within
the saints who have realized essence of the Supreme Divine, which
is symbolized by imaginary of a gigantic man. One should ardently
follow the ways of the divine saints as through their grace only,
anyone can attain the divinity. Since, it is the essence of the ancient
holy and divine scriptures.
lar fo'kq¼ feyfga ifj rsghA fprofga jke d`ik dfj tsghAA
(Manas, 7/68/7)
Manas too expresses the similar opinion. ^ukuk iqjku fuxekxeA*
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As a matter of fact, there is no point in searching for solution
elsewhere beyond the ‘Geeta’, as it is a complete discourse delivered
by Sri Krishna and an essence of the Upanishads. I would like to
relate a legend of ‘Mahabharat’ to explain the significance of system
of Varn.
Yudhishthir accompanied by his brothers and wife were living
in the forest. Bhim was much fond of hunting. Once Bhim did not
return from hunting by late evening. Yudhishthir received bad omen.
He asked the sage Dhaumya, “O Great Sage! I feel Bhim is in some
grave danger. I am experiencing bad omens. Let us go in search of
him.” The sage and Yudhishthir set out in search of Bhim in the
forest. On their way they found hundreds of lions, elephants, wild
boars lying dead. They were assured that Bhim must have passed
that way. As they moved ahead, they found that Bhim was entwined
by a large python. Yudhishthir was surprised. He exclaimed, “Bhim,
you are the strongest man. There is nobody on this planet that can
restrain you. How did you fall prey to this python?”
Bhim replied, “This python is one of our greatest and spiritually
enlightened ancestors. His name is Nahush. He had been lying here
due to the curse of some Brahman. Whoever traverses his area during
the later half of the day, despite the greatest strength, falls prey to
this python. Such a person becomes a food for this python. This is
due to the curse of the Brahmans.” Then Yudhishthir said to Nahush,
“O Great Emperor! You are highly knowledgeable person on the
matters of religion. You have accomplished great feats of bravery to
grace the crown of Indra. Whom did you insult? Who were those
Brahmans? How come did you err? Didn’t you know the significance
of Brahmans?” Nahush asked Yudhishthir to explain the significance
of a Brahman. Then Yudhishthir replied, “He is the Brahman who
has restrained his sensual and mental desires, who lives in seclusion,
who is constantly engrossed in spiritual cerebration, has experienced
the essence of divinity and also has temperamental honesty,
forbearance and penance.” Nahush in the form of python asked,
“But such qualities could be found in Shudra person (of low caste)?”
Yudhishthir said, “In that case, such a person too is a Brahman.”
The python said again, “But many a Brahman are found to possess
these inferior temperamental qualities.” (As a matter of fact, this
was the cause of illusion of Nahush. Due to this illusion he made
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the sages to lift his palanquin and considering them of inferior caste,
kicked them). Yudhishthir passed his decision, “If any person is
having inferior temperament he should be considered Shudra and
not Brahman.” Listening these words, immediately the king Nahush
regained his original form. He let go of Bhim. He blessed
Yudhishthir and left for the heaven.
After taking over the seat of Indra and all the items of worldly
pleasures, Nahush became highly egoistic. Considering the saints
like Atri, Agastya, Pulah, Vashishth etc. born in inferior communities,
Nahush made these Brahmans to lift his palanquin. He used to
frighten the palanquin-bearer saints by calling out, ^^liZ] liZ----** (move
fast) to make them walk faster. Initially the Brahmans tolerated his
oppression. But when he kicked Agastya, the sage cursed him to be
born as a snake.
When Nahush realized that he was cursed to live the next life
as a python, he pleaded with the saints to reverse his curse. The
sage took pity upon him and blessed him saying, “In the future,
when king Yudhisthir will be born in your family then you would
hear about the significance of becoming Brahman, you would be
relieved of this curse.” The moment Nahush heard about his greatness,
he immediatly reached his spiritual abode. Hence, the decision of
Yudhisthir in case of the Brahman is incontrovertible, by the direct
revelation of truth Nahush attend his salvation.There can be no true
difinition than this in the matters of Varn arrangment, which liberated
Nahush from his fallen condition.
This legend proves that illusions prevailed in every era about
the caste system (System of Varn). Nahush, who was born in the
Satyug, was in between, was relieved of his curse only in the Dwapar
Yug. In between no enlightened person was born, who could have
clarified the illusion of Nahush. However, what happened to Nahush,
later was the result of the boons of the saints. Otherwise how could
Yudhishthir have thought that way? As such, gentlemen a Brahman
must preserve their essence through development of the above
virtues. The individual of other caste, creed or faith who reach this
state are certainly great. It is a universal truth and will remain so,
that in order to engage in the spiritual pursuit, one need to follow the
teachings of enlightened saints. Do such acts, which can please them,
because it is through grace only you can realize the ultimate truth.
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Krishna counsels in the ‘Geeta’,
rf}f¼ izf.kikrsu ifjiz'usu lso;kA
mins{;fUr rs Kkua KkfuuLrÙonf'kZu%AA (Geeta, 4/34)
“Arjun! Go to the refuge of enlightened saints. Serve them with
due dedication and reverence. Ask them questions to enhance your
spiritual knowledge.” Realization of the divinity within the heart
and intellectual pursuit are two different things on two ends.
Intellectual pursuit could lead an individual to atheism and moral
degradation. Hence, service of an enlightened saint is absolutely
essential. Because such a saint is the medium of realization of the
essence of the Supreme Being. ^ftu [kkstk fru ikb;k¡*& Such great
saints could only be reached through good luck.
Question: Maharaj Ji! Why do you consider getting great
saints is a matter of divine grace at one time and matter of efforts
at the other?
Answer: It is this way. The ardent desire to receive the grace of
an enlightened sage returns to the seeker as a divine grace. The
ardent virtuous desire results in boon and the blessings of the Supreme
Divinity is attained.- ^HkkooL; HkxokuA*] ^Hkkos fo|rs nsokA*

|| OM ||
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Deviation from the Right Path (Varnsankar)
Question: Maharaj Ji! Arjun was worried that if many a
people died in the battle, the women would be corrupted. The
generation to emerge could get deviated from the right path and
Sanatan Dharm would get abolished. But at no place Sri Krishna
has explained as to what is deviation from right path (Varnsankar)
could you please explain?
Answer: Sri Krishna has clarified most of the questions of Arjun.
During the preparation of the battle of ‘Mahabharat’. Arjun asked
Krishna to take his chariot in between both the armies, so that he
could see, with whom he had to fight. When Krishna took the chariot
between the two armies, he observed that on both the sided his
innumerable paternal and maternal relatives were ready to engage
in bloody battle. Besides his relations, Arjun found his fast friends,
teachers and Guru ready for the battle. The epic ‘Mahabharat’
describes that over six million warriors had gathered, here, a question
could cross over mind; whether is it logical to have so many relatives
facing you in a battle-field? It is not possible to have so many
innumerable relatives in real life. As a matter of fact, the
‘Mahabharat’ is the image of the battle raging within the conscience.
Arjun saw his loved ones and relatives ready for the battle. He
was overwhelmed by grief and anguish. He wearily asked, “O God!
Shall I ever become happy after killing the members of my family
and friends? Don’t you think that such a battle will destroy the
(Sanatan Dharm)? Universal religion. With mass annihilations of
men, the women too could be corrupted. The system of obesquial
offerings could varnish. Due to moral degradation of women,
children would be born of adultery and that would lead the future
generation to hellish unhappiness. Despite our understanding we
are prepared to commit a great sin.” Here, Arjun did not say that he
was committing an error. Rather he has indicated Krishna as a
compatriot of committing the grave sin. Arjun, said, “For whom we
desire the happiness of the world are ready to join in the battle,
having given up desire to live a happy life; than what would I get by
fighting this battle to conquer an empire? Hence, I will not fight”
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Here, Arjun emphasizes on two questions. The first question is
related with preservation of the Sanatan Dharm. The second one is
about procreation of children through adultery. Sri Krishna had only
one reply for him, “Arjun! How come you have become so ignorant
(of your religious duty) at such an arduous stage of life, which is
incomparable with any other situation in the world? There is no
comparison with the kind of battle that I am describing to you.”
Does it mean that, grieving about preservation of Sanatan
Dharm is ignorance? Is it ignorance to protect the future generation
from a possibility of procreation out of adultery? Krishna said, “Yes,
Arjun! Whatever you recognized as Sanatan Dharm has never been
followed by the great enlightened sages. Such a religion neither
enable enlightenment nor will add to your grace” This proves that,
neither religious system recognized by Arjun was Sanatan Dharm
nor he had perfect knowledge about it. That was merely his illusion.
That’s why he said, ^dkiZ.;nks"kksigrLoHkko% i`PNkfe Roka /keZlEew<+psrk%A
;PNªs;% L;kfékf'pra czfw g rUes f'k";rs·ga 'kkf/k eka Roka iziéke~AA* (Geeta, 2/7)
‘‘Infatuated in the matter of religion, I asked questions, I am your
follower and in your shelter, kindly enlighten me so that I can attain
liberation. Arjun was not at allready to escape from this supreme
God. Sri Krishna first explained ‘Sanatan Dharm’ and then focused
light on ‘Varnshankar’. Now let us examine what ‘Varnsankar’ is.
Krishna explains in the third chapter of the ‘Geeta’, “Arjun,
nobody has attained the ultimate state of devoid of desires ordained
action (Nishkam Karm) without the performance of the ordained
action (Karm) and it will not be possible in future too. Performance
of the ordained action, in fact, is success of a man’s life. However,
a man who is one with his soul, satiated within the soul, is neither
benefited from the performance of ordained action, nor by
relinquishing its performance of the ordained action affects the
spirituality of the soul and after that the performance of the ordained
action becomes unwarranted. Nevertheless, nobody has attained
without the performance of ordained action nor shall ever be able to
attain in future. Only the Karm is the medium of attainment. This is
the fulfilment of being born as a human being.
“Parth! There is nothing left to be done in this world by me and
there is nothing left to be attained by me; despite that I am busy in
performance of the ordained action. If I do not engage myself in the
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performance of the ordained action with due diligence all the people
would deviate from the right path and I would be marked as the
creator of the generation born of adultery.”
According to the ‘Geeta’, the meaning of the ordained action is
worship, by which the Supreme Divine could be appeased and which
can enable attainment of the freedom from the bondages of the world
forever.
It is well-known that, if women are corrupted children would
be born out of adultery; but here Krishna describes entirely a different
philosophy. He said that if the enlightened saints do not perform the
task of spiritual cerebration the people would deviate from the
virtuous path. in fact, the pure form of this soul is the Supreme Soul.
galk rw¡ lqcju cju] gydh rsjh pkyA
,d ryk ds fcNqjs] fody fQjs csgkyAA
This soul is in fact a form of the Supreme Soul. Out of ignorance
it is wandering in the world. The unique method by which this soul
can fathom the distance to reach the Supreme Soul is recognized as
the ordained action (Karm). In the ancient past many a great sages
like Janak has performed the ordained action and attained the state
of ordained action without any desire of reward (Nishkam Karm).
After that, there is no apparent benefit of doing the Karm or leaving
apparent benefit of doing the Karm or leaving the Karm. In spite of
that, those great sages were involved in the performance of the Karm.
There is a possibility that the people could get deviated from the
right virtuous path. such a state is recognized as the state of being
Varnsankar.
Speaking briefly Sri Krishna means to say that if the great sages
refrain from the performance of the ordained action, it will not harm
them in any manner, but their followers could get deviated from the
virtuous path. the society follows the saints, because they are centrally
located in the view of the society. The way the rivers flow towards
the sea, all the souls are directed to the enlightened divine being.
Action-less discourses does not help a spiritual seeker on the path of
spiritual worship. The sages convert their discourse into action and
present that in the form of mode of ideal education for the masses.
However, if a saint does not act as ordained, his followers would
also give up their efforts of acquiring spiritual enlightenment and
illusionary believe to have attained complete spiritual enlightenment.
This could result in their deviating from the virtuous right path.
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In the chapter 3rd Sri Krishna says that the learned saint should
not deviate the ignorant spiritual seekers from the path rather they
should undertake the ordained acts with due diligence and make
them to follow them. If a saint does not do in this manner, the seeker
would imitate his inaction and will deviate from the right path and
spiritual path. In other words he would become a Varnsankar. In
the similar manner, comparing himself with such enlightened saints
Krishna said that, if these saints do not act with diligence or if he did
not act in ordained manner, he too would become a creator of the
people born of adultery or Varnsankar generation.
In the eyes of the enlightened saints, corruption of women does
not hold so much importance. Nevertheless, purity of blood is
required for the unification of the society. That is the prescribed
requirement for life and a first step towards attainment of salvation.
Marital purity is indeed required for the maintenance of the Truth.
They are not broken like American couples but the sweetness of
childhood is maintained. Including Arjun all the Pandav brothers,
their father Pandu and the great sage Vyas were all born of different
men other than their father. Besides many great men were born out
of adultery in the eyes of the society. Hence they should never get
salvation; ^ujds·fu;ra okle~* but that is not so. The fact, that they were
born of adultery did not come in their way of attainment of ultimate
salvation. This also proves that mistakes committed by their parents
did not affect the future of those great people.
Even Jesus was born of adultery. when his mother was married
she was carrying for seven months. the people then called his mother,
Miriam, a women of loose character. (it seems adultery was abhorred
by the society in those days in Jerusalem). Later the followers of
Jesus declared that Miriam dreamt of a divine child growing within
herself. It is not that, the God had married Miriam secretly, but
certainly Jesus was a divine child. A large population of the world
follow his teachings. Indian philosophy and thoughts reflect from
his discourses. It is because, the teachings of all the enlightened
saints is similar as they all have perceived the same divine power.
They never say that you are Hindu, he is Christian, you are Buddha,
Jain, Parasian or Sikh. There cannot be a divine between the teachings
of the saints of the world. The followers of the saints create chasm
behind the great saints. Such people create illusion, rituals and sects
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in the name of religion in the name of spiritually accomplished saints.
Usually with every saint such things have happened. The evil
tendencies and rituals are all flourishing over the teachings of
Buddha, Jesus, Mohammad and Kabir. If anyone has realized the
essence of the Supreme Divinity how could he endeavour to create
chasm within the humanity in the name of various faiths? This proves
that, they are far from their spiritual aim.
Child Kabir was abandoned on the bank of ‘Lahartara’ pond.
His followers proclaimed legends that a bright star came down from
the heavens and after hovering for a while over the lake entered a
lotus which was converted into a child. A weaver woman arrived
and took him away. They intended to prove that the Supreme Soul
was incarnated in the form of Kabir and he was not born out of a
physical union of his parents. But Kabir had said that it is not that he
was the only Kabir. You too could become Kabir. Kabir adviseddfcjk dfcjk D;k djs] lks/kks ldy 'kjhjA
vk'kk r`".kk cl djs] lksbZ nkl dchjAA
Kabir is great, Kabir is a saint- what nonsense is in repeatition
of ‘Kabir, Kabir’, ^lks/kks ldy 'kjhj*- first you purify all the three
bodies i.e. sensual, physical and subtle. But the purification is
impossible if one retains hopes and desires. Hence ^vk'kk r`".kk cl
djsA* those who have got control over hopes and aspirations, alone
can be the desciple of Kabir, if you also bring it into practice, you
will become ‘Kabir’. ^dk;k dk chj lksbZ dchjA*
Vashishth was born to Urvashi and Valmiki was aboriginal.
He used to sit eat, drink and actibly parhcipated in marriage
ceremonies of aboriginals. But djuh ikj mrjuhA*The Kshatriya
(warrior) Vishwamitra became a great sage. The son of a fisher
woman, Vyas became an enlightened saint. As a matter of fact, the
children are not affected by the errors committed by their parents.
^viuh djuh ikj mrjuhA*- All are born with their accumulated curses
or boons. Even the worldly relations like parents and children, man
and woman are all the results of past Karm, which we pay off to our
relations. This way being born of adultery is not being born as
Varnsankar. When the people do not perform their ordained action,
ignorantly following the saints, who do not perform their ordained
action, become Varnsankar or get deviated from the right path that
leads to attainment of salvation.
|| OM ||
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Yoga of Wisdom and Yoga of Selfless Action
Question: Maharaj Ji! What is the difference between Yoga
of wisdom (Gyan Yoga) and Yoga of selfless action (Karm Yoga)?
Which is the best out of these?
Answer: When Arjun found his relatives, friends and members
of the family he was badly shaken. He had said, how could he remain
happy after killing all of them? He found the empire over the entire
world and immense wealth of no use to remove his sense of grief.
Hence, he was not willing to fight with his relatives in the battle. He
considered begging better than acquiring worldly wealth at the cost
of the life of so many people. Arjun requested Sri Krishna to explain
him, if there was any other way by which he could attain salvation.
Krishna explained, “Arjun! If you meet your death in the battle, you
would attain divinity and if you emerge conquerer you would attain
the highest state of greatness. Hence, you must fight the battle without
the consideration of getting defeat or conquest, gain or loss,
achievement or failure.
“Arjun!This matter of wisdom is expressed for you.” What is
that wisdom? It is- you must fight the battle considering your loss or
gain. The battle is inevitable. You must act after due consideration
of your loss or gains. Sitting in inaction is not the Yoga of wisdom
(Gyan Yoga). Many a people proclaim, “I am the essence of
Supreme Soul, I am complete.” without putting efforts in the spiritual
pursuit. They declare that such action is Gyan Yoga. But Sri Krishna
has declared the soul as omnipotent, immortal and unchangeable
and did not say that, this is the (Yoga of wisdom) Gyan Yoga. Here,
Sri Krishna says that only the enlightened sages have really perceived
the essence of the Supreme Soul. But that is the state of the
enlightened sage and not the spiritual seeker. That is philosophy
and not the (Gyan Yoga) the Yoga of wisdom. As a matter of fact,
performing the ordained action with self-dependence is called the
Yoga of wisdom.
After explaining the Yoga of wisdom to Arjun, Sri Krishna
explained the Yoga of selfless action in detail. He said, “Arjun!
Whatever spiritual state you can achieve through the Yoga of
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wisdom, you shall be able to achieve the same status through the
Yoga of selfless action. Although the aim remains the same but there
are two methods to reach there.” Krishna emphatically said, “Arjun,
it is within your right to perform the ordained action (Karm) and not
on the reward. Think that there is no reward for your action and you
should have the complete faith in the ordained action you are
performing- This is the Yoga of selfless action. A spiritual seeker
has no desire and treads on the spiritual path having faith on the
Supreme Divine; that is why it is called the Yoga of selfless action.
Here, the spiritual seeker is like an instrument in the hands of the
Almighty and as he sets out on his spiritual journey he is not aware
when shall he be able to attain the salvation. Whatever spiritual
accomplishment that he can make is only the grace of the Almighty.
In the chapter 3rd Arjun asks Sri Krishna, “When you consider
the Yoga of wisdom superior to the Yoga of selfless action, why do
you advise me to undertake such arduous path?” He felt that, the
Yoga of wisdom is easier to follow, since if he gets defeated, then
also, he can attain the divinity. Whereas, if he emerges the mind, he
can reach the supreme state of gain-gain position either way. On the
other while following the tenets of the Yoga of selfless action, one
need to carry out ordained action leaving aside the desire for reward.
Here, a slight allurement is, nevertheless, provided. The seeker
can get freedom from the performance of the ordained action
sometimes in future, but the way it is explained, it is clear that, he
cannot attain anything now. Than why should one act in accordance
with the principles of the Yoga of selfless action? Although, the
seeker can ultimately reach the highest state of spirituality, but this
path seems disinteresting in the beginning. That is why, Arjun asked
Krishna, why did he ask to choose the arduous path of the Yoga of
selfless action.
Yogeshwar Sri Krishna replied, “Arjun! I have already explained
that devotion is of two types. This wise spiritual seekers devote
themselves to the performance of the Yoga of wisdom and for the
action-oriented people, the Yoga of selfless action is prescribed.
However, no ordained action should be given up half way through
the spiritual pursuit.
It is not that, anybody can initiate an ordained action and leave
it halfway and declare that he had attained the highest state of the
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Yoga of selfless action. This is equally true for the follower of the
Yoga of wisdom. That is why, even if you prefer either kind of
Yoga, performance of the ordained action is a must. In the sixth
chapter, Sri Krishna once again emphasized that, relinquishing
ordained action and fire cannot be called an enlightened person.
Here he has only referred to only action. If no action is undertaken,
how could anyone be called a Yoga of selfless action.
During the time of Sri Krishna such illusions were prevalent
that is why he had to clarify that, non-action is not selfless action. It
is because, not a single individual can live without performing
ordained action. He is driven to perform ordained action by natural
tendencies. Until the time the nature prevails, the three tendencies
of Sat, Rajas and Tames exist more or less the ordained actions will
have to be performed in their accordance. However, when an
individual soul gets united with the Supreme Soul, the existence of
the three elements of the nature gets obliterated and than the ordained
action does not become a binding anymore. The necessity of the
performance of ordained action is burnt within the holy fire of the
spiritual knowledge or enlightenment. Nevertheless, the performance
of the ordained action is must until salvation is attained. Despite
that, some people though restrain their senses but mentally dwell in
worldly objects and pleasures. Krishna describes such people as
deceivers and frauds. Hence, whether you like the Yoga of wisdom
or the Yoga of selfless action, you will have to undertake ordained
action. Between them the action is the same, both entail similar
spiritual studies and even the attainment too is the same. The only
difference being, a seeker following the path of the Yoga of selfless
action depends on the grace of the Supreme Divine, whereas a seeker
on the path of the Yoga of wisdom continually acts in accordance
with his perception and loss or gain on the path of attainment of
salvation. Hence, until the attainment of the essence of the Supreme
Divine is not made, performance of the ordained action is inevitable.
Shri Krishna advised Arjun to perform his ordained actions.
^fu;ra dq# deZ Roa*] ^;KkFkkZRdeZ.kks·U;= yksdks·;a deZcU/ku%A* Sacrificial
act is performance of ordained action. Whatever else is done in this
world is merely an action to make the living. Sri Krishna recognizes
such worldly actions as bonds of this world. The action is similar to
the Yoga of wisdom and the Yoga of selfless action. Both the Yogas
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entail performance of the similar kind of sacrificial actions. Hence,
all the acts conducted in this world merely bindings of the world
and they do not help attainment of salvation.
This way Arjun well understood that the Yoga of wisdom and
selfless action. Later he wanted to learn which one out of the two
was superior? He asked Sri Krishna of his opinion about this:
lU;kla deZ.kka d`".k iqu;ksZxa p 'kalflA
;PNªs; ; ,r;ksjsda rUes czfw g lqfuf'pre~AA (Geeta, 5/1)
Krishna replied, “Both the kinds of Yoga are good for attaining
the Supreme Good for the soul. From the point of view of asceticism
or divine knowledge one can attain the realization of the Supreme
Divine by following the Yoga of wisdom as well as the Yoga of
selfless action. Arjun is no exception; such a saintly person of selfless
action is always considered suitably qualified to be an ascetic. The
realization of the supreme Divine that can be attained through
asceticism, meditation or the Yoga of wisdom is also attainable
through the Yoga of selfless action. However, in comparison with
the Yoga of wisdom, the Yoga of selfless action is superior. Without
following the tenets of the Yoga of selfless action, nobody can
become wise. Ordained Action is nevertheless, inevitable. An
individual who always meditates upon the image of the Supreme
Divine, very quickly gets united with the Supreme Soul. Such an
enlightened individual who has uniquely retained his senses and
cerebration, does not get entangled in the passion of worldly activities
despite performing the ordained acts.
Shri Krishna explains as to how such an individual does not
get entangled in the passion of worldly activities. ^;qDRkks eU;sr~ rRofor~*
(Geeta, 5/8) While seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, breathing
etc. when a perception takes place that, all these senses are
independently doing their work, a state of non-attachment emerges.
This is the state of an enlightened individual. Such a person remains
unattached by the worldly pleasures and attachments. In fact this is
the quality of an enlightened individual and not the description of
the path of the Yoga of wisdom. These days, usually some people
that, they are enlightened and their senses act in accordance with
their inherent nature and they also claim that, they are free from the
performance of ordained action. Sri Krishna decides such deception.
He has explained that, these are the qualities of the person in the
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spiritual state. Krishna describes such a person as the one whose
entire attention rests on the Divine Supreme and is unattached
towards all the worldly desires.
;nk fofu;ra
fpÙkekReU;sokofr"BrsA
fu%Li`g% loZdkesH;ks ;qDr bR;qP;rs rnkAA (Geeta, 6/18)
Such a person is not attached to his action. But performance of
ordained action is imperative until such a state. Sri Krishna has
repeatedly emphasized on this point that relinquishing of action is
not prescribed on the path of attainment of spiritual wisdom.
vukfJra deZQya dk;Za deZ djksfr ;%A
l laU;klh p ;ksxh p u fujfXuuZ pkfØ;%AA (Geeta, 6/1)
He is an ascetic or a Yogi in true sense, who acts leaving aside
all the desires of rewards, relinquishing lighting holy pyre or
performance of religious rituals or ordained action can neither mere
an ascetic nor a Yogi.
;a laU;klfefr izkgqZ;ksZxa ra fof¼ ik.MoA
u álaU;LrladYiks ;ksxh Hkofr d'puAA (Geeta, 6/2)
Krishna advised Arjun that, asceticism is, in fact, the Yoga, but
relinquishing decisiveness to act does not make anybody an ascetic
or a Yogi. Imbalance of decisiveness affects the mind. Relieving of
volition is only possible through restraint of the mind. But how could
volitions be clamed or pacified? Sri Krishna suggests a remedy:
vk##{kkseZuq s;ksxa deZ dkj.keqP;rsA
;ksxk:<L; rL;So 'ke% dkj.keqP;rsAA (Geeta, 6/3)
If you wish to attain a state of the Yoga, you must undertake
performance of ordained action. Which is the ordained action?
Ordained action is a process of sacrificial action (Yagya). One can
only enter such a state only if he gives up passion, anger and greed.
Gradual performance of ordained action takes one to the pinnacle
of the Yoga, ^'kHk% dkj.keqP;rs* where volitions get subsided. When an
individual is not allowed by sensual pleasures and is free from the
performance of ordained action, ^loZld
a Yi laU;klh* such an enlightened
individual does no experience upheaval of volitions. Hence, it is
imperative that an individual should strive to uplift their soul and
not lead to any degradation. The soul acts like a great friend or a
great benefactor for an individual who has won over his mind and
restrained urge of sensual pleasures. Contrary to that, for the one,
who has been a victim of his mental vibes or sensual pleasures; his
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soul acts like an enemy and leads him to moral and spiritual
degradation. Hence, irrespective of your preference for asceticism
or the Yoga of selfless action or Wisdom, performance of the ordained
action is absolutely imperative. Sri Krishna has repeatedly
emphasized on this fact.
At the end of the eleventh chapter, emphasizing upon his
devotion, ^eRdeZdU` eRijeks en~HkDr% laxoftZr%A* (Geeta, 11/55) Sri Krishna
advises Arjun ^eRdeZd`r~* to act upon the activities ordained by the
Lord himself. ^eRije~*& He further advised him to dedicate himself to
the devotion of the Supreme Divine. ^en~HkDr% laxoftZr%* However,
due to evil influence of contacts, one could deviate from the spiritual
path. remaining aloof from evil influence and away from sense of
enmity, anybody can attain the Supreme Divine. This way Krishna
has advised Arjun to accept the Yogas of selfless action. Arjun asked
a question in the Twelfth chapter, “Which is the accomplished
enlightened saint out of the two; a follower of the Yoga of wisdom
or a follower of the Yoga of Selfless Action?” Arjun still is perturbed
as to which Yoga, out of the two is superior. Sri Krishna clarifies
his doubt saying, “I consider him to be a true Yogi who always
worships with his total dedication and devotion with soul and mind.
Sri Krishna was a great Yogi. He was indicated to the spiritual seekers
that instead of meditating upon the Supreme Being, it would be
beneficial to meditate upon the enlightened sage who has realized
the divinity and is available presently. Such great sages possess the
essence of the omnipotent Supreme Divinity, despite being in the
physical form like Sri Krishna had been. For such great sages the
physical body is similar to a house to live. The Yoga of selfless
action is to follow the dictates of such enlightened sages. Sri Krishna
has considered this method of worship as the superior.
On the other hand, the seekers on the path of the Yoga of
wisdom, who strive to attain the realisation of the omni-present,
indescribable, assimilated, everlasting, unchangeable, formless and
eternal Supreme Being through cerebral and sensual restraint at last
attain me. ^loZHkwrfgrsjrk%* (Geeta, 12/4) Sri Krishna said, ^Dys'kks·f/kdrj%
rs"kkeO;DrklDrpsrlke~A* (Geeta, 12/5) but there is lot of suffering on
this path. Sri Krishna explains these sufferings as mental anguish
and constant reminder of ‘self’. A spiritual seeker on the path of the
Yoga of wisdom may think, I have attained so much spiritual
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excellence, so much is left to be attained and attain the realization of
the Supreme Divine’. This way a constant reminder of ‘I’ or ‘self’
could deviate him far away from his ultimate goal and he would be
engulfed by the sense of self-centric thoughts. A spiritual seeker on
the path of the Yoga of wisdom depends upon the inherent strength
of his soul and this could lead him to develop ego of his ‘self’. This
is the biggest hindrance on the path of the Yoga of wisdom.
But a seeker who leaves the grant of spiritual rewards on the
path of the Yogas of Selfless Action and worships the Supreme
Divine can ultimately attain salvation due to the divine grace. ^rs"kkega
leq¼rkZ e`R;qlalkjlkxjkr~A* (Geeta, 12/7) I grant then liberation from
worldly ocean. The God himself acts in protection of such spiritual
seekers. ^;ksx{ksea ogkE;ge~* (Geeta, 9/22) This way, the responsibility
of success or failure rests on the Supreme Divine Being worshipped.
djm¡ lnk frUg dS j[kokjhA ftfe ckyd jk[kbZ egrkjhAA
(Manas, 3/42/5)
Brothers, this way attainment of the realization of the Supreme
Divinity is within your reach – either through the Yoga of Selfless
Action or through the Yoga of wisdom. If you take refuge of an
enlightened sage with complete dedication and devotion, you would
be called a Yogi of selfless action; whereas if you dedicate yourself
to the attainment of the essence of Supreme Divine, mustering your
inherent spiritual strength and meditation, you would be on either
path, performance of the ordained action is inevitable. Performance
of sacrificial act is ordained action. Sri Krishna has merely described
the two different methods of worship or performance of ordained
action. Nevertheless, for enlightenment one must dedicate himself
to an enlightened sage as has been prescribed.
|| OM ||
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Battle-Field Described by the ‘Geeta’
Question: Maharaj Ji! Differing opinions are available to
read in the newspapers about Kurukshetra. Where is the
Kurukshetra described by the ‘Geeta’?
Answer: The ‘Geeta’ is, in fact, a scripture of the Yoga.
Although many read the ‘Geeta’, but they receive incomplete
information. Despite that, it is better to continue reading the ‘Geeta’,
because incomplete information inspires anybody to strive to get
complete information. Rarer great man know the meaning of ‘Geeta’
and under his guidance hardly any devotee reads it. Neither all read,
nor the meaning of it. Today hundreds of commentaries have been
made and more than twenty-five opinions are enlight, whose base is
‘Geeta’. Yogeshwar Krishna must have said one thing, then why so
many varying opinions and interpretations? As a matter of fact, the
surrounding under which a person lives influences his mind. If
‘Geeta’ falls in the hand of a politician, ‘‘Sale country-made cloths,
this is selfless action. Saling foreign cloths is ordained action.’’ As
per the traditionalists ‘‘Parental business alone is his real action.’’
This is what ‘Geeta’ says. Leaders say, ‘‘We must do the same
whatever is laid before for that then we are performing ordained
action. If we dont accept the same we are performing selfless action.’’
Grocers and businessmen say, ‘‘In ‘Geeta’ business is considered
to be an action.’’ That is why shashtras which the human beings
interpret accordingly and brings it into practice. The battle-field
described by the ‘Geeta’ could be rightly perceived by a person
who has attained the spiritual state of Sri Krishna. A spiritual seeker
can gradually reach the spiritual level and understand what transpired
in the mind of Sri Krishna when he spoke the ‘Geeta’. Merely reading
description about the tour of Himalayas, we can only imagine the
scenic beauty of Himalayan ranges. True pleasure can only be
achieved by actually climbing the mountain same is true for the
perception of the philosophy of the ‘Geeta’.
Now, the question is that the Kurukshetra, where the battle was
faught, where it is located? Some people say that it stands between
Kashi and Prayag, and some say in Hariyana. But nothing is of this
sort. Dhritrashtra asked in the very first Shloka:
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/keZ{ks=s dq#{ks=s leosrk ;q;Rq lo%A
ekedk% ik.Mok'pSo fdedqor
Z lat;AA (Geeta, 1/1)
The commentators have described its meaning that, O Sanjay!
Congregated with an intension to fight battle on the holy soil of
Kurukshetra, what Pandav’s and my own son did? Commentattors
have defined field as to be soil, but the classical writer was of a quite
different view. Yogeshwar Krishna, who described the battle-field
also explained where does this region exist? ^bna 'kjhja dkSUrs; {ks=feR;&
fHk/kh;rsA* (Geeta, 13/2) O Arjun! This body is itself a battle-field.
One who knows it, is an expert driver.
Thus, this body in itself is field, where in battle was faught. In
it religion is one field and Kuru is another. The intellectual blindness
encourages ignorance. When this rudeness ingrips the man, his
sensual vision is blurred and he becomes totally blind. One whose
heart is filled with ignorance, he can never think of Devine realisation.
That is why Dhritrashtra is blind. Ignorance gives birth to infatuation.
Duryodhan in the guise of infatuation, Dushasan in the guise of
crooked intellect, Karn in the guise of deeds, Vikarn in the form of
ambiguity, illusary Bhishm, Dronacharya in the form of dualism,
affectionate Ashwatthama and doubtful Shakuni etc., are all these
demonic traits. Kurukshetra – Kuru means Do? Do today and go on
doing till creation exists. Life like Vidur is entangled in between
these, who takes the favour of Kauravas, but his sight on Pandav.
On the other hand is Dharmkshetra, wherein Pandu is in form
of chastity and Kunti in the form of dutifulness. Unless and untill
good deeds does not favour till then whatever man does thinking as
to be his duty, is the root cause of his bondage. Because without
kindling virtuosity, one cannot differentiate between what he has to
do and what not. Therefore, whatever Kunti engendered before
Pandu’s contact was Karn. He went on fighting with Kunti’s sons
throughout his life. For Pandav and for the divinised one, Karn was
the most dangerous. The moment holy actions are kindled, religious
men like Yudhisthir, devotional Bhim, affectionate Arjun, restrained
Nakul and Sahdev as true companion are born. Where Sri Krishna
as Sadguru with his kindled soul acts as a charioteer and guides the
devotee. Though, He stands thousands mile away from the devotee,
but after divinisation He stays closer to His devotees, just as hands,
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legs, nose etc. even more closer than that because He manifest the
soul inside.
This is the real field of religion and He is Super Religous
Supreme Being. Sri Krishna has described this soul as an ultimate
truth, eternal and everlasting. Even the Brahm is defined similarity.
This way, spiritual realization enables the soul to be unified with the
Supreme Soul, which has only been perceived by the Enlightened
Being. Hence, tendency which enables one to realise that Ultimate
Being is Dharmkshetra. Sri Krishna says, O Arjun! This body is
itself a battle-field. One who conquers this bodily existence is the
knower of it. He does not find himeslf stuck in it, rather he is the
Master and Operator of it. He can also activate your inside soul and
He in himself is perfect.
In this way, it is in this elementle body that two different
tendencies reside. They are divine and evil. These two elements are
symbolized as Dharmkshetra and Kurukshetra respectively. In fact,
this body itself is a field. When external tendencies overpowers it,
then the same body is called as Kurukshetra. It is in this body when
the spiritual tendencies become stronger, then this very body is unified
with religion, then this is called as Dharmkshetra. For example,
Balmiki in his initial phase of life. The person is the same but when
he came in the contact of saintly man, then ^ckyehfd Hk;s czã lekuk*Valmiki became Brahm like. In his spiritual height, he became equal
to Brahm.
This mind is blind and covered with ignorance. (Ignorance is a
stage of mind.) Hence, ignorant Dhritrashtra who is blind but through
restrained Sanjay, he sees and understands. His ignorance is natural.
Hence, till its completion Sanskars are also alive in the mind and he
sight will always be towards Kurukshetra. Even a single sense is
enough to for the degradation of detached mind. ^eu% ,o euq";k.kka
dkj.ka cU/keks{k;ksA* (Panchdasi, 6/68) Hence the risk exists till its
completion.
ge tkus eu ej x;k] ejk gks x;k HkwrA
ejrs gh iqfu mfB yxk] ,slk euk diwrAA
So this saying becomes true that when the mind dies, it rises the
same. Such is the enemy, that is why the blind Dhritrashtra went on
favouring Duryodhan, though he knew well that Pandav are on the
path of truth.
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Battle-field Review: The review of the battle-field highlights
the spiritual status. The combined strength of the Kaurav and Pandav
armies totalled more than 6 billion. This is the world population
these days. It might sound illogical that so many soldiers died on the
limited area of the battle-field of Kurukshetra. But this true for the
spiritual world. What is driven with sensual outlook and evil mind
is, in fact, Kurukshetra – a party of ignorant. If the mind and the
senses would remain directed towards worldly pleasures or objective
desires, satanic activities in the forms of passions symbolized by
Duryodhan, evil minded Duhshasan, lust, anger, greed etc. would
prevail. Such a state in fact is called Kurukshetra or satanic state of
soul. On the other hand, virtuosity prevails which is formed by the
seven virtues of the Yoga. This includes virtuosity in the forms
dedication symbolized by Arjun, sense of duty symbolized by Kunti,
devotion symbolized by Bhim, religious dedication symbolized by
Yudhishthir, company of virtuous people etc. The root of all these
virtuous qualities rest in the divinity propagated by Sri Krishna who
drive the chariot of Arjun and drive him to the spiritual path. In this
manner the expanse of the divinity is infinite. Thus, the ancient writer
inherent armies from both the point of views. Whereas, in reality
there was nothing like two armies ready for confrontation.
Spiritual Warriors: The warriors too have been spiritually
symbolized on this battle-field. Before the war began, Duryodhan
told Guru Dronacharya, “The strategy planned by Dhrishtdyumn is
planned in such a manner that their army seems to win the battle
easily though our army is unconquerable from all sides, wherein
Samitinjay, Kripacharya are such warriors who alone can defeat all
Pandavas. In fact one who is benevolent in this conduct is
Kripacharya. If there remains least gap between devotee and Isht,
then a single misconduct will disdown the devotee. ^n;k fcuq lUr
dlkbZ] n;k djh rks vkQr vkbZA* (A saint devoid of mercy is like a
butcher and if he shower mercy then he finds himself in great
distress.) Sita Ji showed mercy and ultimately faced the horrors of
Lanka. If devotee entangles in his kind conduct before attening the
goal then he will become Kripacharya, Samitinjaya and will get
victory over entired divine property. But after attainment mercy
becomes the nature of a yogi. But in an incomplete state mercy
becomes dangerous.
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Encouraging the soldiers, Duryodhan indicated that until
Bhishm was alive, there could be no danger for his army, hence he
emphasized on the protection of Bhishm. Durodhan points out that
the departure of Bhishm will make us all helpless. Hence, what
strenght Bhishm is gifted with on whom we all Kauravas depend?
Instead of fighting battle it would be better to protect Bhishm. In
fact illusion is Bhishm. Until illusion is symbolized by Bhishm. Until
illusion prevail within us, evilness would remain unconquered. And
when illusion is eradicated evilness and passion would get destroyed
instantly.
Bhishm was blessed with a boon that, he could die at his will.
^bPNk dk;k bPNk ek;k] bPNk tx mitk;kA dg dchj ts bPNk fooftZr]
Hkze ufga rg¡a Hkjek;kAA* (Saint Kabir) As a matter of fact, the will is the
body (binding on the soul) and illusion. The world has been born of
the will. Until the will exists, illusions would prevail. Although no
end of the will is seen but there is one point, where it gets extinguished
and that point is the wish to attain the realization of the divine essence.
If the God is separate from us, it is but natural that, we might long to
attain his realization. After the attainment of the essence of the
Supreme Divine, nothing remains to be achieved and within such a
secret of the wish of Bhishm to invite his death as per his will.
Bhishm used to await sun’s arrival in Ram (Mesh Rashi).
Uprising sun’s path in heaven is Uttarayan. Wherein the white and
reddish are moon and sun’s residence respectively. Similarily, the
breath uprising is sun. The same breath after being detached from
the natural world become extravert and begins to submerge in God,
in such a condition Bhishm dies forever, because God is free from
illusions.
On the other hand, Duryodhan says that the army commanded
by Bhim is easy to be conquered. Devotional Bhim! Bhim
undoubtedly was the mightiest one, but was of a huge stomach. He
was centralised to the stomach, if it is full today tomorrow will be
emptied. Even feelings of devotion also dwell within the heart.
Dedication too is all powerful. ^Hkkos fo|rs nsokA* If the heart is
affectionate then the Supreme Being reveals Himself. ^Hkko oL; Hkxoku]
lq[k fu/kku d#uk v;uA* Dedication is so powerful that it engrips
even the God. Now, which strength will be mightier than this? But
it is so delicate and changible that it takes no time to change dedication
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into negation. So, Duryodhan says that the army commanded by
Bhim is easy to be conquered. With the slightiest nudge it could get
destabilised.
Sound of Conch: After that, in the both sides conch shell
echoed. Kaurav blew conch only once. The sounds of conch add
magnanimity to the description of ‘Mahabharat’. Sounding of conch
reflect, what the two sides propose to do, if they emerge conqueror.
The conch blown by Bhishm sounded like a roar of a lion. A lion
symbolizes terror. Terror is within the nature and not within the
God. Hence, should illusionary Bhishm emerge conqueror in the
battle, a rein of terror could prevail in the world. Such a world will
be a place of terror. Strong illusions could impress you with greater
and greater terror. The moment illusion becomes stronger then more
terror will prevail. Kaurav knows nothing beyond this. Thousands
of attachment of Maya will increase upto lacs and then endless. Terror
will go on increasing and there is no proclamation beyond it. Then
from Kaurav side many bands and drum were beaten but no conch
sound was heard.
After that, conch sound was heard from the Pandav side. While
seated on the divine chariot (which was not like an ordinary chariot
having four wheels and horses),Yogeshwar Sri Krishna blew his
Panchjanya conch. When the virtuous teachings enlighten a soul
his all the five senses (tongue, touch, eye, ear, nose, which in begining
were not properly tuned) restrain external reflections and turn a
spiritual seeker into a devotee. This way the senses, instead of
becoming hindrances on the spiritual path, becomes cooperative.
This spiritual condition is granted by Sadguru. Sri Krishna Himself
was a Yogi and Sadguru. Arjun surrenders himself- ^f'k";Lrs·ga 'kkf/k
eka Roka iziéke~A* O Lord! I am your disciple. Infatuated by the matters
of religion, I come to thy shelter. Kindly, preach me so that I can
attain salvation. No doubt, Arjun is a true disciple and Yogeshwar
Krishna is real Guru.
^ikaptU;a â'khds"kks nsonÙka /kuat;A* Arjun blew his conch named
Devdatt. Arjun, the embodiment of true love. If the love is genuine,
the devotee gets full hold over divine instinct, which ultimately merges
into that Supreme Being. Therefore, the another name of Arjun is
Dhananjay. ^ikS.Mªa n/ekS egk'ka[ka HkhedekZ o`dksnj%A* (Geeta, 1/15) Gluttonous
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Bhim blew his great conch named as Paundra. When devotion grows,
then the love also grows deeper in the Isht, and this is Paundra.
Nakul blew conch named Shughose. Restrained Nakul. More
and more one develop the skill of restrainment, ill-omens subside
and good things will go on happening. In this way, Sahdev blew
Manipushpak conch. Sahdev an embodiment of Satsang! The sages
nominated every breath as precious gem. ^rsjh ghjk tSlh 'okalk ckrksa esa
chrh tk; jsA* This stony gem is very hard, which can be found
outside, but the gem as precious as breath is delicate like flower. If it
is today, you can not ascertain it tomorrow. If the breath is stopped,
it goes forever, hence valuable. Hence, every breath must be utilised
in name of the Isht. In the process of inhalation and exhalation, if
one develops the capability of living dead and the jinggling sound
begins to eminate, then each and every breath becomes as precious
as gem. This act of inhalation and exhalation is kindled by Satsang
and no breath goes astray, depends upon the Satsang. If the same
Satsang is activated, then inhalation and exhalation of breath prevails
over that precious gem.
^vuUr fot;a jktk dqUrhiq=ks ;qf/kf"Bj%A* (Geeta, 1/16), ^;q¼s fLFkj l%
;qf/kf"Bj%A* In this inner spiritual struggle, only those remain intact,
whose heart is fully activated with religion.Yudhishthir an
embodiment of religion, is nothing but, super religious and Supreme
Being. When the devotee practicing patiently, comes in contact with
the supreme religion, then religion is engrained inside the heart and
^vuUr fot;a* he succeeds over the all pervasive, ultimate and infinite
Brahm. Then impossible becomes possible.
Lo! The echoing sound of conch shells like Anant Vijay,
Devdatt, Paundra and Panchjanya are being blown from different
corners. And the creator says that all these conches and proclamation
are divine and metaphysical, not physical. These things were written
not in worldly context. Now I humbly pray to you, to tell me, what
was the nature of this battle-field?
Anguish of Arjun: On the battle-field Arjun requested Sri
Krishna to take his chariot amidst two armies. He intended to learn
with whom did he has to fight. Krishna took the chariot between the
two armies. When Arjun saw his innumerable relatives ranging from
his uncles, grandfather, teachers, cousins and in-laws he was badly
shaken. Were so many were his close relatives? As a matter of fact,
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the animate and inanimate world exist in the form of the battle-field
on the spiritual path, as such, it is impossible to segregate the two
sides in definite number. These two divisions are based on the
spiritual perception. Whatever an affectionate individual like Arjun
proceeds on the spiritual path, separation from the family members
poses a grim situation and tumultuous conflict. Reverend Paramhans
Ji used to say, ^^ejc vkSj lk/kw gksc cjkcj gSA** “The dead and a monk
are both alike.” Worldly attachments pose hindrance on the spiritual
path and does not allow ultimate good of the soul. The soul has to
once again undergo a cycle of rebirth. For this reason such strict
restrictions are imposed. Forgetting and dying are similar matters.
Worldly relations are imaginations of the mind. Forgetting about
these relations is death with the loss of senses all relations die down.
As such, it is desirable for a spiritual seeker to forget the worldly
relations.
This way, the first problem faced by spiritual seeker is
relinquishing small toddlers, cousins, parents and close relatives.
They also call for performance of some duty. They need be looked
after. That is the universal duty of a family man. In the name of
religion, often such doubt and dead habits went on growing. With
the arrival of the Muslims, till date, such confusions i.e. by touching
them or eating one bit of rice or by drinking water, the universal
Sanatan Dharm will be tarnished. Arjun was also victim of outworn
dead customs and traditions. Arjun was afraid that, by destroying
his family members, he could be accused of degrading the future
generations and that’s way the religion would be tarnished. He did
not say that they were making a mistake rather he expressed that
they were committing a grave sin. This way he even blamed Krishna
of committing the sin.
Krishna said, “How could you become ignorant on such a
crucial stage of a battle-field. Crucial means which cannot be
compared to any other such a war-field. The battle, which I am
talking about, cannot be campared with any other battle-field. How
could the religious duty towards the clan would be tarnished?” Arjun
was restless to protect Sanatan Dharm. Is it a matter of ignorance to
talk about protecting the religious duty towards one’s family or clan?
Sri Krishna said, “This is certainly a matter of ignorance. No
enlightened being has ever acted in such a manner nor such an action
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adds to your esteem. Even it would not be beneficial for you in any
manner. Since, the enlightened sages have not acted in such a manner
it is nothing but blatant ignorance.”
Arjun accepted to surrender. He said, “I am ignorant about the
matters of religion. I do not know what is the truth. You must
enlighten me with the truth, so that I can attain my ultimate good. I
do not want to fight in this battle even if I can get the kingdom of
this world or entire wealth of this world. I cannot find succour to my
grief. Tell me what is the best for me.” That battle-field was unique,
because the war was not being fought for the material wealth but for
the attainment of the spiritual wealth.
Yogeshwar Sri Krishna said, “The truth has always existed –
in the present, past and the future and untruth never ever existed.
Arjun! This soul is the ultimate truth and that is the universal truth. It
cannot be burnt by fire, nor it could be dried by wind or made wet
by the water. Despite the death of a body it cannot die. This soul is
ever young, immortal, eternal and unchangeable; and this is a
universal truth. No physical object can ever touch it. How could
such a soul be impure merely by eating a morsel or drinking a little
water? Our mind could get corrupted but not our soul.” This way
Sri Krishna clarified the doubts of Arjun. He explained that, fighting
the evilness, the soul can attain oneness with the Supreme Divinity.
Question: Maharaj Ji! You have identified Kurukshetra as
an opposition party, but there were two armies on the KurukshetraKaurav and Pandav.
Answer: Who says, two armies had gathered on the spiritual
Kurukshetra? Krishna has said, the warriors desirous of battle had
gathered on Dharmkshetra – Kurukshetra. Why don’t you remember
this? Dharm is one field whereas Kuru is another field.
Question: Whether the history of the battle of ‘Mahabharat’
is doubtful?
Answer: There is no doubt that the battle of the ‘Mahabharat’
was fought. The enlightened sages have compared that battle with
the struggle between a soul and the natural forces. If the battle has
not taken place, how could that be referred. Hence, the ‘Mahabharat’
or the ‘Geeta’ are not only historical accounts. These scriptures
written in the spiritual and dual meanings show a path of ultimate
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salvation and ultimate good to the humanity of the world. Perhaps,
this is the ultimate attainment for the human beings.
As a matter of fact, every religious or spiritual scripture are
created with two different aspects. The first is to keep alive the events
of history so that, the future generations can draw lessons to make
their life full of accomplishments. Besides, these scriptures show
how one should act or behave with their parents, brothers, elders
and even teachers. Nevertheless, that is not the ultimate
accomplishment of those scriptures. Although, by virtuous way of
life a platform is created for a happy and contented life but the
attainment of the ultimate good or realization of the Supreme Divine
is not possible. Another aspect behind creation of these scriptures
was to inspire the soul on the spiritual path and awakening of the
spirituality within. In order to emphasise their teachings, the
enlightened sage refer to the events of the historical accounts. This
helps the seekers to understand and imbibe the spiritual teachings
within them. For this reason, the great sages have amply indicated
practical aspects of life amidst narration of vivid and seemingly
fearful events. This way, these scriptures explain and inspire seekers
to get freedom from the cycle of birth and death and attain ultimate
salvation.

|| OM ||
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Battle Described by the ‘Geeta’
Question: Maharaj Ji! How does the ‘Geeta’ describe battle?
Answer: Whoever has heard about the ‘Geeta’, would at least
realize that it is a primer of the battle of the ‘Mahabharat’. Not only
that, a human mind is driven on the battle. But if we think from the
point of view of a philosopher, the ‘Geeta’ speaks about the battle
between the two inherent properties of the mind and not with eternal
forces this way, the ‘Geeta’ is a spiritual scriptures. Not a single
reference could be found in the ‘Geeta’ about material struggle or
physical fight.
1. Arjun did not want to fight the battle. He was concerned
about the safety and life of his family members, relatives and friends
on both the sides. He was also worried about the distortion and
corruption of the family values. Sri Krishna advised him, “You are
unnecessarily anguished about the people who are not worthy of
being concerned about. You talk like learned Pandits. But real
Pandits neither feel anguish for those who are dead or are going to
die, because the soul neither dies or cause death to something else.
Arjun! The circumstantial effect of the senses or carnal desires borne
out of atmospheric changes or moments of happiness or sadness are
purely temporal. You must endure them.”
As a matter of fact, the eighteen day battle of the ‘Mahabharat’
is a symbolic representation of the battle within the conscience.
Enduring happiness or sadness, honour or dishonour, heat or cold
depends upon the Yogis. Hence, this is prescribed for a seeker on
the primary level of the spiritual pursuit.
2. After that Sri Krishna said, “The untruth is non-existent and
the truth prevails at all the times: past, present and in future. This
soul is the ultimate truth and the body is mortal, hence you must
fight the battle. But, when the physical bodies are mortal and it would
not exist whom did he stand in the battle of the ‘Mahabharat’? Who
was Arjun? It is Sri Krishna who has prescribed that, those who
strive for this physical body are not aware of the true spirituality.
Whether Krishna could be considered a wayward who stood up in
the battle? But that is not true? Hence, we can deduce that the ‘Geeta’
is not related with the worldly battles.
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The chain of being born in physical bodies cannot be snapped
by killing a body. This physical body is a comparison received from
the effects of innumerable births. It is not possible to snap the chain
the rebirths by destroying this physical body, because it is dependent
on the accumulated effects of the past deeds (Sanskar). Than only
this body and the soul would be permanently separated. Volitions
reflect the essence of Sanskar. Hence, the sages can experience the
rein of Supreme Divinity within their soul through the restraint of
volition and cerebration and their whole being rests in the state of
equilibrium. ^bgSo rSftZr% lxksZ ;s"kka lkE;s fLFkra eu%A**How is that
possible? What is the relation between restraint of mind conquered
over the world? Whoever has conquered over the world, what did
he ultimately achieve? Sri Krishna says, ^funks"ka fg lea czãA*
Equilibrium and purity is the name of the Brahm. The mind of the
seeker path attains a state of purity and equilibrium of bad and evil,
happiness and pain, it is the state of being one with the Supreme
Divine. ^rLekn~ czãf.k rs fLFkrk%A* The relation of the soul with the
physical sense of the body gets terminated at this stage and not before
its attainment. Hence, destruction of the sense of physical body gets
destroyed by prayers or worship and not by a sword.
3. In the chapter ten, Sri Krishna has briefly described his
different forms of divine strengths or powers. He described about
his presence in the knowledge represented by innumerable sages.
His divine power is symbolized by the light of the Sun, brightness
and heat of fire, mind within the senses and Ram among the warriors.
He told Arjun that, his divine powers are of unrestrictive nature and
they are numerous. He told, Arjun that his purpose would not be
served by learning more about it. The essence of the Supreme Divinity
resides within everything good of this world. It is also within the
win of a gambler. As a matter of fact, the gimmicks of the nature
itself is a big gamble. The whole gambit of the nature is covered by
deceit. One who can attain victory over the forces of the nature
through cerebral and sensual restraint is in true sense a spiritually
victorious person. The essence of the Supreme Divinity is found at
the end of such victories and not at the end of gambling games. This
way, Krishna says, his essence is found within everything.
Listening these words of Sri Krishna, Arjun told Sri Krishna in
the beginning of chapter eleven that, whatever Sri Krishna had said
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was certainly an entire truth. He believed every word spoken by Sri
Krishna. He agreed that his illusion has vanished. But whether Arjun
was totally freed from his illusion? However, soon, when he saw
the powers of the Supreme Divine in its entirety (Virat Swarup), he
was confused and turned pale with fear. Whether a spiritually
knowledgeable person would ever get afraid of anything? Until now
Arjun had merely theoretical knowledge of the spirituality. Even
Arjun knew of his limitations. Arjun requested Sri Krishna to how
him the expanse of his divine powers spread in all the three worlds;
when Arjun found it difficult to perceived his larger than life image,
Krishna told him that he could not perceive him things. Rather, he
needed to have spiritual way of looking at the things. The expanse
of the power of the Supreme Being is spread from the sky to the
bottom most pit of the planet (Patal).
When, at last, Arjun was able to perceive the powers of the
Supreme Divine in all its splendour, he found it thousands time more
brighter than the sun. Looking at the sun we can learn of the
directions, but looking at the splendorous brightness of the Supreme,
Arjun lost the sense of directions. He requested the Supreme Divine
to guide him through his spiritual pursuit. In fact, when the Supreme
divine wishes to grace a seeker, he enlightens his soul within. Such
a seeker can perceive the true essence of the Supreme Divine.
When Arjun was blessed with the spiritual vision he learnt that
the realm of the divinity of the Supreme Being could be found within
all kinds of living beings, including human beings, saints, sages,
demons and devils. Arjun also could perceive the future annihilation
of all the sons of Dhritrashtra, Bhishm, Dronacharya and even Karn.
He could neither fathom the beginning of the realm of the Supreme
Being, nor its end. He is severely shaken and his bow fell down. He
began to pray, “O God! Whatever I have addressed to you as, Hey
Krishna, Hey Yadav, Hey Friend at the time of taking food, sleeping,
privately or amidst friends, I seek your forgiveness for all those
mistakes.”
Arjun realized his small errors commited in the past and began
to seek forgiveness. Krishna means ‘Black’ had I said. Whether
calling Krishna is a sin? Lord Krishna was black complextion, how
could some one call him fair? Even addressing Him as Yadav was
not a crime, because he was born in Yaduvansh. Even addressing
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Him as a friend was also not a crime. Lord Krishna Himself addressed
Arjun as to be His friend, but when Arjun perceived in Him His
greatness, then he started confessing over his mistakes. He saw that
Sri Krishna is neither black nor fair, nor Yadav, nor friend but He in
Himself is ineffable Lord and ruller. When He showers His mercy,
only he can realize Him. On the one hand, His insight is visible, on
the other He Himself stands. Thus, Arjun saw the real essence of
Lord Krishna.
Krishna said, “Arjun! My image that you have just perceived
has neither been earlier perceived by anybody, nor will be perceived
in future by anybody.” ^cgoks Kkurilk iwrk en~Hkkoekxrk%A* (Geeta, 4/
10) One would deduce from that the ‘Geeta’ is of no use to us,
because it was only meant for Arjun. Whereas at other place he says
that before Arjun many sages has perceived the splendorous image
of the Supreme Being. Ultimately what does he intended to say?
Who was Arjun? Arjun if the symbolic representation of affection
for divinity.
feyfga u j?kqifr fcuq vuqjkxkA fd;s tksx ri Kku fcjkxkAA
(Manas, 7/61/1)
It is needless to say that only the divine lover can attain the
blessings of the Supreme Being. A person devoid of love for divinity
has neither attained the God nor shall ever be able to attain in future.
*vuqjkfxu ds mj clSa] mnklhu ds 'kh'kA*
4. Moreover, Sri Krishna has explained the method of attaining
his blessings.
eRdeZd`UeRijeks en~HkDr% laxoftZr%A
fuoSZj% loZHkwrs"kq ;% l ekesfr ik.MoAA (Geeta, 11/55)
He explained to Arjun- Only such a spiritual seeker can
perceive my omnipresent expanse of divine light who undertakes
the actions ordained by me with entire dedication towards me.
Besides, such ordained action cannot be performed in the company
of undesirable contacts. Hence, a spiritual seeker who keeps away
from undesirable company and does not nurture hatred towards other
beings, only attain Me. By remaining aloof, whom did Arjun fight?
And when he was fighting how could he have perceived the essence
of the Supreme Divinity? If he was fighting to kill Jaydrath or Karn,
was he not acting against the dictates of the God? How could Arjun
would have fought without nurturing hatred? This way there is not
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a single verse which advocates any kind of destruction outside. As
a matter of fact this fight is within the conscience.
5. In the sixteenth chapter Sri Krishna said, “Arjun! In this world
there are two types of people – divine and evil.” Fearlessness, purity
of consciousness, restraint of senses, modesty, forbearance, kindness,
faithfulness, continuous meditation and spiritual knowledge are some
of the twenty four qualities of divinity, which are found in an
accomplished sage. Such qualities could be found in partial manner
within you or me. In the same manner, hypocrisy, vanity, jealousy,
sensual passion, greed and delusion are some of the satanic qualities.
A person driven by wicked or satanic qualities dwell in infinite
desires, insatiable wishes and unfulfilled worries. He is not satisfied
by the material achievements he has made. He blindly dwells in
material pleasures and considers all that worthwhile is made available
through the union of a man and woman. While doing so, he does
not give any credence to the essence of the Supreme Divine. The
satanic qualities cause spiritual downfall of the human beings.
Ultimately such people fall to the lower species in following births.
On the other hand, the divine qualities help one to unify with the
Supreme Divinity. It is not required to mention here that all the
qualities of divinity are meant for the help of the spiritual seeker and
not for fighting worldly battles.
Taking this matter further Sri Krishna says, “The person under
the influence of wicked properties thinks, ‘That enemy was killed
by me and in the similar ways my other enemies too would be killed
in future’. One who thinks in this manner not only degrades the
divinity present in the others but within himself too. There is no
difference between that soul and I, the Supreme Soul. I make such
cruel people to take birth in degraded species again and again.” Is it
possible that, Arjun would have fought hearing such stern warning?
If Arjun would have decidedly killed warriors like Jaydrath, he would
have been castigated to be born in degraded specie. But, Sri Krishna
has earlier assured Arjun that, “He would be united with the Supreme
Divine.” Hence not a single verse of the ‘Geeta’ advocates massacre
or killing of human beings. Amidst worldly quarrels whoever
emerges a conqueror is otherwise, not a conqueror. If the physical
body is mortal, how far the things for the use by such a body would
exist for long? The worldly quarrels are, in fact, the acts of revenge
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that have been nurtured from a birth to birth. The battle in true sense
if the war being fought within the consciousness, where after
conquering the defeat never occurs.
6. In the chapter eight Sri Krishna says, “Arjun! While on the
death bed, as the death occurs, about whatever a man thinks he gets
the similar kind of a body in the next birth. However, if his mind
rests on the image of the Supreme Divine, he gets united with the
Supreme Divine.” Isn’t it beneficial? Enjoy through the lifetime and
when the death nears, think about the God. But Sri Krishna says
that cannot happen. At the time when death occurs, the mind gets
affected by amnesia. Now thought cannot occur. The mind at such
times can automatically think of where it had been dwelling through
the life. Hence, your mind must dwell on my image, Arjun, right
now, today because there is no tomorrow. And if you have to fight
the battle, begin today.”
Now, how could one meditate and fight continually? No, it is
not possible that way. But Sri Krishna has clarified this point in the
eight verse of chapter eight. ^vH;kl ;ksx;qDrsu psrlk ukU;xkfeukA (Geeta,
8/8) “Arjun! Concentrate your mind after exercising due cerebral
and sensual restraint, dwelling within virtuous company and living
in seclusion.” This way the mind should not deviate on any other
object other than the concentration on the Supreme Divine. If the
mind deviates, the meditation or worship never gets completed. And
when a seeker is in seclusion, how could he fight with anybody?
When the mind is deeply concentrated on the Supreme Divine, how
could one engage himself in the battle? While fighting a worldly
battle, it is necessary to keep an eye on the movement of the
opponents. This way the ‘Geeta’ is not the discourse for a worldly
battle.
As a matter of fact, when a spiritual seeker is about to progress
in his meditation, restrains his mind from all kinds of worldly objects,
the illusionary forces emerge as objections to his spiritual efforts.
The mind loses its concentration. The battle is symbolic effort to
overpower such illusionary forces. Thus, the battle is within the
spiritual pursuit. Arjun asked Krishna, ^^vla'k;a egkckgks euks nqfuZxzga
pye~A** “I find that this mind is speedier than the air. It seems it can
never stop.” But Krishna enthuses him saying, ^^vH;klsu rq dkSUrs;
oSjkX;s.k p x`ársA** (Geeta, 6/35) “Arjun! No doubt that the mind is
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difficult to be restrained and it is hyperactive. But it could be
restrained through asceticism and constant spiritual practice.”
Concentrating the mind again and again on one object is called
spiritual practicing. Whereas, asceticism is the relinquishing affection
of all the worldly pleasures. Conservation of thoughts from the
worldly affairs and concentrating it on the image of the Supreme
Divine is called spiritual practice. A long time spiritual practice and
asceticism helps gradually restraining the mind. Hence, Arjun, you
should practice.
Indicating towards this Sri Krishna has advised Arjun in the
3rd chapter, “Engage in battle with your meditating mind.” If the
entire concentration is directed towards the meditation, eyes are
closed and the mind rests on the image of the Supreme Divine, how
could one fight in the battle? But Sri Krishna says, “When the mind
is concentrating on deep meditation, the effects of the past deeds
emerge from within. Here the battle is within the conscience, with
the wicked influence of the past Karm.”
7. Let us consider the enemies with this battle is to be fought. In
the third chapter Arjun asked, “God, if whatever you say is true,
why does a man commit sin against his desire?” Sri Krishna
explained, ^^dke ,"k Øks/k ,"k jtksx.q k leqn~Hkoe~A** (Geeta, 3/37) “Arjun!
The anger and passion born of the second of the three fundamental
qualities of nature (Rajogun) are the greatest enemies on this spiritual
path. These enemies can destroy all the accumulated knowledge of
the world and even the learned sages. The senses and the mind are
the places, where they dwell. Hence, Arjun, you must first destroy
this unconquerable enemy in the form of lust or passion by restraining
your senses. When the enemy is within you, with whom would you
fight outside? Hence, this battle is fought within us. Our conscience
is driven by two kinds of qualities- Divine as well as wicked. The
first one helps to attain ultimate salvation, whereas the latter pose
difficulties on the spiritual path. overpowering them is the purpose
of the battle within.
8. Identifying the real enemy of mankind Sri Krishna clarified
that the world itself is one enemy. ^Å/oZey
w e/k%'kk[ke'oRFka izkgqjO;;e~A*
(Geeta, 15/1) This world is similar to a Pipal tree that is in upside
down position, where the roots are the soul and its qualities are spread
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down like branches. This soul is immortal. The one who understands
this has grasped the essence of the Vedas.
v/k'pks/oZa izl`rkLrL; 'kk[kk xq.kizo`¼k fo"k;izokyk%A
v/k'p ewykU;uqlarrkfu dekZuc
q U/khfu euq";yksdsAA (Geeta, 15/2)
All the other species are to be endured by the soul, whereas the
human species enables the soul to act for its salvation. However, the
root-lines in the forms of ego and passion are spread everywhere, in
accordance with the ordained actions. Hence, the bindings of the
worldly affairs need be destroyed with a weapon called sensual
restraint. Here, the world is identified as an enemy.
9. In the sixth chapter Sri Krishna said, “Arjun! This soul is our
enemy as well as a friend. There is no other enemy or friend in this
world. The soul acts like a friend for a person who has restrained his
mind as well as his desires to enjoy the sensual pleasures. The soul
acts like an enemy for the person who has not been able to restrain
his mind and the senses. Such degraded person is lead to the birth in
the inferior species.” Krishna advises Arjun, “You must strive to
upgrade your soul.” Here, the soul under the influence of the enemies
like passion, anger, ulterior friends, worldly pleasures and sensuality
is considered as the enemy. Here, the Muslims, Hindus, Christians
or invaders from other countries are not counted as the enemies.
When, this is the true identity of the enemies within, what benefit
could be derived from fighting outside? If our enemy is within our
house, what is the sense in fighting outside?
The quarrels are erupting in the world frequently. The conqueror
of today could be defeated tomorrow. The Alexander the great who
dreamt of conquering the entire world too has to face disappointment
at one point of time. This worldly affairs are mortal. If anybody is
struggling for such a world, he could only be considered a great
fool. What are we trying to find in the thing that is mortal or
destroyable. The real battle is within this spiritual process, where
there is no defeat after emerging conqueror. Under this process, the
restraint over worldly affairs is achieved with cerebral and sensual
restraint and as a result, the effect of the past Karm accumulated
over innumerable births is also vanished. The soul attains divinity
and purity with restraint of senses and mind. This way when the
divine direction is received, the soul is united with the Supreme
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Soul, gets merged with it and than the repetition of the births comes
to an end. This is such a conquest, where there is no place for
defeat.
With the gradual progress in meditation, grace of the enlightened
sage and his blessings, begin and the spirituality is awakened within
the soul, directing the spiritual seeker on the spiritual level as himself.
After that, there is no going back to the cycle of rebirth. This is such
a conquest, which can enable a spiritual seeker to win over the forces
of time, ordained action and the Nature. The spiritual seeker can
absorb the essence of the time, ordained action and the Nature gets
merged within the individuality of the spiritual seeker. After
reaching such a state of spirituality, ^bZ'kkokL;fena loZe~ ;fRdap txR;ka
txr~A* the seeker can attain the essence of the most beneficial,
assimilated immortal, indescribable creator of this universe. This is
the result of this spiritual battle. After its attainment the sages realized
that God is omnipresent. In other words, when the worldly affairs
becomes non-existent who could be destroyed? Hence, after the
attainment of completeness of the soul, the repetition of the birth
comes to an end. This is the eternal victory. In fact, the ‘Geeta’ is
the battle of the consciousness. The ‘Geeta’ is not concerned with
the battles outside.
|| OM ||
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Sanatan Dharm (Hinduism)
Question: Maharaj Ji! These days many a rituals and
innumerable sects are prevailing within Hinduism. Everybody calls
themselves a true Hindu, could you please explain what is true
Hinduism?
Answer: With the passage of time wrong notions prevail within
religion. Although, wrong notions have prevailed in the name of
the Hinduism, but such great sages have taken birth in those eras,
who have alleviated the populace from such quagmire, Lord Ram
did the same thing. Even Krishna, Buddha, Shankaracharya, Kabir,
Nanak, Tulsi- all did the same thing. Even today certain rituals prevail
in the name of religion, however, they are of different forms today.
Even today, the so-called believers in Hinduism do not know,
what Hinduism is? Ranging from worship of a Pipal tree (a sacred
tree) to worship of spirits. Various deities, pilgrimages are considered
as ordained rituals of Hinduism. At one point of time there were
thrity-three billion gods and Goddesses and they keeps increasing
everyday. Goddesses like Bhuia Rani, Santoshi Ma and so on are
being incarnated. In the Chitrakoot region even the sanctuary of the
fox is also worshiped. On a special occasion Kol-Bhil used to
worship. With musical instrument (Majira), they dance and jump
around that sanctuary. ^yksg[kjh ds fcy ls fudyh Hkokuh yi&yi Vscjh
[kkb;ks ek¡A*- It means that the Goddess will come out of fox’s haven
and the sacred offering (boiled Mahua) we shall put before her which
she will swallow and instead she will take care of our well-being.
This way blind followers of Hinduism worship snakes, bullocks,
elephants and even dogs. Once Tukaram, a great saint was preparing
food for offering to the God’s idol. Suddenly a stray dog came by,
snatched away a Chapati and ran away. Tukaram thought, the food
offered to the God cannot be eaten by a dog. Perhaps, the God had
come in the form of the dog. Thinking this Tukaram ran after the
dog shouting, “Oh God! How come you eat dry Chapati? Please let
me apply clarinated butter on it.” Some passer by asked him, “Who
has taken away your Chapati?” Tukaram replied, “Well, that was
the God himself, it was Vitthal.” Since that day the people began
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worshipping a dog as a form of the God. Tukaram did not advocate
worship of the dog. He merely asked out of devotional ardent.
Guru Govind Singh had a pet hawk. In fact, he wanted his
follower to understand that, the way a hawk strike upon a flock of
birds, a warrior should strike upon his enemies. This way the hawk
was a symbolic representation of bravery. But today if a Sikh sights
a hawk he would bow down his head with great reverence. This
way, many rituals get initiated by imitating trivial acts of the great
saints.
Previously religious discussions and emerging triumphant in
that was proof of wisdom and knowledge. But religious scriptures
have certain limitations. How far could one go on discussing that?
When the verse of the scriptures were found inadequate, newer ones
were created and added. If someone asked, to which scriptures did
those verses belonged; a stock reply was given, a Brahman is a
creator by birth, hence they were created by some Brahmans. This
way the emerged triumphant and a trend to create new verses and
adding them to prevailing scriptures begun. The changes in
philosophies were inhibated but, what good could ever be achieved
by arguments? The essence of a philosophy is in its actual following.
Besides, religious some arguments some stared at the sun, stood for
any length of time on one leg, some slept on thorns; such so-called
saints were considered great by ignorant masses. The true sense of
penance was long forgotten and the rituals gained strength with
innumerable miracles.
Due to the lack of education many falls religious beliefs became
prevalent. Once upon a time in distant past women and the people
of inferior communities (Shudra) were forbidden from learning. The
working or trading community (Vaishya) were allowed to study,
but they had no time for it, as they were busy with making their
living. The warriors (Kshatriya) were praised and pampered by court
poets. Such false praises left them inactive. Why should they study,
if any way, they were praised? Educational pursuit and learning
remained limited to only Brahman. There was no Educational Board
unlike today in those days. Manusmriti consuming stale food. But
there was no such restriction on the foodstuffs made using clarified
butter (ghee) or fried food. Such, paradoxical attitude brought overall
degradation in the overall image of the people of Brahman
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community. Such errors are committed out of wantonness and
arrogance. Perhaps any person of any other community in their place
could have erred in the similar manner.
Arabians attacked India. While Hindus’ feast was going on, a
Muslim passed by that side. Commotion was raised that a Muslim
had stepped into their kitchen. A learned Pandit proclaimed that
their religion was tarnished. As if the existence of the aura of Ram
and Krishna vanished forever. Although they were sitting a clear
ten feet away from where the Muslim was. Many of them committed
suicide instantaneously. However, they knew how to die for their
religions but as a matter of fact didn’t know what the religion is.
This way due to erroneous and false thinking Hinduism could never
develop the way it should have.
The Muslims were aware of the weakness of the Hindus. They
realized that it was not necessary to kill them. They hit upon an idea
to study the weakness of the Hindus and attack those weak spots.
At the most they would create hullah and at last would adopt Islam,
because the Hindu society could not give them their status back, the
people of sixty-five villages in Hamirpur district. These villages
comprised of the people from all the castes Brahmans, Kshatriya,
Vaishya and Shudra. Three to four Muslims thought up a scheme
and hid around a well, the only one in the village. They knew that a
chief priest of the village used to come first on the well for oblutions.
As soon as the Brahman arrived at the well, two of them caught
him. The others pulled water out of the well, drank some and later
threw some water from their mouth into the well. They showed a
piece of Chapati to the Brahman and threw a half bitten piece of
Chapati in the well. After that, they took him to a dingy room and
locked him up. After twenty-four hours they asked him if he wanted
to eat something. The Pandit asked, “What the hell! I am a Brahman.
How could I eat your food? You are all Muslim.” Those Muslims
set him free. The excasperated Brahman rushed to the village. He
asked, “Whether anybody has drunk the water from that well?” The
villagers said, “There is only one well in the village. We have to
drink water of that village everyday. What’s wrong today?” The
Pandit replied, “Yesterday some Muslims clambered on the walls
of the well, drunk some water out of it and threw a piece of Chapati
in it. Now your religion is tarnished. You cannot remain Hindu any
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more. There is no way prescribed in our scriptures which can purify
you all.” Listening to those words of the Brahman many of the
villagers committed suicide. But how many would die? When the
children grew up, no Hindu was willing to get their children married
to the people of that village. Something had to be done to live. At
last they chose to be converted to Islam. Even today they get their
children married in accordance with the Hindu rituals, only difference
being a Maulvi comes to read Kalma.
There was a Bengal youth. According to the customs prevailing
then he was returning after studies from his teacher’s house. On his
way there was a palace of a Nawab. By chance, the princess was
standing in the gallery of the palace, she saw the young man and fell
for him. She asked her father, the Nawab, to get him married to her.
The Nawab asked the youth to be brought to his presence. When
the young man came, he ordered him to get married with his daughter,
but the man refused. He was immediately ordered to be locked up
in a jail. The young man gave up food and water as he would to
protect his religions. On the ninth day of the fasting the young man
fell unconscious. The princess made him drink fruit juice in the state
of unconciousness. Conciousness of the young man returned. He
asked, “Did you feed me something?” The princess said, “I only
made you drink some fruit juice.” Some how, in order to regain his
freedom the young man married the princess and later escaped from
the kingdom of the Nawab. He traveled from Kashmir to
Kanyakumari to meet innumerable religious Pandits to resolve his
problem. A meeting of learned pandits was convened at Kashi.
Thousands of learned Pandits gathered from all over the country.
The young man addressed them pleadingly, “The daughter of
the Nawab, the princess made me drink fruit juice in the state of
unconciousness. But my feelings, mind and even the lifestyle remains
what they were earlier. I am still a chaste Hindu. You have been my
teacher. I have been your best student. I remember whatever has
been taught to me. However, my image has been tarnished that, my
religion has been destroyed.” Many a scriptures were referred and
at last, it was proclaimed that there was no way he could be accepted
as a chaste Hindu. The young man pleaded, “Please, reconsider
your resolution, My belief in the Hinduism is still intact. Nothing is
spoiled as far as my faith is concerned. I was made to drink fruit
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juice in the state of unconciousness. That was not my fault.” Again
for the next three days discussion on religious tenets continued. At
last the Pandits proclaimed, Now, you have no place in the Hinduism.
The young man left the place with bitterness in his heart. He accepted
to live with the princess. Lately he was made a Nawab. The learned
young man was fully aware of the weakness of the Hindus. He
ordered his Muslim soldiers to forcibly feed and drink at their hands
and destroy all the temples and religious places. The people
recognized him as a ‘Black Mountain’. It is said, he perpetrated
heinous crimes against the Hindus. But, as a matter of fact, who
perpetrated grim crime upon whom?
Just think, why do we take recourse to a religion? It is because
we are weak and the religion provides us strength. We are mortal
but the religion is beyond mortality. We take recourse to the religion
because we seek protection of the religion and seek freedom from
the cycle of birth and death and attain salvation. Although, we would
get killed by poison or a weapon, but how could a religion protect
us, which could get destroyed merely by throwing a piece of Chapati
or water in a well by some Muslim or having to drink fruit juice at
the hands of a Muslim woman? This proves that, that which could
be destroyed thus, is not a true religion, but that has to be recognized
as a religion.
When the British came to India, they too adopted the similar
technique. They somehow made the Hindus to eat and drink with
them. The Christian missionaries were, however, more active at
Manikpur in Banda District. The missionaries adopted the tribals
and the people of Bhil community and provided medicines, food
and clothing. Winning them over this way, they would convert them
to Christian. After that they would stop all their aid and leave them
alone. When some converted people came to their community, they
faced wrath of their society. The converted Christians were discarded
by majority of the Hindus everywhere in the country from cities to
as far as in the flung villages, higher to lower community, from
Madras to desert throught – where houses stand at many miles
distance. Everywhere, this feeling prevailed that don’t touch the pots.
Now you have become Christian.
The Indians take pride in calling themselves Jagatguru, a world
teacher, but the religious people fear that if they cross the sea, their
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religion would be destroyed. If it does not cross over the sea, how
could it become a Jagatguru? As a matter of fact, the Hinduism has
so much depth and benevolence that, upon its strength India is
recognized as the world teacher. Every person on the earth is indebted
to the spiritual teachings of India. The sages such as Vashishth and
Agastya had toured around the world. The Rigveda refers to the
voyage of Vashishtha. Thousands of years before Columbus reached
America, the message of the Indian culture has reached. This has
been justified by the ancient idols excavated there. The south-eastern
Asia is wholly under the influence of the Indian culture. And what
an irony that we fear by conducting voyage across the sea our religion
would get destroyed.
More or less similar belief and rituals prevailed in the time of
Sri Krishna. Arjun too was victim of one of such fallacies. When
his chariot was brought amidst the two armies, he saw some of his
closest relatives, friends and dear ones. Seeing his relatives and
friends Arjun was filled with compassion thinking, some of them
could dies in the battle. Tears rolled down his eyes. He lamented,
“How could I remain happy by killing my own family members.
My religion would get destroyed by their killing. However, the
religious duties of the family (Kuldharm) is everlasting. The age old
religion would be destroyed. The women would lose their honour.
The children born of such dishonoured women would turn out to be
bastards and lead the ‘Kuldharm’ to the ultimate degradation. Hence,
we must do something to protect the religion. Despite, our wisdom
we are prepared to commit a grave sin. It is not that only we make
mistakes, you too can make mistakes.” He pointed an accusing finger
at Sri Krishna. Arjun left aside his bows and arrows and went to the
rear side of the chariot. He added, “Govind! Sorry I cannot fight.”
Yogeshwar Sri Krishna smiled and asked, “How could have
expressed ignorance this way at such an odd place. This battle is
being fought on such a place that there cannot be any compassion in
this world. How could you present such logic? How could you be
such ignorant?” How could such action of Arjun be termed as
‘ignorance’? He was protesting to fight only in order to protect the
chaste Hinduism – the ultimate religion. But Sri Krishna said,
“Neither the best of the people have ever acted in such a manner nor
such an action can lead to attainment of salvation or honour.”
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Perhaps, the action for which Arjun was lamenting, the great sages
had not followed in the past. Had that would have been an ultimate
religion every great men could have acted in its accordance. This
proves that, that was not the ultimate religion and Arjun acted out of
ignorance.
Arjun posed a question, “But Oh God! I’ve heard that duty
towards the family (Kuldharm) is ultimate. Whoever acts to protect
is the ultimate. Whoever acts to protect is the follower of an ultimate
religion. (Sanatan Dharm). I have merely heard about it, but havn’t
experienced it. Being disillusioned I seek your recourse, I am your
student, advise me so that I can attain the ultimate good. Nevertheless
Oh God, I don’t find the worldly wealth or a kingdom over the
whole of this world can ever give me solace. Hence, if I get only
that, I am not writing to fight. Let these relatives enjoy the kingdom,
we would survive on elms. (He wondered how could he hit at Bhishm
and his teachers like Dronacharya and Kripacharya. In fact according
to spiritual philosophy ultimately differences between the students
and the Guru, a devotee and the God gets obliterated. When such
differences are removed the identities like Guru, relative, teachers
and student are abolished and this, in fact is called their death.
Ultimately the Guru and his student the God and a devotee are
unified. The individual existence gets obliterated.) Hence if there is
some other truth beyond this please enlighten me.”
Krishna said, “Arjun! You are being sad for the people who
are not worthy of feeling sadness for; whereas you talk like learned
Pandits. You are far moved away from the teachings of the learned
and wise Pandits. The Pandits never feel anguish for the departed
beings nor feel happiness for those living around. Because the soul
never dies nor takes birth. It merely changes the garb. The soul is
the ultimate truth. The soul is eternal.” Who are we? We are the
followers of the Eternal religion. The soul is the ever-lasting. One
who does not know the way to enable the soul to attain the ultimate
salvation cannot be called a person who has realized the essence of
the true spiritual path. Sri Krishna has described this spiritual process
as the Selfless Ordained Action (Nishkam Karmyoga), which is a
unique action of sacrificial action. That is the only one way of attaining
salvation of the soul. The direction of the essence of the soul is only
possible through the restraint of cerebration.
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Shri Krishna explained that this soul is indestructible hence
beyond grieving. Air cannot dry it, water cannot drench it, fire cannot
burn it nor the sky can merge it within itself. The soul is beyond
ageing and is immortal, everlasting and a symbolic representation
of the essence of the divine nectar. It cannot be overpowered by
death. When anything that has been created by the Nature can ever
touch the ultimate, how could it be destroyed by merely sip of water
or eating a piece of Chapati. How could immortal and that is beyond
ageing Sanatan Dharm could ever get destroyed? This clarifies that,
many false rituals and beliefs prevailed in the name of religion. In
fact, that was not Sanatan Dharm, but some kind of false rituals
prevalent them.
When an eternal soul is within everybody, what should be
found? There is no unageing immortal or ever lasting to be found
within this body. What is found around through the day and night is
nothing but anguish and a fear to death. Krishna said, “Arjun! This
soul is inconveivable.” The soul remains unperceiviable until the
cerebration remains unrestrained. The soul does not remain a thing
of use for us until then. The soul cannot be perceived or experienced
by physical senses. Krishna further explained, “Arjun! The soul has
been perceived in its true essence only by the spiritual philosophers,
and they have realized it to be the ultimate truth, an eternal ever
lasting and immortal entity. Those spiritual philosophers were not
same highly learned professors neither the people having learnt over
ten languages nor any prosperous person. Only a spiritually
enlightened being can perceived the soul in its true and ultimate
essence.”
Now a new question arises what is a spiritual philosophy? Sri
Krishna said- The people desirous of realising the true essence of
the soul must engage into performance of the ulterior influences,
conserve the senses from sensual pleasures observe abstinence live
in seclusion and concentrate his mind on spiritual meditation. Any
action is not the ordained action. There is a prescribed action through
knowledge of this unique process. The aim must be realistic. After
prolonged and continued study, when the mind attains such subtlety
that, the external actions such as passion, anger, ego, greed and
avarice get subsided. When discretion, abstinence, meditation and
stability in spirituality is matured completely the seeker becomes
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eligible to realize the Brahm. Although, but Sri Krishna said, “He
becomes eligible to realize the Brahm.” It’s because the essence of
spirituality and the Brahm are substitutes of each other. This kind of
quality is known as para-devotion; the devotion if of the highest
level and is in the position of providing result. Only through such
devotion a man can realize the essence of the Supreme Soul.
Although, one can realize that Supreme Soul, but what is its
image? Krishna said, “The spiritual seeker can realize my essence,
the spiritual qualities, which are beyond ageing, immortal, ever-lasting
and indescribable. This way whatever divine qualities that the God
possesses are imbibed within me, which you can realize by knowing
me. This way you can realize by knowing me. This way you can be
unified with me.” Initially the essence of the God is realized and
than in the following moment he finds his soul full of the divine
qualities. Goswami Tulsidasji had remarked about this status that
^rqEgfjfga d`ik iko dksb dksbZA*- Only a few could realize your true
element, through your grace. ^tkur rqEgfg rqEgb gksb tkbZA*- And
having realized you, he becomes one with you. The ancient scriptures
say, ^^czãosÙkk czãSo HkofrA**- One who knows the Brahm becomes one
with the Brahm. Sri Krishna believes the Supreme spirituality as the
God and not five elements of twenty-five elements of nature.
The spiritually enlightened saints who have seen the God have
realized that the soul is the ultimate truth, eternal, omni-present and
there is no truth beyond that and that is eternity. Hence, if we are
desirous of the realization of the ultimate eternal religion, we must
understand the process to enable us to realize the true element of the
soul and follow it ardently. Experiencing the essence of the soul is
(Sanatan Dharm) ultimate religion.
The soul everywhere is the same and wide spread, whether it is
in country, out side country, in America and in mysterious solar
regions or the occult island. All the departed soul expect to merge
within the same Supreme Being. It is something different that under
distress, the memory of the Supreme ruller fades. In Arabic
terminology it is called Khuda. English men call Him as Supreme
God, which is known as Brahm or Supreme Soul in Sanskrit. Soul
is same and common everywhere. Whether someone is born in
Europe or in any part of the world, if his leanings are towards
attainment of soul’s essence, then he is follower of Sanatan Dharm.
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They can say water to ‘Jal’ in English language, but by calling
Supreme God they will attain the same essence of the soul.
If we are not aware of the process to realize the essence of this
soul, although we might be seeker of the Sanatan Dharm, but we
cannot be called as true devotee of this religion. We cannot be
considered devotee of the Sanatan Dharm until we continue to
worship some ghosts or spirits or some other kind of worships. The
religion was considered destroyed because touching or eating once,
but now it does not get destroyed by somebody’s touch or eating at
the hands of others. It is not because that the religion has gained
strength, but literacy has spread among the masses. The educated
person may ask, “Panditji, explain us how could a religion get
blemished?” Perhaps the Pandit wouldn’t know the answer, hence
he would keep quite. Hence it is not the religion that has been
strengthened but the groups of the people pointing their fingers at
the religion have been segregated. The people who do not flinch by
touching or eating with others, do not know what is the religion?
What is the ordained action?
Now if you want to know about the unique process called
religion, attain the Supreme Soul, in the words of Sri Krishna, “Take
recourse to some ideal enlightened Guru. Serve him without
selfishness and seek knowledge.”
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Caste System
Question: Maharaj Ji! How far is today’s caste system useful?
Answer: Enough quarrels prevail on the issues of caste system.
Millions of castes and communities exist in the world and many
have been lost with the passage of time. But there is no reference to
such things in the Indian scriptures and epics such as the ‘Geeta’ or
Ramayan. According to Yogeshwar Sri Krishna, there are only two
types of people in this world - divine and devilish. What is the basis
of such division? As a matter of fact two kinds of attitudes exist
within the consciousness of all since ages divine and devilish. The
devilish attitudes lead a human being to degraded species, whereas
the divine qualities are meant for attaining the ultimate good. A person
driven by divine temperament acts in Godly manner, while a person
influenced by devilish qualities act like the most evil person. One of
these two qualities lead to elevation of soul, while the other lead to
lowest degradation. One believes in the God, whereas the other in
the Nature.
What are the characteristics of the divine and devilish qualities?
Sri Krishna has highlighted these. Sensual and cerebral spiritual
cerebration, abstention, discretion, actual knowledge about the God,
devotion and simplicity are some of the twenty-four desirable
qualities of a spiritual seeker or an enlightened sage. These could be
found in you and I as well. These divine qualities lead one to the
ultimate good. “Arjun! You are blessed by the divine qualities. You
would be unified with me. Do not grieve.”
Describing the characteristics of devilish qualities Sri Krishna
says, “Passion, anger, greed, avarice, ego, pride and insatiable craving
are some of the devilish properties. A man under its influence thinks,
whatever is perceived by union of a man and woman are the only
relevant and true. There is nothing like God in this world. I am the
God and benefactor of all the worldly things. He thinks, I will acquire
so much property, as I posses today. I will perform the Yagya, donate
and earn recognition and fame.” Such people perform Yagya or
donate for the show-purpose only. God holds insignificant place in
their view and they believe in the place in their view and they believe
in the Nature, hence they are called demons. Those who depend on
the grace of the Supreme Divine are called divine. With enhancement
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of divine qualities a man increasingly turns to divinity. With gradual
strengthening of spirituality through meditation and sustenance of
concentration they can perceive the image of the Supreme Divine in
a state of overall restraint. With divine direction he gets united with
the Supreme Being. After that, he himself becomes an image of the
Supreme Being that is immortal; which has been indicated by Sri
Krishna when he had said, “Arjun! You will live within me, but not
as a living being.”
Sometimes a man cannot move ahead in the direction of divinity,
but remains disturbed with a thought, “It could reach there!” Such a
mental state indicates that his divine temperament is active. Although
he is inclined towards the God but does not succeed in his efforts.
This is a state of a ordinary man. When succeeds on this spiritual
path he becomes a God-like but when he is inclined towards the
Nature he cannot be considered a human being. At that time, despite
his human form he is like a devil. His vision is limited to ‘eat, drink
and be merry!’ Although such people set out in the world for research
but when the body itself is mortal, how could their world be a true
entity? Therefore, their all the research gets limited to the body i.e.
physical gratification. On the other hand, enhancement in divine
properties gradually go on increasing and never gets destroyed. ^vusd
tUelafl¼%*- Just think, it is this way that you have progressed somewhat
and the life of the body is over. In such a case, whatever divinity
you had, can begin to supplement that in the next birth. ^vusd
tUelafl¼% rrks ;kfUr ijka xfre~A* (Geeta, 7/45) This way a soul can
reach the ultimate state of spirituality enlightenment, through ages,
which is known as the divine realization of the Supreme Divine. Sri
Krishna has described that ultimate vision as his own image.
There is neither beginning nor end of this universe. It is difficult
to say when did the awakening came. This way, there is nobody
who is aborigine (Adivasi). Since culture was initiated into the
civilization, basically there were two types of communities – Divine
and Demonic in the distant past. Innumerable stories related with
the battles between these two forces have been described by our
ancient scriptures. As a matter of fact, these are the two
representatives of man, in today’s terms they are known as Theist
and Atheist. This division has always remained and will remain so.
This research dating back to Vedic times is very much relevant today.
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Question: Maharaj Ji! In that case, whoever is atheist today,
will remain so forever?
Answer: No, that’s not so. Both the qualities reside within
everybody. When demonic properties are on increase the divine
properties remain in the state of hibernation, but never dies down.
The divine qualities get highlighted when a person stumbles due to
some difficulty or coming in contact with some divine saints and the
demonic qualities get subsided. Gradually, that man attains the
Supreme Spirituality. Until one gets united with the Supreme Divine,
up and down movement of divine and demonic activities prevail.
Until the meditation does not get matured enough that the God direct
your soul, the demonic properties continue to have its spell, more or
less on you.
Valmiki was an atheist. Plundering, stealing was within his
temperament. He did not leave sages like Narad and tied them to the
trees. But due to their divine company his demonic temperament
was changed and he ultimately turned out to be a great sage. Hence,
be with saintly person, serve them and meditate in accordance with
their direction. Everyone is a traveller on that path. Atheism is but a
temporary whirlpool in the absence of righteous company. Everyone
possesses a temperament of theism and self-observation.
On the basis of these two properties human beings are
segregated in two castes, two temperaments or two types. In the
distant past divine and demonic people have been referred, which
indicates the above fact. With the passage of time when one
community defeated the other, generations or traditions prevailed in
their names. Gradually communities of Yaksha, Kinnar, Rakshas,
Gandharva etc. came into existence. Mandook, Vanar, Rakshas
communities too came into existence. Do you think they were
monkeys or bears? They were our ancestors and very much human
beings. Jamvant was an accomplished astrologer. Whether a bear
could be an astrologer? After many years his legitimate daughter
Jamvanti was married to Sri Krishna. Do you think, Sri Krishna had
married a female bear? Hanuman was a true devotee and prudent.
Bali performed evening prayers. The only fault of Bali was that he
has forcibly kept his younger brother's wife. If he would have been
animal then Lord Ram may not have punished Bali for the voilation
of human conduct.
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As a matter of fact, Vanar, Mandook and Ghoda were communities
in the ancient times. All these communities have been forgotten in
the past. Much later Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra came
into being. At one point they were much significant. But with passage
of time these communities have been segregated into million of other
sub-communities. Knower of two Vedas have come to be known
as Dwivedi, knower of three Vedas were known as Trivedi and this
way the knower of four Vedas came to be known as Chaturvedi.
Those who were known as Agnihotra. The Brahmans who were
teaching came to be known as Upadhyay. Even from Upadhyay’s
is many branches emerged out, such as Khoriya Upadhyay, Katori
Upadhyay and Parat Upadhyay. It is obvious that in such Yagya’s
some were authorized to accept plate and some for the bowl.
Among the Kshatriya the sons of kinds were called Rajput.
The guards as Pratihari. The lineage of King Raghu as Raghuvanshi.
In the same way there were Suryavanshi, Chandravanshi,
Yaduvanshi Kshatriya. On the name of Kuru his family lineage was
called Kaurav and that of Pandu as Pandav. There is a legend
connected with the familial lineage of Maharana Pratap. A fort under
the Mughal army was to be conquered. Maharana invited volunteers
from his army commanders. His two commanders – Shakti Singh
and Chuda Singh accepted the challenge to break open the doors of
a fort before the sunset. Fierce battle ensued between the Mughal
forces from within the fort and Rajputs. But the Rajputs were not
able to break open the massive doors as they were studded with
sharp nails. Even elephants were hesitating to bang them open.
Shakti Singh came forward and stood with his back towards the
doors and ordered his army to guide the elephants to bang the door
with their head. In the process he placed his body against the nails.
He ordered his soldiers to take his body inside the fort before the
sunset. When the elephant pressed his head on the door front the
body of Shakti Singh was pierced by the sharp nails. When the door
was about to break open, Chuda Singh was guiding his soldiers by
placing long ladders on the sides of the fort. He thought Shakti Singh
would earn the recognition of having entered the fort first. His pride
prompted him to order this soldiers to behead him and throw his
head inside the fort before the body of Shakti Singh was taken inside
the fort. His soldiers obeyed his order. It was needless to say that
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before the sunset the fort was conquered. Maharana announced
beginning of two familial lineage in the name of Shaktavat and
Chudavat on the name of Shakti Singh and Chuda Singh- his two
brave commanders.
The king of Rewa, Vyaghradev was the son of the king of
Gujarat. With great efforts he had established kingdom of Rewa.
His familial lineage came to be known as Baghel. Different
communities based on their unique qualities, trades or profession
came into being. Seller of perfumes Gandhi, sellers of jewellery and
diamonds as Jauhari, businessman selling gold as goldsmith,
hardware workers as blacksmith, parching grain as Gonds, sellers
of oil as oilman, seller of the sweet as sweet-makers, eater in the
golden plate as Sonthalia, eaters of mouse as Mushar, leather workers
as Chamar, living in the store houses as Kothari, store keepers as
Bhandari, garland makers as gardiner, cloth washers as washerman,
inhabitants of Kannauj as Kanya-Kubja, residence of Magadh as
Magadh, Ambasth, Jaiswal- are all these come in catagory of caste.
When all powerful communities like Kaurav, Pandav or Haiheya
have been abolished from the face of the earth, how far the presentday communities would survive? This way different kinds of rituals
prevailed and the people were engulfed by narrow mindedness. In
future, perhaps communist congress etc. could prevail. Nevertheless,
despite innumerable communities the human beings would always
be of two types – divine and demonic. This is the opinion of Sri
Krishna.
Question: But Maharaj Ji, Krishna has described four kinds
of human beings in the fourth chapter of the ‘Geeta’.
Answer: Krishna says in the fourth chapter, “pkrqoZ.;± e;kl`"Va*- I
have created four classification (Varn). Does it mean he created four
types of human beings? ^xq.kdeZ foHkkx'k%* Rather he segregated human
beings into four types on the basis of their qualities. He clarifies this
point in the eighteenth chapter that ^dekZf.k izfoHkDrkfu* he has segregated
the ordained actions (Karm) into four divisions and not the human
beings. The human beings are basically of two types. Irrespective
of your birth place in any part of the world, you would invariably
possess two basic qualities. A man could either be divine or demonic
believing in the Nature. Its divinity is stronger the person could be
divine or else demonic.
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In the similar manner a person driven by divine properties would
be a theist. Since the God is one eternal being; one who devotes
himself to Him is a follower of the Eternal Religion. Due to this
uniqueness India has been a spiritual teacher of the world. India has
presented to the world the process of divinity and attainment of the
Supreme Divinity. This technique cannot be learnt by reading
books. This process could be leant by serving the enlightened sages
and some meditation. The enlightened sages thus guide you through
the spiritual path and this way the seeker can attain realization of the
Supreme Divinity. Therefore, a devotee of the Sanatan Dharm is
the irrespective of being born anywhere in the world. Although it is
a different matter that he is an anxious seeker of the Sanatan Dharm.
He can only become a true follower of Sanatan Dharm when he
takes refuge of an enlightened Guru and awaken his spirituality and
guide him to attain higher level of spirituality gradually. Since that
stage he becomes a devotee of Sanatan Dharm and before that he is
merely an anxious seeker.
Having thoroughly understanding significance of these two
temperamental qualities of the conscience and identifying themselves
with every other person of the world the Indians have explained
nature of existence and destructibility of the entire universe. They
enlightened the people of the world through the medium of
confidential faculty of spirituality and elevated them to realize the
eternal truth. Only due to this reason India is considered as a Guru
of the world. An event of the Yagya organized by Ram has been
described in Ramayan written by Valmiki; wherein, all the subjects
of his kingdom and several saints were invited. Ram placed his trusted
servants and friends to take care of catering and other arrangements.
That included of Vibhishan and his family members, Jamvant and
Angad with their families. The saints, Brahmans and other people
did not have objection to the food served by people of such low
castes. All of them enjoyed the food and were satisfied thoroughly.
They also has a word of appreciation for these workers. Hence,
religion does not get tarnished by touching or eating.
As a matter of fact, the enlightened saints never discriminate
between the people of various community in the society. Only the
ignorant conservations think that way. The one who is being
constantly directed by the Supreme Divine and is stable in his or her
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spirituality would never discriminate within the people of the society.
He would never proclaim that Ram exists only in India and no where
else. If anyone says in such a manner, it is certain that he is not
aware of the essence of divinity. Some preposterous people who
have earned fame and recognition after some enlightened saints and
have made a business of religion and spirituality divide the people
in different castes, sects and creeds.
dksbZ lQk u ns[kk fny dkA
lk¡pk cuk f>yfey dk jsAA dksbZ----------------dkth ns[kk eqYyk ns[kk] iafMr ns[kk NydkAA
vkSjksa dks cSd.q B crkos] vki ujd esa ljdkAA
fcYyh ns[kk cxqyk ns[kk] liZ tks ns[kk fcy dkAA
Åij Åij cuy lQsnh] Hkhrj xksyk tgj dkAA
i<+s fy[ks dqN osn 'kklrj] Hkjy xqeku cju dkAA
dgr ^dchj* lquks HkkbZ lk/kks] ykur ,sls ru dkAA
Kabir said, I abhor such people who study Vedas and scriptures
but discriminate within the people. Artificial division of the humanity
among different castes or creeds or sects are purely of temporal
nature. One time they are created and the next moment they get
obliterated. Whereas, basically there are two kinds of classifications
of the human beings. Neither four nor thousands.
Question: Maharaj Ji! If these are the two classifications of
the human beings, who would prefer to be recognized as a demon?
Answer: Well, nobody would prefer, but many of the people
act in just the demonic way. Perhaps, they prefer it that way. A
demon does not look like a man having two horns and the head and
long teeth and reddish eyes. Sri Krishna was a deity, whereas his
relatives Pandav were human beings and his other relatives Kans,
Banasur, Jarasandh and Shishupal were all demons. Noble behaviour
makes a man divine and opposite to that acting devilishly makes a
man demon. The demon is one who does not believed in the divinity
of the God. Many atheist could be found these days. They do not
accept the existence of the God. By whatever name we recognize
the, but they are ultimately demons. The caste system prevailing
these days neither natural nor useful in any manner. Whatever is
natural is unavoidable hence, why not accept it? Even if you don’t
accept it, it would flow within your conscience.
|| OM ||
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The Brahman
Question: Maharaj Ji! Whether a person becomes Brahman
by birth or through spiritual pursuit? What is the uniqueness quality
of a Brahman?
Answer: Look, neither a Brahman nor a Shudra is born through
a mother’s womb. These are the levels of spiritual enlightenment.
Highlighting the system of castes, Yogeshwar Sri Krishna has said
in the ‘Geeta’,
czkã.k {kf=; fo'kka 'kwnkz .kka p ijariA
dekZf.k izfoHkDrkfu LoHkko izHkoSxZ.q kS%AA (Geeta, 18/41)
“Arjun! ^LoHkkoizHkoSxZq.kS%* The ordained actions of the Brahman,
Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra have been segregated and not the
human beings.” Also, temperament, is subject to change and is
constantly changing. Inherent qualities of human beings change with
temperament changes. Hence, it is conceived that with the change
in the inherent qualities, the Varn (caste) of an individual could
change. At the highest realm of the ordained action is attained, when
a conquest is achieved on the conscience and passions the inherent
temperamental qualities get subsided and eternal peace takes hold
of the soul. Realization of the Supreme Divine is attained in such a
state of the mind, which is also known as a state of selfless action.
Goswami Ji has translated the ‘Geeta’ in the form of Vinaypatrika:
xq.k LoHkko R;kxs fcuq] nqyZHk ijekuUnA (203)
When the inherent temperamental qualities get subsided,
realization of the Supreme Divine becomes possible. The Nature
thrives within thriving of temperament. Attainment of the Supreme
Divine becomes possible, when the inherent temperamental qualities
get subsided. When the fulfilment of the spiritual pursuit is attained,
the inherent temperamental qualities are subsided and hence, no
question of any kind of Varn arises. How could segregation take
place in the absence of the qualities. Nobody remains Brahman,
Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra. Only the soul in its purest form
remains. This way, these four Varn are the varying levels of spiritual
attainment. Any seeker can bring about changes in his or her inherent
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temperamental qualities to reach higher realm of spirituality and
ultimately rise above the discrimination of Varn. Hence, Varn is
decided by the qualities and not by birth.
Now, let us examine derivation and extremity of Brahman. Sri
Krishna says,
'keks neLri% 'kkSpa {kkfUrjktZoeso pA
Kkua foKkuekfLrD;a czãdeZ LoHkkote~AA (Geeta, 18/42)
Penance (extreme restraint of the senses for the sake of Eternal
Ordained duty is called penance. Deviating the mind and test the
mind to its extreme is called penance.), restraint of senses, restraint
of mind, purity, peace within the conscience, temperamental
simplicity, knowledge about true path of spirituality, ^czãdeZ LoHkkote~*
systematic spiritual experience and devotion are the primary stages
of actions of a Brahman category. In the highest realm of the Brahman
category of spiritual realm, ordained actions get eliminated in the
absence of obliteration of the inherent temperamental qualities.
Performing the ordained actions of the Brahman category the seeker
rises above the discrimination of Varn and attains eternal peace.
Any person can attain the Brahman category by knowing the
true nature of the ordained action and get united with the Supreme
Divine. This is applicable for all human beings. In the second chapter
Sri Krishna tells –
=Sx.q ;fo"k;k osnk fuL=Sx.q ;ks HkoktZuq A
fu}ZU}ks fuR;lÙoLFkks fu;ksZx{kse vkReoku~AA (Geeta, 2/45)
Arjun to rise above the Vedas and that the Vedas help until the
three inherent qualities of the conscience. If a seeker rises above the
inherent qualities he or she can rise above the realms of the Vedas.
Krishna says, “Be devoid of conflicts and constantly dwell in
spirituality and while not nurturing any desire get unified with the
Supreme Divine.” You might ask, whether we only are rising or
any other one is also rising? If we rise above the Vedas or the three
inherent qualities what spiritual state shall we attain? Sri Krishna
says,
;kokuFkZ mnikus loZr% laIyqrksndsA
rkoku~ losZ"kq osns"kq czkã.kL; fotkur%AA (Geeta, 2/46)
When we get a large pond of clear and pure water, we have no
use of smaller pond anymore; in the similar manner, having realized
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the essence of the Brahm, a Brahman does not have any use of the
Vedas. Although the Vedas are of not much importance for the great
and enlightened sages but for others they hold a place of great
significance. The Vedas enable a seeker to realize the essence of the
Brahm and what is the importance of the Vedas for the one who has
already studied the Brahm.” Advising Arjun, Krishna says, “You
must rise above the three fundamental qualities and the Vedas.” Try
to know the essence of the Brahm and become a Brahman. But,
Arjun then was a warrior or Kshatriya. This shows that a Brahman
signifies a spiritual state. Any spiritual seeker can gradually strive
on the spiritual path and attain a place within the Supreme Divinity
which is highest state of being a Brahman. If the ‘Geeta’ signifies
the truth, so do its system signifies. Through such scriptures we can
learn about our true religion, ordained action and ordained act.
What are the qualities of a Brahman? What are the qualities of
a person resting within the spiritual realm? Clarifying this Sri Krishna
says, in the verse 5 of Chapter 9 that,
fo|kfou;lEiéks czkã.ks xfo gfLrfuA
'kqfu pSo 'oikds p if.Mrk% lenf'kZu%AA (Geeta, 5/18)
The person who is ^if.Mrk% lenf'kZu%*- highly knowledgeable,
Brahman, attendant of crematorium, a cow a dog and an elephant
perceive the others with equality, within any discrimination. In their
view neither a cow is a religious symbol nor a dog a mark of nonreligious sentiment. Neither the humble and humble Brahman is
unique in any manner nor an attendant of crematorium is in any
way inferior to the others. Why? Because every divine person within
whom the realm of eternal soul dwells, are having the spiritual state
similar to the Supreme Divine and they dwell in the Supreme Spiritual
Realm. Whenever these saints cast their glance upon anybody, it
helps the other person to develop his or her spiritual growth. Such
saints influence the soul and not the skin. The spiritual being begins
to receive the Divine direction at any stage of spirituality whether at
higher level or heading toward degradation. These are the qualities
of a person whose soul is united with the Supreme Divine and who
has attained self-realisation. This is the highest state of being a
Brahman.
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Through another verse Sri Krishna explains, how and when
could a person attain the state of being a Brahman?;L; losZ lekjEHkk% dkeladYioftZrk%A
KkukfXunX/kdekZ.ka rekgq% if.Mra cq/kk%AA (Geeta, 4/19)
It is such a process of spiritual realization which has been begun
with entire conscious spiritual effort and which is absolutely faultless.
^dkeladYi oftZrk%*- Through gradual development such a process
becomes so much subtle, when the significance of passions and
desires get obliterated (Absence of passions and desires is the state
of the mind that has emerged winner because the sensual upheavals
take place within the mind). ^KkukfXunX/kdekZ.ke~*- As soon as the restraint
of the mind is attained we can realize the presence of the Supreme
Divine who, otherwise is imperceptible. His realization is the
knowledge. All the ordained acts get burnt in the fire of such
knowledge. This puts an end to the spiritual meditation and
performance of the ordained actions. Then there does not remain
any realm to be explored. ^rekgq% if.Mra cq/kk%*- The enlightened sages
have recognized such persons as Pandits. They absolutely do not
lack in the performance of the spiritual pursuit; hence, that is the
highest state or pinnacle of being a Brahman. He knows the Brahm
in its entirety a Brahman. He knows the Brahm in its entirety and is
one with the Brahm. Since he is united with the Brahm, he is a
Vipra (Brahman). Dwij means duality and also it means the one
who has won over duality.
Therefore Brahman, Vipra, Dwij are all particular levels of
spiritual realization and nobody is Brahman by birth. Sri Krishna
says that Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra ^LoHkkote~* classifications of human beings ^LoHkko izHkoSxZ.q kS%* are based on their
temperament. With the passage of time the meanings of these terms
were distorted and the people tried to perceive the qualities.
Conscience within externally which gave way to the creation of
innumerable caste, sub-caste and sects. All the religious opinions
have been propagated with the sole aim to earn living and sustenance
of personal ego, which are nothing but display of external ostentation.
Some succumbed to certain extent, while the others were made to
succumb. Other than that, no other thing is reflected by Yogdarshan,
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‘Geeta’, Ramcharit Manas and in the divine speech of every
enlightened sage of that level. Bhagwan Mahavir, Gautam Buddha,
1
Shankaracharya, Guru Nanak and Tulsi etc. saints have used the
terms Brahmans, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra and have accepted
them; however everybody is of one opinion that these are the four
stages of spiritual pursuit and Brahman is the most auspicious of
them all. In the lowest strata of Brahmanism, all such qualities are
present, which enable the soul to establish union with the Supreme
Divine i.e. Brahm. After such union all discriminations such as
Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra gets obliterated. This is
the pinnacle of Brahmanism. They are guide, preacher and inspirer
of the spirituality. Since, they are able to help establish union with
the Brahm, they are called Vipra. Which Vipra cursed Nahush?
The Brahmans who cursed Nahush were not born of a Brahman
family. Therefore, any person can become Vipra by treading the
path of spiritual process. You too can become one. Go to the refuge
of enlightened sages to learn about this process of attaining spiritual
enlightenment, because they are the knower of the quality of being
2
Vipra. Even the religious scriptures have prescribed this.
According to the ‘Geeta’, the qualities of Brahman could be
evoked within one.
¬ rRlfnfr funsZ'kks czã.kfL=fo/kk% Le`r%A
czã.kkLrsu osnk'p ;Kk'p fofgrk% iqjkAA (Geeta, 17/23)
Om, Tat and Sat Parbrahm are the names of the Supreme Divine,
which has been proclaimed through the divine speech of the Supreme
Divine Himself. The Yagya, Veda and Brahman are created through
these Om, Tat and Sat. hence, Brahmanism is a creation.
The performance of the Yagya is an inanimate process, wherein
when dedication for the God is evolved, meditation on the ideal
Guru is accomplished and through serving the Guru when cerebral
and sensual restraint is achieved and through control over breathing
success in Pranayam is achieved through realization of the essence
of the Supreme Being could be attained. Ultimately that is the
successful conclusion of this Yagya. When the sacrificial actions
(Yagya) were accomplished the Vedas were created. The essence
which was imperceptible has become perceptible. Hence, the Vedas
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are also a creation. One who has perceived the God, realized the
essence touch and state of the Brahm is a Brahman. Hence, Brahman
is a creation and not a caste among the human beings.

|| OM ||

____________________________________________________
1. Guru Nanak – One who understands the difference the Gyan and Yoga is
a Vipra.
2. In the eighth section of Brahman of the third chapter of Brihadaranyak
Upanishad in the royal assemblage of Janak the sage Yagyavalkay
explains to Gargi, “Gargi! That Supreme Being is imperishable knower
of the Brahm. The one who knows that imperishable being is called
Brahman.”
As a matter of fact, one who has imbibed the qualities of being a
Brahman is a true Brahman. Without doubt such a person is the greatest
and highly venerable. Therefore, one should not take into consideration
the caste, attire or qualities of the great sages.
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Alms
Question: Maharaj Ji! In the second chapter of the ‘Geeta’,
Arjun expresses that it is better to live on alms, instead of killing
the elders and reverend persons. Could you please explain what
kind of alms is it?
Answer: Alms are of two kinds. The first kind of alms is
accepted by a devotee in the form foodstuffs and in return extends
part of worship for the others and blesses them for the good life.
This is perceived for an ascetic in addition to relinquishing home
and concentrate on worship. Most of the people in the world are
aware of this kind of alms. Many a spiritual mandarins like Gautam
Buddha have emphasized on different kinds of alms for the spiritual
seekers and have wished the good of the donators. This way the
seekers remain always aware of their humility and the people of the
society understand the responsibility to take care of the needs of the
ascetics out of the sense of compassion and humanity. That is why
Jesus counselled his followers to wear a single cloak and go around
seeking alms. He told them that whoever would take care of their
needs the God will bless their soul. Those who would reverse you,
would also reverse me.
The second form of alms is subtle and incomprehensible. The
devotees who hesitate to relinquish their household but seek the
blessings of the Supreme Divine against their devoted faith are
seeking one kind of alms. ^véka czãsfr O;tkukr~* (Taittiriya Upnishad,
2/1) According to ‘Taittriya Upanishad’ the Brahm is a kind of
nourishment that satiates the soul. Seeking the blessings of the
Supreme Divinity through enlightened sages is one kind of alms.
Those who cannot devote themselves to worshipping, who are not
capable enough to give up the worldly passions and entanglements;
for such people devotion, service and prayers are the only recourse
and the only spiritual path; although, much longer. This is a kind of
alms for the people living within the households, but such alms is
not necessary for the ascetic spiritual seekers.
Arjun had been a spiritual seeker through ages and a qualified
devotee. Driven by familial affection he was seeking benevolence
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for his dear ones and relatives and tried to find ways to reason out
his such attitude. Finding no way out, he was accepted to live on
alms. But listening to the divine words of Yogeshwar Sri Krishna
his spiritual cowardice was removed and advanced on the path of
ultimate spiritual enlightenment remaining amidst his relatives and
finding it impossible he was seeking the divine blessings of Sri
Krishna encourages him to get engaged in the battle of the nature
and the living beings and prepares him to become suitable enough
to get enlightened through ardent test of spiritual pursuit.

|| OM ||

Enemy
dqfVy deZ gh 'k=q gS] vkre gus nqdkeA
egkfe= bd jke gS] ^vM+xM+* djuh FkkeAA
Meaning- Evil action is enemy. Performance of misdeeds is the
self-suicidal. Lord Ram alone is of a greater help. If you are a
want of that Ram then confine and control action within depth of
mind.
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Whether the God is a Creator Or Not?

Question: Maharaj Ji! According to the ‘Geeta’, ^fufeÙk ek=ks
Hko lO;lkfpu~*- human being is merely instrumental or a causative
factor, then why should he be accused of sins? When motor
accident happens, nobody blames the motor; it is driver who is
found faulty. Why do a human being driven by the God be
considered accused? When not even a leaf shakes without the
God’s will, how far it is justifiable to hold a human being
responsible for sinful acts?
Answer: Look, the God does not act that way. Yogeshwar
Krishna says, “Arjun! The God does not do that, neither gets it done
nor engineers even for that purpose.” Let us accept that he might
not be doing it nor getting it done, but he could, nevertheless, inspire.
But no, he does not even inspire circumstances for such acts. Krishna
adds, “Despite that, those who say that the God does that, their mind
is engulfed by illusions. That is why they speak such non-sense.”
As a matter of fact the God does not do that.
Clarifying this issue in the eighteenth chapter he says, “There
are five media of every act good or evil. These five media are –
Doer, different causes or motivations, different kinds of actions, its
basis and the fate. The mind is the doer. The instruments of actions
are the causes. If we are doing something auspicious; discretion,
non-attachment, pacification, self-control, seclusion, constant
meditation and worship are the cause or instruments. We are driven
to act in accordance with them. In case our actions are evil, we shall
be driven by passion, anger, arrogance, greed, illusion, jealousy
actions etc. The desires are endless and so are the actions to fulfil
them, but not all of them gets satiated. Out of these whenever basis
of such desires is made available and suitable circumstances are
created the platform is created. The fifth cause is the fate. These five
causes are the basis of good or evil actions. And whoever calls the
God as the inspirational force is an arrogant being. He does not
know that the God is not the doer.
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But amidst the ‘Mahabharat’ battle between six billion warriors.
Arjun alone was nearest to the God and for whom the God Himself
came forward and said, “fufeÙkek=a Hko lO;lkfpu~* (Geeta, 11/33)Arjun! You are merely instrumental. I am the actual doer. I am
confident that you will be the conqueror. I have already nearly killed
them for you. Bhishm, Dron, Karn etc. have all been nearly killed
by Me. Now kill those nearly killed and accomplish the conquest.”
Lo and behold! At one place he says, “Those who believe that
the God is the doer is driven by illusion and is arrogant or his mind
is engulfed by illusion and does not understand that the God is not
the doer.” And here, the God himself proclaims that he is the doer.
At last, what does the great sage want to say? As a matter of fact, a
thin line or ‘gravity’ exists between the God and illusion. Illusion
inspires up to a certain extent and after that the God becomes an
inspirational force. Different modes of actions act as media for
accomplishment of tasks for a spiritual seeker until he or she is in a
state of illusion. But, when such a spiritual seeker goes out of the
periphery of illusion and reaches up to the realm of divine attraction
the God takes the reins in his hands to guide such a spiritual traveler.
The God remains committed to such a spiritual seeker, and even
proclaims, “I look after my devotee whenever he ventures to move.
And, I move with him as a shadow goes with a person.” (tgk¡ Hkxr
esjks ix /kjS] rgk¡ /k:¡ eSa gkFkA ikNs ykxk lnk jgw]¡ dcgw¡ u NkMw¡ lkFkAA)
After attainment of such a spiritual state, even if the spiritual seeker
wants to fall into degradation, he or she cannot do so. The God
won’t let anything happen to his or her moral or spiritual degradation.
The way Narad was rescued from spiritual degradation; the God
would save him or her too. This means, the God acts only after
spiritual seeker crosses over that line separating illusion and spiritual
realm.
Hence it is desirable that whether a person lives in a household
or hermitage, one must regularly meditate upon the God in the
morning and evening and all through the time. One should chant
any name by which he understands the God. Lord Krishna had
prescribed chanting and concentrating upon ‘Om’ ^vksfeR;sdk{kja czã
O;kgjUekeuqLeju~A* (Geeta, 8/13). In fact, ‘Om’ reflects the realm of the
omnipotent and immortal Brahm. Advising Arjun Krishna said,
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“Meditate and chant ‘Om’ and hold my image in your conscience.
Leaving all the other things aside except my image, concentrate your
spiritual meditation upon me. While chanting ‘Om’ meditate upon
my image.” After attainment of spiritual realization every person
gets satisfied with what he strived to attain and in this manner loses
his or her worldly identity. Hence Lord Krishna was the Yogeshwar,
the ideal Guru.
Question: Maharaja Ji! If chanting the name of Krishna is
wrong, then whether those who chant the name of Krishna are in
illusion?
Answer: Look, Lord Krishna had never prescribed to chant his
name. Moreover, Arjun too felt it wrong to chant the name of
Krishna.
In the beginning Arjun considered Lord Sri Krishna his friend.
Although he considered him intellectually superior, but among the
warriors fighting with bow and arrows he considered himself
superior to all. Perceiving the ‘Longer than Life.’ (Virat Swaroop)
of Sri Krishna, Arjun was frightened a little. He pleaded to be
forgiven for his such an error and omission. He said, “O God! Neither
the greatest saints nor the deities have been able to understand you,
because you have been the cause of their beginning. You yourself
are aware of your significance. I seek your pardon for addressing
you as, My Friend, Hey yadav or O Krishna! You must pardon me;
the way a father forgives his son or a friend forgives the other friend.”
When Arjun perceived the magnanimous image of Sri Krishna he
realized that Krishna was neither black nor fair complexioned, nor
was he a friend, or a Yadav. Krishna was the omnipotent,
inexpressible, ever lasting, eternal and the essence of the highest
Supreme Soul – The Brahm. Thus, Arjun begged forgiveness of
lord Krishna. Such was the feeling of Arjun that he was experiencing
hesitation in addressing him as Krishna. (Krishna signifies black
colour). Since, he was beyond the considerations of fairness or
darkness of complexion. As the time went by, a person with
devotional fervor begins to chant his name and obtains its results
based upon his faith and belief. Utterance of any name of the God
with faith and belief enables salvation, which is a certainty.
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Hence, you can chant any name of the God- ranging from Om,
Ram, Shiv or Krishna etc. Chant the name of the God and meditate
upon his virtuous significance. And, if an enlightened Guru’s
blessing are obtained the life becomes all the more momentous. Such
an enlightened Guru will help you to enter that actual realm of the
spirituality behind that name and will help you attain awakening
and ultimate realization. Otherwise, as Patanjali had said in verse 39
of chapter 1 of the Patanjal Yogdarshan, “;FkkfHker/;kuk}k*- Follow
the image of such an entity that can assist you to proceed and progress
on the spiritual path.” This way your righteousness and efforts would
grow and that way you shall be able to traverse areas beyond nature
and reach the realm of divinity where the God himself would direct
all your activities and thoughts.
Lord Sri Krishna says in the 9th chapter of the ‘Geeta’, “Arjun!
My significance is beyond the scope of words. I am dwelling equally
within all. None is dear to Me and I hate none; but whoever is My
devoted follower is within Me and I am within him or her.” ^mj izsjd
j?kqcl
a foHkw"ku*- This means, the God is the driving force of the chariots
of life of every being. ^lks dsoy Hkxru fgr ykxhA*- The God is ever
ready for his ardent devotee.
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Act of Yoga is Sacrificial ActionWorldly Passions Are The Offerings
Question: Maharaj Ji! According to Sri Krishna sacrificial
action (Yagya) enables freedom from sinful activities. (Geeta, 3/
13). On the conclusion of the sacrificial action the performer of
such action can perceive the image of the Brahm and gets united
with him (Geeta, 4/13). However, the sacrificial actions are widely
performed but the most excellent result like perception of the
Brahma is not observed. Hence, kindly explain the true significance
of the sacrificial action.
Answer: Maharaj Ji said, “Oh Yes! The God himself has
explained the significance of the performance of sacrificial action.
^nSoesokijs ;Ke~* (Geeta, 4/25) According to the ‘Geeta’, the performance
of Yoga is the ritual of sacrificial action. By performing such
sacrificial action (yagya) the Yogies attain spiritual splendor within
their hearts. Many other Yogies sacrifice the outwardly flowing
expressions of the senses into the Yagya of restraint. When the
spiritual meditation achieves greater perfection,
lokZ.khfUnz;dekZf.k izk.kdekZf.k pkijsA
vkRela;e;ksxkXukS tqºofr KkunhfirsAA (Geeta, 4/27)
(Yet the other Yogies offer the functions of their senses and
operations of their life-breaths to the fire of Yoga (self-control) kindled
by knowledge.)
Actions of all the senses, spiritual actions of the soul are
sacrificed into the fire of self-restraint in the enlightened soul. Union
of soul is known as Yoga. When a Yogi gets seasoned in meditation
he or she sacrifices inhaled breath into the exhaled one and exhaled
breath into the inhaled one: meaning the meditate through the breath.
When further maturity is achieved in meditation, the movement of
inhaling and exhaling is controlled and the soul gets engaged in an
act of Pranayam. Neither any kind of kindling of thought or sensual
desire takes place within, nor any kind of thought from the atmospheric
surrounding can enter within. Application of stoppage on the actions
of the soul is known as Pranayam or restraint of the mind. Restraint
in such a manner results in spiritual realization of the omnipotent
Brahm and ultimate unification with the supreme soul.
;Kf'k"Vke`rHkqtks ;kfUr czã lukrue~A
uk;a yksdks·LR;KL; dqrks·U;% dq#lÙkeAA (Geeta, 4/31)
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(O the best of Guru, the Yogi who have tasted the nectar flowing
from the Yagya attain the grace of the eternal Supreme Being, but
how can the next life of the being benefit of the Yagya be happy
when their life in this world is miserable?)
Now a question could arise as to who is the rightful to perform
Yagya? On the second part of the above verse it is asked, ‘for an
entity who does not perform Yagya, the next birth as a human being
will not be possible and in such an event how could salvation is
attained?’ This means, any human being can rightfully perform
Yagya; wherever he or she is born- whether in North Pole or in
Mediterranean regions, in Australia or in India the place of birth
does not make any difference.
This way, Yogeshwar Bhagwan Sri Krishna has highlighted
thirteen to fourteen points of the performance of sacrificial action or
self-restraint; such as, taking refuge of a spiritually enlightened sage,
ardently following his wisdom and philosophy, attaining progress
wisdom and philosophy, attaining progress in spiritual pursuit under
the guidance of that enlightened sage, imbibe the spiritual wealth
within self, which can reduce the distance between the soul and the
supreme soul.
Restraint in required for attaining divinity. For that reason, they
sacrifice their worldly actions into the fire of self-restraint.^^la;ekfXu"kq
tqºofr* As you are sitting in seclusion and when a voice is heard, try
to understand its purpose into spiritual context and grasp it. And
after that when chanting divine name with the flow of breathing,
restraint of the desires of the soul begins and with the restraint
imposed upon the desires of the soul when as a result perception,
divine touch, of the omnipotent and external Brahm is achieved and
unification with the supreme soul is attained, such a state is called
successful culmination of the Yagya.
Neither fire is lit nor sesame seeds or any kind of grains or
external things are required to be prefered in such a sacrificial fire.
The only necessity is to restrain one’s mind, because the whole world
resides within the depths of the mind; and when the mind is totally
restrained the significance of the world within gets diluted. ^bgSo rSftZr%
lxksZ ;s"kka lkE;s fLFkra eu%A funks"ka fg lea czã rLekn~ czãf.k rs fLFkrk%AA*
(Geeta, 5/19) Such great sages conquer over the whole world during
their lifetime (and not after the death), whose thoughts have found
equilibrium among the worldly chaos. What is the relation of a state
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of equilibrium and conquering of the world? As a matter of fact, the
Brahm is pure and in the state of equilibrium (harmony). Since, a spiritual
seeker attains unification with the Bhram, his or her mind becomes
as pure and harmonious as the Brahm is, and he or she gets freed
from the worldly binding and gets united with the Brahm. Hence
with the perception of the eternal Brahm he becomes one with it.
Pious person performs such sacrificial action (Yagya) with
devotion. The persons driven by base worldly qualities (Rajas)
perform such Yagya with craving to fulfill worldly desires of
avaricious greed and false ego. Whereas, the people driven by
ignorance and illusions (Tamas), could achieve something through
the performance such Yagya. Although the name of such activities
is ‘Yagya’, but in true sense it is not Yagya – a sacrificial action. A
person driven by evil attitudes would proclaim – ‘I will perform
Yagya, I will donate or I will achieve fame.’ Such a person performs
sacrificial action absolutely superfluously, which have not been
recognized by standard religious scriptures. Here, Lord Sri Krishna
says, “But Arjun, such a person does not love or regards the essence
of the Supreme Soul within his soul or whitin the souls of the others.
They do not worship the God. I confine such people of cruel action,
sinful and base acts frequently be re-born as inferior species.” One
could remain unharmed by nurturing enmity towards others, but
how could one think of protecting oneself, after committing enmity
with the God? Whether such evil people could ever be saved? The
God says, “No, such people act evilly, sinfully. Although they call
their acts as Yagya, but in fact they commit acts of sin. Such people
possess the basest quality among the human beings. Such people
instead of attainting the grace of the Supreme Divine, are forced to
undergo continual rebirth within the inferior species. The degradation
of taking birth among the most inferior species is, in fact, the hell.
Hence, it is not proper to do anything in the name of the Yagya.
It’s performance entails following an acclaimed sacrificial action.
This has been described by Sri Krishna through his divine speech –
the ‘Geeta’. Such sacrificial action or Yagya is inspired and imitated
by some enlightened sage, its knowledge is received; therefore, one
must seek out the company of saintly persons. One can awaken his
or her spiritual self by taking shelter of an enlightened Guru and by
serving him devotionally.
|| OM ||
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The Question of a Devout
Question:Once a devout asked Maharaj Ji, “Maharaj Ji! The
Ramayan recognizes an oil–peeler, a potter, a butcher, an Adivasi
(tribal) as people of inferior caste or community. This proves that
classification of society is not religious. That is a segregation of
human beings. At one place, when the Ramayan talks of ^ekugq¡ ,d
Hkxfr dj ukrkA* ‘one community of worshippers’, why such distorted
picture of casteism.
Answer: Mahara Ji explained, in the absence of the divine
company of sages and saints, stir up of such ignorance is possible
but there is no place for such illusions in the Ramayan. Your query
relates to the dialogue between the Garud and Kagbhushundi in the
chapter of Uttarkand in the Ramayan. Kagbhushundi Ji has described
an era of Kaliyug full of evils, millions of years away from one
Kalp (a day of Brahma equivalent to 4,32,00,00,000 years). He said,
“In Kaliyug everybody – women and men would act against the
dictates of the religion and the Vedas. ^dfyey xzls /keZ lc] yqIr Hk,
ln~xUFkA* (Manas, 7/97)] ^cju /keZ ufga vkJe pkjhA* (Manas, 7/97/1)
In the earliest eras, the present-day casteism or communalism did
not exist, nor were they followed. ^cjukJe /kje vpkj x,A* (Manas,
7/101, Chhand 4) But during the Kaliyug all the ideal rituals of
casteism or religiosity would be thrown to winds and destroyed.
The valued scriptures shall become extinct, but many a cunning
people would create innumerable sects and ideologies in the name
of religious. ^feF;kjEHk nEHk jr tksbZA rk dgq¡ lar dgfg lc dksbZAA**
(Manas, 7/97/4) Falsity shall prevail everywhere. The people came
to recognize such feigning and so-called saints as the virtuous and
ideal sages. ^ij f=; yaiV diV l;kusA*] ^rsfg vHksn oknh Kkuh ujA ns[kk
eSa pfj= dfytqx djAA* (Manas, 7/99/1-2) Such class of people
declared themselves as non-communal and spiritually
knowledgeable. Such people created chasm among the humanity at
large and recognized different sect as religious. ^ts cjuk/ke rsfy
dqEgkjkA* (Manas, 7/99/5)- The inferior castes such as oil-peeler or
potter, or cobbler or a butcher were the figments of their imagination
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and not an established principle of the Ramayan. To call them as
degraded is not religion. The religion, in true sense, was destroyed.
Tulsidas Ji refuses to accept such degradation and that is why he
has described such casteism as a social order of crafty and evil people.
^f}t fpUg tusm m?kkj rihA* (Manas, 7/100, Chhand)- In those days
the illiterate, greedy, passionate, crass, evil and husbands of evil
women happened to become Brahmans. Their identity was
Yagnopavit (a sacred thread). Just think, when the Brahmans
possessed such base qualities, how could the ordinary masses benefit
from their services? Basically, these were, merely; the thoughts of
Kagbhushundi Ji expressed millions of years ago. After a thousands
years later that great sage emerged as a person whose mind was
fixed in the knowledge of the highest truth. He lived on the Neelgiri
Mountain for twenty-seven Kalp. If we ignore the time-span- since
his time to the present era and consider his description relating to the
present-day society, wouldn’t that be our mistake?
During the reign of Bhagwan Ram caste system was reinstated.
cjukJe fut fut /kje] fujr csn iFk yksxA
pyfga lnk ikofga lq[kfg ufga Hk; lksd u jksxAA (Manas, 7/20)
In the reign of Ram (after one attains entry on the path of the
Supreme Being) a spiritual seeker tread the path of spirituality under
the guidance of divine light received from the soul within, acting in
accordance with their ability, ^pyfga osniFk yksx* fulfilling the acts laid
out by their ordained actions or their respective spiritual classification.
As a result they attain eternal happiness free from fear, disease, grief
or suffering pain of separation.
It is said, under the reign of Ram every men and women who
worship Ram, become qualified to attain ultimate salvation.- ^jke
Hkxfr jr uj v# ukjhA ldy ije xfr ds vf/kdkjhAA* (Manas, 7/20/
4) The people of all the classed of the society (Varn) worshipped
Ram. The women had equal right to worship all the men and women
rightfully qualified to attain salvation.
^vYi e`R;q ufga dofum ihjkA* There was never an incidence of
painful death in the kingdom (spiritual realm) of Ram, because of
this spiritual path the result of pious acts does not perish. ^lc lqUnj
lc fc#t ljhjkA* The people of all the Varn were good-looking and
healthy. The divine aura gets highlighted more and more as one
proceeds higher and higher on the spiritual paths. ^dke okr dQ yksHk
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vikjkA* Such a person gets freedom from the affliction like passion,
gastronomy, cough, delusion, arrogance, jealousy etc. ^ufga nfjnz dksm
nq[kh u nhukA* No one suffers of panicky of wealth, as the spiritual
wealth is the real and immovable property. Once you get it, it does
not go away from your possession. The person who has such spiritual
wealth does not find oneself helpless any more. The divine blessings
of God always remain upon him. ^ufga dksm vcq/k u yPNu ghukA*
(Manas, 7/20/6) None remain under the influence of illusion or
ignorance any more and continually receives his spiritual
qualification. The God imparts such spiritual knowledge and a
spiritual seeker learns it. That is why everyone is in the know of
spiritual knowledge. Such a person possesses all the characteristics
of a spiritual seeker, who will attain ultimate benevolence. ^lc xquK
iafMr lc KkuhA* (Manas, 7/20/8) In the kingdom of Ram, although,
there are Shudra and even Vaishya, but he or she are all Pandit
(knowledgeable). They are very much aware of their status on the
spiritual path. They need not go anywhere to seek clarification for
the questions or doubt. The divine voice guided and resolved their
queries. What they need, was to only walk towards their spiritual
destination. God would tell them as soon as a slight change took
place in their conscience. Everybody was gratefully obliged and
free of mental anguish.
During Ram regime the people of the four classifications of the
society used to bathe together on the banks of the river Sarayu,
without any kind of differences. The question of untouchability did
not bother them. As a matter of fact, the river Sarayu symbolizes the
movement of breathing engaged in the spiritual meditation. In this
process of meditation with the breathing, those who were less
knowledgeable, could concentrate lesser than those of the medium
category, whereas, the people of Brahman category could go in trance
while meditating upon his or her breathing and reach the highest
state of spiritual trance. On the spiritual path, someone is on the
highest level, while the other might be on the primary level.
Nevertheless, the ‘riverbank’ is the same and the people of all the
four classes of the society bathe (wash their afflictions) there.
Whoever comes within the periphery of the kingdom of Ram gets
engaged in the gradual spiritual path of the four categories of
spirituality (Varn), and this is the Dharm.
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Communal differences are not Dharm. The ‘Ramcharit Manas’,
in its entirety does not advocate such repulsive social system. A
man might be born in any family engaged in any kind of profession.
Some child could take birth under weird circumstance, as the Saint
Kumbhaj was found in a pot. A child takes birth as a human being
and not as a professional of any community. Such a person is the
result of the mercy of God and is lucky because he or she has been
blessed with a human form, which is a door to ultimate liberation. It
is not necessary that only a prestigious or affluent family win favour
of the God. A human body doesn’t need to have influence of any
past deeds. Such a person is the creator of the ordained action (Karm)
and does not slave of effects of the past deeds. Being born as a
human being indicates that you are absolutely lucky. The boatman
who helped Ram to cross the river was socially considered to be
belonging to an inferior community. ^lk/kq lekt u tkdj ys[kkA jke
Hkxr egq¡ tklq u js[kkAA* (Manas, 2/189/7) He wasn’t considered
worthy and destined to serve Ram. ^jke dhUg vkiu tcgha rsaA Hk;m¡
Hkqou Hkw"ku rcgha rsaAA* (Manas, 2/195/2) But Ram accepted him and
he became one of the most pious persons of the world. He reached
God. He became so much propitious that the sage Vashishtha
embraced him, but at one point of time the society had ruled one
must take purification bath if his shadow fell. These days if anybody
accepts a poor person, they say that such poor person is ‘theirs’, but
God does not accept a person in such manner.
Ram told the boatman, ^^rqe ee l[kk Hkjr le HkzkrkA lnk jgsm iqj
vkor tkrkAA** (Manas, 7/19/3) “You are my friend and brother as
Bharat is my brother. Do visit my home, as and when you feel like
coming.”
The words of Ram do not discriminate within the communal
differences.
The same devout once again asked, “Maharaj Ji! It is
mentioned in Valmiki Ramayan that Bhagwan Ram only killed
Shambook because being a Shudra, he was performing penance.
What is the significance of such an event? Is it because Valmiki
had progressed from the state of Shudra? In fact, Ram had
reverently prostrated before him to offer his respects.”
eqfu dg¡ jke n.Mor dhUgkA (Manas, 2/124/1)
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Reverend Maharaj Ji explained, “This is also a spiritual legend
that Shambook had imitated penance and because of a Brahman
child had died. For many years investigation was carried out in this
case. The moment Ram beheaded him; the child came to life. It has
never been heard that without any surgery, life could be restored in
such a manner.
Shambook was a Shudra, meaning he was a seeker on the
primary stage of spiritual pursuit. Such spiritual seekers usually
become arrogant. ^lksfpb 'kwnz foiz voekuhA eq[kj eku fiz; Kku xqekuhAA*
In his initial stage Kagbhushundi had committed a similar mistake.
He not only sat down for worshipping but also insulted his teacher,
for which he had to seek reprieve. The spiritual seeker on the initial
stages of spiritual path lacking seasoned knowledge at times try to
imitate the spiritual seekers at the higher state of a spiritually but the
spiritual awakening attained on the initial level gets diminished. This
is symbolized by the death of the Brahman child. Shambook is the
symbol of an imitator mimicking an enlightened saint. Hanging
upside down on a branch of a tree, he was meditating. ^llkj foVi
uekegs* This world is like a tree. Although, the spiritual status of
Shambook was similar to the child resting in upside-down position
in the womb, yet mimicking an accomplished spiritual seeker. This
way, the spirituality, which had awakened, gets diminished, but when
God becomes charioteer of the seeker, he does not allow spiritual
downfall of his devotee. God disembarks such seeker with a
renunciation symbolized by a sword. The Brahman child died ages
ago comes alive. Intuitive sense of the Brahman level is thus
awakened and this way through the performance of the Yoga a
seeker achieves greater height of spirituality. Bhagwan Sri Krishna
says, “ij/keksZ Hk;kog%* (Geeta, 3/35) Other religions (Dharm) are
dangerous.” If a seeker having inferior knowledge mimics a seeker
of higher spiritual status, such a person faces a dangerous situation.
Based on the temperamental ability, if a seeker strives, he or she can
attain the ultimate good and happiness.
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Religion In The Light Of Shreemadbhagwadgeeta
A Premitive Scripture
Once the devout persons expressed before Maharaj Ji their
inquisitiveness to know about the antiquity and suggestiveness of
the word ‘Hindu’. Revered Gurudev said, “Ho! This name – ‘Hindu’
is very ancient as it is respectfully taken and acknowledged in those
far off places and provinces like Assam, Meghalaya, Burma where
Islam failed to reach. This view that it originated in the Sindhu Valley
about eleven hundred years ago, is baseless. The confusion prevails,
because our original language Sanskrit, our ‘Geeta’, our religious
scriptures and our most honored historical book- The ‘Mahabharat’,
which depicts the splendid history, right from the very beginning of
creation to the Dwapar age, were strictly banned. People got
confused about the origin of words like ‘Hindu’, ‘Arya’ and ‘Sanatan’
Questions like- ‘‘From where the Aryans came?’’ or “What is Sanatan?”
are still in the boiling pot, but all such words are quotables from
‘Geeta’. Lord Sri Krishna in the very beginning of the ‘Geeta’ says:
dqrLRok d'eyfena fo"kes leqifLFkre~A
vuk;Zt"q VeLoX;ZedhfrZdjetqZuAA (Geeta, 2/2)
O Arjun! From where you have gathered such an ignorance ?
Neither it is enhancing to your dignity, nor it is helpful for your
wellbeing, nor our choosen ancestors have adopted it on any account
in the past. ‘Anaryajustam’ means the ways of non-Aryans or antiAryans, where from you learnt all this? The ‘Geeta’ is the
compendium of the code of conduct of the Aryans. Except the soul,
everything is non-existent. All those who have faith in the supreme
soul are none but Aryans. Those who know the technique or Yogic
method to realise the Soul, are true Aryans. Those who are self
contained or established in the self or have selfsatiated, have really
attained the essence of Aryanism, do possess the traits of Aryans.
The soul is eternal and the worshiper of it is none, but the
follower of the eternal religion (Sanatan Dharmi). The Lord, while
pointing out to the dwelling place of Supreme Soul, says:
T;ksfr"kkefi rTT;ksfrLrel% ijeqP;rsA
Kkua Ks;a KkuxE;a âfnloZL; fof"Bre~AA (Geeta, 13/17)
O Arjun! He is the devine light of all the lights, transcending
every kind of Darkness, He is the embodiment of knowledge and is
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fully knowable, accessible through knowledge, dwells universally
in the heart of all. Now the question is what does He do there, from
within the heart ? The Lord says –
loZL; pkga âfn lfékfo"Vks eÙk% Le`frKkZueiksgua pA
osnS'p losZjgeso os|ks osnkUrd`}snfonso pkge~AA (Geeta, 15/15)
O Arjun! I myself am present in the heart of all the living entities.
Only through Me one can realise his self, re-attain the consciousness
of one’s identity, accomplish spiritual perceptions. Only then, all
the hindrances are removed. I am knowable through the Vedas. I
alone am the author of the Vedant and the comprehender of the
Vedas. In the Eighteenth chapter the Lord confirms^bZ'oj% loZHkwrkuka âís'ks·tqZu fr"BfrA*
Arjun! God dwells in the heart of all the Bhootas (the living
entities). If God dwells in the heart of all the Bhootas (the living
entities), and if He is so close, why do not then people know Him ?
God says, that it is so, because all the persons are the victims of
illusion and hence lose their way and go astray. This is the reason of
their nescience.
If God is ever present in the heart, where should one seek the
shelter? Whom to worship? In the next Shlok God explains:
reso 'kj.ka xPN loZHkkosu
HkkjrA
rRizlknkRijka 'kkfUra LFkkua izkIL;fl 'kk'ore~AA (Geeta, 18/62)
Arjun! Take the refuge of such a God wholeheartedly. He
would bless you with supreme harmony, peace and tranquility, you
would attain the eternal abode. Those who try to attain such a God,
present in the heart are known as “Hindus”. In the darkness of
worldly night, the celestial light of the Supreme Being flows in every
human heart and inspires. It is moon who gets lightened in the night,
hence ^âfn&bUnq l fgUnwA*- Hindu is one, whose heart is moon lit.
Everyone should devote himself to Him. All the persons of this world
have to take. His refuge, so the word ‘Hindu” has universal
dimensions. Words like ‘Sanatan’ and ‘Arya’ have the same
connotation. Since the Aryans keep their faith in the existence of
the Supreme Being so they came to be known as Hindus, similarly
the ‘Sanatandharmis’ believe in the eternal ‘Soul’ and all pervading
God so they are also called Hindus. All the three names are
synonymous and transmit the same message. All of them have only
one religious scripture and that is the ‘Geeta’.
|| OM ||
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Incarnation of Saints and Their Traditions

The entire life of the most revered Paramhans Ji was similar to
the number of sages who have been incarnated since the time
immemorial till the date; e.g. Ram, Krishna, Buddha etc. to Kabir,
Tulsidas etc. The modern man today recognizes those sages, because
of their unbelievable feats like bringing a couple of people back to
life, curing a few people of grave diseases or even madness. It was
but common to find such miraculous capabilities in the reverend
Paramhans Ji. The people might think and understand such things
with their own perception, but it is not so with the great sages. The
attainment of those great sages have no relation, whatsoever with
the feat of bringing somebody back to life or causing death or
enabling someone to get cured of illness. It’s their divine influence,
which make things happen that way. When someone, in fact, walks
up on the spiritual path and unifies with the supreme soul, such
divine aura begins to show its miraculous feats. However, over
generations after generations of disciples bestowed honorable titles
upon such enlightened sages like incarnation etc. and made them
symbolic images of their sects; but those great and enlightened sages
do not belief in any kind of sect or institutions.
Whenever the great sages have incarnated, they have found
that ultimate divine realm, the same, it is because of the universe is
one and similar, which means the God is one and similar. In case, if
anyone who has reached that God, such a person would never cast
rift within the society. You are with Khuda and I am with the Godsuch a way there could be innumerable branches of religiosity. If,
for example, someone tries to foment groupism, it is proved that,
such a person has not attained the self-realization as yet. For
enlightened sages, you all are mere human being. If you are in a
state of being qualified to tread the spiritual path, such an enlightened
sage enables you to extricate yourself from the quagmire of the
worldly passions and set you on the other side towards the attainment
of ultimate self-realization.
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The way, the great sages enable you to gradually rise on the
spiritual path cannot be described in written words. In order to attains
the right to tread the spiritual path we must have thorough faith and
dedication. To consider that, there is some kind of priority on this
path is, a grave mistake.
When we look up the ancient legends, we cannot find mention
of any community in particular. During the battle between the deities
and demons two communities emerged- the first one was Dev and
the second was Demon. After that human beings were born as Yaksh,
Rakshas, Kinnar, Gandharv, Nag and Yavan, which were with the
passage of time, came to be known as Vanar, Richh, Mandook etc.
Gradually, the Man in the form of Arya came to be known as
Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra. This change will not cease
here, because this is the result of the ideal social order. A man has
always been striving to modify his lifestyle and due to this reason,
he has segregated the humanity in different sects and presented
himself as a follower in different ritualistic traditions. It is possible; a
man could take present himself in different form of identity, because
this has been happening in different eras. The Supreme Being has
no relation with such physical arrangements. The process of that
spiritual ritual gets activated, through the mind and gradually with
the stability of mind, steadiness on one God and complete restrain
the efforts of the mind culminated with the ultimate realization of
God.
In case, you have love for God or have faith in renunciation, it
is not necessary, who your parents are in reality; but you would
attain a state of spiritually enlightened sage or a saint. The great
sage Valmiki was born from an aborigine woman whereas,
Brahmarshi Vyas was born of a fisher-woman but there was no
difference between their spiritual status. Kabir was found lying on
the bank of a pond. Jesus Mother was already seven-month pregnant,
when she was unmarried, despite that he became an accomplished
enlightened saint. Hence, the mistake of the parents has no adverse
effect on the spiritual pursuit. However, a traveller on the spiritual
path can reach up to the ultimate aim without passing the entire test
of complete restraint of the senses. Such restraint is required from
the initiation of the spiritual meditation.
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Now, bestowing such great and enlightened sages with extraordinary adjectives and honors is, the gift of those who have failed
to grasp the essence of those sages and are devoid of any devotions.
How, let us ponder over those great saints, behind whom such
narrowness has been evolved and as a result seats has come into
existence. The devout call them the only son of God. They proclaim
in large letters that God would mean, God does not have any other
son and he cannot have any other son; but Jesus had already said
that he was the son of that does not mean others would not become
the sons of God. Jesus said, “Come to me, because you would be
called the God’s son.” The meaning of ‘coming to the saint’ means
unifying self with the divine image of the saints.
The followers of Kabir say, “The rays of light gathered on the
bank of a pond and those rays were formed into a child.” This is
nothing but empty devotion. This seems to prove that in future no
other person like Kabir could incarnate. This would mean that
antithetically such saints introduce themselves in the following word:
dfcjk dfcjk D;k djS] lks/kks ldy 'kjhjAA
vk'kk r`".kk cl djS] lksbZ nkl dchjAA
(Why talk of only Kabir, just search the whole body. If you can
defeat passions and greed, you, yourself are Kabir!)
When Kabir attained the state of an enlightenment, considering
some good work, the society began to discuss that Kabir is a great
man and an enlightened Yogi and so much and so forth. At that
time introducing himself Kabir said, ‘‘Why are you chanting the
name of Kabir? Why don’t you search the entire (physical, subtle
and causative) body? Restrain the hopes and despair. That’s all!
You too can become a Kabir!’’ Kabir is the name of a spiritual state
and anybody can become Kabir by attaining such a status.
This amply proves that the great sages don’t belong to any
particular country, community or caste. Their entity resides in the
realm of the Omnipotent Being. The most reverend Sri Paramhans
Ji was one such ideal sage. In case we wish to attain self-realization
and essence of the supreme soul we shall have to surrender to a
great and accomplished sage, leaving aside the difference of all kinds
of social boundaries and the difference of castes; whether we are
Indians or foreigners, Hindus or non–Hindus, Sikh, Christians or
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for that matter anybody; if you wish to seek the essence of the highest
Supreme Soul, you will have to discard all the social bindings and
devote yourself to any enlightened sage.
However, certain problems do exist before the human beings.
We must also consider the fact that a man is born in one or the other
cult or sect and with his birth the traditional values of that sect or
cult begin to affect him. Gradually, being bound within the
boundaries of such rituals of the cults believes them to be the source
of ultimate bliss; but then there are innumerable cults in the society.
This way that aim would be perceived differently, whereas, it is one
and the same. As a matter of fact, if we propose to move towards
the attainment of the ultimate bliss, we will have to relinquish the
constricting domestic boundaries and proceed towards the broad
minded thoughts and view points. The moment leaving the affection
for our family, when we move towards spiritual progress, the love
for our sect or cult completely binds us.
A true devout will have to give up the affection for one’s cult in
the same manner he has given up love for is family. In such a condition
he will be able to move towards a state of no-boundary from the
enclosed environment, will realize universality leaving behind petty
narrowness because the entity known as God is only One; even if it
is referred to in different forms of languages and expressions. Leaving
behind the limits of cults or sects as soon as we move towards spiritual
development once again, various conflicting opinions binds us firmly
in their grips. During such times some devout coming in contact
with the so-called moral ideologists; turn towards patriotism. They
expect the growth and development of their country and believe
that to be the supreme entity and for that, they are even ready to
sacrifice their life. But whether India is the only nation? Whether
the realm of God is limited to the boundaries of India? Since there
are many countries, the realm of one God seems to be segregated
within the different physical and geographical national boundaries.
However, if you are seeking the ultimate bliss you will have to discard
the fantasy of patriotism and accept the concept of universality. As
we proceed ahead from this point onwards the compulsions of
religious sect put limit on our movements. One would believe in
Ram, while the other would believe in Rahim, some could believe
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in Jesus while the others believe in the divine powers of Buddha,
Mahavir Swami or Khuda. These way afflictions of Hinduism,
Islamism, Jainism, Buddhism etc. overwhelm a spiritual seeker, but
these different religious philosophies are of no avail to attain the
realm of the Supreme Being, which is of universal nature. At last,
leaving behind the considerations of sectarian difference, conflicting
opinions of cults, patriotism and various religions when a spiritual
seeker seek out the all pervading realm, through the gradual progress
the realization of that omnipotent being is attained, which is inherent
within all the religions and communities. Despite several differences
of opinions, the image of the ultimate supreme spiritual being is the
purest, wise, infinite and omnipresent. The eternal aim of the human
life is the attainment of the essence of this supreme spirituality.
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THE FOLK SAYINGS OF PARAMHANS JI
[1]
Often a number of devotees used to request revered Maharaj Ji
to allow them too to serve him and perform Bhajan like other
attendants of the Ashram. On it, Sri Gurudev Bhagwan used to
remark, “Ho! Bread made of a coarse grain like gram looks very
delicious in the mouth of others. It is of yellow alluring colour but it
affects the throat; if one wishes to take it, one has to eat it with salt
and water.” Salt is here a metaphor for regularity. For taking this
bread, water is also necessary. Water is a metaphor for love. Only
then, this coarse bread (Bhajan) could be swallowed with ease; the
grain gram stands here for mind. To swallow this bread of gram
means to withdraw the propensities of mind and consciousness. After
the complete restraint of mind, the light of God appears in which the
individual self is submerged.
[2]
If someone proposed to organise any function with no
arrangement of required things, Maharaj Ji used to say, “Hum! lqok
u lqrkjh] pys gSa cu ds C;kikjhA” (The fellow does not have the
required materials with him, still he pretends to be a merchant.) He
used to put it in another way also, ^mdrkby dqEgkj u[ks ls ekVh [kusA*
(A disgusted potter digs the clay with his nails.) Or he used to remark,
^lwr u dikl] tqykgs ls yV~Be yV~BkA* (There is neither cotton nor
cotton yarn, yet you quarrel with the weaver for it.) He used to
direct first to arrange for the things needed to start any work. Then,
it should be started patiently. The fate of a man and of a horse does
not always remain alike, it takes no time to turn.” In this way he
used to make people understand things. Thus he used to strike them
with his stick affectionately at the same time distributing among them
the Vibhuti.
This stick was wielded for giving the blessings under the divine
directions of God. Out of curiosity once I enquired, “Maharaj Ji!
Why do you strike with a stick?” The Maharaj Ji replied that when
a devotee gets liberation, God grants some weapons also. He said
that when he got it God blessed him with it and said, if he struck a
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person with his right hand he would be saved even from the sentence
of death and if he touched anyone with his left hand he would meet
his doom. It would prove to be as effective as a fatal curse.
I am always afraid of recalling an incident of the past. Once an
Arya Samaj fellow came to see the Maharaj Ji He was accompanied
by one or two persons. He used to consider himself to be a great
scholar; where as Maharaj Ji was a great seer. The spiritual discourse
and discussion started, but soon it turned into a dispute. Finding him
to be very obstinate and prejudiced the Maharaj Ji called him to his
side. When he reached near him he started humming the words of
Tulsidas- ^eksjsgq dgsa u lal; tkghaA fcf/k fcijhr HkykbZ ukghaA* and
touched the head of the gentleman with his left hand and said, “Hum!
Now you speak.”, instantly the gentleman got stupefied and dumbfounded. For an hour- two, he looked hither and thither with
astonished eyes.
Next morning after finishing the daily routines of natural calls
he came to the Maharaj Ji and sat before him. The Arya Samaj fellow
humbly submitted, “Your Lordship! You are a genuine Yogi. You
have realised yourself. The truth is known only to him who practically
experienced it. We have only academic informations, hence we are
victims of intellectual arrogance, How can we know intellectually?
We acknowledge the truth of your arguments; kindly show us the
path of real Sadhana. We do not know what happened to us
yesterday, I never believe that mere touch can do miracles. Yesterday
when you touched with your hand, my memory started yielding
and my mind became petrified. Now I have regathered myself and
am present before you. Be kind to me always.” After having the
blessings he moved away.
Once without any reason I was also struck with his stick which
he had in his right hand. In the beginning I was startled! Was there
any lapse on my part ? The Maharaj Ji had said something but it was
not convincing. Mere spoken words do not create firm faith. After
sometime I fell sick, the disease was worsening and I felt a lot of
pain. Two-three days passed by thus. One day very early in the
morning I had a spiritual experience. I saw four persons who were
very well acquainted to me came to me and moved out along with
me. They took me to a forest where there was a big armoury. The
doors of which automatically opened. On entering it the doors were
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swiftly closed. A brilliant light was emitting out from the weapon.
Abruptly all of them picked up one weapons each and started hinting
one another to kill me. I started shuddering with fear and felt that
death was eminent. In imploring tone I requested them, to spare me
once at least this time.
My imploring fell flat on their ears. An idea was again and
again coming to my mind, if I become free I would devote myself
fully to Bhajan in order to ward off their terror completely. But they
were bent upon killing me. As my life was about to end, I found
them suddenly retreating. I was reminded of the stick of the Gurudev.
Addressing them I said, I was unnecessarily seeking from you pardon.
The stick of my Gurudev has already fallen on me, so you can not
kill me.” Now the tables turned. The armory started disappearing. I
started going back from there with the resolve of Bhajan. My fatal
disease was also over. I have had occasions to witness the might of
the stick of my Gurudev and the effect of it.
[3]
The Maharaj Ji used to console a devotee if he was besieged
with difficulties or diseases and say, “Ho! Maya was always at war
with God. She does not relish to see my progress. The favorable
result is bound to come but only after a lot of teasing. Go, everything
would be ok.
If any devotee failed in his efforts to achieve success and prayed
for the blessings of the Maharaj Ji, he used to remark, “Just see, the
whole night people were busy in revelries and merry makings on
the birth of the child. Next morning the new born baby was found
not having the male organ. Look, I had warned him a lot but he
wasted his time in idleness and sleep despite his assurances to act
properly. My son idleness, sleep and yawning are the brothers of
death. Go! Shake off your laziness and don’t feel despondent. If
you face any hurdle you remember me every morning and evening.
If you visit me mentally everything would be right.”
[4]
The Maharaj Ji used to take a lot of care of those visitors who
came to the Anusuiya Ashram. Everything which was needed for
their convenience, was kept available in the Ashram. He had made
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arrangements for their daily shaving, for their tea and coffee and
even for their mirror, soap, oil, comb, etc. These articles had no use
for the Ashram but for them they were readily available. With great
affection, he used to offer meals and give Prasad himself. Such a
perfect management of the kitchen is not seen anywhere. From the
buttered bread to various kinds of new delicious items of food were
daily available. At the time of their lunch he used to reach at the
place on one pretext or other and addressed them, “ Ho! sit properly.
If you sit in a squatting posture and take food in this way, your belly
would get folded. Food taken in half quantity is like a man who dies
in the prime of his life.” Chiding the saints who catered the meal, he
used to say, “O! You have not given the pickles. Don’t you know
that these persons belong to such families who are habituated to
take delicious food. Pour out some more ghee (butter). Khichadi
has got four companions- Curd, Papad, Ghee and Pickles. Give
him one bread more.” When he used to find that they are fully fed
and would not tike to take anymore, he used to say, “ Oh! My friends!
I had forgotten that very delicious Barfi (sweets) are kept here. One
bread more with it now.” The devotees used to get overwhelmed
with the immense love and affection of the Maharaj Ji.
But he used to keep strict vigilance on the mode of eating and
living of the persons who were engaged in the performance of the
Sadhana. When he found that the fellow instead of doing Bhajan is
bent upon only eating and eating he used to scoldingly say, “ Go on
eating and eating my son! The materials of food belong to the Baba
and so you are free! Buckup! Buckup Baba Ji! No meditation, No
contemplation! You fail to understand that a saint takes only subtle
and pious food. He should take one-bread less of his appetite, should
take little sleep and remain engaged in the performance of Bhajan
with restraint. Get out from here. Those who lack renunciation and
are incompetent are not required here.” Simply by such chastisements
the devotees used to feel ashamed of lust for sumptuous eating. The
aim was to correct them and direct for the regular spiritual practices.
Ganja (Herb) was his special Prasad. Once a man came to the
Ashram to become a monk. He was sweeping the floor out of regard.
Some persons were smoking the pipe. One of them offered to him
also to have a puff. He immediately threw a side the broom stick
and leapt towards the pipe. As soon as he reached near the pipe, the
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Maharaj Ji scolded, “You rustic, get away from here. You dare
become a monk! The whole world would like to turn into monks if
free meals are available in addition to the spiritual knowledge. Just
see! He has come here to practice how impatiently he rushes towards
the pipe! It is like ^gj ns gjokg nsA ihNs ls [kksns ds iSuk nsA* (Providing
the plough the ploughman and the goading stick too.) Go back to
your home and look after your family. Good days and bad days
alternately come and go. Time is not presently suitable for you to
become a monk. When the right time would approach, God would
help you and call you, only then you would succeed.” Thus the
Maharaj Ji used to keep a vigil on the activities of the devotees.
Such reprimandings used to give useful directions to other devotees
of the Ashram and the visitors present there.
[5]
In the earlier days very few visitors used to come to Anusuia
but after the settlement of the Maharaj Ji there gradually the number
of devotees started increasing. The Maharaj Ji used to definitely
give at least some Prasad to them which they respectfully received.
Sometimes someone who observed rites and rituals also used to drop
in. But they did not know the real methods to achieve God. For
their guidance the revered Maharaj Ji used to give the Chhachh
(liquid curd) and say, “Take some curd mixed with water, you have
come from a great distance. Your face seems to be sun burnt.” The
Pandits used to retort, “Maharaj Ji! We have not taken our bath as
yet; we would like to have first a dip in the Ganga.” The Maharaj Ji
used to say, “What a great hypocrisy! You people sleep with a
Chamaine (Lady of the untouchable caste) and observe Sunday fast!
Pandit Ji poses to be a Pandit. Come on, take the Prasad and the
water. The Ganga is nothing but the flow of knowledge, which
becomes available when the mind’s eye gets linked with the breath.
Knowledge means direct perceptions. When the mind’s eye and the
breath are completely identified with each other God is attained.”
[6]
At times if any disciple placed his suggestions before the
Maharaj Ji, he simply cast a glance at him and kept quiet. After he
left the place, he used to say to the listeners there, “Ho! You see!
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^v.Mk dgs cPpk ls] pw&¡ pw¡ er djA* (The egg tells the chick not to cry.)
My own creature teaches me today. Nothing has happened today.
The time of the test is yet to come. When illusion puts to test, even
old men turn in to young ones, the impotent become potent. ^Ük`axh dh
Hk`axh dfj Mkjh] ijk'kj ds mnj fonkjA* All of them were Yogis. What a
surprise a Yogi of two days, standing has maintained such a long
hair touching his ankles. Just see he talks nonsense. One should
speak only to that extent which is permitted. A devotee should have
full control over his mind and senses.”
After such reprimandings some of the devotees used to keep
quiet for a day or two. Taunting them the Maharaj Ji used to say
“Very well! He has taken a vow not to speak at all. What is the use
of simply taking such vows ? The tongue would not speak but the
mind and other senses remain always vocal. Then how can it be
called ‘speechlessness’. Devotees should not allow the external
conditions of the world to prevail on them till the final attainment.
The real silence or speechlessness occurs only when the goal is
realised.
[7]
Often some persons after getting displeased with the members
of their family used to approach the Maharaj Ji and say, “Maharaj
Ji! Now I shall live in your shelter.” Maharaj Ji used to console him
and say, “What has happened? Why have you left your house?”
The fellow used to express his sorrow thus, “Maharaj Ji! The world
is very selfish. Wife, brother, son none is obedient. Nobody listens
to me.’’ At this the Maharaj Ji smilingly used to narrate a tale There was a couple. Whenever the sense renunciation became
dominant, the husband used to tell that he no more had desire to live
in home. The wife also used to comment that he was right, she had
also lost her attachment with house hold affairs, so both of them left
the home and started Bhajan of God in the jungle. For five to seven
days they could suffer hunger and thirst. Thereafter the intensity of
the sense of renunciation slowly thinned down. Now the family
started haunting their minds. The husband said that he on more felt
interested in living that way. The wife promptly suggested nothing
was lost as yet. They should go back to home and they returned.
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Addressing the devout fellow the Maharaj Ji used to say, ‘‘Your
renunciation is also like this, like the sense of renunciation which is
aroused at the funeral place. Go back to your home and look after
your work and family. Quarrels in family often occur. Where there
are more than one utensil at a place, they often clash among
themselves. You are born in a good family and you have been brought
up in a good atmosphere. Go every thing would be set at right.”
[8]
Chitrakoot, on account of its being the place of Lord Ram’s
penance and the centre of contemplations- meditation of sages is the
special spot of attraction for saints. A number of devotees, Yogis
and Mahapurushas have been visiting this place. The Maharaj Ji
used to get prior occult hint about the visit of persons who were
about to reach the Anusuiya Ashram. He used to make arrangements
for their proper lodging and fooding. Sometimes even the hypocrits
also used to come to the Ashram. The Maharaj Ji used smell by
intuition and say, “Hum! My biological clock rings. Some fake,
hypocrit, pretenders are about to reach here. Now they would like
to have meals, the hearth to warm up their body, Ganja for smoking
and bed for sleep.” When the persons nearby, used to express their
astonishment. He used to tell them, “Some one is coming, you will
see. Charities extended to undeserving persons ultimately destroy
those who offer them.
Within a short time someone assuming the shape of a Mahatma
appeared and from a distance demonstrating his gimmicks
approached near the Ashram. The Maharaj Ji used to harshly remark,
“Ho! The fellow dares to narrate the tales about the maternal
grandmother even before herself. Look! He shows me the miracles,”
Thereafter he used to hurl abuses at him. If the fellow did not stop
his demonstrations even after he used to comment, “Hum! Just see
his long hair like that of a Faquir and conduct of a house-holder.
Where from do you come? Where do you live? Why are you bent
upon performing evil deeds on the pretext of God in this garb? You
will earn so much sins that you have to bear the load of them and
take several births to carry them. You rogue! You would not get
tears for weeping. If you have accepted the garb why don’t you
take the shelter of some accomplished saint so that you learn the
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method and get activated. The method would lead you to God. Even
now nothing is lost Kabir says. ^^tue d m<+jhA tc ls psrs rcs ls
lq/kjhA** (Even like long concubines have a silver lining if they start
moving on the moral path.)
Those who had really lost the path used to change the direction
of their life but those who feigned like Sadhus for earning their
livelihood used to slip away saying, ‘Guru Ji, Guru Ji!’ A miraculous
saint of such a type was living on the bank of Chitrakoot. He was
the top of the town and had impressed thousands of people. He had
brought several Mahatmas of Chitrakoot also were under his
influence. By reading the mind or by miraculously materialising things
and distributing rare gifts, people proposed to test his miracles
attainment before Paramhans Ji. The fellow reached the Anusuiya
Ashram along with a big crowd. Those who accompanied him
introduced him to the Maharaj Ji. The Maharaj Ji said, “Very well!
Now I will also have the good fortune of seeing some miracles.
Please show me also.’’ But the fellow failed to show any miracle
before the Maharaj Ji. He for saving himself from cutting a sorry
figure, said, “I have to instantly go to the Sarbhang Ashram.’’
He would come to the Maharaj Ji later on. After sometime he
sent a letter. Thereafter, a personality appeared and humbly submitted,
“Maharaj Ji! I am not any saint. I happened to be a priest (Panda) of
Kamroop (Assam). I used to earn bread and butter for the upkeep of
my family, but all miracles failed from he very day, I tried to
demonstrate them before you. Despite invocations the Mantras failed
to be effective, I am in great rumble. Please be kind to me that I
regain the power of showing the miracles.
The Maharaj Ji was moved by his pathetic prayer and warned
him not to assume the garb of a Sadhu and not to demonstrate such
miracles before any saint. He instructed him to leave this place and
invoke the Mantras from a distance of two miles away from there
they would come back to him. After offering his salutations he left
and again started earning his livelihood. He used to regularly send
letters but never dared to personally appear before the Maharaj Ji,
who used to say that such miracles were nothing but devilish illusions
which have no effect on Mahapurushas (sages). Even the Siddhies
obtained through Yoga are hurdles in the way of the attainment of
the goal. The real devotees should not even cast this glance at them.
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The Mahapurushas never display miracles. They have got one Siddhi
and that is the Sankalp Siddhi (The Siddhi of desire). Whatever
they desired, they are fulfilled by God Himself.- ^tks bPNk dfjgm eu
ekghaA gfj izlkn dNq nqyZHk ukghaAA* Since God fulfils the desires, so the
Mahapurushas never take them to be their own achievement. When
people asked him how all the Siddhies disappeared before him? He
informed that all kinds of Tantra, Mantras, Yakshini, magical feat,
ghosts and goblins become ineffective before a Mahapurush who
has achieved Kaivalya (Salvation). Leave the case of accomplished
saints, they do not have any effect even before a person who
worships one God.
[9]
When the Maharaj Ji settled down at Anusuiya it was a dense
forest, there were no transportation facilities. It was difficult for visitors
to reach the Anusuiya before 10 O’clock in the morning. Five to
seven devotees who lived there used to meditate in solitude
undisturbed till then. But a lady of the forest started visiting regularly
the Ashram even before the sunrise. Seeing the fickleness of the
mind of the devotees, the Maharaj Ji instructed to check the lady
and disallow her to be there before 10 O’clock. If she had to pass
through the way she should pass through the by ways silently.
The devotees prevented her but in vain. She started saying that
why her way was being stopped. The devotees persistently said to
her that the Maharaj Ji did not like it but she continued as earlier
passing through the way. When the Maharaj Ji again saw the young
lady passing through the way, he asked the devotees. “Well! Did
you not prevent her ? You see! She comes creating a tingling sound
from her foot. (The women of Kol and Bheel of the area used to
wear a Gillate Kada (Bangle) in one of their legs which used to
create tingling sound.)
The disciples replied, “Maharaj ji! We prevented her not to pass
through this way yesterday and the day before yesterday. She says
who are we to check her way?” The Maharaj Ji said, ‘‘If she had
been strongly instructed, she would have the way. Perhaps you could
not instruct her roughly. Apparently you are all smooth like the skin
of the almond but you are actually hollow from inside. Why would
she not obey?”
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Everyday he used to sit in meditation from very early morning
but on the second day he went on tending his moustaches after taking
puff of Ganja. At this very hour the tingling sound was heard. He
said, “ Hum! She is coming creating the tingling sound. The foot
moves like a female elephant. She is neither good looking nor
companionable. Bring my sickle, I would chop off her legs. She
does not understand the language of conciliation! Even here in the
jungle such hurdles.”
Hearing the harsh words of the Maharaj Ji she slipped away
and became invisible in the jungle. When she went away, he said,
“I would see how she comes again? The routine of Sadhana restarted
as usual facing no obstructions any more. The movement of that
lady was stopped. After six months she came along with another
lady and saluted the Maharaj Ji Immediately, the Maharaj Ji
recognised her. He smiled and said, “Mother, you must have abused
me for the last six months regularly. I had abused you; you too must
have abused me. Now we are equal.” The young lady humbly
apologised and said, “Maharaj ji! We are ignorant persons; we had
no idea that the tingling sound could disturb the contemplation and
meditation.” Thus she was changed. The revered Maharaj Ji used to
say, “By showing annoyance or abusing, the evil thoughts of persons
get changed. So abuses are given with a motive or purpose to do
good to the devotees, otherwise they do not become a saint. By his
glances or talks or touch even atheists and agnostics were seen turning
new leaves.
[ 10 ]
The Maharaj Ji used to preach a lot and preach for hours if any
good devotee after following the path of Sadhana for sometime
stumbled. He used to remain anxious for his well-beings. He used
to talk about him in his absence and tell other devotees that:
/kjh u dkgw /khj] lcds eu euflt gjsA
ts jk[ks j?kqchj] rs mcjs rsfg dky egqA¡ A (Manas, 1/85)
Only they are saved, whom God or the Sadguru saves by
holding their hands. Afterwards if the same devotee realized his
mistakes and prayed the Maharaj Ji used to say, “OK.! Those who
fight after taking turns are not cowards. Now keep away the wrong
company live under the guidance of the Mahapurushas. If a new
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lease life is granted for Sadhana, the things would be set at right. It
there is the least distance form the Isht, be sure, illusion (Maya)
would not spare. So, one should always remain at the tip of the toe.
The moment he started thinking that he had become perfect, it
becomes evident that the Maya has succeeded.
ek;k cL; tho vfHkekuhA bZ'k cL; ek;k xq.k[kkuhAA
(Manas 7/77/6)
The ego-centric consciousness, alone is responsible for the
emergence of the individual self.
[ 11 ]
The revered Maharaj Ji used to guide the devotees and disciples
through inspiring tales and anecdotes. In this context he narrated a
tale.
There were two students who were studying Sanskrit in a
Gurukul. After completing their education while they were returning
their home they were beset with anxieties for the future livelihood.
For leading the decent life of a house holder wealth was necessary.
One of them said:
^nsr Hkqokye~ Qjr fyykje~ u fo|k u p ikS#"ke~A*
They decided that they would ask for the necessary things from
the king because the king was all in all. If he becomes favourable
they would meet their fortune and be happy, otherwise neither one’s
education nor self effort becomes helpful.
The second one disagreed with this theory of his friend, said
that the entity of God is destiny. He is no doubt undeniable. No
king can ever change the inscriptions of fate. He spoke thus and
introduced an amendment in the Shlok^Qjr fyykje~ nsr Hkqokye u fo|k u p ikS#"ke~A*
It means if the fate is favourable only then the king also gives
wealth otherwise neither knowledge nor self-efforts help.
Their journey was about to end but the controversy could not
be settled. Consequently they approached the king and requested
him to decide the issue. The proud king relished his praise. He did
not give any direct reply. But gave a pompkin which was filled with
gems and diamonds inserted through a hole and was wrapped with
a cloth. It was given to him who was his admirer. The other young
man who was fatalist was given Sattu (Flour made of parched grain)
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of the same weight in a cloth. Thereafter, they were instructed to
come back after a month. The controversy would be decided after
their return.
The fellow who had been given the pompkin requested his
companion to exchange the objects, he had a strong desire to eat
Sattu for last one month. The companions agreed and exchanged
the objects. He took Sattu by the side of a pond and proceeded
towards his home.
The fatalist boy who had got the pompkin in exchange was
over joyed to break it and get diamonds and gems. Very soon he
arranged for the necessary goods for the convenience of the house.
On the appointed day both of them appeared in the Royal Court.
The king asked them how they passed their days. The fatalist boy
narrated how he got the pompkin and how happily he passed the
whole month. On the otherhand the second one who had admired
the king narrated the tale of his troubles and poverty.
The king realised his mistake. He repented for his pride and
delivered his judgement that if fate was favourable, it can shower its
favours through any medium. The revered Maharaj Ji presenting
this interesting tale said that fate cannot be changed by any king or
anybody.
^tks tl djs lks rl Qy pk[kkA*
(Man is the maker of his fate.)
The past actions turned into fate. Fate is the result of our past
deeds. If we perform good deeds we would have good Samskars
(sacrament or imprints) which seldom go. But if the technique to
chant the Mantra becomes available even destiny can be changed.
The roots of wrong Samskars can also be uprooted through Bhajan.
Man is the maker of his destiny. So one must act and the true meaning
of action is worship.
[ 12 ]
A Yogi never works out of his own desire. He works as an
instrument of God. But common people act under influence of
situations and circumstances besides their own desires and motives.
Illustrating this fact, the Maharaj Ji used to tell an interesting tale.
A Brahmin was an official priest and the head of an outstanding
educational centre of the state in a dense forest. Those days the
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educational centres used to be situated in solitary places away from
the hubub of the masses. It was so in order to protect the students
from evil company.
The Princess of the state had become young, so the priest was
summoned to search a suitable spouse for her. The king asked his
daughter to salute the Brahmin. Thereafter he expressed his desire
to know about her fate and marriage alliance. The priest now was
so stunned to see the beauty and auspicious traits of the girl that his
mind got disbalanced. He posed to be disappointed and dryly said,
“O king! I regret to fortell that wherever this girl would go after this
age she would bring disaster and if she lived here any more she
would be the cause of great misfortune. The lines on her palm speak
so. The only way to save every body from her evil fortune is to pack
her in a box and drop into river. If any body occurs to get the box
then the ill effects of the misfortunes of the girl would be suspended.”
The king pondered a lot and decided that if the country faced
destruction on account of the village, the village should be
abandoned, similarly if the family faced disaster on account of one
member of it, he should be for shaken. So he accepted the council
of the Pandit Ji with a heavy heart. The Priest got the girl packed in
the box under his supervision and got it dropped in the river. Blessing
the king he hastily reached his school. He collected his students
instructed them to keep waiting for a box which would be floating
in the river. He further instructed them to pick that box from the
river and put it in a room locking it from outside. He cautioned them
again not to open the door in any case despite the din and noise. The
obedient students started waiting on the bank of the river for the
consignment of the box which was coming towards them floating
in the river.
A prince, who was on hunt and was taking rest on the bank of
the river, happened to see that floating box. Out of curiosity he
ordered his soldiers to collect the box. When the box was opened, a
girl of unparalleled beauty came out. The prince was very much
surprised to see her and became restless to get her introduction. The
princess narrated the whole story. After hearing it the prince asked
her where she wanted to go. The princess replied that after leaving
her home there was none whom, she can call as her own. She said
that he alone was her shelter in the world. Honouring the wishes of
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the girl, the prince solemnised his marriage with her in the forest
itself. A bear was caught and put into the same box which was
floating in the river. The prince along with his newly married wife
returned to his own kingdom.
When the said box reached floating near the school the students
took it out and obeying the instruction of their teacher placed it in
the room and locked it. The teacher was also in the same room. The
moment with a throbbing heart he opened the box, the hungry and
tormented bear jumped at him. Pandit Ji tried his best to free himself
from it and continuously went on crying for opening the door. But
the obedient disciples did not pay any attention.
Gradually his voice grew feebler, during the course of his
struggle for his self defence a chalk came into his hand. For his
students he wrote a Shlokee bPNk nSo ukfLr] nSo bPNk ijcye~A
jkt}kjs jktdU;k] foiz Hkkyw HkPNre~AA
In other words he meant to say that he had a strong desire to get
that girl but the will of God was otherwise, the will of God alone is
powerful. According to the lines on palm of the girl, she became a
queen and he was devoured by the bear. The unseen destiny is like
a bear. Fate, future, God, accumulated effect of our actions, lines on
the forehead and chance are in fact the synonyms of each other.
Kabir Das Ji expressed it in following lines:
dje xfr Vkjs ukfga VjhA
eqfu of'k"B ls iafMr Kkuh] 'kksf/k ds yxu /kjhA
lhrk gju eju n'kjFk dks] ou esa foifr ijhAA
Whatever is fated is inevitable (bound to happen). But it fails to
affect such devotees who depend on God. ^Hkkfogq esfV ldfga f=iqjkjhA*
(God has powers even to rub out the writings of the fate.) But when?
^tc ri djsa dqekfj rqEgkjhA* When the devotee under taken penance
like Parvati. Love and devotion are mind starts operating under
penance contemplation and devotion the indelible writings of the
destiny can be subbed out- ^esVr dfBu dqvad Hkky dsA*
[ 13 ]
Whenever any devotee well equipped or started wasting the
valuable time in fruitless activities, reverened Maharaj Ji addressing
the persons present there used to remark, “Ho....! ^uke rks vf/k;kjh
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ckjh] gkse djs ds iYyo ukghaA* Well! Someone shouled make him
understands that there are limitless levels of the material world. One
should move very cautiously otherwise the fall is certain.
Nksjr xzfUFk tkfu [kxjk;kA fo?u vusd djb rc ek;kAA
When the time for snapping the ties of Maya (Illusion) comes,
Maya throws a number of hurdles in the way and starts working
adversely with all its vigour. She grants Riddhi (Super natural powers),
sometimes grants the semblances of accomplishment and conspires
against the devotee so that he might retreat under such situations,
the devotee should constantly go on meditating on the breath.
Diversion is the nature of mind. If it is free from Bhajan, it
would divert towards Maya (illusion). The mind cannot sit silently,
if it is not engaged in the contemplation of the breath. God knows
what form it might assume. One should always be afraid of the
devotee in this state of confusion fails to separate the half from the
grain. Then there is only one way out and that is the obedience of
the direction of the Isht by mind word and deeds, for him that is
Bhajan. If there is no fault in the compliance the devotee very soon
hits the target after this Yogic awakening the devotee becomes only
a medium. God, himself performs the Bhajan for him? Thus Sri
Maharaj Ji used to express the occult mysteries of Yog-Sadhana in
such a simple language that people sitting in a Satsang felt inspired
to move on the right path.
[ 14 ]
When anyone used to ignore the instructions and inner directions
given by the Maharaj Ji and move want only he used to warn and
say, “,ds ns[kks] esgfj;k esa cbB ds Kku dFkr gSA* (Just see him, he has
become vocal and verbose distributing knowledge among ladies.)
Oh! He does not know that there is danger lurking till last. If there is
the least distance from God, Maya becomes successful.”
At this a devotee loudly whispered, ‘‘But Maharaj ji! The mind
is free from good and bad thought.” Such reactions provoked
spontaneous admonishment of The Maharaj Jige tkuh eu ej x;k] ejk gks x;k HkwrA
ejus ij Hkh vk yM+k] ,slk euk diwrAA
The peace which we find sometimes is not the real peace of
mind. It is not in its real form, if God puts His stamp of approval on
it, only then it becomes the genuine peace of mind. In other words if
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the mind is not replaced by God, one should not conclude that the
mind dissolved. All kind of chicaneries fail before the Guru. ^xq# ds
opuksa esa xqatkb'k] dfy;qx dh frdM+eckthA*
Thereafter he gave an example and illustrating the point - There
was an Ashram (hermitage) in a flux forest in which a number of
disciples were engaged in Sadhana under the guidance of a
Mahapurush. Out of them a disciple developed. A strong sense of
renunciation in his mind and he decided to wander and see the places
of pilgrimages. He sought permission for it again and again from
Gurudev. But the accomplished saint rejected his prayers continously
that he was not yet capable enough to move in such a way without
any patronage. Nobody knows where he would fall. So he should
remain in the Sadhana day and night in the Ashram. After two or
four days the disciple reinserted that he was feeling a strong desire
for moving out.
The Mahatma remarked with some anguish, “Look! Maya
(illusion) is generally indefatigable. If you are keen to go, you may
go. But keep it in mind that if the instructions of the Guru are avoided
it is on account of the cunningness of Kaliyug.” The disciple paid
his regards and set out. In the way he started thinking on the inner
sense of the statement of the Maharaj Ji. Since he was not able to
know the correct meaning the returned and submitting his salutation
to him asked it. Maharaj Ji replied, “When a disciple starts twisting
the sense of the instructions of his Guru, Kaliyug becomes effective
and the devotee falls.” At this the disciple asked, “What were his
instructions for him?” His Guru warning him said, “You should
always remain alert from women. Salute them from a distance and
be always cautious. My second instruction is that you should never
get involved in the construction of any hermitage or charitable
buildings for your own or your Guru Maharaj Ji’s name and fame.
The name of your Guru would spread on account of your deeds and
attainment of (saintliness). You should think that you are lost, and
your Guru emerges out of you. That is the moment of achievement.
The last warning to you that you should never be a accomplished
saint. The real attainment is the supreme accomplishment, after that
whatever Siddhis are obtained, they never cause puzzle. Such are
the cunning awes of Kaliyug. You should never amend the least
instruction. This is my direction.
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The devotee saluted happily and assured the Maharaj Ji that all
this would be will on account of his blessing. He left the place and
felt that the compliance of the directions of Guru was very easy.
After sometime, he settled down on a hill. Soon the news spread
that an accomplished Mahatma had come there and was delivering
logical preachings, when he got free from the Bhajan. Gradually,
the crowd started swelling. A young beautiful lady with a desire for
Sadhana reached there. She submitted that she had reached him after
rearching good saints a lot. She was very fortunate. She prayed for
initiation so that she could cross the ocean of the world.
The saint was by heart very simple. So he after explaining the
methods of worship returned her. He informed her that there is no
allow to stay at night in the cottage because it creates disturbance in
his meditation and contemplation. First day the girl left but next
morning she again was present for rendering her services. In the
evening when the saint again asked her to go, she requested him to
allow her to serve him a day or two more in his own company. Thus
ultimately one day she became successful in getting permission from
him to live in the Ashram.
The wrong company ultimately proved effective. In due course
of time some issues were born. The decent persons who used to
respect him from the core of their heart now turned their back from
him seeing his ignominous fall. There was no shortage of anything
earlier but now despite his demands thing were not available. Not
only people around cast adverse comments, the young lady also
used to scold him. One day she said that if we had to go for begging,
why don’t we accompany the small children on our shoulder? The
children were not able to move forward on foot. She taunted why
he was not cautious before giving birth to the children?
Now the saint was extremely shocked. He was filled with the
sense of repentance. He thought, how fortunate he was to be in the
service of such a great Mahapurush and how pitiable his condition
had become there. He preached him a lot but his desires swept him
away. At this moment of repentance a divine oracular noise was
heard, “Relaxation in the strict devotion of the Guru and the
scrupulousness of Kaliyug. My son! Despite my repeated warnings,
you did not stop. You can still reform yourself.” The devotee was
bold. He quit his sons and the lady and went to a distant place. On
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reaching an unknown place he started thinking how to go to his
Gurudev after lossing all. He would appear before him only after
re-earning the fruits of earlier penance. After deciding it firmly he
sat on a sock by he bank of a river.
Soon his fame spread all around. The crowd of his devotees
again started increasing regular. Visitors started pouring in. The saint
spent twelve years sitting on one posture and with the undiminished
devotion. With the passage of time his spiritual powers also increased.
He did not allow the devout person around himself to construct
building for himself. He used to live in a cottage made of straw.
One day the saint went to distant hillock for daily routines.
Suddenly he saw here a rock shining like gold. The saint touched
and found it to be pure gold. After the toilet when he was coming
back, the same golden rock was still quivering before his eyes. He
thought, what was the use of such a rock in the forest. If an Ashram
(hermitage), a school, a charitable guest house are constructed here
it would add further to the name and fame of the Guru Maharaj. He
had no desire for himself. He wanted to do everything for his Guru
Maharaj. After thinking so he expressed his desire before the senior
devotees for constructing an Ashram’s guest house, well and school.
He explained to them it was in an interest of the country also. The
senior persons there said to him that it was he who had refused
earlier to give permission for there constructions. They were very
happy now to get the permission. For this they would collect
donations and start the construction from the next day.
The saint replied that the donations are not needed. Every one
of the village and masons must assemble here and start working
together. God would provide the resources. The very next day work
started. Hundreds of people started digging the plinth and measuring
the land. In the evening the saint went for toilet and brought from
there a piece of gold. Handing it over to the senior old man asked
them to sell it for paying of the wages and instructed them to ensure
payment. The crowd of morons and workers crossed the numbers
of thousands. The saint went on bringing the pieces of gold and
handing them over to the senior devotees for distribution. After
sometime the senior devotees became anxious to know from where
he brought so much gold. They thought of they also knew the same
technique they could also get the gold for management of this
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household and for the marriages of their sons and grandsons, daughter
and grand-daughters. So all of them requested, ‘‘Maharaj Ji! Every
day you have to bring gold yourself, how much trouble you have to
take. This work can be done by us. Do you not have faith in us ?
You do not even touch the gold and it does not become gold you
also simply tell us the place and remain seated on your seat without
bothering for the trouble. You distribute it as per your directions.’’
When the senior devotees persistently requested him, he thought
that they were right. Further he himself had no need of gold. If those
very persons managed everything it was for better. So he decided to
show the place. After deciding it he took all of them to the place
where the rock of gold was lying. He pointed towards it and said,
pick up gold from that place and distribute it.
The senior persons saw the El Dorado lying before them. They
insinuated to one another and grabbed the nick of the saint and started
tying him with a rope to a tree. The Mahatmaji Said, “Have you all
gone mad ? If you want to take gold you may take it, why are you
tying me with the rope? You know all that I do need wealth at all
was using it for altruistic perposes. But the greedy and foolish seniors
did not pay any attention to his words and tied him to the tree. They
were now carefree and moved toward the golden rock but
miraculously the golden rock turned into an ordinary rough stones
by their mere touch. The stones were of no use at all. The seniors
became sad and disappointed. They planned in their minds to collect
so much gold so that their seven generations remained safe and
secure. And they could solemnise the marriages of their sons and
daughter. But all was lost. They have lost now the faith of the saint
also. They thought if now they even untied the saint it would not
serve any purpose. So they moved forward without relaxing him
out of the fear of ill fame, despite repeated request of the saint.
He remained there tied and was very shocked and sad to think
where he had fallen. Till yesterday everyone was dancing to his
tune, but there was none around him. At such a moment the divine
oracular voice echoed in his mind trying to make the least amendment
in the directions of the Guru ill inspired only by the maneuverings
and manipulations of Kaliyug. I had already warned you that the
devotees who are devoted to contemplation and meditation should
move run after popularity or the constructions of hermitages cottages
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etc. They should any how make the both ends meet. Whatever, he
gets he should feel satisfied and guard his sense of renunciation.
Despite my several warning and forbidding you could not
understand. Now my son! You have fallen.
He remained tied and hanging from the tree. But on account of
the inspirations of the adored God some shepherds passed through
that way. They found the Mahatmaji (Saint) so tied, hence released
him. The shepherds inquired again and again but the saint kept mum
and silent left the place. He started weeping remembering his
Gurudev restlessly. He thought what face he would show to his
Gurudev. He had again violated his orders. Now he would approach
him only after finishing his Bhajan. So he selected a solitary place
for his penance. He very cautiously and honestly engaged himself
in the Yogic processes. Twelve years thus passed by. He was
satisfied now with his achievement and moved towards the abode
of his Gurudev.
The hermitage of the Gurudev was now ten or twelve miles
away and the evening fell. The Mahatma passed the night at a distance
from the village near the pond. Next morning a man passed through
that way. He saw the Mahatma, but dashing his head hastely he
moved forward. The Mahatma could not check himself and asked
him that what the problem was. Anywhere he was going so hastely.
The man was a goldsmith, turned back and spoke, “Maharaj Ji! I
have got only one son who has fallen sick of a serious disease. All
the doctors have surrendered. He is my last child. Disappointed and
hopeless I am going to the house of a Vaidya (doctor), may be God
by someway out give credit to him.
The steadfastness of the Mahatma got a bit defused. He was
reminded of the achievement of his spiritual powers. Jestingly he
plucked his pubic hair and said, “Make a locket of it and make him
wear it. You will see the miracles.” That fellow was a goldsmith so
he prepared the locket and placed it round the neck of the boy. The
condition of the boy started improving and he became hale and hearty
with in an hour. The family members of the goldsmith started coming
one by on toward the pond and bringing milk, curd and sweets. The
landlord of the village was closely watching it, he also reached near
the pond for toilet.
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When he saw the goldsmith, he enquired, “Oh Sukhua! Where
all members of your family going one by one? How is your child?”
He replied, “Master! He is quite all right now.” The landlord was
surprised a lot. He again asked, “Who treated him? How he got
well?” The goldsmith said, “Sir! All the medicines failed. The
Mahatma who has come on this pond gave his blessings and the
boy recovered. The Mahatma is none but God Himself. He is fully
accomplished.”
The news spread in the whole village besides the landlord
everyone big and small started assembling near the pond. Some of
them were seeking blessings for the marriage of the daughter, some
were patients since birth, some were mad, some suffered from
poverty. All of them started presenting their problems. If the Mahatma
wished to move out they used to prostrate before him, making it
difficult for him to leave the place. Then, at last the Mahatma sat
down on a seat and started explaining the he knows nothing. They
were under wrong impression chasing him. None believed his words
because the proof before them was authentic. They started telling
that he was a great saint and was concealing his real identity. Genuine
persons always hide their power.
In this way it became evening. People now were reminded of
their household duties and management of the animals. When they
started getting bored, the landlord asked the goldsmith, “O Sukhua!
You tell us what was given by the Maharaj to your son?” In reply
he said, “Master! While I was going to the Vaidya (doctor) I occurred
to see the Maharaj. It came to my mind that I should approach him
and seek his blessings as the last resort. When I saluted him and
moved forward, he asked me why I was so restless and rushing in
that way. When I narrated the serious condition of my son, he plucked
one of his pubic hairs and said to make a locket of it and make him
wear it, so that he became healthy.”
At this the landlord said, “Why are you all troubling the Maharaj
Ji? If his pubic hair has such a powerful quality, why not pluck all
his hair? The hair has no life and are meant for cutting, you all should
call a barber and cut the hair for distributing among ourselves.
Thereafter we should allow him to go.”
Hearing this the barbar ran towards his house for quickly
bringing the razor. Very poor devotee was standing by the side of
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the Maharaj Ji. It came to his mind that he was a poor and weak man
if he failed to get the hair in the powerful presence of big persons
there, he would be left to remain in trouble. So out of impatience he
suddenly jumped at him and plucked forcibly some hair and ran
away. Now none was ready to wait. Within twinkling of an eye all
of them pounced at him and then not even a single hair from his
head to his legs was left. The barber reached late. So he gives the
final touch when real thing was finished. The Mahatma had no use,
so all of them left him there and went back to their houses.
Now the saint set out alone on the lonely path, weeping and
remembering his Gurudev again and again. The divine oracular voice
was reheard. The least amendment on the directions of the Guru
Provoker maneuverings of Kaliyug, “My Son! You again fell.” The
saint now believed that nothing could be done by his own efforts.
He should go to the shelter of his Gurudev without further loss of
time. Wailing and weeping he reached the hermitage of Gurudev
who remarked, “ Well, My Son! Do you have still any more desire
to wander? You are greatest among the great but only your desires
cause your fall.” Taking pity on him he tried for his reorientation
and through experiences explained to him, “Son! Bhajan is nothing
but the obedience and compliance of the direction of God. You
know! Bhajan is prompted by God Himself. A devotee should
simply stand as His instrument only. Out of your fake faculties created
fake sense of renunciation and desires for going on pilgrimage. As a
result of this you strayed from the real path. One should not decide
anything till God appears in the heart and gives straight guidance.
One should go to the shelter of some Mahapurush (accomplished
sage) and follow his direction every inch. This is the only Bhajan
prescribed for a devotee.
[ 15 ]
Anusuiya Ashram is situated in dense forest. Despite this people
reach there. Failures in school examinations, family squabbles
sickness often inspired people to visit Chitrakoot which was known
as the land of penance. Finding it to be crowded people used to stop
in the Anusuiya Ashram also. On account of the spontaneous love
and affection of an accomplished saint in that dense forest people
felt drawn to the place and stay there. Often a number of persons
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sought his permission to live under his patronage there. The Maharaj
Ji either by scolding them or by giving fare for the travel or by
sending letters to their homes sending back to them. Only those
who have potentials to learn Brahmavidya (Celestial knowledge)
were permitted to stay there and that too on the directions of God.
Once a young man of twenty year reached the Ashram and
sought the shelter of the Maharaj Ji. The Maharaj Ji said, “You don’t
have any traits for becoming a Sadhu. Why have you come here?”
He replied, “Maharaj Ji! A sense of renunciation overtook me.” The
Maharaj Ji rebuked, “You are a hoax. You are not telling the real
truth. You falsely say that the sense of renunciation inspired you.
Now you speak the truth why have you run away?” Then he replied,
“Maharaj Ji! It is written in my horoscope that I would live only for
twenty two years. My palm also does not have any life-line. I have
become 20 years old. What can I do for my family with in the two
remaining years? So I thought to devote the remaining years in the
pursuit of God. This is the reason that I did not like to get married
and so ran away.”
The Maharaj Ji addressing the persons sitting there said, “ Do
you all listen it? What did he say? Look at his palm and see whether
it has life line or not. Show me his hand.” All the persons started
seeing his palm. The hand has no life-line. The fear of death is the
worst fear. The young man bowing his head was looking very
gloomy. Suddenly the Maharaj Ji picked up his stick and instantly
withdrew his hand and striked smartly on his palms. The Maharaj Ji
in his natural way scolded him, “Do you fear from death and run on
account of it? If there is any trouble in mind, persons run towards
the hermitages of the saints. If death knocks the door, can you save
yourself?” Everyone there retired for sleep in the night. Next morning
the young man said, “Maharaj ji! His life-line has appeared now.”
The Maharaj Ji directed others to see whether it was true. Everyone
saw and was amazed to see that the life-line was in fact drawn on
the palm. The Maharaj Ji said, “Now tell me my Son! What would
you like to do?” He replied, “Maharaj Ji! If you permit, I wish to go
to my home.” Everyone laughed at it.
An accomplished saint can change the Karm (Destiny) by his
mere will power. Kagbhusundi Ji was also endowed with these
blessings. When God accepts anyone, his desires are turned into
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will power and it fructifies. ^tks bPNk dfjggq eu ekghaA gfj izlkn dNq
nqyZHk ukghaAA* (Manas, 7/113/4) The Maharaj Ji used to illustrate it
through a tale which is as follows – There were two brothers. One
brother daily used to attend the Satsang (Religious discourses) of an
accomplished saint, he used to serve him with great devotion. The
second brother used to visit everyday the house of a famous prostitute
and used to take wine. The first brother used to explain, “Look, we
belong to a good family. It does not become you, rather you should
accompany me and attend the Satsang. This is our duty. ^,fg ru dj
Qy fo"k; u HkkbZA* But it had no effect on the second brother.
After sometime the first brother was once returning at night
from the Satsang. It was a dark night. A thorn pierced deep into his
foot, which started bleeding profusely. Anyhow he reached home,
where the second brother returned early hours of the motioning from
the house of the prostitute; he got a golden necklace which was
lying in the way. It was a precious necklace. When he reached home
overjoyed he found his brother groaning with pain. At this he
comment sarcastically, Le! Attend more and more Satsang; you
would have only such fruits. Life is very short, you should enjoy it.
See, I have got a necklace worth lacs of rupees. On the other hand
you suffer from the pain of the thron. What have you got of Satsang
titeness developed you would die.” The younger brother replied,
“No, Never any harm can be caused after seeing a saint (SantDarshan).” The elder brother quipped, “Well it is clear to see. You
are crying with pain and still say that nothing wrong happens.”
It was decided to consult an astrologer for clarifying why the
necklace was got and why the thorn pricked both of them took their
horoscope and approached an astrologer. The astrologer took up
one of them and was surprised, “The man would have died today in
the morning. Why have brought such a horoscope so early is the
morning?” Both of them requested to read the second horoscope
also. The astrologer said, “It is a wonderful horoscope. I had never
seen such a brilliant horoscope in my life. The owner of the horoscope
was destined to be crowned as a king today. I am very anxious to
meet such a fortuned man.” The astrologer had in his mind to meet
the future king as soon as possible in order to present his predentials
and impress him for obtaining honours in future.
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The brothers disclosed that the horoscopes belonged to them.
The astrologer was astonished, “How can it be so? Astrology can
never be false. I wonder, how are you are alive yet? Tell me what
do you do?” The younger brother replied that he regularly went to
the Mahatma to listen his discourses and change his life according
to the discourse, he further said that he had set a path sometime for
contemplation also. The astrologer nodded his head and asked the
second brother, “What do you did?” He replied that, “He was a
drunkard and regularly visited prostitute. His brother always scolded
him for that.”
The astrologer said, “You are wrong. Your younger brother,
who ought to have died today, was saved on account of the Darshan
of the Mahapurush. The effect of service to him saved only a thorn
pricked and the matter ended, now his age is prolonged. You, who
were to become the king, could fall an account of your evil deeds.
You got a necklace of a lac or two. You would loose it also in your
merry-makings within two or three months. After this, you don’t
have only earned virtue or personal capacities for your ennoblements.
From that day the elder brother also started attending Satsang. His
bad habits dropped down.
If fact man himself is the creator of his Karm (actions) the
remaining 84 lacs Yonis of births are only meant for suffering the
results of actions. The future births are determined by the good or
bad actions performed by human bodies. Yogeshwar Krishna says,
that the actions which the individual self performs to the five
Gyanendriya and the mind lead to the standard and quality of future
births after death. ^dekZuc
q U/khfu euq";yksds* (Geeta, 15/2). It is only
human, which alone creates bad kinds of bondage according to the
result of the Karm (action). If good deeds are performed auspicious
lines are drawn on the palm of the hand, if inauspicious actions are
done auspicious line disappear. Only, the inauspicious remains.
Creations of new Karm (actions) are possible only in human body,
other bodies are meant only for under going the results of the actions,
so performed. Millions of years ago, lions use to live in the forest. If
they encountered creatures of super strength, they used to run away,
but when weaker creatures happened to meet, they tore them into
pieces. Even today, their nature, the mode of neither living, reactions
are almost the same and nothing is changed. But man is improving
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in mathematical progression. It was a time when he used to fight
with the weapons of stones. Now he fights with missiles and goes
to the space also. After getting bored from material inventions and
attainments, the same human mind turned towards God and grew
subtler and subtler and while controlling their extrovert mind
searched out even quintessence, the Supreme Being. Thus, we see
that man is the creator of his own Karm (action), and is not dependent
to Almighty. Every one must not perform inauspicious Karm. They
should do only good action.
[ 16 ]
Thousands of people used to assemble on the occasion of the
Guru Purnima in the Anusuiya Ashram. Thousands of women also
used to gather along with their family for Darshan of the Maharaj Ji.
When the permission was given to return their home, some women
used to request the Maharaj Ji for his permission to stay few more
days and perform Bhajan under his guidance. Some of them used to
say that they were alone and there was none in their family. The
Maharaj Ji used to comment, “Look! What does she say ? It seems
she is craggy for renunciation. If they live in their homes they get no
time at all and remain busy in their household activities through the
whole year. But when they come over here, a feeling of renunciation
overtakes them. This renunciation is like the renunciation born at
funeral place. If I permit even my sister, mother or daughter, people
would not take them as such. They would sarcastically say that Baba
has kept a woman. ^;|fi 'kq¼a yksd fo#¼a u dj.kh;e~A* Although,
nothing is wrong in is mind, words and deeds are not defiled, still
one should not do anything which is prohibited by the people at
large. This controls the society from falling into the ditch of wrong
Samskaras (Sacraments).”
The women used to say, “No, Maharaj Ji! You are an
accomplished saint, nobody would speak a word against you. We
feel more peace at this place. Kindly, permit us to perform our Bhajan
here.” On hearing such words of ladies, the Maharaj Ji used to say,
“Hum! If there is a freshly flayed skin, how soever faithful a dog
might be, it would certainly touch it. Whenever it gets a chance, it
would not fail in piercing its teeth into it. This is its instinct. No
doubt I am a saint, it is meaningless for me. There are some more
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saints also like me here, who are not affected by wrong company
but those who are new entrants, their habits and nature still persist.
^xq.k&LoHkko R;kxs fcuk nqyZHk ijekuUnA* No one can taste supreme bliss
without renouncing his original qualities and nature. It takes ten or
twelve years for a devotee to move on the track and then it becomes
possible for him to avoid the dangers. They are still like soft tiny of
shoots of the pumpkin. The wrong company spoils the beginners.
Go, run away and performs the Bhajan from your place at home.
Do come and go devoutedly. I assure you, I would look after your
well-being. Every morning and evening you should meditable on
my form and chant any name. Go and chant ‘Ram, Ram’. Besides
this serve your husband. Whatever you expect to get from here,
would be granted to you at your place.” Thus he used to control
them and send back to their homes.
The Maharaj Ji used to say to the devotees do select any name
of two or two and half letters like Om, Ram, Shiv and chant it all
such words, have the same meanings, but Om was the most favourite
words. He used to direct his devotees to see in meditation the form
of the Guru Maharaj every evening and morning. If the form is made
to stay in the heart even for a minute, you would get entry into the
Sadhana. I would grant you devotion (Bhajan). By inspiring and
guiding you, I shall bring you on the bright track of Bhajan, God
paves the path. ^eu cl gksb rcS tc izsjd izHkq cjtsA* (The mind
becomes controlled only when God Himself controls it.) You first
start meditation even for a while and chant Om. The result would
automatically flow.
[ 17 ]
Revered Maharaj Ji used to say, “My son! When illusion puts
to test a person even the old become young, the impotents turn into
potent beings. It is easy to become a Sadhu (Saint) but it is difficult
to carry on and maintain its ideal. ^/kjk u dkgw /khj] lcds eu euflt
gjsA* Ho! Illusion is very powerful”
There was a hermitage in a dense forest. An accomplished saint
used to live there. About fifteen disciples also lived along with him
and under his patronage perform Yogic Sadhana. One day a disciple
expressed his desire and requested Maharaj Ji to allow him to go on
a pilgrimage. Maharaj Ji said, “My son! You don’t have that ability,
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Maya is very powerful, its circumference is everywhere. Nobody
knows when will it engrip, you will not know it.” The disciple said,
“Maharaj Ji! So long as you shower your grace, Maya will not even
dare touch me.” Maharaj Ji said, “Grace is with you, but you have
to be alert, I am also saying something to you.” When the disciple
paid his obeisance, Maharaj Ji again reminded him to be alert.
The disciple had hardly travelled a mileaway from the hermitage,
he saw an old lady coming speedily. Although her face was wrinkled,
her eyes were shining. She had the reins of a horse and passing
through the way in such a manner as if she was flying. The Mahatma
took pity on her. He thought the old lady was in trouble because
perhaps she had lost her horse. So he said, “O Old Lady! Your
horse did not pass through this way, where are you going with your
reins?” The old lady replied, “Baba! The reins are not meant for
horses, they are for the Mahatmas.” The Brahmachari got annoyed
and said, “You bitch! How dare you say that you briddle the saints
with this reins? Whatever you have do, do it. You would not be
able to do anything.” The old lady replied, “OK Baba! Now save
yourself.” The Brahmachari again loudly scolded her. But the old
lady moved forward.
The Brahmachari moved forward a mile and met a river. He
found a young girl weeping bitterly across the river. Due to incessant
weeping, her eyes were fully swollen and face fully reddened. She
looked to be a newly married bride, belonging to a noble family
because she has applied Mehandi in her feet and was fully bedecked.
After crossing the river the Mahatma out of pity asked her, “Why
are you weeping? Have your companions lost the way in the jungle?
What is the cause of your sorrow?” The young girl whimpered,
stood up and slowly came near the Brahmachari. She placed rupees
five at his feet and saluting him said, “Maharaj! There is none so
unfortunates like me in the whole creation.” Having said so, she sat
there and started weeping again. The Brahmachari thought that the
lady looked to be religious hearted and some calamity had befallen.
She should be helped. He enquired, “Could you tell anything or
not?” The girl was slowly pacified and said, “Maharaj Ji, I am coming
from the home of my parents. The village across the river, you see is
the place of my in-laws. The river which lies in between has suddenly
swelled up. Now if I go back, it would be taken as ill omen. The
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problem is how to cross the swellen river. My position has become
very critical. Neither, I Can go back home nor can stay at the bank
of the river. I think death alone is the way out. What remains is that
tigers and lions may not eat me away. The lamp of my life is
extinguished. Maharaj! There is none unfortunate like me. You are
a saint, kind hearted, what concern you would have to me? Please
go. Don’t entangle yourself in my trouble? Let me suffer the result
of my deeds. What I have sown, let me harvest?” Stood up and after
putting ten rupees on his feet, saluted him and said, “Maharaj! You
are on the way to your pilgrimage, kindly accept my humble offering,
it would be useful for purchasing Ganja and Bhang (intoxicant
herb).’’
The Brahmachari now started thinking about the ways to help
her, but did not find any body there. He came back and said, “Look!
The current of the water in the river is not so sharp as your mind.
The water is only knee deep. You should at least try to move in it.
The bride said, “Maharaj! I am very much afraid of it.” The
Brahmachari replied, “OK you hold my staff, I would help you in
crossing the river.” The moment she reached near the water she left
the stick and shrieked loudly and returned where she was sitting.
She started weeping again. The Brahmachari was taken a back and
thought what the matter was. She replied weeping, “Maharaj! My
misfortune has no end. I had got about one hundred and twenty five
rupees, the lions or tigers are sure to devour me. The money would
then lie useless. So you kindly accept it. It would be helpful for you.
She threw the money and saluted him and again started weeping at
the place where she was sitting. The Mahatma grew generous and
enquired, “What happened? Why did you retreat?’’ She said,
“Maharaj Ji! Mahawar (red colour marked over the edges of the feet
employing newly held weding) would be washed away. My inlaws would not permit me to enter their homes and would turn me
out branding infidelity. They would ask, where she got her Mahawar
wiped out?”
The Mahatma thought that the calamity is bigger but the
miserable bride is highly religious. He asked, “Is there no way out?”
She said, “Maharaj! Please go.” The Bramachari again asked, “Let
me here of you, what help can I do to you?” Bride said, “You can
pick me up on your shoulders, the colours of my feet may not washed,
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kindly help me in crossing the river.” Hesitatingly the Brachmchari
said, “How can it be possible?” She replied, “Maharaj! I have already
requested you to leave me, to my plight and move forward.”
The Brahmachari was in a great dilemma. He thought on the
one hand, she was very kind on the other so charitable to me saints.
Thereafter he looked around and found nobody else was present
there. He said to her to quickly mount his shoulders so that he might
take her across the river. The Brahmchari had no evil thoughts in
his mind. He took her on his shoulder and started crossing the river.
When the new wed bride reached the mid-stream, she put the reins
in the mouth of the Brahmachari and spurred him with her anklets.
She started driving him in this way. The Brahmachari got annoyed
and said, “What nonsense she was doing?” When he threw her down
he found the same old lady there who remarked, “I had warned you
to save yourself, ultimately you nodded and became sentimental.
Kindness plays no role in the life of a devotee a little temptation or
enticement was thrown in your way and you so yielded your strong
virtues are at your back. The Mahatma of the jungle is present in
your heart so you are saved, otherwise I would have thrown you
down and rode on you. You would not have got tears to weep.”
The irritated Brahmachari threw down the old lady in the river.
He was amazed to see that there was neither the old lady nor the
young girl. He started thinking how strong the illusion was. It works
in such a way that he fails to smell its presence. He returned to the
hermitage. His Gurudev asked, “Did you accomplish renunciation?”
The Brahmacharit replied, “Maharaj! I did not obey you and
consequently escaped somehow. I encountered Maya (illusion), she
had remarked, you are under the grip of your Gurudev, otherwise I
would have thrown you down and mounted on you. Now Maharaj!
I would not go any where. Only I would serve you.”
Thus we see that the devotee should go on serving and
performing his Sadhana suffering up and downs in the Ashram of
his Guru alone till he does not get the capabilities to move on the
right track safely. After such a stage- ^drgq¡ fueTtu drgq¡ iz.kkekA drgq¡
foyksdr eu vfHkjkekAA* you are free to loiter and look around. There
would not be any difference but before attaining maturity there is
danger in wandering, the illusion had spread it’s tenable everywhere.
^dkys ewM+ dk ,d u NkM+h] vtgw¡ vkfn dqekjhA* Kabir says that no
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misdeeds remains undone by Maya, even then she retains her
virginity from time immemorial. It remains ever young, more you
embrace it, more it becomes young.
Maya in the form of mercy, in the form of service and in
numerous ways unknown, exercises its cunningness over the devotee
and succeeds. There is no provision of mercy for the Sadhak. Sita Ji
showed mercy; consequently she had to undergo the pangs of
excessive grief in Lanka. ^n;k fcuq lar dlkbZ] n;k djh rks vkQr vkbZA*
(A saint without mercy is like a butcher, but mercy shown brings
misery in turn.) Yes, after attainment of Dayadham (Abode of
mercy), a Mahapurush himself become the fountainhead source of
mercy. After it, ^[kk; u [kqV]s pksj u yqV]s fnu&fnu c<r lok;ksAA*] ^iw.kZen%
iw.kZafena*& He is perfect hence, perfect in every age (present, past and
future). The balance out of the whole remains the same, even if it is
donated wholly. Such enlightened human beings are the abode of
mercy, they ever sacrifice themselves for the welfare of others, and
everyone expects mercy alone from them, but there is no provision
of mercy for devotees. First, a devotee has to undergo his own trial
and then he is entitled to award degree and diploma to others. The
service of such a blessed devotee is always beneficial. Pity, springs
out of them spontaneously whether they show it or not. Danger
exhists, till he goal is not achieved. Maya succeeds, even an inch
gap between devotee and his Isht. Infact, becoming a saint is very
easy, but bringing it into practice is very difficult. This practice of
sainthood can be retained only after doing devout service to some
Mahapurush.
}kj /kuh ds ifM+ jgs] /kDdk /kuh dk [kk;A
dcgqd
¡ /kuh fuokftgS] (tks) nj NksM+ uk tk;AA
[ 18 ]
Once a devout man asked revered Maharaj Ji, “What is Yoga?”
The Maharaj Ji looked at him and said, “Hum! Very strange! Beggers
inquire about the saving of the village. Can Yoga be learnt by mere
words? What is your Job?” He replied, “Maharaj Ji! I run a shop
which is going at present in loss. There is no improvement, kindly
help.” Maharaj Ji said, “Hum! So you have in your mind something
else casuably you are curious to know about Yoga. For namesake
only the orchards are dense, but in fact they are shorn of leaves.
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Yoga is meant for the deserving persons. You should ask for what
you have come. Go and take Vibhuti (The holy ash), now you would
see what happens. You come again to report what the result was.”
Thus the Maharaj Ji used to the satisfy persons and send them back.
Often persons sitting around him used to feel inquisitiveness.
So humbly they used to enquire- Maharaj Ji! How Bhajan was to be
performed? The Maharaj Ji affectionately used to explain that people
generally do not understand the meaning of Bhajan (Devotion). They
think that sitting in a solitary place with closed eyes and pass
sometimes or sleeping on the bed of thorns or continuously standing
on one leg in one posture or living in forest was Bhajan. But on
observing the real devotees, it has been found that service was of
supreme importance for having the sense of Bhakti (Devotion).
‘Bhaj’ connotes nothing but service.
King Dilip used to graze the cow of Vashistha. Had he wanted,
he would have employed thousands of servents for this and free
himself. But no, rendering service through servents is nothing but
escape. Real Samskars (Sacraments) could be created, mind could
be purified only when we ourselves offer personal services. Only
then the devotion would grow and flourish. If service through
servants is done the servants might get something, but persons who
send them for service would not get anything. For this very reason
Maharaja Dilip, despite being an emperor, himself was present for
the service of his Guru Vashistha. All the things are available in the
world, only Bhakti is rare. ^Hkx bfr l% HkfDrA* Bhag means matter or
illusion. The moment illusion ends, Bhakti attains the point of
culmination. End of worldliness and attainment of God are the ultimate
results of Bhakti. For it, withdrawl of mind from worldly objects
and diverting it to the contemplation is more needed. This was the
reason that Dilip engages himself in the service of the Gurudev.
There are many instances referred in the Purans where it is said
that the devotees approached their Gurus to impart ‘Brahmvidya’
(the knowledge of the Brahm). Gurudev said to a disciple named
Satyakam, “Take hundred cows from here to the jungle, serve them
properly, don’t keep anybody with yourself and leave at a solitary
place. I tell you a tiny name, chant it regularily. If any calamity falls
you remember me. You come back only when the number of the
cows reaches upto thousands. Then I would impart Brahmvidya
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(Celestial knowledge).” If any devotee approached the Maharishi
for learning the occult Brahmvidya, Maharshi directed him to look
after the cows for twelve years and tend them. In the Chhandogya
Upnishad, there is a tale that Indra could become eligible to know
Brahmvidya after observing celegacy for hundred years.
It is true that the devotion (Bhakti), which enables one to break
the bondage of material world, fluctuates according to the fluctuation
of the mind. If we are very anxious to know the Brahmvidya today,
it is not sure that tempo would be sustained in future also. It is so,
because of the ties of Maya (Illusion). Momentary eruptions of the
sense of renunciation in mind, is not the lasting nature of it. So, the
Mahapurushas in order to train the mind used to allot some kind of
work of service. The family attachment used to gradually end during
ten or twelve years of the service, the wrong association failed to
affect the devotee. The curiousity to know Brahmvidya gradually
used to intensify and the importents of knowledge of the Brahm
becomes comprehensive. It was difficult to pass days, the devotee
remained restless and waited for the end of the fixed time. He
passionately waited for earning eligibility to know Brahmvidya. For
this very reason provision of rendering services was always made.
If Sadhana and Brahmvidya are imparted to a man who is raw, it
never becomes fruitful. The devotee initially lacks the capacity to
perform Sadhana but through service to a Mahapurursh imparts
automatically the required compitence. If one has to take the shelter
of any Sadguru, one has to renounce all the duties and works and
live under his guidance with all his mind, body and soul.
^loZ/kekZUifjR;T; ekesda 'kj.ka oztA*
When you mentally start meeting him, all his greatness and
power stick to you.
When I accepted the shelter of the Maharaj Ji, he did teach me
the Brahmvidya. But it was all Greek and Latin to me. After sometime
when I followed a bit I found the form of the Maharaj Ji missing
before and in mind’s eye at the time of meditation instead the form a
stout gigantic buffalo used to appear in my mind. For several days it
continued to be so. I submitted to the Maharaj Ji that despite efforts
his form always illuded my grasp. I narrated how the form of said
buffalo used to stand in my mind. The Maharaj Ji explained, “ My
son! It is none but Yamraj (God of Death), you have to fight against
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it. Tell me, do you find interest in meditation ?” I told him, “ Maharaj
Ji! I do have vigour and enthusiasm but when I sit for meditation
reels of a variety of scenes start getting unwinded. The incidents
which occurred twenty years back and which I had forgotten are reenlivened.” The Maharaj said, “It would not be corrected in this
way. You couple your contemplation with service most devotedly.
That’s all.”
I did not know then real meaning and importance of service.
Since it was the direction of the Gurudev. I obeyed it. Physically I
moved, worked and performed various jobs but my mind always
continued to be linked with the Maharaj. I went on performing
showy services till I could comprehend the real importance of service.
But when the Isht (Gurudev) repeatedly through spiritual experiences
started telling the samething, my doubts were removed. Thereafter I
started doing my service with my body and soul. It was ordained by
the earlier Maharshis, it is forceful today and would remain so in
future also.
One has to devote oneself to the service up to the time of
accomplishment compulsory. Only then the mind enters into
Sadhana. If any body quitting service, sits in contemplation, his body
alone remains sitting. The mind which has to sit, runs riot. For some
days devotees steadfastly go on sitting in meditation. But after a
year or two he gets disappointed and accepts the pseudo system and
get derailed. Sri Krishna says, “Arjun! Those who hold their senses
forcibly but go on thinking about the objects mentally are actually
hypocrites.” Thus, we see that those who hold this sense mentally
and perform the fixed ordained actions are great and genuine. He
alone is eligible for the attainment of Yoga. That is why the provision
of service has been laid down.
Those things which were the objects of our close thinking
naturally appear during meditation without putting them aside, the
mind could not get lost in contemplation. Merely sitting at a place
physically would not do. So, the Mahapurushas (sages) have made
the provision for service. The mind and the heart of a Mahapurush
always remain unruffled. Atoms, which restrain and control the
disorders, always, remain emanating from the place where they live.
All the time they breathe the Samskaras (Sacraments) of their
penance. That is why the eligibility and capability which we do not
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have at present are earned within a short time by seeing them,
touching them, serving them and living in close contact with them.
The mind renouncing the path of Maya (illusion) gradually starts
moving on the track of the Isht and Sadhana for spiritual practice
starts gathering speed. Lord Ram says lqfp lqlhy lsod lqefr] fiz; dgq dkfg u ykxA
Jqfr iqjku dg uhfr vl] lko/kku lquq dkxAA (Manas, 7/86)
Who would not like an intelligent devoted and courteous
devotee? A father although loves all his children equally but the son
who is devoted to his father with all his body and soul and takes
service to his father as his religion, is dearest to the father despite his
lack of common intelligence. Lord Ram says that similarly although
the whole world is born of him, and he equally showers his kindness
on all creatures still those who contemplate on him renouncing the
illusory world and its tentacles and worship him with all their mind,
body and actions are very dear to him. Even Brahma who is devoid
of Bhakti (devotion) is loved by him only like ordinary common
creatures.- ^lR; dgÅ¡ [kx rksfga] lqfp lsod ee izk.k fiz;A* (Manas, 7/
87, Kh)- Attendants and servants alone are dear than life.
In the beginning the service to Mahapurush is rendered through
the physical body but after crossing a fixed limit of contemplation
and obtaining some maturity this very physical service is turned into
mental worship. With gradual advancement the devotee himself
camprehence and the Ishtdev goes on granting one or other new
experience till the accomplishment he attains, he goes on explaining
the method of service continuously. After the devotee becomes
capable to grasp the name, he allows him to go to a solitary place
and live separately. But before allowing him to leave, he arms him
with his verbal directions and inner experience and perceptions. Then
the devotee starts finding interest in the contemplations. Till now he
used to put in physical service but now he does mentally. Only the
form of service is changed. Day and night he prays him and moulds
himself according to him. Service rendered mentally is superior to
service rendered physically.
As the mental services advance gradually and the state of the
stable closeness with the Isht comes nearer and the final attainment
comes closer, then the spiritual practices get dropped. The Ishtdev,
himself, gives new direction, which is perceptible. Gautam Buddha
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also had made in the beginning arduous efforts but when his Bhajan
reached the climax and he stood step fast for the ultimate attainment,
he was directed by his Isht to relax the string of Sitar (a typical
stringed Indian musical instrument). The breath itself is likened with
Sitar with the help of breath the name of the Lord is chanted, not
with the tongue. Kabir says'kCn&'kCn lc dksbZ dgs] og rks 'kCn fonsgA
ftH;k ij vkos ugha] fujf[k ijf[k dj ysgAA
Everyone talks of Shabda (Words). But the sound created by
palate and throat does not signify Shabda. Akshar Brahm (The sound
form of God) can never be expressed through voice. When a Yogi
enters the state of formlessness, the Akshar Brahm or Shabda gets
alert and activated. The ascend and descend of that Shabda depends
on inhalation and exhalation of the breath. That is why Buddha was
directed to relax the strings of the Sitar. Instantly, cut short his Bhajan.
This was taken by many person as the fall of the Buddha. But he
did not care for it every devotee confronts such a state when he
attains this position. Obedience of the directions of the Isht even at
such a state is nothing but Bhajan. ‘There’s not to reason why?’ If
such a service in mastered and the Isht becomes satisfied he instantly
merges him with himself. Thus, there is provision for service in the
last moment.
Only the devotees can attend to such directions of the Isht or
the accomplished sages can fully understand the developments of
the devotees.
dS tkus ftm vkiuk] dS js tukos ihmA
Thus, the devotee can know it or it is made known by the
darling. This is why, the Maharaj Ji used to say that Sadhan (Spiritual
practice) is such an object, which can not be expressed in black and
white. Those who propogate Yoga by writing on it or delivering
lecture on it can not lead to the attainment of Yog. Only Samkaras
(Sacraments) could be created.
To sum up, service is of two kinds- firstly physical and secondly
mental. By holding the form of the Isht and fixing it in the heart and
offering flowers, incense etc. is mental worship. Such a kind of
service is subtle and of advance stage. It directly links the devotee
with the Isht. Service is the primary stage of worship and strangely
enough it is the climax of it also.
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[ 19 ]
Revered Maharaj Ji used to say, “Ho! One should not be the
least sluggish in serving and feeding a Mahatma (Saint). It can be
done even irresistibly also. It always proves beneficial. If the saint
goes hungry, half fed, it is harmful.” Maharaj Ji used to tell a tale in
this. There was a great saint; he was in absolute guise of Paramhans.
He never differentiated between the life of luxuries and the life of
poverty. He only used to wander in his contemplate mood. Sometimes
he got a handful of gram while at others happened to get delicious
food. By nature he was nude. On the completion of his Sadhana,
The Ishtdev directed him to settle down at some place permanently.
But the saint used to relish lone wandering and contemplation so
the paying due respect to the direction of the Isht used to postpone is
and did not settle down of any place.
It was the month of Magh (December-January) the cold was
severe; the wandering monk could not find any shelter. A Potter
was taking out the pots from the kiln and placing them by the side of
a wall. The ashes of the kiln were still warm. The monk said, “O
Brother! I have to stay here for this night. Please allow me to sit
here.’’ The potter respectfully saluted him and said, ‘‘Maharaj! I
earn my livelihood on account of these hery pots, which are lying
scattered everywhere. If they got damaged I would die, kindly excuse
me. There is very little space. You cannot sit there.”
The Maharaj Ji said, “I have not to sleep here, I would sit here
and perform Bhajan and leave the next morning. You would not
feel any inconvenience.”
Allowing the Maharaj Ji to sit there, the potter said, “Be careful
Maharaj Ji! Nobody should take away these pots.” The monk said,
“Don’t worry; Nobody would take them away.” The potter after
this saluted him requesting him to retire. Thereafter, he left for his
home.
The monk got lost in uninterrupted contemplation at that warm
place. At about 2 or 3 O’clock in the night, he thought to stretch his
limbs. So he rolled up his legs and hands and lay down. Instantly,
he fell a sleep. He saw a dream in which he found himself sitting at
a beautiful place. Thousands of people were going to him for his
Darshan (view) and offering things to him was throwing them in an
anti-room. He got tired so he decided to have some meal. As soon
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as he stretched his hand to pick up the food, a rich man offered a
bag full of coins and said, ‘‘Maharaj Ji! Use it for general welfare.’’
He flared up, You bloody devotees and you bribe this way and say
that I should spend it for general welfare. Why don’t you do it
yourself? Do not have even time for meals and contemplation.’’
Admonishing him in this way, he picked the bag full of money. It
was a longer kick and his legs dashed with the big Handia (earthen
cooking-pot) the moment it felldown and broke other pots over started
falling one by one and were broken into pieces.
The monk got up from his sleep. He started repenting. The
gentle potter gave me the shelter but Alas! Such a big loss has been
caused to him! The poor fellow has lost everything. When he would
come what answer I would give to him? If I leave it, would bring
bad name. It is not proper for a saint like me to slip away stealthily.
What would people think of saints? I apprehend that it is definitely
the deeds of Maya. Thus the whole night passed by.
In the morning the potter came and cried, “O Maharaj! I was
telling you yesterday that you could stay in the village which is so
big and not to hang this poor fellow. Just see all my pots are broken.
And I have lost a years earning. Now what should I do?” Finding
the monk keeping mum the potter said, “Kindly tell me, how it all
happened.” The monk narrated the event of the dream verbatim and
reported how legs dashed. The potter thought the dreams of saints
never go waste. It appears that he is an accomplished saint. There
certainly would assemble a big crowd of devotees in future. Goddess
Lakshmi perhaps wishes to serve this Godly saint. It is better to hold
him back at this place. He should makeup my loss and give me a
chance to serve him. Whatever offerings would be made to him
would be mine. Thinking this he said, “OK Maharaj Ji! Let’s not
think what happened. Now don’t leave the place and stay here. I
would serve you.”
Out of kindness, the monk stayed there and remained there for
two months. Really the crowd as was seen in the dream started
increasing.
The potter was highly gratified and obliged. His loss was
compensated. After sometime when the saint (Monk) got it that the
potter have now no scarcity or troubles of any kind, he on a day
suddenly went away. As per the direciton of the Isht he started living
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at one place. An inexhaustable source of public welfare started
flowing from there. He started benefiting the whole humanity.
The Maharaj Ji used to say, “Ho! When God becomes kind,
the adversity turn into properity. When God directs for sitting down,
it should be obeyed. When he directs to accept anything, one should
accept it, there is no evil in it. This is the fault of the initial stage of
spiritual practice, but the same after proper dirction of the Isht
becomes beneficial.
Note: The monk of the tale was none else but revered Gurudev
himself, but he used to say without disclosing his identity.
[ 20 ]
Discipline plays an important role in the field of Sadhana
(spiritual practices). Undisciplined devotee can never succeed on
this path of Godliness. The case of those devotees is quite different,
who had been moving on spiritual path for the last several births.
For this very reason revered Maharaj Ji used to chide, even on simple
mistake, when he found the mind of the devotee wavering and
deviating from the path. He used to make them listen and said, “The
upper portion had not been swept of and there must be some garbage
still on that particular place, at some certain place something is in
disorder.” Thus he used to grumble. On hearing so, when some
devotee was found sweeping the roof, he started chiding him, “Who
is there? Who is sweeping over my head? Bring him here! Catch
the bloody fool.” In this way he used to challenge. When the fellow
used to appear before him, he used to strike with his stick even
before he could know what his fault was. When everyone including
the devotee used to go away, he used to laugh before the remaining
one and say, “I had been looking for an excuse for the last one
month but failed to find any fault. Today I got it.”
Actually he had no concern with the roof or the broom stick, it
was all false displeasure when he felt that harsh words were needed
to keep the devotees on their too, he expressed such jarring words.
Just as in good families the parents carefully brought up their daughter
and keep her busy till she is married, in the same way a Sadguru
taking his innocent disciple out of the tussles of nature, enable him
to cross the ocean of Sadhana. If he does not pay extra care it is
impossible for him to cross the sea of this world with ones own efforts.
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xq# fcuq Hko fuf/k rjb u dksbZA tkSa fcjafp ladj le gksbZAA
(Manas, 7/92/7)
Even persons who are of the status of Brahm and Shankar can’t
cross the sea of this world, if they do not have a Sadguru behind
their back.
jk[kb xq# tks dksi fc/kkrkA xq# fcjks/k ufga dksm tx =krkAA
(Manas, 1/165/6)
The Sadguru protects even when ones fate turns adverse and
unbearable miseries are allotted to ones fate. When the Guru is
displeased, even God cannot protect a man. Although, God is
present everywhere and this is very true, but he is of no use for us
because Sadguru and his directed path is the only medium to reach
us the divine destination.
Now the question is, where to find Him out?
ek;k ,slh izcy gS] rft ekfyd dh NkiA
cudj cSBh txr esa] drkZ /krkZ vkiAA
Maya is so powerful, that she possess herself to be the Almighty
God. Finding people having their faith in temples, she got entry into
them in the form of hypocrisy. When she found the pilgrim places
promoting the welfare of the people, she appeared there in the garbof priests (Pandas) creating facades and frauds. When she found a
Sadguru playing an important role, it created a row of Gurus. ^?kj esa
chch >ksads Hkkj] ckgj fe;k¡ lwcsnkjA* Possessing no genuine traits of a
real Sadguru, but the outward pomp and show he is as such, as to be
real one. Under such circumstances, how to find it out that this
Mahapurush is the perfect one? If one Mahapurush is genuine, then
thousands of similar natures are also found seated in the same queue.
All of them guarantee their genuineness. Now, you please let us
know, who is the real saint ? And how to identify them?
iqU;iqat fcuq feyfg u larkA lr laxfr lal`fr dj varkAA
(Manas, 7/44/6)
One never encounters a saint till his virtues are accumulated
and become effective. It does not mean that the real saints are
nonexistent and invisible. Without righteousness, not only they, even
Lord Shankar standing before us cannot be recognised. We would
use harsh words even against him and say, “Look! How is he standing
in deform? Should he show himself in such a way? He can earn
money and feed not less than four persons.” Actually the eyes, which
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recognise a saint or Sadguru are always virtuous and integral. We
cannot see them with our physical eyes because God transcends
mind and intellect. When a Yogi after regular practice reaches the
data of sublimation equipoise and goes above the realm of mind and
intellect combined with divinity, enters into the real essence of
Gurudom, then he is known a Sadguru. As he in united with the
Truth, so he is known Sadguru. How can we know with our mind
and intellect a Mahapurush who has trascended mind and intellect?
There is only one way out and that is our earned bounties of virtues
and righteous deeds. If one does not meet a Sadguru, it proves that
one lacks virtues and needs earning them through righteous efforts.
Whenever, that spiritual instinct will reflect and support you, then
Sadguru, whether he is tossing in marhes or sitting on a high pedestal,
will meet you. Either you would reach him or he would come to
you. Then the faith would also be born. Then he would own you
and he would start guiding your paths from the heart. So, there is
only one way and that is the accumulated stock of your divine virtues.
The eyes, which identify a saint or a Sadguru, that insight is fully
divinised. When you have met the Sadguru – ^lRlaxfr lal`fr dj
varkA* His divinity and devout company liberates you from the
worldliness. Sadguru and devotees are never mechanical in their
pursuit. ^ns[kk ns[kh lk/ks tksxA NhtS dk;k ck<+S jksxAA* One should not
imitate others. Perchance if we have moved on the path of God and
accepted the garb, we should not get disheartened, till we attain the
spiritual goal. If any Mahatma used to come to the Maharaj Ji with
the marks of Tilak on his forehead, he used to say, “Well sit down
and take water.” At this they would say, “Maharaj Ji! Let me first
tend my form, then I would take water.” The Maharaj Ji used to
laugh and say, “You fool! You have become renouncing why didn’t
you die.” People had gradually understood the nature of the Maharaj
Ji and used to laugh.
Actually, there is no room for sects inspiritual life. The difference
lies only in varying stages of devotees some are at he beginning
stage, some in the middle, some nearing the goal while others have
attained it. Dwait, Vishishtadwait, Adwait (Those who believed in
duality, qualified duality or monoisn) are nothing different higher
and lower stages of the devotees. They do not signify sects. Creation
of sects is nothing but the work of ignorance and immature persons
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who failed to realise the goal, but find for the name and fame or
accomplished sages. This is the only cause of the cloudiness of the
Sanatan Dharm. According to Lord Krishna that is only one Sadhana
(Spiritual Practice) for spiritual experience ^O;olk;kfRedk cqf¼jsdsg
dq:uUnuA* There is only one functional method for achieving the
spiritual goal; there is only one direction, only one method and only
one result, God knows how and why do people create fissure and
chasm in it ? This proves beyond doubt that they have not obtained.
Had they got that Immanent Entity, they would not have created
grift and cracks in the society. A man is the garb of monk appeared
and abducted Sita another Muniraj (saint) kept Hanuman misguiding
till midnight when Lakshman was fatally shot, Emperor Pratap Bhanu
was badly ruined. The garb of a saint is such a garb under which
person who found no living get shelter under it. Such Sadhus are
still there who steal the blanket. The old habits die hard. Asadhu is
never vicious. Fake Sadhus enter under he cover of a genuine one.
Sects have been created by them. The Sadguru alone knows the
real secret of Bhajan. It belongs to his province.
[ 21 ]
By serving an accomplished sage and regular spiritual practice
under his patronage devotion to the Isht is born. At such a time
inner discipline is most required. Self-restrained and strong resolution
play very important role in Sadhana. Because in the begning the
devotee feels a lot of enthusiasm but soon after sometime the mind
becomes indefatigable. He starts taking Sadhana to be leading to his
death and the mind assumes formidable form. Tulsidas Ji also was
very enthusiastic with the thought of Bhajan but when he set out for
it his mind became restless. He has expressed the condition of his
mind thus fcxjr eu laU;kl ysr] ty ukor vke ?kM+ks lksA
(Vinay Patrika, 173)
O God! While accepting the life of renunciation I liked it very
much. But the moment I took it only mind got deshaped like an
unbaked earthen pitcher. If you fill water in an unbaked earthen
pitcher, it would start leaking through thousands of holes and the
pitcher decays – Goswami Ji says exactly like this happens in the
case of our mind. All our enthusiasm evaporates. Mind least runs
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riot and becomes so deadly that we start feeling not the devotion for
the Isht. The Mahapurushas or the sages have repeatedly reprimanded
the mind under such conditions. They controlled it with the hook of
reason.
Every sage has gone through this ordeal. Revered Maharaj Ji
used to tell a tale. There was a saint living in a dense forest. He used
to remain lost in meditation day and night. Although, he had earned
a good reputation. Still he was simply a devotee undoubtedly he
was a devotee of advance stage. One day he entertained a desire to
eat Kadhi (Curry). This desire started gathering weight from the
next day. Whenever he used to sit for meditation, he found Curry
before his mind’s eye. In place of the image of the Ishtdev the images
of delicious Phuloiri (made of gram flour) appeared before his mind
irritated by such eruptions he started cajoling his mind thus, “O my
mind! What charm is in curry? Did I leave my home for it? A devotee
should take only prescribed food. Today you crave for Curry,
tomorrow you might crave for stranger things? O my mind! You
devote yourself to the Bhajan.” He tried his best to cagole and coax
his mind still his craving persisted After a fortnight his condition
deteriorated is such a way that whenever he started chanting ‘Om,
Om’, he used to chant ‘Curry, Curry’. In the beginning the image of
the Guru Maharaj used to be in meditation, but now the delicious
odours Curry in the cooking pan started dominating his mind. All
the time he was obsessed with the idea of Curry. His mind became
Curry incarnate.
Now the Mahatma became highly repentant. He said, “O God!
You took me away from my home and family, gave me golden
chance to live in jungles, aforded me the kindness and close company
of a Mahapurush (great saint), explained to me the method of Bhajan.
But how this Curry has overtaken me. I cajoled and coaxed a lot my
mind, but it is still obstinate and sticks to Curry.” After praying in
such a way he picked up his stick and moved towards a nearby
village. When the villagers saw the monk, they were overjoyed.
They started saying, “Maharaj Ji, despite our several request, you
never come to the village. Today, we are very fortunate for your
visit here. What is your direction for us?” The monk replied, “First
of all prepare Curry.” The villagers said, “Maharaj, It is very simple,
we will prepare it with in no time.”
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When the preparation for cooking Curry was bing made the
Maharaj Ji said, “Prepare twenty kilos of Curry. The cooking pan
should be fully filled.” “Yes sir! We would do so.” said the villagers
and became busy in preparing the Curry. The delicious and odorous
Curry was now prepared. The Mahatma then said, “Brothers! It
would not be shared by anybody. I would take it alone. Keep it in
the room and I would also remain there but you lock it from outside.”
The villagers obeyed. The room was locked. The Mahatma, who
was in the room, pounced upon the pan full of Curry.
In the beginning, the Curry tasted very delicious. He ate one
kilo then two kilos of it. But beyond this it was not possible for him
to go further. Despite this the Mahatma went on eating it. He ate
upto three-four kilos. Then he developed distaste for it and hate for
it still he continued eating it. Consequently, vomitting started. Still
he did not leave eating. He murmured, “Eat, go on eating more and
more. You left your home, your family, tasted everything in life,
still you petty mind! You drove me for such a worthless thing upto
two miles, you diverted me from Bhajan and threw me up here at
this place. For the last one month only Curry, Curry. No Ram, No
meditation! Now eat as much as you like. You vomit and mix it also
with it and go on eating. He developed such a strong hate that his
whole body shuddered to see towards it. When his hauds gave way
to take up the Curry, he ultimately jumped into the cauldran.
When the people unlocked the door, they found Curry spread
everywhere in the room. They asked, “Maharaj! What is this?” The
Maharaj said not to worry, everything was set at right. People there
washed him with water and took him to the hermitage. From that
day onwards never any desire for taking anything occused to his
mind. Actually, this mind is very crooked when you move on the
path of contemplation and when you make some advancement, it
very secretly withdraws the plank on which you stand. After you
climb up all the steps of Bhajan, still it goes on playing tricks and
throws bigger hurdles.
Such stumbling blocks come before every saint. Maharaj
Bhartrihari was the king of Ujjain. It was a prosperous state. Once
the king found some evil in the queen. He developed hate for the
world and the sense of renuciation over took him. He took the shelter
of Guru Gorakhnath who was a great sage. He taught him the steps
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of Sadhana. Bhartrihari got lost in it. Like lunatics, he used to with
remain absorbed in it mude form. With only one dirty clothe over
the body without food and water. He used to wander only once a
day for begging. He accepted whatever was given to him. He was
ordained not to ask for anything.
One day, a desire to eat Jalebi (a sweet dish) came to his mind.
Now the question was who would come forward to offer it? There
were a number of devout persons, but none did know that Maharaj
Ji wanted to eat Jalebi. One day, Bhartrihari went to confectionary
shop and stood there waiting for some devotee who might purchase
it and give it to him. But God is also very playful, He takes a tough
test. None, who passed through that way had any idea of the Jalebi.
Months this way passed by, but he could not get the Jalebi. As a
result of this Jalebi haunted his mind. Whenever he sat for meditation
or chanting the name. Bhartrihari was extremely disturbed.
One day loosing all hopes he under took the work of carrying
soil on his head as a labour, at a place where a house was under
construction. When the work was over, he got some money, which
he accepted with his soiled hands. He rushed up to the owner of the
confectionary shop and threw money at him saying Jalebi. The
shopkeeper gave him a basket full of Jalebi. Things were very cheap
then, so he got enough. His mind incited him to instantly start eating,
but Bhartrihari cajoled his mind, “O my mind! On your spurring I
carried soil on my head throughout the wholeday. You see, my hands
are besmeared with soil. Let me wash then on the bank of the Ganga.’’
He reached on the bank of the river running and washed his hands
and feet. But his mind stuck to Jalebi, mismouth watered now and
then. He was well in taste to take Jalebi.
Bhartrihari sat at a place and started thinking, ‘‘Oh! Which sort
of sweet. I have not taken. I used to take sweets which were seasoned
with of saffron, musk and golden-coin, but this ordinary Jalebi made
of fine wheat-flour made my wicked mind run after.” Strangely
thereafter, he sat down with the Jalebis. He took the Jalebi to his
mouth and said, ‘‘How charming it is! How redish and crisp they
are! Full of sweet syrup.” Thus, he allured his mind and went on
throwing Jalebis one by one into the water. When he took up the
last remaining Jalebi for throwing it into the water a female apparition
appeared before him and spoke, “Give it to me.” Bhartrihari asked,
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“Who are you?” She replied, “Your will-power.” Bhartrihari scolded,
“You cheat! The home and the family was renounced which sweet
have you not taken? But you, my passionate longing! Ultimately
hang me up. You made me carry soil whole day. Took me away
from Bhajan. Now still you desire to take Jalebi from me?” The will
power replied, “Let me eat at least one Jalebi now hence forth you
would not entertain any desire.” Bhartrihari took that one piece of
Jalebi, drank water and moved from there. His devotional practices
were again on the track. A similar incident once again occurred in
his life. Bhartrihari was moving completely nude in the lanes of
Benaras famous for beetle like Mahoba. Somebody had spat beetle
on a piece of paper. It was a moonlit night, spittle of chewed beetle
leaf was bristling and fidgety. Bhartrihari thought, “It to be a gem
because it belongs to the area of millionaires. Perhaps some rich
man lost it here and it is lying thus.. Some one would definitely
picked it up. Why should I myself not pick it up? I will give it he
some ornament dealer and pass on my future life doing Bhajan with
its proceeds.” His mind strayed. The moment he touched it his hand
was filled with the fluid of the spittle. The palms became red. When
he saw it in light he started repenting, “O my wicked mind! You
have been a king and your living had been like emperors, which
gem could not have passed before your eyes? O crooked! You are a
renuncient now, and disciple of Mahapurush (Sage). You renounced
everything for attaining God. But Alas! Just for a gem you pulled
me down.” For several days he kept fast admonished his mind. This
re-envigorated him. This very Bhartrihari evolved into a prefect
ascetic who wrote ‘Vairagya Shatak.’ Actually, when the devotion
for the Isht begins the illusion chases it. For removing it off, mind is
strengthened and made capable. It has to be disciplined the senses
are very fickle they always try to find pleasure in objects like the
worms of dirty drain do not like to come out of it. For this very
reason, when a devotee goes to the shelter of the Mahapurush, his
mind soon gets dischanted when he has to bake the bread, clean the
utensils, his mind thinks, “Move from this place, here there are great
troubles. Did I come here for doing all these things? It is better to
perform Bhajan some where else.” Perhaps he fails to understand
that continuous rendering services to a Mahapurush enables a devotee
to sit in meditation for four hours, only then Bhajan could be
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performed outside, only then the mind would stable. For this alone
one remains is the service of a Mahapurush. After the end of the
probation period, no Mahapurush keeps his disciples with himself.
When the Sadguru accepts anyone, he turns him also in to Guru, he
is no more kept as a disciple, he does not make anyone a disciple for
sweeping the floor. He keeps the disciple with himself so that he
might learn the real knowledge, so that he might translate it into his
conduct and move sharply like an arrow towards the Isht.
Brothers! The dirt of mind is as natural as husk of paddy. But it
is bound to be removed and drop down. Hence be industrious.
Kathopnishad directs- ^mfÙk"Br! tkxzr! izkI; ojkfékcks/krA* Arise, awake
and learn that method by approaching Mahapurushas (sages).
[ 22 ]
It is quite natural by persons under the impact of Samskaras
(Sacraments) to slip. It is not surprising at all. Whenever, someone
complained about anyone that fellow committed mistake, despite
being so aged, the Maharaj Ji smilingly used to tell him, “Ho! People
sip the juice of a ripened mango slowly in the beginning, as the
juice of the mango appears exhaust, people sip with it more tightened
grip. Body might grow aged, not the mind. Passions grow stronger
and stronger. It gets refined only by, spiritual practices and the grace
of God. There were two women at a place. They were very jealous
of each other and were busy in picking holes. Suddenly, one of
them flared up and commented, “You are the kept of a washerman.”
The other one retorted, “How dare you talk with such a face? You
are the kept of a Chamar (cobbler). You were talking so a moment
before.’’ The first woman became alert and said, “Keep Quiet! Keep
Quiet. ^rSa jkf[k fygs /kksch] ge jkf[k fygs pekjA u rSa dgh gekj] u ge
dgh rksgkjAA* (You have kept a washerman, and I a cobbler. We should
not expose each other.) Who is faultless in this world? As you sow
so shall you reap- ^tks tl djs lks rl Qy pk[kkA* Why are you after
him? You mind your business. You fail to mark your own
deficiencies and bother about these of others.
The Maharaj Ji used to tell a tale in this context. There was a
saint of good standing who was roasting fish on the bank of river. A
scholarly Brahmin passed through that way. He was very much
taken a back. He asked him, “Maharaj! Are you roasting a fish?”
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The Mahatma said in the affirmative. The Brahmin again asked,
“Do you eat it?” The Mahatma replied again in the affirmative. The
Brahmin again asked, “Then you must be going to the prostitute
also?” Now the Mahatma was a annoyed and said, “O Pandit! If I
am fallen, it means I am free to do every kind of evil deed. Why do
you question again and again and create headache. Go your way.
Leave me alone to weep.”
The Maharaj Ji used to say, “Nothing is better than moving on
the path of God. But it is very difficult. If you succeed in climbing
up, you get a chance to taste the ‘Ram-Ras’ (The astral juice of
Ram) but if you fall, you would be broken into pieces. So one should
not laugh at the mistakes of others. One should say himself from
them. A devotee should see his deficiencies. Even a very small
shortcoming of the devotee is like a mountain obstructing his ways
till he unites with God. The union with God is not possible for this
very reason.
Only one day remained to meet God, but Bharat grew restless,
he examined his own actions. Do you think that the actions of Bharat
were not good? Maharishis have said, ^leq>c dgc djc rqe tksbAZ
/kje lkj gksbZgS tx lksbZAA* The Quality of Bharat’s action have
become the standard of Dharm, still Bharat tries to find out his own
weaknesses. How humble his thoughts were? No other creature can
be humbler than a devotee. He keeps on dancing on the will and
directions of the Isht, because he is not free to do anything of his
own accord. The feeling of separation from God and the sense of
renunciation should not get diminished till the final accomplishment.
After the accomplishment the same devotee becomes free from
spiritual practices. He becomes a pensioner, before this he has to
remain absorbed in the Sadhana eliminating his entire ego. He should
not be concerned with the shortcomings of others. ^djS vkids] u ekbZ
ds u cki dsA* (One has to work for himself, neither for his mother
nor father.)
[ 23 ]
Revered Maharaj Ji used to say, that one was destined to undergo
the injunctions of one’s fate, but intervention of the Sadguru liberates
him from its clutches. In this context pointing out to himself, he
used to narrate a story. Once a devotee sought permission from the
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revered Maharaj Ji to go to Gaya. The Maharaj Ji said, “Look! There
is nothing in GayarhjFkgw esa [kksft;k] xgjh cqM~Mh ekjA
ty i"kku ds chp esa] fru ik;k djrkjAA
No doubt by visiting pilgrim places and observing fast one earns
virtues, and his capabilities increase but that in not enough. It should
result in spiritual awakening. When you have started grasping the
contemplation, your well being lies only in Bhajan. Now, there is
no provision for you to go to Gaya. You should engage yourself in
continuous Bhajan and contemplations at a solitary place.
After the two monthes, the devotee said again, “Maharaj Ji! I
feel like going to Gaya.” Then after some days, he again submitted
that he had a strong desire to go to Gaya. When he sits in meditation,
the thoughts visiting Gaya haunts him. Maharaj Ji thought, “The
secret of his well-being lies with me, and this fellow insists of going
to Gaya. He would get salvation from me then why he is repeating
Gaya, Gaya.”
When the Maharaj Ji spiritually analysed his thoughts to
perceive, that a rich man owed to him in his past life some grains of
gram. Those very grains were dragging him to that place. Maharaj
Ji thought, “Why should my devotee go to such a distant place, he
would get few grains only which would not be sufficient for food
also.”
Revered Maharaj Ji was all-powerful. He inspired spiritually
he rich man to entertain an idea to move on pilgrimage. The above
said richman after visiting other places, reached from Chitrakoot to
Anusuiya. He offered one rupee and four annas, as it was customary
to the Maharaj Ji about while talking out money from his pocket,
ten grains of gram fell from the pocket. The Maharaj Ji was startled
to see the grains of the gram, he said, “Oh! From where have you
come?” He replied, “ Maharaj ji! I am coming from Gaya. I work as
the commission agent and deals in the business of gram.” The
Maharaj Ji said, “OK, OK You give the grains of gram also to me.”
The richman hesitatingly said, “Maharaj Ji! They have fallen on the
ground. Let me call for fresh ones.” The Maharaj Ji replied, “Oh
no! You pick up these very grains of gram and give it to me.” The
rich man obeying the directions, picked up the grains and gave them
to him. The Maharaj Ji enquired about his well being, blessed him
and sent him back.
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Meanwhile, the same devotee appeared. The Maharaj Ji said,
“Take it my son. This is the offering. You eat the grains before me
as early as possible.” The disciple humbly took the grains ate them
and drank water. After this he never expressed his desire any more
to go to Gaya. Four or six months passed by. One day Gurudev
himself said, “My Son! Devotees should wander without any support
depending on the Isht alone. You may go to Gaya. If you do not
have money for expenses, you may take it from me.” The disciple
replied, “God knows why Maharaj Ji! Now I have no desire to go
to Gaya.”
It is true that the courses of earning livelihood are very strong.
God knows how it throws a man from one place to another, forcibly
dragging man. So instead of bothering about the destiny, we should
pick up any name of two or two and half letters, chant it and serve
any enlightened sage. Such sages are free from the desires and
Samskaras (Sacraments), hence the forces of destiny of all those
who remain engaged in the service, naturally transgress him because
this is the law of nature that the pressure always moves towards the
place of vacume. Kind hearted Mahapurushas themselves,
vicariously at one for the action of their devotees for there wellbeings. Every action of every man influences the whole cosmos
and the vice-versa. But the Mahapurushas changed the prescribed
course of fate. The inevitable is bound to happen, but it fails in case
of those who live under the patronage of self realized sage.
[ 24 ]
When a number of young devotees came to the shelter of the
Guru Maharaj Ji, he often used to warn them- Ho! Youth is like a
dark night. Nobody knows when he may fall. So the devotees should
always, in every condition, keep fresh in mind, the image of God.
The mind’s eye should always be centered at the breathing or at the
feet of the Guru. Least carelessness endangers such devotees, who
do not keep the memory of God everfresh in his mind. Only those
devotees who remain absorb in contemplation like Bharat or
Sutikshna come with flying colours.
Revered Maharaj Ji used to tell a tale in the context. A Mahatma
was doing Bhajan since his childhood and he has become seventy
five or eighty years old. The devout persons constructed a cottage
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for him by the side of a pond away from the village. In the peaceful
solitary cottage, whenever the Mahatma used to analyse his part
life, he uttered- Hum! ^vxyh uhd] fiNyh uhd] fcpyh ukgha uhdA* (His
first is good, the last good but the centre is not good.) These words
often sprouted from his mouth.
When the three village-women came to the pond to fill the water,
they heard such words from his mouth. They were astonished to
hear them. They made allegations against him and charged, “He
has gone gray, his teeth have fallen, still he is stuck in worldliness.”
They interpreted his words that he intended to say that the first woman
and the last woman were good not the central one. But the Maharaj
Ji has his own connotions. Although, the women understood that
the words were not any remarks against them, still they complained
to their family members and twisted the whole things.
The villagers armed with Lathis and highly agitated came to
see, who that Sadhu was? When they saw their own Guru Maharaj
there, they were in a fix and silently sat down in the backside of the
cottage. Suddenly, the same words again burst out from his mouth.
They appeared before him respectively and submitted, “Maharaj Ji!
What kind of Mantra are you chanting now a days. Kindly explain
the meaning of it.”
The Mahatma said, “My Son! There are three stages of lifechildhood, youth and old age. I am Sadhu since my childhood days.
Those were very happy days. My mind then used to last in the service
of the Maharaj Ji. Bhajan continued uninterrupted. Now my old age
is also satisfactory and peaceful. No thoughts obstruct the flow of
Bhajan. But young days were full of hurdles. I was saved by the
grace of the Guru Maharaj; otherwise, I was lost. For this very reason
I say that the earlier days or childhood days are most suitable for
Bhajan, the later days that old days are also satisfactory, but the
middle or the young age is not good because it remains full with
strife and struggle. Which is like the edge of the sward or chewing
the grams of iron. A lot of care is needed to pass such days.”
The devout persons of the village reported to him about the
sheer feelings of the ladies. The Mahatma laughed, “I had not even
seen them. Tell them to perform Bhajan for their well being.”
Thus, devotee should always remain self-restrained and
balanced while speaking, seeing, hearing or moving. Those who
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follow such restrictions become successful; otherwise, he has to get
one birth more for attaining the ultimate goal.
[ 25 ]
Revered Maharaj Ji used to speak in dictums. During his
spontaneous discourses, his preaching dealt with spiritual practices.
The Maharaj Ji used to say that donations given to undeserving
persons rebound and destroy the doner. If someone hands over
knowledge to any undeserving man, one has to face calamities and
his own knowledge ultimately suffers. ^;g u dfgv lBgh gBlhyfgA**
He used to quote such quatrains in order to show such facts. The
Brahmvidya, which is the real knowledge of revered Maharaj is
being handed over to deserving persons by some selected disciples
of the Gurudev. This is eternally proved that saints are never miserly
towards deserving and devout personsxw<+m rRo u lk/kq nqjkofgaA vkjr vf/kdkjh tg¡ ikaofgaAA
We hope that present work would prove to be inspiring for the
pursuers of Truth and would throw light on initial regulations and
restrictions. This is aimed at diverting the minds of human being
towards the operations of the conscience, which leads to ultimate
well being. The revelations of the forgotten spiritual and occult paths
of Sadhana by the Maharaj Ji, is his greatest and unparallel gift to
the world. He used to slip into trance loosing his physical
consciousness while talking to people or while interpreting the
spiritual meaning of song. The Ramcharit Manas, The Geeta, The
Patanjal Yogdarshan were the favourite books of the Maharaj Ji.
He used to say about the Manas - ^cky vkfn mÙkj ds vUrkA chp v;ks/
;k MwcS lUrkAA* The Maharaj Ji used to get last while receiving the
early quadruplets of the Bal Kand and the Kishikindha Kand, which
depicted rainy season and winter. The Maharaj Ji loved many verses
and Bhajans popular among the folk life like the under notedxq# mfM+ pyks ns'kok ohjkuk gSA
¹
¹
¹
Nkvks&Nkvks gks Qfdjok xxu dqfV;kA
vklu ekjh] exu gksbZ cSBs] /;ku /kjs ykSdsyk frjdqfV;kAA
¹
¹
¹
eksfj lqjr lqgkfxu tkx jhA
dk lksor gS eksg&fu'kk esa] mBh ds Hktfu;k esa ykx jhA
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eksfj lqjr lqgkfxu tkx jhA
fpr ns 'kCn lquks ljou yfx] mBr e/kqj /kqu jkx jhAA
¹
¹
¹
'kaHkq djSa vluku] xkSjk ifu;k HkjsaAA
¹
¹
¹
Hkt ys eu jke fl;k] jke fl;k] jkeA
jke uke fueZy uhj-------- jke uke dey Qwy--------jke uke
osn ewy--------------- jke uke vksadkj-----------¹
¹
¹
f'ko&f'ko tir eu vuUnA
dVr dksfV te dks QUnAA
¹
¹
¹
¬ xq# 'kj.ke~ Jh gfj 'kj.ke~AA
¹
¹
¹
gfj vkse~ fl¼e~] gfj vkse~ fl¼e~AA
¹
¹
¹
tc yfx jke uke thgk rw u tfigSA
rc ykSa rw dgw¡ tk;] frgw¡ rki rfigSAA
Every word of revered Maharaj Ji is above communal
communalism and parochilizm. They are meat for the awakening,
rise and well being of all the human beings. You sit closely,
contemplate on it and resolve firmly for self development. Otherwise,
it would prove to be like the presence of washerman in a village,
which is inhabited by the nude persons (Digambari Nagas) ^/kksch cfl
ds D;k djs fnxEcju ds ns'kA* This work is aimed at inspiring people
to act according to the pious preachings of the Maharaj Ji.
|| OM ||
____________________________________________________
1. This divine song was obsessed by the Revered Maharaj Ji during spiritual
experiences. He had said, “When Saraswati (Godess of Learning)
descended on me with all her splendour, I felt like floating freely in the
sky. This very song sprouted from my mouth and the whole cosmos
started echoing, creating wonderful melodous music accompanied with
all the musical instruments and Ragas. On hearing this song, I became
so deeply emotional that I felt as if I am forgetting myself. I felt as if it
is entering into the core of every atom of the world with all its rythem
and hypnotism.”
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The Supernatural Powers of the Maharaj Ji
The Maharaj Ji used to say, “Ho! When God endows a man
with renunciation, He arms His devotees with some weapons also.
While granting renunciation to me, God has blessed me with certain
particular inherent powers in my right hand and some other kinds of
power in the left one. He has informed me that my Vibhuti has
special property and my words possess uncommon peculiar qualities.
Even when you utter harsh words it would be for the well being of
others. If someone is punished with the sentence of death and if
your stick touches him, he would be saved from hanging. The
sentence would be reduced.” For this very reason, I strike persons
with my stick. Although, it does not become me- ^xkyh nsr u ikogq
'kksHkk* It is never good for a saint to abuse anyone. When I abuse, I
abuse out of affection and kindness. All such powers have been
granted to me as weapons.
A number of incidents used to occur on account of the blessings
of the Maharaj Ji. If a person lost the balance of his mind or became
insane in the locality, people used to take him to the Maharaj Ji and
used to say, “Maharaj Ji! This fellow has gone mad.” The Maharaj
Ji used to reply, “Why have you kept him still in bondage even
before me ? Free him from the chains. Go and prostrate before the
Dhuni (Holy fire).” After releasing him from the chains, the poor
fellow was asked to prostrate. As soon as he bows for salutations,
the Maharaj Ji used to forcefully sturck him with his stick and direct
him to take his bath in the Mandakini Ganga. Persons accompanying
him used to take him for bath. After returning from there, he used to
offer his salutations to the Maharaj Ji, take a pinch of the Vibhuti
and return happily to his home. Within two or three days he used to
regather himself and become normal. A number of insane persons,
who were cured, are still leading a healthy life without any medicine.
¹
¹
¹
The following incident occured when Brahmachari
Sacchidanand had started living in Dharkundi. The head of the
village named Gopipur was a patient of tuberculosis. He used to
visit the Ashram and request Brhamachari Ji to find some way out.
The Dharkundi Maharaj Ji said, “Go to Anusuiya and hold the feet
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of the Maharaj Ji and don’t leave them. Your T.B. could be cured
only through this way.” Those days T.B. was regarded as incurable
disease.
The village head reached Anusuiya with a lot of hope. The
Maharaj Ji used to sit in meditation early in the morning. The
devotees were posted there to see that nobody should disturb the
Maharaj Ji that day, Shivanand or Swayamanand Ji was on duty. I
avoided accepting this duty because it was risky. At that time, I was
also sitting in the room. It was 9 O’clock in the morning. The village
head reached Anusuiya. He saw the Maharaj Ji, sitting in meditation
outside. Perchance, there was no devotee near him. It was a nice
opportunity. The village-head put down the basket of sugar candy,
rushed up and held the feet of the Maharaj Ji ^vkjr dkg u djs
dqdjeq!* The Maharaj Ji was in deep meditation. He gently got his
feet released. The village-head again held his feet. When the Maharaj
Ji came back to his consciousness a little, he moved back his leg. He
again held them up. The Maharaj Ji picked up his stick and stroke
him thrice. The injury was so severe that he left the feet and ran
away. The Maharaj Ji got up and scolding said, “You, the rogue,
stay! who was he? Where has he gone? Such persons do not allow
me to sit peacefully even in meditation. Where are the other persons?”
Out of fear no devotee dared to turn up before the Maharaj Ji. Some
of them started stroking the fire and some started doing something
here and there.
I also tried to know what the matter was. Some one told me that
the Maharaj Ji was annoyed because someone held the feet of the
Maharaj Ji, which he never allowed any one to touch. I thought that
I should appear before the Maharaj Ji. The room for the Dhuna
(Holy fire) was very recently constructed. The pieces of bamboo
were lying there. Seeing me the Maharaj Ji from two or three steps
of the ladder threw a piece of the bamboo forcefully to beat me. I
felt my whole body was paralysed; I held up my head and sat down.
The Maharaj Ji rebuked me and said, “Don’t move from there,
otherwise, I would give greater injury.” Swayamanand Ji and
Shivanand Ji were also beaten. In the mean time Mangal reached
there. He intervened and said, “Sarkar (My Lord)! What has
happened?” The Maharaj Ji reacted, “Look! Don’t come near me,
remain there where your.” But he kept on advancing towards him.
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The Maharaj Ji beat him also by throwing a stone. He took to his
heels. There was an attendant named Shahdev of the village Semaria.
He had been a notorious criminal. When the Maharaj Ji threw pieces
of stones towards him, he also jumped down from the ladder and
started running away. The Maharaj Ji was amused to see it and
remarked, “Look, how the scoundrel runs away!” When the visitors
who had come to take part in the fair on the bank of the Mandakini,
saw the Maharaj Ji pelting stones, they also started running helter
skeltar. A rumour spread that the Baba had gone mad. People jumped
into the river and reached the other side. The whole of the Ashram
was stunned and a hush prevailed there.
The annoyance of the Maharaj Ji used to last for a while and it
used to be showy. After ten or fifteen minutes, he came back and
took his seat. He started calling devotees, “Come on! Where are
you all hidden? Come, and manage the Dhuna (holy fire). Where is
water ? Go and bring clean water.” Everything became normal as if
nothing has happened. Every body got engaged in his work.
Gradually people started coming near the Maharaj Ji. The Maharaj
Ji laughingly remarked, “They say that the Baba had gone mad.
They do not look to themselves only going on accusing the Baba.
Where has gone the fellow who had caught hold of my feet?” The
village-head appeared trembling before him. After saluting him, he
sat down. The Maharaj Ji enquired, “What is the matter ? Who had
taught you to do it ? Why did you catch hold of my feet ?” He
replied, “ Sir, the Brahmachari Ji had suggested me if I touched the
feet of the Maharaj Ji, only then my T.B. would be cured.”
The Maharaj Ji directed, “Now you go away your work is done.”
After saluting him, he went away. He never took even a single tablet
of medicine for the cure of his T.B. Even today he is alive and
healthy.
¹
¹
¹
Once a man, fell unconscious on the day of the Guru Purnima.
There were many good doctors present among the devotees. All of
them examined him and concluded that the fellow could not be saved.
The Maharaj Ji became restless. He started saying, “Ho! What to
say. This person has ruined the grandeur of the occasion of the Guru
Purnima. If he was to die, he should have died at some other place.
Why did he come here?” The body of the fellow was growing colder
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and colder. People came to the Maharaj Ji at 11 O’clock in the night
and informed him. The Maharaj Ji went there and rubbed gently his
body here and there, but he was almost dead. The Maharaj Ji said
that, the body was growing colder and colder. He directed someone
to mix the juice of Chandrodaya with honey and pour it into his
mouth. I have got this medicine. After administering it the body
would become warm. People complied with the instructions of the
Maharaj Ji. No body there throught that this medicine was to be
repeated. The next morning the patient was cured. He took Puri and
Prasad and left for the railway station on foot.
It is an incident of a few days back. The Maharaj Ji had cleaned
his teeth with a Datun-brush early in the morning as usual. I was
pouring water on his hand. Meanwhile, two persons came. They
saluted the Maharaj Ji. The Maharaj Ji asked, “From where have
you come so early in the morning? What is the purpose of your visit
?” They informed him that they were the residents of the village
Dadri. Their brother had died, so they had come to the village
Bhanwara near Anusuiya for his funeral. Two of their companions
were still with the dead body. Putting the dead body across the river,
they had come to him for his Darshan. The Maharaj Ji said, “If you
have come here with the dead body, you should first finish the funeral
rites. How did it occur to you to come here for Darshan leaving the
corpse alone?” They replied, “Maharaj Ji! We are in a dilemma.
When we started from our home neither his pulse could be felt nor
his breath. Hands and legs were also cold. Only around the navel,
some warmth could be felt. We thought this would also end after
sometime, so we decided not to waste time there. But when we
reached on the bank of the river, we found that the warmth at the
place was still there. We think, we should burn the body only after
the warmth totally ends. We do not know what to do. Kindly guide
us and give your instructions.”
The Maharaj Ji said, “Oh! What have you said? Is the warmth
still persisting in the navel? I doubt, he has been struck with heat.
You should be cautious and see that he is not burnt alive. You take
Vibhuti from here and rub it on his body and put it in his mouth also
by opening it with the help of a piece of bamboo. Further you should
pluck seven or nine leaves from the lemon tree which is here and
make the paste of it. After this you open his mouth and pour it into
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it. Be quick.” They complied with his instructions. The warmth of
the body started increasing. The paste of the leaves was also poured
into the mouth. Gradually his consciousness returned. They went
back to their home along with him. On the seventh day, a man with
an axe on his shoulders wearing a torn half-shirt came and saluted.
The Maharaj Ji asked, “Who are you ?” He said, “Your honour I
am the same man who had died you had given me my life back, so
I decided to come to you and have your Darshan.” The Maharaj Ji
said, “Look! People were burning him alive but his life was saved
and he returned happily.”
By the blessings of the Maharaj Ji a lot of queer incidents used
to take place. But we took them to be normal happenings, we thought
that such things were the necessary concomitants of the ultimate
attainments. Who ever attains this state, he would have naturally the
same intoxication, and the same way of living. We look it to be only
a state of saintliness. But we could know after their final departure
that they reflected typical celestial charm and power. The sages of
such a standard are rare. Hence, it occurred to me to put in black
and white the Vidya of Maharaj Ji.
¹
¹
¹
The Ashram in Anusuiya during early days was very simple
and very few things were there in it. A heavy based baking pan and
a light-weight pan were there in the name of utensils. Besides them
one cooking pot and two ladles (Karchhuls) that was enough. There
were no extra vessels except those, which were needed for daily
use. The utensils used to be cleaned at a place near the well. One
day the baking pan with the heavy base fell into the well. Causing a
lot of inconvenience to all. Now the question was who could enter
into the well and bring it back.
After three or four days a man came to the Ashram. After
prostrating before the Maharaj Ji, he said, “Maharaj Ji! I am the
resident of village Chhapra and my name is Shital Pandit. I have
come here after killing a man. Please bless me, so that my life may
be safe.” The Maharaj Ji said, “Well! If some crimes have been
committed by you, why did you come to the jungle? Go and
surrender before the court.” Maharaj Ji inquired again, “What have
you done? Realy have you killed him? What was the matter ?”. The
fellow narrated the whole thing – There are five to seven very ancient
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abbots of Mahatmas in Chitrakoot. These monastaries witnessed
some good saints. But one of them, a Mahanth (Head of the Abbot),
turned to lead the life of a householder. He had set up a relationship
with a woman and a son was born to her. The same Mahanth, had
great affection for the boy.
When the child came to know of his parentage, he started openly
and audaciously living in the Abbey. When he grew young, he started
moving with seven to eight persons who were armed with guns and
Lathis. The Abbey had two to four villages under its possession.
The Mahanth was the landlord of those villages. His son used to
summon the woman of anyone whom he liked by sending his
members of the gang. He became a terror in the whole locality.
Yesterday, four of his musclesmen reached my place and
directed me to send my daughter along with them, as it was the
command of the Dadoo (Gang leader). Dadoo is the awe-inspiring,
ambitious name of that locality. I tried my best to persuade them a
lot, not to do so, “Brother! Dadoo’s father Mahanthji no doubt, is
our landlord, but it is against his dignity to behave in this way and
play with the honour of sisters and daughters of the poor men like
us. He should protect our families and tradition.” But they were not
ready to accept my request. By then two-three more members of
that gang came. They threatened me to send the daughter otherwise
be ready for the consequences.
I understood that it was a tricky situation. The hooligans are
after all hooligans. They would forcibly take away after beating us.
None would turn up against them and help us. So I said to them,
“Please give us time to think.” I consulted my father and came to the
conclusion that it is useless to live any more after losing the honour,
we should either kill or be killed. On reaching such a decision, I
said, “Look! Dadoo is our landlord, our king. We do not have any
objection to offer our daughter to him. But we would not like that
you should drag her to him before us. She would not go out of her
own accord also. It would be better if you send Dadoo himself. He
is free to take her away as he likes. We do not have any objection.”
The cudgel fighters returned with this message. The son of the
Mahanth (the head of abbot) was very audacious. He turned up at
our place with five to seven armed hooligans. The bed was arranged
in the courtyard. The son of the Mahanth took his seat on the cot
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and put aside his gun, his companions stood by his side. My father
came along with some sweets and water. Putting them on the cot,
very smarty, he picked up the gun and threw it inside the house.
Within twinkling of an eye, I came out of the room and swiftly
assaulted twice with my Lathi (Cudgel) at the son of the Mahanth.
The son died immediately, as hooligans stumbled, I warned them
not to move an inch; it was the matter of our honour. We would
drop only when we are killed, none of you should intervene into the
matter.” All of them took to their heels.
The Maharaj Ji said, “ If a crime has been committed by you
under such pressing circumstances, you should better go and
surrender before the court. Go and narrate the truth there. Now,
what ever troubles are fated, you have to suffer. It matters little that
the incident took place unintentionally and in self-defense. You have
to face the trial what can I do ? Go and consult any lawyer or barrister.
How have you come here ?” But the remained sitting grief stricken
at a side.
The Maharaj Ji started talking to others. He was telling some
body, “So my baking pan has fallen into the well. Can any body
take it out?” Hearing this the aforesaid Pandit who was already very
sad jumped into the well and took out the pan and came up with the
help of a rope. The sole of his feet got lacerated because it struck the
branch of a tree, which was inside the well. It was invisible and
under the water. When eyes of the Maharaj Ji fell on him, he said,
“O.K. my son! Blood for blood! You may go. Now you would not
be hanged, you might have to face some other kind of punishment.
Go and surrender and suffer the punishment. Before going take the
Vibhuti and offer your salutation.” As soon as he bowed his head,
the Maharaj Ji struck it with his stick. And he went back most
reverentially. After this he directly proceeded to the court and
surrendered. He was sentenced for ten years. After five to six years
he was released and he came back to his house. Even in the prison,
he worked as priest. Everyone there respected him. After his release
he came to the Maharaj Ji.On saying him from a distance the Maharaj
Ji remarked, “Look! Shital has come back.” The pandit was
overjoyed and said, “You have recognized me even after such a
long time. I had never expected it. I am surprised that you still
remember my name. Your blessing saved my life. Although, I was
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put in Jail but I faced no trouble. By your grace, I comfortably passed
my days there also.” Thus his Vibhuti, his stick and upbraiding were
only for the benediction and well being of others.
¹
¹
¹
The boys of the locality had started attending the Maharaj Ji.
One of them was Lalloo. He used to clean the utensils of the Ashram
and after finishing other works often used to stay in the Ashram. He
used to go his home only after seeking permmission from Maharaj
Ji. One day, when he was returning from his home, he was
accompanied by a boy.
He happened to see a lion cub hiding itself at a corner of the
dense forest through which the boys were passing. The boys who
live near the forest are by nature very courageous. But this boy on
account of living with the Maharaj Ji whom he regarded to be God,
was more courageous. He picked up the cub, covered it with a sheet
of cloth and moved towards the Ashram. The boys knew it very
well that the lioness also must be some where around the place, the
cubs used to play. The smelling power of lions is instinctively very
strong. On not finding its cub, she started chasing those boys on the
strength smell. As soon as the boys saw the lioness they started
pelting stones at her, yelling, “Catch her! Hold her! Look! Save
yourself and run away.” In this way they reached near the Ashram,
which was two to three kilometers from there. The lioness was feeling
the smell of her cub and was growling which denoted that she was
calling her cub in her language. But the cub was lying peacefully
and did not even give the hint of its location. Had it given any clue,
the lioness would have torn the boys to pieces without caring for
her own safety.
The boys presented the lion cub before the Maharaj Ji. The
Maharaj Ji remarked, “Well! You rogues! From where have you
brought it? You have disturbed the flow of my breathing. I was at a
loss to find the cause of it. I apprehended that somebody was surely
in danger. What were you doing at your home? And why you were
so late?” The boys said that, the delay was on account of this cub,
whom they were bringing. The Maharaj Ji quipped, “Why don’t
you say that your lives could be saved any how. The lioness would
have devoured you by now. It was the grace of God that she did not
do anything.” The boy said, “Sir! When you had held its breathing,
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how could it snarl?” The Maharaj Ji said, “O.K. You have ultimately
brought it here. So keep it.”
The Maharaj Ji called a carpenter and got prepared a wooden
cage for it. It used to snarl and live in it. It was a problem to arrange
for its meal because it was a carnivorous creature. It was not possible
to make provision for its food in the Ashram. It did not even like to
take milk. A news spread all around the villages that the Maharaj Ji
had tamed a lion cub. the persons from for of places started pouring
in to see the cub. A police sub-inspector from Chitrakoot came along
with ten armed constables. He asked, “Maharaj Ji! I have come to
know that you have tamed a cub of lion.” The Maharaj Ji replied,
“Yes, It is there in the cage near that platform of Shanker Ji.” All of
them went there. On seeing them, the small cub hid itself at a corner
of the cage. But as soon as they came near the cage and started
peeping, the cub of the lion jumped swiftly towards them. The police
sub-inspector fell down and the constables ran away here and there.
The Maharaj Ji started laughing and said, “Oh! It is in the cage and
does not have even the teeth.” “Sir! Its very name is itself a terror.
When it jumped, I could not maintain the balance. Every body forgot,
that we are all armed and have guns”, said the Inspector.
The cub of the lion remained in the Ashram for almost a month.
One day the Maharaj Ji said, “Listen! We are unable to feed it
properly. So it is not possible to keep it here any more. Neither any
forest officer nor any person belonging to the zoo, came to take it
despite their knowledge that it was here. Its mother would bring her
up.” Thus Maharaj Ji got the cub freed in the forest. It is impossible
even for the most courageous man to pick up the cub of the lioness
from the open forest where the lioness stood on its guard. But those
jungle boys did it on the strength of their faith in the Maharaj Ji.
|| OM ||
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The Perception of the Maharaj Ji
Only two days after my coming to Anusuiya, I had an
opportunity to visit Chitrakoot along with the Brahmachari Ji,
Maharaj Ji said to him, “Take him also with your self and explain to
him in the way the intricacies of ups and downs of spiritual parctices.”
He told him that the devotee should all the time remain engaged in
the performance of Bhajan. Not even a single breath should go waste.
I submitted to him, “You had been giving instructions to me just a
while, is Bhajan possible at this moment also?” He replied that the
intervals of ten or twenty minutes had no meaning. Such a solution
could not convince me but the idea that not even a single breath
should go without Bhajan did clinch. If it is a rule, there should not
be provision for any laxity in it.
When we came back to Ashram, Gurudev explained to us how
firm a devotee should be on his resolution. Actually, he should be
obstinate. The quality of obstinacy has been likened with Hanuman.
In all situations the mind of the devotee should always be fixed at
the goal. The attainment is the result of wrestling with the disorders
of the mind.
The devotee should observe absolute celibacy even in thoughts
there should not be any room for sensuality. This is possible through
regular practice. ^lax rs trh dqeU= ds jktk*- My son! Wrong company
spoils even great saints. The devotee should always remain vigilant.
One should keep the company of better persons. One need not chop
off the nose and ears of any Suparnakha to become a saint. For a
devotee every woman of the world is like his mother. Despite this
one should not cast a glance at ladies because they do not take all
men as their sons. Their worldly approach is quite natural. Under
exigency one should look like Lakshman at their feet and should
mentally salute as they salute their mother. No other thought should
arise except contemplation.
Name : The Maharaj Ji said, “Select any name like Om, Ram,
Shiva or any name of two and half letters.” When I observed, I
found that the Maharaj Ji himself used to chant Om. So I also selected
the same name. Throwing light on the method of the chanting of
name, the Maharaj Ji said that the same name is chanted in four
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ways- Baikhary. Madhyama, Pashyanti and Para. The primary stage
of the chanting of the name is known as Baikhary. Baikhery means
that which is expressed - the name is clearly pronounced in such a
way that the persons sitting nearby might hear it.
At the stage of Madhyama the same name is pronounced within
the mouth and the lips remain physically active. Such a type of
chanting is guttural but it should be done in such a way that any
person sitting very close may not hear. Without the Baikhery jap,
Madhyama Jap is not possible and without regular chanting of
Madhyama voice the capability to grasp the chanting of the breath
(breathing Jap) is not attained. After long practice of Baikhery and
Madhyama the mind becomes tranquil and stable, only then the
Pashyanti stage can be approached. The Pashyanti Jap could be
done through breathing. For this you have to sit calm, turning your
mind inside, you have to observe the inhaling breath, the period of
its stay inside and how much time it stayed inside. Similarly, you
have to observe what time you exhaled it, how much time it stayed
out side (Around half second) and when it was inhaled. When the
mind starts observing clearly, you should drop the name in the breath
mentally, you go on uttering Om with inhalation and exhalation of
the breath. In other words, you should witness Ra and Ma in the
inhalation and exhalation of your breath.
In the beginning such a practice seems to be difficult so pick up
the mark of a point on the ground before you and fix up your eye on
it. The eyes should remain fully or half open. Actually, the eyes do
not see, it is the thought behind it which sees, you should take your
thought through your breath to your heart and keep your eyes open
fixing through contemplation the name in the movement of the breath.
Your breathing should be natural. (Like the breathing of the children
or that of the old man). It should not uneven. Don’t force your breath.
The longer your eyelids remain open, the stabler your mind would
become.
Mind is like a wild elephant. For controlling it, a strong pillar
and stronger rope are needed. Breathing is like a pillar, restrain your
wild elephant like mind with the rope of your mind’s eye and tie it
with your breath. In the beginning it would remain wavering but
gradually when you enter the Paravani it would become tranquil,
stable and stationary.
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When your mind’s eye is fixed on the name and your breath,
which flows like the flow of oil, stands erect like a bamboo, the
entry into the realm of Ajapa or Paravani is made. The name allows
the mind to stay in its sub-soil. *eu vUrj l eU=* (Man Antar Sa
Mantra). When the mind becomes still, allowing no thought to
enter then this very simple name assumes the quality of Mantra. In
the beginning the name had to be dropped in the process of breathing
but now the same name becomes naturally a part of it. The Echo of
the name automatically starts. The mind’s eye automatically gets
connected with the breath. Now this Jap attains the class of Ajapa.
Then no thought arises in the mind except the name. The Vibrations
of the out side world fail to enter the mind. Only the WORD remains.
*lqjr lekuh lcn esa] rkfg dky uk [kk;* (Surat Samani Sabad Mey,
Tahi Kaal Na Khay).
Surati is the other name of mind’s eye. When the mind’s eye
dissolves in the word and it ends, only the word remains. The moment
such a state comes, the devotee simultaneously perceives the Supreme
consciousness and enters in it, which transcends Time.
Meditation : It has been said to visualize form in meditation
along with the chanting of the name. Although God permeates the
whole universe yet He is formless, impersonal. *ru fcu ijl] u;u
fcu ns[kk* (Tan Bin Paras, Nayan Bin Dekha) He can be touched,
although, He has no physical form, He can be seen but not with
physical eyes. the blessing of the Sadguru is the only key to His
attainment. So one should see the form of the Sadguru in one’s heart.
It has been so instructed. Tulasidas says that our heart is an
unfathomable realm, it is a chamber *lqefr Hkwfe Fky ân; vxk/kw*
(Sumati Bhoomi Thal Hridaya Agaadhu), you should spread a small
mentally square piece of mat and make your Sadguru sit on it. Then
observe His whole form from top to toe. If you happen to see His
feet, turn your mind’s eye to his feet and fix it up at the nails. The
day you see the feet with true reverence and the day your mind
centred on those feet, your Bhajan would be activated in your heart.
Your meditation is perfect only when the form of the Guru Maharaj
Ji becomes as clearly visible as we see our face in the mirror. In the
beginning when you catch the form, it would not be clear, it would
be eluding again and again so for having a clear vision, regular
practice is most needed. ^vH;klsu rq dkSUrs; oSjkX;s.k p x`ársA* (Geeta)
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When the Maharaj Ji so instructed, I was beset with anxieties
and started thinking that the Maharaj Ji was a saint, having a physical
body, and I need God. How by visualising his form can God be
achieved? As per his instructions, I used to meditate half of the time
at the Maharaj Ji and try to see his form. In the remaining half of the
time, I used to meditate on the cosmic form of Lord Sri Krishna as
given in the picture, which I had taken along with myself. This
process continued upto two and half years. My attachment with
that cosmic form ended, only after the spiritual guidance of the
Maharaj Ji.
By and by the form of the Maharaj Ji started staying in the
mind, and He started clearly talking to me. When I tallied the inner
experiences with the outer ones only then I was convinced.
Diet (Aahar): The Maharaj Ji used to encourage me to observe
the prescribed routines, which were useful for a devotee. The Maharaj
Ji used to emphasise on proper diet and proper living. He used to
say that a devotee should take his meal only once a day. He should
not take his dinner if he has taken his lunch. He should take one
bread less of his appetite. If the stomach is empty, Bhajan goes on
very well. If the stomach is full, it generates laziness and provokes
drowsiness, which makes to the devotee confounded and confused.
He fails to perform his Bhajan.
The Maharaj Ji practiced what he preached. His conduct itself
was a preaching. He used to sit in meditation every morning after
finishing the daily routines. The devotees also used to follow him
suit and sit here and there for meditation. The Maharaj Ji used to
finish his Bhajan and get up at about 10 O’clock. If it struck to his
mind, he used to ask for a piece of the cake of raw-sugar (Gur). For
breakfast only this much was given. If it failed to strike, even (Gur)
was not given.
Spiritual Experiences (Anubhava): As soon as two and half
months passed, living under the instructions of the Maharaj Ji,
spiritual experiences started dawning. The real Bhajan, which leads
to ultimate salvation starts only after the beginning of the spiritual
experiences, prior to this, Bhajan is simply an entrance into
spirituality. The word Anubhava is made of two words – “Anu +
Bhava” ‘Anu’ means the past and ‘Bhava’ means the world. So it
means that enlightenment, which takes one away from the
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worldliness, is ‘Anubhava’. When God whom we so aspire becomes
positively active and starts leading our path, he gets identified with
our souls. Such an awakening is possible only through the blessings
of any Sadguru who is accomplished and enlightened. There is no
other way. The very form of the Guru Maharaj which appears in
meditation alone helps the devotee by regulating the breathing and
managing his mind.
;|fi czã v[k.M vuUrkA vuqHkoxE; Hktfg tsfga lUrkAA
God is indivisible and infinite, omnipresent. If it is so from where
he should be picked up? Goswamiji says that he is perceptible through
spiritual experiences and could be approached through them. Those
who perform Bhajan in the light of spiritual experiences, are
saints.The Maharaj Ji said if God is active, he can speak through
any tree.
The Maharaj Ji had thrown light on the significance of vibrations
of the limbs of the body. If your right ear vibrates it means God
conveys through it to listen whatever is being said, because it is
worth hearing. If the left ear vibrates, God transmits his instructions
not to listen the talk, because the devotee would have to suffer the
consequences leading to the wrong directions. Similarly, if the right
ear vibrates it signifies that some good things would appear. The
vibration of the left eye stands for ill omens. If the right side of the
lip vibrates, it means one should now speak and vice-versa. In this
way the Maharaj Ji had said that the vibrations of different limbs
like chin, legs, foot palms are the signals through which God conveys
his instructions and directions. He said that his form would be guiding
from inside. Spiritual experiences many a time appear as visions
also. If the devotee sees rich crop, it stands for the enrichment of the
virtues. On the other hand, if he sees the harvesting of sugar canecrop, it signifies the loss of virtues. Similarly, hair-cutting also stands
for the loss of virtues.
These experiences made him aware that, conduct is sister,
devotion is mother, and knowledge is father, these symbolic forms
do come in experiences.
Spiritual experiences flow in infinite currents but for practical
purposes it can be divided in four parts- 1. Physical experiences
(Ishthool-Sura), 2. Experiences connected with the dream (SwapnaSura), 3. Experiences connected with sleep (Sushupti-Sura), 4.
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Experiences connected with Sum-Sura. When God accepts a
devotee, He remains ever ready to protect him. God constantly
watches and remains present with the devotee even when he sleeps
or meditates or remains in any other condition.
The vibrations of right limbs are taken as good omens on the
other hand the vibrations of the left limbs are regarded as ill-omens.
Though the one is positive and the other negative still both the signals
are issued by God Himself. The Maharaj Ji has said that a Yogi
never dreams. Actually, the dreams incorporate the imprints of the
experiences of past lives, memories of the past days, the present
state of mind and the premonitions of the happenings to occur. Such
suggestions are often mind - boggling. If you face such problems,
you should either pray God or seek his directions or you should
seek guidance from your Guru Maharaj.
The first two above noted spiritual experiences are awakened
through the service and reverence for the Mahapurshas in the primary
stage of Sadhna. The remaining two spiritual experiences happen in
the advanced stage of the Sadhna.
The third above noted experience is connected with ‘SushuptiSura’ the sleep state in Sadhna. It is that state when the body remains
awake but the mind sleeps. God, by suspending the consciousness
of the devotee, for a while gives some directions but in this state the
mind should remain calm and stable and un-wavering. The
experiences of such a sleep state are always conclusive and
indisputable.
The fourth kind of spiritual experiences are connected SumSura. They are reserved for the sages who are accomplished and
have attained God. The Maharaj Ji used to say, “Ho! Just as all the
connections with the telephone exchange work promptly and swiftly,
so is the case with the Mahapurushas (sages). They regulate the
devotees and watch their activities, sitting at their place and keep on
managing them. God transmits His instructions to such sages all the
times, even when they are sleeping or waking, or moving or walking
or talking to anyone. Such experiences include the Akash Vani
(divine voices) also. The mind can only be restrained if the Sadguru
starts managing it. Without his assistance, the devotee cannot
understand what is wrong and what is right, when he is correct and
when he is incorrect-
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^eu cl gksbZ rcfg] tc izsjd izHkq cjtsA*
Mind is restrained and chanelised only when the Sadguru himself
in the form of motivetor starts guiding him. Without this devotee
fails to understand, that when I am doing right and when wrong.
^NwVbZ eu dh eyfg ds /kks,A ?k`r dh iko dksm ckfj fcyks,AA*
Generally, people think that they have removed the disorders.
and while analysing reached to the very level of the drawbacks.
Viewed it with deeper insigh. When the thought pertaining to the
sensual weakness, I thought and found that this body form is
transitory. This subjective attachment is outcome of momentary
madness. I saw it and seperated it from myself. He sat peacefully,
but this is not the right method, because all such actions were chalked
out by the mind itself. ^xks xkspj tg¡ yfx eu tkbZA lks lc ek;k tkusgq
HkkbZAA* All the decisions which are taken with the help of the mind
fall under the area of illusion.
Brahmvidya ( Knowledge of Brahm): Brahmvidya is the only
way to hold the mind within the precincts of Sadhna. It explains and
renders understandable all the spiritual experiences, which occur
during the period of Sadhna.
The place of Name Form and Brahmvidya is at the top in the
practice of Yoga. But Brahmvidya is meant only for the deserving
and the eligible. After activation of Bhajan in me, Maharaj Ji taught
me Brahmvidya, which metaphorically the subject matter of the
Ramayan. This Vidya is the delineation of the demonic and divine
propensities of the conscience. Those devotees who grasp it quickly
at first are the best devotees. In my case, it could not be grasped and
comprehends by me during the first ten months but on account of
the regular guidance of the Maharaj Ji. I memorised it grasped it and
then reproduced it before a senior saint. The saint remarked that
mere memorising a thing is not enough; it is useful only when this
knowledge becomes the part of the nature of the conscience, when
the inner world starts reflecting it. Now a new problem cropped up
before me.
The Maharaj Ji said, ^^tqxfq r osf/k iqfu iksbvfg] jkepfjr oj rkxA
ifgjfg lTtu foey mj] lksHkk vfr vuqjkxAA** (Manas, 1/11) The
actions and conduct of Ram are to be methodically kept in mind and
they are to be contemplated. The Maharaj Ji said that he had given
only the general outline of it. He would convey and instruct me
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indetical through my heart. ^xqjksekZSu O;k[;kua] fNékrs loZla'k;e~A*& The
Guru silently using no words speeches through his heart so that all
the doubts are removed. Now it is your duty to further sharpen or
expand it. You should every day count the beads at least once a
day.” I, thereafter, devoted myself to the contemplation. In the
beginning it took half an hour when it started growing subtler, the
time started increasing and it reached up to three hours. The time
used to pass in such a way that I failed to realise its duration. I would
start from one end following the sense and meaning and thus used
to reach the other end. Disturbing thoughts did try to create
obstructions but I used to get prior information of it. So, shunning
them aside instantly. I used to remain engaged as earlier in the practice
of Brahmvidya. By regular counting of the beads the practice grew
more and more pointed and the wavering mind was forcibly turned
towards the thought of the Brahm. Every reference and context of
the Brahmvidya became clear schedule-wise. Then I was
communicated that I had grasped the Brahmvidya. The practice of
Brahmvidya continued even after it.
The mind is as extensive as this world, but on account of the
contemplation of the Brahmvidya. It contracts right at this moment,
the contracted mind should be linked with the breath. After twothree hours when the mind gets more and more reduced through
breathing, it should be turned towards the form of the self. Now the
mind would feel acclimatized and feel normal. This Brahmvidya
right from Lord Shiva, Kagbhusundi and Lomash todate is present
and safe through teacher and taught tradition. But it is occult and
meant only for the eligible ones.
The Maharaj Ji used to say,”You should watch your mind
through thoughts after the Bhajan is activated, and you should
engage your mind always with the contemplation of the Name, the
Form or the Brahmvidya. It should not be allowed to wander. If you
free your mind from Bhajan, it would fall into the trap of the Maya
or illusion. Firm resolve like that of the bird ‘Haril’ is required for
attaining success. The devotee does not feel the pangs of separation,
if he does not have renunciation, restlessness for achieving God, is
not meant for God.
|| OM ||
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Hkko&lq e u

%% 1 %%
vuqlqb;k esa Jh ijegal th] /kwuh jek;s cSBs gSaA
ufga o.kZu dj lds tqcka] os fny dks pqjk;s cSBs gSaAA
ljdkj gSa loksZifj lqUnj] os czã ½f"k dgykrs gSaA
fxjh egsaæ f'kj Åij gS] pj.kksa ls lzksr cgkrs gSaAA
lkFkh ftuds cUnj eNyh] vkrs rhrj ds tksM+s gSaA
ck?kEcj fcLrj gS mudk] lr 'kkUr pnfj;k vks<+s gSaAA
eUnkfdfu xaxk rV ij] ds'kjh fdyksysa djrs gSaA
e`x 'kkod Qqnd jgs fuHkZ;] d#.kk ds >jus >jrs gSaAA
;g fl¼ Hkwfe Hkh /kU; gqbZ] tcls ljdkj fogjrs gSaA
gS ,slh fodV ?kuh >kM+h] voyksdr nqtZu Mjrs gSaAA
/kwuh Åij gSa nks f='kwy] #æk{k dh ekyk yVds gSaA
tg¡ fur Me: ckts fMe&fMe] lRlaxh vkxe dgrs gSaAA
Lo;a ijekuUn] lfPpnkuUn] vM+xM+] v[k.M Hkxoku gh gSAa
'kj.ka lr~x#q cynso jke] vkuUn lfgr f'ko cSBs gSaAA

%% 2 %%
lUr
eksfga
';ke
Lo:i
y[kkvksA
eksj eqdV
q edjkd`r dq.My] mj Hk`xp
q j.k fn[kkvksAA
ejdr&eky] dacq&dy&xzhok] pj.k dey njlkvksA
efr vfr uhp] Å¡p #fp pkgkSa] lsod dg¡ viukvksAA
ihrkEcj v# 'ka[k pØ xfg] jt lr refga HkxkvksA
fojgh ijega l Fkfd cS B s ] mj>h vc lq j >kvks A A

Bhav-Suman

%% 3 %%
Jh ijegal Lokeh fcuk fny csdjkjh gSA
d:¡ eSa fdl rjg o.kZu] ;rh&izseh iqtkjh gSAA
dyk/kj Hkky ij >yds] gSa dkys ds'k ?kq¡?kjkysA
dcwrj ds ln`'k xnZu] dey ;qx us= Hkkjh gSaAA
crhlh nk¡r dh peds] v/kj fcEck ds Qy yktsA
dhj ds rq.M le uklk] foHkwfr v¡x l¡okjh gSA
Hkqtk vktkuq o`"k lhuk] mej pkfyl c;kfyl dhA
dnfy ds [kEc le ta?kk] dfV dsgfj fonkjh gSAA
pj.k ftuds cgqr dksey] euksgj u[k lq/kkdj gSaA
dgS cfyjkt lqu vaxn], lq"kek lcls U;kjh gSAA
%% 4 %%
bl l?ku rfelzk ds uHk esa rqe ,d euksje pk¡n f[kysA
bl vek¡ fu'kk v¡f/k;kjh es]a rqe iwue cudj vk fudysAA
gs ije firk! gs ije b"V! gs tx =krk! gs czãfu"B!
gs drkZ&HkrkZ lagrkZ! gs fo'o&fo/kkrk! gs ofj"B!!
okLrfod lukru ewy /keZ dk vk'k; rqeus le>k;kA
tx iM+k fo'o] Hkwys HkVdksa rd ;s uohu n'kZu ik;kAA
Hkäksa dh j{kk esa rRij] izfriy vkre&iFk mUusrkA
izkjC/k >syrs nhuksa dk] rqe vrqyuh; lq[k&nq[k tsrkAA
vulqb;k th ds jktgal! mér yykV ij 'kf'k >ydsA
dqUnu&dk;k diwZj xkSj] e`x 'kkod lh vk¡[ksa NydsAA
nqfu;k esa Hkä dgha Hkh gksa] lcds ladYi idM+rs gksA
rqe vdFkuh; yko.;;qä fpUru esa dHkh mHkjrs gksAA
gs fpr~ Lo:i! vkuUn ije! rqedks izfriy Hktrk gwA¡
;g vkokxeu dVs izHkqoj] izkFkZuk ;gh djrk gw¡AA
¹ ¹ ¹
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Humanity on its Culmination Point
The pleasures, born out of the union of senses and worldly
affairs are as much available in every life as is the destination of the
mind. Man-woman relationship, parental affection of mother and
father, love-hatred and expansion of all such subjects are present in
every living creature. Satiation obtained from the favourable sensual
pleasures and the feeling of grief and detestation born out of
unfavourable union of the affairs, are found even in the animals
also. Just as a healthy bull, angrily assualts from its horn coincidentally, if a jackal and vagrant dog moves towards it, but the
same bullock, when it comes across any lion, becomes extremely
miserable and fearfully falls before it. If a man spends his life in the
same sphere of happiness and grief, then he is very much like birds
and animals.
Great saints having realised the Supreme Being, also eulogized
this very human form. But this human body is praise worthy only,
when the constant love flows out from the lotus feet of that great
saint.
Now the question arises that, how to begin this incorporeal love?
This quintessence of God, Sacchidanand, Super Human
Consciousness full of nector, expressible through several ineffable
words is all pervasive and omnipresent. Sovereiginty of that Super
Consciousness is manifested itself through the fermament, bottomless
perdition, sun, moon, even in the smallest particle of nature and in
the subtlest of the subtle forms. Every activities of human being is
not hidden from his view. Crors of devotees striving for the realisation
of that Supreme Being from their open eyes, out of which some
annihilate their lives, such, blessed and undisturbed great saints have
from time to time made people realise the sovereignity of that all
pervasive Supreme Being. They occupied this human form with
some specific purposes and after furnising the alloted task, left their
elemental form in this blessed abode. In the course of time, human
beings having sought inspirations from those departed saints, spread
their net of human tendencies, which placed them in a more
confounding situation.
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For the realisation of truthful path, the quest of divine is very
pertinent, but this saying: ^ukS fnu pyS v<+kbZ dkslA* becomes more
applicable in context with numerous brother aspirants who no doubt
strive but fail to reach, hence question, how to find out the truth?
This work of art will, really be inspiring to them. As revered
Gurudev, has himself clarified that, nobody tries for accomplishment,
but great saints make them accomplish.
This masterpiece of creation, neither refutes nor favours any
particular sect, because, the blissful act of accomplishment, which
makes one realise the Supreme goal, is one. Infact, if the immanent
will prompts us, then we all have to move on that path of trial, without
any impediment. This precious wealth and peculiar spiritual meaning
of Shreemadbhagwad Geeta, Shastra and Upnishad, which used to
flourish from the mouth of Gurudev, was not scripted; because revered
Maharaj Ji used to say, that the secret meaning of the ultimate
achievement is only for the deserved one’s. He will not rest, till the
goal is reached.
Questions asked pertaining to the formation of Samskaras,
glimpses-touch, warnings etc. and their answer are enough for those
who are spiritually raw. For example, if a book of high stantard
dealing with the scientific discoveries or of the literary purusits is
given for study, to a school boy of primary level, would he be able
to understand the relevance of it?
Yes, the same student of primary level, in course of time, after
completion of his studies and attaining maturity, will attain that ability.
Therefore, he should not understand small things. After skillful
achievement, one attains that height. For example–
xw<+m rRo u lk/kq nqjkofgaA vkjr vf/kdkjh tg¡ ikofgaAA
If someone really deserves, then nothing is alien to him. Man
having strong desire and craving for God, alone is entitled to move
on this path. Deliverence, is impossible without acute devotion for
God. For example –
jkepUnz ds Hktu fcuq] tks pg in fuokZuA
KkuoUr vfi lks uj] ilq fcuq iwN
¡ fo"kkuAA
If someone thinks of liberation without adoring God (Bhajan),
despite being an enlightened one, he is an animal. Only difference
is that, he is without tail. Hence, least doubt in Bhajan is self-suicidal.
The moment, doubtful feelings pertaining to the genuineness of
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Bhajan come, the aspirants gets diverted and starts finding faults
with others, but actually, in blaming others he wastes his own
precious time. Loveliness of every aspirant’s life, lies only in the
constant activation, which results into Supreme Bliss and serenity.
It gives me an immence pleasure in depicting the holy account
of revered Shree Paramhans Ji Maharaj ^thoukn'kZ ,oa vkRekuqHkwfr* for
the upliftment of humanity, in your service. While presenting this
ink black written account before you, I cherish full hope and
confidence, that you will try hard to understand the path of ancient
traditional spiritual truth and universal good.
In the end, while expressing my heart felt congrements, I pray
with joint palms to that great saint and Sadguru to bless all the
creatures struggling for perfection and attainment of Supreme God
(Brahm).
¬ iw.kZen% iw.kZfena iw.kkZr~ iw.kZenq P;rsA
iw.kZL; iw.kZeknk; iw.kZesokof'k";rsAA
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